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Abstract 

This thesis comprises a discussion of aspects of the reign of Ramesses IV including a 

calculation of the absolute date of his reign. his early career as a Royal Prince. his accession to the 

throne. and the backgrow1d to the end of the reign of Ramesses ill. The areas discussed then continue 

\\ith an attempt to create a chronological study of the period based on a new approach to dating 

monuments. a reconstruction of the events of his reign. his death and burial, his domestic secular and 

religious policy and his foreign policy. A summary of the results derived in all these areas closes the 

text. 
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Chapter One 

The Absolute Dating of the Reign of Ramesses IV 

Introduction 

I understand the term 'absolute dating' to mean the locating of an historical period, 

or person, in the current Western method of numbering years before or after the birth of 

Christ. The Egyptians did not have such a calendar system with a fixed reference point. 

Instead, in the New Kingdom, they counted their years during the reign of each Pharaoh 

by restarting from the number one in the first year of each new reign. So, to determine 

their chronology and absolute dates, it is necessary to investigate Egyptian and other 

sources. The basis for any absolute dating, as well as the chronology of the New Kingdom 

of Egypt including the reign of Ramesses IV, has been reviewed by Hornung. 1 He lists the 

following sources of information as useful for these purposes; 

I ) Dated monuments, 

2) King Lists and annals, 

3) Biographical statements about officials and sacred animals (Apis and 

Bucllis cattle), 

1 Erik Hornung, Cntersuchungen zur Chronologie und Geschichte des Neuen Reiches. Wiesbaden. 1964, 
p.9. After this Chapter was written. I obtained the work of J. von Beckerath, Chrono/ogie des agyptischen 
Neuen Reiches. Hildesheim. I 994. but I did not discern any significant differences between his results and 
Homung's in the area of Ra.messes II-IV. 



- - - -- -------- --- --- -----

4) Jubilee festivals of the kings, Sed festivals, 

5) Astronomical dates, solar and lunar eclipses, risings of So this, lunar 

phases, lunar feasts, 

6) Climate divisions such as summer, inundation months etc, 

7) Family lineage, genealogy, 

8) Synchronisms of Egyptian with Middle Eastern, or Greek, history, 

9) Radiocarbon dating. 

Hornung points out that not all of these sources have the same value and dismisses 

nos 6, 7, and 9 as inaccurate for the purpose of determining exact dates. While I would 

agree with the removal of no.6 and partial removal ofno.7, on the basis that we cannot be 

certain of the conditions of the Egyptian year and the variability of Borchardt's 

'Generations', I think that the radiocarbon dating, no.9, despite it's wide variance and lack 

of specific dates, is still a useful source which provides boundaries of plus or minus ninety 

six years from a probable date. Bierbrier has also shown that the use of generation studies 

and family trees, no. 7, retains some value. 

Hornung excludes 'Jubilee Festivals', no.4, since the point in time from which they 

are counted is uncertain and they are sometimes repeated at far lesser intervals than the 

thirty years recognised by Sethe. 2 For the period of the 19th and 20th Dynasties, they are 

2 Hornung. 'ibid.' . p.11. 

2 



of little help as only Ramesses II and Rarnesses III lived long enough to celebrate them 

and there is no unbroken succession of such festivals on which to base a chronology. 

3 

For the reign of Ramesses IV, only the sources nos 1, 3, 7 and the lunar feasts of 5 

are available as the basis for absolute dating. So I have chosen to use an earlier Pharaoh, 

Ramesses II, since his reign contains most of the sources listed above and can be given an 

absolute date by investigating them. Then, by counting the known regnal years of 

Ramesses II's successors down to the time ofRarnesses IV, an absolute date for the start 

of the latter's reign can be found . 

There are three other new techniques of dating now available which were not 

considered by Hornung. These comprise thermoluminescence, dendrochronology, and 

mitochondrial DNA. I have not, to date, found any studies using these three new 

techniques that help to determine absolute dates. 

The Accession Date of Ramesses U 

Dated Monuments, no.I and King Lists and Annals, no.2 

The one, nearly complete, dynastic list that we have for the late New Kingdom is 

that of Manetho preserved in various extracts by later authors. Since these authors were 

writing from 70 A.O. (Josephus) to the early 4th Century AD. (Eusebius) for their own 

religious purposes, rather than for an understanding of Egyptian history, it is not surprising 

that their renditions of the original work, which has been dated to approximately 200 years 

B.C. , have become severely corrupted in parts.3 

3 Manctho, 'Introduction'. in Manetho and Ptolemy, Manetho Ptolemy tetrabiblos, transl . W. G. Waddell 
& F. E. Robbins, London. 1971. pp.w-xx. 



Fortunately the remains of monuments from the actual reigns, as well as other 

written sources such as ostraca and papyri, allow a considerable degree of reconstruction 

and clarification for most of the dynasties recorded in Manetho. 

Dynasties 19 and 20 

Manet ho only partially records the names of the Pharaohs of Dynasty 19, with a 

variety of regnal years and in incorrect order, while he gives no names and only a total of 

years for Dynasty 20. Hence, for these Dynasties, a minimum dating can only be obtained 

from the contemporary records and lists. These records are considered in detail in 

Appendix A and the results, summarised below, agree with those ofBierbrier.4 

Dynasty 19 from Ramesses Il onwards 

Ramesses II 

Merenptah 

Amenmesse 

Sethos II 

Siptah 

Tewosret 

Dynasty 20 

Sethnakht 

Ramesses III 

4 M. L. Bicrbrier, LNK. p. l . 

year 6 7 (last) 

year IO 

year 4 

year 6 (last) 

year 7 

year 8 (continuing from Siptah) 

year 2 

year 32 (last) 

4 



Ramesses IV 

Ramesses V 

Ramesses VI 

Ramesses VII 

Ramesses VIII 

Ramesses IX 

Ramesses X 

Ramesses XI 

Dynasty 21 

year 6 (last full year) 

year 4 

year 7 

year 7 

year 1 

year 19 (last?) 

year 3 (I have allowed 4 years for this King) 

year 27 

5 

The three extracts preserved from Manetho for the 21st Dynasty present an 

unusual degree of agreement. 5 All three sources have seven kings with the same names 

and in the same sequence; even the total of years are stated to be the same at 130. 

Unfortunately, the actual addition of the years stated besides each king gives us the total 

of 114 years for the Africanus extract against 130 years from the other two extracts. The 

length of the reign of King Psusennes, no. 2 on Manetho's list, accounts for one part of this 

difference; in Africanus he is given forty six years, whereas in the other two extracts forty 

one years . Similarly the other King Psusennes, no. 7 on Manetho's list, is given fourteen 

years in Africanus and thirty five in the other two extracts. All other regnaJ years are the 

same in aJl extracts. 

This problem is covered in detail in Appendix A and the optimum solution is 

proposed by Hornung, i.e. that the earlier Psusennes had a co-regent from year 47.6 Using 

this option of Hornung's for Psusennes we can accept Manetbo's regnal figures for 

5 Manetho. 'Aegyptiaca (Epitome)'. in Manetho and Ptolemy, Manetho . . .. pp.155-7. 
6 Kitchen. TIP2

• pp.28, 531 . 



Dynasty 21 with the simple emendatton of Psinaches reign to nineteen years, retaining the 

higher figure of Africanus of forty six years for Psusennes, but reverting to the lower 

figure ofManetho's king no 7, Psusennes [II], of fourteen years in agreement with the 

Karnak Priestly Annals fragment 3B.7 

Accordingly, for the period of the 21st Dynasty we have the sum of 124 years. 

This is made up as follows; 

Manetho's no. I = Smendis 

Manetho's no.2 = Psusennes 

Manetho's no.3 = Nephercheres 

Manetho's no.4 = Amenophthis 

Manetho's no. 5 = Osochor 

26 years 

46 years 

4 years 

9 years 

6 years 

then a reversed sequence of the last two kings from those of Manetho, as Kitchen 

suggests; 

Manetho's no. 7 = Psusennes 

Manetho's no.6 = Psinaches 

22nd Dynasty and Synchronism 

14 years 

19 years (Manetho's entry amended from 9 

years) 

From this point onwards 1 have used transcriptions according to Kitchen for royal 

names belonging to the 22nd and later Dynasties. 8 

7 Hornung. L'ntersuchungen. pp. !03---l. Kitchen, TIP1. pp.13, 531. 
8 Kitchen. TJP 1• pp.467-8. 

6 
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A synchronism between the Egyptian and Hebrew monarchy, reported in the Bible, 

states that 'Shishak, King of Egypt' invaded Palestine 'in the 5th year ofRehoboam, King 

of Judah' and had to be bought-off from attacking Jerusalem by presentation of it's wealth 

as tribute.9 Kitchen points out that the selfsame campaign is also attested by the 

monuments of Shoshenq I, the first king of the 22nd Dynasty, in the Great Triumphal 

Relief at Karnak which adjoins the 'Bubastite Gate' and the great Forecourt of the temple 

of Amun. These monuments were never completed and the reason must certainly have 

been the death of this king. The date when these monuments were begun appears to have 

been the 21st year of Shoshenq I's reign, while the differing versions of Manetho, except 

for the corrupt Book of Sothis, agree in giving twenty one years to Sboshenq.10 

The identification of the Biblical Shishak with the Egyptian Shoshenq appears 

certain on the basis of the comparison of the two names. Kitchen has dealt effectively with 

the missing 'n' of the Hebrew version. 11 Although an attempt has been made to equate the 

Biblical Shishak with 'Sessi', a name of Ramesses Ill, that claim ignores the linguistic and 

historical points originally made by Kitchen. 12 Redford has also raised doubts about 

equating the known campaign of Shoshenq with that reported in year 5 of Rehoboam, but 

9 Sec synchronism in I Kings 14: 25-26 and less precisely in 2 Chronicles 12: 2-12 noted in Kitchen, TIP1
. 

pp. 72. 575-6. For details of this campaign as reconstructed by Kitchen, 'ibid.', pp.296-300, 575-6. For the 
location of Shoshenq l's monuments see Kitchen, 'ibid.', p. 73 . 
10 Kitchen, 'ibid.'. p.T. n.358. gives Gebel Silsila stela lOO dated to year 21. 2nd month of Shomu with 
the king's command to undertake the works at SilsiJa and Karnak. The differing versions of Manetho are 
reported and commented on in Manetho, 'Aegyptiaca (Epitome)', in Manetho and Ptolemy, Afanetho . . .. 
pp.159-61. and Homung.Cntersuchungen. p.24 and n.4 . 
11 Hornung agrees with the identification of Shishak with Shoshenq. see Erik Hornung. "'Lang oder 
kurz?" - das Mittlere und Neue Reich Agyptens als Priifstein'. HiRh, Middle or Low?, ed. Paul Astrom, 
Part 1. Gothenburg. 1967. p.28. Kitchen, T/P1

. p.73. n.356. 
12 Peter James in collaboration \\;th 1. J. Thorpe. Nikos Kokkinos. Robert Morkot, and John Franldsh, 
Centuries of Darkness. London. 199 I. pp.229-31 and p.257, for the suggestion that Shishak = Sessi. 
Kitchen's reply reiterates and develops the points he originally made-see K. A Kitchen, 'Egyptian 
Chronology: Problem or Solution?'. amhridge Archaeological Journal 1(2), 1991 , pp.235-9. especially 
p.236. The later reply to Kitchen made by Peter James, I.J.Thorpe, Nikos Kokkinos, Robert Morkot, & 
John Frankish, 'Centuries of Darkness: A Reply to Critics', Cambridge Archaeological Journal 2( l ), 
1992, p.127, does not, in my view. add any further weight to their arguments. 



I note there would appear to be no other candidate known at present who can satisfy the 

twin requirements of name and campaign. 13 

8 

The regnal year of Shoshenq in which the above campaign occurred is indicated by 

Kitchen as being his 20th, and I agree with the reasoning that it is unlikely any long delay 

would occur between the end of the campaign and the king's order to commemorate it. 14 

Thus we have a synchronism that year 20 of Shoshenq I= year 5 of Rehoboam. 

The exact date of this synchronism can be found from a further synchronism 

between the kings of Israel and Assyria as well as the interlocked reigns of the kings of 

Judah and Israel. 15 These enable a calculation of year 0 of Rehoboam to be equated with 

the years from 931/30 to 933/32 B.C. With a few further refinements, Hornung arrives at a 

date of 926 B. C. ± 1 year for the synchronism between Egyptian and Hebrew dates, giving 

the period 927/26 B.C. for year 20 of Shoshenq I. 16 Kitchen, in contrast, has 926/25 B.C. 

and I will use the latter as giving the lowest (minimum) date.17 

Summary of King Lists and Synchronisms 

Using a minimum dating for Dynasties 19 and 20 of I 02 and 108 years 

respectively, together with the above total of 124 years for Dynasty 21, and adding in the 

20 years of Shoshenq 1 gives a total of 3 54 years for the period between the accession of 

Ramesses II and the date of 926/25 B. C. Thus, from a combined use of the dated 

13 Donald. B. Redford. Egvpt, Canaan, and Israel in Ancient Times. Princeton, New Jersey, 1992, pp.312-
5. 
14 Kitchen. TIP1

. p.73 and n.360. Homung.Untersuchungen. p.24. n.3 follows Allbright and indicates year 
18/21. 
15 Hornung. 'ibid.'. p.25-28. p.26, under the lines beginning 'Athalja l' and 'Josaphat 17'. On p.27 he 
provides a table sho,~fog how the year O of Rehoboam can be calculated from further synchron.isms. also 
n.8 and 9 giving sources. Thiele as reported in Kitchen, TJP:l' . p.75 and n.369,-MN being 'Mysterious 
Numbers'. 
16 Hornung, 'ibid.'. p.28. Also J. von Beckerath, Chronologie des tigyptischen Neuen Reiche,\·. Hildesheim, 
199~. p.33. 
17 Kitchen. TIP;, _ pp.75-76. 



monuments, synchronisms, and King Lists, we obtain a minimum accession date of 1279 

B. C. for Ramesses II. 

Biographical Statements about Sacred Animals, Apis and Bucbis Cattle, no.3 

9 

Although these references cannot be used for absolute dating, due to the variations 

in the length of the lifespan of an individual animal, they can provide limits for periods, 

especially in the case of cattle which cannot be expected to live past twenty five years. 

Under Ramesses VI , an Apis bull died that was the successor of one who died in 

year 26 ofRamesses III .18 According to Homung's values, the bull lived between fourteen 

and twenty five years which thus represents the possible duration of the period. 19 After 

this A pis, a further Apis bull died under Ramesses IX. 20 Kitchen has considered the Apis 

bulls' lifespan, based on the work of Vercoutter, and points out the average life span was 

sixteen to seventeen years for pre-Ptolemaic bulls.21 His work on the later animals aUows 

a reduction of Homung's maximum age of twenty five years down to twenty one years, 

but also results in a decrease from Homung's minimum of fourteen years down to twelve 

years. Thus the period from year 26 of Ramesses Ill until the start of Ramesses IX's reign 

cannot exceed forty two years at the maximum, and is more likely to be nearer thirty four 

years based on the bulls' average lifespan. 

18 Hornung. 'ibid.'. p.99 and n.36. 
19 1 understand these values to allow the Apis bull to live 5-6 years under Ramesses m, plus the minimum 
and maximum of the following reigns with the lowest ofRamesses VI= 0 years assuming in this case the 
animal is already dead at the start of the reign, so that this animal must have reached an age of between 
14 to 25 years. Hornung, 'ibid.'. p.99. n.37. 
20 P.Wlll, part 2, fasicule 3. Oxford, 1981. p.785. 
21 Kitchen. TIP1. pp.156. 548-9. 



Jubilee Festivals of the Kings, Sed Festivals, no.4 

This area was not investigated due to the lack of information on the sequence of 

such festivals in the 19th and 20th Dynasties. 

Astronomical Dates from Solar and Lunar Eclipses, Sothic Risings, Lunar Phases, 

Lunar Feasts, no.5 
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The absolute dating of Egyptian reigns can also be derived from astronomical 

phenomena such as the helical rising of the star Sothis just before sunrise after an apparent 

absence of seventy days, or when the new moons of the lunar months are noted in 

conjunction with Egyptian civil dates. 

Solar and Lunar Eclipses 

On IV smw, 25, of the 15th year ofTakeloth II an event was recorded as 'n t:m pl 

i t:J; nsni pt(?) !Jprw m tJ pn - the sky does not swallow the moon, a raging of the sky 

exists in the land' in the Chronicle of the Prince Osorkon.22 Some authorities, notably Baer, 

have seen this statement as describing a political revolt breaking out on the day of a full 

moon. He equates this civil date with the nearest known full moon date of 11 .3 .845 B.C. 

Other authorities, including Caminos, see no such event described while Krauss 

raises the objection that there is no possibility that IV smw, 25, in year 15 of Takeloth II 

could be a full moon date. 

22 R. Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. Hildesheim. 1985, pp.174-7. 
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Barta, in contrast, translates the passage as 'because the sky swallowed the moon, 

an unfavourable occurrence therefore raged in the land' which indicates a lunar eclipse 

occurred. The two nearest possible dates are IV smw, 28 in 851 B.C., or IV smw, 18, in 

850 B.C. Krauss tries to relate the statement not to a lunar eclipse but to a 'tpi-smw' 

feast and thus dismiss the suggested eclipse. 

I do not think there is sufficient information available to determine who is correct 

and will therefore discount this evidence. 

Other eclipses are known from Egyptian sources, but I have been unable to find 

any others with recorded regnal and civil dates. Eclipses that are a part of Hittite and 

other, non Egyptian, Near Eastern Histories are dealt with under the section on 

synchronisms below. 

Sothic Risings 

The civil calendar of the Egyptians consisted of twelve months of thirty days 

duration followed by five Epagomenal days. Since a complete cycle of these months and 

days gives ( 12 x 30) + 5 = 365 days to a civil Egyptian year, in comparison with the Julian 

year the Egyptian is approximately one quarter of a day less in length. 

This means that the Egyptian civil year continually moves forwards, when 

compared to the Julian or astronomical year, and that a specific day in the Egyptian civil 

calendar moves 'backwards' by one day every four years when compared with those other 

years. The Egyptians established a fixed point in the astronomical year by observing the 

helical rising of the star Sothis after an apparent absence of seventy days. They also noted 
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this astronomical event and the corresponding moving civil year dates so that it is possible 

to calculate absolute dates from their records within some limitations. 23 

The only Sothic date from Ramesses ll's reign is I Jgt, x. preserved in Ramesses 

III's copy of the Offering Lists of the Ramesseum at Medinet Habu. This date neither 

preserves the day involved nor notes the year of the reign. 24 Without these missing 

numerals the range of possibilities becomes so large that the date cannot be used for 

absolute dating. 

Earlier Sothic dates also cannot be used for the absolute dating of Ramesses ll's 

reign due to various chronological 'gaps' and problems noted in Appendix B. 

Lunar Dating 

In his investigations into the calendars of Ancient Egypt, Parker focussed on the 

schematic calendar of P. Carlsberg 9. 25 This is a schematic calendar, written in or after A. 

D. J 44, which gives a list of the initial days of six lunar months on the corresponding days 

of civil months, every year, for twenty five Egyptian years. With careful investigation of 

the calendar, Parker shows a full schematic calendar can be derived which locates the 

initial day of each lunar month date in the Egyptian civil year for all twelve months and the 

complete twenty five year cycle. These twenty five year sequences of dates on which new 

23 This paragraph is a simplification of the true picture in order to give an brief outline of the 
methodology. Both the Julian and the later Gregorian year are not exactly equal to the sidereal year, as 
noted in Krauss, 'ibid.'. pp. 11-13. and thus the rising of Sothis is therefore not genuinely fixed to the same 
day in the Julian year, but the difference is one day in every 3400 years which can normally be ignored. 
Corrective action was taken for the movement of the civil calendar against the seasons under the 
Ptolemies in the Canopus decree: see A. Gardiner. Egvpl of the Pharaohs. Oxford, 1961 , pp.64-65. For 
the latest discussion and summary of literature I am aware of in this area, see A Spalinger, Three Studies 
on Egyptian Feasts and their Chronolog1cal Implications. Baltimore, 1992, pp.3 J-50. In addition the 
Sothis period was not unifom1 see Krauss. 'ibid.', pp.52-54. For the point of contact of the Egyptian civil 
year with the Julian calendar as noted by Censorius, see Gardiner 'ibid.',p.65. 
24 Listed in Krauss. 'ibid.'. p.13. 
25 R. Parker. The Calendars of Ancient Egypt. pp.13-23, 24-26. 



lunar months begin, being the morning when the old lunar crescent could no longer be 

seen, allow us to pinpoint a given new lunar month within the cycle. Obviously, in 

combination with other data, this twenty five year sequence of dates can serve as a 

powerful tool for determining absolute dates. 

13 

This schematic calendar was based on earlier observations and is an abstraction of 

the astronomical principle that, although the lunar month is variable in length, the 

sequence of such lunations repeat themselves after 309 lunations equating to twenty five 

Egyptian years.26 The schematic calendar was in use by the 5th century B.C. and attempts 

have been made to see it as being in operation in Dynasty 18, which Parker noted as 

unproven. 27 

It is therefore possible, by extending the observed twenty five year cycle of 

dates backwards, to calculate lunar dates for the whole of the New Kingdom of Egypt and 

their absolute dates, but the help of other data in the form of some type of estimate is 

needed to limit the theoretically possible times of an observed date.28 

Time of Observation 

For lunar dates the time that they were observed during the reign ofRamesses II 

was in the morning, as the Ramesseum text clearly shows, 'Re makes for you your form 

like that of the Moon .. .. He allows you to rise like Isis-Sothis in the sky on the morning 

26 Earlier obscr,ation leading to a calendar. sec Parker, 'ibid.' . p. J 7, § 61-64. In actual fact the sequence 
of lunations does not repeat itself exactly in 25 years since there are 9124. 5 days in 309 lunations, whereas 
25 Egyptian years = 9125 days: hence a possible shift of± 6.48 hours every 25 years. In a period of 525 
years this could add up to an error of ± I day-see Krauss. Sothis und Monddaten . p.27. 
27 Krauss. 'ibid.'. p.28. But note Hornung. Untersuchungen. p.54, n .12, where he suggests the year 332 
B.C. . while Parker suggests 357 B.C.-Parker. The Calendars of Ancient Egypt. p.23 . Parker's note on the 
possibility of a lunar cycle in use by the 18th Dynasty. see R. Parker, 'Once again the Coregency of 
Thutmose Ill and Amenhotep II'. Studies in Honor of John A. Wilson, (SAOC, No.35) Chicago, 1969, 
p.79. n.23 . 
28 Note the warning of Krauss about Barta's calculation of such dates having a systemic error. Krauss, 
Sothis und Monddaten . p.29. 
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of the New Year festival.'29 Parker confirms this with his calculation of the correlation of 

lunar conjunctions with their accompanying mornings of crescent invisibility and evenings 

of new crescent visibility taken from P. Carlsberg 9. He found a correlation in forty six 

cases, out of sixty five, in which the lunar crescent was visible in the evening of the day 

after that on which there was no lunar visibility in the morning.30 Thus the Egyptian lunar 

month began at morning twilight prior to the sun rising on the morning when the old lunar 

crescent could no longer be seen. 31 

Conditions of Observation/Falsification of Dates 

The degree of precision with which a lunar or a Sothic date was observed depends 

on a variety of factors such as atmospheric conditions, acuteness of the observer, and the 

variance between schematic and actual dates. 32 

Krauss has studied this area in detail and, after reviewing his work, it seems best to 

allow a ± one day variation of Egyptian observed dates from the modem calculation as a 

rrummum. 

The question of deliberate falsification of observed dates has been raised, but there 

is no direct evidence that points to this practice. Nor is there any indication of the later 

Hellenistic practice of inserting 'correcting' days. We may use the observed dates as true 

information given the present state of our knowledge. 

29 W. Heick. Die Ritualdarstellungen des Ramesseums I . (Agyptologiscbe Abbandlungcn, band 25 .) 
Wiesbaden. 1972, p.146. 
30 Parker. The Calendars ofA.ncient Egypt, pp.13-22 . 
31 Parker. 'ibid.'. p.23 see also Hornung, Untersuchungen. p.54. Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten . pp.20-26. 
32 Krauss. 'ibid.'. pp.25-30. 
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The Lunar Date of Rarnesses II 

The one specific lunar date I am aware of from the reign of Rarnesses II is the 

entry in a ship's log known as P.Leiden I, 350, verso, III 6.33 There the new moon occurs 

on the date 11 prt, 27, of a 52nd regnal year.34 Although the king is unspecified, there is 

little doubt it is Ramesses II . Parker has calculated the possibilities, based on this date, for 

the accession ofRamesses U using Rowton's discussion of Manetho's date for that king as 

a limit. 35 His possibilities are in the range of 1304/1279 B. C. 

Nevertheless, while Rowton's methodology is sound, the date he uses for the 

Assyrian synchronism is ten years too high, as will be seen in the section on 'synchronisms' 

below, and correcting this gives the range for the new moon period of 1236-1224 B.C. 

down from 1246-1234 B.C. given by Rowton.36 The corresponding options in Parker's 

article are then no.4, giving a New Moon date of II prt, 28, on Dec. 20, 1228 B.C., and 

no.5, giving a New Moon date of lI prt, 26, on Dec. 17, 1225 B.C. Since no.5 is excluded 

by calculation, being more than one day 'out', then the preferred option becomes no.4 

which gives an accession date for Ramesses II of 1279 B.C. 

The range given by Parker to the possible dates would also allow a later possibility 

of no.3, giving 1290 B.C. as a less preferred option, but would exclude nos 1 and 2; these 

being 1304 and 1301 B.C. respectively. 

33 See Jae. J. Janssen. Two Ancient Egvptian Ship's Logs. (Supplement to OMRO 42, 1961) Leiden. 1961 , 
p.4 and p.33, for papyrus reference. discussion of the date, and translation. 
34 Also note Hornung. Untersuchungen. p.57 . 
35 R. Parker, 'The Lunar Dates ofThutrnose Ill and Ramcsses II' , JNES 16, 1957, pp.42-43. M.B. Rowton. 
'Manetho's Date for Ramsesses IJ'. JEA 34, 1948, pp.57-74. 
36 Ro\,ton, 'ibid.', p.69. 
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Lunar Feasts 

References to feasts and festivals of the Gods in the records of the Ancient 

Egyptians sometimes quote a specific lunar day, besides the civil date, and are often to be 

associated with specific lunar days.37 Since these lunar days are the 1st, 2nd, 6th, 7th, 

15th, and 23rd of the lunar month, then the probability any civil date would coincide with 

a given lunar date is one sixth. The civil date will, of course, move 'backwards' one day 

every four years due to the difference between the sidereal and calendar years, while the 

days of a full moon will follow the twenty five year lunar cycle mentioned above. 

This results in one being able to calculate a limited range of possible absolute dates 

for any combination of a combined, named, lunar and civil date such as a feast. Of course 

many traditional feasts are independent of lunar dates but, for those that are dependent and 

that have a series of civil and lunar dates preserved, absolute dates can be calculated. 

Valley Feast Dates 

A series of dates is preserved for this festival that started on 'psgntw' in the month 

of II smw, being the day on which the statue of A.mun was bought by boat to the Theban 

West Bank to remain for three days according to the Medinet Habu calendar, lines 

13 5+ 159. 38 Schott suggests that, based on attestations from the 18th Dynasty, the statue 

remained in the mortuary (=valley) temple of the reigning king, or his predecessor, during 

that period. 39 

37 Krauss. Sothis und Monddaten . p.31. 32. 
38 S. Schott, Altagyptische Festdaten. Mainz, 1950, p.107, nos 150, 151. 
39 For this and the following feasts sec Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.136, 143, 148-50, 151-54, 155-
56. 163, 165-66, 166-74. 



The Ramesside graffiti recording these feasts at Deir el Bahri fit into an absolute 

chronological sequence and supply the following dates; 

DB3 . 

DB 10. 

DB9. 

Feast of Min 

year 7 of T ewosret 

year 7 of Rarnesses Ill 

year 6 of Rarnesses VII 

1192/91 B.C. 

1181/80 B.C. 

1131/30 B.C. 
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This is described as being a feast ending on the day when 'jw psgnl m dwJt 'and 

with the civil date of I smw, 11 , in line 1430 of the Medinet Habu calendar. Unfortunately, 

any definite further civil date is lacking so it cannot, in my view, be used for absolute 

dating. 

'fi]i'Dates 

These dates record on ostraca the ferrying of the statue of Amun across to West 

Thebes in connection with thevalley feast. While sufficient dates are preserved to fit a 

possible lunar sequence, and Kraus suggests that the equation of year I of Rarnesses II 

with 1279 B.C. could supply the needed lunar dates, it appears to me that the information 

preserved is insufficient to place any certainty upon this equation. 40 

40 I think that the need to supply the name of Ramesses V to D3 and Ramesses IV to D4 mean that one 
has effectively 'fitted' the material to the most obvious dates and thus it should be discounted for absolute 
purposes. 
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'wJ/;,-mw Dates 

These were dates when the valley workers had an official holiday and an official 

libation is recorded as having been made, usually by senior officials such as the Vizier. 

These dates are irregular and may depend upon a lunar date, as Kraus suggests, but due to 

the paucity of records and without a firm connection to a given lunar date it is not possible 

to use them to calculate absolute dates. 

Epiphi Dates 

These dates record a moving feast originally connected with the lunar month 'ipip' 

whose beginning fluctuates between II smw, 27, and III smw, 28, of the civil calendar. 

Nevertheless, the relationship of the feast to the lunar date is not, as Parker thought, to a 

full moon but probably to the seventh and eighth lunar days of the month. If this is correct, 

then we have an absolute date of 1106/1105 B.C. for year 3 ofRarnesses X and 1104/03 

B.C. for year 1 ofRamesses X1. I think, though, the assumptions and problems associated 

with these calculations are so great as to invalidate them.4 1 

Cult Dates of the Deified Amenhotep 1 

Recorded on ostraca, papyri, and the 'journal' from Deir el Medina, these dates 

record the feast associated with this revered patron of the tomb builders. The dates 

41 Krauss. 'ibid.'. p.154. Here I find Krauss most confusing as he talks of the dates not being on the fifth 
lunar day, variable periods between reigns. dates being on differing. or the same, lW1ar date and assuming 
year I of Ramesses II is 1279 B.C. These apparent variables, and the equation of an absolute date with 
year I of Rarncsses IL indicate to me the variables are too great in this case to allow precise calculation of 
an absolute date. 
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preserved fall into two groups with one group from the month of Ill prt, which belongs to 

the eponymous festival of the month Phamenoth. showing a fluctuation consistent with a 

lunar date. The other group appears to be connected with thevalley feast date of DB 9. 

Unfortunately, according to Krauss the dates preserved do not coincide neatly 

with any possible lunar dates and thus cannot be used for absolute dating. 42 

Feast of Ptah at Deir el Medina 

At least three dates are preserved for this festival with varying dates in II, or Ill, 

prt thus indicating a lunar basis for the feast. Unfortunately the possibilities for the known 

preserved civil dates are all different lunar dates and I cannot presently see how these 

could be harmonised. Accordingly these records cannot be used for absolute dating 

purposes. 

Feast of God Seth in the Dakbla Oasis 

ln year 5 of Shoshenq I or III, a festival procession took place at Dakhla Oasis for 

the God Seth on III prt , 25. The feast was known as' .. . nfr n wrs- beauty of temple 

service in the lunar month.' This procession was probably carried out at the start of the 

lunar month. 

On such a basis, Krauss notes that the possible absolute dates in the time of 

Shoshenq 1, when the new moon fell on III prt, 25, are 939, 928 and 925 B.C. These dates 

42 Krauss. 'ibid.'. p.160. and especially p.162, where Krauss states that, 'Eine Verteilung auf bestimmte 
MMT ist nicht zu erkennen.' 



Krauss then reduces, on the basis of synchronisms (see below) and discrepancies in 

calculation, to 939 B.C. only.43 Thus Shoshenq I's year 1 is dated to 944 B.C. 

The Lunar 'tpi-smw Feast at Karnak 

20 

Records for this feast of Amun, calculated according to MHK 14 51 ff at Medin et 

Habu to be from the 1st to the 5th days of the 9th lunar month which corresponded to the 

month of smw in the civil year, are preserved from Middle Kingdom to Saite times. 

Nevertheless the length of the reigns of Shabako and Shebitku remain uncertain and thus 

the records supply us with a range of possibilities rather than one series of absolute dates. 

Thus year I of Takeloth II lies in 856, 867 or 870 B.C. 

'Climate' Divisions, Summer, Inundation Months, etc., no.6 

1 have not to date found any current studies that uses this criteria for exact dating. 

Family Lineage, Genealogy, no.7 

Although Hornung dismissed genealogical studies as being too imprecise for exact 

dating purposes, Bierbrier has investigated the family relationships of the priests, nobles, 

and workmen of Dynasties 19, 20 and 21 with the result that he was able to trace 

interlocking families and determine the number of generations which spanned these eras. 

43 There is. of course, the possibility of the date belonging to Shoshenq III. Krauss notes that were this to 
be the case. there would be a coincidence of this feast with the 'tpi-smw' feast at Karnak discussed next. 
Krauss. 'ibid.'. p.166. 
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It must be stressed that, due to the variability of the duration of a generation, these 

relationships do not give a precise date. On the other hand if one assumes a relatively 

constant number of years for a generation, given the conservative nature of Egyptian 

society and that natural variations in the number of years in any generations would average 

out over a large number of such generations, these relationships do frequently indicate 

probable limits for the length of a certain period, unless one is willing to accept a 

consistently high date for human death or reproduction. 

Dynasties 19 and 20 

The most pressing problems of the chronology of the end of the 19th Dynasty are 

the length of the reign of Merenptah, the question of possible separate reigns for Pharaohs 

Siptah and Tewosret, and the extent, if any, ofan interregnum between Tewosret and 

Sethnakht. 44 If all these problems prove positive, then the period of time at the end of the 

19th Dynasty might be increased by twenty years at least. Nevertheless, the genealogies of 

the priests and nobles Bierbrier examined suggest that the minimum dating accepted from 

other data can only be exceeded by five years at the most. 

Bierbrier estimated the High Priest Roma-Roy was aged circa sixty-five to eighty

one on the accession of Sethos II, after which he lived a minimum of about a month or a 

maxjmum of five years. If rune years were to be added to the reign ofMerenptah, then 

Roma-Roy would be aged drca seventy-four to runety. Thus he would either have had to 

have been as aged as hjs father Bakenkhons I, or to have been born at the latest possible 

date circa year 16 ofRamesses II. Nevertheless if the latter case were correct, it would 

mean that Bakenkhons I began his career as a father at the late age of about thirty-five! 

Sirrularly, the birth date of the Mayor, Amenmose I, has been fixed at not earlier than year 

44 Thls and the following paragraphs follow closely Bierbrier, LNK. p.15-18. 
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50 ofRamesses II on minimum dates. For every year that is added to the minimum dating 

between Ramesses 11 and Ramesses Ill, the birth date of Amenmose must be bought 

forward in time so that he can be physically active in year 3 of Ramesses IV and the ages 

of his grandfather, Bakenkhons I, and his mother at the birth of their respective children 

must be increased by whatever fraction of the new dating is assigned to each. 

Bierbrier also estimated that Amenmose l's birth might be a decade later if his 

mother were thirty, not twenty, at his birth but, if an additional twenty years were added 

on, then Bakenkhons I would be aged about sixty-five and his daughter thirty-five at the 

birth of their respective children. Thus any additions to the minimum dating, especially in 

the reign of Merenptah, would produce the interesting result that Bakenkhons I fathered 

his eldest son relatively late at about thirty-five and then continued to have children until 

over six"ty. A long interregnum is clearly out of the question unless Bakenkhons I had 

children in his seventies or eighties. 

When considering the priests and nobles of the 20th Dynasty, Bierbrier points out 

that it also appears likely that the length of Dynasty 20 after the reign of Ramesses IV 

does not exceed the minimum dating by more than a decade. The minimum age of the 

High Priest Ramessesnakht I on his last appearance in year 2 of Ramesses IX has been 

estimated at circa sixty-seven. If he was not born earlier, or lived to a great age, then 

possibly ten extra years might be added between Ramesses IV and Ramesses IX. The 

same can be said with regard to the career of the First Prophet ofNekhbet, Setau, who 

was aged about seventy-two in year 4 of Ramesses IX. Nevertheless, if the Mayor Paser II 

of year 17 of Ramesses IX was the son of the Mayor Amenmose 1, he would be aged 

about eighty at the time, even on minimum dates, unless he had been born when his father 

was over thirty.45 If the age of Paser 11 is correct then obviously only an additional year or 

so could be added between Ramesses IV and Ramesses IX. 

45 Bierbrier, 'ibid.'. p.16. llis 'Dynasty XIX' is obviously a misprint for Dynasty 'XXI'. 
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Even so, one lmiseba 11 appears to have lived through most of Dynasty 20 up to 

the reign of Ramesses IX and possibly through to the end of Dynasty 21 . After Ramesses 

IX, according to Bierbrier, age data from the genealogies becomes quite scarce and it 

seems likely that the High Priest Amenhotep, aged circa sixty-one in year 2 of Ramesses 

X, died before that king's year 8. So the period between Ramesses IV and Ramesses IX 

might have an additional ten years above the minimum dates if all the persons dealt with 

above were born at the latest possible dates and all, without exceptions, lived to be 

septuagenarians or older. 

Bierbrier then discusses the genealogies of the royal workmen at Deir el Medina 

and states that, whereas the noble genealogies of Dynasties 19 and 20 tended only to 

suggest the difficulty of increasing the minimum number of years, the genealogies of Deir 

el Medina definitely prove the impossibility of a long reign of Merenptah, of a long 

interregnum between T ewosret and Sethnakht, and of separate reigns for Siptah and 

T ewosret. 46 

IfMerenptah was to be given another ten years then; Pashedu iii son of Hehnekhu 

ii , Hay iv son of Anherkhawi i, the scribe Kenherkhepeshef i, and possibly Amennakht ii 

son of Nebnufer i, would all be octogenarians, Kenherkhepeshef i would prove to have 

been a septuagenarian bridegroom, while Khons iii and Aapahte would be revealed as 

rather old youths in year I of Siptah or as born late to their parents, especially Aapahte, 

his father's heir, who would then have to have been born ten years after his parents are 

recorded as being married . If there were separate reigns for Siptah and Tewosret, or an 

interregnum of over five years, Naunakhte i, Khaernnun i, Hay iv, and his son Anherkhawi 

ii would all be octogenarians, while Nekhemmut ii and Khons iii would be at least 

septuagenarians. Obviously then any interregnum of over ten years is physically 

impossible. 47 

46 This and the following paragraphs also follow closely Bierbrier, 'ibid.'. p.42-45 . 
47 Bierbrier. 'ibid.'. p 43. Bierbrier also notes. 'One of the arguments in favour of an interregnum was the 
assertion that no individual or family was known to have lived through the period, but this argument is 
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Vandier has revived the old theory that Amenmesse was a momentary usurper who 

seized power briefly in the reign of Siptah and this thesis has most recently been supported 

by Krauss. Even if correct, such a theory would not seriously alter the chronology since 

the age of some individuals, such as Kenherkhepeshef i, would only be lowered by four 

years, but the ages of other individuals, such as Nekhemmut ii who first appears in ostraca 

dated previously to years 1-4 of Amenmesse by Heick, must be pushed 'up' by ten years 

because the ostraca would then probably date from the reign of Merenptah. 48 In such a 

case, a long reign for Merenptah would be out of the question. Deir el Medina material 

shows that possibly five more years might be added between the death ofRamesses 11 and 

accession of Ramesses III, either in the reign of Merenptah or as a short interregnum, but 

not more unless Deir el Medina had a high proportion of octogenarians. 

In the case of Dynasty 20, the Deir el Medina genealogies help in estimating the 

time lapse between the death of Ramesses IV and the accession ofRamesses IX. If more 

than ten years are added to the minimum figures then Nekhemmut iii, Kenna i, and 

Harmose, all sons of Anherkhawi ii, besides the scribe Harshire, would all be late 

septuagenarians or octogenarians. 

For the period Ramesses IX and Ramesses XI, Bierbrier accepts that Ramesses X 

reigned at least nine years. Nevertheless, if any more years are added to this period then 

Khons vi son of lpuy ii, Kenna ii son of Harnufer, Thutmose son of Khaemhedjet ii, and 

Penpare i son ofNebnufer v, would all reach their late sixties or seventies. Moreover many 

other workmen who are listed in year 17 of Ramesses IX appear again in years 8-10 of 

Ramesses XI, such as Monthatef and Khaembekhnu sons of Khons. These careers do not 

manifestly false . Apart from the individuals cited above. Hesunebef is attested in year I of Amenmesse 
and year 24 of Ramesses [II. Nakhtsu ii in year l of Amenmesse and year 11 of Ramesses III, Telmont in 
year I of Siptah and year 23 of Ramesses III, and Penanuket ii son of Paneb (who was married in year 66 
of Ramesses lI) was still alive in year 29 of Rarnesses III.' 
48 W. Heick. 'Bemerkungcn zu d~n Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen Reich', Studio Biblica et Orientalia 
[JJ : OriensAntiquus, Rome. 1959. pp.121-3. 
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suggest a passage of time much in excess of twenty years; perhaps an additional ten years 

at most. 

Manetho gives a total of twelve kings in Dynasty 20, with durations of 135, 172 or 

178 years as against the otherwise known ten kings of 113 years total duration. 49 Another 

two ephemeral,kings might easily be accounted for without extending the length of the 

period unduly, although I am aware of no other evidence for them at this time. 

Nevertheless, on the basis of Bierbrier's figures, this period cannot be any longer than an 

additional ten years which, added to the 113 above, gives 123 years as a maximum. This 

maximum cannot be reconciled with the far higher figures given by Manetho. 

The number of generations from the start of Dynasty 19 until the reigns of 

Ramesses IX and X is given by Bierbrier as six or seven when taken from both the 

genealogical data of the priestly/noble families and the families of Deir el Medina. 

Allowing twenty-five years per generation, given the Egyptian ideal of marrying and 

raising a family at an early age, and taking the highest figure of seven generations, gives 

175 years until the start of Ramesses IX's reign. Adding nineteen years for his reign, nine 

years for that of Ramesses X, and twenty-seven years for Ramesses XI, gives the figure of 

230 years. Removing the 113 years of Dynasty 20 leaves 117 and from this can be 

removed the sixty-six years of Ramesses II, leaving fifty-one years for the remaining kings 

of all of Dynasty 19. This, admittedly rough, check also does not allow much beyond the 

minimum year numbers attributed to the Dynasty 19 kings. 

Dynasty 21 

Basing his study on the family of the High Priest of Amun and the descendants of 

Ipuy I, Bierbrier found that, at most, six generations elapsed in the course of Dynasty 21 

49 Manetho and Ptolemy. Mane/ho .... pp.153-5. 
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and that these agreed with the historic evidence available, provided the emendations of 

Kitchen were followed. 50 Six generations, at twenty-five years per generation, total to 150 

years for the Dynasty, which is in reasonable agreement with the 124 years obtained by 

Kitchen given the crudity of the methodology. 

Summary 

The Egyptian genealogical evidence for the accession date ofRamesses II consists 

of the minimum dating, derived from the consideration of known family members and their 

minimum ages at certain points under various kings, as well as an overall generation count 

arrived at by Bierbrier. 51 On minimum dates, 590 years elapsed between the accession of 

Ramesses II and the death ofTaharqa in 664 B.C. When this total is added to 664 B.C., 

the result reached is 1254 B.C. Bierbrier states, following Kitchen, that Shoshenq I of 

Dynasty 22 came to the throne between 945-940 B.C., or just possibly, circa 930 B.C. 

Thus, approximately ten to twenty five years remain to be accounted for above the 

minimum figures . One solution proposed as an adjustment might be to the reign of 

Osorkon I, to whom Kitchen assigns an additional twenty years. Nevertheless these 

additional years could also be ascribed to the period between the death of Shoshenq V and 

the invasion of Piankhy, as well as to the reign of Piankhy himself. The other possibility is 

that further years might be added to the reigns of Osorkon II, Takeloth II, and other 

Dynasty 22 Pharaohs. 

When the minimum figure of 3 3 5 years, from the time of Ramesses II until the 

accession date of Shoshenq I, are added to 945 B.C., this yields the date of 1280 B.C. for 

50 High Priest of Amun. Bierbrier. 'ibid.'. pp.46-50. Descendants oflpuy I, Bierbrier, 'ibid.'. pp.51-53. 
Bierbrier's conclusion of only six generations, Bierbrier, 'ibid.'. p.49. Kitchen's emendations as accepted 
by Bierbrier. Bierbrier, 'ibid.'. p.46, based on Kitchen, TIP1. pp.3-39. 
51 This and the following prargraphs in this summary follow Bierbrier, 'ibid.'. pp.111-14. 
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the accession ofRamesses II . If the accession date of Shoshenq I is lowered slightly then 

1279 B.C. can be easily accommodated as an astronomically suitable date for Ramesses II . 

If 1290 B.C. is to be accepted as the accession date of Ramesses II, eleven years remain to 

be added to Dynasties 19 and 20. These years could be divided among the periods 

between the reigns of Merenptah and Ramesses ill, Ramesses V and Ramesses IX or 

Ramesses XI. It is unlikely that any years can be added to Dynasty 21 . If 1304 B .C. is 

accepted as the date of the accession ofRamesses II, then an additional fourteen years 

must be fitted into Dynasties 19 and 20. The period between the reigns ofMerenptah and 

Ramesses III and of Ramesses V and Ramesses IX have been shown above to have been 

of short duration and, with the distribution of the additional years between 1279 B. C. and 

1290 B.C., these periods should now be complete. Another four years may perhaps be 

assigned to the period between Ramesses IX and Ramesses XI, but it is unclear where the 

extra decade would go. Unless the time span is stretched to the limit, with several 

octogenarians and nonagenarians being created in the process. there is simply no 'room' for 

these extra ten years . Thus, on the known minimum reign lengths of reigns for the 

Ramesside period plus the calculated possible additions, 1304 B.C. is very dubious as the 

accession date of Rarnesses II. If the accession date of Shoshenq I is lowered from 945 

B.C. to 930 B.C., there will be no room for these extra years in the preceding dynasties 

when 1304 B.C. , or even 1290 B.C. , is considered the accession date ofRamesses II . Only 

when 1279 B.C. is considered the accession date ofRamesses II can that of Shoshenq be 

lowered appreciably from 945 B.C. 

A second factor which may help clarify the dating of this period is the number of 

generations which elapsed between the beginning of the reign of Ramesses II and the end 

of Dynasty 25 in 664 B.C. Bierbrier noted that thirteen or fourteen generations must have 

elapsed from Kaha i, a younger contemporary of Ramesses II who was at least half a 

generation older than Kaha i, to the reign of Osorkon I of Dynasty 22. Bierbrier also 

calculated that seven generations would span the period from the end of the reign of 
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Osorkon I to the end of the reign of Shoshenq V and he estimates that only one generation 

covered the reigns of Piankhy, Osorkon IV, and Tefnakht, while another three generations 

covered Dynasty 25 until 664 B. C. Thus twenty four or twenty five generations would 

have elapsed between approximately the beginning of the reign of Ramesses II and the 

year 664 B.C. Calculating with the minimum figure of20 years per generation, a total of 

480 or 500 years is obtained for this period. Obviously this total is much too low. To 

reach a more acceptable total of nearer 600 years, the number of generations would have 

to be raised to a minimum of thirty if the estimate of twenty years per generation is 

retained. On the generation analysis set forth in this study a total of thirty generations is 

not possible, and thus the average number of years per generation cannot be the estimated 

twenty years. If each generation is estimated at twenty-five years, then a total of 600 or 

625 years is obtained. Added to 664 B.C., the years 1264 B.C. and 1289 B .C. are 

obtained. Thus, with some adjustments, this generation analysis can accommodate either 

1279 B.C. , or 1290 B.C., as the accession date ofRamesses II. In order to obtain a date 

near 1304 B.C., it would be necessary to increase the time period of the average 

generation. An increase in the total number of generations by one would yield a date of 

1314 B. C. which is too high for the accession of Ramesses II. In any case, the generation 

total of twenty four or twenty five is calculated from Kaha i a presumed younger 

contemporary of Ramesses ll and, if both men were of the same age, this generation total 

should date from the birth of the monarch and not his accession. Thus even the numbers, 

twenty four or twenty five generations, may be slightly too high. Since the number of 

generations should be increased, and any increase in the generation span over twenty-five 

years is suspect, the generation analysis of the period from the accession ofRamesses II to 

664 B.C. tends to weaken the argument in favour of 1304 B.C. as the accession date of 

Ramesses II . Thus the above genealogical study indicates 1279 or possibly 1290 B.C. as 

the accession date ofRarnesses II. 
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Synchronisms of Egyptian and Middle Eastern History from the Period of Ramesses 

n, oo.8 

In the contacts of the Egyptian world with it's neighbours during the Ramesside 

and later periods, it happens that documents are dated by both the Egyptian and foreign 

calendars or may allow equivalences between the Egyptian and various foreign calendars 

to be established. These 'synchronisms' in theory allow another approach to the absolute 

date of Egyptian events when the foreign calendar is known and can be related to ours. 

The first Egyptian synchronism to be considered requires, in tum, a discussion of Hittite 

and Assyrian synchronisms. 

Tablet Bo 4979 (= KUB XXVI 70) concerns itself with the fragment of a letter 

which an unnamed Hittite king wrote to the Assyrian king, Tukultininurta I, with the 

mention of a request of one UrlJi-Tesub to the father of that Assyrian king, Salmanassar 

1.52 This gives a fixed synchronism Urgi-T esub/Salmanassar I. It is not possible, though, to 

decide whether Urgj-Tesub himself had written while still king or after his deposition. 53 It 

is also uncertain whether the reigning or deposed Urgi-Tesub communicated with 

Salmanassar I immediately after that king's accession or whether he had been reigning for 

some time already. The synchronism of Salmanassar 1/Ur!}i-Tesub therefore does not 

permit an exact regnal or calendar year to be specified. The one certain result of this 

synchronism is that the accession of Salmanassar I, at the latest, followed in the first years 

of the reign of Hattusilis 111 .54 

52 Hornung. Untersuchungen. p.45. nos 77. 78, and pp.50-5 l. 
53 Hornung. 'ibid.'. p.50. n.3. Ro\\1on in WC.Hayes. MB.Rowton. and F.H. Stubbings, 'Chronology', The 
Cambridge Ancient History. Cambridge. 1962, v.L chapter VI, p.46, n.4, thinks that the letter was written 
after his deposition. 
54 Hornung. 'ibid.'. p.51 and n.4. The latter states that the Great Inscription of Hattu~ilB reports of the 
flight plan of Ur!J,i-Tesub which led to a change in his place of banishment; at any rate Babylon not 
Assyria is named there as the destination of his planned flight. For a possible residence in Egypt see W. 
Helck. 'Urb,i-Tesup in Agypten'. JCS 17, 1963, who places, on p.86, the flight of the king before the peace 
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In his 5th regnal year, Ramess-es II fought at Kadesh against Muwatallis. Then, in 

his 21st year, he concluded a peace treaty with Hattusilis III. Between these two dates lie 

the small remainder of the reign of Muwatallis, the seven year reign of Urgi-Tesub, and 

the accession of Hattusilis III. Between the accession of these leaders and the peace treaty 

lie at most nine years; essentially the period cannot be any shorter since it embraces a 

period of aggression between Ramesses Il and Hattusilis III and then the protracted peace 

negotiations between the two great powers. 55 Thus Salmanassar I was already on the 

Assyrian Throne during the period of the peace treaty and in year 21 of Ramesses II. 

A separate indirect synchronism is that based on document K Bo I, 10, from which 

Edel was able to show the accession ofKadasman-Enlil II, a Babylonian king, was equal 

to year 21-x ofRamesses II . 56 Rowton has attempted to place this document after 

Ramesses ll's peace treaty of year 2 I but, as Heick points out, for this to happen there 

would need to be a further period of tension after this peace treaty and there is no 

evidence of such tension. 57 

Another synchronism occurred when, in his regnal year 34, Ramesses II married 

the daughter of Hattusilis III .58 The documents from both the Hittite and the Egyptian 

sides are listed by Heick but he did not show any date given in the Hittite documents. 

Hence I could not use these documents to supply a specific date. 

Similarly, prior to year 5 of Merenptah, Egyptian grain appears to have been sent 

to Tud~alija IV to aid a famine towards the end of his reign.59 Again, I could find no date 

stated from the Hittite documents and so cannot obtain a fixed date from this synchronism, 

treaty of year 21 . See also J. von Beckcrath. Chronologie des agyptischen Neuen Reiches. pp.24-30 for 
this area of synchronisms in the reigns of Ramesses II and Ill . 
55 Thus in letter KBo I 10. see E. Edel. 'Die Abfassungszeit des Briefes KBo I IO (Hattusil-Kadasman
Ellil) und seine Bedeutung fur die Chronologie Ramses' 11', JCS 12, 1958, p.131 . 
56 Edel. 'ibid.', p.133 . 
57 M.B. Rowton, 'Comparative Chronology at the Time of Dynasty XIX', JNES 19, 1960. pp.17-18. Also 
M.B. Rowton, 'The Material from Western Asia and the Chronology of the Nineteenth Dynasty', JNES 25, 
1966. pp.24~-7. W. Heick. Die Bez,ehungen Agyptens zu Vorderasien im 3. und 2. Jahrtausend v. Chr. 
Second edition, Wiesbaden. 1971. p.214. 
58 Hornung. Untersuchungen. pp.59-60. Heick, 'ibid.'. p.220, and ns 57-65 . 
59 Hornung. 'ibid.'. p.59. Heick. 'ibid.'. pp.224-5. 
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although it is known that the Sea Peoples destroyed the Hittite empire between 1220 and 

1200 B. C. and a connection may exist between this and the need for grain. 

Dates of Assyrian and Hittite Kings 

In order to find absolute dates for the above synchronisms using the non-Egyptian 

cultures, the dates of Assyrian and Babylonian rulers must be calculated in terms of our 

modern calendar. 

Hornung used the three Assyrian King Lists Ch, SDAS, and Nass, plus the report 

of an eclipse in the Eponym period ofBur-Sagale, to reconstruct the list of Assyrian kings 

back to Assurbelnisesu. 60 As these lists contain the length of the reign of each king, he was 

able to calculate an absolute chronology for each reign, subject to three limitations as 

follows. 

The name of Adadnerari II is missing from the Eponym list indicating possible 

discrepancies between the Eponym List and the King Lists, discrepancies which Hornung 

states are beyond our comprehension. Nevertheless, the King Lists do provide specific 

dates for the reign of this king and his predecessor and I have accepted these figures . 

For Tiglatpilesar II, the King Lists totals show a discrepancy of one year. Thus all 

the kings prior to this point in the lists have, at the least, a possible variation of one year. 

Hornung has indicated in his latest contribution on this subject that he now accepts 32 

years as against 33 and no discrepancy.61 

For Ninurta-apal-ekur, the King Lists differ by ten years from one another. 

Hornung indicates that synchronisms with Babylonian and Egyptian chronologies favour 

60 For this and following paragraphs see Hornung, 'ibid.', pp.42-46. 
61 Erik Hornung. "'Lang oder kurz?" - das Mittlere und Neue Reich Agyptens als Priifstein', High , Middle 
or Low?, part 1, ed.Paul Astrom. Gothenburg, 1967, p.29. 
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including the extra ten years, but gives both possibilities in his actual calculations with one 

set of figures shown in brackets. 

Hornung also notes a possible use of the true lunar year by the Assyrians, without 

intercalary days, prior to the reign ofTiglatpilesar I which would reduce the dates be 

shows for the earlier reigns by three years in every hundred, i.e. for Salmanassar the dates 

would then be around five years earlier. Nevertheless be points out there is no evidence for 

the change-over from the use of this year of 3 54 days, outside of the lack of an intercalary 

month, and does not consider the possibility further. 

On the basis of Hornung's calculations, the reign of Salmanassar I starts in the 

range 1265-32 B.C.62 

Hornung then goes on to derive a relative chronology for the Babylonian kings. 63 

The known correspondence between Assyrian and Babylonian chronology gives a further 

possible variation of twenty years to the accession of the Babylonian King Kurigalzu II. 

Hornung sees the possibilities ofKurigalzu's accession being 1350/26 B.C. or 1340/16 

B. C. Hornung is then, based on these dates, able to work out a further series of dates until 

the Assyrian conquest. 

This connection gives, for Kadasman-Enlil II, dates ranging from 1284 B.C. until 

1250 B. C. Hornung goes on to reduce the possible width of this period to five years by 

pointing out that Hattusilis III can at the earliest have come to the throne in year 12 of 

Ramesses II and at the latest in year 18 of Ramesses II, allowing a three year period for 

'hostile relations' with Ramesses ll. I suggest there is other evidence for limiting the 

possible width of this period.64 Unfortunately this reduction does not give any precise date 

62 Hornung. 'ibid.'. p.29. 
63 Hornung. Untersuchungen. p.46. n.28. gives publication and translation sources of these lists. 
64 Another way of limiting the period of Kadafa1an-Enlil II is indicated by Rowton, 'The Material from 
Western Asia and the Chronology of the Nineteenth Dynasty', JNES 25, 1966, pp.244-6 and uses 
documents KUB 1. 1-10 and K Bo I. 10. The Document KUB I 1-10 is the so-called Apology ofHatMilis 
m and describes events after the battle of Kadesh but before the death of Muwatallis. For HattusiM III 
these include a period in Apa in command of the southern front, return to Hatti, his marriage and the birth 
of some of his children. the prosecution of Arma-Tattas the revolt in the North and the Hapkis campaign, 
and the subsequent resettlement of the depopulated Northern Territories. These events, as Rowton points 



for the start of this 'range of possible dates' and I am unable to follow Hornung in seeing 

the limitations of 1279 to 1272 B.C. for the possible accession dates ofHattusilis lll.65 
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Hornung also identifies a Hittite famine with the end of the reign of Tudgalija and 

considers relief supplied by Merenptah as providing evidence that Tudgalija IV outlasted 

the reign of Ramesses ll and thus the year 1254 B. C. but I am unable to agree with this 

view as it appears to be dependent on the dates of 1279-1272 B.C. mentioned above. 

out, cannot be compressed into a short interval such as a year. I will allow three years as a minimum for 
this period. 

Document K.Bo I. 10 establishes events after Hattusilis Ill ascends the throne. The most 
important part from my point of view is the mention of a treaty between Hattusilis lIJ and Kadasman
Turgu of Babylon. the father of Kadasrnan-Enlil II. Rowton then goes on to say that the treaty mentioned 
is not likely to have occurred immediately on the accession of HattusiM Ill since Ur!!i-Tesub was planning 
to escape from his exile in Syria to Babylon and would not have had this plan were the treaty already in 
place. With respect to Rowton. this assumes that the information about the treaty had reached or was even 
available to Ur!}i-Tesub. Remove this assumption and the objection to an early treaty appears to vanish. 

The death of Kadasman-Turgu and the accession of Kadasman-Enlil II can, in my view. only 
have occurred, at the earliest. in the first year of Hattusilis III's reign. The accession of Hattusilis Ill 
occurred at the minimum after the battle ofKadesh, which is dated to year 5 ofRamesses II, plus the three 
years allocated to the remaining period of Muwattallis plus the seven year reign ofUrb.i-Tesub. Using 
Ramesses 11 as the reference point. Kadasman-Enlil II can only have ascended to the throne between years 
15 and 21 of his reign, using the synchronism from Edel noted above. 

There is the letter (document K Bo 1 14) from Hattusilis m to his contemporary the king of 
Assyria which. when taken as referring to Mursalis, creates problems since Salmanassar I was never a 
contemporary of Mursalis. The crucial passage has a word missing which Redford suggests may have been 
'a-hi' rather than 'a-ha' . Redford solves the problem by seeing the addressee as being not Salamanassar I, 
but Adad-nerari and effectively down dating HattusiM Ill's accession. This creates problems with the 
other documents thaL at this point, I cannot resolve. See D.B. Redford. History and Chronology of the 
Eighteenth Dynasty of Ezypt. Toronto, l 967. pp. l 99-202. and his Chapter Seven, pp.183-215. supporting 
in part the high chronology of Rowton. ln addition, there are the difficulties raised by Rowton in support 
of a higher chronology with the document K Bo I. 14. See M.B. Rowton, 'The Background of the Treaty 
between Ramesses II and Hattusilis IIJ'. JCS 13, 1959. especially pp.5-7. However, one must set against 
these difficulties the problems with moving Hattusilis lll's accession further into the earlier years of 
Ramesses II since the framework is set by the battle of Kadesh on the one hand, and the peace treaty on 
the other. Shifting Hattusilis Ill's accession downwards means that the reign ofUrb.i-Tesub must be 
pushed further downwards and then the events before he became king, including a substantiaJ amount of 
activity by Hattusilis 111. must be compressed into a smaller space after year 5 of Ramesses 11 . Of course 
shifting K Bo I IO after the peace treaty in Ramesses's 21st year would have the same effect, but there is 
then the problem ofUrbi-Tesub's flight to Egypt after this treaty which is most unlikely. Heick indicates 
Urbi-Tesub's flight is prior to year 21 of Rarnesses II in his discussion of that individual-see W. Heick, 
'Urbi-Tesup in Agypten'. JC,\' 17. 1963 , p.96. In addition, Bierbrier notes that it is immaterial when K. Bo 
I IO was written, as the crucial question is when Kadasman-Enlil came to the throne and this could have 
easily been before year 21 of Ramcsses II . In respect of Rowton's objection to K Bo I 14 still mentioning 
the Ruler of HanigaJbat as vassal of the king of Assyria (hence under Adad-nerari I since the Kingdom 
vanished as an independent entity later), Bierbrier still considers it possible that Mitanni remained a 
vassal state under both Adad-nerari I and Salmanassar I until it's final revolt. In such a case letter K Bo I 
14 could have been directed to either ruler. See M.L. Bierbrier, LNK. pp.109-111. 
65 Hornung. 'ibid.'. p.59. n.24 . 
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Hornung, using the above figures, previously derived an accession date for 

Ramesses 11 of between 1293 B.C. and 1283 B.C. He has since, as noted earlier, corrected 

these figures to allow a thirty year range of accession for Salmanassar I and allow the 

possibility of 1279 B.C. as an accession date for Ramesses Ill.66 

Using the same figures, following Brinkman, and seeing no way in which the range 

of Salmanassar l's dates can be limited, I think one must allow a thirty year period for the 

accession ofRamesses II from a high date of 1293 B .C. down to a low date of 1263 B.C. 

based on synchronisms alone. 67 

Age Determination According to Radiocarbon Dating, no.9 

The determination of time by radiocarbon dating depends on the natural decay of 

the radioactive Carbon 14 isotope over a given time period. Since all living things absorb 

carbon during their lifetimes and a proportion of that carbon absorbed is made up of the 

above isotope, then, once an organism dies, it's intake of further carbon ceases and the 

radioactive isotope portion decays at a fixed rate. 

It must be stressed that this method of dating does not establish when a piece of 

wood, or similar material, is used but only when that material died. As wood was a scarce 

and useful commodity in Egypt and is normally left to dry out before being used, any 

66 Erik Hornung, "'Lang oder kurz?" - das Mittlere und Ncue Reich Agyptens als .Prtifstein', High, Middle 
or Low?, part l. ed.Paul Astrom. Gothenburg. 1967. p.29. 
67 Brinkman, 'Notes on Mesopotamian History in the Thirteenth Centwy B.C.', BiOr 27, no.5/6. 
September-November l 970. pp.305-7 ., points out that the dates of the Babylonian rulers from Kurigalzu 
to Kashtiliashu can be lowered by up to eighteen years without destroying known synchronisms. He then 
advocates the greater flexibility offered by this view and the advantage that it removes problems seen by 
Rowton. Brinkman, 'ibid.', p.307, on the removal ofRowton's need to postulate that Kadashman-Harbe 
must have preceded Kara-indash. 

Similarly in the Assyrian King Lists, the testimony of the Nass King list of 13 years for Ninurta
apal-ekur, as noted above, could be reduced to 3 years. As a matter of judgement I would prefer to follow 
Brinkman in this matter, although it must be stressed, from the sole evidence of the lists, that this 
reduction is only based on the balance of probabilities. 



radiocarbon dating may show the wood to be considerably older than the building or 

artefact it forms a part of 

In practise the actual radiocarbon measurement of any material is complex and 

dependent on a variety of factors, all of which introduce an element of error in the final 

result. As well as this source of errors, there are external factors such a freedom from 

contamination by later forms of carbon and the varying ratio of the isotope Carbon 14 to 

Carbon 12 in the atmosphere in antiquity.68 
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Hassan and Robinson have examined these factors closely and have applied a high 

precision curve derived from the ratios of Carbon 14/Carbon 12 in tree-ring dated wood 

together with various statistical methods aimed at excluding abnormal results. 69 

For three radiocarbon measurements of wood from the Ramesseum. asd well as 

wood from a tomb in the Valley of the Queens, there is a consistent date of 1230 B.C. 

with an error of ± 96 years 7° Clearly this type of variation is so wide as to prevent even 

high-precision radiocarbon methods from presently being of use for the precise 

determination of a specific reign. 

Differing value of the above sources 

Before using the information from the above areas, I would like to discuss the 

relative value, or ranking, of the different methods and sources used. Each one has it's 

own particular problems and difficulties so that a simple assessment of which area has the 

least number of problems connected with it cannot serve for ranking. 

68 Another limiting factor is that the dates obtained from Sothic risings in Egypt were originally used to 
calibrate radiocarbon dating. Thus the objection could be made that the argument used for dating is 
circular. However the radiocarbon methodology has been so refined with cross links to dendrochronology, 
therrnoluminence. and other dating methods to the point where it can now be viewed as self-sufficient. 
69 Fekri A. Hassan & Steven W. Robinson, 'High-precision radiocarbon chronometry of Ancient Egypt, 
and comparisons with Nubia, PaJestine and Mesopotamia' ,Antiquity, v.61, no.232, July 1987, pp.121-2. 
70 Hassan & Robinson, 'ibid.'. p.124. 
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It is apparent, though, that daled monuments in conjunction with King Lists and 

annals present the basis for most of the other areas to be useful. Even lunar and 

astronomical dates require a time 'frame' in which to be identified, while the synchronisms 

reflect the same process applied to other Middle Eastern civilisations besides Egyptian. 

Furthermore, the dating methods based on scientific or astronomical fact are 

subject to further unexpected discoveries in their areas which can alter their application 

radically. One thinks of the variable Carbon 14 levels in the ancient world or the 'wiggle 

matching' necessary in dendrochronology as examples of these further discoveries. 

One source that does not require the help of dated monuments or King Lists, is 

radiocarbon dating, but the degree of variance in it's dates is so wide (±96 years) that it 

cannot serve to distinguish amongst the different reigns of the 19th and 20th Dynasties. 

I therefore agree with Heick and emphasise the area of monuments and King Lists 

as the basis for chronology. 71 After these would come subsidiary records such as the Apis 

and Buchis records, then the generation counting and relationships developed by Bierbrier. 

Synchronisms, although based on a reconstruction from monuments and King Lists, are 

less valuable due to the incomplete and variable nature of the records preserved. I would 

place least reliance upon Astronomical events such as eclipses and lunar feasts together 

with radiocarbon dating since these are dependent on the observer and correct scientific 

deduction. 

Accession date of Ramesses O from all the sources 

The evidence from the area of dated monuments presents an accession date for 

Ramesses II of 1279 B.C. Kitchen has recently reconsidered both minimum and maximum 

71 W. Heick. 'Was kann die Agyptologic wirklich zum Problem der absoluten Chronologie in der 
Bronzezeit beitragen?'. High, Aliddle or Low?, ed. Paul Astrom. part l , Gothenburg, 1967, p.18. 
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dating from the known monuments and considers that minimum dates give a very low 

figure, unless an independent reign for Amenmesse is allowed and adjustments made for 

Ramesses VIII and/or X. 72 The calculations do not suit 1290 B.C. and rule out 1304 B.C. 

On the basis of the maximum dating, Kitchen indicates the figures take us back to 1281 

B.C. as accession date for Ramesses II. 

The evidence from the biographical statements about officials and sacred animals 

does not determine an exact date for Ramesses II but does prevent the reigns from 

Ramesses VI-Ramesses IX being expanded by any more than a couple of years each. 

Family lineage indicates a date of 1279 B.C. or 1290 B.C. for Ramesses H's 

accession date. Nevertheless the preference should be for the lower date as the 

genealogical calculations carried out by Bierbrier, noted above, used twenty-five years for 

a generation which appears very high. The genealogical count and minimum attestations 

also indicate that the Dynasty 19 and 20 minimum reigns are very close to the correct 

figures as otherwise the individuals concerned have to reproduce from their thirties to 

their sixties and still be active in office in their seventies, eighties and nineties. 

Synchronisms of Egyptian and Near Eastern History give a range of dates from 

1293 B. C. down to 1263 B. C. for Ramesses II's date of accession, with the possibility of a 

slightly further downward shift due to variances in the Assyrian record. 

Astronomical dates offer us a favoured date of 1279 B.C. and an earlier date of 

1290 B.C. No astronomical criteria can distinguish between these two dates for the 

accession of Ramesses II. 

Lunar feasts supply several dates. The New Moon date, valley feast dates, and 

Wi 'dates will fit into a known lunar pattern if an accession date of 1279 B. C. is assumed 

for Ramesses II . The feast day of the God Seth in the Dakhla Oasis gives a date of 944 

B. C. for the first year of Shoshenq I, while the date of 856 B. C. for the first year of 

72 K. A. Kitchen. 'The Basics of Egyptian Chronology in Relation to the Bronze Age'. High, Middle or 
Low?, ed. Paul Astrom. part 1. Gothenburg. 1967, p.39. 
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Takeloth II from the 'tpi-smw'feast at Karnak allows both of these dates to agree with the 

accession date of 1279 B.C. for Ramesses II. 

Age determination according to radiocarbon dating gives a date associated with 

the wood used in the Ramesseum of 1230 B.C. ± 96 years. 

The preponderance of the above evidence is for the date of 1279 B.C. as the 

accession date of Ramesses ll. 

The Accession Date of Ramesses IV 

For the period between the accession ofRamesses II and that of Ramesses IV, 

using the minimum dates from the section titled Dated Monuments, King Lists and 

Annals, no. I above, we have; 

Dynasty 19 

Ra.messes II 

Merenptah 

Amenrnesse 

Sethos Il 

Siptahff ewosret 

No interregnum 

Sethnakht 

reign of 66 years and 1 0 months. 

reign of 9 years and 10 months. 

reign of 3 years and 8 months. 

reign of 5 years and 1 1 months. 

combined reign of 8 years. 

reign of 2 years maximum ( using 

Krauss). 



Dynasty 20 

Ramesses m reign of 31 years and 1 month. 

These figures give a total of 127 years and 4 months. Taking the accession date 

from Heick of III smw, 27, for Ramesses D's and the absolute year date as 1279 B.C. 

then subtracting the former total gives 1151 B. C. as the absolute date of the year of 

Ramesses IY's accession. 
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Nevertheless, due to the imprecision of the attested dates for Sethnakht, the 

additional parts of a month not used above, and the slight possibility of a brief interregnum 

after Siptah/T ewosret, a variation of two years should be added to this minimum date. 

Hence I determine the final absolute year date ofRa.messes IV's accession as 1150 B.C. ± 

1 year. 
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Chapter Two 

The Historical Background of the Reign of Ramesses III 

Introduction 

The events ofRamesses Ill's reign, conveniently summarised by Grandet, agree 

neatly with the picture of an Egyptian Pharaoh as one who fights fearlessly to extend 

the boundaries of Egypt, puts down internal revolt, maintains and develops the temples 

of the Gods, restores order, and promotes a peaceful ordered Egyptian society dividing 

it up according to a divine plan. 1 

Much of this work is summarised in P .Harris I where Ramesses Ill says he 

saved Egypt from foreigners, created new settlements abroad, divided the Egyptian 

society up into classes, made the rule of law paramount, sent expeditions for valuable 

items abroad and, finally, decided on a successor.2 While much action represented in 

the Papyrus is a formulaic convention inherited from earlier reigns, and indeed may be 

said to have only been done in earlier times, it is evident from Grandet's table that 

Ramesses III achieved a reasonable number of these stated objecrives.3 

1 P. Grandet. Ramses 111: Histoire d 'un regne. Paris, 1993, pp.399-400. Formulation of the idea of 
Pharaoh as a fearless fighter etc. derived by Donald B. Redford, History and Chronology of the 
Eighteenth Dynasty ofEgypt. Toronto, 1967, pp.78-79, although there related to the early 18th 
Dynasty. it is just as valid for the Rarnessides. For the militaristic side of the Pharaoh see also A. J. 
Spalinger, Aspects of the Military Documents of the Ancient Egyptians. New Haven and London, 
1982, pp.103-1 l , 120-l , and 193-5. together with the critique of this work by K. A. Kitchen, 'Review 
of A. J. Spalinger, Aspects of the Military Documents of the Ancient Egyptians. New Haven and 
London.. 1982', BiOr44, no.5/6, September-November 1987, pp.637-41. 
2 P. Harris I. 76 : 3-7, 6. Grandet, Le Papyrus Harris J. v. l , pp.336-40. 
3 For an example of similar actions from the earlier reign of Hatshepsut see the Speos Arternidorus 
inscription. Breasted, ARE. n, pp.122-6. Also A. Gardiner. 'Davies's Copy of the Great Speos 
Artemidos Inscription', JEA 32, 1946, pp.43-56. Similarly Horemheb's inscription in ARE lll, pp.18, 
20-33, and Merenptah's inscription in Breasted, ARE rn, pp.240-53 . In all of these inscriptions the 
Pharaohs state that they have restored temples and paths that had long been neglected, restored civil 
order, and sought foreign tribute. Rarnesses II also claims to have divided Egypt up into classes in 
Breasted, ARE III, p.113, where 'inspectors' are announced, while many ofRamesses III's actions are 
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The early years of Ramesses Ill were occupied with repulsing a series of 

attempted invasions by the Sea Peoples and Libyans and possibly with other, internal, 

conflicts. 4 It is only, as Peden notes, in year I 1 that the final great conflict of the reign 

occurs and Ramesses III has achieved enough stability to tum his focus from defence 

to other areas. 5 It was, moreover, in year 12 that the king's valley temple of Medinet 

Habu was completed and the craftsmen were released to work on other projects such 

as the temple for the Theban Triad at Karnak, the temple within the temple of Mut 

another within Karnak in honour of Khonsu, and the construction of a temple 

dedicated to the God Seth at Pi-Ramesse. 

In contrast to the early years, the middle period ofRamesses Ill's reign, from 

year 12 until year 27, provides evidence of being one of peace and some prosperity. An 

inspection in his year 15, following on from the royal decree in year 5, by the Chief 

Archivist of the Treasury of Pharaoh, Penpato, of the temple granaries and treasuries 

of Upper Egypt not only established the contents of those institutions, but also doubled 

the sacred offerings previously allocated to them, as well as safeguarding the interests 

of the resident priesthood. As Peden notes, there may also have been a drive against 

temple corruption. 

Other initiatives of those years include expeditions to Punt, to the copper mines 

of Timna, and the turquoise mines of Serabit el Khadim.6 These activities indicate a 

concentration on building, decoration, and trade to obtain luxuries, rather than any 

expansionist or defensive policies - a period of prolonged political stability and peace 

shown by the emmer and barley prices recorded at Deir el Medina where, during this 

copies of his ancestors ideas such as those of the Great Abydos Inscription of Ramesses II. See 
especially Breasted. ARE III, pp.11 3--l . 
4 Lesko doubts all the Libyan wars recorded at Med.inet Habu actually occurred, see L. H. Lesko, 'The 
Wars of Ramses III', Serapis 6. 1980, pp.83-86, especially p.86. Nevertheless I do not agree that the 
use by a later Pharaoh of the iconography and the tex1 of an earlier Pharaoh necessarily means the 
episodes shown by that later Pharaoh are spurious. For the opposite view to Lesko, there is the older 
study by Janssen, Ramses Ill: Proeve van een historisch beeld zijner regering. pp.23-41, and the more 
recent work by Grandel, Ramses 1/1:Histoire d'un regne. pp.176-216, and his notes in v.2 which 
contain most of the later literature on the subject. 
5 Peden. The Reign of Ramesses IV. pp.10-13 . Inspection and drive against temple corruption, p.11 . 
6 Peden. 'ibid.'. p. l l, P Harris L 77, 8-9; 78. 1-5: 78, 6-8. 



period, their prices remain remarkablystable. 7 Another possible aid, and an 

encouragement for a concentration on trade, would be the vacuum left by the earlier, 

wholesale destruction of the Hittite Empire at the hands of the Sea Peoples. 8 
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Then, from year 28 onwll!ds, the picture changes again and the historical 

sources outline a series of disturbances. These reach a climax with an assassination 

attempt against the king himself. 9 The first recorded threat is the incursion of a band of 

Libyans into the Thebaid in year 28 resulting in civil disorder and murder in that 

region.10 

In year 29 the famous 'strike' of the tomb workers at Deir el Medina took place, 

ostensibly over the arrears of provisions. Nevertheless, the further 'political' charges 

that appeared once a late ration djvision had been made indicate that the issue was 

somewhat deeper, and more likely to have been about official corruption, rather than 

genuine failure of delivery. The promotion of the Southern Vizier To to Vizier over 

both halves of the country in year 29, and the possible dismissal of an unnamed 

counterpart from Arthribis, would bolster the case for corruption, and it is interesting 

to note that To (ll) disappears as Vizier very early in the reign of Ra.messes IV.11 

Despite these troubles, Ramesses III went on to celebrate his first and only Sed 

festival probably in his year 30. 

Although several papyri preserve for us the trials of those accused of conspiring 

against Ramesses III, using sedition and possibly poison, it can only be inferred from 

the statements of Ramesses IV that they were successful in assassinating him since the 

mummy of Ramesses III showed no signs of any obvious wounds.12 The attempt by the 

7 For a discussion of the stability of grain prices in the reign ofRamesses III see the section on the 
'strikes' of the royal workmen in Chapter Three below. 
8 As indicated by the loss of the term 'sniH'. a silver unit of value, noted for the early Dynasty 20 in 
Janssen. Commodity Prices.from the Ramessid Period. pp.102-8. 
9 Peden. The Reign of Ramesses fl ·. p. 1 I . 
IO Peden. 'ibid.'. p.11 and n.5. in addition to these studies there is that of Eyre, 'Work and the 
Organisation of Work in the New Kmgdom', labor in the Ancient Near East, ed. M. A. Powell, New 
Haven, 1987, pp.167-22 l. which discusses the interpretation of this ostraca. Further detailed study of 
this area is provided in Chapter Three below. For the 'strike' disorders see Peden, 'ibid.'. p. I l and n.6. 
11 Peden. 'ibid.'. pp.11-12. 0 . Berlin P.10633. tex1 in KRJ V, pp.529-30. Also P.Harris I, 59: 11-12. 
12 For sedition and poison see Goedicke. 'Was Magic Used in the Harem conspiracy against Ramesses 
Ill?'. JEA 49. 1963, pp.71-92. although I view this as an extreme reconstruction and prefer the other 
source supplied by Peden, 'ibid.' . p . 12. n.4. The sedition, though, is real and detailed in the P.Rifaud 



harem woman Tiye to use her brother in Nubia to stir up revolt would indicate some 

form of action was to be taken against both the Pharaoh and the existing Crown 

Prince. This action was to be unsuccessful, although possibly referred to in the 

coronation encomium of Ramesses IV. 13 

The Sons of Ramesses ill 
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One of the duties of a Pharaoh was to provide a plentiful supply of offspring for 

the future and we are fortunate that Ramesses Ill chose to refer to, and display, the 

royal princes at an early age. The reliefs at Medinet Habu recording the defeat of the 

Libyans/Sea Peoples in years 5, 8, and 11 all refer to the princes being present and 

having taken part in the campaigns, with the earliest mention of a Crown Prince being 

in year 8.14 Nevertheless not one of the princes presented is named, and there is the 

possibility that they were part of a design scheme taken wholesale from the 

Ramesseum.15 Against this outlook stands the evidence of the actual existence of at 

studied in Chapter Three below. For the lack of wounds on Ramesses Ill see W. M. Whitehouse, 
'Radiologic Findings in the Royal Mummies', An X -Ray Atlas of the Royal Mummies, ed. James E. 
Harris & Edward F. Wente. Chicago. l 980. p.289. 
13 Primarily A. Gardiner. 'A Pharaonic Encomium (II)'. JE4 42. 1956, pp.15-20. but see also V. 
Condon. Seven Royal Hymns of the Ramesside Period. Berlin, 1978. pp.38-54, for views on the 
historicity. or otherwise. of these Hymns. 
14 References and depictions of princes at Medi.net Habu. Defeat of Libyan coalition. speech by 
Ramesses 11 I mentioning royal children and speech by royal princes. KRI V, p.17, lines 5-6, 15-16. 
p. I 8. line 2. Crown Prince involved in issuing equipment for campaign against Sea Peoples, KRI V, 
p.29. lines 3-5 . Ramesses Ill celebrating his victory over the Sea Peoples addresses amongst others. 
the royal princes, AJU V. p.33 . line 3. Same subject with royal prince shown speaking, KR1 V, p.33 , 
line J-l . Inscription of year 8 with Ramesses lI1 mentioning royal princes, KRI V, p.39, lines 6-7. 
Ramesses lJI celebrating his victory over the Libyans with speech to the Crown Prince, KRI V, p.45, 
lines 12-13 . Ra messes [JI reviewing Libyan prisoners and spoil, Crown Prince presents captives, KRI 
V p.5 I, lines 2 and I 0-12 . Y car 11 inscription of second Libyan War with Ramesses ll1 speaking to 
royal princes, KR1 V. p.66. line 6. Ramesscs III storming a Syrian fort with royal princes shown in 
attendance, KR1 V. p. 78, line 12. Ramesses III reviewing Syrian prisoners and speaking to the Crown 
Prince. KRl V. p.80, line 6. Ramesses lll celebrating his victory over the Syrians addresses, amongst 
others. the royal princes, KR.IV, p.83. lines 10-11. Ramesses Ill inspecting his horses, KRl V, p.112, 
line 8. princes at ceremonial games before Ramesses III, KRl V, p.114, lines 3, 14. For a discussion of 
the princes' role see Seclc, 'Some Remarks on the Family ofRamesses III' , Agyptologische Studien 
Hermann Grapow zum 70. Geburtstag gewidmet, ed. 0 . Firchow, Berlin, 1955, pp.296-9. 
15 This view is developed by Lesko. 'The Wars of Ramses III', Serapis 6, 1980, pp.83-86, although he 
saw the source of the Libyan war scenes as being the Mortuary (= valley) temple of Merenptah. 
Nevertheless the linguistic work of Spalinger notes in,Aspects of the Military Documents of the 



least one prince from the Deir el Medina chapel, which must be reasonably early in 

R.amesses Ill's reign, and the large number of princes shown in the Procession of 

Princes at Medinet Habu.16 Without entering into a discussion of this procession, it 

may be noted that the original sculpting of the princes, although not necessarily their 

names and titles, was completed by year 12 of Ramesses ID's reign. Such a large 

number of offspring, in excess of twelve, are thus unlikely to have been sired solely 

after Ramesses ill came to the throne. 

The next important pieces of evidence connected with the princes of R.amesses 

III come from various tombs unfortunately largely undated, prepared for a number of 

princes in the Valley of the Queens and the Valley of the Kings. Exactly when, and 

why, these tombs were prepared remains uncertain but an examination of them, which 

follows in some detail, does give some indications as to date, ages of the princes, and 

their family relationships. 17 

The Tombs of the Princes 

The ground plans of all the following tombs are available and can be easily 

compared in Thomas or Porter and Moss.18 

Ancient Egyptians. New Haven and London, I 982. p .219, 'The military records of Ramesses Ill 
represent a special format by themselves wherein . .. . '. and the structural analysis by B. Cifola. 
'Ramses Ill and the Sea Peoples: A Structural Analysis of the Medinet Habu Inscriptions', Or 57, 
1988. p.301. convince me that these are records of actual events. 
16 See Bruyere. Merl Seger a Deir el Medineh . pl.IV. from chapel D where an unnamed prince is 
mentioned with only 'r' p't 'and ~<;J 'part of 'sJ nsw "preserved, also the named Prince. 
Amunherhepeshef, with the same formula from a stela fragment at Deir el Medina shown in KRI V, 
p.371. lines 15-16. 
17 Various suggestions have been made by different authors for the date of, and reason for, the princes' 
tombs. These have varied from plague to execution and located the tombs at different times during the 
reign of Ramesses Ill. Many of these statements cannot be absolutely disproved due to lack of data. 
Nevertheless. we can definitely state that at least some Ramesside Pharaohs prepared tombs in 
advance for their offspring, basing this on the statement made during the later tomb robbery inquiries 
which notes, ' . . . tomb for the children of Ra messes Il in which no burial had ever been made.' See 
Peet, The Great Tomb Robberies o.f the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty. v. l, p.40, v.2, pl.III, line 3 
especially ' ... iw bwpwy tw p-s im.f iw.f /JJ' wn ... . '. 
18 Thomas, The Royal Necropoleis a/Thebes. p.215. PM2 I, part 2, p.750. 



a) QV 44 Chaemwese 

This was the first finished tomb of a group of four and lies in the south-west 

part of the ValJey of the Queens, only a few paces from QV 43 and QV 42.19 

Schiaparelli found both corridors together with the side chambers and sarcophagus 

chamber had to have been completed in antiquity when he discovered and excavated 

the tomb in 1903. From the evidence he found, Schiaparelli understood the tomb to 

have been opened twice in total before, in Dynasty 23 and in Christian times. 
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Nothing of the original burial remained in the tomb but, in the valley below the 

tomb, pieces of a sarcophagus lay in small fragments. A large fragment with the 

features of a prince carries an inscription of Ramesses IV stating 'Greetings through the 

Osiris, King, Lord of the Two Lands, i}/fJ-mFt-rc stp-n-{imn]., son of Re, Lord of 

Diadems.' Schiaparelli concluded from this material that Chaemwese had died in the 

reign of Ramesses IV and been interred in this tomb made for him; the burial being 

later disturbed by intrusive burials of Dynasties 23-26 and plundering in the Coptic 

period. In the plan of the tomb the two niches of the second corridor belong to an 

unfinished design variation., while the corridor width at 2.12 metres is approximately 

equal to four royal ells showing a partial use of royal dimensions. 

Thomas notes that Ballerini believed a mummy distinguished by '/'accuratezza 

col/a qua/efu imba/samata' and the 'magn~ficence' of its preservation may be that of 

Chaemwese.20 Bruyere mentions a coffin of a 'young infant' found at Deir el Medina 

and suggests it may be that of Chaemwese but, in view of the inscription ofRamesses 

IV upon this sarcophagus, such an idea now seems to be unlikely.21 

19 The following discussion on the princes' tombs follows closely upon Abitz, Ramses III. in den 
Grahern seiner Sohne . p. l 0-11 . 
20 Thomas, The Royal Necropoleis of Thebes. p.22 l. 
21 8. Bruyere. 'Unjeune prince ramesside trouve a Deir el Medineh', BJFAO 25, 1925, p.147, for 
'young infant-:Jeune en/ant', and p.165. for the suggestion the remains are those of Chaemwese. 



Hassanein records that a rectangular cavity had been excavated in the 

sarcophagus chamber of this tomb for the receipt of a sarcophagus. 22 In the tomb the 

portals 9-16 of speU 145a of the Book of the Dead are shown.23 

b) QV 55 Amunherbepeshef 
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This tomb lies between that of Ramose (QV 53) and Queen Tyti (QV 52) and 

is unfinished. It consists of five rooms with only the first room and following corridor 

being decorated. Abitz provides a plan and it will be seen that the side rooms are in 

different positions, both orientated towards the west and opening from different rooms, 

although the lack of decoration does not allow their purpose to be known. 24 Thomas 

notes that the tomb entrance retained parts of the plastered wall that originally sealed 

its entrance hence sunnising that thieves had opened the blocking wall enough to 

remove the tomb's equipment then refilled the wall.25 

The small red-granite sarcophagus inside, which was uninscribed and of 

mediocre workmanship, had its lid overturned on the floor. This lid was rounded and 

had crossed hands holding the crook and flail. In the box of the sarcophagus was a 

skeleton called that of an 'giovenetto' by Schiaparelli and two pieces of wooden 

coffin.26 Two rough uninscribed wooden shabtis were present. Thomas states that the 

'adolescente' noted by Schiaparelli may refer to a foetal skeleton in the tomb and that, 

as no definite evidence identifies the skeleton with Amunherhepeshef, his burial here is 

unproven.27 Nevertheless the report of the wooden pieces within the sarcophagus 

22 F. Hassanein. 'Le probleme historique du prince Seth-her-khopchef. fils de Ramses ill, Apropos de 
la tombe No 43 de la Vallee des Reines', Akten des vierten lnternalionalen Agyptologen Kongresses, 
Munchen, 1985, ed. S. Schoske, v.4. Hamburg, 1985, p.64. 
23 F. Hassanein and M. Nelson, La Tombe du Prince Amon-(]Jer)-khepchef Cairo, 1976, p.Vll. 
24 Abitz, Ramses Ill. in den Grtibern seiner Sohne .. pp.18-20, plan is on p.19. 
25 Thomas, The Royal Necropoleis of Thebes. p.222. 
26 Thomas, 'ibid.' .. p.222, quoting Schiaperelli ' . . . erano stati abbandonati scomposti a/cuni resti di 
uno sche/etro che pareva essere di un giovenetto . . . . ', Hassanein and Nelson, La Tambe du Prince 
Amon-(!Jer)-khepchef pp.2-3 . 
27 Thomas, 'ibid.'. p.222. 



indicates that some burial was made and it would appear unlikely that the burial was 

made later on the basis of the ·door blocking remaining. Regrettably, I have not been 

able to discover the present location of the skeleton and pieces of wood. 

Hassanein records that a rectangular cavity had been excavated in the 

sarcophagus chamber of this tomb for the receipt of a sarcophagus. 28 On the walls of 

the tomb portals 5-8 of spell 145a of the Book of the Dead are shown. 29 

c) QV 43 Sethherhepeshef 

This tomb was discovered and cleared by Schiaparelli in 1903 and he believed 

that it may never have served for the burial of the prince but, nevertheless, was used 

later in Dynasties 23-26 for intrusive burials.30 No sarcophagus, or indication of one, 

was found in the tomb which lies in the south-west part of the Valley of the Queens 

only a few paces from the tomb of Chaemwese (QV 44) and that of Paraherwenemef 

(QY 42). 
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Thomas points out that the sarcophagus, if present originally, could later have 

been removed.31 This would not explain, though, the seeming lack of a floor depression 

to receive the sarcophagus. 

Somewhat similar in floor plan to the tomb QV 44, it possesses two corridors 

and ends in a small hall from which two small rooms open off. Room four, lying on the 

axis of the tomb, is completely decorated but the side room, orientated towards the 

east opening from the left hand wall, remains undecorated although the stone work is 

finished . All the roofs of the rooms are flat without vaulting. The random sample of 

measurements taken by Abitz gave no basis for the use of royal proportions. 

28 Hassanein. 'Le probleme historique du prince Seth-her-khopchef, fils de Ramses III, A propos de la 
tombe No 43 de la Vallee des Reines', Akten des vierten Jnternationalen Agypto/ogen Kongresses, 
A1unchen, 1985, ed. S. Schoske, v.4. Hamburg, 1985, p.64. 
29 Hassanein and Nelson. La Tambe du Prince Amon-(l}er)-khepchef p.VII. 
30 For the description of this tomb. Abitz. Ramses Ill. in den Grabem seiner Sohne. p.29-30. 
31 Thomas. The Royal Necropoleis o_(Thebes. p.221 . 



Hassanein records no trace in1:his tomb of the rectangular cavity normally 

excavated to receive a sarcophagus.32 

d) QV 42 Paraherwenemef 

The tomb lies in the south-west part of the Valley of the Queens a few metres 

from tomb QV 43 of Sethherhepeshef.33 It was cleared by Schiaparelli and, according 

to his report, when found was already in a very bad condition from the repeated local 

political changes and frequent use of its chambers as a residence. The decoration was, 

in part, destroyed and what remained was darkened from smoke. 
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QV 42 differs completely in its form from that of the previously mentioned 

princes' tombs in that the broad corridor, 2.35-2.36 metres wide, is followed by a 

sarcophagus room whose roof is supported by four pillars and divided up into three 

vaults running transversely to the tomb's axis. The four pillars are not square and differ 

in their measurements. A side room also runs off the sarcophagus room and this side 

room has had the stonework completed but, with the exception of the inner faces of 

the doorway, has never been plastered and decorated. 

Although the corridor width appears to correspond to four, or five, royal ells, 

the royal proportions appear not to have been used generally in the tomb. 

The sarcophagus of red-granite, found by Schiaparelli in situ between the pillars 

in an indentation in the floor, was broken into many pieces but almost all the pieces 

were present. Porter and Moss describe the sarcophagus as 'usurped from a Queen' 

while 

32 Hassanein. 'Le probleme historique du prince Seth-her-khopchef. fils de Ramses III, A propos de la 
tombe No 43 de la Vallee des Reines'. Akten des vierten Jnternationalen Agyptologen Kongresses, 
A4unchen, 1985, ed. S. Schoske, v.4 , Hamburg, 1985, p.64. 
33 For this tomb see Abitz. Ramses Ill. in den Grtibern seiner Sohne. p.39-40. 
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Champollion says, '_ .. upon the cover the head of a woman with a vulture headdress; 

poorly sculptured representations of the four guardian Gods and Osiris; there is neither 

name or cartouche of the deceased.'34 

Hassanein records that the depression, mentioned above, was a rectangular 

cavity excavated in the pillared chamber of this tomb for the receipt of a sarcophagus. 35 

e) QV 53 Ramesses 

Lying in the main wadi of the Valley of the Queens, some twenty metres to the 

east of Amunherhepeshefs tomb (QV 55) and between it and Queen Tyti's, this tomb 

has been severely damaged by fire to the extent that very little of its decoration is left. 36 

The tomb is known to have been from the period of Ramesses Ill by the cartouches of 

that king being preserved within it until the visit of Lepsius who noted them in the 

nineteenth century. 37 The orthography of these cartouches is the same as that in four 

other known tombs of this king's sons, while the decoration and remains of the text 

within the tomb are also similar to those of the other tombs. 38 Of especial interest is the 

trace of decoration at one point which indicates that, in this tomb, Ramesses III was 

acting as a guide or guardian to the deceased owner, as he does in other tombs of his 

sons (QV 44, QV 43 , QV 42, QV 55). 

3--1 Abitz. 'ibid.' . p.40. my translation from the French. PM1 I, part 2, p.753 . L.D. T. III. pp.234-5, has a 
description of the sarcophagus. but notes no inscriptions are preserved. 
35 Hassanein. 'Le problemc historiquc du prince Seth-hcr-khopchef, fils de Ramses III, A. propos de la 
tombe No 43 de la Vallee des Reines' . Akren des vierten lnternationa/en Agyptologen Kongresses, 
Afunchen, 1985, ed. S. Schoskc, v.4, Hamburg, 1985, p.64. 
36 Plan of tomb and description in Yoyotte, 'The Tomb of a Prince Ramesses in the Valley of the 
Queens (No.53)'. Jli.A 44. 1958, p.26. Abitz. Ramses Ill. in den Grtibem seiner Sohne. p.26. Thomas, 
The Royal . ecropoleis of Thebes. p.21 5. PAP I, part 2, p.750. 
37 l.D. T. lll , p.229. a.. l cannot find in Lepsius the exact date mentioned in Yoyotte; 'ibid.', p. 27, ' ... 
; this fragment supplying the exact date of the tomb is now lost.' 
38 Yoyotte. 'ibid.'. for similar royal cartouche orthography seep 27, orthography of hieroglyphics 
shared by the four princes' tombs. especially the fonn of 'Jj with two loops, described on p.27. Nepthys 
on the door-jamb in a similar position or place as in QV 55 see p.27. Text and vignettes from Chapter 
145 of the Book of the Dead similar to those in QV 55 and QV 44 described on p.28. Traces of 
Pharaoh, acting as leader of the tomb owner, visible at point C and similar to pictures in the tombs of 
sons of Ramesses 111 noted on p.28. Similarity of ornamental technique on plaster and colour scheme 
with that of the tombs of the sons of Ramesses Ill noted on p.28. 

\ ___ _ 
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That the owner of this tomb was the Prince Ramesses is confirmed by an 

inscription which can be reconstructed with some certainty as giving the mother of the 

tomb owner as the current 'Great [Royal] Wife' and giving Ramesses's name to a figure 

whose traces are located in the place where one would expect the owner of the tomb 

to be represented. Abitz, however, shows some doubts on this score as he points out 

that the determinative, fox skins, and bolt 's' of Ramesses's name appear to be missing, 

together with the nonnal tenn 'mJC jJrw ' -He also notes that the title and names of the 

other princes are regularly shown at the ends of the list near ceiling level, whereas this 

has more columns and it is somewhat to the side of the prince. 39 

The degree of destruction is such that elsewhere in the tomb no titles or names 

are preserved for Ramesses and Peden remarks,' ... it is impossible to know if 

Ramesses had at this stage already acquired his distinctive titles of Royal Scribe and 

Generalissimo, if not that of Hereditary Prince.'40 Nevertheless there is a parallel text to 

the fragmentary one mentioned above in the tomb QV 55 of Amunherhepeshef and it is 

interesting to see that in this parallel text the titles 'Royal Scribe-ss nsw' and 'Overseer 

of the (King's) Horses-imy-r ssmwt' follow after the phrase' born of the Great Royal 

Wife-msw n l;iml nsw 

wrt .... ,_41 

Since both these titles are missing from the text in QV 53 and that text, as 

illustrated, finishes after the name of Ramesses with no space for further additions, 

their absence is a strong indication that the tomb was prepared for a very young 

Ramesses as I have been unable to find another instance among these princes' tombs 

where both these titles were omitted, the maternal ancestry given, and higher titles 

preceded the maternal filiation. 42 It is very unlikely that these titles would have been 

39 Abitz, Ramses Ill. in den Grabern seiner Sohne .. pp.28-29. 
40 Peden_ The Reign of Ramesses IV. p.7. Wente also takes the same view in Wente, 'A Letter of 
Complaint to the Vizier To', JNES 20, 1961, pp.252-7 and on p.254, n.3. 
41 C. Campbell. Two Theban Princes. Edinburgh.. 1910, pp.16-17, gives a translation of the titles 
while the original text is shown on p.114 now KRl V, p.370, lines l-2. For the titles of Prince 
Ramesses see KRl V, p.372, lines 11-12. 
42 For the end of the text in Ramesses's tomb with no further space left see Yoyotte, 'The Tomb of a 
Prince Ramesses in the Valley of the Queens (No.53)', JEA 44, 1958, p.29, fig.5. 



omitted from this inscription had the tomb been created towards the end of Ramesses 

Ill's reign as Wente suggests. 43 
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The other inscriptions of this tomb have been almost completely destroyed. The 

vault of this tomb was decorated with portals 1 to 4 or 17 to 21 of spell 145a of the 

Book of the Dead to judge from the traces remaining and the decoration of the other 

tombs.44 

f) KV3 Owner Unknown 

Wente has suggested that this tomb is a prince's tomb from the reign of 

R.amesses III. 45 It is the first tomb which lies in the small left side valley a little in front 

of the present door to the valley. It was later used as a dwelling for hermits, a Coptic 

chapel, and as stables, and is thus in a very bad condition. 46 

The measurements of its rooms do not agree with royal proportions; the width 

of the corridor being 2. 73 metres and the height 3. 09 metres, both of which surpass the 

previous princes' tombs mentioned. As the choice of the Valley of the Kings for the 

location of the tomb and the decorations of the room show, this must have been a 

prince of considerable importance. It is regrettable that the remaining traces of the 

inscription give no hint of the name of the prince. 

In its form the tomb is not that of a king since, even if it is in an unfinished 

state, the abbreviated sequence of an entrance corridor followed by a pillared hall is not 

conceivable for a Dynasty 20 Pharaoh. Possibly this is the most recently constructed of 

the princes' tombs known to us based on 0 . Berlin P.10663, published by Endesfelder 

43 Wente. 'A Letter of Complaint to the Vizier To', JNES 20. 1961 , p.255. Kitchen also points out that 
the tombs mentioned in the above letter do not have to be those of the specific princes discussed above 
since the phrase used is 'msw nsw-royal children', see Kitchen, 'The Twentieth Dynasty Revisited', 
JEA 68, 1982, pp.118-19. and on p.118, n.8. 
44 Hassanein and Nelson. La Tambe du Prince Amon-(!Jer)-khepchef p. VIL 
45 Abitz. Ramses Ill. in den Grabem seiner S6hne. p.46. E . F. Wente, 'A Prince's Tomb in the Valley 
of the Kings', JNES 32.1973, pp.223-34. 
46 For this tomb. Abitz. Ramses Ill. in den Grabem seiner Sohne' . pp.46-7, plan of tomb on p.48. 
Discussion in Thomas. The Royal Necropoleis a/Thebes. pp.150-l. 
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and discussed by Wente, which clearly reports the start of a tomb of a prince in year 28 

of Ramesses III. 47 I would differ from this view in that the use of the verb 'snn' is 

connected with making a plan of an existing tomb rather than planning a new one. 48 

Evidence for Burials in the Princes' Tombs 

a) QV 44 Chaemwese 

A sarcophagus was found in fragments in the valley below the tomb with an 

inscription of Ramesses IV. Schiaparelli concluded from other evidence that there was 

no burial in QV 44 until the reign ofRamesses IV. Thus this individual was still alive 

under Ramesses IV. 

b) QV 55 Amunherhepeshef 

The sarcophagus was present in the tomb besides parts of a mummified 

adolescent and coffin fragments . The blocking wall of the tomb was mostly present, as 

were shabtis. Therefore a burial was made in the tomb during the reign of Ramesses 

III. 

c) QV 43 Sethherhepeshef 

Schiaparelli believed this tomb was not used for the burial of Sethherhepeshef 

since no sarcophagus, or indication of such, was found in the tomb. Hassanein records 

47 Endesfelder, E. 'Drei neuagyptische hieratische Ostraka', FuB 8, 1967, p.65. Wente, 'A Prince's 
Tomb in the Valley of the Kings' , JNES 32, 1973 pp.223-4. 
48 For example see 0 . Strasbourg H.112 and 0 . Turin N.57036 below. 



that no trace can be found of a rectangular cavity cut in the tomb floor to receive the 

sarcophagus. Therefore no burial was made in the reign ofRarnesses III . 

d) QV 42 Paraherwenemef 
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The tomb was prepared to the level of receiving a sarcophagus but, because of 

later usurpation, one cannot detennine that an original burial of Paraherwenemef had 

taken place. 

e) QV 53 Ramesses 

From the archaeological evidence published to date it cannot be determined 

whether a burial took place or not. Nevertheless if the tomb was prepared for the 

prince who later became Ramesses IV it can be stated that he was not buried in this 

tomb. 

f) KV3 Owner unknown 

Archaeological evidence published for the tomb itself does not show whether a 

burial has taken place, but evidence from ostraca, particularly 0 . Turin N 57031 , 0 . 

Gardiner 221 , and 0 . Berlin P. l 0663, indicate a burial took place in this valley. 



A Comparison and Evaluation of the Princes' Tombs 

Abitz, Hassanein, and others' research into the six princes' tombs has derived 

the following results; 

a) The princes' tombs were built in the lifetime ofRamesses III and for the 

bodily sons of Ramesses III as attested to by the dedication texts of the king for the 

actual tomb inhabitants. 49 

5-l 

OnJy in two tombs can a reworking which is not contemporary with the original 

construction be established. In QV 42 the scene of an unknown Queen before Osiris is 

a later work and, taken in connection with the sarcophagus found in the tomb which 

was for a woman, makes it clear that the tomb of Paraherwenemef had later served for 

the burial of a Queen. Y oyotte has also found a reworking in QV 53 prepared for the 

Prince Ramesses. 50 

b) The tombs were built in the lifetimes of the princes. For this view there are 

both technical and religious grounds such as the original completion of tomb QV 44 of 

Chaemwese and subsequent changes. The cessation of this later work was probably 

caused by the death of the prince. None of the other five princes' tombs, with perhaps 

the exception of the fourth and last room in QV 43, show traces of especial speed in 

the fitting out and completion of the tomb as is found in the kings' tombs. 

The size of the tombs and their careful, colourful, relief work did not allow 

their planning and execution in the period of approximately seventy days which 

normally ensued between death and burial. Thus these very carefully planned tombs 

show, by their accurate carving and final smooth finishing, that their undecorated 

rooms were clearly left unfinished due to other grounds than those of time. 

49 This and the following paragraphs in the section follow Abitz, Ramses Ill. in den Grabern seiner 
Sohne. pp.100-104. 
50 Yoyotte 'The Tomb of a Prince Ra.messes in the Valley of the Queens (No.53)', JEA 44. I 958, p .27. 
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c) The princes in the tombs were clearly identified as sons of Horus. This 

accords with the Osiris-myth forming the basis for ritual in the royal tomb where the 

king, as a living Horus, eventually becomes Osiris, while his son becomes the new 

living Horus. As the princes were assimilated to the sons of Horus in their tombs, this 

could indicate that none of the princes, at this time, had been selected as Crown Prince. 

Abitz suggests this could also be true for Amunherhepeshef, in whose tomb the 

term 'Crown Prince' is to be read so frequently, and the tomb in the Valley of the 

Kings, KV 3. This last tomb, KV 3, is a most unusual favour for one ofRamesses Ill's 

sons, even more in the light of Week's recent discoveries in KV 5. It is also possible 

that Amunherhepeshef, or another prince, may have been allocated this tomb as a 

precaution once he approached the final stage of succeeding to the king. 

d) It is not possible to obtain a chronological sequence from the princes' tombs. 

In three tombs, QV 44, 55, and 53, the second room contains representations of spell 

145a of the Book of the Dead, while in two tombs, QV 43 and 42, this representation 

is lacking and guardian divinities, similar to those of Ramesses Ill's tomb, reappear 

inside the sarcophagus hall and are given great prominence. 51 Unfortunately, we cannot 

be certain as to whether the guardian deities were used in the first tomb or the last. 

e) A division of the tombs into three groups can be made on the basis of their 

construction plan. These groups are; 

1) QV 44 and 43 which show a sarcophagus hall after two corridors. 

2) QV 55 and 53 which begin with a room and not a corridor. 

3) QV 42 and KV 3 in which the first corridor is followed by a pillared hall . 

51 KV 3 is not decorated in its second room, but I accept that consideration was given to representing 
guardian divinities since in QV 44, 55 and 53 the spell 145a is painted in a corridor while in KV 3 a 
pillared hall follows immediately on the first corridor. 
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f) The titles 'King's First Son-sJ nsw tpy n . . . . ' and 'Eldest King's Son-sJ nsw 

smsw . . .. ' are religious titles and were not borne in life by the majority of the princes. 

In the princes' tombs of Sethherhepeshef, Paraherwenemef, and Chaemwese the 

military or princely title is almost invariably inserted in all the princes' inscriptions, 

while the description 'King's First Son-sJ nsw tpy n . ... ' appears for Sethherhepeshef 

only in the first corridor and is not used in the following tomb chambers. 52 For 

Chaemwese the title is to be found and read in only one case, in the second corridor 

together with 'Eldest King's Son-sJ nsw smsw . ... ' The specific location of these titles 

in the tomb of Paraherwenemef is uncertain due to the considerable destruction of the 

inscriptions in the first corridor. Since in the case of Chaemwese the title 'King's First 

Son-sJ nsw tpy n .... ' is used together with the title 'Eldest King's Son-.s:! nsw smsw . . 

. . ' in connection with the afterlife, it can scarcely be considered a real title which he 

bore in his life. The same presumption applies in the case of Sethherhepeshef because 

of the placing of the title 'Eldest King's Son-sJ nsw smsw . ... ' only in the first corridor 

of his tomb. Abitz therefore concludes, in contrast to Kitchen and others, that the title 

of 'First-tpy' or 'Eldest-smsw' cannot be used for ranking the princes since it is clearly a 

part of the textual programme of the tombs but was not borne in real life. 53 Although 

these titles were used by the sons ofRamesses II in battle scenes in the Ramesseum, I 

have been unable to find a corresponding use by the sons of Ramesses III outside of 

their tombs and so cannot disprove Abitz's statement. 

g) The use of the throne and birth name of Ramesses III inside the titles of the 

princes written in their tombs gives some information on their order of rank. The names 

of Ramesses Ill appear in cartouches inside the princes' titles as follows; 

Amunherhepeshef, QV 55, in the whole tomb only the throne name appears 

within the prince's titles. 

52 This and following paragraphs in this section down to t) see Abitz, Ramses Ill. in den Grtibern 
seiner Sohne. pp.125, 135-6. 
53 This and the remaining paragraphs in this section see Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.104. 
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Sethherhepeshef, QV 43, shows in the first corridor the throne and birth 

name; in the second corridor and the following rooms the birth name only. In 

the running text underneath the roof of the sarcophagus hall the king's 

cartouches appear twice in each case with the birth name of the king inside the 

prince's titles . 

Paraherweoemef, QV 42, in all rooms the birth name of the king inside the 

prince's titles appears twice. It is only in the vertical line on the left hand side of 

the start of the sarcophagus hall that the throne and birth names(?) are used 

inside the prince's titles without a picture of the prince. This text is, accordingly, 

an unusual inscription for the prince. 

Chaemwese, QV 44, in the corridor and both side rooms there are no king's 

cartouches inside the prince's titles. In the second corridor there is always the 

birth name of the king inside the prince's titles. 

Starting with the presumption that the throne name is the most important of 

Ramesses Ill's royal names, there appears the following order of rank that agrees with 

the order of the Princes' Procession at Medinet Habu; 

Throne name only. Amunherhepeshef Second and third prince in 

MH Procession. 

Partial throne and birth Sethherhepeshef. Fourth prince in MH 

name. Procession. 

Birth name only. Paraherwenemef. Fifth prince in MH 

Procession. 

Partial birth name only. Chaemwese. Eighth prince in Ml-I 

Procession. 
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Nevertheless, due to the obvious modifications made to the Procession of 

Princes at Medinet Habu, I cannot accept this sequence of princes as being of the same 

point in time but the range of rank is interesting and still valid if one postulates another 

prince between Amunherhepeshef and Sethherhepeshef 

h) For the birth, or rank, of the princes in their tombs we have the following 

sequence, highest to lowest, derived from information in the tombs; 

KV 3. The name of the prince is unknown. Possibly this tomb was prepared for 

the highest ranked son and probably belongs to the last year ofRamesses 111. 

QV 55. Owner is Amunherhepeshefwho had the important title 'Crown Prince'. 

It can be shown that this prince possessed the title in his lifetime rather than it 

being a posthumous honour. A further title of his, 'Overseer of the Chariotry 

Station of the King', is of higher rank than those of his brothers. 

QV 43 & 42. Sethherhepeshef and Paraherwenemefrespectively who are both 

'Charioteers of the Great T earns of the King' and thus are from a lower military 

rank than Amunherhepeshef. 

QV 44. Chaemwese named only as a 'Sm Priest of Ptah' and who carries no 

military title. 

QV 53. Ramesses, whose title has not been preserved in the fragments of his 

tomb so he cannot be set in the above order of rank from tomb information 

alone. 

Unfortunately the above ranking cannot be taken as a chronological sequence 

since the tombs contain no dates or other indications of when the princes died. 
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i) The sequence of religious texts in the princes' tombs gives their order of 

design. The portals of the Book of the Dead, spell no.145a, in the tombs of the princes 

are nos 5-9 (QV 55), nos 9-16 (QV 44), unknown nos (QV 53), none shown (QV 42, 

43 , and KV 3) . 

j) The tombs form 'groups' based on the evolution of their form. Since 

Ramesses Ill's tomb was of the double type with a room sequence of hall, hall, pillared 

chamber then the same sequence repeated, whereas Ramesses IV's was of the single 

type with merely a hall, hall, pillared hall, one would expect an evolution from 

Ramesses Ill's type of tomb to Ramesses IV's type of tomb in the princes' tombs. In 

simple terms one would expect an evolution from the more complex plan, with many 

rooms and side rooms connected with corridors, to a simpler plan consisting of mostly 

corridors and no rooms or side rooms. Applying this idea to the tombs gives a 

sequence of tombs with QV 53 as the most elaborate having three side rooms, three 

main rooms and two hallways, then QV 55 with two rooms, two side rooms and two 

corridors, QV 44 with two side rooms, two niches and three clear corridors, QV 43 

with one side room and two corridors, QV 42 with one corridor and one side room, 

leaving the simplest form as that of KV 3 with three rooms, two side rooms and one 

corridor. 

k) The variations in the writing of the name of Ramesses III in the princes' 

tombs cannot be used to date the actual tombs. Although brilliantly suggested by 

Kitchen, this idea was disproved by Abitz. 

l) The Prince Amunherhepeshef shown in the Karnak temple is probably not the 

same as the one described in his tomb as 'Crown Prince', but an additional, later one. 

Abitz sees unsolvable problems in this later Amunherhepeshefbecoming 'Crown Prince' 

on the basis of the Medin et Habu Procession of Princes. 



Ostraca Concerning the Tombs of the Children ofRamesses ID 

We have further written sources in the records of the following ostraca that 

may be used to help date the various tombs constructed for the children of Ramesses 

III ; 

0. DM469. 

0. Strasbourg B.112. 

0. Turin N.57036. 

0. Turin N.57031. 

0. Gardiner 221. 

0. Turin N.57007, recto. 

0. Berlin P.10663. 

Oriental Institute 0. no.16991. 

0. Turin N.57432. 

I have accepted the attribution of these ostraca to the reign of Ramesses III 
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as published by Kitchen in the KR! series. A discussion and translation of each ostracon 

is presented in Appendix C below. 

Information from above ostraca 

None of the above ostraca name a specific prince or identify a precise tomb that 

I know of beyond question. Nevertheless, with that caveat in mind, tomb building 

activity by Ramesses Ill can be re-created from the ostraca as set out in the table 

below; 
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Regnal year of Tomb Ostraca Notes 

Ramesses m 

18. Planned for 0 . DM469. Unusual as Pharaohs normally 

Ramesses III. started their tombs within 

eighteen months of accession. 

Cerny notes the word 'm c1;ic1' 

may refer to the superstructure of 

the tomb rather then the tomb 

itself54 

22, II prt, 4. Single(?) 0 . Strasbourg Not specifically identified as a 

Tomb with two H.112. royal tomb, or indeed as a tomb. 

treasuries, Gives a period for construction of 

finished. one year, eight months and 

fourteen days. 

24 . Single Tomb 0 . Turin Obviously separate from O. 

specifically for N.57036. Strasbourg H.112 above since 

the 'Royal finished on a different date. Since 

Noble Son of the ostraca was found in the 

the God' Valley of the Queens the 

finished . presumption is that the tomb was 

made there. 

25, 11 prt, 8. Tomb for 0. Turin Tomb appears to be located in 

'Charioteer', N.57031 . the Valley of the Kings given the 

finished . use of the verb 'ls'. 

54 Cerny, Community. p.14. where 'm<b<t' is seen as including a structure standing over the burial 
place. 
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25, II prt, Something 0 . Gardiner Probably a burial in the tomb 

14.(?) being 'sealed 221. mentioned above (O.Turin 

up' in the N.57031). Other possibilities 

Valley of the include sealing of an almost 

Kings with completed tomb to protect its 

rubble. Verso decorative work although 

of ostracon indications from elsewhere are 

mentions 'holy that tombs were normally left 

ground'. open. 

28, l 3gt, 17. Work crew 0 . Berlin Possibly describes another tomb 

goes up to P .10663 . besides KV 3 in the Valley of the 

Valley of the Kings but no other mention 

Kings to 'plan' survives if that is so. It is more 

the Tomb of a likely to be the tomb of 

royal child. 0 . Gardiner 221 and O. Turin. 

N .57031. If the tomb was already 

filled up this could explain why 

the whole crew went, instead of 

just a few officials. 

28, II prt, 18. Refers to palm O.Turin No indication given as to whether 

fronds or ropes N.57007. these tombs are in use or empty. 

which were in Certainly if parts are being used 

the four(th) as storehouses then they are 

chapel(s) of the completed. 

two princes. 55 

55 While revising this Thesis for final submission I came upon a description of four chapels found at 
Medinet Habu that may be the ones mentioned in this ostraca--see Holscher, U. and H. Nelson. Work 
in Western Thebes (1931-33). Chicago, 1934, pp.101-104 and particularly the latter for the suggestion 
that chapels I-IV are those of four princes of Ramesses III. 
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Undated . Work being Oriental Must be dated between year 26 

carried out on Institute O. ofRarnesses m and the start of 

royal childrens' no.16691. Ramesses TVs reign. Despite 

Tombs. mention of crew difficulties the 

above ostraca indicate a date 

nearer to year 26 than elsewhere. 

The above evidence indicates two periods of tomb construction.. the royal tomb 

from the beginning of the reign of Ramesses III until year 18 and, from year 20 

onwards, at least three childrens' tombs, two being in the Valley of the Queens and one 

in the Valley of the Kings. 

Of the two types, it is very strange to see the 'planning' ofRamesses Ill's tomb 

in year 18 since, even with the known delays, one would expect its excavation to be 

easily completed in eight or so years based on simpler tombs taking approximately 

three years to complete. Perhaps, as Cerny suggests, this plan is concerned with the 

superstructure of the tomb being changed from time to time to reflect the Pharaoh's 

latest wish. 

Equally it is surprising that no written ostraca describing the tombs of the 

princes appear to survive from the early period of the reign. Of course there are plenty 

of work records from this period but the contents are usually restricted to the words 

'bl.kw-working' and 'ws[-idle' or give only lists of supplies issued. It is possible to argue 

that the supplies of wicks for lamps noted in years 17-18 of Ramesses Ill indicate work 

on tombs but, without knowing which tombs the wicks are used in, the records are of 

no further help. The tentative nature of this evidence must also be emphasised; even 

apparently secure items such as the tomb of the Charioteer could belong to a non-noble 

under royal favour. Therefore the ostraca records, by themselves, do not give a 

chronological sequence to the tombs of the royal princes. 



Representations of the Princes in the Temple of Medinet Habu 

In the valley temple of Ramesses ill at Medinet Habu, the royal princes are 

repeatedly represented in several processions originally cut early in the reign of 

Ramesses lli.56 These processions and their inscriptions were then altered and the 

inscriptions recut during the lifetime of Ramesses Ill and later. I have surveyed the 

processions, later changes, the time period and the opinions of scholars in the subject in 

Appendix D. I conclude that the extent and nature of these changes is so extensive in 

my view as to remove Medinet Habu as a primary source of information for the history 

of the princes. Medinet Habu does, however, have a useful secondary role in 

confirming reconstructions based on other sources. 

Relationships 

Kitchen states that Ramesses IV and Ramesses VI were the sons ofRamesses 

III, and he dates the construction of the princes' tombs to the first decade of the reign 

ofRamesses III based on the orthography of his cartouches appearing in the tombs.57 

According to his reconstruction, Prince Ramesses, the later Ramesses IV, was either 

the eldest son ofRamesses III or the foremost heir. The three sons ofRamesses III, 

Arnunherhepeshef (QV 55), Paraherwenemef (QV 42), and Chaemwese (QV 44), had 

earlier claims yet had died before the elevation of Prince Ramesses. 58 Ramesses VI is 

therefore the Prince Arnunherhepeshef in the princes' list ofMedinet Habu presented as 

no.9. Kitchen names Ramesses VIII as a younger Sethherhepeshef, a brother of 

Ramesses VI and therefore son ofRamesses Ill. It remains open whether 

56 Abitz, Ramses Ill. in den Grabern seiner Sohne. p.111 . 
57 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.137. Kitchen. 'The Twentieth Dynasty Revisited', JEA 68, 1982, pp.116-25. 
58 For this reconstruction following Abitz, see Abitz, Ramses Ill. in den Grtibern seiner Sohne. 
p.137-42. 



Sethherhepeshef outlived and was pushed back in rank in opposition to the younger 

Amunherhepeshef, or whether there was a second, younger, Prince Sethherhepeshef. 
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Kitchen also presents a strong argument that the title of 'Eldest' or 'Foremost' 

present in the princes' tombs were actually borne during the lifetime of the princes. 

Nevertheless Abitz, as noted above, shows that it is probable that these titles have only 

a reference to the afterlife of the respective princes. 59 

In the use of the royal names, Abitz notes that the ranking of the princes 

Amunherhepeshef, Sethherhepeshef, Paraherwenemef, and Chaemwese correspond to 

the progressive use of the throne and birth names of Ramesses III in the titles of the 

princes. This ranking also agrees with the ranking corresponding to the titles shown in 

the Medin et Habu Procession of Princes. 60 Using these 'rankings' and the idea that the 

title of 'Eldest' or 'Foremost' royal son was not borne in life but only serves in the 

afterlife, gave me the following ideas which rely strongly on Abitz. 

In the inscription accompanying sporting contest scenes at Medinet Habu, and 

in those at Karnak, Ramesses is still not yet named 'Crown Prince'. It is also certain that 

the name 'R.amesses' and the Uraeus on the brow of the prince in the contest scene 

were added later and probably, because of the royal Uraeus, at the earliest during his 

reign as Ramesses IV. The name was not put in a cartouche nor was it copied out of a 

scene in Medinet Habu in which he already held the title 'Crown Prince', even though 

this could have been taken from three places where such a name was already written. 

The dating of the inscription with the princes' names in Karnak is controversial. 

The evidence allows the whole, or part, of the inscription to have been a later 

completion and therefore to be viewed as being cut after the reign of Ramesses III, 

although in comparison with the contest scene the royal element, i.e. the Uraeus, is 

lacking. If the inscription comes from the completion of the decoration of the temple in 

Karnak, it is from year 22 of Rarnesses III . 

59 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.138. 
60 Abitz, 'ibid.' . p.139. 
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If the whole inscription, or the name, comes from a later period then, as in the 

contest scene, clearly the order of rank would have been changed to that which the 

prince possessed at the time of the events pictured or whenever the reliefs were 

finished . 

Thus Abitz concludes that, on this supposition, the promotion in rank of the 

Prince Ramesses from General to Generalissimo occurred in the period from year 12 to 

22 ofRamesses ill.61 The Prince Ramesses was, as Kitchen convincingly explains, the 

later Ramesses IV and is certainly identical with the owner of QV 53 . 

The lower ranked Prince Amunherhepeshef stands behind the higher ranked 

Prince Ramesses in the Karnak temple but neither are named as a 'Crown Prince'. In the 

stela fragment from Deir el Medina, in the Procession of Princes, and in the tomb QV 

55, there with the addition 'Foremost of both lands', he is named 'Crown Prince.' Abitz 

notes that there were not two Crown Princes at the same time and does not take the 

Deir el Medina stela fragment remains into account, by reason of doubt over whether it 

relates to the Amunherhepeshef discussed here, and concludes the title of 'Crown 

Prince' is only supplied to Amunherhepeshef for his tomb and the Princes' Procession. 

In contrast, many researchers including Kitchen start from the idea that the 

tomb inhabitant of QV 55 died early and his younger brother of the same name, 

Amunherhepeshef, took his place as Crown Prince and then, after the death of the son 

ofRamesses IV, mounted the throne as Ramesses VI. Starting from the prince list in 

Medinet Habu, as well as the rankings derived from the princes' tombs, then all of the 

five princes standing before the younger Amunherhepeshef must have died prior to his 

becoming Crown Prince. 

This idea, however, creates a few unsolvable problems; 

a) Ramesses VI describes himself as 'Crown Prince' in the Medinet Habu prince 

lists . Therefore the younger Amunherhepeshef cannot have been 'Crown Prince' under 

Ramesses III and the same would apply to the older Amunherhepeshef if he was born 

6 1 Abitz. 'ibid.' . p.140. 
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after his brother Ramesses. He was also scarcely a Crown Prince under Ramesses IV 

since this must be attributed to one ofRamesses IV's sons, probably Ramesses V. 

There remains the last conceivable possibility that he became Crown Prince under 

Ra.messes V since this king had no presently known sons, or, that the title 'Crown 

Prince' was entered for him in the princes' Lists without him ever having had the title in 

life. 

b) The princes' list at Medinet Habu contains the sons of Ra.messes Ill. The 

order of rank found in the list, and many details of the titles, correspond to those of the 

princes' tombs already dealt with above. Nevertheless Ramesses IV and Ramesses VI 

were placed as kings at the head of that List. In this case, the continuous sequence of 

the elder nos 2 and 3 and the younger no.9, Amunherhepeshef, is obstructed, as 

Ramesses VI later placed himself in the position of the older Amunherhepeshef and 

left his original portrayal, as prince no.9, unnoticed and without title. 

c) A further problem is that the younger sons, Meriatum no.7 and Chaemwese 

no.8, must have died early on before the older Amunherhepeshef. For no. 7 Kitchen 

argues that Prince Meriatum was serving, like his Dynasty 19 namesake, as High Priest 

of Re in Heliopolis in year 4 of Ramesses V so that he cannot possibly be an appointee 

of the future Pharaoh Ramesses VI at that point in time. 62 Kitchen goes on to note that 

it is very strange that Meriaturn, if the son ofRamesses VI, can serve as High Priest in 

Heliopolis under Ra.messes V, or immediately succeed an identical son of Ra.messes III 

in this office, and suggests that it is simpler by far to take Meriatum as one man, son of 

Ramesses Ill, still in office under Ramesses IV. This would mean that Meriatum 

survived but remained disregarded in the succession to the throne. As regards 

Chaemwese his sarcophagus was found near his tomb, although without his title and 

name, with a dedication inscription ofRamesses IV. Furthermore his tomb is complete 

in its decoration but later, unfinished work was started for what appear to be two new 

rooms. These facts do not indicate an early death of this prince, who also bore a 

priestly title. 

62 Kitchen. 'The Twentieth Dynasty Revisited', JEA 68. 1982, pp.123-4. 



When the interpretation of von Beckerath is followed for the older 

Amunherhepeshef the problems of b) and c) are resolved. As he states, 'The title of rr: 

pr:t J;uj-tpj-tJwj'which he bears in his tomb (QV 55) nevertheless does not imply 

absolutely that he was once a successor to the throne, but merely a casual royal 

deputyship. '63 
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In this case, the Prince Ramesses could have been the first son, while the older 

Prince Amunherhepeshef was the second son, and the ninth prince, of the same name, 

would possibly have died soon after birth. Abitz believes that the state of the tombs 

does not allow a conclusion that the Princes Amunherhepeshef, Sethherhepeshef, 

Paraherwenemef, and Chaemwese were dead prior to Prince Ramesses becoming 

Crown Prince, nor provide proof that they outlived him.64 Many details, though, as in 

the titles and the order of rank fixed in the tombs QV 55, 43, 42, and 44 by the royal 

cartouches, actually coincide with those of the Princes' Procession of Medinet Habu. 

Manipulation of the princes' lists in Medinet Habu can similarly neither be 

absolutely excluded nor proven according to Abitz. It appears to me, however, the very 

fact of the alterations in the first four figures, and the diversity of opinion, mean that 

the Medinet Habu Procession should been seen as suspect, subject to alterations, and 

therefore to be fitted into the picture after the other evidence has been considered. 

It is also worth noting that there was a change in the religious outlook during 

this period as no king who follows Ramesses III used again in his tomb the former 

unity tomb plan and room decoration of the form evolved from the period of Sethos 1. 

63 von Beckerath, J. 'Bemerkungen zum Problem der Thronfolge in der Mitte der XX. Dynastie', 
MDAJK 40, 1984, p.2, n.10. 
64 Abitz, 'Ramses Ill. in den Grabern seiner Sohne. p.142. 
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Reconstruction 

I have created what I think is a possible and very likely reconstruction based on 

the evidence presented above but there remains an element of probability, rather than 

certainty, in several areas due to the lack of data. I would stress, then, that there are 

other possible interpretations ofthis material .65 

Rarnesses will have been born while his father, Ramesses III, was still a prince 

some twelve years before the latter ascended the throne. He would, therefore, have 

been present at Ramesses Ill's campaigns against the Sea Peoples commemorated at 

Medinet Habu in inscriptions of years 5, 8 and 11, although the indications from the 

Deir el Medina relief is that a brother, Amunherhepeshef, was Crown Prince at the time 

and would have been the individual referred to in the inscriptions of years 8 and 12. 

In year 12 of his reign Ramesses III completed(?) the 'Procession of Princes' at 

Medinet Habu but, although some thirteen princes are shown, it cannot be known 

when, or by whom, the names of those princes were inscribed or when the subsequent 

alterations to this 'Procession' were made. What can be stated is that the 'Procession' is 

apparently based on a similar depiction of Rarnesses ll's sons in the Ramesseurn, at 

Abydos, and at Abu Simbel. At least one other king, Merenptah, saw fit to copy the 

same idea of a Procession of Princes and it is significant that in his copy correct 

individual names were not given to the princes. One cannot, therefore, rely on the 

names given in the Medinet Habu series even where the monument does not appear to 

have been later recut, but must recognise that this is possibly an abstraction by 

65 Another alternative is that presented by A. Dodson, 'The Sons ofRameses III', KMI' 8, no. l , Spring 
J 997. pp.3 1-35, 41. Nevertheless this view totally depends on the supposed identification of the 
differing mothers of some princes. which I have seen no evidence to support, as well as the order of 
the Procession of Princes at Medinet Habu being equivalent to the princes' chronological ages, which I 
also discount. Thus I see the article as wrong. Hassanein provides a compendium of previous views on 
the order of the princes and an exhaustive physical description of their remains but without any 
attempt to provide a new reconstruction of the order and purpose of the tombs, see F. Hassanein, 
£rude comparative de Quatre Tombes de Princes, Fils de Ramses III. de la Vallee des Reines. 
Universite de Lyon II, Ph.D. 1978, pp.1-381 for description of the tombs, pp.382-434 for 
reconstruction. 



Ramesses Ill imitating the ritual of Ramesses ll. The 'Procession' cannot therefore be 

used as evidence for the demise of Amunherhepeshefbefore year 12 ofRamesses Ill. 
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A number of tombs for the sons of Ramesses ill are preserved, although all 

relevant inscriptions in them are undated. Nevertheless, in contrast to Abitz' s view, it 

does appear these tombs can be assigned with a high degree of probability to a decade 

if not a specific year. 

The evidence from the ostraca would indicate at least a single group of four 

tombs which were completed and holding two burials by year 28 ofRamesses III. I 

also suspect, although cannot prove, that these burials are so old by the second half of 

Ramesses III's reign that their chapels are being used as storehouses for the rope 

mentioned in the Turin ostracon. The ostraca also show that two further tombs in the 

Valley of the Queens were built around year 20 of Ramesses III and that a single tomb 

in the Valley of the Kings, which held a burial, was sealed by year 25 ofRamesses Ill. 

Unfortunately, none of these tombs are identified in the ostraca to a degree that allows 

us to identify them amongst the presently preserved tombs without any shadow of 

doubt. 

Three existing tombs do have common decoration elements and sequence of 

portals; these are QV 55, QV 44, and QV 53 , which Hassanein notes as evidence that 

the tombs were constructed sequentially. In addition these tombs contain spell 145a of 

the Book of the Dead, whereas tombs QV 43 and 42 do not. Abitz suggests a division 

of the tombs into three groups of QV 44 and 43, QV 55 and 53, and QV 42 and KV 3. 

This evidence indicates to my mind that QV 55, 44, and 53 are to be identified with the 

four tombs known from ostraca to be holding two burials by year 28 ofRamesses III. 

QV 43 and 42 should then be identified with the two further tombs after year 20 of 

Ramesses Ill in the Valley of the Queens and KV 3 with the tomb in the Valley of the 

Kings completed and sealed in year 25. The progression of the design of the tombs, 

from a large number of rooms joined by few corridors to very few rooms and mostly 

corridors, also results in the same grouping although QV 53 then comes first, but the 



caveat here must be that as QV 42 was later usurped then there is the possibility that 

the fonns of the princes' tombs could be the result of earlier usurpations. 
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Thomas has suggested that QV 41 is also a prince's tomb, her description 

making it obvious that it is a ' ... typically long, narrow type used by Ramesses III. '66 

QV 41 would then comprise the fourth member of the above group, joining QV 55, 53, 

and 44. 

Further evidence for this grouping comes from the dedication texts bestowing 

the tombs as a gift of the Pharaoh. In QV 55 this text mentions a plural number of 

royal offspring, but no dedication texts at all appear in QV 44 or QV 53 . In contrast, 

specific dedication texts, or traces of them, appear in QV 43, 42, and KV 3. The 

explanation I see in this material is that the dedication for the first group of four tombs 

was placed in the first tomb to be completed, QV 55, and that it was not felt necessary 

to repeat it. The other group of tombs, QV 43, 42, and KV 3, being prepared 

significantly later and individually, required a separate dedication. The obvious 

criticism of this view is that the destruction in tombs QV 44 and KV 3 is such that we 

cannot know whether such a dedication text really existed in them or not. While 

admitting this viewpoint, the level of destruction in other Ramesside tombs is very high 

and yet the dedication text frequently survives such as in the tomb oflsis.67 

Returning to the first group of tombs, QV 55, QV 53, and QV 44, and 

considering the titles present together with the evidence of Abitz that, apart from QV 

55, the two titles of 'Crown Prince' and 'Eldest Son' should be ignored, gives one a 

hierarchy of Amunherhepeshef as 'Crown Prince', Chaemwese as 'Sm Priest', and 

Ramesses without any titles. This would indicate that these tombs must have been 

66 E. Thomas. 'Ramesses ill : notes and queries'. JEA 45, 1959, p.102. Plan and description in 
Thomas, The Royal Necropoleis of Thebes. p.215, fig.21 , and description appears on p.220 where the 
suggestion that this is the tomb of Penta were is made. Nevertheless, there appear to be some doubts as 
to whether this tomb was actually finished; it may have been the unfinished tomb ascribed to 
Ramesses 11 mentioned in the P. Abbott. Of course if it is one of the four tombs then it must have been 
completed, since we know that Ra.messes and Chaemwese survived while Amuherhepeshef, a brother 
of the same name, and Pentawere must have died according to the evidence from ostraca and papyri 
already noted and discussed further in Chapter Three below. 
67 lsis t3-l:nndrt--the dedication text of Ra.messes VI still exists despite very little decoration being left 
in the rest of the tomb. See J. Monnet, 'Rernarques sur la farnille et les successeurs de Ramses III', 
BIFAO 63 , 1965, pp.210-3. 
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prepared very early in the reign of Ra:messes IIL given the probable age of Prince 

Ramesses in year 12 ofRamesses ill as twenty four. At this age he would be expected 

to have at least a title of 'Royal Scribe' as Ramesses II and Merenptah had. The lack of 

additional titles in QV 55 and QV 44 such as 'Overseer of the Granaries' indicate that 

these two princes had not been administrators for long periods. Furthermore the 

placing of these tombs in the Valley of the Queens and the decoration of Horus 

sidelocks on the princes also indicates they had not yet founded a separate 'house'. 68 

The adolescent skeleton found in tomb QV 55, together with coffin fragments, 

also supports the view that these individuals were still in their teens or very early 

twenties. It would appear then that these tombs would have to have been created in the 

first decade of Ramesses Ill's reign with the above evidence indicating an earlier, rather 

than a later, date. 

The granting of alJ these tombs by Ramesses ill with a single dedication 

originally, their sequential decoration, and use of motifs from the tomb of Ramesses 

III, indicates that they were prepared at the same time. The reason for this is suggested 

by other writers on the subject as execution or plague. 69 They have based this 

suggestion upon the later P.Lee and P .Rollin record of treason trials, or the fact that 

Ramesses V, when unwrapped, displayed smallpox pustules that were felt to have been 

responsible for his death. 

It does not appear to me that execution is a reasonable explanation for these 

tombs since it is very likely that some tombs were never used, that they belong to the 

start rather than the end of Ramesses Ill's reign, and that it would be unlikely that 

anyone plotting against Pharaoh would have been granted a decorated tomb. Such an 

individual would, in effect, be plotting against the Gods and their divine order and, on 

68 See 'The autobiography of Ahmose son of Abana' in M. Lichtheim. Ancient Egyptian Literature, 
Berkeley, 1976. v.2. pp.12-15. for the idea of founding a house and it should be noted Ahmose was 
fighting in the royal army up to that point and could not, therefore, have been too juvenile. The Horus 
sidelock by itself does not have to indicate extreme youth, especially given the situation of these tombs 
where the princes are becoming the sons of Horus in a ritual. 
69 Goedicke notes that concentrations of Canaanites could bring plague and cites the epidemic 
mentioned by Manetho at the time of the Hyksos being captured. H. Goedicke, 'The End of the Hyksos 
in Egypt', Egyptological Studies in Honor of Richard A. Parker, ed. L. H. Lesko, London, 1986, p.43 . 



detection, would suffer the penalty of complete destruction including burning of their 

body.70 
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I suggest that plague, introduced by the wars of years 5 or 8 of Ramesses Ill's 

era, was the most likely cause for the preparation of the tombs since there were large 

numbers of Sea Peoples taken captive from Asia during these wars who could easily 

have served as a vector for plague on the march back to the Egyptian capital. The 

conditions of such a march for the prisoners would, undoubtedly, have been less than 

sanitary and the Egyptian guards would serve as the agents to pass on the disease 

through close physical contact. 

The eldest brother at the time would be Amunherhepeshef. Since there is no 

record of Amunherhepeshef being specifically singled out to be 'Crown Prince' beyond 

his peers, I think that he obtained his title by age alone. Accordingly Amunherhepeshef 

would be expected to be at least twenty years old in year 8 ofRarnesses Ill This seems 

a little high for the remains actually found in QV 55, but an unnamed 'Crown Prince' is 

first mentioned in year 8 of Ramesses Ill's reign on the reliefs at Medinet Habu. 

From 0. Turin N.57007 it would appear that only two of the four princes for 

whom tombs had been prepared actually died. Tomb QV 44, on the basis of the 

inscription later made by Ramesses IV on the sarcophagus, and tomb QV 53, which 

was provided for the Prince Ramesses. did not hold any burials. One of these actual 

burials would be Amunherhepeshef and the date, after year 8, is not far from the 

suggested date of O Turin N.57432 around years 10-20 ofRamesses III. 

Considering the two later tombs of QV 42 and QV 43, I think that these may 

correspond to the ones mentioned in O Turin N.57036 and O Strasbourg H.112 

respectively. The latter tomb. QV 43, had two 'treasuries' while the former only has 

one. Thus, assuming that the tombs have fewer treasuries the later they are in the reign, 

0 . Strasbourg H.112 wilJ correspond with QV 43 and O Turin N.57036 with QV 42. 

70 One piece of evidence that supports this view are the penalties laid down for trespassing in a temple 
which include burning alive. See J. Assmann, 'When Justice Fails: Jurisdiction and Imprecation in 
Ancient Egypt and the Near East', JE4 78, 1992, p.149. Also D. Silverman, 'The Curse of the Curse 
of the Pharaohs', Expedition 29. no.2, 1987, p.63 . 
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Unfortunately, since the ostraca measurements may not represent final completed tomb 

figures, one cannot confirm this hypothesis and indeed the ostraca may refer to totally 

different tombs. Nevertheless the form of the tombs is dissimilar and more like the 

'conidor' construction of the later Ramesside tombs than the earlier tombs. 

This evidence, if applicable, shows me that QV 43 belongs to years 20-22 of 

Ramesses Ill's era and QV 42 to year 24 so that these tombs were obviously not 

started together. The lack of a 'cavity' in the floor of QV 43 for a sarcophagus shows 

that QV 43 was never used for its original purpose, while its later usurpation prevents 

us from knowing whether it was used in its original form. 

In all these tombs the style of decoration and their position in the Valley of the 

Queens indicate that these are still young, probably unmarried, persons who should be 

seen as aged, at the most, around twenty years at the time of their tomb preparation. 

They are therefore younger brothers of Prince Ramesses. I speculate that they were 

granted tombs in the Valley of the Queens at such young ages due to a cyclical plague 

following upon 'war service' since there is no evidence of disfavour or execution. 

There is left tomb KV 3 which, if identified with O Gardiner 221 , 0 . Turin 

N. 5 7031 , and possibly O. Berlin P. I 0663, would be that of a senior king's son buried in 

year 25 ofRamesses III in the Valley of the Kings but depicted in a somewhat similar 

style to the other princes, although the scene is extremely damaged. This individual is 

named as the 'King's Charioteer' in 0 . Turin N.57031 . It is suggested this individual 

took over as Crown Prince after the demise of Amunherhepeshef, thus filling in the 

period before Ramesses was appointed Crown Prince. I would like to suggest that this 

individual was another Prince Amunherhepeshef whose coffin was recently discovered 

in the tomb of Siptah. As to the actual reasons for his death there is no evidence, but in 

a dispassionate view it is unlikely to have been an execution or on active service since 

there appear to be no major actions undertaken by Ramesses Ill at that period (around 

years 25-27). There remain the possibilities of accident, disease, or natural causes. 

Obviously these results imply that the inscriptions in the Medinet Habu 

Procession of Princes will have to have been recut after year 25 ofRamesses m for 



Prince Ramesses to be named at the head of the procession. Neither the 

Amunherhepeshef portrayed second and third in the procession, nor any other of the 

princes shown, can be any older than Ramesses who is therefore the third son of 

Ramesses III after the two elder Amunherhepeshefs. 
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Other problems of the Procession disappear with this interpretation since the 

other princes named in that procession are all younger than Ramesses, with the 

possible exception of Chaemwese who, it has been noted, has a religious title of 'Sm 

Priest' in his tomb whereas Ramesses has none. Nevertheless the title is neither military 

nor for secular administration and Abitz ranks the title at the bottom of the known 

titles in the tombs. In addition both Ramesses and Chaemwese may be of very close 

age being from different mothers, as we know not to have been the case with Ramesses 

and Amunherhepeshefwho were from the same mother. 

In this situation, Chaemwese's title may have been given ahead of his elder 

brother receiving the title 'Royal Scribe' which was, after all, an administrative title no 

matter how common. Given the position of Chaemwese in the 'Procession' and his 

survival into Ramesses IV's reign, together with the lack of texts justifying an 

'extraordinary' promotion of Ramesses, it appears Chaemwese must be seen as his 

younger brother since otherwise he would have become Crown Prince. 
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Chapter Three 

Ramesses IV - Family and Career while Crown Prince 

Identification of Inscriptions 

The inscriptions used in this Chapter are those identified as belonging to the reigns 

of Ramesses UI-V by the scholars cited, especially Kitchen in his KRI volumes.1 

Paternity of Ramesses IV 

The evidence that Ramesses III was the father of the Prince Ramesses falls into 

two types, inscriptional and biological. 

The inscriptions come from several sources including those made by Rarnesses III, 

several from a private tomb. inscriptions made by Prince Ramesses while still a prince, and 

inscriptions made when he was Pharaoh. The crucial epithet is the phrase 'n /JL.f..of his 

body'. usually following the statement 'sJ nsw-royal son', which isolates these inscriptions 

from those honouring a royal official such as a Vizier. 

It is not absolutely certain that this Prince Ramesses became the later Ramesses 

IV, but Kitchen provides some evidence by noting use of the simple name 'Ra.messes' by 

the prince and king while all other prince Ramesses's had distinctive surnames. 2 

1 KRl V. pp.367-76. and Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. pp.2-3, where it is noted that all other royal 
Ramessides possessed distinctive surnames and prenomens. Hence any contemporary (i .e. dateable to the 
reign of Ramesses III) mention of a Prince Ramesses should be regarded as a reference to the future 
Ramesses IV. However it is also worth mentioning that a Prince Ramesses existed under Ramesses II and 
possibly also under Ramesses VIL Peden, 'ibid.'. p.3, n.7. 
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Inscriptions containing the above epithets were made by Ramesses Ill on his 

temples at Medi net Habu and Karnak, in addition to the Florence door lintel. 
3 

The 

inscriptions from Medine! Habu date from at least year 12 of Ramesses Ill's reign, while 

those of Karnak are from approximately year 24 ofRamesses Ill's reign. The inscription of 

the Florence door lintel is undated, but has been noted by Kitchen as having the same 

orthography of name and particular title 'Generalissimo' as the first figure in the Medinet 

Habu Procession of Princes. Thus at least two, and possibly three, of the temples of 

Ramesses Ill proclaim the paternity of Prince Ramesses as being of the king's body. 

In Theban Tomb no.148 there is a representation of the tomb owner, Amenemope, 

before Ramesses III and the prince where the prince has the title 'Hereditary Prince, Royal 

Scribe, Generalissimo, King's son of his body, his beloved, Ramesses.,4 Since this is a 

private tomb the statement must represent publicly proclaimed 'facts' at that point in time. 

Thus, according to the date in the tomb, by year 27+x of Ramesses ill Prince Ramesses 

was publicly acknowledged as the king's son of his body and also had been associated with 

him in some of his acts as is shown by the cartouche around the prince's name.5 

P .Harris I provides a clear statement by Ramesses IV that he was the son and heir 

of Ramesses III by placing in the mouth of the latter the phrase 'Amun-Re has established 

my son on my throne .... '6 In addition, Ramesses IV states in the Great Abydos Stela, 

2 K. A. Kitchen. 'The Twentieth Dynasty Revisited'. JEA 68, 1982. p.117. G. A. Gaballa and K. A. 
Kitchen, 'Rarncsside Varia IV. The Prophet Arnenemope, His Tomb and Family', MDAJK 37, 1981, 
pp.176-7. 
3 F. Abitz. Ramses 111. in den Grtibern seiner Sohne . Gottingen. 1986. p. l 14 for Medinet Habu, p.119 for 
Karnak. and pp. I 20-1 for the Florence Lintel. This presumes the Florence Lintel to have been from a 
royal estate granted to the prince. 
4 Abitz. 'ibid.'. p. 121 . Kitchen. 'The Twentieth Dynasty Revisited', JEA. 68, 1982, pp.116-20, n. l , on p.116 
giving current literature on the paternity of Ramesses IV up to 1982. Gaballa and Kitchen, 'Rarnesside 
Varia JV. The Prophet Arnenemopc. His Tomb and Family', MDAIK 37, 1981 , p. 173, lines 14, 15, and 16 
above the prince's representation. translation on p.172, 'Upper Register Scene l '. 
5 Gaballa and Kitchen, 'ibid.', p.177. 
6 Translation of P. Harris I, 79, 5, after Grandel. P. Grandel, Le Papyrus Harris I. Cairo, 1994, v. l , p.340. 
For other P. Harris I references showing similar ideas see Kitchen, 'The Twentieth Dynasty Revisited', 
JEA 68, 1982, p.116. n.2 . 
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(Cairo Ste1a no. 757), 'I am a legitimate ruler, I did not usurp, I am in the place of one who 

begot me like the son oflsis.'7 

This statement has considerable value in that it immediately precedes a section of 

the stela which is in the style of a negative confession and so would be an unlikely place to 

state something categorically untrue. Peden sees the point of the statement as emphasising 

Ramesses IV's legitimacy to the Abydian Osiris and also to the fully literate members of 

his officialdom, but I think that the statement could also be designed to suppress incorrect 

rumours and it should not be assumed to be solely a reaction to rumours that were 

correct .8 

One further piece of evidence exists, unfortunately incomplete at a vital point. 

Graffiti in the temple of Amenophis at Soleb indicates a military expedition with Prince 

Ramesses in charge. The epithets used in the graffiti are identical to those of Prince 

Ramesses but the phrases after 'sJ nsw' are lost. Nevertheless we know of no Viceroy by 

the name of 'Ramesses' from this period ofRamesses Ill's reign, so it is likely that this 

inscription represents a statement by Prince Ramesses which originally included the 

phrase 'of his body' after 'sJ IJsw.'9 

In summary, there is written evidence from the temples ofRamesses III during the 

later years of his reign, a private tomb inscription dated to year 27+x ofRarnesses III, 

clear statements from P.Harris I and the Great Abydos Inscription in a religious context, 

and probably a statement by the Prince Ramesses himself while still a prince, that he was 

the bodily son of Ramesses III. 

7 Text in M. Korostovtsev, 'Stele de Ramses TV', BIFAO 45, 1946, pp.157-60, KR/ VI, pp.20-25 . Studies 
and translations, M. Korostovtsev. 'ibid.', pp. I 55-73 , P. Derchain, 'Comment Jes Egyptiens ecrivaient un 
traite de la royaute', BSFE 87-88, 1980, pp.14-17, A. Peden, Egyptian Historical Inscriptions of the 
Twentieth Dynasty. Jonsered, 1994. pp.162-3. 
8 Peden, 'ibid.'. p.159. 
9 See KR1 V, p.372 for the text of the Soleb inscription. and p.373 for collected inscriptions of Prince 
Ramesses. Unfortunately the majority of inscriptions give simply 'sJ nsw-royal son' which was also used 
for 'Viceroy' and not the fuller 'sJ nsw n !Jt.f-royal son of his body' which, to my knowledge, was only used 
for royal princes. However KRI V, p.373 , no.4 gives similar titles for Prince Ra.messes. See also Peden, 
The Reign of Ramesses IV p.2. 
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Besides the inscriptions there is medical evidence that the crania of Ramesses Ill 

and Ramesses IV are similar in measurement, although it must be admitted that the dental 

aspects of both skulls are dissimilar. 10 

Later Ramesside kings included Ramesses IV in scenes of'Processions of Kings' 

showing him following .Ramesses II and III which, I think, would have been unlikely had 

Ramesses IV been a usurper.11 

Altogether, this evidence indicates the view that Ramesses IV was a usurper, as 

espoused by Seele and Murnane, is not correct. 12 Prince Ramesses was indeed the son and 

designated heir of Ramesses III. 

10 James E. Harris. Charles Kowalski. and Geoffrey F. Walker. 'Craniofacial Variation in the Royal 
Mummies', An X -Ray A tlas of the Royal Mummies, ed. James E. Harris & Edward F. Wente, Chicago, 
1980. pp.349 and 360. In the latter case the large difference between Ramesses JV and Rarnesses V should 
be noted despite there being no suggestion that Ramesses V was not the son of Ramesses rv. One might 
object to this evidence on the basis that the mummies ascribed to Ramesses III and IV are possibly other 
individuals. as the authors themselves indicate on pp.352-3. 'It is not unreasonable, then to question the 
identity of any of the mummies in the royal collection of the Egyptian Museum.' However the history of 
the two mummies and their discovery in the same cache would indicate that the mummies were seen by 
the restorers and rewrappers of the 21st Dynasty as those whose names appear on their bandaging and 
coffins. Ramesses III is clearly identified by a type B text giving his name and date of rewrapping, while 
Ramesses IV is identified by the coffin but his type A docket has been erased, although his son's lacks only 
the prenomen. C. N. Reeves. ral/ey of the Kings. The decline of a royal necropolis. London. 1990, p.208 
for mention of type B docket on Ra messes Ill, with translation of docket on p.235, no.20, while p.210 
mentions type A dockets on Ramesscs IV and V and their erasure is noted on p.232. For the inscription 
identifying Ramesses IV on the shroud see E. Thomas, The Royal Necropoleis of Thebes. Princeton, 1966. 
p .243. 'Ramses IV ... and he is identified in an inscription on the shroud.' For the sequence and history of 
the cache in KV 35 see Reeves. 'ibid.'. pp.192-216. 
11 Donald B. Redford. Pharaonic King-Lists, Annals and Day-Books. Ontario, 1986, p.57, no.2, of 
Ramesses VI although the following list. no.3, of Ramesses IX omits Ramesses IV which may be due to a 
later tradition if the reconstruction of the 'converted' Procession of Princes at Medi net Habu correctly 
starts with Ramesses IV who would then be adoring the cartouches of Ramesses III. 
12 K. C. Seele, 'Some Remarks on the Family of Ramesses III'. Agyptologische Studien Hermann Grapow 
zum 70. Geburtstag gewidmet, ed. 0 . Firchow, Berlin, 1955, p.304. K. C. Seele, 'Ramesses VI and the 
Medinet Habu Procession of the Princes'. JNES 19, 1960, pp.184-204. W. J. Murnane, 'The "King 
Ramesses" of the Medinet Habu Procession of Princes', JARCE 9, l 971-2, pp.121-131. Further comment 
on Seele by C. F. Nims, in his 'Review ofK.C. Seele in 0. Firchow (ed.), Agypto/ogische Studien 
Hermann. Grapow zum 70. Geburtstag gewidmet, Berlin, 1955', BiOr 14 No. 3/4, Mei-Juli 1957, pp.137 
and 138. 



The Mother of Ramesses IV 

The exact number of the wives ofRamesses ill is not known but, on analogy to 

Ramesses II, would have been considerable. There are at least three possible queens, Isis 

t3-l,lmdrt, the Harem Woman Tiye, and a third, unnamed, individual who is the possible 

mother of several other princes. 
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Of these women, only Isis t3-l;imgrt has the title 'Great Royal Mother in her tomb 

in the Valley of the Queens and is shown as 'Great Royal Wife' on a sculpture ofRamesses 

III. I also think she is probably the same Queen Isis mentioned in the Tomb Robbery 

Papyrus as the wife ofRamesses ill. 13 

Grist has attempted to show that Tyti (QV 52) was the daughter-wife ofRamesses 

III and probable mother of Ramesses IV but this identification remains dubious. 14 Peden 

points out that, had Tyti been the mother of Ramesses IV, then Ramesses IV's age at his 

death would have been considerably younger than that of the mummy we have. 15 This 

13 For the tomb of lsis see Thomas. The Royal Necropoleis of Thebes. p.223. A recent re-examination of 
the tomb is that of l. M. Soliman and M. Tosi. 'La Tombe de Ia Reine Isis [VdrR 511, Grande Epouse de 
Ramses III', Memnonia 7, 1996, pp.213-25, and pis L VIII-LXI. The article reproduces the inscriptions 
preserved in the tomb but none show a direct link to Ramesses Ill. Title of 'Great King's Mother', see J. 
Cerny, 'Queen Ese of the Twentieth Dynasty and her Mother', JFA 44, 1958, pp.31 and 33, where it is 
noted this title came from Ramesses Vi's donation of tomb QV 5 I. Title of 'great King's wife' noted as 
'queen' in Cerny, 'ibid.'. pp.31, 37, text in KRl V, p.367, line 6, also a stela. Berlin 3422, at line 9 gives 
full title. Isis, wife of Ra.messes lll, mentioned in Tomb Robbery Papyrus, P.Abbot 4, 16, see T. E. Peet, 
The Great Tomb Robberies of the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty. 2v., Oxford, 1930, v. l , with a translation 
on p.39 and text on pl. IT. There has been some considerable discussion oflsis in the past including J. 
Monnet, 'Remarques sur la famille et Jes successeurs de Ramses III', BIFAO 63, 1965, who on pp.212-3 
even notes similarities between the headdress of Ese in tomb QV 5 I and the headdresses of the royal 
women drawn in the 'Tower' (now described as the 'Migdol') of Medinet Habu. R Giveon, The Impact of 
Egypt upon Canaan. Gottingen. 1978. p.16 sees the name 'f;mgrt 'as related to the Semitic word for 'the 
meadow saffron'. 
14 J. Grist, 'The Identity of the Ramesside Queen Tyti', JEA 7L 1985, pp.71-81, using 'artistic, 
architectural and textual evidence' as stated on p.79. However the textual evidence simply gives royal titles 
without association, while the other evidence noted is common for much of the whole 20th Dynasty and 
possible earlier. The artistic evidence I must leave to others as l have had no training as an art historian. 
15 Grist's statement that the present identification ofRamesses TV's mummy is dubious may be rebutted by 
pointing to his cartouche recorded on the mummy wrapping and the lack of positive evidence to disbelieve 
the present attribution. See Thomas, The Royal Necropoleis of Thebes. p.243, 'Ramses IV. . . and he is 
identified in an inscription on the shroud.' 



view assumes that the marriage of father/daughter would have been entered into after 

Ramesses III had ascended the throne following the model of Ramesses II. 16 

It is thus possible to see Tyti as a queen of Ramesses III after he ascended the 

throne but not as the mother of Ramesses IV. 
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There is also the possibility of a mother and daughter style marriage of Isis t3-

bmgrt and l;lmgrt to Ramesses III .17 Despite Ventura's reading of the Karnak cache statue, 

(CGC 42153), it appears that Isis is seen to be clearly named and so there is no direct 

evidence for a bmdrt being one of Ramesses Ill's queens at any time.18 

The evidence for Isis t3-l;lmgrt being the mother of Ramesses IV is in three parts. In 

the tomb prepared for the Prince Ramesses in the Valley of the Queens there is an 

inscription which may be reasonably restored as saying that Ramesses was 'born of the 

Great Royal Wife' without giving her name. 19 As no other 'Great Royal Wife' who could 

have borne Ramesses IV is attested for Ramesses III, then it is assumed that the wife 

referred to in the prince's tomb is Isis t3- J;ungrt. 

Previously, the Karnak cache statuette (CGC 42153) naming the royal mother as 

Isis t3-l;ungrt was thought to be the work of Ramesses IV, usurped by Ramesses VI. 

Nevertheless recent investigation of the recutting of the cartouches has shown that this 

statuette is the work of Ramesses V and that the royal mother Isis t3-J;imgrt mentioned on 

it can only refer to the mother ofRamesses VI and not ofRamesses IV.20 

16 See Peden. The Rei~n of Ramesses IV p.5. A further discussion ofTyti's tomb. her place in the 20th 
Dynasty and the probable later robbery of her tomb is in Thomas, 'ibid.'. pp.223-4, 270-1. 
17 E. F. Wente. 'Genealogy of the Royal Family'. An X -Ray Atlas of the Royal Mummies, ed. James E . 
Harris & Edward F. Wente. Chicago. 1980, pp.150-1. 
18 Mentioned by Wente. 'ibid_', 1980. p. 151, 'However my student Mr. Raphael Ventura has seriously 
questioned Monnet's reading .. . and proposed ... that the entire cartouche contained nothing more than 
a phonetic spelling of the name Habadjilat .... ' 
19 J. Yoyotte. 'The Tomb ofa Prince Rarnesses in the Valley of the Queens (No. 53)'. JE4 44, 1958, 
pp.28-30. also see Chapter Two above. 
20 Following Kitchen. 'The Twentieth Dynasty Revisited'. JE4 68 1982, p.124, and Peden, The Reign of 
Ramesses IV p.4. where the current attribution to Rarnesses Vis documented. Earlier studies include 
Sccle. 'Ramesses VI and the Medinet Habu Procession of the Princes', JNES 19, 1960, pp.200-1 , and fig 4, 
Monnet 'Remarques sur la farnille et les successeurs de Ramses IJI', BIFAO 63 , 1965, pp.219-26. However 
Monnet's objection to Isis being the mother of Rarnesses VI on the basis that king did not mention her 
specifically as his mother (Monnet 'ibid.', p.211) in the tomb which he gave her is contradicted by the 
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Another source, the Deir el-Bak.hit inscription, has been discounted by scholars 

and the degree of overwriting, together with the complex solution it entails, leads me to 

set this evidence to one side in regard to Ramesses IV since to do otherwise is to multiply 

the number of divine votresses of the name Isis beyond what is necessary.21 

Precisely when Isis t3- l;ungrt became the wife ofRamesses III and when Ramesses 

IV was born is not recorded. Previously some scholars have seen in the blank queen's 

cartouches ofMedinet Habu an indication that the Great Royal Wife ofRamesses III was 

unkno~ or unmarried, in year 12 ofRamesses Ill. Were this hypothesis accepted, the 

age ofRamesses IV at his accession would be twenty and at his death twenty seven which 

is in total disagreement with the age of the mummy which we have. I think, therefore, that 

Isis u- bmdrt was already the 'Great Royal Wife' of Ramesses III on the date of his 

accession, although the blank queen's cartouches at Medinet Habu do represent a puzzle. 

Ramesses IV as Crown Prince 

Given the desire of Ramesses III and later Ramesses IV to model themselves on 

their ancestor Ramesses II, one would expect that the career of the Crown Prince 

Ramesses would follow that of his ancestor. 

From a comparison of the information about the earlier Ramesside princes it is 

possible to draw up a brief outline of the stages a Ramesside prince would proceed 

through on the way to becoming the Crown Prince.22 These stages are; 

frequent occurrence of 'mwt nsw' ' in the tomb itself; granted the dedicatory formulae should have 
mentioned her status in comparison to other tombs but the Egyptians were not always careful about titles, 
as a moments glance at the personal titles of the Deir el Medina workforce would show. The evidence of 
the Tomb Robbery Papyrus provides some additional justification for seeing an omission. Murnane, 'The 
"King Ramesses" of the Medinet Habu Procession of Princes', JARCE 9, 1971-2, pp.129-130. 
2 1 Kitchen. 'ibid.' . p.125, top. where Kitchen restricts this material to Ramesses VI written over an 
undefined earlier block. 
22 L. A. Christophe. 'La carriere du Prince Merenptah et les trois regences Ramessides'. AS4E 51, l 951 , 
pp.335-72 . There is also similar material in; B. Schmitz, Untersuchungen zum Titel sJ-njswt 
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1) The prince is presented on a monument with a simple epithet 'sJ nsw-Royal 

son' or an expanded version of this simple epithet to include 'n /Jlf-ofhis body' 

and/or 'mri . .f-his beloved.' In addition a relationship to another prince may be 

shown, as in the case of Merenptah where he is described as the 'younger brother'. 

2) The first 'real' title that a prince acquired would appear to be that of 'ss nsw

Royal Scribe' as given to Merenptah on the Gebel Siliseh stela. 23 This is probably a 

minor administrative post given after initial schooling but before military 

expenence. 

3) The next titles acquired by the prince are those of'kg'n-Charioteer; imy-r msc 

( wr )-General ( or Generalissimo)' and these would actually be after genuine 

military experience. 24 The prince may be quite youthful, Ramesses II in the Kuban 

stela is shown to be about ten or twelve years old depending on which translation 

is used, and more of an observer than a participant in combat. 25 

4) Following on from this a fortunate prince would be noticed and chosen by royal 

decree, or by divine intervention which prompted a royal notice, to be the 're pct

Crown Prince'. As Christophe notes, this title designates the deputy of the Pharaoh 

and may originally have referred to the image of the Pharaoh, just as the feminine 

"K6nigssohn". Bonn, 1976, pp.315-26, A. J. Spalinger 'Traces of the Early Career of Ramesses II', JNES 
38. 1979. pp.271-83. and A. J. Spalinger. 'Review of Ancient Egyptian Coregencies. by William J. 
Murnane, Chicago. I 977'. JARCE 16. I 979, pp. 189-90. 
23 Christophe, 'ibid.'. ASA£ 51 , 1951. pp.326-7. 
24 As seen in the claim of Seti I made in the dedicatory inscription of Ramesses I's Funerary chapel at 
Abydos that he showed himself to be a valiant warrior in the presence of the Pharaoh, Christophe, 'ibid.', 
pp.352-3. 
25 Christophe. 'ibid.', pp.357-63. 
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fonn refers to the statue of a woman.26 In the case ofMerenptah, he received this 

title with the epithet of'he who satisfies the Gods' on the Arthribis block.
27

With 

this title the prince could act as the 'double' of the Pharaoh but apparently in 

religious matters only. The next usual title is a temporal equivalent of this religious 

one 're pct firy-tp tm-y-of he who is in charge of the two lands' which allows the 

prince to act as the Pharaoh's 'double' in the temporal areas such as the 

administration of justice. 28 

5) From here on the prince chosen as 're pct' could look forward to ascending the 

throne in the event of the Pharaoh's death. He could also expect to hold, and 

would nonnally acquire, other administrative offices on the way to the throne, as 

could those princes not chosen to be heirs. For the prince that had to act as regent 

in the event of Pharaoh's incapacity there was also the title 're pct st Ob-king's 

image on the throne of Geb'.29 

Monuments of Ramesses as Crown Prince and other Relevant Material 

Virtually all of the existing representations and inscriptions of Ramesses whilst 

Crown Prince have no inscribed date, the one exception being the tomb of Amenemope 

where a date is partially preserved. Therefore it is necessary to try to date each of the 

individual records first before reconstructing Rarnesses's career from them. 

26 Christophe, 'ibid.', pp.337-8. also rflb. II, pp.415-6. An alternative viewpoint is that of Gomaa who sees 
the term r' p't.' as only meaning 'Crown Prince' when found in association with the titles 'eldest beloved 
King's son' -see Gomaa, F. Chaemwese Sohn Ramses' JI und Hoherpriester von Memphis. Wiesbaden, 
1973. pp.18-19. 
27 Christophe. 'ibid.'. pp.337-8. 
28 Christophe, 'ibid.'. pp.339-40. Merenptab received this title around year 26 ofRamesses ll's reign after 
the death of bis elder brother, Christophe. 'ibid.', p.341. 
29 As in the case of Merenptab. see Christophe, 'ibid.', pp.346-7. 
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1) Tomb Prepared in the Valley of the Queens (QV 53) 

This tomb was described earlier in Chapter Two. Fire damage means that very little 

of its decoration is left but it is known to be from the reign of Ramesses nr.3° An 

inscription names the owner of the tomb as Prince Ramesses.31 

Elsewhere in this tomb no titles or names are preserved for Ramesses and Peden 

remarks, ' . .. it is impossible to know if Ramesses had at this stage already acquired his 

distinctive titles of Royal Scribe and Generalissimo, if not that of Hereditary Prince.'32 

Nevertheless there is a parallel text to the above inscription preserved in the tomb, 

QV 55, of Amunherhepeshef and in this the titles 'ss nsw-Royal Scribe' and 'imy-r ssmt

Overseer of the (King's) Horses' follow after the phrase 'born of etc.' and the name.33 Since 

both these titles are missing from the text in QV 53 and that text, as illustrated, finishes 

after the name of Ramesses with no space for further additions, I take their absence to be a 

30 Plan of tomb in Yoyotte. 'The Tomb ofa Prince Ramesses in the Valley of the Queens (No.53)', JEA 44, 
1958. p.26, Abitz. Ramses Ill. in den Grabern seiner Sohne. p.26. See also discussion of tomb QV 53 in 
Chapter Two above. The tomb is known to have been of the period ofRamesses III by the cartouches of 
that king being preserved within it and noted by Lepsius during his expedition see L.D. T. Ill, p.229, a. . I 
cannot find in Lepsius the exact date mentioned in Yoyotte, 'ibid.', p.27, for similar royal cartouche 
orthography see p.27, for the orthography of hieroglyphics shared especially by the four princes' tombs 
especially the form of 'Jj with two loops see p.27, for Nepthys on a door-jamb in a similar position and 
place as QV 55 see p.27, for text and vignettes from Chapter 145 of the Book of the Dead similar to QV 
55 and QV 44 see p.28, for traces of Pharaoh acting as leader of tomb owner visible at point C and like 
those of the tombs of sons of Ra.messes III see p. 28. for similarity of ornamental technique on plaster and 
colour scheme as to that of the tombs of the sons of Ramesses III see p.28. 
3 1 Ra.messes's name is given to a figure whose traces are in the place where one would expect the owner 
of the tomb to be represented facing a couchant Anubis, Yoyotte, 'ibid.', p.28. Also Abitz, Ramses Ill. in 
den Grabem seiner Sohne. p.28 and his doubts on this attribution pp.28-29. 
32 Peden. The ReiKn of Ramesses IV. p.7. Wente also takes the same view in E. F. Wente, 'A Letter of 
Complaint to the Vizier To'. JNES 20, 1961 , pp.252-7, and especially on p.254, n.3. 
33 C. Campbell. Two Theban Princes. Edinburgh, 1910, pp.16-17 for translation of titles, p.114 for the 
original text. Text now in KRl V. p.370, lines 2-3, 5-6. 
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strong indication that the tomb was prepared for a very young Ramesses. 34 1 do not think 

this tomb could be from the end of Ramesses ID's reign. 35 

Kitchen's suggestion of a date around year 12 based on the orthography of the 

cartouches of Ramesses III present has been disproved by Abitz. 36 On the evidence of the 

variety of information discussed in Chapter Two and above, I see this tomb as dating from 

the first decade of Ramesses Ill's reign with a strong probability of being from years 8-10. 

2) The Representation of the Princes in the Temple of Deir el Medina (Procession of 

Princes) 

As I have noted in Chapter Two, this material has been severely recut and altered 

to the point where I do not feel it can be used safely as primary evidence. It would not 

have been completed before year 12 ofRamesses III and shows in excess of thirteen 

princes and princesses as his offspring. 

The text by the first figure of this Procession, which was later altered to that of 

Ramesses IV, has the titles '!'Y-!Jw 1)I wnmy (n?) rr: pJt imy-r msr: sJ nsw n bt.f(rr:-ms-ss}

Fan-Bearer upon the Right Hand Side, Crown Prince, General, Royal Son of his body 

(Ramesses)'.37 While the cartouche around the name Ramesses is a later addition, it is 

interesting to note the title 'General' rather than 'Generalissimo' after the acquisition of the 

341 have been unable to find another instance where both these titles were omitted, the maternal ancestry 
given, and higher titles preceded the maternal filiation . End of the text in Ramesses's tomb with no further 
space, see Yoyotte, 'The Tomb ofa Prince Ra.messes in the Valley of the Queens (No.53)' JEA 44, 1958, 
p.29, figure 5. 
35 I see it as very unlikely that such titles would have been omitted from this inscription had the tomb 
been created towards the end of Ra.messes Ill's reign as Wente suggests. Wente, 'A Letter of Complaint to 
the Vizier To', JNES 20, 1961 , p.255. Kitchen also points out that the tombs mentioned in the above letter 
do not have to be those of the princes since the phrase used is 'msw nsw-royal children', see Kitchen, 'The 
Twentieth Dynasty Revisited', JEA 68, 1982, pp. I 18-19, and especially on p.118, n.8. 
36 Kitchen, 'ibid.'. pp.118-19, Peden. The Reign of Ramesses IV. p.7, n. l. For the evidence of the use of 
this orthography throughout the reign of Ra.messes Ill and not just up to year 12 see Chapter Two above 
and Abitz, Ramses Ill.in den Grtibem seiner Sohne. pp.138-9 
37 M.H. V, pl.299 B. 
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title 'Crown Prince'. Nevertheless given the altered nature of this monument, I will simply 

note this title at this stage. Nothing on the inscription itself indicates any precise date. 

3) Inscription on a Loose Block near the Roman Portico of the Old Temple at 

Medinet Babu 

A brief inscription which reads '[sJ nsw//1 ss nsw] imy-r msc- wr rc--ms-ss--Royal 

Son, Royal Scribe, Generalissimo, Ramesses'.38 No indication of any date. 

4) Relief of Ramesses Participating in a Feast of Min on Ramesses's ID's Temple at 

Karnak 

In the smalJ temple of Ramesses III at Karnak two princes are represented behind 

the king who is censing.39 They cany fans like those at Medinet Habu and are a part of a 

Min festival scene. Their inscriptions are beside one another and state; 

'ss nsw imy-r m§c- wr sJ nsw n /JL.fmri.frc--ms-ss mJ<"f g.,w-Royal Scribe, 

Generalissimo, Royal Son, of his body, his beloved, Ramesses, true of voice' . 

'sf nsw imy-r ssmwt sJ nsw n bt.fm.ri.frc--ms-ss imn /;Jr !]ps.fmJ<"f g.,w-Royal 

Scribe, Supervisor of the Horses, Royal Son, of his body, his beloved, Ramesses

Amunherhepeshef, true of voice' . 

38 PM:i II, p.462 for description, KRl V, p.373, line 13 for text. 
39 For the whole scene including inscriptions see Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.119. RIK I, pl.18, discussion in Peden, 
'ibid.'. p.7. 
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These inscriptions, according ro Seele, ' ... were probably carved at the same time 

as the scenes of which they are a part. ,40 Murnane, on the other hand, doubts this applies 

to the names of the princes on the basis that the signs of the names are smaller than those 

of the titles above them and have a differing slant. Seele concludes from the date in a 

religious text that the small temple of Karnak was erected and decorated in a single period 

which was closed by the year 22. I accept the approximate dating of year 22 ofRamesses 

III for these scenes and titles of the Prince Ramesses.41 

5) Fragments of a Limestone Door Lintel in Florence 

In the Museum of Florence, Italy, there is a door lintel, Inv. 4019, with the 

following inscription, 're pc/ s§ nsw imy-r m§c wr tpy(?) /;lin.f sJ nsw rc-ms-s-Crown 

Prince, Royal Scribe, Generalissimo, Eldest (Son) of his Majesty, Royal Son, Ramesses'.42 

Kitchen mentions that, 'In the "sporting reliefs", Medinet Habu ii, pl.111; both there and 

on the Florence Lintel, Inv. 4019 ... Prince Ramesses has the same orthography of name 

and the same particular title-Generalissimo-as figure 1 in the Medinet Habu series.'43 

4o Abitz. 'ibid.' . p. 120. 
41 Wente. 'A Letter of Complaint to the Vizier To', JNES 20. 1961, p.255, n.14. states' ... and the year 22 
that occurs in one inscription in the Karnak Temple cannot be used as a tenninaJ date for the Temple as a 
whole .. . . '. reacting against the earlier suggestion by Seele, 'Some Remarks on the Family ofRamesses 
III '. Agvptologische Studien Hermann Grapow zum 70. Geburtstag gewidmet, ed. O.Firchow, p.309, 'In 
other words, the small Karnak Temple was erected and decorated in a period oftime including and 
perhaps culminating in Year 22.' The diversity of these views was noted by A. J. Spalinger, 'Some 
Revisions of Temple Endowments in the New Kingdom', JARCE 28, 1991 , p.24, n.15. Strictly speaking 
the date contained within the tex1 (KRI V. pp.221-3 , date on p.221) refers to the '[Copy of the inscription] 
which was on the tablet of silver [which I the King of Upper and Lower Egypt: Usennare-Meriamon 
[made] for his father Amon.' , as noted by K. C. Seele, 'A Hymn to Amon-Re', From the Pyramids to Paul, 
ed. L. G. Leaky. New York, I 935. p.232. However the 'Hymn' being in praise of Amun, it may well have 
served as the final or dedication te:-.1 of the Temple given the predilection of the Ramessides for A.mun and 
Re. In the absence of any better dating criteria, I will accept this date. 
42 Abitz. Ramses Ill.in den Grabern seiner Sohne. p. 120. Text in KRI V, p.373. no.3. Translation in 
Murnane. 'The "King Ramesses" of the Medinet Habu Procession of Princes', JARCE 9. 1971-2. p.123, 
although Abitz, 'ibid.'. p. 120. states the translation of Commissioner is 'zweife/hafl'. 
43 Abitz. 'ibid.' . p.121. K. A. Kitchen. 'Ramesses VU and the Twentieth Dynasty', JE4 58, 1972, p.188, 
n.4 . 
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Yoyotte and Wente see this lintel as possibly coming from the tomb of Prince Ramesses 

and point out that Schiaparelli and Berend saw the stone as having a covering of varnish 

that could be burnt plaster. 44 Nevertheless it seems likely, in the absence of any lintel 

being noted as missing from, or any suitably sized empty space in, KV 3, that this lintel 

came from an official residence which belonged to Prince Ramesses in one of the Delta 

centres. As the additional title 'Crown Prince' is present it would appear that this lintel is a 

little later than the 'sporting reliefs' at Medinet Habu discussed below. I think the evidence, 

noted in Chapter Two above, mentioning a burial in the Valley of the Kings in year 25 of 

Ramesses III represents the burial of the previous 'Crown Prince' and so this monument 

should be dated to around that year. 

6) The Inscription from West Theban Tomb no. 148 

Kitchen has described in his article on the tomb no. 148 of Amenemope how the 

owner of the tomb appears before Ramesses III and 'rr: pct ss nsw imy-r msr: M" sJ nsw n 

.bt.f mri.f (rc-ms-sw)-the Hereditary Prince, Royal Scribe, Generalissimo, King's Son of his 

body, his beloved, (Rarnesses)' .45 As Peden states, 'The depiction of the crown prince 

participating in such an event as an intermediary between subject and monarch, is a feature 

unique to this private tomb. It demonstrates more clearly than any other source just how 

prominently the future Ramesses IV, as heir apparent, was being presented to the court 

and the upper realms of society during the last decade or so of the old king's life. It 

appears Ramesses wanted no doubt concerning who was to succeed him. r46 

44 In Yoyotte. 'The Tomb of a Prince Ramesses in the Valley of the Queens (No.53)', JEA 44, 1958, p.30, 
and also n.1 on that page. Wente, 'A Letter of Complaint to the Vizier To', JNES 20, I 961, pp.252-5, 
p.254, n.3 . 
45 Abitz. 'ibid.'. p. l 21 . Kitchen. 'The Twentieth Dynasty Revisited', JEA 68, 1982, pp.116-25. PM2 I, part 
1, pp.259-60. Galballa and Kitchen, 'Ramesside Varia IV The Prophet Amenemope, His Tomb and 
Family',MDA/K37, 1981 , p.173 . 
46 Peden. The Reign of Ramesses JV pp.9-10 . 
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Fortunately this presentation is dated in the tomb to year 27+x ofRamesses Ill. 

7) Sporting Relief Scene from Medinet Babu 

In this scene of competition before Ramesses Ill a spectator is described as 'sJ nsw 

imy-r msc wr r'-ms-ss mJct !Jrw- Royal Son, Generalissimo, Ramesses, true ofvoice'.47 

Kitchen notes that the name 'Ramesses', and likewise the Uraeus on the prince, is a later 

addition by Ramesses IV. He also notes the similarity in orthography and title to the 

Florence Lintel mentioned above. 48 No date is given by the inscription, but Peden indicates 

a date of around year 22 ofRamesses ill .49 

8) Graffito in the Soleb Temple of Amenophis ID 

Grandet suggests that the inspection which gave rise to this graffito was made in 

year 20 of the reign of Ramesses II1 based on Ramesses's presumed age and with reference 

to a similar one at Karnak datable to year 22 .50 The text reads, '(wsr-m1c1-rc mry-imn) 

(11111) n_tr nfr ptpt /J]swt nbw//11111 stp? nJ r.syw mk/llllAieterminative of a standing 

man/lllllnsw bity nb llWy /;l.(J nb !Jpsllllln .kJ n sJ nsw(lllllost/11/) imy-r msc wr (Ill/) ss nsw 

m mriJrc-ms-ss - (Ramesses Ill)(//////) the Good God one, who tramples every foreign 

land/////chosen? the Southerners, one who defends [Egypt]////////King of Upper and Lower 

47 Scene inM.H. 11, pl . ll l. Text alone in KRl V, p.114. 
48 See footnote on section 14a. in KRl V, p. l 14. and Kitchen, 'Ramesses VII and the Twentieth Dynasty', 
JEA 58, 1972 p.188 and n.4. There is also a detailed treatment of this scene on pp.559-61 of W. Decker 
and M. Herb, Bildatlas zum Sport im A/ten Agypten. Leiden, 1994, v. l , with an extensive bibliography on 
p.561. 
49 Peden. 'ibid.'. p.8. 
so P. Grandel. Ramses 111:Histoire d'un regne . Paris, 1993, pp.64 and 359, n.72-4. 



Egypt, Ruler, Lord of Force/////for the ka of the Royal Son[///////]Generalissimo[/////] 

Royal Scribe, as (?) his beloved Ramesses'. 51 

9) The Chapel G of the Ptah Shrine 
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In the vicinity of the path from Deir el Medina to the Valley of the Queens at the 

Ptah Shrine, in the seventh chapel, a fragment of a stela was discovered by Bruyere which 

contained the foJlowing text, 'nsw bHy nb Yu,y (cartouche abraded) sJ re nb !Jew 

(cartoucbe abraded) sJ nsw n imn-]JI-!Jps.f mFI grw-Lord of the Two Lands (cartouche 

abraded) son of Re Lord of Diadems (cartouche abraded) Royal Son (of?) 

Amunherhepeshef, true ofvoice'.52 

In the fourth chapel, D, there are a pair of scenes in which two sets of kings are 

shown censing a deity closely followed by what appears to be a priest carrying a fan . The 

cart ouches by the figure on the left are those of the King Sethnak.ht, father of Rarnesses 

Ill, while those on the right are those ofRamesses III. 53 After Ramesses III is a severely 

damaged picture of what appears to be a prince. Above the figure is the title 'rep,., ' and 

what may be the start of a 'sJ '. although I cannot make out the remainder of the name 

from the published plate. 54 

On the basis of the nearby stela fragment in the seventh chapel, I think that this 

person is Prince Amunherhepeshef and the presence of Sethnak.ht shows that this is a 

51 Text in KRI V, pp.372-3 . Discussion in Peden, 'ibid.'. pp.3. 9. 
52 Abitz, Ramses 111. in den Griibern seiner Sohne. p.121. B. Bruyere, Merl Seger a Deir el Medineh . 
(MlFAO. No. 58.) Cairo, 1930, p.47 and fig.28, where it should be noted that the figure shows a 'tn "after 
the phrase 'sJ nsw ' while Abitz's copy only shows an 'rt in the corresponding place. 
53 B. Bruyere, 'ibid.'. p.37. 
54 B. Bruyere, 'ibid.' . pl.V. 'Qualrieme chapelle D. - Stele tiree: de Lepsius, Denkmfiler'. Bruyere takes the 
figure and unclear name to be that of the Vizier. 
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memorial tablet composed by Ramesses III early in his reign. A similar example of such a 

scene exists from the reign of Akhenaten. 55 

Reconstruction of Ramesses's Career as a Prince 

Remembering the sequence of titles that a Ramesside prince would expect to 

acquire during the course of becoming a Crown Prince, we can see that during the first 

decade ofRamesses Ill's reign the young Prince Ramesses did not even have the basic title 

of 'Royal Scribe' . The first series oftitles, 'Royal Scribe, Generalissimo', belong to year 20 

ofRamesses Ill as shown in section 8 above. 

After two more years Prince Ramesses is mentioned again at the feast of Min in 

section 4 above with the titles 'Royal Scribe, Generalissimo, Royal Son', this can be dated 

to year 22 ofRamesses Ill. 

After a few more years, probably in year 25 of Ramesses III, the Prince Ramesses 

becomes 'Crown Prince' as noted in section 5 above on a door lintel, possibly from his 

southern estates. 

Two more years pass and the Crown Prince is now being presented to the court 

and used as an intermediary between Ramesses Ill and his people in year 27+x, see section 

6 above. 

The undated Portico Block in section 3 above with the titles 'Royal Son, Royal 

Scribe, Generalissimo' would be expected to fit between the first decade of Ramesses Hi's 

reign and year 25 when Prince Ramesses acquired the title Crown Prince. The 'Procession 

of Princes' text for Prince Ramesses would thus be finally cut after year 25 when his 

elevation to Crown Prince occurred. The title 'General' would appear to be from an earlier 

text prior to year 22, or an error of omitting the word 'M'. I prefer the latter view. 

55 C. Aldred, Akhenaten King of Egypt. London, 1988, p.174, 'lintel on the tomb ofHuya at Amarna.' 
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This sequence of acquiring titles also fits with that reconstructed above for the 

Princes Merenptah and Ramesses ll although normally interspersed with other secular and 

priestly titles such as 'Overseer of the Granaries'. The absence of the latter titles suggests 

that the promotion of Ramesses came rather late in the reign since one would otherwise 

expect the administrative ability of the prince to be recognised at an earlier age. 

Thus we have Prince Ramesses born while Ramesses III was still himself a prince. 

He was the third son of that king and shared with his elder brother Arnunherhepeshef the 

same mother, Isis t3-l;ungrt. Arnunherhepeshefbeing born first naturally acquired the 

important title of 'Crown Prince'. Since there is a 'space' between the death of 

Amunherhepeshef and the elevation of Prince Ramesses to the position of Crown Prince 

under Ramesses Ill, I postulate that there was born after Arnunherhepeshef, but before 

Ramesses, an unknown prince, possibly from a different mother. 56 After Ramesses, 

Chaemwese was born from a different mother than Ramesses or Amunherhepeshef. 57 

Around years 5, 8, and 12 of Ramesses Ill these princes would have participated in the 

Libyan and other wars of Ramesses III and I suggest that after year 8 Prince Ramesses, 

together with at least three brothers, fell seriously ill with little prospect of recovery from a 

plague brought by foreign captives.58 This illness resulted in tombs being prepared for the 

affected brothers, possibly in recognition of their service in the wars. 

Whatever the cause, Amunherhepeshef succumbed together with another unknown 

brother and they were duly buried, but Ramesses, his elder unknown brother - the 

'Charioteer' by now - and Chaemwese survived. The blank inscriptions on the walls of 

56 The only candidate I have found to date for this 'unknown prince' is Amunherhepeshef noted in H. 
Altenmilller, 'Dritter Vorbericht tiber ctie Arbeiten des Archaologischen lnstituts der Universitat Hamburg 
am Grab des Bay (KV 13) im Tal der Konige von Theben', SAK 21 , 1994, pp.4-7, 15-17. 
57 A. Dodson has created a family tree for the offspring of Ramesses ill stating Isis to be the mother of one 
group of sons and another, unnamed, inctividual to be the mother of another group. However no evidence 
is cited by Dodson as proof that the Princes Chaemwese, Arnunherhepeshef, Sethherhepeshef, 
Paraherwenemef, and Rarnesses belong to any particular mother, were named in the same sequence as 
those of Ramesses II , or even obtained the same titles as their namesakes, see A. Dodson, 'The Sons of 
Rameses Ill' , KMT8, no. I , Spring 1997. pp.3 1-33, 41. 
58 As suggested by Wente. 'A Letter of Complaint to the Vizier To', JNES 20, 1%1, p.254, n. IO. 
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Medinet Habu besides the representations of the princes in the war scenes may be due to 

this illness, especially if the queen had likewise fallen ill. The fatalities would therefore date 

to around year I 2 of Ramesses III. 

Prior to his death Amunherhepeshef had served as Crown Prince, being 

commemorated at Deir el Medina in the chapel G of the Ptah Shrine, while the blank 

spaces besides the Crown Prince in the wars of years 8 and 12 ofRamesses III were, in all 

likelihood prepared for his name. The untimely death of this Crown Prince resulted in the 

elevation of the unknown owner of KV 3 who would have the title 'Charioteer' at the very 

least. I suggest that this is the additional Prince Amunherhepeshef reported by Altenmi.iller 

as being found along with his sarcophagus and Canopic jars in the tomb of Bay KV 13 

recently. 59 Therefore there were two Prince Amunherhepeshefs, one of whom died in years 

8-10 ofRamesses III and the other, also becoming a 'Crown Prince' who survived until 

year 25 of Ramesses III . 

It would be from year 8 onwards that Rarnesses, as third son, would start his 

acquisition ohitles beginning with 'Royal Scribe'. During this period, from year 12 until 

apprmcimately year 20 of Ramesses III, the prince would be resident in the Delta region 

and carry out administrative tasks. Peden notes that Rarnesses Ill refurbished areas of Pi 

Ramesses and provided quarters in it for officials. 60 Part of this administration experience 

may have been overseeing the new donations to the temples made by Ramesses III, the 

inspections of the temple granaries in years 5 and 15 together with the possible drive 

against corruption, and the overseeing of estates of his own in the Delta.61 

59 See Altenmiiller, 'ibid.'. pp.4-8. 15-17. 
60 Peden. The Reign of Ramesses JI·: p. 8. n.8 and n. 9. to which should be added the reports of lintels 
from Quantir. admittedly from the time ofRamesses Il. in L. Habachi, Features of the Deification of 
Ramesses II. Gliickstadt, 1969. p.40. 
61 Royal estates in the Delta and the increased donations made by Ramesses III are mentioned in P.Harris 
I as well as on the walls of Medi net Habu. There is no contemporary evidence for an estate of Prince 
Ramesses at this period in the Delta but the Florence Door Lintel would appear to have come from such an 
estate. although dated sometime later. The excavations of Heliopolis demonstrate a connection of the 
office of Crown Prince with that town including Ramesses III, V, and VI when they were Crown Princes. 
see A. A. Saleh, Excavations at Heliopolis: Ancient Egyptian Ouml. Cairo, 1981 and 1983, v. l , pp.68-71, 
v.2. pp.71-74. The inspections of temple granaries as a drive against corruption were made by Penpato in 



A quick glance at the summary of Grandet shows that, after the second Libyan 

campaign of Year 11, Ramesses Ill appears to have spent most of the following decade 

concerned with erecting temples, completing and handing out tombs such as the tomb of 

General May at Memphis, and inspecting and categorising, as well as in many cases 

increasing, offerings to the various temples of Egypt with Amun getting the lion's share. 

Aegean prisoners are donated at Qus to Amun-Re but there appears to be no other 

military activity recorded until year 20.62 

In, or about, year 20 various expeditions to Punt and Timna are undertaken, an 

expedition is mounted against the Sarou of Edom, construction of a fortified reservoir at 

Ayn is undertaken, and Prince Ramesses inspects the temple at Soleb.63 He has acquired 

the title 'Generalissimo' and 'Royal Scribe' by this date and the epithet applied in the 

inscription to the king 'One who tramples every foreign land' would indicate to me a 

memory of the recent campaign against the Sarou of Edom. 64 Whatever his previous 

administrative duties were, Prince Ramesses would now seem to be filling a military or 

quasi-military role. 
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The next appearance of Prince Ramesses is together with another younger brother, 

also named Amunherhepeshef, in the temple of Min at Karnak and it will be noticed that 

both have their military titles and scribal titles emphasised first, whereas one might expect 

filiation and paternity titles to appear first in what is, essentially, a royal fertility rite. 

year 15. following on the earlier decree from year 5 - texts in KRl V, pp.232-5 for Karnak, Tod, and 
Elephantine. Translation and discussion in M.P. Barguet. Tod. Rapport de fouilles de la saison Fevrier
Avril 1950', BJFAO 51 , 1952, pp.99-101 , and p.99, n.3. Also P. Grandet, 'Un texte historique de Ramses 
III a EI-Kab', Rd£ 41 , 1990 pp. 95-99, and Spalinger, 'Some Revisions of Temple Endowments in the 
New .Kingdom', JARCE 28. 1991 , pp.2 l-39, especially pp.2 L-26, and p.39. 
62 Summary of this period given by Peden is essentially one of peace and construct.ion, see Peden, The 
Reign of Ramesses fl '. pp.8-11. Grandet has the same view, but with a note of the year 16 stela concerning 
prisoners ofQus for Amun-Re with text in KRl V, p.234, see also Grandel, Ramses 111:Histoire d'un 
regne. p.199. 
63 Expedition to Punt in P.Harris I. 77: 8-78, Timna in P.Harris I, 78: 6-8, discussed in Peden, 'ibid.'. 
p. l l, ns 2, 3, and 4. 
64 Sarou expedition ofRamesses III discussed by Grandel. 'ibid.'. v .1, pp.162, 174, 308-10, based on 
P.Harris I 76 : 9-11 , and Grandet, 'ibid.'. v .2, p.243-5, n.921. 
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Furthennore, the two brothers are carrying fans which, in relation to their physical 

closeness to the Pharaoh, represent a reward for military service.65 

Ramesses IV later added a cartouche frame and Uraeus to this scene but did not 

alter the earlier inscription. Thus we see, in year 22, the beginning of a closer association 

of Prince Ramesses with the king in the religious dimension.66 
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About the same year, the 'sporting relief at Medinet Habu shows the prince as one 

of the spectators although his name and Uraeus were later additions. In the same year 

Ramesses Ill established what was to be the commemorative festival of his accession and 

so these two scenes, religious and sporting, publicly display the Prince Ramesses as being 

close to the throne.67 

In the next year, 23, there is an expedition sent by Ramesses III to Serabit el 

Khadim, then in year 24 the founding of the cult of a royal statue at Memphis.68 

Possibly as early as year 25, and certainly by year 27, in this reconstruction, the 

second Crown Prince Amunherhepeshef dies, is buried, and Prince Ramesses becomes the 

new Crown Prince with expanded estates in the Delta shown by the Florence Lintel. In 

year 27+x he is shown in an intercessory position between Ramesses III and the people in 

Theban Tomb no.148; his name in that tomb is shown as having a cartouche around it. 

65 The suggestion of the title 'fan bearer on the right hand' being. in origin. a reward for military prowess 
stems from the analysis of Pomorska who shows that in earlier periods, such as under Thutmose III , the 
title was given for thls service to prominent members of the military and that the award only later became 
the perquisite of the royal princes. See I. Pomorska. Les Flabellifreres a la droite du Roi en Egypte 
anc,enne. Varsovie. 1987. pp.21 , 26 giving origin under Thutrnose I as a mark of a favourite soldier, p.34 
showing version l1I only used by the sons of Rarnesses III , pp.40, 46 for evidence that the title was still 
used by Viziers under Ramesses Ill and IV but not the Chiefs of the Treasury, p.41 describing fans 
appearing between hands of king's sons. 
66 It is worth noting here that the reconstruction of the prince's career as supplied by Christophe indicates 
that the prince on at least some occasions could become the 'religious' 'r' p't' before obtaining the secular 
power. See Christophe, 'La carriere du Prince Mereoptah et Jes trois regences Ramessides', ASAE 51, 1951, 
pp.337-9. 
67 Festival of accession of Ramesses III noted by Grandet, Ramses 111:Histoire d'un regne. pp.246-7, and 
text in KRJ V, p.221 . lioe 5. 
68 Expedition to Serabit el Khadim dated by Grandet to year 23 , see Grandel, 'ibid.'. pp.309-10, and table 
at p.400. Cult statue, Grandel, 'ibid.'. p.72, text in K.RI V, p.249. 
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Nevertheless not all his duties were the cares of office since somewhere in the 

preceding period the Crown Prince Ramesses acquired a wife and sired at least one son. 69 

The Final Years of Ramesses m 

A large number of scholars have taken the final years of Ramesses III to be the 

start of the decay of the Egyptian state and seen the subsequent kings as 'weak' or 

'ephemeral' . I do not think the known evidence supports this view. 

Until year 24 ofRamesses ill the condition of Egypt had been one of peaceful 

construction with expeditions to traditional mining and trading areas as well as the odd 

razzia, such as that against the Sarou of Edom, to maintain Egyptian prestige. The 

Egyptian borders had been stabilised by the earlier wars of years 5, 8, and 12. Nevertheless 

in this region, with its extensive population movements such as those of the Sea Peoples 

and Libyans, it cannot be expected that external pressures will remain absent from, nor 

that internal pressures should not arise within, Egypt. 

Buildings and Expeditions in the later years of Ramesses ID 

With the completion of Medinet Habu and Karnak by year 25 of his reign, 

Ramesses Ill showed no signs of ceasing such projects. He made expeditions to Timna 

and Serabit el Khadim for materials to decorate these temples, while the Sarou of Edom 

would have provided a timely selection of temple slaves. 

69 No queen has been identified beyond question as being the wife of Ramesses IV but based on her 
presence in a part of the Temple of Khonsu, Karnak, associated with Ramesses Ill and IV it is suggested 
that one Tentopet (QV 74) was his queen, see Peden, The Reign ofRamesses JV. pp.5-6. The one son I 
was able to find was named 'Paneben-Kemyt' and had the title 'Governor of Oum1 of Re' according to 
Saleh. Excavations at Heliopolis: Ancient Egyptian Oum1. Cairo, 1981, v. l, p.79. 
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He also erected the small temple to the Theban Triad in a Forecourt of the temple 

of Amun-Re at Karnak, another temple within the precinct of the temple ofMut, and a 

temple in honour of Khonsu within the tenemos of A.mu n's Karnak Temple. 
70 

In P .Harris I 

there is the mention of a temple to the God Seth at Pi-Ramesse that Ramesses claims to 

have constructed .71 

This construction work, expeditions, and dedication of offerings by Ramesses III 

shows that a large amount of resources were still available during the later years of 

Ramesses Ill's reign. The quality of the workmanship in these temples may not be as high 

as in earlier reigns but their quantity, especially when taken in conjunction with known 

palaces at Pi-Ramesse and Tell el Yahudiyeh, as well as tombs excavated in the Valleys of 

the Kings and Queens, is quite impressive. 72 

Outside lncursions 

0 . DM 35 states, 'Day 22, Day 23, Day 24, The Captains of the Medjay came to 

report that the enemy had come down, Day 25, The crew waited in order to take heed .'73 

Kitchen points out that this ostracon can be dated, by way of the guards named on it, to 

70 Small Temple to Theban triad: see RIK, 2v. especially v.l. pl. 23 A-29, pl.34 22, 94 13, pl.108 5. 6, 8. 
pl.109 4. Also H. Nelson. 'Three Decrees ofRamesses Ill from Karnak', JAOS 56, 1936, p.232, giving a 
date of year 16 for the offering establishment. Temple within the Precinct ofMut, see PM' II, pp.273-4. 
'C. South Temple. Ramesses Ill.' Temple within the tenemos of Amun's Karnak Temple in honour of 
Khonsu. see PM1 ll, pp.224-244. especially p.239, the Bark Chapel. Notation of Ramesses III asking 
favours of Khonsu, see L. D. T. Ill. p. 69. 
71 Peden. The Reign of Ramesses IV p. lO. and n.6. based on P.Harris I, 60: 1-5. 
72 Palace at Tell el-Yahucliyeh. see W. C. Hayes, The Scepter of Egypt. 2v., New York, 1990. v.2, fourth 
printing. revised 1990, pp.367-8. 
73 Text in KRI V, pp.520-1 , starting p.520, line 16, '/pw 22, fpw 23, fpw 24 iw nJ !Jry-mgJw iw rdd pJ!Jr 
hJi fpw 25 iw tJ ist 'b' r nw(y) ', which Kitchen translates from' iw nJ 'on as'<< Les chefs-de-police des 
Medjay arriverent, en disant: 'L'ennemi est descendu'. Jour 25 : les ouvriers (de la Tombe royale) 
anendaient. pour prendre garde (pour eux-memes)>>.', KA. Kitchen, 'Les suites des guerres libyennes de 
Ramses ill', RdE 36, 1985, p. l 78. Kitchen also notes that Cerny originally had interpreted these 
references, after year 10, as referring to a civil war amongst the Egyptians themselves, however Kitchen 
thinks it is far more likely that the term ' !Jr-the fallen' should refer to the Libyans. Similarly Peden, The 
Reign of Ramesses IV p.11 n.5. 
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year 28 ofRamesses Ill and that the enemy are very likely to have been Libyans coming 

from their country through the desert to the area about Thebes.74 Gutgesell sees this 

'enemy' as being responsible for the death of three workmen and subsequent alteration of 

the guard rota lists but Eyre does not agree with this view.75 

In its other entries this ostracon is very similar to later ones discussed by Haring 

for Ramesses IX and XI . From these later ostraca, the pattern emerges that the enemy 

would be known in advance to be coming, would stay in the area for two to three days 

without surrounding or attacking the village, and deliveries of supplies to Deir el Medina 

were able to resume immediately after they had withdrawn.76 I think this suggests that the 

presence of Libyans in small roving bands would be a fact of life in this region but that 

they obviously increased in number and frequency as the Egyptian state weakened. The 

Medjay or other forces were detailed to mop up such incursions, the desert being sufficient 

to normally deter them, while the resumption of supplies shows there was no significant 

disruption to the village or local infrastructure. 

Nevertheless P.Harris I indicates that the situation was more serious than it had 

been in the earlier years of Ramesses III since it reports that Ramesses Ill built fortified 

enclosures around several Upper Egyptian temples, twice the purpose being given as' ... 

to exclude Asiatics and Libyans . . . who transgressed their bounds of old.'77 

Another possibility, reflecting Cemy's view, is that the 'enemy' may have been one 

of the groups of Meshwesh captives settled by Ramesses III within Egypt under harsh 

conditions which even extended to denying these groups their own language. 78 

74 Kitchen. 'ibid.', 1985, p.178. and same page. n.4, noting Helck's article in ZDMG 105. 
75 M. Gutgesell. Die Datierung der Ostraka und Papyri aus Deir el-Medineh und ihre okonomische 
Interpretation. Tei/ I: Die 20. Dynastie. 2v., Hildesheim, 1983, v. l , p.66. C. J. Eyre, 'The Use of Data 
from Deir el-Medina', Bi Or 44 No 1/2. Januari-Maart 1987, p.26. 
76 See B. Haring, 'Libyans in the Late Twentieth Dynasty', Village Voices. pp.72-75 for later incursions, 
pp. 79-80. for a note of earlier incursions. 
77 K. A. Kitchen. 'The Arrival of the Libyans in Late New Kingdom Egypt', Libya and Egypt (c1300-750 
B.C. ), ed. A. Leahy. London. 1991. p.22, quoting P.Harris I 57: 12-13 . Translation in Grandel, Le 
Papyrus Harris 1. v. l . p.305. 
78 J. A. Wilson.. 'The Libyans and the End of the Egyptian Empire', AJSL 51, January 1935, no.2, p.81 , 
with my own additions in the translation, ' .. . bought (off) into Egypt. They were made into strongholds of 
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Unfortunately the relevant stela is unaated but would, on the basis of the large numbers of 

Libyan captives mentioned, have come from the early wars of Ramesses Ill. Wilson notes 

that a group of such people may have been used to do the quanying work in the 

Necropolis at Thebes.79 

The incursion mentioned by 0 . DM 35 is, therefore, not a serious indicator of 

trouble in the later years of Ramesses Ill but simply a reminder that boundaries of the 

period were fluid and that roving bands driven by external pressure could be present .80 

That the desert was relied upon as normally a sufficient deterrence to stop the Libyans, 

coupled with the fortification of the vulnerable spots, shows that the problem was not 

regarded as very serious in higher quarters and, in the light of the minor razzias conducted 

by Ramesses Ill, may have been regarded as a normal development or fact of life in the 

Theban region. 81 

Economic Factors 

We have a large range of data concerning food and its value for the last years of 

Ramesses Ill, but almost exclusively for the village of Deir el Medina. This village of the 

the mighty king .. .. He I banned I their (own) speech . .. .' The original text is in Bruyere, Merl Seger a 
Deir el Medineh . p.32. fig. I 7. and pl.lV. Haring, 'Libyans in the Late Twentieth Dynasty' , Village Voices. 
p.80. supports Cemy's view against that of Kitchen in that he sees the word 'i;Iy' as meaning Libyans only 
in temple war records and not in administrative documents. However, it appears to me that the immediate 
resumption of supplies and apparent lack of local disruption would put more weight on the side of 
I(jtchen's explanation. 
79 Wilson. The Libyans and the End of the Egyptian Empire',AJSL 51, January 1935, no.2, p.81. 
80 This view expressed also by A. Leahy. 'The Libyan Period in Egypt: An Essay in Interpretation', 
Libyan Studies 16, I 985. p.53, ' .. other groups will have slipped in unnoticed or unchecked ... .' The 
description of the earlier defences includes those of Ramesses 11 and the line of forts on the Western Delta, 
together with Merenptah's defensive garrison at the Oasis of Khargeh-Dakhleh. 
81 Jansen-Winkeln also sees the problems in year 28 ofRamesses IIl as more to do with strikes and labour 
difficulties since war wouJd have destroyed production. He states that marauding bands wouJd have been 
quickly finished off and are thus not the source of the troubles. He goes on to note that although there was 
the destruction of a large place under Ramesses VI, that king was shown as a fighter against the Libyans 
and. after him. there was no more trouble from that quarter until the time of Ramesses IX. K. Jansen
WinkeJn. 'Der Beginn der Libyschen Herrschaft in Agypten', Bib/ische Notizen 71, 1994, p.88. 



royal workmen will have been exceptional in both the income of its inhabitants and the 

type of economy that was operating within it due to the extreme degree of royal control 

over almost every area of the workmen's and their families lives. 82 
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Janssen has analysed the prices known for various commodities on the basis of the 

ostraca found at Deir el Medina, both for basic foodstuffs and for luxury and domestic 

utility items. Since it is in the area of foodstuffs that any severe civil disturbance would 

produce anomalies and distortions, the analysis of Janssen has been used on only the 

following food items, oils, fat, vegetables, emmer, and barley, and is considered in detail in 

Appendix E. 

Due to the special nature of the grains barley and emmer, both as commodities in 

themselves and as seasonal products grown and brought to the village by the royal 

administration, Janssen investigated the relations between the value of the two grains. 

Using their seasonal prices he was able to produce a compound table of values for both 

items which shows a high degree of stability in their prices which remained around 2 deben 

per khar from Ramesses rn until the end of the reign ofRamesses IV. 83 This stability had 

been earlier demonstrated by the work of Cerny in the l 930's who chose to graphically 

represent the then known values for grain during the period of Dynasties 19-21. 

Additional data in the later works of Janssen and Gutgesell has not significantly altered 

that graph. 84 

82 Exactly how isolated or controlled the villagers of Deir el Medina were, and hence their economy, is 
highly debatable. On the side of 'state control' is the view of R. Ventura, Living in a City of the Dead. 
Freiburg. 1986, pp.54. 174-9. For less state control there is the article of A. McDowell, 'Contact with the 
Outside World', Pharaoh's workers, The Villagers of Deir el Medina, ed. L. H. Lesko, Ithaca, 1994. pp.41-
59, where the workers are seen as interacting freely with the outside world. 
83 Jae. J. Janssen. Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. Leiden, 1975, pp.125-32, especially 
pp.130-2. 
84 J. Cerny, 'Fluctuations in Grain Prices during the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty', ArOr 6, 1933, p. l 76. 
Despite the clear level nature of this graph until Ramesses VM, Cerny states on that same page, 'It 
reflects. without any doubt, the decay . . . at the end of the reign of Ramesses Ill and under his immediate 
successors, ... into which fall the repeated strikes of the Royal Necropolis workmen .... ' I would point to 
the peak on that same graph, showing the doubling and quadrupling of values, for the period of Rarnesses 
VU and VIll as an example of what would happen under severe 'decay' and would therefore respectfulJy 
disagree with Cerny, noting that the increase during Ramesses IV and V was only 33%. To me the graph 
indicates how stable the prices were despite the 'roving bands of Libyans' discussed above. 
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Thus Deir el Medina prices during Ramesses Ill's last years remain fairly stable in 

all consumables with a small rise in the price of grain and seasonal variations in that of 

vegetables. 85 Nevertheless, this information must be taken with a degree of caution and as 

a indicator of the local Theban conditions only. 86 It does seem though, despite the 

statements made by the participants, that the reason for the workmen's strikes, discussed 

below, is unlikely to have been hunger and its consequent suffering. 

The Strikes in Year 29 of Ramesses ill 

During the 29th year ofRamesses III it is claimed deliveries of the monthly wages 

to the necropolis workers at Deir el Medina fell so far behind that the workers took the 

unusual step of striking. Edgerton says; 'It is clear that a monthly ration ... was due to the 

artisans of the Royal Tomb and that this ration was often in arrears in the twenty-ninth 

year.' Edgerton goes on to detail that the rations arrive on several occasions up to a month 

late and in inadequate quantities which caused at least one serious demonstration. 87 

85 The same conclusion was reached by Janssen after considering a wide range of goods and their prices. 
see Janssen. Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. pp.551-3 . Interestingly, the earlier work of 
Cerny also supports the view of a high degree of stability during the Ramesside Period, see J. Cerny, 
'Prices and Wages in Egypt in the Rarnesside Period', Journal of World History 1, 1954, p.920. Cerny also 
has interesting things to say in the same article, pp. 904-8, on the relative values of copper, silver. and 
gold. 
86 Besides these questions. there are some questions over the actual units of measurement. see Janssen. 
Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. pp.108-11 , the various units of value such as deben and 
sniw, (Janssen. 'ibid.'. pp.101-7). and the actual role of the economy in the village (Janssen, 'ibid.'. pp.556-
62). Gutgesell has also analysed the pricing mechanisms and economics of Deir el Medina, see Gutgesell, 
Die Datierung . . . . pp.533-76. His analysis has been criticised by Eyre, 'The Use of Data from Deir el
Medina', BiOr 44 No 1/2, Januari-Maart 1987, p.32, and a further, extensive, analysis of the whole 
ancient Egyptian economy has been made by D. Warburton, State and Economy in Ancient Egypt. (0B0 
No.151 ) Gottingen, 1997. pp. 79-129. However I see nothing in this later work to change my views. 
87 The workmen's rations did not arrive until the twenty-third day on the second calendar month, 3bd II n 
3bt. the ration of the fifth month, 3bd I n prt, was more than a month late, and that of the sixth month, 3bd 
If n prt, was paid on the seventeenth day of that month. In the seventh month, 3bd III n prt, there was a 
serious demonstration about rations while in the eighth month, 3bd IV n prt, a 'half ration' was distributed 
on the twenty-eighth day. In the ninth month, 3bd In smw, payment was made promptly on the second 
day, but in an amount the men considered grossly inadequate. See W. F. Edgerton, 'The strikes in Ramses 
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Nevertheless, while the members of the crew at first claim hunger, hunger and 

thirst, lack of clothing, ointment, fish and vegetables, the tenor changes in year 29, seventh 

month, 3bd IV n prt, when Mose swears an oath in connection with the 'is '. 88 This 

statement is expanded a little further on, as translated by Edgerton 'Verily, it was not 

because we hungered that we passed (the walls). We have an important statement to 

make. Verily evil is done in this place of Pharaoh. '89 

At this point the Vizier To appeared and promised rations ( on 3bd IV n prt, day 

28) which were handed out by the scribe Amenkhay (on 3bd In smw, day 2). Khonsu 

reacts by insisting the crew still go and complain to the Vizier, but the scribe prevents 

them from doing so by threats. Then, on the thirteenth day of the same month, the crew 

again claims hunger and sit down at the rear of the valley temple ofMerenptah.90 

By chance the Mayor of Thebes was passing by and the crew called to him but he 

showed them scant sympathy saying he had already supplied them with fifty bushels of 

emmer for subsistence. The next section of the text, on the sixteenth day of the same 

month, deals with an accusation made to the scribe by Amennakht and Khonsu against 

Usihe, Patwere and Kenna claiming theft of stones from above the tomb of Rarnesses II, 

theft of stone from the tomb of the children ofRarnesses II, theft of temple property (an 

ox branded with the mark ofRarnesses II), and the seduction of three married women. A 

subtle reference is made to the actions of Paneb and the not so subtle threat ends the 

accusation, 'Let me see what you will do to them, or I will make complaint to Pharaoh my 

Lord and likewise to the Vizier my superior.'91 

lJl's Twenty-ninth Year', JNES 10. 1951 , p.145, for the translation of the Turin Strike Papyrus see pp.139-
44. Text of Strike Papyri in RAD. pp.52-58. 
88 For the crew's claim of hunger see RAD, p.52. line 15: hunger and thirst, lack of clothing, ointment, 
fish and vegetables RAD, p.53 . line 16. p.54, line 1; for the action in year 29, seventh month, 3bd IV n prt 
and the change of tenor when Mose swears an oath, RAD, p. 54, line 13 onwards. 
89 This expansion is preswnably made the next day although only a space appears in the text with no new 
date, RAD, p.55, line 11 on. 
90 RAD, p.57, lines 1-2. 
91 Edgerton, 'The strikes in Ramses ill's Twenty-ninth Year', JNES 10, 1951, p.141. RAD. p.58. 
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Interestingly this accusation is not the only one we have from the villagers of Deir 

el Medina. There exists an earlier accusation by Amennakht against Paneb and accusations 

against the priest of the Elephantine Scandal although the latter is not connected with the 

viUage. 92 From both these and other documents we can extract the common accusations 

of; 

1) Theft oftemple animals and conversion of them to the accused's own use, 

2) Seduction of married women with three being the ideal number, 

3) Theft of Pharaonic property being stone, temple images and their garments or 

religious garments. 

These are also the type of charges made against Usihe, Patwere, and Kenna above. 

I think, therefore, that these charges are following a formulaic, possibly stereotypical, line 

of what is conceived to be the most effective complaint to get some notice taken of the 

situation. There does not appear to be any doubt that something is upsetting the crew but I 

note that when one area is appeased another complaint breaks out and the workmen are 

not above repeating earlier claims, already satisfied, to individuals encountered later. 93 

Thus I do not think hunger is the sole motivation for the workmen. 

92 Tex1. translation, and commentary of the accusation made by Amennakht against Paneb treated by J. 
Cerny, 'Papyrus Salt 124 (Brit Mus. 10055)', JEA 15, I 929, pp.243-58. Note particularly, the 'debauching' 
of three married women Hunro. Tuy. and Webkhet (p.245, tex1 on pl..XLIII, lines 2-4 ), the plundering of 
the Pharaoh's stones. building materials. and offering materials (p.245, text on pis XLlll-XLIV, lines 5-
13). theft of temple equipment (p.245. text on pl. XLII, lines 10-16). There is a further discussion of 
Amennakht's accusation by J. Romer. Ancient Lives. London, 1984, pp.88-93, which views the accusation 
as being based on a village feud with subordinate charges, such as the seduction of married women, 
robbing of village tombs. etc., as being 'mere scurrilities' tacked on. A similar accusation is made against 
a priest in the Elephantine scandal as reported in P.Turin 1887, whose text is published by Gardiner in 
RAD. pp.73-82 ,vith discussion on pp.xxii-xxiv, translation by T. E. Peet, 'A Historical Document of the 
Ramesside Age', JEA 10, 1924, pp.120-4. Similarly the charges mention theft of temple oxen and 
equipment (RAD, p. 74, lines 2-4) Peet, 'ibid.', p.120, 'debauching' of two married women, Metnemeh and 
Tebes, (RAD, p.74, lines 11-14) Peet, 'ibid.', pp.120-1, but instead of Pharaonic burial equipment this time 
the theft is of amulets (RAD. p.74, line 15) Peet, 'ibid.', p.121, and dliwgarments (RAD, p.75, line 16-
p.76, line 2) Peet, 'ibid.', p.121. 
93 Frandsen has a different and intriguing explanation of 'what was up' with the crew. According to his 
painstaking analysis of the text, the whole situation rests on a power struggle between the Foremen 
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Against this view must be set that of Janssen who uses 0 . Turin N.57072. This 

ostracon records the grain rations received by an unnamed workman during the years 28-

30 ofRamesses III, possibly the scribe Amennakht with the outstanding amounts also 

noted and summarised. Janssen states that; 

... it appears that the general trend during the years 28-30 ofRamesses III is one 

of increasing deficiencies in the issues of the emmer rations. For the five months 

from III prt of year 28 to Ill smw of year 29 the total deficiency was 5 1/2 khar, 

that is the ration for one entire month over a period of five months, or 20% of the 

expected total . For the same period of the years 29-30 it was 9 1/2 khar or over 

35%. In the 14 months recorded on the recto, until the middle of year 29, only 

twice the deficiency was over I khar, while on two occasions the complete amount 

was received; in the five months recorded on the verso the balance due was an 

average of 1.9 khar monthly, and without the complete ration for III smw of year 

30 it even amounted to 2 3/8 khar. 94 

While one would agree with Janssen that under the circumstances the workers had 

ample to complain of by way of incomplete deliveries, it must be pointed out that it is 

probable the very person severely affected by these partial deliveries, scribe Amennakht, 

Khonsu and the rest of the crew administration. Frandsen, 'Editing Reality: The Turin Strike Papyrus', 
, ·1udies in Egyptology Presented to Miriam Lichtheim, ed. Sarah Israelit-Groll, Jerusalem, 1990, v.l , 
pp.193-9. A further indication that the claims of hunger are spurious is the entry in the papyrus stating 
that on day eleven of the sixth month there was a ' ... a bringing away by the Scribe Pentawere of the 
Tomb s 'bcakes 28, s'bcakes 27, making a total of 55'. Since this date coincided with the demonstration 
of the workmen at the valley Temple of Ramesses II complaining of hunger, and s'bcakes are apparently 
pastry and probably not available in the village but only in the city of Thebes, it would seem that the scribe 
took the opportunity to cross over to Thebes and purchase some favourite delicacies of the gang. For text 
see RAD, p.48, line 16-p.49. line 1. Translation in Edgerton, 'The strikes in Ramses Ill's Twenty-ninth 
Year', JNES 10. 1951 , p.143 . Demonstration outside Temple ofRamesses II, see Edgerton, 'ibid.', p.139. 
s 'b cakes discussed in Janssen, Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. p.346. Also Warburton 
notes a 'we have no clothes' claim for wages by an individual who is probably not really in dire straits in 
P.Berlin 9784. Warburton. State and Economy in Ancient Egypt. (OBO No.151) G6ttingen, 1997, p.171. 
94 Jae. J. Janssen. 'Background Information on the Strikes of Year 29 ofRamesses ill', OrAnt 18, 1979, 
pp.304-5. 
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( or another scribe since the ration expected is that of a scribe at 5 1/2 khar per month) was 

the same person who acted consistently against the strike in the Turin Strike Papyrus. 

Since the rations of the scribes and Foremen of the crew are usually noted separately on 

the ostraca recording distribution, there does not appear to me to be a basis for assuming 

the same level of deliveries being withheld from the other groups. Even if the case could 

be made for this level of deprivation of the workmen, the level would not, ordinarily, 

result in hunger since the subsistence level of slave women attached to the crew appears to 

be about 1/4 khar of grain per month while the workmen are receiving 1 1/4 khar of grain 

plus fish, oils, vegetables, etc. 95 Therefore there would be no reason to assume any level of 

hunger, even in the worst scenario proposed by Janssen. 

A further point can be made from the economic evidence discussed above. Were 

the Theban workmen to be seriously hungry one would expect the price of grain to rise to 

the levels shown under Ramesses VII instead of the approximate 33% increase shown at 

the end of the reign of Ramesses III. The fact that this level of increase roughly 

corresponds to the percentage reduction of between 20-35 percent in the rations delivered 

to the scribe noted above would instead show that the scarcity of grain had only increased 

slightly, particularly when one remembers that this is an extensively state-controlled 

economy and that only a minuscule percentage of the grain available would ever be traded 

on the ancient equivalent of the free market. 

The last observation I would like to make from the Turin Strike Papyrus is the 

grouping of the people mentioned in it. The instigators of strike action are Mentumose the 

95 Rations for slave women and for workmen of the crew see Cerny, Community. pp.176-7, and also 
Janssen. Commodi(v Prices f rom the Ramessid Period. pp.460-6, although I see no reason to discount 
Cerny's data from the slave women as Janssen does at p.460. Note particularly that Janssen shows how 
high the 'normal' ration of grain was for a workman on pp.462-3 by comparison to Roman and other 
agricultural societies' intakes. Such a ration should support about ten persons easily when the other food 
items are added. In reality. the figures of persons dependent are liable to be three-four adults and three
four children, so there would be an ample margin for exchange or bartering the surplus for lu.xury goods. 



Chief of Police, Khonsu a Foreman of the crew, and various workmen such as Mose, 

Kenna, and Hay.96 
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Ranged against these 'strikers' are the scribe Amennakht, the two Wartu officers, 

and some of the Foremen of the crew.97 

Janssen concludes from his study of the ostraca concerned with grain delivery that 

late, incomplete, and irregular grain deliveries were the norm rather than the exception and 

he provides a list of the actual versus expected delivery dates ranging from year I of 

Amenmesse (0. DM 177) through to year 2 ofRamesses IV (0. DM 45). These delivery 

dates vary from eight (0. DM 386) to forty-three (0. DM 38) days late, assuming a due 

delivery date of the twenty eighth day of the previous month.98 As Janssen says, 'Arrears 

of half a month seem to have been the rule rather than the exception. '99 

That such incomplete and late deliveries also occurred at other periods is 

confirmed by the evidence of Eyre in his studies of papyri and ostraca. In P. Deir el 

Medina XXIV at a 'year 3 IV 3gt, day 10, the crew [reported about] their clothes and their 

oils, and also th[ eir wood (?) and also th ]eir fish and their salt (?) and also their oil for 

lamps, 20 hin, before the Vizier Neferronpet, the overseer of the treasury 

Montu(em)tawey, the royal Scribe Khai[--],[the] high [priest] Ramessesnakhte, (and) the 

May[or Amenmose(?) of] the town .... ', and later in line 4, ' ... and they[said(?), 'Give(?) 

u]s our needs!" 100 

While, as Eyre notes, the crucial verbs are missing, he continues (bold characters 

and underlining in the following extract are my addition), ' . . . the core fact remains that 

96 Mentumose, Chief of Police. who says he will, and actually does. go to the Mayor of Thebes. RAD, 
p.53. lines 9-10, and who tries to persuade the crew the next day to occupy the Mortuary Temple of Seti I, 
RAD p.54. lines 6-8, Khonsu. a Foreman of the crew, who advises a demonstration at the waterside after 
the partial distribution of rations, RAD, p.56, lines 9-12; various workmen such as Mose, RAD, p.54, line 
13-p.55. line 2. Kenna. and Hay, RAD, p.55. lines 9-12 . 
97 Edgerton. 'The strikes in Ramses Ill's Twenty-ninth Year', JNES 10, 1951, pp.139-41. 
98 Janssen. Commodity Prices.from the Ramessid Period. pp.464-5, especially table A on p.464. 
99 Janssen, 'ibid.'. p.465. 
100 C. J. Eyre. 'Papyrus Deir el-Medina XXIV: an appeal for wages?', GM 98, 1987, translation on p.13, 
text on p.12. Tex1 also published, with brief introductory notes and no translation, in J. Cerny, Papyrus 
hieratiques de Deir el-Medineh. Cairo, 1986, v.2, p.3, and pis 9-9a. 
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the very highest of officials are drawn into what should have been simple, low level, 

regular administrative activity . . . but the format and commodity list speak for the genre 

of complaint and appeal ... rather than that of payment. Fish, wood and vegetables were 

locally produced and regularly issued .... Unlike other 'dues' they were not expected 

in the commodity issues that came from the central treasury, brought from a distance, and 

often associated with the visit of high officialdom. These are not commodities one 

expects to find the Vizier delivering, but their organisation is regularly mentioned in 

appeals to him by the workmen when they claim to be starving. '101 

The dating of year 3 and the names of officials place this papyrus, at the earliest, in 

the reign of Ramesses IV or in the reign of one of the two following kings. 

101 Eyre, 'ibid'.'. pp. l 5-16. In the same article, Eyre looks at P.DM 28 which contains the names of Vizier 
Neferrenpet and the scribe Amennakhl being directed at the latter, as well as the two Foremen of the 
tomb, Nekhemmut and Anherkhau. The Papyrus must therefore date, at the earliest, from year 1 of 
Ramesses IV since Neferrenpet is attested from that date onwards and it cannot be dated much later as the 
scribe of the tomb, Amennakhl who is known from the reign ofRamesses III, is also mentioned. The 
interesting passage from our point of view is; 'Further [I have/one has read(??)) (5) your memoranda of 
dues before Pharaoh. l.p.[h. and One has decided to give them in their entirety . .. (10) receive them, and 
give each man his share. While noting the restorations in the brackets, it would appear that a record of 
Amennakht. perhaps the one from year 29 of Ra.messes Ill, has reached Pharaoh and the decision has been 
taken to supply the missing portion of the rations. Eyre, 'Papyrus Deir el-Medina XXIV: an appeal for 
wages?', GM 98, 1987, p. 18. Texi of P.DM 28 published, with brief introductory notes and no translation, 
in Cerny, Papyrus hieratiques de Deir el-Medineh. v.2, p.5 and pis 18-19a. Further evidence of the lack of 
local commodities is found in Eyre's study of an ostraca in the Nicholson Museum, Sydney. He translates a 
part of the verso as, ' ... the Crew having gone out, being hungry, [saying) 'We have gone out because we 
are hungry: there is no wood (nor) vegetables (nor) fish ... . '(?)[the) Tomb and (so) one came to ask the 
advice of (the) magistrates [of] the tribunal and they (then) declared "[The(?) people(?) of(?) the(?) 
Tomb (?)J are in the right.'' ' see C. J. Eyre, 'A 'Strike' text from the Theban Necropolis', Glimpses of 
Ancient Egypt: Studies in Honour of H. W Fairman, ed. J. Ruffle, G. A. Gaballa and K. A. Kitchen, 
Warminster, 1979, translation on p.80, and text on pp.88-89. 

Although the dating of the ostraca is missing, Eyre is able to show that the priest involved is probably 
Ra.messesnakht and therefore the ostracon cannot be earlier than year 1 of Ramesses IV see Eyre, 'ibid.', 
pp.81-2, n.e. 
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Summary of the Economic Evidence and Strike Activity from Deir el Medina 

Considering the above evidence leads me to the conclusion that late delivery of the 

grain ration, or actions of theft, seduction of married women, and embezzlement of royal 

livestock were incidental causes to the strikes in Ramesses Ill's 29th year; nor was the 

economy or royal administration in such a parlous state that the state workers were 

starving. 

In so far as I can reconstruct the situation, the ration deliveries were still both 

regular enough, and of sufficient quantity, to prevent any severe rise in the price of grain. 

Furthermore the scribes and Foremen of the crew, who wouJd be losing the most by any 

shortfall in grain, were not seriously discomfited to the extent of taking up a common 

cause with the crew and striking themselves. The quantity of grain that was received as a 

ration even by the ordinary workman was sufficient to have normally satisfied a very large 

household of ten persons, and even at its reduced level should have fed eight persons very 

well . 

The real reasons for the strike are indicated by the subjects of complaints that are 

common to all documents. Repeatedly the workmen complain there is no oil, fish, wood, 

or clothing. These items are supplied locally by a group outside the crew with their 

collection and manufacture being under the control of the Foremen of the crew and the 

scribes. wi That the workmen were severely upset by the level of these items being 

supplied is indicated in at least one ostracon. 103 In another they appear to have secured a 

102 That Foremen of the crew and scribes also controlled and directed the workers outside the tomb who 
were responsible for the local supplies and they had the ability to dismiss such workers as is shown in the 
incident of the water bearer who idled rather than supply his quota. See Cerny, Community. pp.185, 190. 
103 The Nicholson ostracon where the crew apparently take their complaint to the tribunal and are 
vindicated, Eyre, 'ibid.', p.80. There is also the note in Eyre's thesis of local corruption complained of in 
0 . lF AO 1296, see Eyre. Development and Labour Relations in the Theban Necropolis in the Ramesside 
Period. Oxford University. Ph.D. 1980. p.264, although elsewhere he appears to feel it is the lack of grain 
ration deliveries that are causing the problems. 
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judgement against the scribes of the tomb which is mentioned in the context of local 

I. 104 supp 1es. 

Since we have other evidence that the two groups involved in these appeals and 

strikes were the scribes and Foremen of the crew versus the crew and others, I conclude 

that the Foremen and scribes were acquiring or using the local products of fish, wood, and 

vegetables for their own purposes and defrauding the crew members of their due ration. 105 

If the scribes and Foremen were subverting the local supplies in this way, then the 

crew will have been living largely off a monotonous diet of grain. Yet, despite the legal 

victory of the crew mentioned above, the local administration appears unable to do 

anything effective about the problem possibly since its members will have been implicated 

in at least some of the illegal activities. They will have done this either willingly or as 

directed by the Foremen of the crew, while the report of the judicial proceedings and 

record of deliveries will have been controlled by the scribes. I suggest, that thinking back 

to the investigations surrounding the Foreman Paneb in the ti.me ofRamesses Il, the 

disaffected crew decided to make a scene about the normally late and short rations, and 

anything else that they could think of, in the hope of prompting a proper investigation and 

104 0 . Turin N.57007. dating from year 29 of Rarnesses III, the tribunal is mentioned as judging the 
scribes of the tomb and finding them to be wrong and the crew to be right. 0 Turin N 57007, verso, lines 
8-1 l for the judgement, date given by lines I and 8 as year 29, II prt, day 4, While the context of the 
judgement is not explained, it is significant that the note appears in a list of deliveries of wood, vegetables, 
'bit' cakes. and gypsum, and it will be remembered that the scribe Amennakht threatened the crew, see 
Edgerton, 'The strikes in Ramses lll's Twenty-ninth Year', JNES 10, 1951, p.141. Text of Amennakht's 
threat in RAD, p.56, lines 14-15, that. having given them rations, he would put them in the wrong in 
whatever court they went to should they proceed to their demonstration; lists of vegetables, wood, beer, 
and other deliveries given in O Turin N 57007, verso lines 1-8 and 11-14. 0. Turin N.57007 text and brief 
note published in J. Lopez. Ostraca Jeratici . 57001-57092. Milan, 1978, p.19, pis 8 and 8a. I am also 
grateful for the help of Mrs Susan M. Johnson in placing her unpublished paper on this ostraca, together 
with her translation of it, at my disposal. That the levels of wood delivered during and after the strikes 
were lower than the quota is shown in Jae. J. Janssen, 'The Year of the Strikes', BSEG 16, 1992, pp.44-45, 
discussing 0. DM 152 whose text is in KRI V, p.530. and Janssen, 'ibid.', pp.46-49, using 0 . DM 147 
whose text is printed in KRl V, p.532 . 
105 The theft of grain by the leaders is considered by W. Heick, Wirtschaftsgeschichte des a/ten Agypten 
im 3. und 2. Jahrtausand vor Chr. Leiden, 1975, p.232. The final piece of supporting evidence is given by 
the high price of vegetables in 0 . Cairo 25655 where the price is an incredibly high I deben per bundle. 
Janssen, Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. table L VllI on p.361, no.15. This price would 
result from the scarcity of vegetables at the village which, in my view, were being diverted by the Foremen 
and scribes of the tomb for their own ends. 
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a curbing of the scribes' and Foremens' greed. It seems that they were successful to a very 

limited degree as the papyrus considered earlier shows that a report did reach the Pharaoh, 

but other evidence shows some disturbances appear to have continued into the reign of 

Ramesses IV. 106 

Whatever else the strikes ofRamesses ill's 29th year may indicate, they are not 

evidence, in my view, that the Pharaonic administration, or delivery system, is breaking 

down to any great degree at this time. Understanding them, instead, as evidence of a 

difficult local problem seems to me to be a better solution.107 

Harem Conspiracy 

In contrast to the above matters, the Harem conspiracy does show a serious 

number of problems at the highest level of the Egyptian state during Ramesses Ill's last 

years and thus it is worth spending a little time examining the documents recording the 

subject. J(Jg 

106 See Heick. Wirtscha.fisReschichte des a/ten Azypten im 3. und 2. Jahrtausand vor Chr. p.232, on 
Ramesses I V's attempts to restore the full ration. Further disturbances 'passing the walls' catalogued in 
Janssen, 'The Year of the Strikes'. BSEG 16, 1992, p.49. Also the recent evidence adduced by R. J. 
Demaree. 'Recent work on the administrative papyri in the Museo Egizio, Turin', Sesto Congresso 
inlernaziona/e di Egitrologia, Atti. ed. G. M. Zaccone & T. R. di Netro, v.2, Turin, 1993, p.104, where the 
walkouts by workers carrying torches during three months of prt are mentioned. For further strikes in year 
3/4 ofRamesses IV see 0 . Cairo CGC.25.533 .. and mention in E. Hornung. Zwei Ramessidische 
J;onigsgraber. Ramses JV und Ramses VII. Mainz, 1990, pp.9, 25 n.25. In year 6 of Ra.messes IV, or V, 
there was the incident of 'Carrying Torches' described by Janssen but it seems surprising to me that the 
workmen should feel the need for a night time procession when in earlier years they simply walked off the 
job. Hence I have an inclination to see this as an unofficial communal religious or social justice incident 
perhaps akin to the activities of the Luddites in 18th Century England. See Jae. J. Janssen, 'Carrying 
Torches'. Hermes Aegvptiacus: Egyptologica/ Studies for B.H Stricker on His 85th Birthday, ed. T. 
DuQuesne. Oxford, 1995, pp.115-21. 
107 A summary of the opposite view is given by C. J. Eyre, 'Work and the Organisation of Work in the 
New Kingdom' , Labor in the Ancient Near East, ed. M. A. Powel.I, New Haven, 1987, pp.179-80. 
108 Discussion of the Harem conspiracy in ARE IV. pp.208-12, Jozef M. A. Janssen, Ramses Ill: Proeve 
van een historisch beeld zijner regering. Leiden, 1948, pp.42-43, Grandel, Ramses 111:Histoire d'un 
regne. pp.330-4 Land, most recently. in Grandet, Le Papyrus Harris I. v. l , pp.107-19. 
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The papyri giving the details of the conspiracy are, The Judicial Papyrus of TuriR 

P.Lee, P.Rollin, P.Rifaud A, B, C, E, and P.Varzy. Of these documents, P.Lee, Rollin and 

V arzy are part of the same document. It may be that Rifaud is likewise a part ofthis same 

papyri but, due to the loss of the original, this cannot be established beyond a doubt . 109 

The Judicial Papyrus of Turin 

This Papyrus has been known since the early days of Egyptology, published by 

Deveria in 1865, translated by Breasted, and later retranslated by de Buck.110 The work 

starts with an introduction by a Pharaoh, restored by de Buck as being Ramesses III but 

really too fragmentary to be certain, and its mention of cattle should be noted since this 

forms a part of the P.Varzy. The ending of the introduction,' ... they being the 

abomination of the land' leads one to think of this section as listing the reasons why the 

commission following was issued. The style this Papyrus is written in, with some variation 

in the commission section, is very terse notebook style similar to the tomb robbery records 

of the later Ramesside period and consisting of short entries liked together by 'iw.f /;Jr s{i.m 

' constructions but with very few extended maledictions on the defendants who are at 

worst described as 'IJrw <'J '.111 

109 For the evidence that P. Varzy is part of P.Lee and P.Rollin I have relied on RAD. pp.xviii-xix, where a 
photograph and translation are supplied. It is clear that Gardiner felt that this Papyrus was a part of P.Lee 
and P.Rollin on visual evidence of the scribal handwriting and not solely on the basis of its content. I do 
not accept the view espoused in H. Loffet et V. Matoi:an, 'Le Papyrus de Varzy', RdE 47, 1996, pp.29-36, 
that there is no evidence that the P. Varzy belonged to the Harem conspiracy, preferring instead to trust 
Gardiner's judgement on the handwriting, papyrus, and translation of the mention of a person being given 
a name by Pharaoh. For P.Lee and P.Rollin being a part of the same document, see H. Goedicke, 'Was 
Magic Used in the Harem conspiracy against Ra.messes Ill?', JEA 49, 1%3, p.71. The fragments seen by 
Rifaud. copied by him. and bearing his name as 'Rifaud A-C, E.', are published by S. Sauneron & J. 
Yoyotte, 'Le Texte hieratique Rifaud', BIFAO 50, 1952, pp.107-17, and by Y. Koenig, 'Nouveaux textes 
Rifaud 11 (document E)', CRJPEL 11. 1989, pp.53-58. 
110 A. de Buck, 'The Judicial Papyrus of Turin'. JEA 23, 1937, p.152. 
111 Text of this papyrus in KR1 V, pp.350-60. A '!Jrw 'J 'malediction, for example, at KRI V, p.352, lines 
2 and 10. A fuller treatment of the papyrus's grammatical structure is in de Buck, 'The Judicial Papyrus of 
Turin', JEA 23, 1937, pp.157-63. while a more modem analysis of most of the papyrus, although with no 
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The commission that follows is interesting in that the list of persons used to 

examine and judge the accused in de Buck's translation are two Overseers of the Treasury 

Montemtowe and Pefrowe, a Standard Bearer Kara, five Royal ButJers Paibese, 

Kedendenna, Ba'almahar, Peirswene, and Dhutrekhnefer, the king's Adjutant Penemute, a 

Clerk Mai, a Clerk of the Archives Pre'emhab, and the Standard Bearer of the Infantry 

Hori . The use of Royal Butlers in this commission is a sign of the increasing Ramesside 

dependence upon them to carry out ad-hoc commissions as Heick has pointed out. 112 

There follows a section of the commission that seeks to exonerate the king from any 

errors or deliberate mistakes by the commissioners, ' ... while I am consecrated and 

exempted for ever .... '11 3 The next phrase would seem to imply that the king has died, ' .. 

. while I am among the just Kings who are before Amen-Re, King of the Gods, and before 

Osiris, ruler of Eternity.', since being 'before Osiris' means the king is being judged and 

transformed into that God. Breasted takes this meaning from the record and concludes 

that Ramesses III, at the time, knew his days were numbered when giving the 

commission.114 Thus we can date this document to the last year ofRamesses ID. 

After the commission follow five lists of accused which seem to be divided up by 

the severity of the punishment meted out. The complete lists of names and charges are to 

be found in de Buck's article and the details are abbreviated here to what I believe is 

necessary to understand the following Papyri . 

Those accused in the First List are noted with, ' ... they caused their punishment to 

overtake them ... .', a common periphrasis for execution. The commission members 

hearing these accused does not include the Royal Butlers named in the commission with 

change in meaning. is met with in P. Frandsen,An outline of the Late Egyptian verbal system. 
Copenhagen. 1974, under references listed on p.314. as 'Jud.Turin, P. ', although I prefer the translation of 
'scolding' given by de Buck to the 'blowing up' in Frandsen, 'ibid'. p.40, §27 Ex. 6., treating of P.Jud. 
Turin 6. 6. 
112 Heick. Verwaltung. . . . pp.274-6. 
113 de Buck. 'ibid.'. p.154. 
114 ARE IV, pp.209-10, §418. Breasted also sees the use of the term 'nJr 'J -the great God' in P.Lee and 
P.Rollin as signifying that Ramesses ill was deceased, see ARE IV, p.220, n.e. 
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one exception, only Paibese is present. 115 The range and rank of persons listed are a Chief 

of the Chamber and his assistant, an Overseer and a Clerk of the Royal Harem in the Suite, 

an Overseer of the Treasury, a captain of Archers of Nubia, six Inspectors of the Harem in 

the Suite, three Royal Butlers and six unnamed women who had plotted with their 

husbands 'Men of the Gate of the Harem'. Three of these people who appear in other 

documents are; 

I) Paibekkamen, (pJy-bJk-kJmn)' . .. who was then 'Chief of the Chamber' . 'He was 

brought in because he had been in collusion with Tiye and the Women of the Harem ... he 

had made common cause with them; he had begun to bring out their words to their 

mothers and their brothers who were there saying "Stir up the people! Incite enmity in 

order to make rebellion against their Lord.'" 

2) Paiere, Overseer of the Treasury and son of Ruma, 'He was brought in because 

he had been in collusion with the great criminal Penhuiboyen: he had made common cause 

with him to incite enmity, to make rebellion against their Lord' . 116 

3) Beyenemwese, Captain of Archers of Nubia, 'He was brought in because his 

sister who was in the Harem in the suite had written to him saying: "stir up people make 

enmity and come (back) to make rebellion against your Lord".' Interestingly, he was tried 

before the 'missing' Royal Butlers Kedendenna, Ba'almahar, Peirswene, and 

Dhutrekhnefer so it is obvious that these individuals were trying this case elsewhere, 

perhaps outside the Harem. 117 

Then follows The Second List of Accused who were found guilty of being' ... in 

collusion with Paibekkamen, Paiis, and Pentawere.', and who were placed before the 

115 For these and the following lists of criminals see de Buck, 'The Judicial Papyrus of Turin' JEA 23, 
1937. pp.154-55 .. 
116 See also the interesting note on this individual in P. Grandel 'Review of Peden, A. J. Egyptian 
Historical inscriptions of the Twentieth Dynasty. Jonsered, 1994, BiOr 53, no.5/6, September-December 
1996, p.676. 
117 Also discussed by T. Save-Soderbergh. Agypten und Nubien. Lund, 1941, pp.24-44, where it is noted 
that the Viceroy of Nubia still remains in office under Rarnesses IV and was thus not regarded as part of 
the Harem conspiracy. Peden notes this individual's connection with Bubastis and lroi who did appear to 
suffer disgrace as a result of the conspiracy. Peden The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.8, n.8. 
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officials of the Court of Examination comprising of all those so commissioned since there 

are no absences noted. The crime of this group is collusion and not any actual plotting. 

Since they are not found guilty of actually concealing the truth they must have made a full 

confession. These individuals were allowed to commit suicide. They comprise a 

Commander of the Army named Paiis, two Clerks of the University, a Magician named 

Pre'kamenef an Overseer of the Priests of Sekhmet called Iroi, and a butler named 

Nebdjefa. 

The Third List of Accused mentions various crimes but those convicted were also 

allowed to commit suicide, although some at least would have had a degree of complicity 

in the plotting similar to those executed. This group was heard by the Royal Butlers 

Kedendenna, Ba'almahar, Peirswene, Dhutrekhnefer, and the otherwise unmentioned 

Mertusiamun, apparently also a Butler since the text refers to the defendants as being' . . . 

placed before the Butlers .... ' This group consists of a Butler and Pentawere, ' . . . to 

whom had been given that other name. He had been brought in because he had been in 

collusion with Tiye, his mother, when she had plotted the matters with the Women of the 

Harem concerning the making of rebellion against his Lord.'118 

The remaining Fourth and Fifth Lists of Accused do not have a direct bearing on 

the conspiracy, but record the punishment of several persons by cutting off the ears and 

nose, ' . .. because they had forsaken the good instructions given to them; the women had 

gone; they had reached them at the place where they were; they caroused with them and 

Paiis.' These people are three of the judges of this inquiry, a Butler, a Clerk of the 

Archives, an Officer of the Infantry, a Captain of Police, and a Standard bearer of the 

Infantry.'119 

11 8 de Buck, 'ibid.'. p.156. 
119 de Buck, 'ibid.'. p. 156. n.2. 
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P.Rollin and P.Lee 

Both of these papyri have been conveniently treated by Goedicke in a thought 

provoking article that supplies a transcription, translation. and extensive commentary. The 

papyri are running accounts describing the guilt of various participants in the Harem 

conspiracy in some degree of detail and each section of text is dedicated to the misdeeds 

of one individual, although notice is taken of others where they impinge upon the plot. 

The style of the papyri is subtly different from that of the Judicial Papyrus with a 

grammatical backbone of 'i w. f !Jr s{!m ' constructions introduced by particles, such as '/Jr 

ii, but with extended maledictions and epithets against the criminals, impersonal 

constructions of the 'iw.f /Jr !Jpr' type, and subordinate clauses introduced by ' i-ir' relative 

verb forms . In short, both of these papyri, although recording an individual's crime, read 

far more like Literary pieces and contain a considerable amount of gratuitous negative 

comment upon the characters involved. Thus they do not seem to be merely factual 

records of trials. 

P.Rollin 

This papyrus begins with a statement that the situation occurred because of 

writings made ' . . . for enchanting, for banishing, for confusing ... . ' and ' . . . because 

some 'gods' were made into wax and some men (also) - and (furthermore) for enfeebling 

the limbs of men and which writings were placed in the hand of P3y-b3k-k3rnn .. . and 

(of) the other capital offenders saying "Let them come close!" And one let them come 



close. And when he caused the doers of the crime to enter, he . .. acted along with 

them.'120 

117 

This section demonstrates a shift from impersonal statements to the personal, using 

suffix pronouns, which indicates that the initial start of the section is preserved, otherwise 

a relative clause or 'iw.f /;Jr sgm ' construction would be expected. Obviously someone has 

made these writings, delivered them to pJy-bJk-kJmn and other conspirators, and these 

writings 'say-rgd ' "Let them come close!".' The evidence quoted by Goedicke to show 

that this material is a permit to enter some official residence is very convincing but, with 

respect to Goedicke, the material quoted to show that these are not magical writings 

serves, in this instance, to convince me that they are. 12 1 

The next section of the papyrus records the judgment and punishment of the 

off ender. The judgement starts off with the formula delivering a guilty verdict, '. . . fact 

was found in every offence.', as used in mostjudicial records. 122 Nevertheless this 

continues into, ' . .. offences worthy of death were these, and the full abomination for the 

country was this that he had done.' and is on the same level as the previously used 

malediction,' ... (oh) that Re had not allowed that he act as chief of the chamber-.. . .' 

and ' ... (oh) that Re had not allowed that he grow up ... .', which demonstrate that this 

text is not a bald record of proceedings but a later, more literary, effort .123 It does 

however, contain one more useful piece of information in line six where it is stated, ' ... he 

brought death to himself. ' 

120 Translation and text for this document in Goedicke, 'Was Magic Used in the Harem Conspiracy 
against Ramesses III?'. JE4 49. 1963, p.72, and pl.X. 
121 Goedicke, 'ibid.', pp.74-77. Gardiner mentions that' . . . the King of Egypt had a special Kherpu 
Ser/piet in his service; . .. . ', whose role was to provide magical services included writings and images, 
A. Gardiner, 'Professional Magicians in Ancient Egypt', PSBA 39, 1917, pp.43-44. 
122 Other records whkh use the same. or very similar, phraseology to show guilt and record interrogation 
can be found in the Tomb Robbery Papyri as published by Peet, The Great Tomb Robberies of the 
Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty. 2v., Oxford, 1930, and in ostraca recording decisions such as 0 . Turin 
N.57007. verso. lines 10-1 l. ' . . . they found the two scribes to be in the wrong//////they found the crew to 
be in the right .. . .' The same word 'mJ<t' translated as 'right' in 0 . Turin N.57007, and as 'fact' above in 
P.Rollin. 
123 Goedicke. 'ibid.', p. 72, and the express judgement of Goedicke, p. 92, that these are literary texts (my 
italics) written for primarily religious motives. 
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Thus we have in P .Rollin an account of someone who made images in wax of the 

Gods and men with intent to cause harm, wrote magical writings, perhaps forged royal 

passes, and who acted with the others when they entered wherever they entered. He was 

found guilty at his trial and committed suicide. 

P.Lee 

This papyrus fragment contains the crimes of at least two individuals. The first 

individual' ... took an oath saying////// any person(?) of the office in which I was in to any 

person of the country.' and Goedicke has restored this missing section marked Ill/ with 'I 

did not give a piece of writing to' on the basis of sense and a comparison with P. Salt 124 

and P.Turin.124 

Next we hear that when pn-bwy-bin, an Overseer of Cattle requested a piece of 

paper' ... for giving to me power (and) authority ... .', this unnamed individual supplied 

him with a piece of' ... official paper of wsr-mJ'l-rt: mri-imn, l.p.h. the great God, his 

Lord .' Then the narration moves to the impersonal construction but records that because 

of the 'Arrival of the God' and due to the excitement of the people, he reached the Harem 

side of that other very high place. Then, ' ... because of the people were made into 

wax . . . . ' and ' . . . because of the writings of demand . . . . ' caused the taking of the 

people into the charge of the Commissioner Jdrm . The additional fact that a few 

conspirators led the others on is included. 

The following sub-section supplies the information that this person who supplied 

paper was judged and sentenced to death. The maledictions of' ... together with the other 

1 24 For this document and the following discussion see Goedicke, 'ibid.', p. 78, and pl.X for the translation 
and text. p.80 for this restoration. 



great criminals of his like, the abominations of every god and goddess.' are added to the 

sentence. 
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Finally there follows a section that deals with a second individual but the 

description of the crime has been largely lost due to damage to, and loss of, the papyrus 

leaving only the phrase' ... with/through his feeble hand(?) . .. . ', and a mention of 

baskets remaining. This second person is likewise judged and found worthy of death but 

was apparently allowed to commit suicide. Interestingly this individual receives the same 

maledictions as the one above. 

Thus we have the criminal records of two individuals, the first apparently handing 

out pieces of official paper, which Goedicke describes as passes, enabling people to enter 

into forbidden areas. Nevertheless, while the paper allows entry to forbidden areas, it also 

seems to contain magical phraseology since it is linked to the 'writings of demand' and the 

'making of persons from wax'. The crime of this individual was so serious that he was 

executed. 

In the same section of the papyrus there are two indications that date the papyrus 

and the undertaking of whatever the conspiracy involved. In lines 1 and 3 the phrase 'the 

great God' is used as an epithet, possibly indicating that Ramesses III is dead at the time of 

writing this papyrus, while the phrase 'the Arrival of the God' indicates a festival of the 

God Amun between II smw, 16, and III smw, 3.125 

The second individual's crimes are unknown, although the basket may have been 

for the 'images' and 'writings', but while in the judgement he shared the maledictions of the 

previous individual he was allowed to commit suicide. 126 

125 Term 'nf.r 'J-Great God' used in line 1. 3. of pl.XI in Goedicke, 'Was Magic Used in the Harem 
Conspiracy against Ramesses Ill?'. JEA 49. 1%3, p.78. Evidence that this is a title ofRamesses Ill when 
deceased is provided by ARE IV, p.220. n.e. The term, 'p/;-nJ.r-Arrival oftbe God', occurs in line 1, 3, of 
pl.XI. in Goedicke, 'ibid.'. p. 78, which also discusses the term as a festival of the God Amun, and its likely 
dates, on pp.81-83 . 
126 Giveon, The impact of Egypt upon Canaan. p.16, suggests that one oftbe individuals named by 
Breasted as 'Errem' and Ranke as 'inm' seems actually to have been called Idrrn which is derived from the 
Semitic for 'wide. great, noble'. Thus be would be of Asiatic descent. 
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P.Rifaud 

In the publication of Rifaud's copies of this papyrus by Sauneron and Y oyotte the 

same structure of 'iw.f l;zr sgm' and extended maledictions are observed, together with the 

name pJy-bJk-kJmn, which show that these documents are similar records to P.Lee and 

Rollin discussed above and describe the same event. 127 Unfortunately the original papyri 

have vanished since the time Rifaud saw and copied them leaving his copies as the only 

record. These have proved difficult to decipher. Nevertheless, like the sections of P.Lee 

and Rollin, each preserved section appears to deal with one person's crimes in detail. 

I have tried to translate the texts published by Sauneron and Y oyotte for each of 

these papyri A, B, C, and E. My translations can be found in Appendix F while only the 

results are presented here. The texts appear to be summaries of careers and crimes rather 

than trial records. 

127 All page references in this footnote. unless otherwise stated, come from an article by Sauneron & 
Yoyotte. 'Le Tex1e hicratique Rifaud'. BIFA O 50. 1952. pp.107-17: 
iw.f hr sdm con~1ructions in all documents entitled Rifaud A to C; 

In Rifaud A, line 2 (iw.f{JJ.rj rdj{). line 3 (iw.tw {JJ.rj pn') , line 6 (iw.f /11/pn') , line 7 (iw.f[brj irt.) on 
pp.112-13 . 
In Rifaud B, line 2 (iw.ff!Jrj rdit) and (iw.f[!Jr) fry, line 3 (iw.f{JJ.rj dmiW') and (iw.f[/Jr] rd1), line 5 
(iwJ/!Jrj wd) on p.116. 
In Rifaud C. line 3 ( iwJ/J;r} lfd), line 4 (iw.f {JJ.r] sm), line 5 (iw.f [brj mJI) on p.115. 

Maledictions; 
lo Rifaud A, line 9 (pJntybwpn,yJr rdit iry.f<Jn 'fJ on pp.112-13 . 
In Rifaud B, line 6 (kt!Jw !Jrw <3/ mi Jpinw.J) and (nJ bwt n <.my . ... ) on p.116. 
In Rifaud C, line 6 (bpHy pJ r< rdic iry.fimy-r w<b) on p.115. 

Mention of pJy-blk-kJmrr, 
In Rifaud A, line 6 on p.113 . 
See also Y. Koenig, 'Notes de transcription II', CRJPEL 12, 1980, pp.67-68. 
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P.Rifaud A 

One individual is the subject of this papyrus who is described as a lowly scribe 

raised up by Ramesses III and repeatedly favoured by that king in matters such as food, 

position, and even tomb equipment. Despite these advantages the individual chose to 

'attack the Royal Bark' and 'to overturn the defences' in a conspiracy somehow connected 

with Sekhmet and other great criminals. At the same time the individual contended with a 

person called 'wJil'. The name of this individual is probably given in line 6 as 'pJy-bJk

.kJmri and his title of 'Chief of the Chamber' is repeated several time at lines 5 and 9. Sadly, 

no clear reading confirms this identificatiop but the coincidence of name and title make the 

identification virtually certain. 

P.Rifaud B 

Once again only one individual is the subject of this report and few details are 

provided. This individual may have received the daughter of the king for a wife and had 

been well provided for with food and perhaps a tomb (called beautiful of names???) . He 

appears to have joined the conspiracy and gathered others of like mind around him, 

according to line 3, then intrigued his way into becoming 'Overseer of the Waab Priests of 

Sekhmet' by royal command, as line 5 states, and then to have gone somewhere. Again no 

details of the judgment, name, and fate are given which would enable certain identification. 
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P.Rifaud C 

Another text concerning one individual with few details. He has received 'many 

good things' which are probably the favours given to him by the king. Next there follows a 

possible mention of the construction of the valley temple ofRarnesses II who is also called 

the father of the king. An entry into the presence of Pharaoh is mentioned plus rewards, 

next a gathering of 'like minds' presumably for the purposes of plotting, followed by a 

malediction which gives us one of his titles 'Overseer of the Waab Priests'. Once more 

there is no mention of judgement, name or fate. 

P.Rifaud E 

This papyrus gives us background on a Butler of the name nmtt (?) and his lowly 

origins as a scribe in the House of Life. All advancement is duly attributed to Pharaoh but 

we also learn that his was a major part in the conspiracy, if not the biggest, but, 

disappointingly, are left with no details as to what he actually did. As with the previous 

papyri, maledictions are heaped upon nmtts and his co-conspirators' heads, while the use 

of the term 'great God' indicates that Ramesses Ill is dead as of the time of writing this 

papyrus. Again the judgement and eventual fate of nmtt is unknown. In the Second List of 

Accused from the Judicial papyrus of Turin above there is one 'Nebdjefa, Butler', who 

may, or may not, be the same individual as in P.Rifaud E due to the uncertainty in the 

reading of this person's name. 
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P.Varzy 

Noted, transcribed, and translated by Gardiner, this papyrus is very brief 128 lt 

speaks of someone who obliterates branding marks and who also alters them, presumably 

with a view to stealing the cattle which, from context, would appear to be temple or royal 

property. There is also mention of the name' .. . which Pharaoh had said to him ... . ', 

although he already possessed the name of a servant of lowly birth. 

Again this is an extract from the history and crimes of a person with an emphasis 

placed on the favours shown to him by Pharaoh, such as a nickname. 

A recent study of this papyrus has been made by Loffet and Mato1an, but I 

disagree with their conclusions and follow the earlier ones of Gardiner including the idea 

that P.Varzny was probably part of P.Rollin at one time.129 

Reconstruction of the Harem Conspiracy 

The investigation of the above papyri has produced some new information about 

the conspirators and the extent of the Harem conspiracy. The Judicial Papyrus was written 

first as a summary of the trial, then the P.Lee, Rollin, Rifaud, and Varzy as highly coloured 

accounts with a religious purpose. Since all the papyri were collected in the Theban temple 

region, I suggest they are what one would call 'apotropaic' documents, designed to explain 

to the Gods whose temples they are stored in, and relate to, what acts have been taken to 

128 RAD. with photograph and translation on pp.>..viii and xix, transcription on pp.59-60. 
129 H. Loffet et V. Matoian. 'Le Papyrus de Varzy', Rd£ 47, 1996, pp.3-34. There is Little reason given for 
not believing Gardiner's statement that the handwriting is identical with P.Rollin and the objections of the 
item dealing with cattle and lacking a mention of the Harem conspiracy ignore both the mention of 
Pharaoh being directly involved and the 'criminal formula' of accusing a suspect of stealing animals and 
seducing women noted above in the discussion of the royal workmen's charges. Gardiner, RAD. pp.xviii
xix. 



detect, remove, and punish evil, 'isfl +;"by the upholder of 'mP:-t' the Pharaoh through his 

agents. The papyri even preserve an excuse for the king if his agents should be wrong!!! 
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The actual plot involves a conspiracy of the Harem Women, their outside relatives 

in the Army, Priesthood, and amongst the highest reaches of the royal administration, at 

least one of their offspring, and the Harem administration to a surprising degree. Given the 

numbers, names, and offices of those mentioned in the papyri, including one who may 

have had a royal daughter as a wife, we are looking at a deep. well-laid conspiracy 

permeating the very top layers of Egyptian society and reaching into far-off Nubia. Exactly 

what the conspiracy was is difficult to determine but it contains the following elements; 

1) Widespread calls to sedition and arms; it is Tiye and the other Harem Women 

who write to their relatives urging them to stir up the people and make rebellion against 

their Lord. At least one other person involved, besides Binemwese, is listed as a 

'Commander of the Army' and is probably a relative of one of the Harem Women. 

2) Collusion of the women with the external plotters; these external plotters are led 

by pJy-bJk-kJmn who would also liaise within the Harem administration. It seems that 

magic ritual was used to fashion small figures and P .Lee indicates a penetration by an 

unauthorised person near to, or into, a royal Harem. This penetration may have been in 

order to place the magical figure near the place where Pharaoh was so it would do the 

most harm and would explain the need for a pass as well as the magical writings. 

3) Outside the royal Harem force seems to have been used; there are references in 

P.Rifaud to attacks on the Royal Bark, persons coming in 'all together', and to 'overturning 

the defences', together with guile, as shown in the appointment of a favoured personage to 

the position of Priest of Sekhmet after a period of contending with others. Theft of cattle 



is shown by P . V arzy and overall the actions of the plotters are described as the 

'abominations of the whole land'. 

It is now appropriate to consider some of the individuals involved; 
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a) Tiye. Listed as a Harem Woman who colluded with pJy-bJk-.kJmn and as one 

who wrote to her brother, Binemwese, urging him to stir up sedition and come and make 

revolt against his Lord. Her fate and position are unnamed but we are told she could get 

access to a scribe, or write herself, and that her brother was a Captain of Archers in Nubia, 

which would be a reasonably senior and trusted position given the continual restiveness of 

Nubia. Such family relations, coupled with the leisure and ability to use a scribe, are not 

those of Harem servants and therefore she is one of the inhabitants of the Harem, probably 

a minor wife of Ramesses III . 

b) Penta were. Son of Tiye who had been in collusion with her, although not 

accused of plotting himself As Tiye is likely to have been a minor wife of the king, then 

Pentawere is one ofRamesses ill's sons and some have used the statement' .. . to whom 

had been given the other name .... ', in the Judicial Papyrus as the basis for restoring his 

name. 130 The argument made is that the conspirators and this prince were felt to be so 

criminal that their names were changed to show the hatred of the Gods for what they did 

130 Breasted in ARE JV. p.212. § 421 . states that the name Pentawere, although not a term of opprobrium 
as in the case of Mesedsure. is still not the real name of the Harem Woman's son. This idea, viewed in the 
light of P. Yarzy, may be incorrect and Pentawere could be the person's true name. However, it could also 
be possible that the name 'Pentawere' (spelt 'pn-tJ-wr-see KRI V, p.357, line 12, and p.358, line 9) itself 
hides the person's real name since it would appear to be a combination of the masculine demonstrative 
singular pronoun 'prl. the feminine article 'tJ with the noun 'wr which could be translated as 'the (son?) of 
the great wife??/evil??.' Certainly in the monuments ofRamesses III 's reign there appears to be no 
'Pentawere' mentioned. or excised. which one would expect to find were this to be his true name. With the 
present data at ha.rid. I feel the question of this being the true name of the plotter who was the son ofTiye 
must remain open. See also Gardiner. Egypt of the Pharaohs. pp.289-90, for notes on the changing of the 
criminals' names and his perception of the foreign element at court at the time. The latest discussion I 
have seen on this topic of the changed names of the Harem Conspirators, and some possible identification 
of those names, is in Grandet, Le Papyrus Harris 1. v. l , pp. 109-16. 
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and to wipe out any existence in the afterlife, the above phrase being evidence of these 

changes. While not disputing that names have been changed to reflect the apotropaic 

nature of the work, e.g. Mesedsure = 'Re hates him' or Binemwese = 'criminal in Thebes', 

there would be no need to explain the changes in name solely in these terms. Since the 

survival of one's name is seen as fundamental to survival in the afterlife, such criminals can 

thus expect no recognisable mention in the record of their crimes. 

The mention of the 'other name' is explained, I suggest, by the P.Varzy which 

mentions a person to whom the Pharaoh gave a name. The 'lowly birth' of P.Varzy would 

then refer to his mother, the minor Queen Tiye, and provide some explanation for his 

plotting with her. His special name, as a mark of royal favour, would bring to him the 

external persons of influence who had an eye towards, and a desire to serve in, any new 

reign, while those inside the Harem would see the advantage to be gained in serving the 

mother of the new king. 

The reconstruction of his previous name would have to be conjectural and none of 

the existing candidates names appear to be related to 'Pentawere' whose eventual fate was 

to commit suicide. The theft of cattle, mentioned in P.Varzy, is problematical since, as a 

royal son, he would have had no need to steal cattle. Nevertheless, there may have been 

other ideas at work such as a stereotyped group of 'criminal' charges, as noted among the 

workmen of the Strike Papyrus, or his converting the cattle of one royal or temple brand 

to another to reward his supporters. 

As a coda to this speculative reconstruction, there is the body of an unnamed 

young man found sewn in a sheepskin amongst the royal cache containing Ramesses III, 

without any name written on the skin, and who had not been mummified. m These may be 

the remains of 'Pentawere' assuming his corpse was not burnt for his crime. 

131 Described imaginatively by C. El Mahdy, Mummies, My th and Magic in Ancient Egypt. London, 1989, 
p.66, where the appearance, despite the text does not show the individual to have died of suffocation. 
Such open mouth, head back, position is normal where bandages are not applied and the lips are not sewn 
or glued together. However the plain white coffin, sheepskin (ritually 'unclean') lack of mummification, 
and the discovery within the 1881 royal cache which also contained Ramesses III, indicate he was royalty, 
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c) pJy-bJk-k.Jmn. Known to be 'Chief of the Chamber' from the Judicial Papyrus 

and to have been in collusion with Tiye and the Women of the Harem whose words of 

sedition he had begun to bring out. His fellow Harem Conspirators are listed by de Buck 

as Mesedsure (Butler), Penok (Overseer of the Royal Harem in the Suite), Pendua (Clerk 

of the Royal Harem in the Suite), and 'Ashahebsed (pJy-bJk-kJmris Assistant). External 

conspirators are Paiis (Commander of the Army), Messui (Clerk of the University), 

Preckamenef (Magician), Iroi (Overseer of the Priests of Sekhrnet), Nebdjefa (Butler), and 

Shacedmasdjer (Clerk of the University). 

P .Rifaud A appears to be the list of pJy-bJk-kJmris crimes, given that his name and 

titles are mentioned several times in that papyrus. We learn that the king protected and 

encouraged him, even supplying a funerary place for him despite his being of lowly and 

poor origin, but to no avail. pJy-bJk-kJnm acts in consort with the other conspirators to 

overturn the bark of Pharaoh, or one of the boats of a temple procession., and later went 

on to attack the defences having made a conspiracy again the king who raised him up. He 

also had a connection with the temple of Sekhrnet and contended with wJit and nmtt. We 

know from the Judicial Papyrus that he was eventually executed. 

d) Iroi. Overseer of the Priests of Sekhrnet, found guilty of collusion in the Judicial 

Papyrus and allowed to commit suicide. He is the probable subject of P.Rifaud B where 

his titles are given twice. This subject of P.Rifaud B was close enough to the king to be 

given his daughter as a wife, as well as a tomb and job. 

or what the later restorers thought was royalty. and does provide some very slight evidence to support the 
conjecture that he was the executed Pentawere. Another reference which designates the cache as DB 320, 
presumably based on the work of Reeves, is by L. Green, 'Horror from the Crypt', KMT 3, no.4, Winter 
l 992-93, p.28, but otherwise as imaginative as El Mahdy. A more sober, although now dated, examination 
was that of Sir G. Elliot Smith, The Royal Mummies. Cairo, 1912, pp. l 14-16, and pis XCIV, XCV. The 
history of the cache, DB 320, has been reconstructed by Reeves, Valley of the Kings, The decline of a 
royal necropolis. London, 1990, pp.183-92. 
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He Joined together' presumably with the other plotters, and inveigled his way into 

receiving a royal appointment as 'Overseer of the Priests of Sekhmet' having possibly 

contended with the previous incumbent. This appointment appears to have been very 

important to the conspirators in some way given the repetition in several parts of the 

P.Rifaud of this person's titles. The estates oflroi in the Delta appear to have been 

confiscated and his monuments tom down; from one of these monuments we also learn 

that Iroi had the titles 'Royal Scribe', 'Chief Lector Priest', 'One who Foretells the Festivals 

from Day to Day', and was called 'ofBubastis' indicating his origin.132 A stela oflroi's son 

Hori is also known.133 

e) Preckamenef. Magician, found guilty of collusion in the Judicial Papyrus and 

allowed to commit suicide. P.Rollin supplies information similar to that known from 

elsewhere about this person, the creation of figures and writings by someone who supplied 

them to pJy-bJk-kJmn and others, the 'enfeebling' of people, and the fact that the person in 

P .Rollin was allowed to commit suicide. 

All of these actions would have been within the purview of a Magician and it is 

doubtful that anyone else whose name is preserved would have made the wax figures 

mentioned. The words reported in P.Rifaud 'Let them come close!!' could be a permit to 

enter into a restricted area or a speU to give persons entry - whatever the view, the 

outcome would be the same. While respecting Goedicke's views, it appears the reason for 

this entry was to plant the magical figures and spells somewhere near the official quarters 

of the king. There is no mention of any physical attack being contemplated, simply that the 

subject acted in concert with the other plotters' ... when he caused the doers of the crime 

to enter .... ' The planting of the images will have been for black magic purposes to harm 

132 A lintel and door-jambs belonging to one Iroi, Overseer of the Priests of Sekhmet under Ramesses III, 
was found at Quantir and to the east of Ezbet Silmi, see L. Habachi, 'Kbata'na - Qantir: Importance', 
ASAE 52, 1954, pp.493-5 . Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV p.8, n.8 . 
133 KRJ V. p.426. for Hori, the God's Father ofBastet. 
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the king and the suggestion of 'enfeebling the limbs' indicates a knowledge of narcotics or 

poisons - the use of which would leave no trace and make a frontal attack, such as 

Goedicke implies, unnecessary. 134 

f) Paiere. Son of Ruma and Overseer of the Treasury. He was executed because of 

his collusion with pn-l)wy-bin in making common cause to excite enmity and raise 

rebellion according to the Judicial Papyrus. If the first part of P.Lee is also included, since 

it mentions an individual colluding with pn-!iwy-bin, then we learn that Paiere supplied 

official paper from his office and that pn-l)wy-bin was an 'Overseer of Cattle' which was a 

reasonably high position within the local Theban priesthoods. Unfortunately little more 

detail is supplied about Paiere but his title indicates a high position in Theban society. 

g) pn-/Jwy-bin. Overseer of the Cattle, mentioned in the Judicial Papyrus as being 

in collusion with Paiere. According to P.Lee, he managed to obtain a piece of writing to 

allow him to penetrate into the High Place opposite the Harem while the feast of Amun 

was on and given cover by the general excitement. If the second part of P.Lee deals with 

this person, then he took in the images that the magician had made, along with the 

writings and planted them. Despite this act, according to that same papyrus, he was 

allowed to commit suicide when found guilty. His fate, however, is not recorded in the 

Judicial Papyrus unless another name has been used there for him - were this to be the 

case, because of his suicide, he can only be one of the defendants mentioned in the second 

and third lists. 

h) nmtt(?). A Butler, known from P.Rifaud E and described as originally a 'scribe 

in the House of Life' and 'small and poor' whom the king promoted to Butler and made 

134 Goedicke. 'Was Magic Used in the Harem Conspiracy against Ramesses Ill?', JEA 49, 1963, pp.91-92, 
n.3. where Goedicke hints at poison being used. 
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him his 'following protector' (?), possibly a fan bearer or bodyguard. This Butler plots 

against the king 'in his palace' and we learn that he had gained experience by means of the 

king which was superior to all the other plotters. We also learn that this plotter is a 'Great 

Criminal deprived of his name'. 

Unfortunately we do not learn his fate from P .Rifaud, but the likely 'Great 

Criminal' from the Judicial Papyrus that had superior knowledge to the other plotters, was 

able to plot inside the king's house, and who has obviously been deprived of his name, is 

Mesedsure who was the only other Royal Butler inside the house to plot with pJy-bJk

kJmn. Mesedsure was executed. 

i) Unknown person. The subject of P.Rifaud C who is connected with warriors 

and the Elders of the Land, is said to have built a place called 'wsr-mrt-r(C stp-n-r(C mry 

imn 'in connection with the father of a king who is either Ramesses III or IV, went into 

the king's presence and received 'rewards', and may have colluded with Iroi since that 

person's titles are mentioned in the P .Rifaud C. There is no mention in P .Rifaud of the fate 

of this person. 

A likely candidate on the basis of the mention of warriors, the building of' wsr

mJICf-r ,. stp-n-r,. mry imn ' which may be a valley temple or a fort, and close connection 

with Iroi, is the Commander of the Army, Paiis, who committed suicide due to his 

collusion with pJy-bik-kJmn and others. 

The date of this Harem conspiracy will have been in the last year ofRamesses III, 

between II smw, 16, and III smw, 3, and we have evidence that Ramesses III was dead by 

day m smw, 16.135 

135 Date of announcement of new Pharaoh by Montumose in P.Turin Cat. 1949+ 1946, verso, text in KRI 
V. pp.557-8. translation in Peden. 'ibid.'. p.14. 
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In spite of the views of Goedicke, there is no direct evidence of an attack made on 

the old Pharaoh Ramesses III nor that Pentawere was aiming to obtain the throne. The 

depth of the plot, the numbers involved, and the indication of poison to be used, would 

have achieved the same results as Goedicke's reconstruction though, and indications of 

Ramesses III ailing would have created various groups interested in promoting their 

candidate as Pharaoh. 

The individuals who made this conspiracy are not 'new men' but, as complained of 

in the Papyri repeatedly, those who had been with Ramesses for years, whom he promoted 

and raised from poor and obscure origins. These are the last persons from whom one 

would expect a general revolt . The one individual who might have been expected to have 

been present in these records, Prince Ramesses, is conspicuously absent and it is to be 

regretted there is no surviving text from him indicating how he overrode this 

conspiracy.136 In sum, these papyri present at the least the problems of dynastic succession 

and possibly an underlying split forming between the old king and his sons. 

P.Harris I 

P.Harris I is a funerary papyrus which acts as an apology for Ramesses Ill and as a 

record of his good governance of Egypt. 137 As such, and although written under the reign 

136 The encomium composed, according to Gardiner, for Ramesses IV does talk of his suppressing plotters 
upon his accession, see A. Gardiner. 'A Pharaonic Encomium (IT)', JEA 42, 1956, p.8, for evidence of 
Ramesses IV being the subject of the work, and p.9, giving a translation oflines 1, 2-1 , 3, as well as p.11 , 
with lines 5, 2-5. 10. 
137 Discussion in Janssen. Ramses III: Proeve van een historisch bee/d zijner regering. pp.43-52, and 
their footnotes for the earlier discussions and sources, also ARE IV, pp.87-I 10. For an exhaustive primary 
analysis of the lists in the Papyrus there is H. D. Schaedel, Die listen des groj)en Papyrus Ha"is. New 
York. 1936. who sees, on p.68, the Papyrus as concentrating on the new foundations by Ramesses ill and 
as giving the financial support and relations for the king and temples, particularly in such areas as 
compulsory levies from Temple property (for example at p.71 , ' ... nicht habe ich Leute als Zehnten ... 
um sie fur die lnfanterie oder .Kavallerie zu rekrutieren.'). At pp.11-13 of this work there is a useful survey 
of earlier material. 



ofRamesses IV, it represents the final 'situation report' of Egypt as of the date of 

Ramesses Ill's death including a statement of his intent and how far he succeeded in 

canying out his programmes. It also has a considerable amount of space at the end 

devoted to the Prince Ramesses. This Papyrus was written by at least four scribes from 

differing parts of the country and can be conveniently divided up into several areas; 138 

1) Introduction (section I). 

2) Theban section (sections 2-23). 

132 

The latest work on Papyrus Harris J by Grandet, Le Papyrus Harris I. 2v., Cairo. 1994. includes an 
exhaustive study of the constrnction, purpose and substance of the Papyrus which, due to its size. can onJy 
be superficially discussed here. Grandel sees the size, constrnction, and illustration of the Papyrus as 
indicating that it was produced for display rather than as a funerary offering and links it in with the 
Judicial Papyrus of Turin, Grandet, 'ibid.'. v. l, pp109, 143-145. He then derives the purpose of the 
Papyrus as being to reunite the higher echelons of Egyptian society-the Army, clergy and administration
after the traumatic divisions of the Harem conspiracy and to persuade them of the benefits he has 
conferred with the aim of securing the succession of, and their loyalty to, his son Ramesses IV. This 
'persuasion' takes the form of an address to the Gods listing his pious acts, donations, and extensions of 
Egyptian power, an address to mankind showing how he has advanced the administration and military 
work begun by Sethnakht in accordance with the divine view of his embodiment of 'mJ't: and finally an 
exhortation to the people to accept his son. Grandet, 'ibid.'. v. l , pp.143-6. There is also the suggestion 
made that Ramesses IV engineered the document as propaganda to be displayed during the funerary 
period for Rarnesses llI in the Temple of Medinet Habu. 

With all due respect to Grandet's immense industry and erudition, I believe that he is incorrect. His 
analogies to the ritual of Amenophis and the 'maxim' school of instruction are too chronologically far 
apart. I feel , to be valid. Furthermore, the elaborate construction of the Papyrus, including vignettes, in no 
way precludes it being a funerary papyrus while the idea of it being for display purposes is wisupported by 
any evidence, or even the normal customs of the Egyptians. 1 am aware of no tomb, temple, or other 
ancient Egyptian building where a papyrus display, or evidence for one, has actually been excavated. The 
Egyptians carved or painted walls. scribbled on ostraca or lime plaster, and set up stela, but did not set up, 
to my knowledge, papyri propaganda displays. The introduction, lists of donations for the Gods of Egypt, 
the address to mankind in essentially theocratic terms emphasising how this Pharaoh has kept the divine 
order, and the obvious exhortation that this be accepted in relation to his son, show an obvious funerary 
statement which would be supplementary to the formal strncture of the negative confession. The Harris 
Papyrus I. represents how the newly deceased Rarnesses llI understood and developed the divine order 
'rnJ't', passing it on intact to his offspring so that he could face the God Osiris at his judgement and 
explain his 'life': that is the purpose for its creation and not propaganda which Grandet has yet to show 
was even needed by Rarnesses JV. I must therefore also differ from Schaedel and still see P.Harris I as a 
funerary and 'state of the nation' address for a divine audience in line with Ennan's views. One of the 
more recent studies on P. Harris I which has just come to my notice is that of Uphill which sees the whole 
Pap)'ms as a funerary endowment of Rarnesses III. E. Uphill. 'Papyrus Harris: A Funerary Endowment?', 
Journal of the Ancient Chronology Forum 4, 1990/91 , pp.47-48. 
138 Numbers of scn'bes according to Grandet, Le Papyrus Harris I. v. l. p.23 . Here the arrangement of 
sections in ARE IV, p.92, based on Erichsen. is followed. For the different hands see Grandet, 'ibid.'. v. l, 
pp.23-26, and the earlier A. Errnan, 'Zur Erklarung des Papyrus Harris', SPAW 21, 1903, pp.456-74. 
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3) Heliopolitan section (sections 24-42). 

4) Memphite section (sections 43-56). 

5) General section (small temples, sections 57-66b). 

6) Summary (sections 67-74). 

7) Historical section (sections 75-79). 

The introductory section gives the date of year 32, III smw, 6, and makes it clear 

that the king is deceased by the epithets appended to his name. 139 It then gives the purpose 

of the document ' . .. the many benefactions and mighty deeds, which he did as King and as 

ruler on Earth for . .. the Gods of Thebes, Heliopolis, Memphis, the other Gods, and the 

People both of Egypt and outside.' 

The following sections, except for the last, have the same general plan. An 

introduction with a prayer is followed by a recital of the benefactions of the Pharaoh for 

the God followed by lists containing six different classes of material; 

(I) the God's estate, 

(2) his income, 

(3) the king's new gifts to him, 

( 4) grain for the old feasts , 

( 5) offerings for new feasts founded by him, 

(6) offerings to the Nile God . 140 

These recitations and lists give a considerable amount of detail about the income of 

the various temples. The temple of Amun-Re received the lions share in aggregate with up 

139 Grandel, 'ibid.'. v .1. p.221 . especially ' . . . qui traverse l'eternite et la perennite en tant qui roi de la 
Douat.' 
140 ARE N , p.92. 
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to twenty one times the income of other temples, while Re in Heliopolis was more 

favoured with regard to precious metals and some commodities.141 We also learn that 

Ramesses was not above magnifying his gifts by adding in already existing income to his 

apparent donations. I42 

In the matter of building and construction of temples, Ramesses claims an enviable 

record with construction in all theological groups, repair and refitting of temples, fitting 

temples with cedar doors and defensive walls as at Medinet Habu and elsewhere, 

supplying texts, cultic instruments, inscriptions in gold, silver, and copper, and donations 

of wood, lapis-lazuli, and other materials. 

These lists of materials, servants donated, and capital works portray an Egyptian 

empire in Asia of a considerable extent under Ramesses Ill. A specific temple of Amun is 

mentioned in Canaan with a cult statue of Ramesses, while nine towns in Asia are said to 

belong to Amun, although this number seems to be confused with those ofKush. I43 

Expeditions bring precious material from Punt and the Sinai Peninsula for the temples, 

which have their own transport galleys and ships besides those cult vessels that Ramesses 

Ill had ordered to be constructed for them out of cedar, normally obtained from 

141 Annual income of all temples given in table form, ARE IV, p.102. with comment on p. l 03. ' .. . 
nothing in these figures which would indicate Amon's vast weaJth was due to Ramses Ill alone.' The 
donations of Rarnesses III to all temples are shown in table form in ARE IV, p. J 04, and it is significant 
that Heliopolis receives more gold. silver, copper, and bronze, garments, Shedeh and wine, grain, and 
land than Thebes. As Breasted says,ARE IV, p.105, ' . . . the weaJth of Amon in Ramses Ill's day, was not 
due to his donations, nor can we aver that the fortune of Amon of necessity constituted such a menace to 
the state as alone to threaten its overthrow - a conclusion now current, and everywhere accepted.' The 
figures of Breasted concur with those given by Grandel, Le Papyrus Harris 1. v. l , p.92, and table 24. 
Similarly the latter sees the lists as containing 'gifts' prior to the reign of Ramesses IU, Grandel, 'ibid.', p. 
92, and table 24. Interestingly the latter shows that the 'gifts' made by Ramesses Ill to his new foundations 
only comprise 9. 77% of the people and agricultural land listed, if one excludes the donations to Medinet 
Habu. 
142 Breasted in ARE IV, pp.106-7. 'Yet if their offerings were in some cases maintained, Ramses III would 
have been likely to include them in the totals given in the Papyrus, without any remark as to their 
employment; . . . . ' 
143 Temple of Amun in Canaan, nine towns belonging to Amun in P.Harris I, 9: 1-3, 11: 11 and 68a. 2. 
Grandel, Le Papyrus Harris I. v. l, pp.232, 235, and 324. Note the confusion between Syria and Nubia 
over the nine towns which are shown as belonging to Amun-Re. 
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Lebanon. 144 Importantly, at the end of each of these sections in the papyrus the aspirations 

of owning a foreign empire are passed on to his son and successor, Ramesses IV, who is 

named and divine aid is requested so that he may 'extend the boundaries ofEgypt' .
145 

The last section of this work, dubbed the 'historical' section has been studied 

extensively by scholars such as Goedicke. Rather than being a historical document as we 

would understand one, I think it is a religious record of how Egypt was set to rights and 

'mJct' re-established under Ra.messes III. 146 In this section, after a brief survey of how he 

came to power, Ramesses Ill concentrates on expounding his interpretation of the divine 

order for mankind. Thus he has divided Egypt up into classes, Butlers of the Palace, Great 

Princes numerous Infantry, Chariotry, Sherden, and Kehek, attendants and serf

labourers. 147 He has seen to civil disorder and countered any external threat so that the 

144 Expeditions a) to Punt P.Harris L 77. 8-13. Grandet. 'ibid.'. v.I. p.338, b) to Sinai P.Harris I, 78, 2-8, 
Grandel, 'ibid.' . pp.338-9. c) Temple ships P.Harris I, 4, 12-5, 2, 7, 5-8, Grandet, 'ibid.'. p.238, 230. The 
barge of iousaas-nebet-}:ietepet in Heliopolis, P.Harris I, 30, 4, Grandet, 'ibid.'. p.263 . Red sea and 
Mediterranean ships. P.Harris I, 48. 6. Grandet, 'ibid.'. p.288. Sacred Barge at Memphis, P.Harris I, 48, 
11. Grandet, 'ibid.' . p.289. Barge for Osiris at Abydos, P.Harris I, 58, 11 , Grandel, 'ibid.'. p.306. See also 
the discussion of ships in P.Harris I by D. A. Warburton, State and Economy in Ancient Egypt. 
Gottingen. 1997, p.307. 
145 Request to Amun by Rarnesses 111 for his son. 'Accorde que son bras et sa masse de guerre soient sur la 
tete des Asiatiques; . ... Elargis pour lui les frontieres autant qu'il desire; . . . .' P.Harris 1, 22 : 8-9. 
Grandel. 'ibid.'. p253 . Request to Re for his son. 'Accorde-lui les Neuf-Arcs, ... son bras etant pret a 
s'abattre sur leur tete.' P.Harris I. 42 : 8. Grandel, 'ibid.'. p.280. Request to Ptah for his son, 'Accorde que 
son bras soit victorieux. les pays et les terres etrangeeres (gisants) abattus sous ses sandales, pour 
l'eternite.' P.Harris L 56b: 8. Request to the divine ennead for his son, 'Accorde(z) que son bras soit 
victorieux contre tous Jes pays. (leurs habitants) venant (a Jui) a cause de la crainte qu'il inspire(ra), 
charges de leur presents.' P .Harris I. 66b: 7. Grandel, 'ibid.'. p.320. 
146 H. Goedicke. "lrsu, the Kharu" in Papyrus Harris'. WZKM 11 , 1979, pp.1-17. Summary of earlier work 
given in A. J. Spalinger. 'Review of Rosmarie Drenkhahn, Die Elephantine-Stele des Sethnakht und ihr 
historischer Hintergrund. Wiesbaden, I 980'. BiOr 39, No.3/4, Mei-Juli 1982, pp.284-8. There is also a 
detailed comparison of the opening of this section of P.Harris I with the Elephantine-Stele showing many 
common motifs in this work of Drenkhahn at pp.68-78, R. Drenkhahn, Die Elephantine-Stele des 
Sethnakht und ihr historischer Hintergrund. Wiesbaden, 1980, pp.68-78. 
147 These classes, as Breasted says. are not castes in society but classes for successive service in the Army, 
civil offices. state works or royal estates, Breasted in ARE IV, p.200-1 , §402, and n.f. Grandel talces a 
different view and translates the term '{!Jmw as ~eunes gens', see Grandet, Le Papyrus Harris I. v. l , 
p.336, and v.2, p.237, n.917. I think Grandel is incorrect given the range of meaning for the term '{!Jmw 
in L. H. Lesko ed. A Dictionary of Late Egyptian. 5v. Providence, 1982-90, v.IV, p. 150, and that 
Breasted's explanation is still valid. Ramesses Ifl is not the first to do this type of re-organisation as 
Rarnesses II had done the same. although it is not stated in any one document nor in such general tenns, 
but rather piecemeal and when dealing with specific projects. Ramesses 11 rearranges Egypt for the glory 
of the Gods and designates categories of temple staff, priests, prophets, and serfs, Abu Simbel, 'Blessing of 
Ptah' Stela, line 29 onwards. text in KRI II, pp.277-81 , lines designated 'I' and lines 32-37, translation in 
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Egyptian Army and the Meshwesh lieon their backs at ease, tribute is being brought to 

Egypt, foreigners are still subject to the Crown, and peace is maintained. 148 In the religious 

sphere the papyrus speaks of cleansing and re-ordering so that the temples flourish. 

The final part of this last section is the exhortation for the people to follow his 

appointed son and heir as leader so that they may receive benefits like those of his reign 

from that son.149 These exhortations, in the past, have been seen as evidence of the 

usurpation of the throne by Ramesses IV or of a decline in the temporal power of the 

Pharaoh. I suggest that another interpretation would be that this final speech is a statement 

by the Pharaoh to the Gods on a religious plane matching his perceived power on the 

temporal plane and that in making these statements as, at least, a quasi-divine person. a 

'living Horus', he is setting the land back to rights after the recent Harem conspiracy. 150 

A RE Ill. p.181. §411. Ramesses II exercised authority over the land and proclaims no monument was 
erected or commission made without his knowledge, Quban Stela. lines 14-9; text in KRI II, pp.356-7, 
lines designated 'Q' . translation in ARE III , p.120, §288. He musters foreigners for well digging in Akita, 
Qiibiin Stcla. lines 27-28: text in i:RI II , p.358, lines designated 'Q', translation in ARE III , p.122, §291. 
Gave the regulations and led the work on the monuments, Temple of Karnak, Great Hypostyle Hall, 
dedication inscriptions. text in KR.II. p.202, line 5, translation in ARE m, p.217, §510. Established 
soldiers. workmen. carvers with the chisel. Great Abydos Inscription. text in KR1 II, p.331. lines 3-6, 
translation in ARE 111. p.112. §271 . He created a ritual roll of fields and serfs, appointed priests over their 
affairs. a prophet to raise up the hands and other administrative positions, Great Abydos inscription, text 
!JV IL p.33 1. lines 8-10. translation in ARE III , p.112. §271. 
148 Suppression of civil disorders and creation of military peace, see P.Harris I, 78 : 9-79: 4. Grandel, 
'ibid.'. pp.339-40. 
149 P.Harris L 79: 8-12. Grandel 'ibid.'. p.340. 
15° Kadry expresses a similar point of view in his work on the officers and officials in the New Kingdom, 
but sees this final retrospect as reflecting the beginning of the deterioration of the divine prestige of the 
king. See A. Kadry, Officers and Officials in the New Kingdom. Budapest, 1982, pp.170-1. In contrast I 
would see the religious outlook of Ra messes Ill, and hence the reason for this last section, as more akin to 
the mechanics of personal power as outlined in M. Liverani, Prestige and Interest: International Relations 
in the Near East ca. 1600-1100 B.C. Padova, 1990, pp.44-59, but exploited in the religious field. 



Chapter Four 

The Date of Accession of Ramesses IV and the Dating of His 

Monuments and Inscriptions 

Introduction 

The precise date of the accession of Ramesses IV can be established from 

several sources, the most important being P. Turin Cat. 1949+ 1946, verso, which says, 

'III smw, 16. This place. [Day of arr]ival by the Chief of the Medjay, Mentumose, [to 

tell to] the workmen of the Tomb "The Falcon has flown [up to heaven (that is) his 

Majesty] , King wsr-mJcr-rc mri-imn, son of Re, rc-ms-sw /;L((J-iwnw, l.p.h; [and King], 

wsr-mJCt-rc stp-n-imn. son of Re, rc-ms-sw mri-fimnj, I. p. h., being [the Sover)eign, 

sits upon the throne of Re in his place. "'I 
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A work journal of the same day refers to the event as, 'One (came) to tell that 

the Falcon has flown up to heaven.', the verb 'came' probably being accidentally left out 

as the note had just recorded a name using the verb 'ii' . 2 

Cerny understood this evidence to mean that Ramesses III had died on the 

previous day, III smw, 15, and been succeeded by Ramesses IV. 3 Peden takes the same 

view and introduces additional evidence that on I Jbt, 4, the larger pieces ofRamesses 

Ill's funerary equipment were brought up to his tomb in the Valley of the Kings and 

that, on day 24 of the same month, the royal funeral itself took place. 

1 KRl V. p.557. line 15 - p.558. line 3. and KRl VI, p.880. Cerny, Notebook 16.94-5. Publication and 
discussion by J. Cerny. 'Datum des Tocies Ramses' III und der Thronbesteigung Ramses' IV', zAS 72, 
1936, pp.109-11 l. Peden. The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.14. 
2 0 . OM 39. recto, line 16. 'hrw 16 ii-nwz.f ds 2 iw.tw (br ft) r-gd bikpwy r pt: KRJ V, p.553 , line 5. 
3 Cerny. 'Datum des Todes Ramses' Ill und der Thronbesteigung Ramses' IV, zAS 72, 1936, p.111. In 
reply there is H. D. Schadel 'Der Regierungsantritt Ramses IV, ZAS 74, 1938, pp.96-104. Heick 
agreed with Cerny in his article 'Bemerkungen zu den Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen Reich', 
Studio Biblica et Orientalia Ill: Oriens Antiquus, Rome, 1959, pp.124-5, where the death of Ra.messes 
III is accepted as day 15. 



Peden also notes, in relation to the funeral, that ' ... if the intervening 

epagomenal days at the end of the civil year are omitted, this is exactly 70 days after 

the king's death and it is not without interest to see the observations of Herodotus 

concerning the duration of the mummification process being confinned some seven 

centuries beforehand. '4 
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Cemy's evidence is very convincing for the actual accession date of Ramesses 

IV.5 Nevertheless, I think an alternative date for the death ofRamesses III on Ill smw, 

6, as espoused by Schadel, seems preferable and I have adopted it here. 6 This change in 

date does not affect the funeral arrangements noted by Peden since Ramesses III would 

have died at his Delta residence. 7 Thus a delay of 8-10 days in moving his body down 

4 Peden. The Reign of Ramesses fl· . pp.14-15. Movement of furniture to tomb ofRamesses III - 0. 
DM 40, recto. Line 2. in KRl VI, p.106, line 4. Royal Funeral in 0. DM 40. recto. lines 14-15, in KR1 
VI, p.107, lines 1-2. 
5 Cerny. 'Datum des Tocles Ramses' III und der Thronbesteigung Ramses' IV', zAS 72, 1936. p.112, 
especially ostraca 0 . DM 44 and 45 which show the anniversary ofRamesses IVs accession date. 
6 Looked at in Cerny. 'ibid.'. pp.112-13. as: 

I) The date of the actual death of Ramesses III, but unlikely due to the need for the religious 
idea of only 70 days between death and burial . This is a valid objection if the King died at Thebes but 
not if the mummification is delayed by the King dying in the Delta and the mummification ritual 
proper is only started once Thebes is reached. 

2) The date is the one on which Ramesses Ill is mortally wounded in the Harem conspiracy. 
This is unlikely as the Ramesses Ill in P. Harris l speaks as one already dead. 

3) Cerny sees as most probable that the King Ramesses III in P. Harris l is already dead and 
should be thought of as a dead King speaking on day 16, rather than day 6, due to scribal error. 
However. despite the C'.lidence Cerny shows of the frequent errors of the scribes concerning dates, and 
in particular despite the ingenious appeal of Cerny to the well known accession day of Ramesses Ill 
and how it was even repeated in error far later (' ... eine so starke tradition gebildet hat dafi der Tag 
auch nach dem Tode Ramses' lll weiter gefeiert wurde.'), this concept of having the dating of a dead 
King. if the assumption of 16 for 6 is correct. with a regnal dating the day after the accession of his 
successor and that successor's date being recorded as well is simply without precedent from what is 
currently knom1 of Egyptian dating systems, the 400 year stele being an exception that could not 
possibly have led a person to believe the King mentioned was still alive. 

Therefore the date in P. Harris I is not an error and the simplest solution is to see this earlier 
date as that of the date of death of Ramesses ill in the Delta region. This reconstruction is supported 
by Schadel, 'Der Regierungsantrin Ramses IV ZAS 74. 1938, p. lOl. and n. l. It should be noted that 
the ostraca do not separately state the actual date of death of Ramesses llI and the actual accession 
date of Ramesses IV but merely when the royal workforce at Deir el Medina were notified and it is 
only Cemy's use of 0 . DM 44 & 45 that enable the previous day, 15, to be recognised as the accession 
day ofRamesses IV. The reconstruction mooted by J. von Beckerath, Chronologie des agyptischen 
Neuen Reiches. Hildesheim. 1994, p.77. ofRamesses III's death on ID ~mw, 15, or the previous 
evening, in his palace near Deir el Medina does not seem to me to explain the differing date in P. 
Harris l and also discounts the evidence of the Turin Indictment Papyrus. Furthermore, the date of 
internment, as clarified by Cerny. does not preclude Ramesses III's death being in the Delta region. 
7 Schadel, 'Der Regierungsantritt Ramses IV', zAS 74, 1938, p.101, and n. l. The use of the first 
person old perfective 'iw. kwi' indicated a state of having arrived and translates, somewhat 
inelegantly, as 'I am come' while the whole extended speech is seen by Struve as quite unusual, see V. 
Struve, 'Ort der Herkunft und Zweck der Zusamenstellung des Grossen Papyrus Harris', Aegyptus 1, 



to Thebes, after a temporary embalmment and after Ramesses IV had been crowned in 

Heliopolis, would neatly bring the funeral preparation back to the period noted by 

Peden. 

The Titles of Ramesses IV 
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Ramesses IV closely modelled his titles on those ofRamesses II, having had 

before him, whilst a prince, the royal example of Ramesses Ill's copying that earlier 

King's titles and acts. 8 Ramesses IV took as his Horus name 'kJ-n/Jt t:n!J-m-mFt' which, 

as Peden notes, is a phrase little seen since Akhenaten's era. The phrase was often 

expanded to include the additional epithet of 'nb i)bw(-sd) mi it.fptQ.-JJ_tnn ', a title 

which can be traced back to the middle years of Ramesses II. 9 

The Nebty and Golden Horus names used by Ramesses IV were 'mk kmt wt:f 

pgt' and 'wsr mpwt wr n!Jtw respectively, with the latter often being extended by 'lty 

1926. p.25. 'Die tibrigen Gebete dieser Art sind viel weniger wortreich', and hence not a standard 
'form' but indicating some reality desired in the request. The panic of the deceased King can be easily 
understood if one reflects on the locality of the religious centre of Egypt and the desire to have all the 
proper ceremonies carried out so the deceased Ramesses III can enter the afterlife. 

Of course the objection may be raised that Goedicke's reconstruction of events from P.Lee 
and Rollin requires there to have been an attack on Ramesses Ill at Thebes and specifically inside 
Medinet Habu. see Goedicke. 'Was Magic Used in the Harem Conspiracy against Ramesses Ill?', JEA 
49. 1963. pp.82 and 85-86. n.4 . However the reconstruction in Chapter Three above indicates that 
magical rather than physical attacks were intended against Ramesses ill in Thebes; and the purposes 
of breaching the Harem boundary was to place the wax figures in the place where they would be able 
to do the most 'magical' harm to Ramesses lll. Even in the absence ofRamesses ill there would be no 
better or more powerful place than Ramesses ill's valley temple to work such magic. Thus Ramesses 
1U does not need to have been at Thebes for the conspiracy and the evidence of P.Harris I, although 
admittedly very slight, has him in the Delta at the time. 
8 Easily compared in the forms collected by J. von Beckerath, Handbuch der agyptischen 
Konigsnamen. Berlin. 1984. pp.236-9 for Ramesses Il, and pp.246-7 for Ramesses IV. Surprisingly 
the visual similarity of prenomen and nornen of both kings is not that marked, particularly after 
Ramesses IV abandons' wsr' in his prcnomen. The transcriptions and sources for the titulary are 
collected by von Beckerath, 'ibid.' . pp. 94-95. Discussion of the fonns by K. Kitchen, 'The Titularies of 
the Ramesside Kings as ell.-pression of their Ideal Kingship', ASAE 71, 1987, pp.137-8, and Peden, The 
Reign ofRamesses JI ~ p.15. 
9 von Beckerath, 'ibid.' . 1984, p.94, section 3. Kitchen, 'The Titularies of the Ramesside Kings as 
expression of their Ideal Kingship'. ASA£ 71, 1987, pp.137-8, where Kitchen notes the scarcity of 'kJ
n!Jt ' since Akhenaten's time. Peden. The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.15. 



ms npw s!Jpr t.rny'. 10 Both of these epithets differ in only one word from those of 

Ramesses II who used 'mk kmt w':f /J]swt' and 'wsr mpwl r:J n/Jtw'. 1I 

In the same manner, the royal nomen and prenomen ofRamesses IV closely 

mimicked those ofRamesses II with 'wsr-m1r:1-rr: stp-n-imn'in place of 'wsr-m1r:1-rr: 

stp-n-rr:'and 'rr:-ms-sw mry-imn /J/p-mJr:t'for Ramesses II's smaller 'rr:-ms-sw mry-

imn'. 12 

From year 2 onwards, Ramesses IV altered bis prenomen to '.l*J-mJr:1-rr: stp-n

imn 'and changed his nomen epithet to 'mJr:ty: which Peden notes as, ' ... the 

"Legitimate" or "True One", a rather unusual nomenclature which some have seen as 

an indication that the new Pharaoh's claim to the throne was not established without 

difficulty following the earlier attempt on bis fathers life. '13 

Von Beckerath adds that the title 'fJ/p' is clearly a 'modem' title rather than one 

from the religious sphere so beloved in the New Kingdom. 14 It has some connection 

with active military leadership and may be the result of some military or quasi military 

action carried out by Ramesses IV in his first year. 
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In addition. at Sinai. Ramesses IV altered part of his nomen from 'stp-n-imn' to 

'stp-n-rr:: probably to mimic more closely Ramesses II's epithet already carved at the 

site and to take advantage of any prestige that that king would have had amongst the 

IO von Beckerath, 'ibid.'. p.94, section 3. Kitchen. 'ibid.'. 1987. p.137. Peden, 'ibid.'. p.15. 
11 Kitchen. 'ibid.'. 1987. p.137. Peden. 'ibid.'. p.15. 
12 Peden. 'ibid.'. p.15. For the meaning of 'wsr-mJ'l-r' stp-n-r" see voo Beckerath. Handbuch der 
tigyptischen J.:onigsnamen. Berlin. 1984, p.29. 
13 Peden, 'ibid.'. p. 15. also Kitchen. 'The Titularies of the Ramesside Kings as expression of their 
Ideal Kingship', ASA£ 71. 1987. p .137. For some interesting thoughts on the word 'b/:d' there is 
Liverani, Prestige and Interest: International Relations in the Near East ca. 1600-1 JOO B.C. Padova, 
1990 pp.67-68 on the emergent Egyptian acceptance of plurality, and p.132 noting that Pharaoh 
proves his valour by 'bunting' foreign peoples. Unfortunately the change of name occurs after the first 
year but well before the major military action in year 3 of Ra.messes IV which cannot, therefore, be 
invoked to explain the change. 
14 von Beckeratb. Handbuch der agyptischen Konigsnamen. pp.38-39, sees the word written with the 
heka symbol (shepherds crook) as 'ruler' and cites Wb. III, pp.170-2, for it being the active participle 
of an identical verb meaning 'to lead, steer and rule'. The first appearance of the word is in official 
titles of the Old Kingdom where those who bore it were the leaders of an administrative unit. It was 
also used in the sense of 'leader' for foreign tribal leaders and compounded with '!)swt gave rise to the 
word Hyksos. 



peoples of the Sinai peninsula. He also altered this same epithet, 'stp-n-imn'to 'stp-n

pt/J; on a colossus of Ramesses II he usurped. 15 

The Dated Monuments and inscriptions of Ramesses IV 

In examining the corpus of inscriptions and monuments ascribed to Ramesses 

IV. it became evident to me that the variations of the royal cartouches were far greater 

than had been noted in von Beckerath's work if one distinguished between individual 

signs as different writings, but not between differing arrangements of such signs. 16 

Encouraged by Kitchen's attempt to date the tombs of the sons of Ramesses ill 

on the basis of the orthography of the cartouches involved, I tabulated the corpus of 

Ramesses IV's material which contained either a date and/or a cartouche and I gave 

each variant cartouche a code number. These codes and the cartouches they represent 

may be found in Appendix G below, including the full details of how a code was 

created. This gave a table of which the extract below is an example. In any of the 

following sections of this Chapter for a page number by itself, the source is KRl Vl . 
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15 von Beckerath, 'ibid.'. p. 94. section 3. T 9. T IO. The explanation could be either that the colossus 
was at Memphis under the protection of Ptah and there was an oversight in erasing that God's name 
and substituting Amun. or that Ramesses was deliberately appealing to Ptah which, given the lack of 
evidence elsewhere of Ra.messes appealing to this God, seems unlikely. For text see K.RJ VI, p.35, line 
1. also discussion in Habichi, Features of the Deification of Ramesses II. pp.36-37. 
16 As ascribed by Kitchen in KR1 VI and later corrections. 
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Year Month/Day RoyaJ name Tert/ Source 

present/(Cartouc Monument 

be Code in bold 

tvpe) 

I. Not given.. but wsr-mJ'L-r' s1p-n- Rock stela of wsr- KR] VI, p. l. 

before 11 prt.. 1 ~ iron (T 20). and ml'L-r-n!Jt. Wadi 

(line 11 of te>..1). r'-(ms)-ss mri- Hammamat. 

imn Wml' t (E 

4). 

I. ITI smw. 5. wsr-mJ't-r' stp-n- Rock KRJVT. p.2. 

imn (T 1), and r'- inscription of 

m s-sw mri-imn tmy, Wadi 

/Ji::J-ml't (E 2). Hammamat. 

NONE. NONE. wsr-n1J<t-r' stp-n- Rock inscriptions KRI VI, pp.2-3. 

imn (T 1). and r'- of 'sJL-!Jt. Wadi no.4. 

ms-s mri-inm tiJ.d- Harnmamal. 

mJ'L (E 20). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' stp-n- Graffito of !Jnsw, KR] VJ, p.3, 

imn (T 21). and Wadi Harnmarnat. no.5. 

r'-ms-sw mri-imn 

/Jf::J-mJ<t(E 21) . 
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Possibly year I Before IT srnw. 23 wsr-mJ't-r s(fr-n- Festal Wall stela, KR1 VJ. pp.3-9. 

(p.7 , line 10. p .8, (offering list. p .8). imn (T 45, p.3. 'Courde la no.6. 

line 3. and in line 15, p.7, line Cachette' 

offering list p.8, 1), (T 21, p.4, Karnak. 

year I). lines 3, 5. 8, 10). 

(T OJ, p.4, line 

13, p.6. line 11 , 

p.7. lines l , 2 10. 

p.8. col ii, lines 

39, 61. p.9. col iii, 

line 42). 

and 

r'-ms-sw mri-imn 

bi;.3-mJ't(E 21. 

p.4. lines 3, 5. 8. 

10). (E 02, p.6. 

line 11). 

2. lJ 3bt, 12. wsr-mJ'l-r' stp-n- Rock stela, year 2, KRJ VI, pp.9-11 , 

iron (T 21, p.9, Wadi Hamrnamat. no.7. 

line 14, p.10. lines 

1. 5. p.11. line 4). 

and r'-m.,;-ss mri-

fmn .t,/jJ-mJ't (E 

52, p.9. line 14, 

p.10, line 1), (E 

63, p. 10, line 6, 

p.11 line 4). 



From this table, the inscriptions and monuments which contained a year date 

were extracted and set out in table order as in the example below. 

Year Month/Day Cartouche Inscription Source 

I. ill smw, 22 . NONE. 0 . DM 70. Loan KRl VI, p. l 02, 

of donkey to water no.77. Al. 

carrier pn-o- HTL 

1. IV smw, 23. NONE. 0. DM 11 3. bJk- KR.I VI, p.103. 

in-mts price of a no.77. A.2 . 

bull. 

l. I 3l}t, 10. NONE. 0 . Gardiner I 82. KRl VI, p.103, 

Deir el Medina. no.77. A.3. 

queries about a 

donkev. 
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I. I smw,12. fil;;.J-n11't-rr stp-n- 0 . CairoCGC KRI VJ, pp.104-5, 

inm (T 36, p.104. 25.651. , Deir el no.77. A.6. 

line 13). Medina. report. 

I. U sm w 16. wsr-1nJr1-rr scp-n- Graffiti nos 298- KR! VJ, p.105, 

fmn(T 35). 300. Tomb of no.77, A.7 . 

Scribe imn-n/Jt 

and family, 

Thebes. 



1. NONE. wsr-mYt-rr stp-n- Luxor. minor KRl VI. p.47. 

imn(T03). dedications. no.36, A. 

Forecourt of 

Ramesses II, 

Pylon/Chapel of 

Khons. 

1. Not gi\'en. but wsr-mJ,.t-r' stp-n- Rock stela of wsr- KRl VI, p. l. 

before H prt, 14 inm (T 20). and m1rt-r,.-n/Jt, Wadi 

(line 11 of tex1) . rr-(ms )-ss mri- Hammamat. 

imn 1:,/;d-mJC"t (E 

4) . 

I. IIIsmw. 5. wsr-m]rt-rr stp-n- Rock KRJ VI, p.2. 

imn (T 01), and inscription of 

rr-ms-sw mn-imn tiny, Wadi 

!*1-mn (E 2). Hammamat. 

This material can be sorted, divided into years and for each of the cartouche 

codes a range of dates collected and tabulated as follows; 

Codes Years 

E 02 1-2 

E 04 1 

E 06 3-4 

E 07 3-5 

E 31 5 

E48 4 
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E49 2 

E 52 2 

E 59 2 

E60 3 

E 63 2 

T 01 1 

T 03 1-2 

T 05 3-4 

T 08 3-4 

T09 5 

T12 3 

T 20 1 

T 21 2 

T26 2 

T 34 2 

T 35 1-2 (see 

discussion 

below 

concemmg 

year 6 in 

this range) 

T 36 1 

T 37 2 

T40 3 

T 41 4 

T 43 4 
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The most extensive range is T 3 5, from years 1-6, but the majority of other 

codes have a range of two years or less. In any case, T 35's high date of year 6 from 

KR! VI, p.102 line 6, is probably due to the name quoted being the name of the temple 

ofRamesses IV which gives the form of that King's name used when the temple was 

dedicated rather than in year 6 of his reign. This is based on the knowledge that at that 

date the prenomen had changed to filfJ-mJCt-rc stp-n-imn. With this exceptional date of 

year 6 removed, the range for code T 35 is year 1-2 ofRamesses IV. Code E 31 is also 

problematical in that it has only year 5 as an attested date, yet is intermediate in form 

and appears frequently in combination with codes limited to year 3. Accordingly I have 

taken it at face value where it has appeared alone but regarded the other codes with 

earlier dates as having more weight when it appears in combination. 

These dated forms can be used to give an indication of the period of a 

monumental inscription from the cartouche alone, remembering that the cartouche 

serves to divide off the first regnal year from the others due to the change of the royal 

prenomen name from 'wsr-mJCt-rc' to '1Jl.o-m1c1-rc '. Obviously where inscriptions are 

frequently used, such as in the case of ostraca, or the cartouche is attested in use over a 

number of years the inscriptions cannot be dated solely in this manner. Nevertheless 

where there is a single, or a monumental, inscription then the codes and prenomens can 

provide an indication as to date. 

Although year 2 has been stated as the dividing point, Peden notes that the 

nomen and prenomen forms appear to overlap with examples of the later prenomen as 

early as year 1, I smw,12, (0 . Cairo 25,651., recto, line 4, in.KRIVI, p.104, line 13), 

while the early prenomen and nomen are still known to be in use in year 2, I smw, 13, 

(West Theban Graffito no.1288, in KRI VI, p. 130, lines 2, 3).17 There is also the use of 

the early prenomen in a year 6 (Deir el Bahri, Thutmose III Temple, Graffito no.9, KR! 

VI, p. I 02, line 6) although this may be due to the scribe preserving the temple's 

dedication title or simple human error. 

17 Peden. The Reign oJRamesses IV. p.15, n.2. 



Thus I have used these early/late cartouche forms to split the material 

containing them into two groups-early being year 1-2, and late being year 2 onwards. 

The tabulated results from applying these cartouche codes and forms to 

undated or only partially dated, inscriptions are presented below. Inscriptions which 

could not be dated by using these codes and forms have been omitted unless they can 

be shown to belong to another reign. 
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Dating of Encoded Inscriptions Containing Cartouches 

YEAR MOr'liTH CARTOUCHE MONUMENT/ SOURCE DATED OTHER DA TING FINAL 

/FORM INSCRIPTION CARTOUCHES/ CRITERIA ASSIGNED 

DATES YEAR 

ATTESTED DATE 

3 (on X prt, 5. wsr-mJ<t-r< O. BM KRJVII. NONE. Form of 3. 

p.33~. p.333. n srp-n-irnn 50733 pp.333-4, prenomen (T 

line 3). 3!JL, 14. (T.39. +O. Petrie no. 131, 39) = undated. 

p.33~. p.33~. line 30. Materials A.186. Nevertheless 

~) - for work in contex1 is that 

Valley of of a sequence of 

Kings. Deir dates in O BM 

el Medina. 50733. the next 

year 3. being year 4, 

hence this is 

assumed to be 

scribal error 

writing 'w.v for 

'hkJ' . 

NONE. !Jrw 25. wsr-.rn.J't-r< 0 . Cairo KRI VI. NONE. NONE. Undated 

26. 27, stp-n-r', CGC pp.175-7, and 

28. JV dubious as 25.533 .. no.96, excluded 

smw. 3, could be a work journal. A.151. as being 

4. 5. 6, 8. reference to possibly 

21. 22. Ramesses 11 Ramesses 

24. 25. since context n. 

28, r 3bt, is not clear, 

3. p.176 line 

5. 
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NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Rock KRJVL T 01 Year I. Form of I. 

stp-n-imn (T inscriptions pp.2-3. prenomen (T 

1). and r- of 'sJt-!Jt, no.4. 01) = Year I. 

ms-smri- Wadi Form of nomcn 

imn iJliJ-mJ' t Hammamat. (E 20) = Year 

(E 20). 1-2. lndi\·idual 

named 'SJt-/Jt.. 

has same title 

(idnw'J as 

appears on 

dated stela of 

wsr-mJ't-r'-n/Jt. 

see KR! VI. p. l. 

line 12. 

NONE. NONE. 11'!.T-mJ't-r' Graffito of KRIVI, T 21 Year 2. Form of 2. 

stp-n-imn (T Lmsn: Wadi p.3 , prenomen (T 

21). and r'- Hammamat. no.5. 21) = Year 1-2. 

ms-swmri- Form of nomen 

imn bf:;J-mJ'l (E 21) = Year 

(E 21) . 1-2. 

NONE. NONE. fJ/iJ-mJ'l-r' Wall-stela of KRJVI. E 07 Year 3-5. Fonn of 5. 

Possiblv strrn-r' (T Ramesses p.28. T 09 Year 5. prenomen (T 

year 5. 09. lines 7. JV. Serabit el no.19. 09) = Year 2 on. 

8). and r'- Khadim. Form of nomen 

ms-ss m.ri- probably (E 07) = Year 

imn mJ'ty year 5 from 3-5 . 

(E 07, lines context. 

6. 7). 
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NONE. NONE. fikJ-mn-rr Architectural KRJVL E 07 Year 3-5. Form of 5. 

stp-n-rr(T Fragments. pp.29-30. T 09 Year 5. prenomen (T 

09. p.29, Serabit el no.22. 09) = Year 2 on. 

line ll , Khadim. Form of nomen 

p.30, lines 2. Architrave, (E 07) = Year 2 

4). and Lintel. on. 

r'-ms-ss Fragment of Inscriptions are 

mrf-imn Slab. Statue on portions of 

m.ny (E 07. ofa Baboon. the Temple or 

p.29. line Sanctuary 

13. p.30. suggesting a 

line 2). date from 

Ramesses IVs 

rebuilding in 

year 5 (Stele of 

pJ-nfi; KRI VI, 

o.27). 

NONE. NONE. filiJ-mJ' t-r' Obelisk from KRJ VI, E 07 Year 3-5. Fom1 of 3-5. 

stp-n-( 1111n ) Heliopolis, pp.30-3 l. prenomen (T 

(T 10, p.30. found in no.23 . 10) = Year 2 on. 

lines 9. JO. Cairo. Form of nomen 

13, 14. p.3 l. (E 07) = Year 2 

lines 2. 3. 6. on. 

7). and r'-

ms-ss mri-

fmn mJ'ty 

(E 07, p.30. 

lines 10. 1 L 

14, 15. p.3 l. 

lines 3. 4, 6. 

7. 8). 
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NONE. NONE. !Jf:d-mJ<t-r< Texts of KRIVI, E 07 Fonn of prenomen (T 22, 3-5 . 

stp-n-(imn) Ramesses JV on pp.31- Year 3- T 06) = Year 2 on. Form 

(T 22, p.31, South Obelisk of 32. 5. ofnornen (E 07) = Year 2 

lines 12, 14 ). Thutrnose I. no.24. on. 

(T 06, p.31 , Karnak. 

lines 13. 15). 

and r<-ms-ss 

nlri-fmn 

mJ<ty(E 07, 

p.3 l. lines 

12. 14. 15). 

NONE. NONE. A. On menat Glazed Fragments KRIVI. NONE. A On rnenat, form of 1-2. 

r<-ms-ss(E from Timna. A p.33 , nornen (E 23) = Year 1-2. menats, 

23), on only. no.25, On handle, form of handle. 

handle r<-ms- A. nomen (E 23) = Year 1-2. 2-7. 

ss (E 23). on On Lotus bowl. form of Lotus 

Lotus bowl prenomen (T 23) = Year bowl. 

{11µ-mJ<t-r< 2 on. 

srp-n-r< (T 

23). 

NONE. NONE. ~ - On wand Glazed Fragments KRl VI. On ~ On wand. form of 2-7 for 

/JkJ-mJ<t-r' from Sinai. B p.33. menal prenomen (T 11) = Year wand and 

(T 11). on only. no.25, TOS 2 on. On menaL form of bracelet. 

menat /JkJ- B. Year 3- prenomen (T 05) == Year 3-4 for 

mJ<t-r' stp-n- 4. 2 on. On bracelet, form of menat. 

(imn) (T 05). prenomen (T 11) = Year 

twice on 2 on. 

bracelet /Jf:d-

mJ't-r< (T 

11). 
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NONE. NONE. f:*J-mJ't-r' Sinai_ Serabit el KRJVT. E07 Form of prenomen (T 09) 5. 

scp-n-r' (T Khadi m. Scenes - pp.33- Year 3- = Year 2 on. Form of 

09, p.33 , Building 34, 5 nomen (E 07) = Year 2 

lines 14. 16, Fragments, no.25, T09 on_18 

p.34. lines 1, Temple of C. Year 5. 

3, 5). and Hathor. 

r'-ms-ss mri-

imnmJ'ty(E 

07, p.33. 

lines 14. 16, 

p.34. line 5) . 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Tell Far'un. KRIVT, NONE. Forms of prenomen (T 1-2. 

stp-n-(imn) (Nebcsha), Statue p.34, 24, T 25) = Year 1-2. 

(T 24. lines of Deity no.26. Form of nomen (E 23, E 

8. 11 ). (T 25. protecting King. 24) = Year 1-2. 

line 9). and 

r' -ms-ss mri-

imn l;lf}-mJ'L 

(E 23. lines 

8. 11 ). (E 24. 

line 10). 

NONE. NONE. On shoulders Usurpations on KRIVT. E07 On shoulders form of 5. 

(i) /J/.<J-mJ'L- Ramesses H's p.35. Year 3- prenomen (T 10) = Year (See below 

r' stp-n-( imn ) Colossus. now in no.27, 5. 2 on. as well-

(T 10). and Station Square, B. Form of nomen (E 07 ) = part of 

r'-ms-ss mri- Cairo. (Same Year 2 on. same 

imnmJ'ty(E monument as Colossus) 

07). below.) 

18 Inscriptions are on portions of the temple or sanctuary suggesting a date from Ramesses IV's rebuilding in Year 5 ( 
Stele of pJ-nfr) , KRI VI, p.27). 
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NONE. NONE. On belt (ii) Usurpations on KRIVL See On belt, form of 5. 

bf!J-mJ'l-r' Ramesses Tl's -· p.35. above. prenomen (T 10 ) = Year (see aboYe 

stp-n-(imn) Colossus, no,-..- in no.27. 2 on. also-part 

(T 10). On Station Square. B. On pectoral. form of of same 

pectoral (iii) Cairo. (Same nomen (E 25) = Year 2 Colossus.) 

r'-ms-ss mri- monument as on_ 19 

imnmJ<Ly(E above.) 

25). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Titles on Door- KRIVL NONE. Form of prenomen (T 25) 1. 

stp-n-imn (T jamb of p.35. = Year 1-2. 

25). and r'- Merenptah. no.27. Form ofnomen (E 61) = 

ms-swmri- C. Year 1-2. 

fmn l;f{J-mJ'l A nearby cartouche 

(E 61). (Christophe, BIE 37, 

1956, p.21 d) ofRamesses 

IV indicates year 1 rather 

than vear 2. 

NONE. NONE. r ' -ms mri- Fa~um. Kinan- KRl VI. NONE. Form of nomen (E 26) = 2-7. 

imnmny (E Fares. on Middle p.35, Year 2 on. 

26). Kingdom no.27. 

Column. D. 

19 Christophe. 'Quatre enquetes Ramessides' BIE 37. 1956, p.12. and note 2, points out the similarity of one cartoucbe to 
that of Ramesses IV at Sinai in his 5th year. 
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NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ<t-r< Abydos. Temple KRJVL E63 Form of prenomen (T 21) 1-2. 

stp-n-(imn) of Sethos I, Pylon p.35. Year 2. = Year 1-2. 

(T 21 , p.35, IL Main no.28. T 21 Form ofnomen (E 27, E 

lines 11 , 12, Doorway. A Year 2. 63) = Year 1-2. 

1-l, 15), and 

r<-ms mri-

i.mnbf;cJ-mJ<t 

(E 27. p.35. 

lines 12. 14). 

r<-ms-sw 

mri-imn /Jf!J-

mJ<t(E 63. 

p.35. lines 

13. 15). 

NONE. NONE. 11 -sr-I11J<t-r' Abydos. Temple KRJVI, E 52 Form ofprenornen (T 21) 2. 

Slp-n-(imn ) of Ra.messes II. p.36, Year 2. = Year 1-2. 

(T 21. p.36. Pylon I and no.28. T 21 Form of nomen (E 28, E 

lines 2. 3. 5. Forecourt . Band Year 2. 29, E 52) = Year 1-2. 

7. 8. 9). and C. 

r'-ms-ss 

(mri)-imn 

NrJ-mJ't (E 

28. p.36. line 

3). r<-ms-ss 

m.ri-imn /Jf!J-

mJ<t (E 29. 

p.36, line 6). 

(E 52, p.36. 

lines 7, 8. 9). 
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NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ'l-r' Foundation KRIVI T 21 Form ofprenomen (T 21) 2. 

Slp-n-(fmn ) Plaques of p.36, Year 2. =Year 1-2. 

(T 21). and Ramcsses IV no.28, Form of nomen (E 62) = 

r'-msnui- from Abydos. D. (i). Year 1-2. 

inwfiµ-mJ'L 

(E 62). 

NONE. NONE. iJJ.cJ-mJ'l -r' Kneeling Statue KRIVI, E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-(imn ) from Abydos. p.36. Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

(T 05). and no.28. 5. Fonn of nomen (E 07) = 

r'-ms-ss mri- D. (ii). T0S Year 2 on. 

imnmirry (E Year 3-

07). 4. 

NONE. NONE. f:il:..·J-mJ't -r' Titles from Shabti KRJVI. E 10 Form ofprenomen (T 12) 3. 

(T 12). and Figure. Abydos. p.36. Year 3. = Year 2 on. 

r'-ms-sw (E no.28, T 12 Form of nomen (E 10) = 

10). D. (iii) . Year 3. indeterminate. 

NONE. NONE. IJJµ-mJ' l -r' Karnak. Temple KRJVI E 31 Form of prenomen (T 12) 3-5. 

(T 12). and of Montu. Green p.37. Year 5. = Year 2 on. 

r'-ms-ss (E Slate Statue of no.29. T 12 Form ofnomen (E 31) = 

31 ). Ramcsses JV. A. Year 3. indeterminate. Statue 

mined from Wadi 

Hammamat. (Barguet. P. 

& J. Leclant Karnak-Nord 

JV (1949-1951). Cairo, 

1954. Fasiculc 1, o.144). 
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NONE . NONE. wsr-mJ"t-rr Karnak. Temple KRIVI. T 21 Fonn ofprenomen (T 21) 2. 

stp-n-(i.mn) of Montu. rear of p.37. Year 2. = Year l-2. 

(T 21), and Forecourt, Dado no.29, Form of nomen (E 21) = 

rr-ms-sw of Cartouches. B. Year 1-2. 

mri-imnh.Jp-

mn(E 21) . 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ"t-rr Karnak, K.RJVI, E02 Fann of prenomen (T 2 t) 1. 

stp-n-( imn ) Ra.messes Ill's p.37, Year 1- = Year 1-2. 

(T 21. lines Temple, no.30. 2. Form of nomen (E 02) = 

8, 13. 14), Forecourt of T 21 Year 1-2. 

and r"-m.,-sw Amun. Year 2. Year l suggested by 

mri-imn !;Ip- North/South Helck20 with question 

mn(E02, Sides Bandeaux. mark for nearby text on 

lines 9. 14, basis of ritual inscription 

15). of King's name on isd 

tree. 

NONE. NONE. wsr-n1JCt-r" Karnak. main K.RJVI E63 Form of prenomen (T 30) 2. 

stp-n-imn (T Temple of Amun.. p.38. Year 2. = Year 1-2. 

30). and r"- text around base no.31, Form of nomen (E 63) = 

ms-sv.-mri- of Ramesses II's A. Year 1-2. 

fmn J:i./p-mJrl Colossus. North 

(E 63). Win~. Pvlon II . 

20 Heick. 'Ramessidische Inschriften aus Karnak. I. Eine lnschrift Ramses' IV', zAS 82, 1958, pp.105, 140. 
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NONE. NONE. bf.<J-mJ't-r< Karnak. Temple KRJVI, E06 Form of prenomen (T 05, 3. 

(T 12, p.39, of Amun., Names pp.38- Year 3- T 12, T 28. T 29) = Year 

line I) !J);J- of Kings on Great 39, . .i_ 2 on. 

mJ't-r< stp-n- Hypost:ylc Hall. no.3 1, E07 Fonn of no men (E 06, E 

(imn)(T 28. B. Year 3- 07, E 30, E 31) = Year 2 

p.38, line 7). 5. on. 

(T 05, p.38, E 31 The style of the 

line 9): (T Year 5. hieroglyphs is very 

29. p.39. line TOS similar to those of 

8). and r'- Year 3- Ramesses llI at Medinet 

ms-ss (E 31. 4. Habu (L.D. T. III. p. 16). 

p.39. line I). T12 

also r'-ms-ss Year 3. 

mn-imn 

mJ'ty(E 06, 

p.38. line 7. 

(E 67. p.38, 

lines 9, I 2). 

(E JO, p.39. 

line 10). 
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NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Karnak Main KRJVI. T03 Form of prenomen (T 03, 2. 

stp-n-(imn) Temple of A.mun. pp.39- Year 1- T 21) = Year 1-2. 

(T 03. p.39. Pylon IV. 40, no 2. Form of nomen (E 05, E 

line 13), (T BandealLx Tex1S. 31. C. T21 32) = Year 1-2. 

21, p.39. line Year 2. 

13), and r'-

ms-swmri-

imn ./JkJ-mJ'l 

(E 05, p.39. 

line 13). (E 

32. p.40. line 

I ). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ'l-r' Karnak. Main KRJVI. T03 Form of prenomen (T 03) 2. 

stp-n-imn (T Temple of A.mun. p.40, Year l- = Year 1-2. 

03, p.40. Solar Roof Shrine no.31. 2. Form of nomen (E 33) = 

lines 3. 4. 5). Dcdical.ions. D. Year 1-2. 

and r'-ms-!>s Christophe states that the 

mri-imn !Jl:;.J- nearby cartouches on the 

mJ'l (E 33. south side are after the 

p.40. lines 3. middle of the second year 

4. 7), (E 44. of Ramesses !V's reign. 21 

p.40. lines 5. 

6) . 

21 Christophe. 'Note apropos du rapport de M. Chevrier. Ramses IV et la "Salle des Fetes" de Thoutmosis III a Karnak', 
ASA£ 52, 1954, p.263, and one should find Gardiner sign N 35 replacing Gardiner sign S 3 from this time onwards. 
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NONE. NONE. wsr-mJrt-rr Karnak. Southern KRJVI, E 59 Form of prenomen (T 03) 2. 

stp-n-imn (T Approach, 'Coiir pp.40- Year 2. = Year 1-2. 

03. p.40, de la Cachette'. 41. T03 Form of nomen (E 59) = 

lines 10. 12. West and East no.32. Year 1- Year 1-2. 

13, p.41 . line Interior Walls. AB.C. 2. 

5), and r<-

ms-ss mri-

imn /Jly-m]rl 

(E 59. p.40. 

lines 11. 12. 

13. p.41. line 

3). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-m.Jrr-r< Karnak. Southern KRIVI, E59 Form of prenomen (T 03) 2. 

slp-n-imn (T Approach. Court p.41. Year 2. = Year 1-2. 

03). and r<- of Pylons VIII-IX no.32. TOJ Form ofnomen (E 59) = 

ms-ss mri- D. Year 1- Year 1-2. 

Lilm bf::J-mr t 2. 

(E 59). 

NONE. NONE. J;lp-mJ<t-r< Karnak. Statuary. /vU VI, E 10 Form ofprenomen (T 11, 3. 

(T 11. lines Faience Statuette. p.43, Year 3. T 12) = Year 2 on. 

3. 5. 6. 9). (T 'Cour de la no.33. E 31 Form ofnomen (E 9, E 

12. lines 3. racheue' cache. A. Year 5. 31) = indeterminate. 

10). and r<- T 12 

m -ss(EJt. Year 3. 

lines 3. 5. 7. 

8). (E 09. 

line 9) (E 

10. line 10). 
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Possibl Before wsr-mJ't-r' Festal Wall Stela. KRJVJ, T 21 Form of prenomen (T 03, I. 

y year II smw. stp-n-(imn) 'Cour de la pp.3-9. Year 2. T 21, T 26, T 45) = Year 

I (p.7, 23 , (T 45. p.3, Cachette'. no.6. TOJ 1-2. 

line 10. (offerin line 15). (T Karnak. Year I- Form of nomen (E 02, E 

p.8. g list, 26, p.7, line 2. 21) = Year l-2. 

line 3, p.8). 1). (T 21, E 02 

and in p.4, line 3). Year I-

offerin (T 03. p. 4, 2. 

g list line 13 ). and 

p.8. r'-ms-sw 

year I). mri-imn fJ./::J-

mn(E 21. 

p.4. line 3 ). 

(E 02. p .6. 

line 11). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-nJJ't-r' Karnak. Statuary. KRIVJ. NONE. Form of prenomen (T 24) 1-2. 

tp-n-inm (T Pylon Vll. p.-U. = Year 1-2. 

24). Usurped Osirid no.33, 

Statue before C. 

West Wing. 

NONE. NONE. /Jf:.J-mJ<t-r' Karnak. Statuary. KRJ.VI. NONE. Form ofprenomen (T 11) 2. 

(T 11. line5). Pylon VII. p.44. = Year 2 on. (T 24) = 

w:,;r-mJ't-r' Usurped Osirid no.33. Year 1-2. 

stp-n-imn (T Statue before East D. Forro ofnomen (E 01) = 

24. line 4), Wing. Year 1-2. 

and r'-ms-ss 

mri-inm /Jl:J-

mJ'L (E OJ. 

' line 4 ). 
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NONE NONE i;J/y-mJ't-r' Karnak. Usurped K.RJVI, NONE. Form of prenomen (T 11) 2. 

(T 11. line Statues, additions p.44, = Year 2 on. (T 24) = 

9). to Thutmose IT's no.33, Year 1-2. 

,i-sr-mJ't-r' Statue near Pylon E. Form of nomen (E 65) = 

slp-n-imn (T Vil and Usurped indeterminate. (E 66) = 

24, line 7). Osirid Statue Year 1-2. 

and r'-ms-ss before East Wing. 

(E 65, line 

8). r'-ms 

mn-imn lJl.(J-

mJ't (E 66. 

line 7). 

NONE. NONE. !Jf:.:J-mJ't-r' Karnak, Statuary, KRJVI, E 31 Form of prenomen (T 11) 2. 

(T 11. lines additions to p.44, Year 5. = Year 2 on, (T 24) = 

10.11), Thutmose Ill's no.33, Year 1-2. 

1-1--sr-I11J'l-r' Statue near to F. Form of nomen (E 31, E 

stp-n-imn (T Pylon vn and 65) = indeterminate, (E 

24. Line I 0). Usurped Osirid 34) = Year 1-2. 

and r' -ms-ss Statue before 

(E 31. line West Wing. 

10). (E 65. 

line 11 ). r'-

ms-ss mri-

imn(E 34. 

line 10). 
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NONE. NONE. J:ilf~mJ'l-r' Karnak. Temple KRJVl E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3--4 . 

sljrn-imn (T ofKhonsu. pp.44- Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05, p.44, line Dedications. 46, 5. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

15, p.45, no.34. TOS Year 2 on. 

lines 2. 4, 7. Year 3-

lO. 12. 15. 4. . 

p.46. lines 4. 

5. 7. 8. 10). 

and r'-ms-ss 

(E 07. p.44. 

line 15. p.45 . 

lines 2. 6. 10. 

12. 15. p.46. 

lines 4. 5. 7, 

8. 10). 

NONE. NONE. {1.!J--mJ't-r' Karnak. Temple KRIVI, NONE. Form of prenomen (T 27) 2. 

stp-n-r' (T ofMuL Minor p.46, = Year 2 on. 

27). and r'- Fragments. no.35. Form ofnomen (E 21) = 

ms-swmri- Year 1-2. 

imn /Jf:)-mJ' t 

(E2J) . 
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NONE. NONE. !.*J--mJ' t-r' LILXOr. KRJVI, E 31 Form ofprenomen (T 12) 2-3 . 

(T 12, p.47, Dedications, pp.47- Year 5. = Year 2 on, (T 03) = 

line 16), wsr- Long Colonnade. 48, E59 Year 1-2. 

mJ't-r' stp-n- no.37. Year 2. Form of nomen (E 31) = 

imn(T 03, T03 indeterminate. (E 59) = 

pA7. lines 9. Year 1- Year 1-2. 

11. p.48. 2. 

lines 3. 4. 6. T 12 

7. 8), and r'- Year 3. 

rns-ss (E 31. 

p.47. line 

16). r'-ms-ss 

mri-imn J:,Jµ-

mn(E59, 

p...l7. lines 9, 

11. 13. 15. 

p.~8. lines 3. 

5. 6). 

NONE. NONE. AJI the Western Thebes. KRIVI, T 21 Type J, form of nomen (E 2. 

following Foundations at p.48, Year 2. 66) = Year 1-2. 

have no Assasif. no.38, Type 11, form of 

cart ouches. 'Colonaded A prenomen (T 21) = Year 

Type l-r'-ms Temple'. lower 1-2, form of nomen (E 

mri-imn !;Iµ- end of 66) = Year 1-2. 

mJ't(E 66). Hatshepsut's 

Type fl-n:sr- Causeway, types I 

mJ't-r' stp-n- and II . 

imn (T 21). 

and r'-ms 

mri-inmb.Jr]-

mJ't (E 66) . 
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NONE. NONE. Type ill with Western Thebes. KRJVI. E 31 Type Ill. form of 2. 

no Foundations at p.48, Year 5. prenomen (T 11) = Year N.B. found 

cart ouches- Assasif. no.38, 2 on. form of nomen (E in 

/J]y-mJrt-r' 'Colonaded A. 31) = indeterminate. association 

(T 11). and Temple', lower Type IV. form of ""ith types 

r'-ms-ss(E end of prenomen (T 11) = Y car rand n 

31 ). Hatshepsut's 2 on. form of nomen (E above. 

Type JV as Causeway. 31) = indetenninate. 

per type III. types III and IV. 

but ~ith 

cartouche. 

NONE. NONE. Alabaster Western Thebes. KR/VI, E31 Alabaster semi circle, 3. 

semi-circle - Foundations at pp.48- Year 5. form of prenomen (T 12) 

l;l;:J-mJ<l-r ' Assasif. 49, T 12 = Year 2 on form of 

(T 12). and Foundation no.38, Year 3. nomen (E 31) = 

r"-ms-ss (E Deposits of Large B. (i). indeterminate. Gold 

31 ). Gold Funerary Temple. cartouche plaque, fom1 of 

canouche lower end of prenomen (T 11) = Year 

plaques - iJJ::J- Mentuhotep 2 on, form of nomen (E 

mJ<t-r' (T Causeway. 31) = indeterminate. 

11). and r'-

ms-ss(E 31). 
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NONE. NONE. Faience/Glas Western Thebes. KRJVL E 31 Faience/Glass plaques. 3. 

s plaques Foundations at - p.48- Year 5. form of prenomen (T 11, N.B. found 

J;J:;J-mF t-r' Assasif. 49, T 12 T 12) = Year 2 on, form in 

(T 11, T 12). Foundation no.38, Year 3. of nomen (E 31) = association 

and r'-ms-ss Deposits of Large B. (i). indeterminate. with 

(E 31). Funerary Temple, Alabaster 

lower end of semi-circle 

Mentuhotep and Gold 

Causeway. cartouche 

plaques 

above. 

NONE. NONE. Faience Western Thebes. KRJVI, E 31 Form of prenomen (T 11, 3. 

plaques t,l_o- Foundations at p.49. Year 5. T 12) = Year 2 on. 

mJ't-r'(T Assasif. no.38. T 12 Form ofnomen (E 31) = 

1LT12), Foundation B. (ii) . Year 3. indeterminate. 

and r'-mS-:.!> Deposits, Faience Part of the same Temple 

(E 31). plaques from Foundation Deposits as 

Austrian No 38 B (i) above. Plaque 

excavation. may have been made in 

year 3 at the earliest. 
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NONE. NONE. !Jlµ-mJ<t-r' Ramesseum. A. KRIVI. T05 Fonn of prenomen (T 05) 2-3 . 

stp-n-imn (T Second Court. pp.49- Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05, p.49, line North Colonnade 50. 4. Form of nomen (E 35, E 

15, p.50. line on bases. no.39, 68) = normally Year 1-2, 

1), and r'- A. but doubled mJ<t indicates 

ms-ssmri- a change to later form 

Jmn ~J./µ-mJ'[ (mJ'ry) and thus Year 2 

(E 35. p.49. onwards. 

line 16, p.50. 

line 1). (E 

37. p.50. line 

2) , r'-ms-ss 

mri-imn N;cJ-

mJ<ty(E 68. 

o.50. line 2). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ<t-r' Ramessewn. B-E, J.JUVI, T 21 Form ofprenomcn (T 21, 2. 

stp-n-imn (T Second Court. p.50. Year 2. T 26) = Year 1-2. 

21. line~). South Colonnade no.39, T26 Form of nomen (E 35, E 

(T 26 , lines on bases. West B-E. Year 2. 37) = Year l-2. 

6. 9). and r'- side. Pillar 20 

ms-ss mri- base. Pillar 23 

fmn IJJ:;J-mJ't and Pillar 51 . 

(E 35. line 

6). (E 37. 

line 9). (E 

64. line 7). 
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NONE. NONE. A Bronze Korn el- KRJVI. NONE. A Bronze type I. form of 2-3 . 

type 1-rr-ms- Hetan/Medinet pp.50- nomen (E 01) = Year 1-2. N.B. 

ssmri-inm Habu. Northern 51 , fl Bronze type Il , fom1 of Found 

l}µ-mrr (E Temple. no.40. nomcn (E 38) = Year l-2. together 

01). Foundation C, Bronze type IIL form with 

fl Bronze Deposits. ofnomen (E 21) = Year Foundatio 

l)'pe 11-r'-ms- 1-2. n Deposits 

swmri-inm DandE 

J.zlfJ-mJr{ (E below. 

38) . 

.c_sronze 

type m-r'-

ms-swmri-

imn#J-mn 

(E 21). 

NONE. NONE. QBronzc Kom el- KR] VI, T 12 Q Bronze silver type IV. 2-3 . 

sil\'er type Hetan/Medinet pp.50- Year 3. form of prenomen (T 21) 

IV-wsr-mJ<t- Habu, Northern 51 , T 21 = Year 1-2. 

r' stp-n-imn Temple. no.40. Year 2. ~ Faience plaques and 

(T 21). Foundation cartouches, 

~ Faience Deposits. form of prenomen (T 11, 

plaques and T 12) = Year l-2. form of 

cartouches- nomen (E 31) = 

/J/!J-mJrt-rr indeterminate. 

(T 11. T 12). 

and rr-ms-ss 

(E 31). 
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NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ'l-r' Medinet Habu. KRIVL T 21 Form of prenomen (T 21) 2. 

stp-n-imn (T Temple- Precinct p.51 , Year 2. =Year 1-2. 

21, lines 8, of Ramesses III, no.41 , Fonn ofnomen (E 39) = 

10), and r'- South Porter's A. Year 1-2. 

ms-ssmri- Lodge. 

imn./.lkJ-mJ'l 

(E 39. line 

8). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ'l-r' Medinet Habu. KRIVI, NONE. Form of prenomen (T 24) 1-2. 

SLJ:>-n-imn (T Temple-Precinct p.51. = Year 1-2. 

24. line 15). of Ramesses m. no.41. Form of nomen (E O 1) = 

and r'-ms-ss North Porter's B. Year l-2. 

mri-imn i}~J- Lodge. 

mJ't(E 01, 

line 15). 

NONE. NONE. bfJ-mJ't-r' Mcdincl Habu. KRIVI. E 06 Form of prenomen (T 06) 3-4. 

SIJ:>-n-imn (T Temple-Precinct p.52. Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

06. line 5). of Ramesses ill. no.41. 4. Form of nomen (E 06) = 

and r' -ms-ss Gate Tower and C. Year2 on. 

m.ri-imn Pa,illion. 

mny(E 06. 

line 6). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Medinet Habu, KR! VI. E 02 Form of prenomen (T OJ) 1-2. 

stp-n-imn (T Temple-Precinct p.52, Year 1- = Year 1-2. 

OJ, line 9). of Ramcsscs III, no.41, 2. Form of nomen (E 02) = 

and r'-ms-sw Gate Tov..-cr and D. T03 Year 1-2. 

mri- imn /zk)- Pavillion. base of Year 1-

mJ't(E 02. Southern Tower. 2. 

line 9). 
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NONE. NONE. t,.kJ-mJ't-r' Medinet Habu. KRJVI, E06 Form of prenomen (T 06) 3-4. 

stp-n-i.mn (T Temple-Precinct p.52. Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

06, line 14), ofRamesses ITT, no.41, 4. Form of no men (E 06) = 

and r'-ms-ss Gate Tower and E. Year 2 on. 

mn-imn Pavillion, 

mJ'ty(E 06. Passage on North 

line 14). Side. Lower 

Bandeau Text. 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Medinet Habu. KRJVI, T03 Form of prenomen (T 03, 2. 

stp-n-imn (T Temple of p.53. Year 1- T 04, T 21) = Year 1-2. 

03. lines 4. Ramesses Ill. no.42. 2. Form of nomen (E 03) = 

6), (T 04. Pylon r. East A-B. T 21 Year 1-2. 

line 9). (T Facade and North Year 2. 

21 , line 11). Tower. 

and r'-ms-ss 

rmi-imn bl.<J-

ml'L (E 03. 

lines 4. 7. 9. 

11 ). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Medinet Habu. K.RIVI. T 21 Form ofprenomen (T 21) 2. 

stp-n-imn (T Temple of pp.53- Year 2. = Year 1-2. 

21. p.53. line Ramesses m. 54. Form ofnomen (E 01) = 

14. p.54. line Pylon L North no.42. Year 1-2. 

2). and r'- Wing. C. 

ms-ssmn-

i.t1m f:il:U-mJ't 

(E 01. p.54, 

line 2). 
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NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Medinet Habu. KRJVL T 21 Form of prenomen (T 21) 2. 

srp-n-lmn (T Temple of p.54, Year 2. =Year 1-2. 

21 , lines 9. Ramesses m. no.42, Form of nomen (E 21) = 

12. 13). and Pylon I. South D. Year 1-2. 

r'-ms-sw Wing. 

mri-lmn#J-

mJ't (E 21. 

line 12). 

NONE. NONE. fJ/!J-mJ't-r' Medinet Habu. KRJVl. E06 Fonn of prenomen (T 28) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T Temple of pp.54- Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

28), and r'- Ramesses m. 55. 4. Fonn of nomen (E 06) = 

ms-ss mri- First Court. South no.42, Year 2 on. 

imn mJ'cy(E Wall at base. E. 

06), 

NONE. NONE. {1);J-mJ't-r' Medine! Habu. KRJVl. E06 Fonn of prenomen (T 28) 3-4. 

Slp-n-lmn (T Temple or p.55, Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

28. lines 3. Ramesses III. no.42, 4. Fonn ofnomen (E 06) = 

6). and r'- First Court, F-G. Year 2 on. 

ms-ss mri- interior. South 

imnmJ'ty(E Wall at base. 

06. lines 3. 

6). 

NONE. NONE. b!<J-mJ't-r' Medinet Habu. KRI VI. E06 Form of prenomen (T 29) 3-4. 

slp-n-lmn (T Temple of p.55, Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

29, line 9). Ramesses III, no.42, 4. Form of nomen (E 06) = 

and r'-111S-SS First Court. H. Year 2 on. 

mrl-imn interior. North 

mJ<ty (E 06. Wall at base. 

line 11). 

J 
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NONE. NONE. w~-mJ't-r Medinet Habu. KRJVL TOJ Form of prenomen (T 03) 1-2. 

-stp-n-imn (T Temple of pp.55- Year 1- = Year 1-2. 

03, p.55. line Ramesses III, 56. 2. Form of nomcn (E 05) = 

16. p.56. line Pylon Il. Front no.42. Year 1-2. 

3). and r'- Facade. North 1-J. 

ms-swmri- and South Sides. 

imnf*3-mn 

(E 05. p.55. 

line 16. p.56. 

line 3). 

NONE. NONE. fJ/p-mi't-r' Medinet Habu. KRJVI. E06 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T Temple of p.56. Year 3- = Year 2 on. Form of 

05. lines 7, Ramesses Ill. no.42, 4. nomen (E 06) = Year 2 

9). and r'- Second Court. K. T05 on. 

ms-ss nui- South Wall. Year 3-

imnmi'ly(E interior. 4. 

06. lines 7. 

10). 
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NONE. NONE. J;_kJ-mJ<t-r< Medinet Habu. KRIV1, E06 Form ofprenomen (T 05) 3-4 . 

sljrn-imn (T Temple of pp.56- Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05, p.56, Ramesses Ill, 57, 4. Form of nomen (E 06, E 

lines 14, 16, Second Court, no.42, T05 40) = Year 2 on. 

p.57. lines 4. Western Wall, L-M. Year 3-

6). and r'- Bandeaux below 4. 

ms-swmn·- Princes. 

imnmJ'ty(E 

40. p.56, 

lines 14. 16). 

r<-ms-ss m.ri-

imnmJ<ty(E 

06. p.57. 

lines 4. 6). 

NONE. NONE. r'-m -ss (E Medinet Habu. KRIVI, NONE. Form of nomen (E 41) = 3-4. 

41. lines 8. Temple of p.57, indeterminate. In my 

9). R.amesses III. no.42, opinion the most likely 

Second Court. N. time for this work to have 

Western Wall. been done is at the time of 

Procession of the addition of Ra.messes 

Princes. North IV's Bandeaux Te~1:s 

and Soutb Sides. since the latter stress 

Ramesses IVs legitimacy 

and p0wer. 
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NONE. NONE. b-f!J-mJ<t-r< Valley of the KRJVI, E 07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 4. 

stp-n-imn (T Kings. Tomb pp.57- Year 5. = Year 2 on. 

05, p .57, no.2. 58, T05 Form of nomen (E 07) = 

lines 13. 14. no.43 . Year 3- Year 2 on. 

p.58, lines l , 4. In smw of the 4th year of 

3. 4), and r- Ramesses [V colour is 

ms-ssmri- distributed to the royal 

imnmJ"ly(E work crew.22 

07. p.57. line 

15. p.58. 

lines 1. 3. 5). 

NONE. NONE. l;/µ-mJ<t-r< Deir el Medina. KRIVI, E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T Stela showing pp.60- Year 3- = Year 2 on. Form of 

05, p.61 , Amenophis I. 61, 5. nomen (E 07) = Year 2 

lines 1, 2), no.45. T0S on. 

and r<-ms-ss A. Year 3-

mri-imn 4. 

nJJ<cy(E 07. 

p.61. lines 1, 

2) . 

NONE. NONE. l;/µ-mJ<t-r< Deir el Medina. KRJVL E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T Stela. Upper Part. p.61. Year 3- = Year 2 on. Form of 

05, p.61. Hathor Sanctuary. no.45, 5. nomen (E 07) = Year 2 

lines 7, 11), B. TOS on. 

and r<-ms-ss Year 3-

nm'-imn 4. 

mJ<ty(E07, 

p.61 , lines 7. 

11 , 13). 

22Hornung, Zwei Ramessidsche . .. . p.25, based on O Cairo CGC 25,247., see KRJ VII p.334, f. A.187 
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NONE. NONE. t,lp-ml't-r' Deir el Medina. KRIVI. E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T Northern End. p.61. Year 3- = Year 2 on. Fonn of 

05, line 15). Stone Fragments. no.45 , 5. nomen (E 07) = Year 2 

and r'-ms-ss C. TOS on. 

mri-imn Year 3-

mJ'cy(E 07. 4. 

line 16). 

NONE. NONE. Jar Stamps Deir el Medina, KRI Vl, NONE. Jar Stamp i. 2-3. 

(i)-r'-ms-sw Northern End. Jar p.62. form of nomen (E 42) = 

mri-imn mJ't Stamps. no.45. Year 1-2. 

(E 42). D . Jar Stamp ii. form of 

(ii)-r'-ms- s nomen (E 43) = Year l-2. 

t,kJ (mri)-imn Nevertheless this form 

wsr-mJ't r' also contains all the 

(E 43). elements of the later 

'ml'ty ' and should be 

seen as a transitional 

form at the end ofvear 2. 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Tod. Minor KRI Vl, NONE. Form of prenomen (T 30) 1-2. 

stp-n-imn (T Restoration Texts. p.62. = Year l-2 . 

30. lines 5. 8. no.46. Form of nomen (E 39. E 

9. 11). and 44) = Year 1-2. 

r'-rns-ss mri-

imn J;l:cJ-mJ't 

(E 39. line 

6), (E 44, 

lines 8, 9, 

11 ). 
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NONE. NONE. t,i!J-mJ<t-r Esna. tomb-shrine KRl VI. E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T ofHathor. -· p.62. Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05, with an no.47. 5. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

ex.tra n above T0S Year 2 on. 

the stp Year 3-

glyph), and 4. 

r'-ms-ss mri-

inmmJ'ry(E 

07) . 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ<t-r' Edfu. titles on KRJVI. T 21 Form of prenomen (T 21) 2. 

st1rn-inm (T Ramesside Pylon. p.63. Year 2. = Year 1-2. 

21). and r'- no.48. Form of nomen (E 45) = 

ms-ss mri- Year 2 on. 

imn J:i1>_·J-nJJ<t 

(E 45). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-nIJ' t-r' Aniba. Slela KRIVI, T 21 Form of prenomen (T 21) 2. 

stp-n-imn (T Fragment. p.63, Year 2. = Year 1-2. 

21 ). no.49. 

NONE. NONE. f;.tJ-mJ'L-r' Buhen. KRl VI, E 07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

Slfrn-inm (T Cartouches on p.63. Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05). and r'- Columns. South no.50 . 5. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

m,,;-_<;smri- Temple. T0S Year 2 on. 

imnmJ<ty(E Year 3- Caminos suggests that 

07). 4. these cartouches may 

have been cut under 

Ramesses V or during a 

co regency of Ramesses 

IV-v.23 

23 Caminos, The New-Kingdom Temples of Buhen. London, 1974, v. l, pp.43-44. 
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NONE. NONE. l.z(u-mJ<t-r Minor KRIVl E 31 Fonn of prenomen (T 12) 3. 

(T 12. line Monuments. texts p.64. Year 5. = Year 2 on. 

7), and r'- added to an no.52. T12 Fonn of nomen (E 31 , E 

ms-ss (E 31, Obelisk of A. Year 3. 46) = indeterminate. 

line 7), r'- Ramesses I. 

ms-sw ss 

mri-imn(E 

46. Line 8). 

NONE. NONE. r<-ms-ss mri- Minor KRIVI. E 07 Form of nomen (E 07) = 3-5 . 

imnmJ'ty(E Monuments. p.64. Year 3- Year 2 on. 

07) . Demonic Figure. no.52. 5. 

Hennooolis. B. 

NONE. NONE. f*J-mJ't-r' Minor KRIVI, E07 Form ofprenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T Monuments, a 40 p.64, Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05). and r'- hin Jar. Berlin no.52, 5. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

m ·-ss mri- 8424 . C. TOS Year 2 on. 

inmmJ'ty(E Year 3-

07) . 4. 
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NONE. NONE. Scarabs Minor KRIVI. 3) T 01 l) Form of prenomen (T l) = Year 

1) Cairo Monuments. p.64, Year 1. 12) = Year 2 on. 3. 

CGC 36283. scarabs. etc. no.52, 1) T 12 2) Form ofprenomcn (T 2) = Year 

l;JfJ-mJ't-r' D. Year 3. 31) = Year 2 on. 2-7. 

(T 12). 3) Form of prcnomen (T 3) = Year 

2) BM 01) Year 1-2. 1. 

17.147, !J}µ-

ml'L-r' SJ imn 

(T 31). 

3) Mariette. 

Mon. Div .. 

32. wsr-mJ't-

r' stp-n-imn 

(T 01). 

NONE. NONE. Scarabs Minor KRJVI, 5) E 31 4) Form of prenomen (T 4) = Year 

4) BM Monuments, p.64. Year 11) = Year 2 on. 2-7. 

17 .128, {JIµ- scarabs, etc. ao.52 5) Form ofnomen (E 31) 5) = Year 

mrt-r'(T D. = indeterminate. 5. 

11). 

5) P.H. Sc. 

No. 

1673.1674. 

r'-ms-ss(E 

31). 
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NONE. NONE. Scarabs Minor KRJVI. 6) E 07 6) Form of nomen (E 07) 6) = Year 

6) P. H.Sc. Monuments. p.64. Year 3- = Year 2 on. 3-5. 

No 1676. r"- scarabs. etc. no.52, 5. 7) Form of nomen (E 01) 7) = Year 

ms-ssmri- D. =Year 1-2. 1-2. 

imnml"ly(E 8) Form of prenomen (T 8) = Year 

07) . 32) = Year 2 on. 2-7. 

7) BM 4113. 

r"-ms-ss mri-

i.mn ~J-mJ<t 

(E 01). 

8) Petrie. 

Hist Scarabs. 

No. 1668. 

l;./!J-mJ C t-r<' 

stp-n-imn (T 

32). 

NONE. NONE. Scarabs Minor KRIVI , NONE. 9) Form ofprenomen (T 9) = Year 

9) Matouk. Monwnents. p.64. 33) = Year 2 on. 2-7. 

Corpus scarabs. etc. no.52, 10) Form of nomen (E 10) = Year 

Scarabee. D. 47)=Year 1-2. 1-2. 

p.219. 

735/736. ~J-

mrt-r'(T 

33). 

JO) BM 

29241 , r'-

ms-ssmri-

imn l;./!J-mJ' t 

(E -'7). 
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NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Red Granite KRJVI. NONE. Form of prenomen (T 25) 1-2. 

s{Jrn-imn (T Naophorus Statue p.78, =Year 1-2. 

25, line 8), of nfr-mpt. no.58, Form of nomen (E 23) = 

and r<-ms-ss l. Year 1-2. 

mri-imnl;lµ-

mJ<t(E23, 

line 8). 

NONE. NONE. J;lµ-mJ't-r' Buben. South KRJVI , T 12 Fonn ofprenomen (T 12) 3. 

(T 12). and Temple Graffito. p.80, Year 3. = Year 2 on. 

r'-ms-ss Cartouches no.59. Form of nomen (E 50) = 

mJ<ty(E50). adored by Viceroy 2. Year 2 on. 

l;ri. Caminos sees the 

inscription as being from 

the early part of Ramesses 

IV's reign, but without 

giving any reasons. 24 

24 C . '"b'd' 1 2 ammos, 1 1 .. v. , p. 3. 
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NONE. NONE. /;/_<J-mJ't-r' Buhen Fortress. K.RJVI. T 12 Fonn of prenomen (T 12, 3. 

(T 12, p.81. Large Stela no. pp.80- Year 3. T 22) = Year 2 on. 

line 4, and 1748. (BM. 81 , Form of nomen (E 50, E 

possibly Line 66668). no.59, 51) = Year 2 on. 

9 ), f;lµ-mn- 3. 

r' st1rn-imn 

(T 22, p. 80. 

lines I 3. 16, 

p.81. line 

11). and r'-

ms-ss mJ'ty 

(E 50. p.80. 

line 14. p.81. 

lines I. 11). 

(E 51 . p.81. 

line 9). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ'l-r' mnJ w-n1-lJ1{,y, KRIVI. E 52 Form of prenomen (T 02) 2. 

SlJrn-imn (T Chief of the p.82. Year 2. =Year 1-2. 

02). and r'- Treasury. Stela. no.60. Form of nomen (E 52) = 

ms-ssmri- Deir el Medina. Year 1-2. 

imn 1;µ-mJ'l 

(E 52). 
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NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ<t-r< Stela BM. 588, KRJVI. NONE. Form ofprenomen (T 02) 1-2. 

stp-n-imn (T l;ri, Royal Butler. pp.83- =Year 1-2. 

02, p.83. son of 84, no Form of nomen (E 0 1) = 

lines 2. 6). ptJ.1-m-wiJ, \\ith 62. l. Year 1-2. 

and r<-m5"-SS Foreman 

mri-imn {11:;J- in-l;r-!J<. 

mJ<t (E 01. 

p.83, lines 2. 

6) . 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ<t-r< Stela. Deir el KR/VI, NONE. Form of prenomen (T 02) 1-2. 

stp-n-imn (T Medina. (ui. son p.85. = Year 1-2. 

02) . and r<- of nos 62. Form of nomen (E 53) = 

ms-ss fJl!J- ptl;-m-wiJ, Royal 2. Year 1-2. 

mn(E 53). Butler. 

NONE. NONE. /Jf::J-mJ< l-r< Stela of r<-ms-ss KRJVI. E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T sl/J-/;r-wnm.f, p.85, Year 5. = Year 2 on. 

05). and r<- Royal Butler. in no.63 . TOS Form of nomen (E 07) = 

ms-ssmri- Allard Pierson Year 3- Year 2 on. 

imnmJ<ty(E Museum. B.9114. 4. 

07). 

NONE. NONE. r<-ms-ss(E Seal of r<-ms-s.<,- KRI VI. E 31 Form ofnomen (E 31) = 5. 

31. p.87. line wsr-l;r-!Jps.f, pp.86- Year 5. indeterminate. 

2) . Chief Treasurer 87, 

of the North and no.66. 

South. 
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NONE. NONE. ]:zf:cJ-mJ't-r Theban Tomb KRIVI , T09 Form of prenomen (T 09) 5. 

25 stp-n-r' (T no.148 of imn-m- pp.90- Year 5. = Year 2 on. 

09, p.93 line ipt., Third Prophet 93. 

16). of Amun. no.69. 

l. 

NONE. NONE. /;Jµ-mJ't-r' Theban Tomb JJU VI, E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T no.222 of tw,y, pp.94- Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05, p.96, High Priest of 96, 5. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

lines 1, 3. 5). Theban Montu. no.70. T05 Year 2 on. 

and r'-ms-ss also Statue of Year 3-

mri-imn twryfrom 4. 

mJ'ty (E 07. Medamoud. 

p. 97, lines I. seated. holding 

4. 5). figures of Arnun 

and Amonet. 

NONE. NONE. #] .. . r', Statue base, JJUVI, NONE. Form of prenomen 2-7. 

unknown Ashmolean p.97, contains '#J' therefore 

which Museum. no.72. after Year 2. 

specific code 1888.614. of psr, 

as the Sem Priest. 

cartouche is Temple of 

mostly Ramesses IV. 

destroved. 

25 For the completion of the tomb, but the tomb does include a scene with a date of year 27+x ofRamesses III. 
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NONE. NONE. /J¥J-mJ't-r' 0 . Cairo CGC KRIVI. T05 Fonn of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T 25,201 ., epithets pp.152- Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05. p.153, of King. 3, 4. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

line 3). and no.87, E07 Year 2 on. 

r'-ms-ss mri- A.98. Year 3-

imn mJ'ty(E 5. 

07. p.153. 

Line 3). 

NONE. NONE. Verso. traces 0 . Gardiner 301. K.RIVL NONE. Form ofprenomen (T 10) 2-7. but in 

ofa large Hymn of pp.153- = Year 2 on. view of the 

cartouche of Jubilation (over 4. Hvmn of 

Ramesses IV King?). no.87, Jubilation 

hk]-mJ't-(r~) A.100. probably 

stp-n-(imn ), 26 year 3-4. 

probably T 

10 but 

uncertain due 

to loss of 

inscription. 

NONE. NONE. bJ:cJ-mJ't-r' West Theban KRJVI, T05 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T Graffiti no.1239, p.154, Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05. p.154. ne:x1 to no. 1240 no.87. 4. 

line 5). which appears to A.IOI. 

be contemoorarv. 

26 Unpublished cartouche from Gardiner notebook no.132. 5-6 kindly supplied by Dr. D. Magee, Griffith Institute, 
Ashmolean Museum. Oxford. 
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NONE. NONE. /fl.cJ-mJ' t-r 0 . CairoCGC KRJVI. E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-D-imn (T 25.047 .. Amun- p. 181. Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05. p.181, Re being no.98. 5. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

line 6), and worshipped. A.163. T05 Year 2 on. 

r'-ms-ss mri- Year 3-

imnmJ'ty 4. 

(E 07, p.181. 

line 6). 

NONE. NONE. J:,]µ-mJ' t-r' 0 . Cairo CGC KRl VI, E 07 Form ofprenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T 25.107 .. p.181. Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05. p.18 l. Ramesses IV no.98, 5. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

line 15), and embraced by Re. A.166. T05 Year 2 on. 

r'-ms-ss mri- Year 3-

fmnmJ'ty(E 4. 

07, p.181. 

line 15). 

NONE. NONE. i)/µ-mJ't-r' 0 . Cairo CGC KRIVI, E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T 25.122 .. King in p.182, Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05. p.182. Chariot. no.98. 5. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

line l). and A.167. T05 Year 2 on. 

r' -ms-ss mri- Year 3-

imn ml'ty(E 4. 

07. p. 182. 

lines I. 2). 
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NONE. NONE. #J-mJ'l-r' 0 . Cairo CGC KRIVI. E 07 Fonn of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T 25.124., King in p.182, Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05, p.182, Chariot with no.98, 5. Fonn of nomen (E 07) = 

line 5), and captives. A.168. TOS Year 2 on. 

r'-ms-ss mri- Year 3-

inm mJ'ty(E 4. 

07. p.182, 

line 5). 

NONE. NONE. /Jf.<J-mJ't-r' 0 . Cairo CGC KRJVI, E 31 Form of prenomen (T 11) 5. 

(T 11. p.182. 25.126 .. 'Heh' p.182, Year 5. = Year 2 on. 

line 7). and Figure and Queen no.98. Fonn ofnomen (E 31) = 

r'-ms-ss(E with sistra. A.169. indeterminate. 

31. p.182, 

line 7). 

NONE. NONE. {l}p-mJ't-r' 0 . Cairo CGC KRIVI , T05 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-inm (T 25,146., Royal p.182. Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05. p.182. Head on ostraca. no.98. 4. 

line 8). A.170. 

NONE. NONE. .iJµ-mJ't-(r') 0 . Cairo CGC KRIVI, NONE. Form ofprenomen (T 42) 3-5. 

stp-n-(imn) 25J87. p.182, = Year 2 on. 

(T 42. p.182. no.98. Found in Tomb No 9 

line 9). A.171. Valley of Kings, like 0 . 

Cairo CGC 25,124., 

25,126., and 25,146. 

above and may be part of 

a same set of studies. 
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NONE. NONE. /lfµ-mJ't-r' O.CairoCGC KRIVI, E07 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T 25 . 188. p .182. Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05, p.182 no.98 5. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

line 10), and A.172. T05 Year 2 on. 

r'-ms-ss mri- Year 3-

imn-mJ'cy 4. 

(E 07, p.182, 

line 10). 

NONE. NONE. /lfµ-mJ'l-r' 0 . Cairo CGC KRI VI, T05 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T 25.312 .. lamp p.183, Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05. p. 183. consumption? no.99. 4. 

line 4). A.176. 

NONE. NONE. fJJ!.J-mJ < £-r' 0 . Berlin KRIVI T 12 Fonn ofprenomen (T 12) 3. 

(T 12, p. 183, P.15345. p.183 Year 3. = Year 2 on. 

line 9). and Dedication to no.99, Fonn of nomen (E 50) = 

r'-tns-ss Ptah. A.178. Year 2 on. 

mJ' ty(E 50. 

p.183 . linc 

9). 

NONE. tpy 3!}t, /lfµ-mJ't-r' Theban Tomb KRIVI. T05 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

17. stp-n-imn (T no.359. Deir el pp.183- Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

p.188. 05. p .185. Medina. of 99. 4. 

line 12. line 10. fn-{lr-b 'Hy son of no.100. 

p.188. line b'ny . B. l. 

3). 
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NONE. NONE. tifp-mJ't-r' Table of offerings KRJVI. E 31 Form ofprenomen (T 12) 3. 

(T 12. p.201. of n/Jw-m-mwt: p.201. Year 5. = Year 2 on. 

line 2). and Foreman of the no.101. T 12 Form ofnomen (E 31) = 

r'-ms-ss (E crew in Deir el B.I.2 6. Year 3. indeterminate. 

31. p.201. Medina village. 

line 2). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-mJ't-r' Heliopolis. texts KR1 VI. NONE. Form ofprenomen (T 24) 1-2. 

scp-n-imn (T in Temple of p .220. = Year 1-2. 

2-t p.220. Ra.messes ll. no.117. Form ofnomen (E 01) = 

lines 13. 14). North West side Year 1-2. 

and r'-ms-ss of Tell el Hsin 

mri-imn bf!J- /Mataria. 

mn(E 01. 

p.220, lines 

13. 14). 

NONE. NONE. J;..lµ-mJ't -r ' Karnak. Great KRIVI. T05 Form of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-inm (T Hypostyle Hall. p.880, Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

05. p.880, Inscription on no.118. 4. 

lines 5. 6) . Column bases. 

NONE. NONE. r'-ms-ss (E Graffito of r'-ms- KRl VI. E 31 Form ofprenomen (T 38) 5. 

31 , p.880, ss-n/Jl, Garrison p.880. Year 5. = Year 2 on. 

line IO). and Commander. no.119. Form ofnomen (E 31) = 

f;kJ-mJ't-r' Temple A. Kawa. I. indeterminate. 

stp-n-imn (T Nubia. 

38, p.880. 

line 10). 
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NONE. NONE. r<-ms-ss Ras el-'Ain/Tel KR! NONE. Form of nomen (E 50) = 2-7. 

mny (E50, Aphek. Israel. VIL Year 2 on. 

"'ithout Scarab. p.325. 

cartouche, no.121. 

p.325, line 

4). 

NONE. NONE. f.ii!J-mJ<t-r< Karnak, Great KR! E 07 Form of prenomen (T 38) 3-5. 

slp-n-i.mn (T Hypostyle Hall, VII, Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

38. p.325. Horus name in p.325. 5. Form of nomen (E 07) = 

line 6). and large Cartouches no.122. Year 2 on. 

r'-ms-ss mri- on Great 

imnnJJ<ty(E Columns. All 

07. p.325. later usurped by 

line 6). Ramesses VI. 

NONE. NONE. {11:,:J-mJ<L-r' Deir el Medina. KR] T08 Form of prenomcn (T 08) 3-4. 

slp-n-inm (T Wine Jar Dockets. VII Year 3- = Year 2 on. 

08. p.325, p.325. 4. Form of nomen (E 56) = 

line 9). and no.123. indeterminate. 

r'-ms-sw 

mri-imn(E 

56. p.325. 

line 9) . 
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NONE. NONE. IJl:O-mJ't-r' Kneeling Schist KR] E 10 Form of prenomen (T 11, 3. 

(T 11 , p.325. Statuette of VII Year 3. T 12) = Year 2 on. 

line 13), (T Ramesses IV, BM p.325. E 31 Form ofnomen (E 10, E 

12, p.325, 1816. no.124a Year 5. 31) = indeterminate. 

lines 13 , 14, 27 T 12 

16). also r'- Year 3. 

ms-ss(E 31 . 

p.325. lines 

13. 15), and 

r'-ms-sw(E 

10. p.325. 

line 16). 

NONE. NONE. wsr-nll't- r' Foundation KRI T26 Form of prenomen (T 26) 2. 

stp-n-imn (T Deposit Block VII, Year 2. = Year 1-2. 

26, p.326, BM. 54420. p.326, Form of nomen (E 57) = 

Line 4), and no.124. Year 1-2. 

r'-m -sw b. 

mri-imn {LIµ-

nJJ<L(E 57. 

p.326. line 

4 ). 

NONE. NONE. r'-ms-sw Graffito. Abu KRI NONE. Form ofnomen (E 56) = 1-2. 

mri-fmn(E Simbel. Great VU, indeterminate. 

56. p.326, Temple. Great p.326, Since there was trouble at 

line 10). Hall. Pillar I, no.125, the outset of Ramesses 

inscribed by Ill . 1. 2. IV's reign as a result of 

I'-ms-ss-n/JI, the Harem Conspiracy, 

Garrison then year 1-2 would be 

Commander, more likely date than later 

Nubia. in the reiim. 

27 Also photograph kindly supplied by Dr. M. Bierbrier, British Museum, London. 
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NONE. NONE. r<-ms-ss (E. Small Stela of r'- KR! E 31 Form of prenomen (T 11) 5. 

31 , p.419. ms-ss stb-br- Vil. Year 5. == Year 2 on. 

line 9), and H-nm.ffrom p.419, Form ofnomen (E 31) == 

l_z/;cJ-mJ<t-r' Da,ies's no.145, indetenninate. 

(T 11, p.419. excavations, IX. 2. 

line 9). Valley of the 3. 

Kings. 

NONE. NONE. l;/;cJ-mJ't-r' 0. Cairo CGC KRIVI, T05 Fonn of prenomen (T 05) 3-4. 

stp-n-imn (T 25.203 .. Praise of p.153. Year 3- == Year 2 on. 

05. p.153. King. no.87. 4. 

line 9). A.99. 

NONE, NONE. f;J:;J-mJ't-r' Rock-stela (Year KRJVI. T08 Form of prenomen (T 08) 3. 

year 3 stp-n-imn (T 3) of wsr-mJ<t-r'- pp.15- Year 3- == Year 2 on. 

date 08, without n/JL Wadi 16, 4. Form of nomen (E 22) == 

assigne the Hammamat. no.12. Year 2 on. 

d by determinative Actual date (Year 3) 

locality ). known from 

and and r<-ms-ss contemporary 

script /I/limn ml'ty surrounding expedition 

similar (E 22). inscriptions. 

ities to 

nearby 

dated 

in script 

ion. 
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YEAR ?~mw. ~mJ<t-r< Great Stela to KRJVI, E60 Form ofprenomen (T 12, 3. 

LOST. (T 12, p.21 Osiris and all the pp.20- Year 3. T 05) = Year 2 on. 

line 5), '*1- Gods. year lost, 25, TOS Form of nomen (E 31, E 

mJ<t-r< st1rn- Abydos. no.16. Year 3- 60) = indeterminate. 28 

(imn) (T 05. 4. 

p.20, line 12 T 12 

without Year 3. 

cartouche). 

and 

r'-ms-ss (E 

31.p.21. 

lines 5). (E 

60, p.22, 

lines 3, 4). 

28 In the text of the stela the mention of not usurping his father and curbing the rebellious could be seen as indicating a 
date not long after his accession. 
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Having looked at and attempted to date inscriptions containing cartouches, there 

are left inscriptions without cartouches but with a partial date preserved, and inscriptions 

without cartouches or dates. These two groups can sometimes be dated by other means; 

primarily those of Gutgesell who noted attested persons on inscriptions and limited dating 

to the period of overlapping of those attestations, but also by such means as work crew 

sizes or known watchmen rotas. 

The first group, dealt with below, are those inscriptions with a partially preserved 

date but no cartouches. After these, an attempt is made to date inscriptions with neither 

dates nor cartouches. Where no results are obtained, the inscriptions are omitted unless 

they can be shown to belong to another reign. 

Monuments/Inscriptions Containing only Month Names and Days 

YEAR MONTH/ INSCRIPTION SOURCE NOTES YEAR 

DAY 

NONE. l3bt, 10, 0 . DM 657. K.RJ VI, p.158, NO 7. 

destroyed. 16. lawsuit(?). Deir el no.89, A.112. CARTOUCHE, 

Medina. Gutgesell (Die 

Datierung . . . . p. 

328) gives a date 

of year 6/7 

Ramesses IV until 

year 1 Ramesses 

V. 
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NONE. II 3bt, 27. 0 . Cairo CGC - KRI VI. p.200. NO 6-7. 

25.625 .. receipt of no.101 , B.l .2. CARTOUCHE. 

n/.]w-m-mwt, Gutgesell (Die 

Foreman of the Datierung. . .. 

crew. p.429) gives after 

Ramesses III and 

probably in the last 

two years of 

Ramesses rv. 

NONE. II prt. 24. 0 . DM645, KRI VI, p.160. NO 1. 

lawsuit over no.89, A.118. CARTOUCHE, 

donkey. Deir el GutgeselJ (Die 

Medina. Datierung .... 

p.408) gives a 

dating of year 1 of 

Ramesses IV on 

the basis of wsr J_l]t 

n/]ts aooearance. 
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NONE. I prt, 13 , 0 . DM 136, grain KRI VI, p. 171. NO I. 

20-lll prt. issue. Deir el no.93 . A.138. CARTOUCHE. On 

26. Medina. the basis of wsr 

mJC[ re nbt being a 

woodcutter, year 

29 ofRamesses Ill 

until year l of 

Ramesses IV is 

oossible.29 

NONE. [I srnw. 13. 0 . DM 397. fish KRI VI, p.173. NO 1-2. 

deliveries. Deir el no.94. A.145. CARTOUCHE, 

Medina . Gutgesell (Die 

Datienmg .... 

p.400) gives range 

of year 27 of 

Ramesscs m to 

year 2 of Ramesses 

IV. 

29 Sec Gutgesell Die Datierung . ... p.395. For our purposes year 1 ofRamesses IV will be used. 
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NONE. III 3!}t, 11- 0 . DM 94. wood KR1 VI.. p.174. NO 3. 

20. accounts for no.95 . A.146. CARTOUCHE, 

firewood. Deir el Gutgesell (Die 

Medina. Datierung .. . . 

p.367-8) 

indicates Ra.messes 

IV and probably 

year 3 since there 

is no 'overlap' of 

individual 

attestations. 

NONE. IJismw, 0 . DM 271 , wood KR1 VI., p.174, NO 1-4. 

20. accounts for no.95, A.147. CARTOUCHE, 

firewood. Deir el Gutgesell (Die 

Medina. Datierung . . . . 

p.465) gives the 

individual pt/;-

msw the range 

year 27 of 

Ra.messes III to 

year 4 of Ra.messes 

IV. 
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NONE. IV 3gt, 9. 0 . DM 180, wood KRJVI, p.174. NO Not 

account for no.95, A.148. CARTOUCHE, Ramesses 

firewood and grain Gutgesell (Die IV. 

issue, Deir el Dalierung ... . 

Medina. p.111) claims thi5 

text as part of a 

watchman list 

belonging lo year 

24 of Ramesses Ill. 

NONE. IV 3gt, 21. 0 . DM 393, KR1 VI, p.175, NO 1-4. 

23 . various supplies, no.95, A.150. CARTOUCHE, 

Deir el Medina. Gutgesell (Die 

Datierung .... 

p.400) 

suggests a date 

within the range of 

pn-pJ-Inr being 

year 24 of 

Ramesses III to 

year 4 of Ramesses 

IV. 
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NONE. II ~mw, l. 0 . Cairo CGC KR1 VI, pp.177- NO 5-7. 

13 , 17, 22, 25.658., men on 8, no.96, A.153. CARTOUCHE, 

24, 26. day rota, Deir el Gutgesell (Die 

Medina. Dalierung .... p. 

80) gives a date 

range on the basis 

of the named 

attested persons 

mentioned as year 

5 of Ra.messes IV 

to year l of 

Rarnesses V. 

NONE. III smw, 8. 0 . DM236, KR1 VI, p.178, NO l. 

muster roll, Deir el no.96, A.154. CARTOUCHE, 

Medina. Gutgesell (Die 

Datierung . . .. 

pp.324-5) dates the 

ostraca in the 

period year 1-3 of 

Ramesses rv and 

'probably' in year 

l. 

Finally, there are inscriptions containing neither dates nor cartouches which are 

mainly dated by the methods used in Gutgesell's work. 
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Inscriptions/Monuments of Ramesses IV Lacking both Cartoucbes and Dates 

Ancient plan of Tomb 2 (P. Turin Cat. 1885, recto), KRI VI, pp.58-60, no.44. 

The discrepancy between the papyrus measurements of the end room and the actual 

measurements indicate the plan would have been made before the end room was 

excavated. 30 Hornung points out that this end room was finished in haste, and in a 

simplified style.31 Abitz suggests that this was due to the economic state of Egypt, while 

Heick suggests the death of the Pharaoh caused these changes. Assuming the tomb to have 

taken several years to excavate, and that the plan was made just before its completion but 

prior to the final room's excavation, then we have a possible date given by 0 . Cairo CGC 

25,533. , line 3, which records a plan of the tomb in year 5.32 

Encomium of a King probably Ramesses IV (P.Turin Cat. 1882, recto), KRI 

VI, pp.70-76, no.55 . Gardiner ascribes the papyrus to Ramesses IV on the basis ofthe 

word play of '.IJ};J ml'°f' but warns that the phrases used are too common to have much 

evidential value. 33 Nevertheless taken in conjunction with the content of the piece, the 

mention of enthronement and the subsequent details being inscribed in his annals and his 

cartouches as his titulary, his career as Crown Prince and administrator, the mention of an 

inquiry into the sacred writings, and the apparent echo of the Harem conspiracy, especially 

the mention of the 'thirty', make it almost certain that this document praises Ramesses 

30 H. Carter and A. Gardiner, 'The Tomb ofRamesses IV and the Turin Plan of a Royal Tomb', JEA 4, 
1917. pp.130-44, 149-58. 
31 E. Hornung. Zwei Ramessidsiche Konigsgraber. Ramses JV und Ramses VII. Mainz, 1990, p.26. 
32 Hornung, 'ibid.'. p.25. and note 27, for a further discussion of P. Turin 1885 see pp.28-3 l. 
33 A. Gardiner. 'A Pharaonic Encomium (II)'. JEA 42 1956, p.8. 
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IV. 34 The emphasis on Justice', enthronement, and the play on the title of '#J' indicate that 

this document was composed soon after accession and after Ramesses had altered his 

prenomen from 'wsr mJt:t rt:. . . . 'which would be at the end of his regnal year I . 

It may be that in this document we also have a celebration for the change to 'p_fd'in 

his prenomen based on the justice he had administered in connection with the Harem 

conspiracy. Therefore the document is dated to the end of year I . 

0stracon of Ramessesnakht (rt:-ms-ss n!Jt), High Priest of Amun, Valley of 

the Kings, 0. Cairo CGC 25,030., KRI VI, p.89, no.68, 3. According to Daressy this 

ostracon was found in KV 9 and, if prepared as a sketch for work on the valley temple at 

Assasiflike other ostraca such as O.Cairo CGC 25,187., this would indicate a date of year 

3-5 _35 

0. Cairo CGC 25,033., Scribe pn-tJ-wrt honouring Vizier nfr-rnpt., KR/ VI, 

p.150, no.86, A. 89. Found in tomb KV 9 but does not appear to be a preparatory sketch 

for a larger work.36 The scribe, pn-lJ-iwt, is attested from year 2 ofRamesses ill until 

year 2 ofRamesses V, while Vizier n.fr-mptis attested from year 1 ofRamesses IV until 

Ramesses VI, so that neither can be used to date the ostracon precisely.37 A possible 

dating can be made, on the basis of association with other ostraca found in KV 9, to year 

3-5 of Ramesses IV. 

34 Gardiner. 'ibid.'. enthronement p.9, translation 1,6, inscription in his annals and his cartouches as his 
tituJary p.10. translation 1,7, career as Crown Prince and administrator p.10, translation 1,10-3.3, inquiry 
into Lhe sacred writings p.10. translation 3.3-3 .4, echo of the Harem conspiracy p.11 , translation 5.1-5.12. 
35 0. Cairo CGC 25,030 .. in Daressy. Ostraca. p.7, pl.7. 
36 Daressy Ostraca. p.8, pl.7. 
37 For scribe pn-~ Mt see Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.396. For Vizier nfr-mpt see Helclc, Verwaltung 
.... p.464. 
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0. Cairo CGC 25,300., Journal note from Deir el Medina, KR1 VI, p.150, 

no.86, A. 90, corrected (no Vizier) in KR1 Vil, p.454. Gutgesell gives a dating of year 7 

to year 13 ofRamesses IX.38 Not Ramesses IV. 

0. Cairo CGC 25,580., Inspection of canal (?) by Vizier nfr-mpt,, Mayor imn, 

Royal Butler n!Jt-imn, Deir el Medina, KRI VI, p.150, no.86, A.92. Gutgesell, on the 

basis of attested persons, gives year 1-3 ofRamesses IV.39 

0. Cairo CGC 25,310., intervention(?) by High Priest of Amun re-ms-ss-n/Jt, 

Deir el Medina, KR1 VI, p.151 , no.86, A. 94, corrected in KR1 VII, p.455. re-ms-ss n!Jt 

is attested in office from year l of Rarnesses IV (0. DM 161, recto, line 3, in KRJ VI, 

p.114, line 12), until year 2 ofRamesses IX (P.ESP lines 22 and 38, in KR/VI, p.518, line 

11, p.519, line 12). The intervention appears to be connected with 'listening to the speech 

of the crew' and would therefore be concerned with one of the sequence of strikes that 

occurred from year 29 of Ramesses ill but without giving us any identification of a 

specific strike. Nevertheless, I would see this document as being before year 2 of 

38 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.347. 
39 Gutgesell, Die Datierung. . . . p.350. 
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further serious strikes. Year 1-2 Ramesses IV. 
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0. Cairo CGC 25,311., another intervention(?) by High Priest of Amun r<

ms-ss-n!Jt, Deir el Medina, KR! VI, p. I 51, no.86, A. 95, corrected in KR/ VII, p.455 . 

Gutgesell limits the dating of this ostracon to the reign ofRamesses IV.40 If this document 

records a subsequent distribution ofrations, which the 'ssp = received' of line 1 indicates, 

then this ostracon would belong to the same period as 0. Cairo CGC 25,310., above. 

Year 1-2 Ramesses IV. 

0. Sydney, Nicholson Museum, Inv. R97, Official Inquisition on Strike, KR/ 

VI, p.151-2, no.86, A. 96. Gutgesell states that, on account of the name of'_fllw, ss n tmJ', 

a dating prior to the reign ofRamesses IX is excluded, but I prefer the view expressed by 

Eyre and would therefore date it to year 1-2 ofRamesses IV. 41 Year 1-2 Ramesses IV. 

40 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . . . p.425. 
41 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... pp.357-8. Eyre, 'A 'Strike' text from the Theban Necropolis'. Glimpses 
of Ancient Egypt: Studies in Honour of H. W. Fairman, ed. J. Ruffle, G. A Gaballa and K. A Kitchen, 
Warminster, 1979, pp.81-82, note e. 



0. DM 429, letter from Scribe l;ui-min to Scribe imn-msw, KRI VI, p.156, 

no.88, A 107. Gutgesell gives a dating range of year 6 ofRamesses IV until year 2 of 

Ramesses V. 42 Provisional dating to year 6-7 ofRa.messes IV. 
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0. DM 109, witnesses for tools,KRIVI, p.157, no.89, A 109. Gutgesell gives 

this ostracon, on the basis of named persons, a date range of year 24-28 ofRamesses III .43 

Not Ramesses IV. 

0. Cerny 15, payment by workman l;ui, KRl VI, pp.161-2, no.91, A 122. 

Gutgesell gives year 30 of Ra.messes ID-year 1 ofRa.messes IV as a date range. 44 Year 1 

ofRamesses IV. 

0. Michaelides 8, payments,KRIVI, p.164, no.91, A 125, corrected inKRJ 

VII, p.456. Gutgesell assigns a date of from year 1-3 ofRamesses IV. 45 Year 1-3 of 

Rarnesses IV. 

42 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.404. 
43 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . .. . p.393. 
44 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.377. 
45 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.438. 
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0. DM 183, paymen~ KR! VI, p.166, no.91, A. 129. Gutgesell gives two 

possible ranges of dates for this ostracon, year 11 ofRamesses ID-year 7 ofRamesses IV, 

or year I ofRamesses V-year 17 ofRamesses IX, but indicates a preference for the first 

range. 46 On p. 514 Gutgesell uses the value of emmer grain in the text to obtain the same 

earlier range, while on p.525, on the basis of the increasing price of commodities, he 

assigns the text to years 1-2 ofRamesses V. Not Ramesses IV. 

0. DM 195, payment, KRI VI, p. 166, no.91, A. 130. Gutgesell gives a date 

range, on the basis of the names present, of year 22 ofRamesses III until year 1 of 

Ramesses V.47 On p.499 he gives the same date range on the basis of the value of the 

barley and emmer grain while on p.524 he limits the dating to years 5-7 ofRamesses IV on 

the basis of the upward trend in commodity values. Year 5-7 ofRamesses IV. 

0. DM 241, payment,KRIVI, pp.166-7, no.91, A. 131. Gutgesell gives a range 

of dates from year 31 ofRamesses III-year 1 ofRamesses Von the basis of the individuals 

named. 48 On p.513 he derives the same range of dates on the basis of the barley value but 

on p.524 the ostracon is limited to year 1 ofRamesses Von the basis of commodity 

prices. Not Ramesses IV. 

46 Gutgesell Die Datierung .. . . p.462. 
47 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.397. 
48 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... pp.398, 513 , 524. 
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0. Queens College Oxford 1115, provisions for feasts, Deir el Medina, KRI 

VI, pp.167-8, no.92, A. 133 . Gutgesell indicates the period ofRamesses VM for this 

ostracon., while the naming of the water carrier bJld-m-mwt indicates that the ostracon is 

not of the reign ofRamesses IV. 49 Not Ramesses IV. 

0. Cairo CGC 25,660., food supplies/rations for people, Deir el Medina, KRI 

VI, pp.168-9, no.93, A. 134, corrected in KRI VII, p.456. Gutgesell limits this ostracon to 

the range year 6 Ramesses IV-year l Ramesses V, but on the basis of 0. Cairo J.d.E 

37,649., which joins onto this ostracon, he narrows the dating down to year 5-6 of 

Ramesses IV. so Year 5-6 Ramesses IV. 

0. Petrie 31, food supplies list, Deir el Medina, KRJVI, pp.169-70, no.93 , A. 

135. Gutgesell gives a range of dates from year 27 ofRamesses ill-year I ofRamesses V 

while emphasising that in his view it is probable that the last years ofRamesses Ill are the 

correct date. 51 No date assigned. Not Ramesses IV. 

49 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . .. . p.332. 
50 Gutgesell. Die Datierung .... pp.351-2. 
51 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . .. . p.420. 
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0. Gardiner 107, veno, distribution of grain for month of ill smw, Deir el 

Medina, KR/ VI, p.171, no.93, A. 137. Gutgesell gives a date range to this ostracon of 

year 1-7 ofRamesses IV. 52 Heick states that the names of the workers and the higher 

number of 40 are attested in the reign ofRarnesses IV, while in year 2 (year 2, ill 3gt, 28, 

seeKRI VI, pp.76-77) of that king this workforce's strength was increased to 120 

workrnen.53 Accordingly this ostracon must date from year 1-2 of Ramesses IV. Year 1-2 

of Ramesses IV. 

0. DM 166, bread, beer etc. account, Deir el Medina, KR/ VI, p.173, no. 94, A. 

143 . Gutgesell dates the text, as a watchman list, to year 31 of Ramesses III but notes that 

the names are severely damaged.54 Not Ramesses IV. 

0. Michaelides 7, deliveries of food, etc., Deir el Medina, KR1 VI, pp.174-5, 

no.95, A. 149. Gutgesell gives this ostracon a range of dates from year 32 ofRamesses 

III-year I ofRamesses IV. 55 Year l ofRamesses IV. 

52 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.420. 
53 Heick. Materialien. IV. p.599. 
54 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.36. 
55 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... pp.353-4. 
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0 Cairo CGC 25,634., list of personal names, Deir el Medina, KR/ VI, p.179-

80, no.97, A. 158. Gutgesell dates the ostracon to year 5-7 ofRamesses IV. 56 Year 5-7 of 

Ramesses IV. 

0. DM 614, list of personal names, Deir el Medina, K.RJVI, p.180, no.97, A. 

160. Gutgesell dates the ostracon, on the basis of the persons named, to year 6-7 of 

Ramesses IV. 57 Year 6-7 of Ramesses IV. 

0. Cairo CGC 25,049., recto, titles (excluding cartouches) of Ramesses IV 

before Amun, KRI VI, p.181 , no.98, A. 164. Daressy states it was found in tomb KV 9 

and, in my opinion, may be a design for the decoration ofRamesses IVs valley temple 

belonging to the group ofostraca 0 . Cairo CGC 25, 124., 25,126. , 25,146., 25,187., noted 

in this section.58 As a part of this collection, the ostracon can be dated to year 3-5 of 

Ramesses IV. Year 3-5 Ramesses IV. 

56 Gutgesell, Die Datierung .. . . p.351. 
57 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.327. 
58 Daressy. Ostraca. p.lL pis X-XI. 
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0. Cairo CGC 25,050., titles ( excluding cartouches) of Ramesses IV before 

Amon, KRI VI, p.181 , no.98, A. 165. Daressy notes that this ostracon was found in KV 9 

and, in my opinion, may be a design for the decoration of R.amesses IV's valley temple 

belonging to the group ofostraca 0 . Cairo CGC 25,124., 25,126. , 25,146., 25,187., noted 

in this section. 59 As a part of this collection, the ostracon can be dated to year 3-5 of 

Ramesses IV. Year 3-5 Ramesses IV. 

0. Cairo CGC 25,194., title of Ramesses IV 'kJ n!Jt t:n!J mJt:f', KRI VI, p.182, 

no.98, A. 173 . Found in tomb KV 9.60 It is possibly a sketch design for the decoration of 

Ramesses IV's valley temple belonging to the group of ostraca O Cairo CGC 25, 124., 

25, 126., 25, 146. , 25, 187., noted in this section. As a part of this collection the ostracon 

can be dated to year 3-5 ofRamesses IV. Year 3-5 R.amesses IV. 

0. Cairo CGC 25,196., title (excluding cartouches) of Ramesses IV, KRI VI, 

p.182, no.98, A. 174. Found in tomb KV 9.61 Possibly a design for the decoration of 

Ramesses IV's valley temple belonging to the group of ostraca O Cairo CGC 25, 124., 

25, 126., 25, 146., 25, 187., noted in this section. As a part of this collection the ostracon 

can be dated to year 3-5 ofRamesses IV. Year 3-5 Ramesses IV. 

59 Daressy, Ostraca. p.11. pJ.X. 
60 Daressy Ostraca. p.37. 
61 Daressy, Ostraca . p.38. 
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Bankes stela no.12, sons of Amennakht (imn-n/Jf), named To (ti) and 

Pentaweret (pn-tJ-wrt), KRI VI, p.202, no. I 02, B.III. 1. 2. Cerny notes that Amennakht 

(imn-n/Jt) was appointed a scribe of the king's tomb in year 16 ofRamesses Ill and named 

his son 'To (ll)' after the Vizier who gave him his promotion.62 Assuming this son was 

born in the next year, year 17 ofRamesses III, the minimum age before he could become a 

scribe would be 14 years, which places his earliest scribal appointment around year 30 of 

Ramesses Ill. Gutgesell gives a range of dates for To (ti) of year 1 ofRamesses IV-year 7 

ofRamesses VI, a range for Amennakht (imn-n!Jf) that reaches up to year 7 ofRamesses 

VI, and a range of dates for Pentaweret (pn-ll-wrt) of year 29 ofRamesses Ill until year 2 

ofRamesses IV.63 The overlap of these dates would place the stela in the period year 30 

Ramesses Ill until year 2 ofRamesses IV. Year 1-2 ofRamesses IV. 

Offering dish supported by sons, imn-ptp and IJ,ri-sri, of Amennakbt (imn

n!J(), Turin N 22039 (=cat 1762), KRI VI, p.202, no.102, B.111.1. 3. Habachi says that 

l;lli-srilived under Ramesses VI -IX.64 In contrast, Gutgesell gives J;ui-srithe range year 7 

ofRamesses IV until year 17 of Ramesses IX while imn-/;Jtp is attested very frequently. 65 

Therefore it is very likely this offering dish is subsequent to the reign ofRamesses IV. Not 

Ramesses JV. 

62 Cerny. J. Egyptian Stelae in the Bankes Collection. Oxford, 1958, no.12, (no pagination). 
63 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.266. 
64 Habachi, L. Tavole d'Offerta are e baci/i da libagione n. 22001-22067. Turin, 1977, pp.50-51, 143. 
65 Gutgesell. Die Datierung .. .. p.266. 
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West Theban Graffiti, Horimin (flri-mnw), nos 1022 with Scribe imn-n!Jtw 

and pJ-nfr-m-dd, 1338 naming his son Hori (.Im), his brother Nebnefer (nb-nfr) and 

i/1//imn-w<.f, 2699/2700 Horimin (flri-mnw), and his brother imn-w<.f, KRI VI, 

pp.206-7, no. I 04, B.IV.2: 1. 

Gutgesell gives Hori.min (fui-mnw), son of Hori (!m) a range of dates from year 6-

7 ofRamesses IV until year 17 ofRamesses IX. 66 Scribe imn-n!Jtwis given the range year 

16 of Ramesses ill until year 7 of Ramesses IV. 67 Scribe pJ-nfr-m-dd is attested from year 

2 ofRamesses IV until year 1 ofRamesses V.68 The draughtsman Nebnefer (nb-nfr) is 

attested 'very frequently'. 69 Finally one imn-w<but without the '.f' is attested from year 6 

of Ramesses VI until year 1 7 of Ramesses IX. 70 

Accordingly graffiti I 022 is limited by Hori.min (.fm-mnw) to the lowest date of 

years 6-7 of Ramesses IV, and by imn-11/Jtto year 7 ofRamesses IV as the highest date. 

Year 6-7 of Ramesses IV. 

Graffiti nos 1338 and 2699/2700 which name his brother as imn-w<.fbelong, at 

the earliest, to the reign ofRamesses VI. Not Ramesses IV. 

66 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.341. 
67 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... pp.470-1. 
68 Gutgesell , Die Datierung . ... p.457. 
69 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . .. p.477. 
70 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . .. . p.281. 
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West Tbeban graffiti, Nebnefer (nb-nfr), nos 288,450, 1076 together with nfr

/;ltp, 1137, 1152 gives father as Hori (/;ln), 1177, 2189, 2222 names Nebnefer (nb-nfr) 

as son of Hori (!m), with sons Hori (/;ln), pJ-irw-s/pw, pt/1-!Jc-w, pJ-.-n-m-st-mJ.-t, 

2359 (=7242), 2849, KRI VI, pp.208-9, no. I 06, B.IV.4 . 1. Gutgesell gives a range of 

dates for Nebnefer (nb-nfr), son of Hori (/;ln), from year 6-7 Ramesses IV until year 1 of 

Ramesses V. 71 The name pJ-irw-sfpwis described by Gutgesell as a 'homonym' while Hori 

(/;ln), son ofNebnefer (nb-nfr), is recorded as 'very rare with the filiation' but once in year 

6-7 of Ramesses IV. 72 The sons' names, pti;J-!J c-w, pJ- cn-m-s/-mJ<"t, are not attested by 

Gutgesell. Year 6-7 of Ramesses IV. 

P. Turin 1949+ 1946, list of supplies, mentions m smw but no years or days, 

KRI VI, p.880, no.120. Dated from mention of accession ofRamesses IV. Year I of 

Ramesses IV. 

Wooden shabti, BM. EA. 8587, with polychrome decor of Third Prophet of 

Amuo, Penpare (pn-pJ-r'), KRI VII, p.329, no.128, XVl.3. I . Penpare (pn-pJ-r') is 

known also from a brief, dedicatory text of year 3 (KR/ VI, p.94) and his important tomb 

at Dru Abu el-Naga, TT 148, which appears to have been decorated through to the reign 

71 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.327. 
72 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.477. 
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of Ramesses V. 73 His shabti will have-been made shortly before burial and thus belongs, at 

the earliest, to the reign ofRamesses V. Not Ramesses IV. 

0. Gardiner 296, accounts at Deir el Medina, KR1 VII, p.344, no.135 A. 206. 

Gutgesell dates this ostracon to the period year 2 of Ramesses IV until year 1 of Ramesses 

Von the basis of the names involved and to year 7 ofRamesses IV on the basis of the 

prices involved.74 Year 7 ofRamesses IV. 

0. Gardiner 134, cost of coffins, etc., at Deir el Medina, KRI VII, p.345, 

no.135, A.208 . Gutgesell places the ostracon in the period year 7 ofRamesses IV until 

year 1 of Ramesses V. 75 Year 7 of Ramesses IV. 

0. Cairo CGC 25,364., oracle, Deir el Medina, KRI VII, pp.346-7, no.136, 

A. 211. The recto of this ostracon is too fragmentary to gain any information from, but on 

the verso there is a mention of the crew (Verso 1 = KRI VII, p.347, line 5), the priests 

Neferrenpet (nfr-ropf) , Ipuy (ipwy), Nebnefer (nb-nfr), Aa-pa-tjau ( <"J-pJ-/JW), Meterew 

(mtrw), Ked////ef (ifd///1), Neferhotep (nfr-/;Jtpw), and the 'prophet' Nefer-hor (nfr-/;Jr) . 

73 G. A. Gaballa and K. A. Kitchen. 'Rarnesside Varia rv, The Prophet Amenemope, His Tomb and 
Family', MDAIK 37, 1981 , pp. l 73 176. 
74 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . .. . pp.458 (not 448 as shown in the index), 501, 524, no.41. 
75 Gutgesell, Die Datierung .. . . pp.321-2. 
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These will be ordinary workmen perfonning their liturgical duties. Gutgesell provides the 

following attestations; 

Neferrenpet (nfr-mpf), 

Ipuy Upwy), 

Nebnefer (nb-nfr), 

Aa-pa-tjau ( C"J-pJ-_t.Jw), 

Ked////f (Jsdlllf), 

Meterew (mlrw), 

Neferhotep (nfr-/;Jtpw), 

Nefer-hor (nfr-J;u-), 

Year 1 of Ramesses VI. 76 

Year 14 of Ramesses Ill until year 1 of Ramesses V, year 

1 1 of Ramesses IX. 77 

Very frequently . 78 

Year 1 of Ramesses IV until year 17 ofRamesses IX. 79 

Possibly Kedjachetef, year 23 ofRamesses m until year 17 

of Ramesses IX. 80 

Not attested by Gutgesell. 

Very frequently. 81 

Year 14 ofRamesses Ill until year 2 ofRamesses V, years 

9-17 of Ramesses IX. 82 

The inclusion ofNeferrenpet (nfr-mpt) makes the earliest possible date for this 

ostracon year 1 of Ramesses VI, and the latest, due to the inclusion oflpuy (ipwy), year 

11 ofRamesses IX. No date assigned. Not Ramesses IV. 

76 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.308, under HO 43/4. 
77 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . . . . p.442, under 0 . Berlin P.10654. 
78 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.466, under 0 . DM 292. 
79 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.463. under 0 . DM 223. 
80 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . .. p.410, under 0. OM 666. 
81 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.485, under 0 . Michaelides 14. 
82 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . .. . p.478, under 0. Cairo CGC 25,301. 
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0. Touche H 6., supplies of fish and beer, KRI VII, p.347, no.137, A.212. The 

ostracon mentions the fisherman Panedjem (pJ-n{!Inw) and the scribe Pentaweret (pn-lJ

wrf) on line 1 = KR1 VII, p.347, line 12. Gutgesell gives one attestation of Panedjem (pJ

n{!Inw) in year 3 ofRamesses IV while he ascribes the period year 2 ofRamesses m until 

year 2 ofRamesses V to the scribe Pentaweret (pn-lJ-wrl). 83 Year 3 ofRamesses IV. 

0. C. Campbell no.3, work/absence journal, Deir el Medina, KRI VII, pp.347-

8, no.138, A.213 . Gutgesell dates this ostracon to year 2 ofRamesses IV.84 Year 2 of 

Ramesses IV. 

P.Vienna (no number), verso, list of names, Deir el Medina, KRI VII, pp.348-

9, no.139, A.214. The papyrus contains the following names; 

Amenmesy ( imn-msy), scribe Column I, line I . Attested from year 30 of 

Ramesses III until year 2 of Ramesses V. 85 

83 Panedjem (pJ-n{!mw). see Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . .. pp.353-4, under 0 . Michaelides 7. Pentaweret 
(pn-tJ-wrt), see Gutgesell, 'ibid.'. p.439, under 0 . Michaelides 3. 
84 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.313 . 
85 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.468, under 0. DM 438. 



Yunyria (iwny-r-iJ) 

T chacha (JJ/JJJ 

Cbaemipet (!J<:-m-fpt) 

h\\\\chenwa (l;il///JJnw) 

Amennakht ( f mn-n!Jt) 

Hewet\\ \iaretemheb (l;iwt/1/f crl-m-]Jb) 
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Column I, line 2. Not attested by Gutgesell 

but possibly Gutgesell's 'Jwni which he 

attests as 'very seldom' and 1 x year 1 7 of 

Ramesses IX. 86 

Column I, line 2. Not attested by Gutgesell. 

Column I, line 3. Attested from year 1 7 of 

Ramesses Ill until year 1-3 ofRamesses 

IV_87 

Column I, line 4. Not attested by Gutgesell. 

Column I, line 5. Attested from year 1 of 

Ramesses IV until year 3 of Ramesses V. 88 

Column I, line 6, Not attested in Gutgesell 

but possibly his 'l;wt-[l;irt-m-Jl;ili with 'many 

86 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.464, under 0. DM 259. 
87 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . . . p.446, under 0. Cerny 13 . 
88 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.355, under 0 . Berlin P.14238. 



Tadjehanetyemheb ( IJ-dhJ-nty-m-]Jb) 

Amenmesy ( imn-msy) 

Aanakht ( t:J-nflt) 

Tarechanew (IJ-r/J-·nw) 

Taiwes (IJ-iw.s) 

undated attestations from the 20th 

Dynasty. '89 
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Column I, line 7. Not attested by Gutgesell. 

Column I, line 8. Attested from year 30 of 

Ramesses III until year 2 of Ramesses V. 90 

Column I, line 9. Attested from year 8 of 

Ramesses III until year I of Ramesses V 

where he is noted as dead. 91 

Column I line 10. Not attested in Gutgesell 

Column I, line 11 . Not attested in Gutgesell 

but a 'IJ-iw-n.s is 'frequently attested in the 

period Ramesses III/IV.'92 

89 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.430, under 0 . Cairo CGC 25,640. 
90 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . . . p.441, under 0 . Berlin P.1120. 
91 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.470, under P. DM 9. 
92 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.451, under 0. IF AO 1242. 



Tadjehanetyemheb (tJ-dh-nty-m-1;,b) 

Nebewemheb (nbw-m-bb) 

Paypay (ti?) (pypyt?) 

Aapatjau ( CJ-pJ-_tJw) 

Amenhau ( imn-!J c), water carrier 

Wennefer ( wn-nfr) 
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Column I, line 13 . Not attested in Gutgesell. 

Column II, line 5. Not attested in Gutgesell . 

Column II, line 8. Not attested in Gutgesell. 

Column II, line 10. Attested from year 1 of 

Ramesses IV until year I 7 of Ramesses 

IX.93 

Column II, line I 1. Attested from year 28 

until year 29 of Ramesses III. 94 

Column II, line 12. This individual 

specifically attested in year 29 ofRamesses 

III, and the name is generally attested from 

year 21 of Ramesses ill until year 6 of 

Ramesses IX. 95 

93 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.463. under 0 . DM 223. 
94 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . .. . p.448, under 0 . Toronto B.10. 
95 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . .. pp.122. 457, under 0 . Gardiner 278. 



Amennakbt (Jmn-n/Jt) 

Pamedewneter( nakht?) (pJ-mdw-ntr-n!Jf) 

Hori (/;n) 
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Column II, line 13 . Attested once in year 17 

ofRamesses IX, otherwise attested 'very 

frequently. '96 

Column II, line 14. Not attested in Gutgesell . 

Column II, line 16. 'Very frequently attested 

in the 20th Dynasty' according to 

Gutgesell .97 

The earliest possible date of the papyrus is year 29 ofRamesses III/year 1 of 

Ramesses IV, given by Amenhau (Jmn-!Jc) and, more precisely, by Wennefer (wn-nfr) 

above since this must cross the earliest attestation of Aapatjau ( CJ-pJ-JlW) in year 1 of 

Ramesses IV. The latest date is year 1-3 ofRamesses IV given by Chaemipet (!Jc-m-ipf). 

Given the prevalence of persons like Amenhau (imn-/J'), who clearly belong to the period 

of Ramesses Ill, I would see this papyrus as belonging to year 1 of Ramesses IV. 

Unfortunately the purpose of the list remains somewhat unclear. 

Theban Tomb no.359 of Anhurkhawy (inn-/lr-!Jcwy), Foreman at Deir el 

Medina, KRI VII, pp.349-50, no.140, B.I. 1. Anhurkhawy (Jnn-/1.r-!J'°l-ry) is attested from 

year 21 ofRamesses III until year 6 ofRamesses VI .98 As this text is from Anhurkhawy's 

96 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . .. . p.141. under P.Turin 'GiornaJe', 474, under HO 68/4. 
97 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.454. under 0 . Gardiner 158. 
98 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.412. under P. DM 27. 



tomb it is Likely that the text was inscribed on, or near, his death and therefore will not 

belong to the reign of Ramesses IV. Not Ramesses IV. 
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Stela of Foreman Nekhemmut (n!Jw-m-mwf) seen in trade and copied by 

Cerny, Osiris with man advancing from the right, KRI VII, p.350, no.140, B.I.2. 10. 

Two such Foremen are known from Deir el Medina and Gutgesell treats them under 

Nekhemmut (n!Jw-m-mwl) I, attested from year 11 until year 15 of Ramesses Ill, and 

Nekhemmut (n!Jw-m-mwf) II, attested from year 1-3 ofRamesses IV until year 17 of 

Ramesses IX. 99 The two men of the same name and profession would indicate a close 

family relationship which one would expect to see reflected in the stela. Since none is 

shown this is a slight indication that the stela belongs to the earlier Nekhemrnut (n!Jw-m

mwt) and is thus of the reign ofRamesses Ill. Not Ramesses IV. 

Theban Graffito no.1178 of Khummose (!Jnm-ms), KRI VII, p.352, no.142, 

B.VIIl.14. 3. Khummose (!Jnm-ms) is attested from year 8 until year 11 of Ramesses III 

and from year 15 ofRamesses Ill until year 3 ofRamesses V, and he normally appears 

together with his sons who are attested from year 1 ofRamesses IV onwards, thus their 

absence may be an indication that the graffito belongs to the period of Ramesses III. 100 

Not Ramesses IV. 

99 Nekhemmut (n/Jw-m-mwt) I see Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.460 under 0 . Gardiner Fragment 66. 
Nekhem.mut (n/Jw-m-mwt) Il , see Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.459 under 0. Gardiner Fragment 47. 
JOO Gutgesell, Die Datierung .. .. p.475 under 0 . BM. 8510. 
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'Unpublished' West Theban Graffito from Cemy's Notebook 144.18., of 

Hori-min, (./lri-mnw), draughtsman, son of Hori (lm), with the following additional 

names, his brother draughtsman nb-nfr, his brother draughtsman imn-w<, his 

brother QTi-pJ-iri, KRI VII, p.419, no.146, XXVIII. B.IV.2. 12. Hori-min (!m-mnw), 

son ofHori (.lm), is attested from year 6-7 ofRamesses IV until year 17 ofRamesses 

IX. 101 nb-nfr, son ofHori (l;m), is attested 'seldom Ix in year 1-2 ofRamesses V' and also 

in the period year 6-7 of Ramesses IV. 102 imn-w<, son of Hori (l;m), is attested specifically 

from year 6 of Ramesses VI/VII until year 1 7 of Ramesses IX and, without filiation 

according to Gutgesell, from year 1 ofRamesses IV until year 7 ofRamesses VII. 103 No 

!m-pJ-sri, son of Hori (l;m), is attested by Gutgesell but there is one Horisheri (,/lri-sn), 

also a draughtsman, attested from year 29 ofRarnesses ill until year 6 ofRarnesses IV.104 

Thus the earliest possible date is caused by the inclusion of nb-nfr giving year 6-7 

ofRamesses IV, while the latest possible date is based on the inclusion of Horisheri (Qri

sn)? and is year 6 ofRamesses IV. Year 6 ofRamesses IV. 

After this Chapter had been completed and during the process of revision, I came 

across several ostraca dated by Wimmer's recent work. 105 Of those he ascribes to 

101 Gutgesell. Die Datierung .... p.341. under P. Turin 2005+2078+2001. 
102 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . .. p .327. under 0 . DM 614. 
103 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . .. . p.281, under 0 . Cairo CGC 25, 120. 
104 Gutgesell, Die Datierung ... . p.443 , under 0 . Berlin P.12343 . 
105 S. Wimmer, Hieratische Palaographie der nicht-/iterarischen Ostraka der 19. und 20. Dynastie. 2v., 
Wiesbaden, 1995. There is considerable criticism of his dating by Jae. J. Janssen, 'Review of Wimmer, 
Stefan - Hieratische Palaographie der nicht-literarischen Ostraka der 19. und 20. Dynastie .. .. 
Wiesbaden, 1995', BiOr 54, no.3/4, Mei-Augustus 1997, pp.340-4. 
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Ramesses IV, 0 . Cairo CGC 25 ,580., 25,634., 25,651., 0 . DM 71, 0 . Gardiner 56, 107, 

and 0 . Petrie 26, I had placed these in the same years in this Chapter.106 

I accept Wimmer's dates for the remaining ostraca as being based on Gutgesell or 

the reading of a date in the text. These are 0. Cairo CGC 25,621. in year 1 ofRamesses 

IV, 0. Gardiner 20 in year 6 ofRamesses IV, and 0. Turin N.57006 in year 2/3 of 

Ramesses IV.107 

I recently came across the citation of 0. Cairo CGC 25,565 . by Janssen belonging 

to year 4, II smw, 12, of Ramesses IV where the Vizier, nfr-mpt, comes in order to take 

the three 'Captains' somewhere which is unfortunately not recorded. 108 

Conclusion 

The use of cartouches and personal names for dating allows one to derive a 

number of dates for some items and exclude others from consideration. This enables a 

chronological reconstruction of the history ofRamesses IV as set out in the following 

chapters. The dates derived from cartouches will be noted as such in the footnotes of 

future Chapters, as will be the dates derived from personal names. 

Accordingly a date such as 'Year 6 of Ramesses IV in the footnotes without 

additional notation indicates that a date is preserved in the inscription. 

Janssen and Sweeny have suggested alternative methods of dating inscriptions on 

the basis of palaeography or idiolects which sound very profitable but which I have been 

106 Wimmer, 'ibid.'. v. l. pp.65-66, 66-67, 68, 79, 100, 102-3, 123. 
107 Wimmer, 'ibid.' . v.l, pp.66. 94-96, 124-5. 
108 Janssen, Village Varia: Ten Studies on the History and Administration of Deir el Medina. Leiden, 
1997, p.165, where he notes this ostracon as unpublished. I have not been able to obtain a copy of this 
inscription to date. 



unable to use due to the difficulty of finding facsimile copies of the ostraca I was 

interested in or a series of documents that could be identified from one author. 109 
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109 Jae. J. Janssen, 'On Style in Egyptian Handwriting', JEA 73 , 1987, pp.161-7. D . Sweeney, 'Idiolects in 
the Late Ramesside Letters' , LingAeg 4, 1994, pp.275-324. 



Chapter Five 

Introduction 

A Chronological Reconstruction of the Reign of 

Ramesses IV 

In this Chapter the following conventions are used in the footnotes, 

1) The phrase (dated by cartouche codes) beside a year number e.g. year 4 

(dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, indicates that the monument, or 

inscription, has been dated using cartouches and their variant forms as described in 

Chapter Four. Other relevant evidence and methodologies may also have been used. 
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2) The phrase (dated by overlapping attested names) beside a year number 

indicates that the monument or inscription has been dated using the over-lapping 

periods of attested names in the manner of Gutgesell as described in Chapter Four, as 

well as any other relevant evidence. 

3) The inscription, or evidence, that has been allotted a spread of years, e.g. 

year 2-5, has been placed in the earliest regnal year in this reconstruction, unless any 

further evidence shows that it should clearly be in a later period. 

The transcriptions of personal names used are those found in Kitchen, KR/ VI, 

but in this and other Chapters I have frequently placed a formal transcription in 

brackets beside the form found in Kitchen, e.g. Hori (pn), as the variety of forms used 



by other authors elsewhere and quoted in this work can make identification difficult 

without such a transcription. 

The Reign of Ramesses IV 

Year 1 
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Upon his accession Ramesses represented his inheritance in P.Harris I as being 

stable, well ordered, with its citizens and armies enjoying peace, yet still in control of 

the foreign territories of Syria and Nubia. Expeditions were still being made to Sinai 

and to Palestine for minerals and wood, while foreign towns in both Syria and Nubia 

worshipped the Egyptian Gods and the Pharaoh. 

This picture is supported by the encomiums produced in his reign with the 

addition that there were domestic and foreign squabbles to be dealt with by the new 

king clearly noted in these documents, and perhaps even hinted at in P.Harris where 

the population is urged to obey, and work for, their new king.1 

Objection has been made by Condon to using these encomiums as evidence for 

history or historical purposes. Nevertheless, while it seems reasonable to expect 

exaggeration and a formulaic vision of the new Pharaoh as one bringing order back 

into the world, I find it difficult to accept that the events mentioned are complete 

fabrications, or that they bear no resemblance to the actual events, when events such as 

rebellion are repeated in several sources. 2 

1 There were several encomiums produced during Ramesses IV's reign, the P.Turi.n Cat. 1882, recto, 
should be dated shortly after his change of name from 'wsr' to '/;.(<J', but clearly refers to the Harem 
conspiracy and other upsets of the time of the king's accession, KRI VI, pp.70-76. Gardiner, 'A 
Pharaonic Encomium (I)' , JEA 41 , 1955, pp.10-11. For 0 . Turin N. 57001, and the year IV Abydos 
stela in praise of Osiris. see year 4 below. 
2 Condon discerns a pattern of coronation events from her consideration of the hymns of Ramesses VI 
and VII starting with the Gods' approval and moving through the stages of coronation in Heliopolis 
and Thebes, general popular jubilation, restoration of order (internal and external) from the previous 
chaos, reconciliation with rebels/expulsion of foreigners, amnesty for criminals, peace and plenty with 
tribute flowing in, Condon, Seven Royal Hymns of the Ramesside Period. Berlin, 1978, pp.1-44. This 
leads to her statements about the hymns that '. . . perhaps the less said about their relationships to 
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Ramesses's first act wiU have been to put paid to the dynastic squabble 

described in the Harem conspiracy documents and there is mention in both those 

documents and in an encomium of suppressing revolts. 3 These revolts may have been 

engendered by a Nubian Captain of Archers who was related to one of the Harem 

Women involved in the plots. Nevertheless, given the frequency with which both Nubia 

and Asia revolted at the accession of a new king after a long reign, this 'revolt' may be 

more along the lines of foreigners testing a possible weakness and seeking to free 

themselves from Egyptian rule rather than any revolt by an Egyptian population. 4 

The next important step for the new king would be to have buried his father, 

Ramesses III, with all the due rites and thereby confirm his hold on the throne of the 

two lands. 

specific events and historical situations, the better. Any attempts to fill the large gaps in our 
knowledge of the reigns of late Ramesside kings on the basis of such texts would surely be fruitless.', 
Condon, 'ibid.'. p.46. In contrast. Peden, The Reign ofRamesses JV. p.54, focuses on the similarities 
in language and mood between P.Turin 1882 and the historical retrospect of P.Harris I. When we add 
to this material the known dislocation and unrest caused by the Harem conspiracy, it is obvious the 
encomium in P.Turin 1882. so far as rebellion and unrest is concerned, is accurate. My own 
perception of these sources is that every new Pharaoh had a religious component in his accession 
whereby he had to bring order out of chaos, be welcomed. put down rebels etc., in imitation of the 
founding of the world from the chaos of darkness that existed when the primeval mound emerged. but 
that the emphasis and the material selected for that representation could be altered to match the real 
events. A similar effect may be seen on coinage where the titles and pictures are limited but used 
effectively for propaganda by Greeks, Romans, and the modem British. In the same way, the 
Egyptians could rearrange the elements to reflect the actual situation as was done with Hatshepsut to 
emphasise her restoration of temples, see Breasted, ARE. Il, p.123, § 298. Similarly, Horemheb in his 
establishment of internal order before his coronation, see Breasted, ARE. ill, p.15, § 25, his 
restoration of temples after his coronation. Breasted, 'ibid.' p.18, § 31. 
3 For a full discussion of the Harem conspiracy see Chapter Three above. References in the P .Turin 
Cat. 1882, include'- .. the common people, and all the chiefs of the land, <brought> gifts of goodwill, 
(they) having been curbed, but none plot[ted .. .. ', KRI VI, p. 70, lines 6-7, translation from Peden, 
The Reign of Ramesses IV. pp.104-5, and 'I have caused ... , the Thirty, the Senior Officials of 
Egypt, all who were sent to his Majesty, l.p.h ... them to be known in their dishonesty, and I have 
caused them to give testimony . . . . '. KRI VI, p.75, lines 10-12, translation in Peden, 'ibid.'. p.108. 
One might also note from a later year the statement 'I have curbed the rebellious, dealing with them 
on my path .... ', from the Great Abydos Stela ofRamesses IV for Osiris, KRJ VL p.25, lines 5-6, 
translation in Peden, 'ibid.'. p. 100. 
4 For frequency of revolts and previous occurrences see T. ~ve-SOderbergh, Agypten und Nubien. 
Lund, 1941, p. 151. where he suggests a variety of motives for such revolts ranging from simple 
plundering to dynastic conspiracy. Nevertheless the graffito ofRamessesnakht, Garrison Commander 
of Kush at Abu Simbel, dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes), KRJ VII, p.326, is interesting, 
particularly as that is where previously the Prince Ramesses had had an inscription cot, possibly 
connected with a campaign (see Chapter Two) and we know that one of the Harem conspiracy women 
had sent a message to her brother, one Captain of the Bowmen, to stir up rebellion in Nubia (see 
Chapter Three). There is no suggestion, or evidence, of an Asiatic campaign in year 1, so a quick 
'razzia' to Nubia to put down the smouldering flames caused by the Harem conspiracy is the most 
likely explanation of this graffiti . 



Ramesses IV's own funerary estates will have been established, at the latest, 

during this first year as the offering to Amun-Re of TI smw, day 23 shows.5 
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Before the end of the month of II prt an expedition sent by Ramesses IV was 

quarrying rock at Wadi Hammamat for his temples and statues, having been dispatched 

on day 14, and this either continued through to at least III smw, 5, since this date is 

known from Turo's ( twiy) inscription, or there were at least two possible expeditions 

in this first year as Peden suggests.6 In view of the lack of extended supply personnel 

mentioned in the expedition of II prt, despite the fact that if it were one and the same 

as that ofTuro (l'WlJ') it would be operating in two summer months in the hot 

quarrying region, I suggest that the view of two separate expeditions is correct with 

the first being to gather bekhen stone from a known quarry and the second, by Turo 

( twiy), to find new locations for the mining of hekhen stone. 

Also, in this first year, Ramesses IV's inscriptions were started at several 

locations in temples at Abydos, Luxor, Heliopolis, Karnak, and at Medinet Habu. This 

would be due to the need to first provide a temporary inscription for the new king, 

usually by usurpation of a previous king's cartouches, and then to provide proper 

monuments for Ramesses IV in these main processional locations.7 1n the case of 

5 A. J. Peden, Egyptian Historical Inscriptions of the Twentieth Dynasty. Jonsered, 1994. pp.144, 147. 
6 Expedition known from rock stela of Usima're-nakht, KRJ VI, p.1. inscription ofTuro, KRI VI, p.2, 
and inscription of 'Asba-kbeL year l (dated by cartouche codes), KRI VI, pp.2-3, at Wadi Hammamat. 
This region was known for its fine bekhen stone which had been quarried since the Old Kingdom for 
royal statues and decorative elements in temples. These expedition(s) are discussed in Peden, The 
Reign of Ramesses JV p.24. 
7 Inscriptions started at; 

l) Abydos. year I (dated by cartouche codes), in temple of Sethos I (KRl VI, p .35). In temple 
of Ramesses ll's Pylon I and Forecourt (KRI VI, p.36). 

2) Lu.xor. year l , Forecourt ofRamesses !I's chapel ofK.hons, KRI VI, p .47. 
3) Heliopolis, temple ofRamesses II, on Main Processional Way, year 1-2 (dated by 

cartouche codes), KRI VI, p.220. 
4) Karnak, year 1 (dated by cartouche codes), North/South sides of Forecourt ofRamesses 

III's temple of Arnu.n, KRI VI, p.37, no.30. Text around base ofRamesses !I's 
Colossus, North Wing, Pylon II in Main temple of Amun, KR1 VI, p.38. Pylon VII, 
usurped Osirid statue before West Wing, KRI VI, p.44. 

5) Medinet Habu, temple Precinct ofRamesses Ill, year I (dated by cartouche codes), North 
Porter's Lodge, KRI VI, p.51. Gate Tower and Pavilion, base of Southern Tower, 
KRJ VI, p.52. Pylon IL Front Facade, North and South sides, KRI VI, pp.55-56. 
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Karnak these inscriptions would have commenced no later than eleven months after the 

coronation. 8 

In the same year, at Tell F ar'un, a statue of a deity protecting a king was 

inscribed and at Memphis, in Merenptah's palace, Ramesses's titles were inscribed on a 

door-jamb.9 Minor restoration texts were also carried out at Tod.10 

In the royal workshops a menat and various other religious equipment were 

being fabricated for the mining temple ofTimna in the Sinai, while scarabs were being 

manufactured for distribution to royal favourites and officials.11 

In all these acts we can see the new king consolidating his power and attending 

to marking his temporal possessions, having first dealt with the necessary religious 

inscriptions. 

The Vizier Neferrenpet (nfr-mp() received, or had made, a red-granite statue of 

himself bearing a shrine during this year with the title 'Guardian of the Secrets in the 

temple of Ptah' which indicates that this was for a temple in Memphis or Saqqara 

although its actual provenance is unknown.12 The statue may be a royal reward for his 

solving of the supply problems at Deir el Medina, but there is no definite evidence to 

support this viewpoint. 

At Elephantine, during this year, the Waab Priest, pn-~n}ft~ acquired twenty 

oxen in circumstances that later formed part of the P.Turin 1887 indictment during the 

8 The inscription on the lshed tree of the new king's name would be expected to take place within a 
year of his ascent. The inscription of Ramesses III was done in seven months. The single preserved 
date in the text is that of II smw. 23, nearly a year after Ramesses IV's succession, and this can be 
taken as providing the latest date at which the inscription would have been started, although Heick is 
suitably cautious, Heick, 'Ramessidische Inschriftcn aus Karnak. I. Eine Inschrift Ramses' IV', zAS 
82. 1958, p.140. Lefebvre is also of the opinion that, during the first year of his reign. Ramesses IV 
cut his protocol and epithets in the temples of Lux.or and of Karnak below the texts and pictures of 
Horemheb, see Christophe, 'La stele de l'an III de Ramses IV au Ouiidi Ha.rnmatnat (No 12)', BJFAO 
48, 1949, p.5. Note that he also thinks that the small valley temple before the temples of Ay and 
Horemheb was also started in this year. 
9 Tell Far'un statue in KRl VI, p.34. Titles on door-jamb at Memphite palace ofMerenptah in KRl VI, 
p.35. 
10 KRI VI, p.62. 
11 Menat and glazed fragments from Timna, year l (dated by cartouche codes), KRI VI, p.33. Scarabs 
from year l (dated by cartouche codes), KRI VI. p. 64, no.52, d. nos 3 and 10. 
12 Statue and text, year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRl VI, p.78. Titles and lack 
of provenance of statue, Christophe, 'Quatre enquetes Ramessides', BIE 37, 1956, pp.24, 28-29. 
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reign of Ramesses V. 13 Certainly this leads to the suspicion of administrative corruption 

in this period, as do the other thefts at Elephantine mentioned below. 

Deir el Medina 

Life in this village proceeded at the normal pace after the no doubt frantic 

activity to bury Ramesses IIl. 14 The record of tumus lists made in the first four months 

of3gt, prt and smw is evidence of administrative organisation in the new reign, 

especially if one takes into account a list of names and a fragmentary list which may 

originally have been a complete list of names. 15 

A festival of Arnenophis I was celebrated on ill prt, 21, and the normal legal 

squabbles occurred such as the claim on family property made on II smw, 30, while a 

slightly more serious matter was the indictment of the workman Penmennufer (pn-mn

nfr) on Ill smw, 1. 16 

The delivery of supplies does not seem to have been seriously interrupted 

during this year, there being a supplies journal dated to I 3gt, I , the possible report of 

13 Gardiner. RAD. p.77. lines 9-10. Translation in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.112. 
14 Among these normal activities were the loan of a donkey in III smw to the water carrier Penteweret 
(pn-tJ-wrt) and queries about such a beast in I J!}t, the sale of a bull and its price in IV miw, while in I 
prt there was the note of a hire of an axe. Also quite fascinating among the items mentioned are a 
legal receipt given by the son of A.rnenemipet (imn-m-ip{) and the payment made by the workman 
Hori (/;n). Loan of a donkey - 0 . DM 70, KRl VI, p.102. Inquiries about a donkey - 0. Gardiner 182, 
KRl Vl, p.103. Sale of a bull - 0 . DM 113. KRl VI. p.103. Hire of an axe - 0 . Michaelides 6 KRl Vl, 
pp.137-8. Legal receipt - 0 . Berlin P.10643, KRl VII. pp.330-1 , see also 0. Michaelides 8, year 1-3 
(dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRJ VI, p.164, corrected in KRl VII. p.456, for 
another similar receipt. Hori's payment - 0 . Cerny 15, year l (dated by overlapping attested names) of 
Ramesses IV. KRl Vl, pp.161-2. 
15 Tumus list I Jgt - 0. DM 40. KRJ Vl, pp.106-7. Turnus list II Jbt- 0 . DM 41 , recto, KRl Vl, 
pp.107-9. Turnus list ill 3gt - 0. DM 42. KRl VI, pp.109-110. Turnus list IV 3bt-I prt - 0 . DM 43 , 
KRl Vl, pp.110-111. Turnus list I prt - 0. DM 47, KRJ Vl, pp.111-113. Name list I prt - 0 . DM 254, 
KRI Vl, p.104. Tumus list IV prt - 0 . DM 162, KRJ VI, p.114. Turnus list I-III miw - 0. DM 161, 
KR1 Vl, pp.114-115. Turnus list III-IV miw- 0 . DM 44, KRJ VI, pp.116-118. List of workmen, Deir 
el Medina, II smw - 0. MMA. 09.184.702. , KRl VII, p.330. Fragmentary list of names, year l (dated 
by overlapping attested names) - P . Vienna (no number), verso, KRJ VII, pp.348-9. Muster roll of Deir 
el Medina workmen, day 8 of ill smw in year l (dated by overlapping attested names) - 0 . DM 236, 
KRl VI, p.178. 
16 Celebration of a festival of Amenophis I - 0 . Cairo CGC 25 559., KRJ VI, p.104. Claim on family 
property - 0 . DM 235, KRI VI, p. 105. Indictment of Penmennufer - 0 . Cairo Jd'E 50729, KR1 VII, 
p.351. 
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supplies dated to I smw, 12, and the record of the extraordinary deliveries upon the 

ascent ofRamesses IV. 17 Nevertheless, throughout the whole period from year 29 of 

Ramesses III to near the end of this year, there appear to have been various protests 

and strikes about the delivery oflocally produced items (see Chapter Three above) . 

There are also grain distribution records for I prt and II prt as well as III smw, 

deliveries offish in II smw, supplies of wood in Ill smw, and records of other supplies 

such as sandals and wine in IV 3gt, as well as at least one ostracon recording deliveries 

in this year but without any record of the month, or day, of those deliveries. 18 

Closely connected with these deliveries would be the intervention of the High 

Priest of Amun, Ramessesnakht (rc-ms-ss-n!Jt), mentioned in two ostraca, who took 

notice of the workers' grievances about the local deliveries and whose measures seem 

to have been successful in preventing any more major strikes during the reign of 

Ramesses IV. 19 

A visit by the Vizier, Neferrenpet (nfr-rnpt), happened at some point during 

this year, unfortunately the precise date is destroyed and the purpose is not preserved 

although one possibility is to confirm Ramessesnakht's solution to the deliveries 

problem. 20 A mention of provisions provided for the crew by this Vizier, the Mayor, 

and a Royal Butler, the latter possibly acting on commission from the king, certainly 

indicates the resolution of the deliveries problem at a high level.21 

17 Journal of supplies - 0 . Strasbourg H. 42, continued by 0 . OM 40, KRI VII, pp.329-30. Report of 
supplies(?) - 0 . Cairo CGC 25.65 l. , KRI VI, p.104. Extraordinary deliveries - P.Turin l 949-1946, 
KRl VI, p. 880. 
18 Distribution of grain for I and Ill prt - 0 . OM 136, year I (dated by overlapping attested names) of 
Ramesses IV, KRl VI, p. l71. The same for Ill month ofsmw- 0 . Gardiner 107, verso, year l-2 (dated 
by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, p.171. Fish deliveries - 0 . OM 397, year 1-2 
(dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRl VI, p.173 . Wood deliveries -0. OM 271 , 
year 1-4 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRl VI, p.174. Other supplies with 
month/day dates - 0 . OM 393. year 1-4 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRI 
VI. p.175. Other supplies without any dates - 0 . Michaelides 7, year l (dated by overlapping attested 
names) ofRamesses IV, KR1 VI, pp.174-5. 
19 Intervention by High Priest Ramessesnakht, year 1-2 (dated by overlapping attested names) of 
Ramesses IV.' ... one came in order to listen .... ', in 0 . Cairo CGC 25,310., KRI VI, p.151, 
corrected in KR1 VII, p.455, also in 0 . Cairo CGC 25,311., KRI VI, p.151 , corrected in KRI VII, 
p.455 . 
20 0 . Cairo/Mond 348, KR1 Vll, p.330. 
21 Provisions - 0 . Cairo CGC 25.580., year 1-3 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, 
KR1 VI, p.150. The commission of Royal Butlers to take effective action in the royal administration is 
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The senior members of the work crew, such as Amennakht (imn-n!Jt) or his son 

To (11), erected stela to show their piety, family members, and their powerful 

associations with the grandees of the land such as the Royal Butler Hori (!ID).22 

Year2 

A stela at Wadi Hammamat, mostly concerned with a laudatory encomium of 

the king, is dated to year 2, II 3gt, 12, and nearby are six lines of graffiti, one of which 

(no .231) preserves the earlier date ofll 3gt, 2.23 These inscriptions record an expedition 

giving the purpose as ' .. . he gave orders _ .. to make this monument for the place of 

eternity, in this mountain of bekhen stone, in the region of God's Land ... . ' and 

perhaps the dimensions of one of the monuments excavated. 24 Regrettably the size of 

the expedition is not recorded, but the concentration of the encomium on the threat of 

the Asiatics(?) is interesting in view of what happened in the following year, while the 

celebration of the intelligence of the king, including the inscribing of his name on the 

ished tree, will be met with again. In this same year is dated a graffito of Khons (!Jnsw) 

which indicates very strongly that he was a part of this expedition rather than the year 

1 expedition as has been suggested .25 

On III prt, 3, Penamun (pn-imn), Chief Archivist of the temple ofRamesses 111, 

wrote a single line of graffiti on the temple of Thutmose m at Deir el Bahri without 

any explanation. 26 

discussed by Heick, Verwa/tung . .. pp.269-76, while a note of the Vizier's involvement in petitions is 
presented by Eyre, 'Papyrus Deir el-Medina XXIV: an appeal for wages ?', GM 98, 1987, p.14, n.g. 
22 Stela of To with brother and father - year l-2 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses 
IV. Bankes stela no.12, KRl VI, p.202. Stela of Chief workman, Anhurkhawy, with Hori, a Royal 
Butler. - Stela BM. 588, year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, pp. 83-84. Stela 
of Hori, Royal Butler, - year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KRI VI, p.85. 
23 Stela - KRI VI. pp.9-1 l , translation in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. pp.84-85, six lines of 
graffiti - KRI VI, p.11. 
24 Peden.. 'ibid.' . p.85. 
25 Graffiti ofKhons, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRJ VI, p.3, suggestion of his 
belonging to expedition of year l in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. p.25. 
26 KRI VI, p. 97 . 

.. 



In this year, but without recording the month or day, a bandeaux text was 

inscribed on the west wall of the Court of Pylons IX-X in the southern approach to 

Karnak's Main temple of Amun. 27 
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At Karnak, on the rear Forecourt in the temple ofMontu, a dado of cartouches 

were inscribed. Similarly, a royal titulary was inscribed on the ramp balustrade of the 

temple ofMut. 28 These two inscriptions were part of the programme, started in year 1, 

to speedily make Ramesses IVs name visible on the processional ways of the temples 

involved. 

Nevertheless, at the nearby temple of Amun, a major series of works was 

started in this year to 'convert' the temple for the use ofRamesses IV. At Pylon IV of 

this temple a bandeaux text was inscribed which, while not unusual in the use of its 

epithets, concentrated strongly on the military and protective aspects of the new king. 29 

In contrast, the Solar Roof Shrine Dedication Text placed in the same temple 

emphasises the royal religious connection with the phrase 'chosen of Amun himself' and 

states the basic titles of the king. 30 Interestingly Christophe suggests a date for this 

dedication of after the middle of Ramesses IV's second year.31 In the southern 

approach to this temple, in the Cour de la Cachette, the extended titulary of this king is 

shown but with several protective and military titles such as 'defender of Egypt, smiter 

of the nine bows, strong in his two anns like Montu', as is also done in the Court of 

Pylons VIIl-IX. 32 There is also the 'festal wall stela' created in the Cour de la Cachette 

27 KRl VI. pp.41-42. E. 
28 Karnak. temple ofMootu. Dado ofCartouches, rear of Forecourt, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) 
ofRamesses TV. KRl VI. p.37. Karnak. temple ofMut, Minor Fragments, year 2 (dated by cartouche 
codes) of Ramesses IV, KRJ VI, p.46. 
29 Karnak, Main temple of Amun. Pylon IV, Bandeaux Texts, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV, KRI VI. pp.39-40. 
30 Karnak, Main temple of Amun. Solar Roof Shrine Dedications, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV, KRI VI, p.40. epithet 'chosen of Amun himself on line 4. 
31 Christophe, 'Note a propos du rapport de M. Chevrier. Ramses rv et la "Salle des Fetes" de 
Thoutmosis Ill a Karnak'. ASAE 52. 1954, p.263 . Also there is the note of a change in the form of 
Ramesscs IV's cartouche during his second year, see Christophe, 'La stele de l'an m de Ramses IV au 
Ouadi Hammamat (No 12)', BIFAO 48, 1949, p.6. 
32 Karnak, Main temple of Amun., Southern Approach. Cour de la Cachette, extended titulary, year 2 
(dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, pp.40-41. Karnak, Main temple of Arnun, 
Southern Approach, Court of Pylons VII-IX, extended titulary, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV, KRJ VI, p.4 l. 
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at the beginning of this year in which Helck restores an earlier date of 'year one' 

although the additional preserved date of 'year one', may simply record earlier offerings 

in the festival prior to the creation of this inscription. 33 At Pylon Vll, Osirid statues 

before the East and West Wing were usurped with the king's name and titles and 

similar additions were made to nearby statues of Thutmose III. 34 This emphasis on 

Thutmose ill, a noted conqueror of Asia in his time, and the military component of the 

other inscriptions and usurpations indicates some degree of instability in Asia during 

this year. The lack of 'victory' texts datable to this year show that these alterations are 

preparatory, rather than triumphant, presumably to engage the sympathy of Amun so 

the king may deal with a perceived threat. 

In Abydos foundation deposits were laid in six small deposit holes which would 

be under the foundation of a temple, or cult shrine, Ramesses IV had intended to create 

here near the tomb of Senusert 111.35 In the Fayum, at Kinan Faras, Ramesses IV had 

his name carved on a pillar of Amenernhet ill in the process of making his name 

'visible' on the processional way rather than serious alterations to the temple. 36 

In the temple ofLuxor's Long Colonnade, a dedication text with extended titles 

appears despite there having already been a text placed in the Pylon/chapel ofKhonsu 

in the Forecourt of Ramesses II in year 1 .37 This new text celebrates the king's martial 

prowess with epithets such as 'strong in his two arms like Montu', as well as his divine 

origin. In many ways the text is so similar to that ofKamak's 'Cour de la Cachette' that 

33 'Festal Wall Stela'. Cour de la Cachette. Karnak, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of.Ramesses IV, 
KR1 VI, pp.3-9. Heick, 'Ramessidische Inschriften aus Karnak. I. Eine Inschrift Ramses' IV, ZAS 82, 
1958, pp.98-109. where it will be noticed in the translation on p.105 that the date is reconstructed, the 
only date actually preserved is on p.108, column 11, (=KR! VI, p.8, line 36-38 ii), which simply 
records an offering in the past. 
34 Karnak, Main temple of Amun, statuary, Pylon VII, usurped Osirid statues before East and West 
Wings, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses IV, KR! VI, p.44, additions to nearby Thutmose 
Ill statues, KR! VI, p.44. 
35 Foundation Deposits, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of.Ramesses IV, KR! VI, p.36. J. 
Weinstein, Foundation Deposits in Ancient Egypt. University of Pennsylvania, Ph.D., 1973, pp.237-
76. Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV p.35 . 
36 inscription on MK column of Amenemhet III at Kinan-Fares, year 2-7 {dated by cartouche codes) 
of Ramesses IV, KR! VI, p.35 . 
37 Dedication, Lux.or temple, Long Colonnade, year 2-3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, 
KR! VI, pp.47-48, no. 37. Previous text of year 1 ofRarnesses IV, KR! VI, p.47, no.36. 
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At Western Thebes, at the lower end ofHatshepsut's Causeway, foundation 

deposits were placed for a small temple of Ramesses IV and work was completed to 

the stage where marks of columns are to be seen on the paving. 38 Strangely, for a king 

who respected his ancestors, the stone for this temple was taken from the temple of 

Hatshepsut nearby. 

In the Ramesseum's Second Court in the North and South Colonnade Ramesses 

IV's titles were inscribed. This brief inscription, without any military epithets, will have 

been simply to make Ramesses's name prominent rather than to remodel the temple, 

although frequently Ramesses III and Ramesses IV did model themselves and their acts 

on the builder of the Ramesseum, Ramesses II. 39 

Ramesses Ill's temple ofMedinet Habu, in contrast, underwent considerable 

decoration in this year with texts being placed on the facade of the South Porter's 

Lodge, Pylon I, East Facade, North Wing, and South Wing.40 These texts also carry 

military titles with concepts such as '(Thoth) gives you victories and strength of his arm 

in order to extend the boundaries ofEgypt.'41 This material points once more to trouble 

brewing outside of Egypt and represents an attempt by Ramesses IV to enlist the help 

of his now divine father who had successfully fought against invasion. Further evidence 

of Ramesses IV's building at Medinet Habu in this year is to be found in the foundation 

38 'Colonnaded temple', year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, p.48. For the note 
of stone used from Hatshepsut's temple see Carnarvon and Carter, Five Years' Explorations at Thebes, 
London, 1912. pp.8-9. 
39 Ramesseum. Second Court, North Colonnade base inscriptions, year 2-3 (dated by cartouche codes) 
ofRamesses IV, KRI VI. pp.49-50. Ramesseum, Second Court, South Colonnade base inscriptions, 
year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses JV, KRI VI, p.50. 
40 Medinet Habu, temple ofRamesses III. South Porter's Lodge. inscription, year 2 (dated by 
cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, p. 51. Medinet Habu, temple ofRamesses ID, Pylon I, East 
Facade and North Tower. inscriptions, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses JV, KRI VI, 
p.53 . Medinet Habu, temple ofRamesses III, Pylon I, North Wing, inscription, year 2 (dated by 
cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, K.RJ VI, pp.53-54. Medinet Habu, temple ofRamesses IIL Pylon I, 
South Wing, inscription, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KRI VI, pp.54-55. 
41 SeeKRJVI, p.51 , lines 10-11. 
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deposits which interfered with the Tenemos Wall ofHaremhab and Eye's temple.42 

Holscher suggests that Ramesses IV had planned to erect a valley temple here for 

himself, or one of his close relatives, but that nothing came of the idea. 43 This 

abandonment is due, in my view, to the very large mortuary construction undertaken at 

Assasif in Western Thebes whose foundation plaques were deposited in this year along 

with a hieratic wine jar docket. 44 

At Edfu, Ramesses IV had his name engraved on the Western Facade of the 

Ramesside Pylon as a row of cartouches while Christophe notes traces of another on 

the other member of the Pylon (Northern Construction).45 Unlike the other insertions 

of his name, which appear on processional routes, these cartouches serve to show a 

royal connection with Ramesses ITI and II to the external visitor. 

A foundation deposit, without provenance, in the British Museum, BM. 54420, 

dates from this period pointing to building activity elsewhere than the sites above. 46 

Bierbrier, in his publication of the plaque, suggests that the probable origin is in or near 

Luxor as the piece was acquired there and it is certainly dissimilar to other foundation 

plaques known for this king. 

A stela was dedicated at Aniba in Nubia and the cartouche dates from this year 

ofRamesses IV but little more than 'Words spoken by Amun-Re ... King of the Gods 

.. .. ', remains of its content which follows the cartouche.47 Presumably it was 

dedicated by a local priest or Magnate and showed Ramesses IV offering and receiving 

some benefit such as long life from Amun-Re. 

42 Korn el-Hetan/Medinet Habu, Northern temple, Foundation Deposits, year 2 (dated by cartouche 
codes) ofRarnesses IV, KRI VI, pp.50-51. Weinstein, Foundation Deposits in Ancient Egypt. pp.280-
1. 
43 U. Holscher, The Excavations o.fMedinet Habu. v.11, Chicago, 1939, p.115. 
44 Foundation Deposits. larger valley temple, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI 
VI, pp.48-49, B. Wine jar docket found in association with these deposits, KRI VI, p.49. 
45 Edfu, titles on Ramesside Pylon, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KRI VI, p .63 . 
L. A. Christophe, 'Le pylone "Rameside" d'Edfou', ASA.E 55, 1958, pp.2-4. 
46 Foundation plaque. year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses IV, KRIVIl, p.326. Published by 
Bierbrier, M . L. ed. Hieroglyphic Texts.from Egyptian Stelae &c., in the British Museum. part 12, 
London, 1982, pp.8-9. 
47 Aniba, fragment of a stela, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KRl VI, p .63 . G. 
Steindorff, Aniba. v.Il, Hamburg, 1937, p.24, no.41, pl.II, no.38. 
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One ostracon from this year, apparently a trial layout of religious titles for 

Ramesses IV, is O.Cairo CGC 25,202., and it is instructive to contrast this inscription 

containing such ideas as' .. . beautiful in (his) two hands ... provides incense for his 

father . . . who lights up the whole land with his beauties.', with the military titles at 

Medinet Habu or Karnak. 48 Daressy records that this ostracon was found in tomb no. 9 

of the Valley of the Kings which is that ofRamesses VNI and which, in my view, may 

have been used as the dump for a large number of ostraca trial pieces for the planned 

valley temple ofRamesses IV and noted under 'Year 4' below.49 0 . Gardiner 301, in 

contrast, is a list of the idealised personal picture of, and religious devotion by, a king 

which Gardiner notes, with some doubt, as being part of a hymn of jubilation at the 

coming of the Pharaoh or of the inundation. 50 This ostracon can be linked to Ramesses 

IV by the partially preserved cartouche on the back which belongs at the earliest 

possible date to this year. Of interest is the mention on the ostracon of' . . . Desert 

cities and Islands of the Mediterranean .. .. ', showing that Ramesses IV at least liked 

to receive the attributes of one who still had an empire. 

In support of this view of empire is the scarab from Tel Aphek in modem day 

Israel, originally attributed to Ramesses I or II, although some have suggested that 

trade in these items is responsible for their distribution in Syria and Palestine. 51 Since 

the only inscription is the partial nomen of Ramesses IV (rc-ms-sw m1c1y), it would 

seem unlikely that this item would be traded and it is more probable that it was a 

personal royal gift manufactured for wide distribution. It is certainly interesting to 

realise that the manufacture of these items started so early in Ramesses IVs reign. 

48 0 . Cairo CGC 25,202 .. year 2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, pp.152-3, 
especially p.153, lines 2, 3 for the epithets mentioned. 
49 Daressy, Ostraca. p.39 and pl.33. Note also the large numbers of other ostraca found in the same 
location. 
50 0 . Gardiner 301 year 2-7 (dated by cartoucbe codes) ofRamesses IV, text of recto only in KRJ VI, 
pp.153-4. Cartouche on verso, translation and commentary in Gardiner Notebook 132.5.-6., held in 
the archive of the Griffith Institute, Oxford, England. (Copy kindly supplied by Dr. Diana Magee, 
Griffith Institute, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford). 
51 Scarab from Tel Aphek. year 2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI VII, p.325. R 
Giveon. Scarabs .from Recent Excavations in Israel. Freiburg, 1986, pp.46-48. 
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This year is also the earliest possible date for the manufacture of the glazed 

lotus bowl fragments found at Timna and for the wand, menat, and bracelet fragments 

found in Sinai. 52 

The manufacture of scarabs containing the royal name continued during this 

year as BM. 17147, BM. 17128, P. H. Sc. no.1676, and Corpus Scarabee no.735/736, 

show. 53 No doubt Ramesses was still concerned to promote his name, and its similarity 

to that ofRamesses IT, by way of these handy gifts to vassals and courtiers. A scene in 

the tomb of Amenemope of that individual standing before Ramesses IV is also dated 

to this year. 54 

Deir el Medina 

This year is one of concerted activity at the village shown by the sheer number 

of records that remain. 

We have dated turnus lists for IV smw, 1 through to III Jbt,15, I Jbt, 1-30, II 

3ht, 1 through to ID 3gt,5, I prt, 1-30, and III prt, 4-9.55 Nevertheless, apart from the 

lists of watchmen, these lists only occasionally mention delivery of local supplies such 

as firewood, plaster, etc., and so supply little additional information. 

52 Glazed lotus bowl. year 2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, p.33. B. 
Rothenberg, The Egyptian Mining Temple at Timna. London, 1988, p.122. Glazed fragments from 
Sinai, year 2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRJVI, p.33. 
53 BM. 17147., year 2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRJ VI, p.64. BM. 17128., year 
2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, p.64. P. H. Sc. no.1676, year 2-7 (dated by 
cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRJ VI, p .64. Corpus Scarabee no.735/736, year 2-7 (dated by 
cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KR1 VI, p.64. 
54 B. Ockinga, 'Maquarie University Theban Tombs Project: TI 148 Amenemope Preliminary Report 
on 1991/2 and 1992/3 Seasons'. Bulletin of the Australian Centre for Egyptology 4, 1993, p.47, 2. a. 
Copy of this material kindly supplied by Dr. Ockinga, Maquarie University, Sydney, Australia. 
55Tumus lists covering year 2, 

IV smw, 1-lII 3gt, 15, - 0 . DM 160 + 0 . Berlin P.12642, KRI VI, p.119, 
III 3gt, 1-30. - 0 . DM 46. KRI VI, pp.121-4, 
U 3ht, I-ID 3gt, 5. - 0 . DM 45+0. Berlin P.12651 + 0 . Vienna H.4, KRI VI, pp.119-21, 
I prt, 1-30, - 0 . Gardiner I 13, KRI VI, pp.124-5, 
lil prt, 4-9, - 0. DM 40 I. KRI VI, p.125. 
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0 . DM 634 gives us a note of absences for IV prt, 21, while 0 . Colin Campbell 

no.3 gives us a work or absence journal, unfortunately without any month or day dates 

preserved, and it should be noticed that on the verso, line 2, there appears to be the 

remains of a letter format as the incomplete sentence states' . .. to cause one to know 

the messages from the Foreman of the crew . ... '56 Thus this ostracon is the draft of 

the formal notice of absences to be copied onto papyrus for a higher authority, written 

by the village scribe at the behest of the Foreman of the crew. There is also a list of 

three men performing water carrying duty on II prt, 18, who are not 'smdt= outsiders', 

but no explanation for this is given in the ostracon. 57 

On IV smw, 27, an issue of26 sacks of grain was made to the workmen by the 

scribe Hori (J_m) giving the Foreman of the crew 2 sacks, the scribe 2 sacks and the 

remaining 30 members of the crew 22 sacks.58 These figures, even if they represent 

only the left hand or right hand side of the crew, show the crew had not yet been 

increased from its numbers under Ra.messes III by this date. 

Further extensive deliveries of both local produce and grain were made on 11 

prt, 9, 10, 12, 13, 28, and 29, with a separate note offish deliveries on II prt, 25, and 

the size of this delivery, some 690 units, show that it was not simply monthly wages. 59 

On U smw, I , a distribution of clothing was made by Paroy (pJry), the Scribe of 

the Vizier, while on another date, unfortunately not preserved, a series of payments are 

listed, but the introductory formula suggests that this O. Gardiner 171, is a private 

receipt rather than salary payments or royal gifts. 60 Overall, the collection of 

documents concerning rations in this second year are rather few and normally highlight 

an upcoming feast or similar event without indicating any problems with deliveries. The 

remaining notes of ration deliveries on ostraca must have suffered a high proportion of 

56 0 . DM 634. KRJ YI, p.129. 0 . Colin Campbell no.3. year 2 (dated by overlapping attested names) 
ofRamesses IV KRJ VII. p.347-8, Cerny Notebook 36.59. 
57 Note of three men carrying water, 0 . DM 262, KRJ Vl, p.128. 
58 0 . DM 380, KRJ VI. pp.127-8, especially p.127, lines 15-16. 
59 Extensive deliveries, 0 . Gardiner 13 L KRJ VII, pp.331-2. Separate note of fish deliveries, 0 . DM 
694, KRJ VI, p.128. 
60 Issue of clothing, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,562., KRJ Vl, p.131. Payment, 0 . Gardiner 171, KR.I VII, 
pp.332-3 . For private receipt formula' . . . to cause one to know ... . ', plus the individual names and 
deben amounts see Janssen, Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. p.499, ID. 
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date loss, destruction, or have not yet been located. We know from the brief mention in 

tumus lists such as 0. DM 45 that such grain deliveries were actually made.61 

On IV smw, 5, tools (spikes of copper) were issued to the crew by the scribe 

Hori (.(m) in preparation for the upcoming work but, surprisingly, it is not until II 3gt, 

6, that the second District Scribe of the city, possibly together with others, arrives and 

it is not until days 17 and 18 of the same month the Vizier Neferrenpet (nfr-mpt) and 

the Royal Butlers arrive to locate a place for the tomb ofRamesses IV.62 

On II 3gt, 30, Eyre notes that a daybook ostracon records that the 'magistrate 

came to the gatehouse to impose a great oath on the crew, being the sfil) tryt . .. . ' 

Eyre suggests that this oath is due to the change of name of the Pharaoh and I 

understand this to mean from 'wsr 'to '/;lip 'in Ramesses IVs prenomen.63 

The next most important event known to occur in this year happened on III 3gt, 

28, when a written command in Ramesses IV's name was supplied by the Vizier 

Neferrenpet (nfr-mpi), Overseer of the Treasury Montu-em-tawy (mn/W-m-tJwy), 

Royal Butlers Sethhirwenemef (stb-(11"-wnm.f), Hori (.(m), and Temnekht (tm-n!JI), and 

the Deputy Menna (mn.nJJ to increase the numbers of the crew to 120.64 Although the 

papyrus is silent about where the new members of the crew were to be drawn from, it 

would be reasonable to suppose that the 'outsiders' who bought the vegetables, water 

etc., would be the first choice since the main aim at this early stage of tomb 

construction would be to remove as much rock as possible, needing brute force rather 

than artistic skill . 65 

Interestingly the Royal Butler Sethhirwenemef (stb-(11"-wnm.f) had a stela cut 

and erected in the Valley of the Kings during this year but showing only his king's and 

61 0 . DM 45. recto, KRJ VI, p.120, lines 15-16. 
62 Issue of tools. 0. Cairo CGC 25,568., KRI VI, p.127. Arrival of 'Second District Scribe of the City, 
the servant Rd .... ', 0 . Cairo CGC 25,256., KRI VII, p.33 l. Arrival of Vizier Neferrenpet and Royal 
Butlers, turnus list, 0 . DM 45, recto, KRI VI, p.120, lines 11-13. 
63 See Eyre, Development and Labour Relations in the Theban Necropolis in the Ramesside Period. 
Oxford University, Ph.D, 1980, p.104. 
64 P.Turin Cat. 1891, recto, KRI VI, pp.76-77. 
65 Some support for this view of using outsiders is given by the reverse situation shown in the ostracon 
quoted by Cerny in Community. p.104, where crew members are sent to becomes 'outsiders'. 
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his own names plus the title of 'Royal Butler'. 66 Since stela were generally raised where 

one had an administrative, filial or religious function this action of his raises two 

possibilities; either that he was present on an occasional basis to help with the royal 

tomb, or that his family and origins were to be found in the nearby workmens' village. I 

have not found any further information available on these points. 

Other aspects of Deir el Medina life proceeded as normal, such as the hiring of 

donkeys, receipting accounts, and appeals to oracles about the theft of clothing.67 

The note of deposition by Amenemhotep (imn-l;tp) on I smw, 30, against the 

policeman, knr, shows that the hiring of oxen was taking place and the legal system 

was functioning, as does the dispute relating to the temple ofRamesses IV.68 

Unfortunately this temple has not been located to date, although it cannot have been 

too far from Deir el Medina and the prime candidate would be the valley temple 

discovered by Carter and Carnarvon. The fragmentary record of 0 . DM 635 recording 

theft of grain from this valley temple, whose God was Amun, connected with the 

controller Ramose (rc--ms) is a portent of the Elephantine scandal ofRamesses V's 

reign. 

As well as the construction work on Ramesses IV's tomb, the workmen appear 

to have been doing a large amount of work about the Necropolis if the numbers of 

graffiti are anything to go by. Mostly consisting of the name of a workman, any titles, 

and his filiation, these scratchings will have a religious function as the place where they 

are incised is extremely sacred, although the level of skill of some raises the suspicion 

of idle doodlings while they ate lunch under a convenient nearby shelter. From the 

scribe Amennakht (imn-n!Jf) we have several inscriptions on IV smw, 24, a second 

66 Small stela of Ramesses-Sethhirwenemef, year 2-7 ( dated by cartouche codes) of Ra.messes IV, KRI 
VII, p. 419. The objection may be raised that the name differs from Sethhirwenemef but there is no 
evidence to support two separate Royal Butlers with the names 'Sethhirwenemef and 'Ramesses
Setherwenemef in the reign of Ra.messes IV, see MaJek, 'The Royal Butler Hori at Northern Saqqara', 
JEA 74, 1988, pp.134-{j_ 
67 Hire ofa donkey to Ptahmose, 0 . DM66. KRJ VI, p.128. Receipt of payment II prt-11 ~mw, 0 . 
Cairo CGC 25,588., KRI VI, pp.126-7. Receipt of payment in ill prt, 0. Cairo CGC 25,597., KRI VI, 
p.129. Appeal to oracle on m 3bt, 1, P.BM. 10,335., KRI VII, pp.416-18, on N 3bt, 19, 0. DM 342, 
KRl VI, p.128. 
68 Deposition of Amenemhotep. 0. DM 433, KRJ VI, pp.130-1. Dispute relating to temple of 
Ramesses IV, 0 . DM 635, KRl VI, pp. 125-{j_ 
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month in an unknown season, IV prt, day not preserved, and two in which only the 

year is preserved, and I smw, 12. There also exists a graffiti from his son Pentaweret 

(pn-11-wrf) done in III 3gt, without the day being preserved.69 Other graffiti are by 

Amen-wa' (imn-w') on I prt, 10, by draughtsmen Hormin (fm-mnw) and 

Amenemhotep (imn-m-l)tpw) on I smw, 13, and by these draughtsmen and others in 

the Western Theban graffiti nos 1288-1291 on the same date. 70 A simple cartouche 

graffito, with no name, comes from this year. 71 

The workmen were also busy making their own stela. The sketch of 0 . Cairo 

CGC 25, 114., by the scribe Amenhotep (imn--litp) on II smw, 23, shows his trial layout 

of Amun being adored by him, while the Overseer of the Treasury Montu-em-tawy 

(mnJw-m-tJwy), noted above in connection with the expansion of the crew, created his 

stela in this year. n 

Year3 

The major changes during this year are the concentration on expeditions into 

Asia and Nubia, both peaceful and warlike. 

One of the earliest texts on this subject is the Hieratic Stela at Amarah West 

dated to III smw, 28, which begins with the words 'in victory' and clearly deals at the 

very least with a minor rebellion and possibly a larger invasion involving the Sea 

69 Amen.nakht graffiti, year 2, IV smw. 23. west Theban graffito no.3013, IV ~mw, 24. west Theban 
graffito no.1736, KRJ VI, p.203, year 2, IV smw, 24, west Theban graffiti nos 2868, 1736, second 
month in an unknown season, west Theban graffito no.2626, KRI VI, p.132, IV prt, day not preserved, 
west Theban graffito no.2872, KR1 VI, p.132, two graffito in which only the year is preserved, west 
Theban graffiti nos 2629 & 2873, KRI VI, p.132, graffito from I smw, 12, west Theban graffito no.22 
= 1405, KRJ VI. p.129, graffito from son, Pentaweret, west Theban graffito no.2128, KR1 VI, p.203 . 
For discussion of nos 3013, 2868, and 1736 noting an episode of 'mw n pt-torrential rain', see C. 
Leblanc, 'Thebes et les Pluies Torrentielles apropos de mw n pt', Memnonia 6, 1995, pp.200-3 . 
70 Amen-wa', I prt, 10, west Theban graffito no.839, KRJ VI, p.208. Draughtsman Hormin and 
Amenemhotep on l smw, 13, west Theban graffito no.1298, KR1 VI, p .130. Group of west Theban 
graffiti nos 1288-1291, I smw day 13, KRJ VI, p. 130. 
71 West Theban graffiti no.1239, year 2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KR1 VI, p.154. 
72 0 . Cairo CGC 25,114., KR1 VI, p.131. Montu-em-tawy stel.a, year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV, KR1 VI, p.82. 
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Peoples. 73 Further activity in Nubia is shown by the temple graffiti at Buhen South, the 

large stela no.1748 at Buben Fortress also mentioning the king's valour against the 

rebels, the cartouches on the columns of the South temple at Buhen, and graffito of 

Ramessesnakht (r<-ms-ss-n!Jt), Garrison Commander, in temple A at Kawa in Nubia.74 

Unfortunately the details are scanty, but the area of insurrection, or invasion, 

would have involved Nubia given the number of inscriptions made in the temples there 

and remembering the attempted insurrection in Nubia as a part of the Harem 

conspiracy. 

In the Wadi Hammamat two dated notices ofl smw, 26, and II smw, 27, 

record the great expedition of year 3 to obtain stone for the decoration of the temples 

of the king.75 The presence of the large number of military in the expedition has been 

explained in the past as brute labour but, in view of the earlier events of the year 

mentioned above, they should now be regarded either as a protective guard for the 

expedition in an area where rebels, or invaders, will still have been active or as 

controllers of a large number of prisoners drafted for labour. One other interesting 

aspect of this expedition is the detaching ofRamessesnakht (r<-ms-ss-n.!Jt) from his 

normal duties to act as the Commander of the expedition. This fact points to the 

normal Commander being tied up elsewhere, no doubt with rebuilding areas caught up 

in the fighting . 

Among the same group of inscriptions belongs the rock stela ofUsimarenakht 

( wsr -mJ<1-rc-n!Jt) at Wadi Hammamat speaking of' . .. going to the mountain of 

Bekhen in order to fetch away monuments for his Majesty .... ', and the minor record 

73Amarah West, Hieratic Stela. year 3, KRI VI, p.63. translation in Peden, The Reign ofRamesses IV. 
p.82. for suggestion that this was an attack of the Sea People in year 3, Peden, 'ibid.'. pp.19-20. Note 
that Grandet is less certain of the king this stela may be attributed to; see P. Grandet. 'Review of 
Peden, A. J . Egyptian Historical Inscriptions of the Twentieth Dynasty. Jonsered, 1994.', BiOr 53, 
no.5/6, September-December 1996, p.675. 
74 Buben. South temple, graffiti, cartouches adored by Viceroy Hori, year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) 
ofRamesses IV, KR! VI, p.80. Large stela no.1748 at Buben fortress, Viceroy Hori, year 3 (dated by 
cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KR! VI, pp.80-81 , translation in H.S. Smith, The Fortress of Buhen. 
v. II, London, 1976, pp.152-3 . Cartouches on the Columns of the South temple at Buben, year 3-4? 
(dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KR! VI, p .63 . Graffito ofRamessesnakht on temple A at 
Kawa, year 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KR! VI, p .880. 
75 Rock inscription, Wadi Hammamat, dated tpy smw; 26, KRI VI, p.12. Great Rock Stela of year 3 
expedition, Wadi Hammamat, dated II smw, 27, KR! VI, pp.12-14. 
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of a year 3 expedition which speaks of' ... command by His Majesty in order to fetch 

away the commission . ... ', both inscriptions belonging to the great expedition of this 

year and not separate ones. 76 Another stela from Koptos must postdate this expedition 

since it contains the words' ... [Materials] for the place of truth and for Egypt, in the 

mountain of Bekhen stone in the eastern dessert .... ', and, as such, must be placed at 

the end of the year from its date of III smw since the expedition is dated elsewhere as 

being in II smw.17 

It is from this year, Ill smw, that the stela of Sobekhotep (sbk-/;Jtp) at Serabit el 

Khadim in the Sinai dates and which records the command ofRamesses IV to his 

Butler to bring him' ... all that his heart desired (of) turquoise, at his fourth expedition 

. .. . ', the phrase 'fourth expedition' showing that there had been three earlier ones and, 

in the absence of any contrary data, at yearly intervals. 78 As this is the fourth expedition 

their occurrence must have been at the end of the regnal year so that R.amesses IV 

could count the last one of Ramesses III's as being within his own reign, although just 

before the start of his own reign's first year, and must therefore have occurred between 

ill smw, 6, the actual date of death of Ramesses III, and ill smw, 16, the date of 

accession ofRamesses IV. 

In this year there are less building activities and foundation of temples but the 

decoration of specific temples continues, especially Medinet Habu, as does the supply 

of statues, cult ornaments, and other temple fittings. 

On I prt, 5, an inspection of the Thutmose temple at Deir el Bahri was carried 

out by Hequarenakht (l;Jlp-mJCt-rc-ngtw), Sem Priest of the temple ofRamesses IV, 

along with a General of the King's army, unfortunately not named, presumably as part 

of a regular inspection carried out by Ramesses IVs clergy as had been done under 

Ramesses m. 79 

76 Year 3 rock stela ofUsimarenakht. year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, K.RJ VI, 
pp.15-16. Minor record of year 3 expedition, Wadi Hammama4 KRl VI, p.15, no.11. 
77 Koptos stela, KR1 VI p.16, translation in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses I V. pp.90-91. 
78Stela belonging to Sobekhotep. Serabit el Khadim, Sinai, KRI VI, pp.85-86, translation in A. 
Gardiner, et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai. v.II, London, 1952, p.194. 
79 Graffito, Thutmose ID temple, Deir el Bahri. KR1 VI p. 97. For inspections under Ramesses III and 
earlier see Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV p.11 , and especially note 1. 
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At Karnak Amenopet (imn-ipt), the Third Prophet of Amun, cut dedications in 

the doorways of the chapels to the south of the South Court recording the favour the 

king had shown to him and his work. 80 On the columns, and their bases, of the Great 

Hypostyle Hall in this temple of Amun the names of the king and his abbreviated titles 

were cut in formulaic inscriptions showing the Gods Amun, Ptah, Reharachete, etc., 

giving life and a long reign to the king. 81 This latter series of inscriptions was a 

continuation of the reworking of the main processional ways, usually by recutting 

cartouches, started in year I to show the king's ownership of them. The same action 

was taken in this year in the temple of Khonsu, also at Karnak, but with the addition of 

a small text describing the offerings in that temple made on the king's behalf to Amun

Re. 82 Thus we are beginning to get a mixture of dedications made by the king's 

appointees and the king himself, which is to be expected as the reign matures and the 

administration rewards its servants. 

The most extensive reworking of this year occurred in the temple of Ramesses 

Ill at Medinet Habu. This valley temple contained the records of Ramesses III's 

repeated campaigns against the Libyans and Sea Peoples from year 5 of his reign 

onwards. Ramesses IV added bandeaux texts consisting of his names, titles, and 

religious dedications to the Gate Tower and Pavilion, similar texts to the Pavilion 

passage on the North side, and another to the First Court at the base of the South 

wall .83 The same theme was continued on the interior of the First Court on the base of 

the South wall, but with the addition of some titles, such as 'defender of Egypt, great 

of victories', stressing military valour on the West wall interior of the Second Court on 

80 Dedication of Amenopel Third Prophet of Amun, Karnak, KRJ VI, p.94, no.2. 
81 Names of king etc., on Columns and their bases in the Great Hypostyle Hall, Karnak, year 3 (dated 
by cartouche codes) ofRamesses JV, KR1 VI, pp.38-39, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV, KR1 VI, p.880, year 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ra.messes IV, KR1 VII, p.325. 
82 Dedications, temple ofK.honsu. Karnak, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ra.messes IV, KR1 
VI, pp.44-45. 
83 Gate Tower and Pavilion inscriptions, Medinet Habu, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV, KR1 VI, p.52. Pavilion Passage on North side, Medinet Habu, year 3-4 (dated by 
cartouche codes) of Ra.messes IV, KR1 VI, p.52. First Court, Medinet Habu, South Wall at base, 
inscriptions, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRl VI, p.54. 
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the bandeaux below the Procession of Princes. 84 It was during this year, and probably 

at the same time the above bandeaux was added, that some alterations were made to 

the Procession of Princes on the same wall. 85 Since the temple commemorated 

victories by Ramesses IVs father over the external enemies of Egypt, the addition of 

Ramesses IV's texts will have been to celebrate his victories already indicated on the 

hieratic stela from Amarah West, discussed above, and to associate these new victories 

with the glories of his father. 

Nevertheless not all temple activity was centred in Thebes and its environs, 

since at Esna the royal cartouches were inscribed in what appears to be a minor tomb

shrine of Hathor. 86 It is not clear whether the shrine was a public one, but the level of 

workmanship upon the stela with the heads ofHathor present on it would be unusual 

for a private stela which would be far more likely to show the tomb owner. 87 I 

therefore conclude that it is a small village, or local, shrine and that the inscription of 

the cartouches was to 'claim' the shrine for Ramesses IV. 

At Abydos we encounter a different temple alteration where a Great Stela to 

Osiris and all the Gods was inscribed, dated IV smw, 1, which places the inscription at 

the beginning of this third year and after the victory recorded at Amarah West. 88 The 

sole thrust of this stela is to emphasise the legitimacy of the king and his rule by 

stressing his divine antecedents, religious observance, and investigations of the king, 

including a speech similar to a 'negative confession'. A minor theme also stressed is the 

curbing of the rebellious and the ordering of the land which, taken in context with the 

84 First Court interior, Medinet Habu, South Wall at base, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV KR1 VI, p.55. Second Court. Medinet Habu, Western Wall Bandeaux below princes, 
year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KRJ VI, pp.56-57. 
85 Procession of Princes, Second Court, Medinet Habu, North and South sides, year 3-4 (dated by 
cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRJVI, p.57. 
86 Tomb-shrine of Hathor, Esna, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KRI VI p.62. 
87 Excavation report of Hathor's tomb-shrine at Esna, J. Garstang, 'Excavations at Hierakonpolis, at 
Esna, and in Nubia', AS4E 8, 1907, pp.146-7, reproduction of stela ofHathor from the shrine at Esna 
in Bruyere, Mert Seger a Deir el Medineh. p.272, fig.139. 
88 Great Stela to the Gods. year lost, Abydos, year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRJ 
VI, pp.20-25, corrected in KR1 VII, p.452. Month of this Stela corrected to IV in KR1 VII, p.452. 
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other material, indicates there had been some upheavals within Egypt itself during the 

start of this year.89 

This year was also notable for the amount of decoration of temples in the form 

of statues, obelisks and other cult items. Statues were supplied at Abydos, Karnak (in 

green slate and in faience), Hermopolis (demonic figure) , while another kneeling schist 

statuette (BM. 1816) has no provenance but may be from the Theban region. 90 At 

Abydos a shabti figure of the king was produced in accordance with what seems to be 

the cult practise of that place and with a possible view to founding a temple there.91 

A different sort of decoration was the usurpation of the obelisks of earlier kings 

that stood by the entrance Pylons at the temples of Thutmose I at Karnak, ofRamesses 

I, and of an unknown king at Heliopolis. 92 The usurpation in the case of Thutmose I 

and the unknown king was a recutting of cartouches and other titles, whereas in the 

case of the Ramesses I obelisk additions were made only to the texts on faces A and B 

of that obelisk, with the apparent aim, in all cases, of placing Ramesses IVs name on 

the main processional route of the temples involved but preserving Ramesses I's name 

out of respect for this ancestor. As such this is a continuation of the work begun in 

year 1 to make Ramesses IV's name quickly evident on the processional ways of all the 

country's temples, although this concentration on what are essentially religious 

elements of the temples indicates a winding down of such work, the workmen having 

altered most of the major sites already. 

89 Crushing of the rebellious/stabilising of Egypt see Peden, Egyptian Historical Inscriptions of the 
Twentieth Dynasty. pp. 163, 171. 
90 Abydos, Kneeling Statue, years 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI Vl, p.36. 
Karnak, temple ofMontu. Green Slate Statue, year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses IV, KRI 
VI, p.3 7, no.29 A. Karnak. Cour de la Cachette, Faience Statuette, year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) 
of Ramesses IV, KRI Vl, p.43 . Hcnnopolis, Demonic figure, year 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV, KRI Vl, p.64. Kneeling Schist statuette, BM 1816, year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV KRI VII, p.325. 
91 Shabti figure, Abydos, year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI Vl, p.36. Cult 
practise of Shabtis at Abydos discussed in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. pp.34-35, and note 9. 
92 Obelisk ofThutmose I at Karnak, year 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses IV, KRJ Vl, 
pp.3 l-32, correction in KRJ VII, p.452. Obelisk ofRarnesses I, year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV, KRI Vl, p.64. Obelisk of an unknown king from Heliopolis, year 3-5 (dated by 
cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRJ VI, .30-31. 



The seal of the '. . . Fan Bearer upon the Right of the King, Royal Scribe, 

Secretary to the Lord of the Two Lands, Overseer of the Great Treasury of Lower 

Egypt Ramesses-user-hir-khopesh (r<-ms-ss wsr-./lr-!Jps) . ... ', belongs to this year, 

although its provenance is unknown. 93 
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From this year also comes the 40 hin jar, Berlin no.8424, and the scarabs, Cairo 

CGC 36283 and P.H.Sc. nos 1673, 1674, all of which contain only names and, in the 

case of the jar, brief titles ofRamesses IV.94 They do, however, serve to show that the 

manufacture of temple equipment and 'promotional' scarabs was continuing unabated. 

From P.Mallet, covering both this and the next year ofRamesses IV, we get an 

interesting glimpse of the other villages and estates in Egypt where the drawings of 

provisions by one Amenemwia (imn-m-wiJ) on the Estate ofKhonsu are noted and 

which are his personal salary, although at the end of the list he notes that he has not 

received his rations or 'offerings of any kind. 195 As expected, the rations which include 

clothing and implements are for agricultural work and subsistence. The remainder of 

the papyrus demonstrates the authority wielded by a Supervisor of the Cattle of the 

Estate of Amun-Re. He orders his Medjay and cultivators to carry out corvee labour 

and sets out his dispositions to the scribe of the offering table of the storeroom, one 

lryaa (iry), after having been ordered by the Overseer of the Treasury, Khaemtir (!J<

m-JJyr), to supply large quantities of wood and charcoal in the district ofKheriu. One 

of the more interesting aspects is how the treasury, a civil office, is able to order a 

religious temple to supply provisions. 

93 Ramesses - User-bir-khopesh, seal, year 3-5? (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRJ VI, 
pp.86-87. 
94 40 hin jar, Berlin no.8424, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRJ VI, p.64. 
Scarab Cairo no.36283, year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRJ VI, p. 64 no.52, 
D.(iii). Scarab P.H. Sc. nos 1673, 1674, year 3-5? (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KRJ VI, 
p.64, no.52, D.(viii) . 
95 P. Mallet [Louvre 10501, KRJ VI, pp.65-68. Translation in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. 
pp.117-19. 
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Deir el Medina 

A partial work record is preserved for IV prt, 22, telling us that it was an 'idle' 

day apart from four member of the crew going in order to work on the granary. The 

same inscription preserves records of days 12 and 13 of the same month, noting the 

latter as 'idle' .96 A record of work is also preserved for month x, probably IV, prt, 5, 

and II 3gt, 5, mentioning under the fonner, ' .. . a going which the crew made (to) the 

work which is in the great field .. . . '97 The 'Great Field' is one of the ancient names for 

the Valley of the Kings and hence the work is on the royal tomb, while the latter date 

contains the partial sentence '. . . as to the state of the work of the T ombff emple(?) of 

King wsr-m1c1-rc stp-n-(inm) ( of) Amun .... ' and may be an early reference to the 

Large valley temple Ramesses IV planned for himself at Assasif 

A very fragmentary ostracon exists that could show the issuing of lamp wicks 

for a part of this year, although such issues are nonnally a part of the same record of 

work and absences. 98 In addition a correction to the original reading of the ostracon 

mentions 'imr = stone' . In any case, this ostracon is quite unusual in that the cartouche 

of Ramesses IV is preserved on it and Daressy states it was found in the Valley of the 

Kings raising the suspicion that it may have been an artist's trial piece for decoration, 

rather than a record of work. 99 

On III smw, 28, and IV smw, 4, deliveries offish and firewood are recorded 

from the fishennan and one of the workmen.10° Further deliveries of fish and grain are 

recorded from III 31:}t, 18, until IV 3gt, 6, from the fishennan Khonsu (!Jnsw) amongst 

96 0 . Cairo CGC 25.563. , concerning a granary, K.RJ VI, p.136. reconstruction of last entry supplying 
a 'IO' is my own, as the sign is missing in the text. 
97 0 . BM. 50733., KRl VU, pp.333-4. The writing of'wsr' rather than ',{Jiµ' in Ramesses's prenomen 
may be a simple scribal error. or reflect the actual date of the foundation of the tomb and temple of 
Arnun. 
98 0 . Cairo CGC 25,312. , year 3-4 (dated by cartoucbe codes) of Ra.messes IV, KRl VI, p.183, 
corrected in KRl VII, p.456. 
99 Daressy, Ostraca. p.80. 
100 0 . DM 196, fish/wood deliveries, KRJ VI. p.132. 
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others while the grain is distributed by the scribe Hori Om). 101 On III 3gt, 11-20, of this 

year there are recorded deliveries of firewood from Amenhaw (imn-!J cw), Sobekmose 

(sbk-msw), and others. 102 0 . Touche H 6 also supplies information on the fish and beer 

supplies by the fishennan Panedjem (pJ-n{!.mw) and under the scribe Pentaweret (pn-tJ

wri) for this year. Unfortunately, although we have a day number, day 20, preserved, 

we have no month or year number. 103 

The Overseer of the Treasury, Montu-em-tawy (mnJw-m-tJwy), and the Chief 

Priest of an unknown deity are mentioned on an ostracon dated to IV smw, 29, of this 

year with the fragmentary phrase ' . . . to know (?) concerning Amunnakht (imn-n!Jt) .. 

. . ' indicating some sort of visit and inquiry.104 Nevertheless the distribution of oil and 

clothing is noted on IV 3bt, 10-13, ' .. . in the presence of the Vizier Neferrenpet (nfr

mpt), the Overseer of the Treasury Montu-(em)-tawy (.mnJw-m-tJwy), Royal Scribe 

Khae///// . . .. ', and is a special event of the sort associated with a festival in the valley 

or a royal grant. 105 

Other daily life in the village continued with the purchase of a bull on IV smw, 

15, with its list of goods exchanged and a spell to stop poison supplied by an outside 

scribe who came into the community for that purpose on ill 3gt, 28.106 One more 

ostracon that belongs to this list is 0 . Gardiner 56 which is a list of commodities 

supplied by specific persons at Deir el Medina and is, I suspect, a variant fonn of a tax 

list or lease payments to the Crown. 107 There is also the wine jar docket from the' .. . 

vineyard of the Temple of Millions of Years of King of Upper and Lower Egypt p,J(J-

101 0 . DM 395. note offish and grain deliveries. KRl VI, p.133. 
102 0 . DM 94, year 3 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRl VI, p.174, 
Gutgesell, Die Dalierung . . .. pp.367-8. 
103 0 Touche H 6, year 3 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRl VII, p.347, 
Gutgesell. Die Datierung . . .. pp.353-4. 439, for attested persons mentioned. 
104 0. Cairo CGC 25,267., note of high officials, KRJ VI, p.133, with additions and corrections in 
KRJ VII, p.452. 
105 P.DM 24, KRl VI, pp.134-5. 
106 Purchase of a bull, 0 . Vienna Aeg. 2, KRJ VI, pp.132-3. Arrival of scribe with spell for poison, 
P.Geneva MAH 15274, verso ll, lines 1-6, KRl VI, pp.133-4. 
107 0 . Gardiner 56, KRJ VI, p.135. 

j 
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mFl-rc- stp-n-imn . . .. ', showing that the funerary cult of the king was still operating in 

this year.108 

Nevertheless the private activity that has left the most evidence from this year is 

the provision of memorials and religious stela. A stela honouring Amenophis I was 

carved and erected in this year and the devotion shown by the villagers to this king's 

memory elsewhere suggests strongly that it was they, rather than royal decree, that 

caused this monument to be made. 109 In the Hathor Sanctuary there remains the upper 

part of a stela with Ramesses IVs names and titles upon it, notably titles with a military 

aspect such as 'defender of Egypt' and 'one who smites the nine bows', while at the 

north end there are further stone fragments of a stela with identical titles for this 

king. 110 No person is mentioned as commanding or erecting these stela but, given the 

cult place in which they were found and the security the actions ofRamesses IV will 

have given the villagers, it seems reasonable to ascribe them to the villagers rather than 

a royal decree which would certainly be mentioned on such a stela. 

The Royal Butler, Ramesses-set-hir-wenemef (rc--ms-ss st!l-1}.r-wnm . .f), created 

a stela this year showing himself adoring cartouches of Ramesses IV and Ptah of the 

Valley of the Queens and this, besides another monument in the previous year, also 

serves to indicate his stationing at, or frequent visits to, Deir el Medina in connection 

with the royal tombs. 11 1 In the Theban Tomb no.222 of Turo-Hequmare'nakht (twry

l;]fJ-mJc-t-r c--n!Jt) paintings from this year show offerings presented to Ramesses IV by 

the High Priest of Theban Montu.112 Another Theban Tomb no.359, that of 

Anhurkhawy (in-J;r-!Jc-wy) son of Hay, contains a date ofl Jgt, 17, followed by the 

term 'Osiris' preceding the owners name and titles indicating that he was dead at that 

108 Started in year 1 see footnote 5 above. Deir el Medina, Wine Jar Docket, year 3-4 (dated by 
cartouche codes) of Ra.messes IV, KRJ VU, p.325. 
109 Deir el Medina stela showing Amenophis I, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, 
KRI VI, pp. 60-61 . 
110 Stela (upper part). Hathor Sanctuary year 3-4 ( dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KRl VI, 
p .61 B. Deir el Medina, Northern end, Stone Fragments, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ra.messes IV, KRl VI, p.61. C. 
111 Stela ofRamesses-set-hir-wenemef, Royal Butler, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses 
IV, KRl VI, p. 85. 
112 Theban Tomb no.222 ofTuro-Heqwnare'nakht, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ra.messes 
IV, KRl VI, pp.95-96. 
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date. 113 Amongst the scenes in this tomb a procession of kings cartouches is depicted 

but with no discernible order other than what appealed to the tomb owner. 

Nekhemmut (nllw-m-mwf), a Foreman of the crew, created his table of 

offerings at this time in the village and 0 . Berlin P. 15345, shows a dedication to Ptah 

created by a viUager, probably Amennakht (imn-n./J(), although the end of the name on 

the ostracon is missing. 114 

Year 4 

Unlike previous years there is very little infonnation surviving from this year 

outside of what occurs in the viUage of Deir el Medina. The Great Stela in honour of 

Osiris at Abydos is dated to III 3)!t, 10, of this year and contains Rarnesses IVs views 

on his correct religious behaviour, a brief negative confession and request for a long 

reign, the succession of his descendants, and the benefits he expects from the God in 

return for his piety. 115 There is a mention of rebellion in ' ... I have expelled the 

rebellious by your favour and your [enemies] are fallen beneath you . .. .'116 

It is with this trouble in mind that the hymn in honour of Rarnesses IV was 

written, or copied, by Arnennakht (imn-n!Jf) son oflpuy on I 39t, 14, and which 

celebrates the re-ordering of the land with a catalogue of wrongs righted. 117 The 

wrongs include notably ' .. . any who fled have (now) returned to their (home) cities, 

any who hid (themselves) have again come forth; ... those who were at loggerheads in 

this land become peaceful, .. .. '118 This hymn is very similar to the opening of the 

113 Theban Tomb no.359 year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV, KRl VI, pp.183-99, 
with corrections from KRl Vil, p.456. Date of I 3gt, 15, given in KRl VI, p.188, line 12. 
114 Table of Offerings of Foreman Nekhemmut., year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, 
KRl VI, p.201. 0 . Berlin P.15345, Dedication to Ptah, year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses 
IV, KRl VI, p.183 . 
115 Great Stela in honour of Osiris, KRl VI, pp.17-20. Translation in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses 
IV pp.91-94. 
116 Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV p.92. 
117 Hymn in honour ofRamesses IV, O.Turin N. 57001 , KRl VI, pp.68-69. 
118 Translation from Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV pp.103-4. 
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'historical section' of P .Harris I and the genre of pessimistic literature such as the 

'discourse of a man with his soul' or the 'lamentations of Ipuwer' but also seems to 

contain a kernel of truth in the mention of civil disorder. The timing of the hymn's 

creation also appears apposite as being immediately after the civil and national unrest 

and it was written by a scribe who would be expected to help in designing the 

decoration scheme of any memorial to the resulting pacification campaigns at 

Thebes.119 

The other importance of this hymn, I suggest, is that it may be used to help 

date a whole series of ostraca found in tomb KV 9 in the Valley of the Kings.120 These 

11 9 Spiegelberg comes to the conclusion that this work, (O.Turin N.57001 recto). a hymn. is after 3 
years of unrest unlike earlier researchers who considered the description of this hymn to be of a 
coronation year. see W. Spiegelberg. 'Die erstem Regierungsjahre Ramses' IV', OLZ 30/2, Februar 
1927, pp.74-75. 
120 A detailed analysis of this material follows in Chapter Eight below. For the purposes of this 
section these ostraca are; 

0 . Cairo CGC 25.047., worship of Amun-Re, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV. KR.I VI, p.181 . 

0 . Cairo CGC 25.107 .. Ramesses IV embraced by Re, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV. KRl Vl, p.181. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25,122 .. king in chariot, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, 
KRJ VI. p.182. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25.124., king in chariot with captives, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV, KR1 VI, p.182. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25.126., Heh figure and queens with sistra, year 3-5? (dated by cartouche 
codes) ofRamesses IV. KRI VI, p.182. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25.146., royal head on ostracon, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses lV. KRI VI, p.182. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25.187., prenomcn ofRamesses JV, year 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV, KRl VI, p.182. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25.188., prenomen and nomen of Ramesses IV, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche 
codes) of Ramcsses IV, KRl VI. p.182. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25.030 .. Ramessesnakht, High Priest of Amun, receiving honours, year 3-5 
(dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRl VI, p.89. 

0. Cairo CGC 25.033 ., incomplete titles of Ramesses IV, year 3-5 (dated by overlapping 
attested names) of Ramesses IV, KRJ VI, p.150. Interestingly this ostracon contains 
the scribe Pentaweret honouring the Vizier Neferrenpet on the reverse but there is 
no suggestion the tex1s on both sides are contemporary. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25,049., recto, titles of Ramesses IV, excluding cartouches, before Amun, year 
3-5 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KR1 VI, p.181. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25,050., titles ofRamesses IV, excluding cartouches, before Amun, year 3-5 
(dated by overlapping attested names) of Ramesses IV, KRJ VI, p.181. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25,194., title ofRamesses IV, year 3-5 (dated by overlapping attested names) 
ofRamesses IV. KR1 VI p.182. 

0. Cairo CGC 25,196., title ofRamesses IV, excluding cartouches, year 3-5 (dated by 
overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRJ VI, p. 182. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25.203 ., praise of king, year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, 
KRIVI p.153 . 



ostraca consist of a whole series of religious, warfare, and other scenes and 

inscriptions. Dating these ostraca by the form of their cartouches gives a range from 

year 3-4 ofRamesses IV in most cases. 
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The explanations to date for this cache found in KV 9 have been that the 

material was deposited there by workmen who had a special regard for Ramesses IV, 

since this is the tomb of Ramesses V, his son, which was later usurped by Ramesses 

VI. In contrast, I see the these ostraca as being ideally suited for a valley temple 

decoration, and especially for one similar to that of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu with 

victory scenes and mortuary purposes. 

Near to Deir el Medina, at Assasif at the lower end of the Mentuhotep 

Causeway, foundation deposits manufactured in Ramesses IV's year 3 at the earliest 

had been laid in seven pits for an enormous valley temple of this king.121 I think the 

ostraca in KV 9 represents the sketches and trial pieces for the decoration of this 

temple and have detailed this view in Chapter Eight below. Whatever the date, these 

ostraca indicate that at least a razzia in Asia occurred besides any action in Nubia. 

121 See Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. pp.48-51, H.E . Winlock. 'Excavations at Thebes in 1912-
13, by the Museum's Egyptian Expedition', BM!vfA 9, part 1, January 1914, pp.11-23 and A. Lansing, 
'The Museum's Excavations at Thebes', BM!vfA 30, part II, November 1935, pp.4-16, for 
reconstruction. I musl differ from Peden on the date of manufacture of these foundation deposits since 
an analysis of the prenomen and nomen gives us forms E 31 (year 3-5? ofRamesses IV) and T 12 
(year 3 of Ramesses IV). For an explanation of the codes E 31 and T 12 see Chapter Four and 
Appendix G. Using the dated hymn of Amennakht places these foundation deposits in year 4 of 
Ramesses IV. This placement seems reasonable given the military actions in year 3 and the results 
shown in the ostraca from KV 9. For the foundation deposits, large temple, and items from the 
Austrian excavation dated to year 4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, see KRI VI, p.48-49. 

Nevertheless from personal observation of the excavation material held in the MMA in 1992, 
and the advice of the Museum staff who knew about the work, the topography of the site is very 
confused and would require a large sustained effort to clarify. My thanks are due to Dr Arnold and the 
staff of the MMA, New York. for their unslinting assislance and help while I visited their museum in 
1992 and subsequent kind help in making copies of the many photographs of the excavations available 
to me. 



Deir el Medina 

If the written evidence for this year is scanty for other areas, then the same 

cannot be said for Deir el Medina. 

For the village we have an absentee(?) list from the workforce dated IV prt, 
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1 7, regrettably consisting of little more than names. Grain rations are distributed on II 

prt, 22, and IV prt, 12, according to a list. 122 Deliveries of fish took place on I prt, 7, 

and a distribution of oil was made on IV 3gt, 4, to named persons rather than to each 

member of the crew. 123 A whole series of payments and supplies were also made on II 

smw, 23, 24, III smw, 16, 22, 23 , and IV smw, 3, 4, 5, 7, to the Royal Secretary, 

including large amounts of lapis-lazuli which appears puzzling. 124 The most reasonable 

suggestion I can make is that the lapis-lazuli was being supplied to decorate the tomb 

or temple ofRamesses IV, either as inlay or being ground up for paint pigment, and 

that very strict accounting was kept of the amount handed out in a similar manner to 

that exercised over the copper tools. 125 The Vizier nfr-mpt arrives on II smw, 12, 

according to 0 . Cairo CGC 25,272., in order to take the three 'Captains' somewhere, 

unfortunately not preserved. ' 26 

It is during this period that the cartouches within Ramesses IVs tomb were 

painted and thus the material will have been supplied for his tomb showing that the 

excavation had been completed up to corridor 'B' by this time.127 In my view, the 

excavation was probably already finished since the 'straight-line' layout of the tomb 

would make it difficult to decorate the walls without dust and other rubbish disfiguring 

the newly painted surfaces. 

122 Grain rations for II prt. 17, and IV prt. 12. 0 . DM 381, KRJ VI, pp.140-1. 
123 Deliveries of fish, 0 . DM 76, KRJ VI, p.138. Distribution of oil to named recipients, 0 . DM 204, 
verso. KR! VI, p.137. 
124 Supplies and payment to the Royal Secretary, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,247., KRI VII, pp.334-5. 
125 Hornung has the same conclusion, see Hornung, Zwei Ramessidsche . ... p.25. 
126 Janssen, Village Varia: Ten Studies on the History and Administration of Deir el Medina. Leiden, 
1997, p.165, as yet the ostracon is unpublished and I have not seen a copy to date. 
127 Valley of the Kings, tomb no.2, cartouches, year 4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI 
VI, pp.57-58. 
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On IV 3ht, 10, a group led by-the Vizier Neferrenpet (nfr-mpf) and containing 

the Overseer of the Treasury (name missing), the Chief Prophet Ramessesnakht (r~

ms-ss n!.Jt), and the Royal Secretaries of the Treasury, came to pay 'wages' and these 

were paid in kind by some form of jar measure, the four 'leaders' getting 14 measures in 

total and the workmen getting 62 measures in total. 128 Although there is virtually no 

evidence as to what this product was, one product in jars that was highly valued by the 

workmen was fat since one such jar was the centre of a prolonged dispute between the 

Chief of the Medjay, Mentumose (mnf.W-ms), and others. 

In Deir el Medina the normal concern with hiring donkeys continued and there 

is a mention of feeding a bull .129 

Other village matters cover a dispute on I 3gt, I 6, where a water bearer, whose 

name is not preserved, appears to state a complaint but the details are not preserved on 

the damaged ostracon. 130 A tomb previously owned by Amen-em-ipet (imn-m-ipt) is 

assigned to the workman Menna (mnnf) on IV prt, 10, by 4 'commissioners' who 

previously inspected the tomb and who list its contents, while listed property is held for 

Amennakht (Jmn-n/Jt) on IV prt, 8, handed over by one Neferhotep (nfr-l)tp). 131 It is 

also in this year that the dispute over a pot of fat reaches its zenith, having dragged on 

128 0 Cairo CGC 25.271. , KR1 VI. p. l51. I have some doubt over whether this is actually a payment 
of wages. or a taxation of the workers, since the tenn 'btri' can mean either. The nature of the item is 
also a peculiar one for salaries: one would far more reasonably expect grain, vegetables etc. The other 
evidence for my point of view is the recent work by Andrea McDowell showing that animals were 
fanned at Deir el Medina and thus animal fat would be a suitable 'tax' to impose on the workers, see 
A. McDowell, 'Agricultural Activity by the Workmen of Deir el Medina', JEA 78, 1992, pp.197-9. On 
the other hand the texts explored by Janssen. Commodity Prices.from the Ramessid Period. pp.456-8, 
containing this word seem to leave little doubt that from its context the word requires translation as 
'wages'. 
129 Hire of donkey from II 3!}t, 20-1 prt. 18. 0 . DM 53, KRJ VI, p .137, similar hire on IV prt, 20, 0 . 
DM 71 , KRIVI, p.159. similar hire to the same man, 0. Gardiner 121, KRl VI, p.159. Feeding a bull, 
0 . OM 412, KRI VI, p.136. 
13o Dispute in year 4. 0 . DM 631. KRI VI, p.136. 
t 3

.1 Assignation of tomb to Menna, 0. Madrid 16,243, KRJ VII, pp.335-6. Holding of property for 
Amennakht, 0. DM 402, KRJ VI, p.140. Nevertheless it should be noted that the reign of ostracon 0. 
OM 402 is unstated and that Amennakht was the name ofa son ofNaunakhte, while the workman 
Neferhotep, also mentioned as holding the property, was one of the 'trustees' ofNaunakhte's will. On 
this basis, the ostracon will belong to the reign of Ramesses V, or VI, since Naunakhte finalised her 
will in Ramesses V's reign. See Cerny, 'The Will of Naunakhte and the Related Documents', JEA 31, 
1945. pp.29-53 and especially p.40 showing Neferhotep as witnessing and helping with property 
distribution. 



since year 17 ofRamesses III, between Mentumose (mnJw-ms) Chief of the Medjay 

and the workman Menna (mnnJ) together with others.132 
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Graffiti appear on II 3gt, 6, written by one Neferhotep (nfr-/;Jtp), son of 

Neferhotep, ' .. . which he wrote ... while going on his walk . . .. ', which confirms the 

non-serious nature of some graffiti. 133 On month III name lost, day lost, there is a 

graffito from chapel 1194 at Deir el Medina mentioning' . .. (my) father, the Chief 

Prophet of the Two Lands Neferherit (nfr-./lr-i(), justified ... Amun .. . .', sadly little 

more of this fascinating ostracon is preserved.134 A briefer graffito from the same year, 

but with month and day not preserved, was written by the scribe Amennakht ( imn

n!Jt), son oflpuy. m 

Years 

In this year there was a resumption of mining at Serabit el Khadim in the Sinai 

and a major remodelling of the temple there. Other minor works were carried out, and 

at Deir el Medina a lot of activity was centred on the royal tomb and its final 

decoration. 

In the month of II smw several stela were erected at Serabit el Khadim by 

Panufer (pJ-nfr), Userkha' (wsr-g') a Royal Butler who erected stela no.304, and one 

[ ... ]hotep ([ ... ]ptp).136 These records, and their purpose, are discussed in detail in 

132Dispute over a pot of fat, 0. OIC. 12073, year 4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. KRJ 
VI, pp.138-9. As Romer observes, this was not a serious dispute as both parties entered into other 
transactions during the litigation period. J. Romer, Ancient Lives. London, 1984, p.100. 
133 Graffito by Neferhotep, west Theban graffito no.2677, KRJ VI, p.136. 
134 Graffito chapel 1194. Deir el Medina, KR1 VI, p.141. 
135 Graffito by Amuonakht, son oflpuy. west Theban graffito no.2609, KRI VI, p.141. 
136 Stela of Panufer, no.276. KRI VI, p.27. Stela ofUserkha', no.294, KRI VI, p.28. Stela of 
[ ... ]hotep, no.275. KRI VI, p.26. That these date to the same reign is shown by the frequent writing of 
the Jbd sign with a dot beneath it. Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.28, note 3, although I must 
differ from his view of the meaning of the formula 'm n/Jt ', the use of Gardiner sign M 13 in place of 
sign V 25, the alignment of the year strokes, the location of the phrase 'm n!Jt' - in victory' although I 
have been unable to find an instance of where 'n!Jt' simply means 'success of an expedition' rather 
than military success among the following citations. P.Harris l 8, 2. A. Gardiner. Late Egyptian 
Miscellanies. Bruxelles. 1932, p.23. line 10, KR1 I, p.61 line 12, p.107, line 4 and line 12, KRI II, 
p . 15, Line 13, p.63 line 8, p.105, line 7, p. 150, line 2, KRJ V, p.85, line 10, and finally the use of 
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Chapter Eight below. My conclusion is they represent a collection of 'stelae of victory' 

and point to a razzia into Asia under Ramesses IV towards the end of year 5 with 

Userkha' (wsr-/J') in control although with the possibility that the king himself was in 

charge for at least a part of the action deduced from the phrase of 'following his lord in 

his footsteps' .137 A mention ofByblite ships in the stelae shows that the coast, up to 

that point in time, was still under Egyptian control while the plunder of cereals and 

precious materials recalls the earlier expeditions of Thutmose III in the later part of his 

reign and his similar plundering of the countryside. 

Since the attack which I think the stelae commemorate appears to be bound up 

with the turquoise mining at Serabit el Khadim, the simplest explanation is that this 

mining had become more hazardous and the razzia was to quiet the natives down for a 

period. Its success was celebrated in the remodelling of the temple at Serabit el 

Khadim, described in the above texts as the 'command to build the Mansion of millions 

of years ... . ', and with the resumption of mining from the area, no doubt using the 

unfortunate troops, as noted concerning the cargo of turquoise in the Byblite ships. 

This remodelling of the temple at Serabit el Khadim merited the attendance of a 

Royal Butler which, as Peden notes, was a feature of the reign where a sole 

representative of royal power was needed, although the army itself had a different 

commander, the Hereditary Prince, Count etc. of stela no.276.138 The changes made to 

the temple focussed on its 'sanctuary' with carving of offering scenes to Amun, Hathor, 

Gardiner's sign, S 3, for 'in'. See also Spalinger, Aspects of the Military Documents of the Ancient 
Egyptians. pp.228-31 for a discussion of this tenn. On the same criteria the stela of a Royal Butler, 
no.304, also belongs to this group but so little text is preserved that it has been omitted, for its text see 
KR.I VI, p.29. 
137 It has been suggested to me that this group of stelae could indicate a trade rather than military 
mission at this time. I am unable to agree with this view given the language used, the vocabulary, and 
the disposition of the stelae. In my view we may have in these stelae some 'stelae of n/Jtw as discussed 
by Spalinger and his points regarding wfiyt, nbtwand the word wgindicate this is a military 
expedition. See Spalinger. Aspects of the Military Documents of the Ancient Egyptians. pp.228-31. It 
must be admitted that the cardinal number normally associated with wgyt is not present but the 
adjective wrtmay have been felt sufficient., see Wb. I pp.398, 11-12. 
138 Royal Butler at Serabit el Khadim., stela no.304, KRJ VI, p.29. Peden's discussion of Serabit el 
Khadim including the use of Royal Butlers on such business, see Peden. The Reign of Ramesses IV. 
pp.28-31, with emphasis on the redevelopment of the sanctuary area on p.30. 
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an architrave, lintel fragment of a slab, and statue of a baboon. 139 Interestingly, the 

scenes of offerings to Hathor contain Ramesses IVs prenomen spelt with the second 

half as 'stp-n-rt.1 rather than 'stp-n-im.ri and this is most likely to have been a conscious 

imitation on Ramesses IV's part of his ancestor Ramesses II's prenomen, although a 

scribal mistake could also explain the change. 140 

Nevertheless not all activity in this year was centred outside of Egypt as the 

usurpation of a Ramesses II's colossus shows. The choice of such an ancestors statue 

is significant both for its military and other overtones showing that Ramesses IV 

wished to celebrate both his military prowess and his building, or remodelling, of 

temples.141 

The Theban tomb of Amenemopet (imn-m-ipt), Third Prophet of Amun, was 

decorated in this year at the broad hall, south end wall but, as the mention of Ramesses 

V shows, it was not completed or used at this point in time. 142 

Deir el Medina 

There are two tumus lists that belong to this year and the first is given in 0. 

Cairo CGC 25,658., covering II smw, 1, 22, 17, 1, 26, 13, 24 and giving the names of 

watchmen for those days.143 The order is a little peculiar but, according to Cerny, only 

lines 4 to 8 of the recto are missing their end and it would seem that the scribe omitted 

139 Wall stela ofRamesses IV, Serabit el K.hadim, year 5 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ra.messes IV 
KR1 VI, p.28. Scenes and Building Fragments of the temple of Hathor, Serabit el Khadim, year 5 
(dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI. pp.33-34. Architrave, Lintel Fragment, and 
Statue of a Baboon, Serabit el Khadim, year 5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, 
pp.29-30. 
140 Wall stela of Ramesses IV, Serabit el K.hadim, year 5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV, 
KRl VI, p.28, lines 6, 7, 8. 
141 Usurpations on Ramesses II's Colossus. year 5 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ra.messes IV, KRI VI, 
p.35. 
142 Theban Tomb no.148, Amenemope, Third Prophet of Amun, year 5 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV. KR1 VI, p 93. Note of Ramesses V's name within this tomb is given in the article by 
Gaballa and Kitchen, 'Ramesside Varia IV, The Prophet Amenemope, His Tomb and Family', MDAIK 
37, 1981 , p.179. 
143 0 . Cairo CGC 25,658. , year 5-7 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, 
pp.177-8. 
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the months deliberately-perhaps the inclusion of the word 'my= watch' supplied 

enough evidence for him. 144 If we supply the month names this ostracon will cover the 

months until I 3gt, 24, but then one wonders about the other watchmen and where they 

have been recorded. The other list, 0. Cairo CGC 25,634., consists of no more than 

individual names remaining from at least two columns with large amounts of text 

missing and no dates preserved. 145 

Absences from work on II prt, 12 or 13, are listed in 0. Moad 209 but without 

any explanations which may have been on the missing portions of the ostracon, 

interestingly among the absentees are both Foremen of the crew. 146 

Deliveries of fish to Deir el Medina are recorded for I prt, 13, 14 and 26, II prt, 

2, 15, 17, but the ostracon also contain a record of one delivery, recto, line 5, which 

states '. . . the right side by the hand of l)Ii. ', seemingly followed by a delivery to the 

left hand side. 147 These notations are unusual since the two divisions of the crew are 

not often noted in deliveries. A further delivery is noted on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,660., 

without preserving any dates, and is unusual in that it mentions specific amounts going 

to women, rather than the normal formula of 'so much for the leaders, so much for 

each man'. 148 lt is, therefore, a special delivery when every person of the village 

receives a ration, either for a feast or to celebrate a stage in the completion of the 

king's tomb. 

Visits were made to the tomb by officials on III 3Qt, 21, and IV 3gt, 7, the 

former being a visit by the Royal Butler, (Ramesses)-Set-hir-wenemef (r~-ms-ss st!J-i)r

wnm.1), ' ... in order to give to us the 'favour' ... .', the 'favour' being a distribution to 

celebrate the construction of the tomb which the Vizier Neferrenpet (nfr-mpt) comes 

to draw a plan of on the later date.149 A further visit is recorded on IV prt, 26, by the 

144 Cerny, OH v.l , p.51 , pis 67, 68. 
145 0 Cairo CGC 25.634 .• year 5-7 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KR1 VL 
pp.179-80. For facsimile and photo showing layout and missing text see Cerny, OH v. l , pp. 44, 66 
(dated by cartouche codes), pl. 61 . 
146 o. Mood 209, KRI vn p.337. 
147 Fish deliveries, 0. Gardiner 253, KRI VII, p.336. 
148 0. Cairo CGC 25,660., year 5-6 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRI VI, 
pp.168-9. 
149 0 . Cairo CGC 25,565., KRI VI, pp.142-3 . 
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Vizier Neferrenpet (nfr-mpf), ' ... in order to make a libation and he inspected the 

work. He brought back 10 carrying poles which were among them . . . . I\ 50 There then 

follows a list of food items being distributed. 

By good fortune we possess a plan of the king's tomb in P.Turin Cat 1885, 

recto, and this agrees with all the dimensions of the extant tomb with the exception of 

the last room which is approximately half the size of the plan.151 There have been 

several suggestions as to why this variation happened ranging from poor economic 

conditions through to the sudden death of the king. Peden states that the areas claimed 

in this Turin plan as being 'drawn in outline and engraved' were in fact plastered over 

quickly and painted while the sarcophagus shows every sign of being finished off in a 

hurry. 152 Thus the difference in the sizes between the plan and the tomb indicate that 

the plan was made before the tomb was fully excavated and is therefore likely to have 

been from this year and is perhaps the one plan mentioned above as being made by 

Neferrenpet (nfr-mpt). 

Of course the ordinary affairs of the workmen continued during this year and 

are represented by a private payment receipt and oaths to make payment within ten 

days.153 

Slightly more unusual is the appeal to an oracle made on III 3pt, 28, by the 

sculptor Kaba (lp]JJ) whose two clothes have been stolen. 154 The magician Amenmes 

( imn-msw) then names the houses of the place and, when he reaches the house of the 

scribe Amennakht (imn-n/Jt) , the oracle gives assent and says the clothes are with his 

daughter and that she had taken them. Aside from the interest this document has in 

explaining the use of oracles and magicians in the village, the oracle appealed to is 

150 0 . Cairo Jd.E 50744. KRI VII, pp.336-7. 
151 P.Turin Cat.1885, recto, year 5 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV KRI VI, 
pp.58-60. 
152 Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. pp.45-47. 
153 Private payment receipt 0 . DM 195, years 5-7 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses 
IV, KR1 VI, p.166. Oath by Pemennewet., 0 . Petrie 67, KRI VI, p.143. Translation in S. Allam, 
Hieratische Ostraka und Papyri aus der Ramessidenzeit. 2v.,Tubingen, 1973, v.l, p.244. 
154 Appeal to an oracle. 0 . Gardiner 4, KRJ VI, p.142. Translation in Allam, Hieratische Ostraka und 
Papyri aus der Ramessidenzeit. v. l , pp.151-2, with extensive listing of literature on p.151, to which 
should be added Romer, Ancient Lives. pp.108-9. 
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Amenophis I who, as the reputed founder of the village, is still held to be its protector 

in this 'new' 20th Dynasty and still plays a part in its festivals. 

While revising this thesis for submission, I came across a note of P.Turin 

Cat.1966, which according to V albelle transmits to us the interrogation of several 

robbers carried out in year 6 of Ramesses IV from II prt to II smw along with the 

verdicts and oaths. 155 As the papyrus is still unpublished I have not seen the actual text 

to date. 

Year6 

From this last full year, apart from the Deir el Medina workforce, I have only 

been able to find the record of Graffito no.9 in the temple ofThutmose ID at Deir el 

Bahri recording a scribe 'knwr ' honouring his father while Amun was still in his great 

eastern Theban temple ofRamesses IV on ID smw, 9, and, of course, the Elephantine 

scandal.156 The founding and remodelling of temples will therefore have ceased, 

although one would expect a continuation of the building of what has been started, 

notably the valley temple started in year 4 at Assasif, and insertion of inscriptions. No 

external threats are present and there are no dated records of mining. Nevertheless, it 

must be emphasised that there are a large number of undated records remaining from 

this reign which may cover mining. From the evidence I have found, though, the focus 

was on the completion of the royal tomb as the extensive records from Deir el Medina 

from this year show. 

155 Valbelle, "Les ouvriers de la Tombe": Deir el-Medineh a /'epoque ramesside. Cairo, 1985, p.78, 
lists a copy ofthis unpublished Papyrus in Cerny MSS 3.650. 
156 Graffito no. 9, Deir el Bahri. Thut.mose III's temple, KRI V1, p.102. 
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Deir el Medina 

Journal and work notes have been preserved from ID smw, 16, 23, 25, x, IV 

3}Jt, 18, 21, 27, I prt, 17, 11 prt, 18, and 111 prt, 12/13 .157 Thejoumal entry for III smw, 

16, describes a punishment of 'cutting stones' meted out to the workman Haynakhttew 

( CJ-n/Jt-tw) for assaulting three people, then notes the making of libations to the kings 

of Upper and Lower Egypt. On day 23 of the same month there was a handing over of 

blunted tools by the workmen and a visit to the storehouse by the tomb hierarchy and 

the Scribe of the Treasury ofRamesses IV's valley temple where a further 307 deben 

of copper was noted. Obviously this was a 'stocktaking' of the copper, and other 

materials, held by the gang and part of a routine to discourage theft. 

On day 25 the scribe notes a delivery of writing material and his payment of 

loaves, dried meat, and what may be a piece of dried entrails, while the crew were at 

work in 'that place'. 158 The final undated day is too badly preserved to be clear but can 

be taken as referring to a spell against poison. On IV 3gt, 18, there was an order to give 

' . .. an allotment in the presence of the .... ', but tantalisingly the remainder has not 

been preserved. On the same month, day 21 , there is a' ... sailing north by the Royal 

(Butler) Seth-hir-wenemef (sl/J-1;,.r-wnm.J) . He sent the cords(?) which were in order 

to confine . .. by his hand. They caused the senior(?) draughtsmen to make a sitting 

(?) . . . . ' Again the fragments leave us wondering, but there was obviously some 

157 Journal notes from Ill ~mw. 16. 23 , 25. x; - P.Geneva MAH.15274, verso, lll, I, V, VI, KR1 VI, 
pp.143-4. Work note(?) from IV 3b,t, 18 - 0 . Cairo CGC 25.282., KR1 VI, p.146. Journal note(?) from 
IV 3bt, 21 - 0 . Cairo CGC 25.283 ., KRI VI, p.146, with corrections in KR1 VII, p.453. Journal note 
from IV 3!}t, 27 - 0 . Cairo CGC 25,284 ., KRJ VI, p.146, with corrections in KR1 VII, p.453 . Journal 
note from I prt, 17 - 0 . Cairo CGC 25.285. , KRl VI, pp.146-7, with corrections in KRI VII, p.453 . 
Journal note from II prt, 18 - 0 . Cairo CGC 25,288., KRJ VI, p.147, with corrections in KRI VII, 
p.454. Journal note of visitor from III prt, 12/13 - 0 . Cairo CGC 25,289., KR1 VI, p.147, corrected in 
KRI VII, p.454. 
158 'st tn - that place'. appears to have a wide variety of meaning on different ostraca and various 
writings ranging from the Valley of the Kings, a local temple, the village of Deir el Medina, the 
Valley of the Queens etc. The simplest solution appears to me is to take the meaning as being the 
location where the scribe is actually writing the record. 
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disturbance and action underway. On day 27 of this month there was the promotion of 

workman CJ-pJ-J]Wto the position of sculptor, otherwise the day was 'idle'. 

In the following month, I prt, 1 7, there is noted the delivery of the blunt tools 

to the scribe, probably the same scribe as that mentioned on ID smw, 23, above, 

amounting to 605 deben and two hoes.159 0n II prt, 18, there is a mention of' . . . 

placing ( delivering?) the apportionment ... his orders as to the shrines .... ' but 

without any identifying names or titles. In the next month's work journal, on III prt, 

12/13, is recorded the arrival of a 'King's son of Kush' from Kush in Nubia. 

Supplies of some type of oil are received on III Jl)t, 14, while deliveries of 

firewood are recorded on I smw, 30_ 160 

It is difficult to tell whether 0 . Petrie 26 qualifies as a journal or as a record of 

deliveries since it records that on II Jl)t, 6, the Scribe of the Tomb ./1li sends an outline 

draughtsman of the same name somewhere and that' ... one fetches away the payment 

for the youth (of the crew) . . .. ', but then continues with' ... his wife, tJb-pJ-sw, gave 

to him . . . . ', followed by' . . . tunics and copper, 5 deben.' 161 Nevertheless the mention 

of the personal titles, other titles, and payment makes me place this record in the 

Journal' category. 

The number of official visits made to the village this year is surprising given the 

small amount of material preserved, not only is the Royal Butler st!J-J;ir-wnm.f 

mentioned in the work journal above but on II Jgt, 7, he is also recorded as arriving but 

without preserving the purpose for which he came.162 The same individual sends a 

message, on day 19 of the same month, telling the workmen to '. . . let one send to us 

two boxes from outside .. . . '163 The Vizier nfr-roptvisits on m smw, 16, to inspect 

the work and he makes a libation (0. Cairo CGC 25,290.), then sails north to where 

the Pharaoh is (0. Cairo CGC 25,291.) while one of the workmen goes to the 'holy 

159 Deliver of blunt tools and two hoes, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,285. , KR1 VI, pp.146-7, corrected in KR1 
VII, p.453. 
160 Oil delivery on Ill 3gt, 23 - 0 . Cairo CGC 25,279., KRJ VII, p.338. Firewood delivery on I ~mw, 
30 - 0 . Cairo CGC 25,804 .. KR! VL pp.147-8. 
16 1 0 . Petrie 26, note between scribes. KR1 VI, pp.145~. 
162 Visit by Royal Butler, st!J-/lr-wnm.f, west Theban graffito no.2056, KRJ VI, p.146. 
163 Message from Royal Butler, st!J-br-wnm.f, - 0 . Cairo CGC 25,277. , KRl Vil, p.337. 
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place'.164 On I 3ht, 9, the Vizier nfr-mpt together with the Royal Butler st/J-/lr-wnm.f 

arrive at the city (Thebes) and on the next day they arrive at the 'Fortress of the Tomb 

in order to guard us(?)'. 165 Also on I 3gt, 9, the Scribe of the Tomb, l;lii, arrived at the 

'Fortress of the Tomb' and addressed an unspecified audience, probably saying' . .. to 

assign it (to) the fortress ... _'1 66 0n I 3gt, 12, the Royal Butler st!J-fJ.r-wnm.fand the 

Vizier nfr-mpt pay another visit to inspect the work on the royal tomb. 167 The Vizier 

nfr-mpt writes or sends a message on I prt, 19, but the content is not preserved. 168 In 

this year, but with no month or day preserved, is also recorded the visit of the Royal 

Butler st!J-fir-wnm.fto order the drawings, the scribe imn-n/Jt going along with two 

draughtsmen to the 'holy place'.169 

The above evidence shows that some degree of preparation was going on at the 

royal tomb and one inference would be that Ramesses IV in this year showed signs of 

dying soon. The express visit of a Nubian administrator and the use of draughtsmen 

indicate that the tomb was being finished and partially furnished against the imminent 

death of the king.170 

The life of the village appears in the quarrel between two workmen over 

payment and receipts for payment.171 

164Visit by Vizier, 0 . Cairo CGC 25.290 .. KRl V1, p.143, corrected in K.RJ VII, p.452. Another record 
of the same visit by Vizier. 0 . Cairo CGC 25,291., KR! VI. p.143 . 
165 Official visitors, west Theban graffito no. 790, KRl Vl. p.145. Nevertheless the arrival of the Vizier 
and Royal Butler merely to set a guard does not make a lot of sense. Perhaps the meaning of 'mid - to 
look after' given by R Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian. Oxford, 1986, p.119, 
illustrated in Urkunden IV, 1282. l l , should be used as a visit of inspection would make more sense. 
166 Affairs of the tomb, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,273., KR! Vl, p.145, corrected in KR/ Vil, p.452. The 
import is unclear from what remains on the ostracon. 
167 Official visitors - 0 . Cairo CGC 25,274. , K.RI Vl, p.145, corrected in KR/ Vil, p.452. For the 
meaning of the phrase 'pJ r-' bJk- the work in progress' on the royal tomb see Cerny, Community. 
p.81, Lesko, A Dictionary of Late Egyptian. v.ll, p.47. 
168 Message from Vizier, 0. Cairo CGC 25,287., KR/ VI, p.147, corrected in KRl VII, p.453 . 
169 Visit by Royal Butler, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,309. , K.RI Vl, p.148, corrected in K.RI Vil, p.454. 
170 The visit by the Nubian Viceroy will have been to supply funerary gifts and furnishings in the 
same way as those supplied by Maya, Superintendent of the Treasury to Tutankhamun, see I. E. S. 
Edwards, Treasures ofTutankhamun. New York, 1976, p.150, pl.40. 
171 Quarrel, 0. Cairo CGC 25,286. , KR1 Vll, p.337. Receipt, 0. Cairo CGC 25,625., year 6-7 (dated 
by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses IV, KRl VI. p.200. Payment, 0 . Colin Campbell 5, year l,{) (dated 
by overlapping attested names) of Rarnesses IV, KRl VI, pp.162-3, translation and brief discussion in 
Allam, Hieratische Ostraka und Papyri aus der Ramessidenzeit. v. l, pp. 79-80. Placed in year 6 due to 
the receipt of 0 . Cairo CGC 25,625., by the same person but could belong to another year. 
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A letter from the scribe Jpi-mnw to the scribe imn-msw mentions the Vizier 

nfr-mpt and can be dated to this year.172 Unfortunately, as most of the letter is taken 

up with greetings and flattery by i}.ri-mnw, there are only the statements, 'Please give 

me what I am seeking from you now. Its trivial. Have ... a list of the items[sent to] 

the Vizier, nfr-mpt. In short,[ ... ] ask advice . ... ', to show that we have a request 

from a person of lower rank in the village of Deir el Medina to one of upper rank 

outside the village. The letter may also be partly official reminding im.n-msw to carry 

out some business connected with the tomb with the mention of the 'list' of items, but 

there is insufficient information present to be sure. Therefore, I regard the letter as a 

personal one seeking a favour from an outside superior. 

Finally, we have a series of West Theban graffiti such as nos 2575, 2577 where 

names, fathers names, and titles, including one Royal Butler imn-!J '"w, are stated, 

no.1022, which preserves the same type ofinformation, nos 288, 450, 1076, 1137, 

1152, 1177, 2189, 2222, 2359, and 2849 which preserve some more elaborate 

information or formulae such as' ... Scribe of the Great and Noble Tomb of Millions 

of Years of Pharaoh, Life! prosperity! health! ' as well as the more mundane titles such 

as 'Servant in the Place of Truth of Western Thebes', and the unpublished West Theban 

graffiti from Cemy's notebook which again preserves names, fathers names, and titles 

only. 173 The large numbers of this simple graffiti suggest that the workmen were 

moving about in the Valley of the Kings frequently in this year. 

172 Letter. 0 . DM 429, year 6-7 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRl Vl, p.156. 
Translation in E. F. Wente and E. S. Meltzer, letters from Ancient Egypt. Atlanta, 1990, p.135. 
173 West Theban graffitti nos 2576, 2577 KRJ VI, p.148, no.1022, year 6-7 (dated by overlapping 
attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRI Vl, p.207, nos 288, 450, 1076, 1137, 1152, 1177, 2189, 2222, 
2359 and 2849, year 6-7 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRl VI, pp.208-9. 
'Unpublished' west Theban graffito from Cemy's notebook, year 6 (dated by overlapping attested 
names) of Ra.messes IV, KRI Vll, p.419. 



Year 7 

In this year, apart from the Elephantine scandal and the burial records of 

Ramesses IV, all information comes from the village of Deir el Medina. 

Deir el Medina 
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Deliveries offish and wood are listed on m 3bt, 30, and IV 3bt, 30, as well as 

mention being made of the Foreman of the crew, Nekhemmut (n!Jw-m-mwt), but 

without any details about his actions being preserved beyond what appears to be the 

name of 'Thebes•. 174 Further accounts of deliveries are recorded in O. Gardiner 296, but 

there is also mention of exotic items such as staffs and sycamore wood besides such 

common items as vegetables. 175 

Earlier, on III 3bt, 23, a large number of wicks had been supplied to the crew, 

including some by the Foreman of the crew Nekhemrnut (n!Jw-m-mwf) in person.176 ln 

the absence of other known projects these wicks will be for the final decoration and 

equipping of the tomb ofRamesses IV. The exotic woods delivered on day 30 of this 

month and the inclusion of personal contributions from the crew leader also point to 

the equipping of the tomb. 

Despite this looming completion of the tomb ofRamesses IV village life 

showed all the nonnal transactions, such as hiring a donkey, a lawsuit(?) involving the 

Foreman of the crew Nekhemmut (n/Jw-m-mwt) but with little detail preserved, a 

174 Fish and wood deliveries, 0 . DM 630. KRJ VI, p.149. 
175 Accounts, 0 . Gardiner 296, year 7 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KRJ 
VII, p.344. 
176 Lamp wick accounts, 0 . DM 207. KRJ VI, p .149. 



dispute over the price of a donkey, and a list of coffins for various people and their 

prices (?). 177 

Other Evidence 
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Beside the dated and dateable material above, we have a reference in the 

indictment of a priest of Elephantine for the theft of between 514 and 700 sacks of 

grain each year for years 1-6 ofRamesses IV and into the reign ofRamesses V, by a 

ships' Captain called /Jnm-nfJt.178 These thefts, along with the other indictments of 

P .Turin 1887, indicate, at the very least, a large scale abuse of state funds during the 

reign ofRamesses IV. As Peden states 'The veniality of the state's officials would 

appear to be widespread, at least in the southern half of the country .. . that conuption 

and administrative inefficiency were on the increase at this point is highly probable ... 

1\79 

P.DM 28 is a letter from the Vizier nfr-mptto the Foreman of the crew 

Nekhemmut (nbw-m-mwt) and the other leader, stating that he had placed the 

memoranda of the wages before the Pharaoh who had taken steps to see the claim was 

paid. Furthermore, the Vizier states that he would be sending drawings, which had now 

been decided upon, and reminds the crew that he had opened up the construction site 

for them. These two statements place the date of the letter between year 2 and year 5 

of Ramesses IV when plans were actually made, and I suggest that year 2 is the most 

177 Hire of donkey, 0 . DM 702. KRJ VI, p.149. Lawsuit(?) involving Foreman of the crew, 0 . DM 
657, year 7 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV, KR1 VI, p.158. Dispute over price 
of donkey, 0 Gardiner 181, KRl VJ, p.148, translation in Allam, Hierahsche Ostraka und Papyri aus 
der Ramessidenzeit. v.I, p.186. List of coffins for various people, 0 . Gardiner 134, year 7 (dated by 
overlapping attested names) of Ramesses IV, KRJ VII, p.345. 
178 Gardiner, RAD. p.80. translation in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses W. pp.109-16. 
179 Peden, The Reign of Ramesses I V. pp. 71-72. Although it should be noted that the corruption was 
evidently discovered in the reign of Ramesses V and the abstracting of state supplies has been seen 
elsewhere, e.g. Deir el Medina. 
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likely candidate as the plan of P .DM 28 would be needed to carry out any work on the 

royal tomb beyond the most basic excavation.180 

As well as the above material, which has been allocated or contains dates, there 

is a large amount of inscribed material from Deir el Medina which I have not been able 

to date. Since Kitchen and other workers have felt able to place this material firmly in 

the reign ofRamesses IV, it is necessary to caution against simply accepting the 

seeming lack of evidence in administrative matters from that village. One suspects a 

high degree of filching supplies, for example, and irregular wage deliveries based on a 

certain lack of records, but the undated material we possess may tum out to cover any 

'spaces' when further methods of dating are developed. 

180 Opening of construction site by Vizier. nfr-mp~ 0 . DM 45, recto, lines 14-17, KRl VI, p.120, 
lines 10-13. Plan ordered in year 5, 0. Cairo CGC 25,565., KRJ VI, pp.142-3 . 
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Chapter Six 

The Death and Burial of Ramesses IV 

Introduction 

The precise date of the death of Ramesses IV is unknown, but we can form some 

estimate of the date of accession of his successor, Ramesses V, from remaining 

inscriptions at Deir el Medina, records of Ramesses V especially ostraca, reports of work 

in progress on the tomb of Ramesses IV, and temple inscriptions. Since at the time of his 

death Ramesses IV was resident in his Delta Palace, one might expect his death to precede 

his successors accession by some ten days based on the analogy of his father Ramesses 

Ill's death. 

Inscriptions from Deir el Medina 

An attempt has been made by Pestman to show that year 4 of Ramesses Vs reign 

began between days 10 and 17 of III 3bt which would also mean that he had ascended the 

throne between those dates. 1 This view is possible if all four documents he used do in fact 

date from years 3 and 4 of Ramesses V . 2 The view of Cerny was that the last of the 

1 Peden, The Reign ofRamesses JV. p.76, and ns l-6. 
2 As reconstructed in the article by P. W. Pestman, 'The Last Will of Naunakhte and the Accession Date 
ofRamesses V', in Demaree and Janssen, Gleanings, pp.177-8. 



documents, document IV, may date from either year 3 of Ramesses V or year 3 of 

Ramesses VI.3 
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One method of dating these documents that has not, to my knowledge, been used 

previously is overlap of attested spans belonging to the inhabitants of Deir el Medina 

named in the documents. Starting with the docket on the verso ofNaunakhte's will, which 

gives us the date year 4, III 3gt, 17, the following names were found with their attested 

periods sourced from Gutgesell.4 

1) !Jew, CJ n isl 

2) n!Jw-m-mwt, CJ n isl 

3) ss l;Jr-sri n pJ !J_rw 

4) wcrtw re-ms 

5) wcrtw pn-tJ-wrt sJ n!Jt-mnw 

Common abbreviation of a name of type 'God+!Jcw, 

no use for dating. 5 

Year 1-3 of Ramesses IV to year I 7 of Ramesses 

IX.6 

Year 7 of Ramesses IV to year 17 of Ramesses IX. 7 

Only one attestation in year 3 of Ramesses V. 8 

Year 6 ofRamesses IV to year 4 ofRamesses V.9 

Although this data would indicate that the document could be no later than 

Ramesses V, the dates of 4) and 5) in Gutgesell are based on this very document and the 

3 Cerny, 'The WilJ ofNaunakhte and the Related Documents', JEA 31, 1945, p.53 . 
4 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... v.I & II. 
5 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.378. 
6 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.449. 
7 GutgeselJ, Die Datierung .... p.436. 
8 Gutgesell. Die Dalierung ... . p.24 l . 
9 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... pp.364, 378. 
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axiom that it is from the reign ofRamesses V. Hence they cannot be used to determine the 

date of the document and the other names are insufficient to do so. 

The other important document, document no. IV in Cemy's article, gives us the 

date year 3, ID 3gt, 10. This document contains the following names of workmen, while 

Gutgesell provides their associated attested periods. 

1) Jny-n!Jt Year 10 ofRamesses Ill to year 3 ofRamesses V. 10 

2) 1.<dnw-Jgl.f Year 23 of Ramesses III to year 17 of Ramesses IX.11 

3) nb-n!Jt Year I of Ramesses IV to year 4 of Ramesses V. 12 

4) !Jnsw Year 14 of Ramesses ill to year 1 7 of Ramesses IX. 13 

5) nfr-l;itp Very frequently found, no ascribed range.14 

6) imn-n!Jt Very frequently found, no ascribed range. 15 

7) !J 'w-m-nwn Year 20 of Ramesses III to year 4 of Ramesses V.16 

8) f.<n-(l;ir )-!Jps. f Year 1-4 of Ramesses IV to year 3 of Ramesses V. 17 

IO Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.446. 
11 Gutgesell, Die Dalierung . . . . p.410. 
12 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.429. 
13 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... p.41 l. 
14 Gutgesell, Die Datierung .. .. p.485. 
15 Gutgesell, Die Dalierung . . . . p.474. 
16 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.479. 
17 Gutgesell Die Datierung ... . p.421. 
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9) mJJ-n/Jl f Year 1 ofRamesses IV to year 3 ofRamesses V. 18 

From the above data, the names 1 ), 8), and 9) limit this document at the latest to 

year 3 ofRamesses V. It records the beginning of the disbursement ofNaunakhte's 

property according to her wishes, and the verso notes the continuation of that process 

after a legal hearing in a following year. In my view it is unlikely that there should be a 

delay of another five years once the division of property had started and so I think it likely 

the verso note is also from the reign of Ramesses V. On this basis the accession date of 

Ramesses V would lie between days 10 and 17 of III 3gt. 

However Heick denies this on the basis of the Chief of Police, 'mnJw-msw, being 

named on I smw, 30, of year 1 ofRamesses V (P.Turin 2044) and I prt, 16, of year 1 of 

Ramesses V (P.Turin 2044). His end is noted on II prt, 13, ofa year 1 (0. OM 308). 19 

Heick suggests that it is the 'enemy' in P.Turin 2044 that has killed the Chief of Police, but 

it should be noted 0 . OM 308 is damaged at that section and the text has only 'mwt- died' 

preserved . 20 

In support of Heick is the complete absence of any attestation of this Chief of 

Police after year 1 of Ramesses V. In the case of such an important official some 

attestation would be very likely were he still alive, although the normal caveat of treating 

an 'argument from silence' carefully must apply here. 

Therefore we can only be fairly certain that Helck's reasoning is correct. If so, then 

the dates of ill 3Qt, 10-1 7, are excluded for a change of reign since, if they are retained, the 

Chief of Police is noted as having died in one month, II prt, but as still alive in the 

following month ofl smw, which is plainly impossible. 

Gutgesell has reckoned, in contrast, that the accession day ofRamesses V fell on 

III prt, 29. Against this view, Eyre has pointed out that the Turin Indictment Papyrus, 

18 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . . . p.471. 
19 W. Heick, 'Begrabnis Pharaos'. The Intellectual Heritage of Egypt, ed. U. Luft, Budapest, 1992, p.272. 
20 KR! V, p.566. A.221 . 
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P.Turin 1887, contains no record of theft for year 7, despite the resumption of such 

activities recorded for year 1 of Ramesses V.21 Accordingly, he suggests that the year 7 of 

Ramesses IV never included a completed harvest. This fact is at odds with the date 

derived by Gutgesell since, by the end of December, the harvest should have long been in, 

assessed, and collected for taxation purposes ( and thus presumably have disclosed it's 

quota of stolen grain) . 

Amongst the ostraca ascribed to Ramesses IV there is 0 . DM 630, which supplies 

a date of year 7 IV 3l}t, 30, some thirty seven days later than 0 . DM 207 and some five 

months into the regnal year 7, given that the accession day for Ramesses IV was ID smw, 

15, as noted in Chapter Four above. This ostracon is liable to the same objection as is 

made to Gutgesell's date above since the harvest will have been collected by the end of IV 

smw at the latest. 22 However this check depends on there actually being any theft detected 

for year 7 ofRamesses IV and ignores the thought that there were two harvests in Egypt -

a second one in winter which may be the harvest from which the thefts in P.Turin 1887 

were detected.23 

Some more indirect evidence from Deir el Medina is to be found in the ostraca 

from that place ascribed to Ramesses V. Where an account of items supplied, or 

purchased, is listed over a period of time the regnal year is initially stated for the first item 

then any later, subsequent, change ofregnal year is normally noted .24 Thus 0 . IFAO 

21 Gutgesell obtains the date of III prt. 29, from a comparison of P.Amiens and P.Turin 2081/2095, see 
Gutgesell. Die Datierung . . . . pp.230-1. Eyre, 'The Use of Data from Deir el-Medina', BiOr 44, No 1/2, 
Januari-Maart 1987, p.28. There are also the objections of Krauss against the dating of P.Amiens in year 
1-2 of Ramesses V. see Krauss. Sothis und Monddaten. p.132. 
22 0 . DM 207 is normally accepted as the highest date, year 7, ill Jbt, 23, belonging to Ramesses IV, 
Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV p.76, and n.2. 
23 I infer the second harvest from the Ptolemaic practise reported in M. Cary, The Geographic 
Background of Greek & Roman History. Oxford, 1949, pp.210-211. 
24 One exception to this appears to be P. DM 2 which has no regnal year or name but has the list of 
supplies to a temple on I 3bt, 27, JV ~mw, 20 (?), and IV prt, last day. However this would appear to be a 
reminder list for the year, rather than an actual supply list, KRI VI, pp.259-60. 
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Inv.388 starts with year 2 and the name ofRarnesses V, but shows a new year sign before 

the dates I prt, 20, and IV 3gt, 30.25 

In the lists of supplies covered by 0 . Cairo CGC 25,609., the regnal year is stated 

and the dates mentioned cover the period from ID smw, 18, until IV smw, 23, without a 

change in regnal year occurring. 26 The objection may be made that there are significant 

lacunae in the ostracon, but O. Gardiner 11 , having the regnal year 2 and the name of 

Ramesses V, covers the period from II smw, 13, until I 3gt, 6, with a few small lacunae in 

differing positions from those of 0 . Cairo CGC 25,609. , and again without change of 

year. 27 Therefore we may state that there was no change of year in the period II smw, 13, 

until I 3gt, 6, of the regnal years ofRarnesses V and so he did not ascend the throne during 

that time. 

Work on the Tomb of Ramesses IV 

On the basis of the mention in P.Turin Cat. 2044, recto,+2002, recto where, in the 

first year of an unnamed king on the last days ofl smw, a shrine of wood and alabaster 

was placed in a royal tomb under the supervision of the Royal Butler imn-!J'w, Valbelle 

has suggested a date between the middle and end of the season of prt for Ramesses IVs 

death.28 The use of 450 men for the transport; made up of 120 workers, the available 

Medjay police, and various other draftees, indicate that this was not a minor affair and that 

work had proceeded day and night since the start of work on the shrine in the previous 

month until the placing of the shrine in position recorded as being on I1 smw, 7. 

25 0 . IFAO Inv.388, KRI VI. pp.249-50. 
26 0 . Cairo CGC 25,609., KR1 VI, pp.245-6. 
27 0 . Gardiner 11 , KRI VI. pp.248-9. 
28 D. Valbelle, "Les ouvriers de la Tombe": Deir el-Medineh a /'epoque ramesside. Cairo, 1985. p.36, 
n.2, p.198. Hornung, Zwei Ramessidsche . . . . p.26, see also Cerny, Community. p.11 with the mention of 
the 'sloping passage' which points to Ramesses IV, p.60 for the numbers involved, and p.262. 
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This list of personnel has been seen by Janssen as possibly connected with a temple 

rather than a royal burial on the basis of the untranscribed lines of P.Turin 2044 

mentioning temples. However, I do not accept this view since there was only the Large 

valley temple at Assasif under construction during the last two years of Ramesses IV's life. 

That temple had reached, at its furthest extent, the stage of placing the bottom few 

courses of masonry and was far from the stage of needing the labour noted in P. Turin 

2044 for installing statues, fittings etc. 29 ln addition, P.Turin 2044, as transcribed by 

Cerny, contains a mention of'alabaster', the 'tomb bier', and receiving the Gods of the 

'divine ground' during the days after a year l , I smw, 25 . 30 Therefore, P. Turin 2044 deals 

with the hauling of the monuments and burial equipment ofRamesses IV to the tomb 

while the naming of the Ramesseum and Meniset are incidental, perhaps being the places 

that supplied equipment or stored some items for the coming burial. 

The second of the two documents, P. Turin 2002, leaves no doubt that it records 

the arrival of the Vizier, High Priest of Amun, four Royal Butlers, the Treasury Overseer, 

and the Chief of Bowmen on a day in II smw to place the tomb components in place. It 

also records funerary equipment including a granite sarcophagus, alabaster chests, a cedar 

chest and it's lid, etc. From the information in this papyrus and P.Turin 2044, Heick has 

been able to reconstruct a sequence of events starting on I smw, 24, with arrival of the 

labour force followed by 'dragging' the various statues etc. on days 25 and 26. On day 27 

of the same month the alabaster sarcophagus was brought to the valley, while a 

29 Janssen, 'Gear for the Tombs (O.Turin 57366 and O.BM. 50733+0. Petrie 30)', RdE 43, 1992, p.109. 
For the state of the Assasif temple at the date of death of Ramesses IV see Peden, The Reign of Ramesses 
IV p.50. 
30 P.Turin 2044 mention of'alabaster to it's place', Cerny Notebook 16.6, line 2. The 'funeral bier', Cerny 
Notebook 16.6, line 3, note the special use of'ytit' described in Janssen, Commodity Prices. p.239. 
'Receiving the Gods of the ennead of the divine ground', Cerny Notebook 16.6, lines 4-5. The previous 
date ofl smw, 25, is shown in Cerny Notebook 16.5, line 3. From P.Turin 2002 we know the notables 
arrived in Il smw to move tomb equipment into place, including items of alabaster, God's shrines, and 
tomb furniture, so the coincidence between time and items brought from the harbour to those of P.Turin 
2004 makes it unlikely, in my view, that P.Turin 2044 is concerned with anything but the impending 
burial ofRamesses IV. 



distribution and festival occurred on d-ays 28-30 of the same month.3 1 Day 7 of the next 

month, II smw, was spent fitting out the sarcophagus in the tomb, while day 9 was the 

actual date of the burial. 
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A graffito was recently discovered during work done by Hornung in the tomb of 

Ramesses IV.32 Located more than four metres above the ground level of the tomb, on the 

right hand jamb leading to the burial chamber, the graffito states, 33 

I smw, day 4; bringing the cloth to the Great Field. It was added to the Tomb 

Equipment. 5 .. . . 

The term 'Great Field' means the Valley of the Kings but not the tomb itself, 

according to Cerny, and the hieroglyphs for 'cloth' are unclear in the graffito; it may be 

'pbsyt- shroud', or '/;lbs- pieces of cloth'.34 

As well as the support this graffito gives for this date as one on which the 

furnishing of the tomb was being completed, there are also some further fragments of a list 

of the tomb equipment ofRamesses IV containing the date II smw day 4 (or 7?).35 

The reconstruction suggested from this data is that, after the death ofRamesses 

IV, the furnishing of the tomb for the burial would be underway and scaffolding would be 

erected about the shrines surrounding the stone sarcophagus for the placing of the shroud, 

or other final adjustments. It would be doubtful if a workman made the graffito 

mentioned, but either one of the supervisors or the scribes in attendance saw fit to jot 

down the date the cloths arrived. The height of the graffito above the ground makes it 

31 Heick, 'Begrabnis Pharaos', The Intellectual Heritage of Egypt, ed. U. Lu.ft, Budapest, 1992, pp.274-5, 
under column marked 'Ramses V.' 
32 D. Warburton. 'An hieratic Graffito', in Hornung. Zwei Ramessidsche . ... pp.132-4. 
33 Record of height. see Warburton. 'ibid.'. p.133. n.9. 
34 For the term 'Great Field' see Cerny, Community. p.90. For discussion of terms for cloth see Warburton, 
'ibid.' . p.133. 
35 Pleyte-Rossi. pl.104, 2. = P.Turin 2044 discussed above. As Warburton notes, Warburton, 'ibid.'. p.133, 
n . 7, further fragments ofthis list exist and I have been told in a personal communication from Dr Jae. J. 
Janssen, I 992, that they are currently being studied at Leiden. 
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unlikely it was written during any possible reburial without scaffolding, while in the next 

dynasty the mummy ofRamesses IV, after suitable rewrapping and refurbishment, was 

relocated to a cache elsewhere. 

O.Turin N.57366 may also provide us with information on the burial ofRamesses 

IV, although it must be admitted that the dating given by Janssen to this ostracon is the 

reign of Ramesses IV or one of his successors. 36 The ostracon notes that certain 

monuments it mentions are at the' ... mouth of the valley ... .', although the next phrase 

notes that they are placed' . . . in the mouths of the Tombs .. . .'37 

The known tombs at the mouth of the valley are; no. l Ramesses VII, no.2 

Ramesses IV, no.3 Ramesses III, no.4 Ramesses XI, no.5 Ramesses Il. The date of burial 

ofRamesses VIl is, unfortunately, not known for certain, but a suggestion has been made 

that his highest date is year 7, Il prt, 3.38 We know from 0 . DM 40 and 41 that the tomb 

equipment ofRamesses Ill anived at the valley on I 3gt, 4, and the burial took place on the 

24th of the same month.39 Ramesses Il probably died on II 3gt, 19, so his burial will have 

been during the month of prt. 40 Ramesses XI appears to have survived at least as far as Ill 

smw, 23, in his last known (29th) year so his burial would have been in 3gt or prt.41 

Therefore, O.Turin N.57366 can be for either Ramesses IV or Ramesses VII since 

the other Ramessides are excluded, either by the position of their tombs being further up in 

the valley or by their dates of death. Since Ramesses IV revered both his father Ramesses 

III and his ancestor Ramesses II, and the ostracon talks of 'tombs' rather than a single 

tomb, my suggestion is that the monuments were for the tombs ofRamesses II, Ill and IV 

36 Janssen, 'Gear for the Tombs (O.Turin 57366 and O.BM. 50733+0. Petrie 30)', RdE 43, 1992, p.111, 
n.a. 
37 Janssen. 'ibid.'. p.110, translation lines 1-2. 
38 Based on Kitchen's reconstruction and readings from P.Turi.n 2008-2016, but very insecure. E . F. 
Wente and Ch. Van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. Hughes, 
ed. J. H. Johnson and E. F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.245. 
39 Janssen, 'ibid.'. 1992, p. l 08. 
40 Wente and Van Siclen, 'ibid.'. p.235. 
41 Wente and Van Siclen, 'ibid.'. p.246. 
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at the mouth of the valley and that the ostracon should be regarded as being of the reign of 

Ramesses V and describing part of the burial ofRamesses IV. 

Certainly, if the activity is the burial ofRamesses IV and the minor refurbishment 

ofRamesses II and ill's tombs then the figures in the ostracon add up correctly for the 

places where there are coffins 'already'. Nevertheless, apart from the quantities of 

equipment needed, the ostracon tells us little else than possibly the date of II smw, 24, was 

very soon after the final burial ofRamesses IV. 

Temple Inscriptions 

At Karnak, before the Facade of the South Wing of Pylon IV, in an area with many 

stela and Pylon fragments from the 20th Dynasty, there is a dedicatory stela of Ramesses 

V. 42 Unfortunately it is in a poor condition with only half of it's original size remaining. 

The upper portion of this stela shows Ramesses V followed by Montu and worshipping 

deities now lost, although it has been strongly suggested that these deities are the Theban 

triad of Amun, Mut and Khonsu. 

Of the original text of this stela only a small portion is preserved and the names of 

the king have been systematically usurped by Ramesses X, either by converting signs or 

hollowing and recutting the stone. A nomen cartouche did, however, escape the agents of 

Ramesses X and kept the 'mry imn' used by Ramesses V's nomen. 

This main text preserves no date particulars but does refer to the king's military 

titles and records that on 'this day', one or Maat placed (effectively?)' . .. his two strong 

arms(?), Lord of the Two Lands, safeguarding of the Two Lands.' 

42 A. J. Peden, 'The Usurped Karnak Stela ofRamesses V', GM 110, 1989, pp.41-45. KR1 VI, p.222. For 
incomplete lines of Rarnesses X on Pylon IV see KRJ VI, p. 678. 



The usurpation of the text by Ramesses X adds the significant title of 'Lord who 

Performs the Rites' to the above text. The explanation, advanced by Peden, is that the 

death of Ramesses IV had occurred at the earliest after the month of I prt, and perhaps 

even later, then; 
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If the funeral ofRamesses IV then occurred about three months afterwards, falling 

on the 4th month of Peret or the 1st month of Shomu, then Ramesses might well 

have taken the opportunity of attending in person the great Valley Festival in the 

2nd month of Shomu. 43 

For this opportune visit to the Valley Festival, Peden notes there is the example of 

Ramesses VI doing likewise and suggests that this visit becomes a part of the events 

surrounding the coronation of the Ramessides when possible, and that associated acts also 

include erecting a stela at Karnak to celebrate the new king's elevation.44 Thus, when 

Ramesses X acceded and arrived at Thebes to bury his father, he too would have to erect 

the necessary stela. 45 However, he chose to economise and usurp an earlier stela of the 

same type adding an epigraph at the base of the North Wing of Pylon IV. 

Summary 

The dates of the final preparation and furnishing of the tomb of Ramesses IV in the 

months of I and II smw for his burial are known from the tomb itself and P. Turin 2044 and 

2002. Additional evidence of activity in relation to a burial and enthronement in the same 

43 Peden, 'ibid.' ., p.43 , under 'IV. General Comments'. 
44 Peden, 'ibid.'., pp.43-44. and notes 14, 15. 
45 The erection of the stela seems to have been on a specific date see S. Schott, Altt'igyplische Festdaten. 
Mainz, 1950, p.108, 'Year 1, 2nd month of Summer, day 1. In the heart of his Majesty -LPH- arose a 
desire to erect monuments to Amon-Re . . . . ' 



period occurs in the temple inscription near the Fourth Pylon at Karnak and the date on 

O.Turin N.57366. 
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Accordingly, taking the nonnal period of seventy days between death and burial 

prescribed for mummification and adding up to ten extra days for the body to have been 

bought from it's Delta residence, we can count back from the date II smw, 9, calculated by 

Heick for the actual burial. Thus we obtain a range for the date of death ofRamesses IV 

of between days 19 to 29 of III prt in his seventh year. This corresponds exactly with the 

date calculated by Gutgesell above, and closely to that stated by V albelle as the 'middle to 

end of the season of prt. '46 

Pestman's contention., using the will ofNaunakhte, for a date of death between 

days 10-1 7 of ill Jgt means that, based on seventy days for mummification and an 

additional ten days for delivery from the Delta, the burial would have to have occurred in 

between days 10 to 27 of I prt and none of our records show any burial activity for 

Ramesses IV during that period. Therefore Pestman's suggestion will not be considered 

any further. 

The Tomb, it's Furnishings, and the Burial of Ramesses IV 

The Tomb 

We are fortunate in having the tomb ofRamesses IV reasonably well preserved 

and published in detail. 47 There is little point in repeating already published material 

beyond noting the following peculiarities of this tomb, currently numbered KV 2. 

46 See also J. von Beckerath, 'Die Thronbesteignungsdaten Ramses' V. und VII', zAS 122, 1995, p.98 
where lI1 prt, 29, to TV prt, 2, is given based on the assignment of P.Turin 2081 +2095 to a later king than 
Ramesses V using the promotion of fui-srito 'Assistant' in a year 3. 
47 The latest publication of KV 2 being Hornung, Zwei Ramessidsche . ... which still relies on the earlier 
plates ofE. Lefebure, Les hypogees royaux de Thebes:troisieme division, Tombeau de Ramses JV. Paris, 
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The basic structure of the Ramesside royal tombs consists of a sequence of an 

entrance chamber, antechamber, and a pillared hall, linked together with three corridors 

and doorways. From the antechamber, side rooms, such as one on each side, are often 

created to hold the burial goods. This plan is normally doubled in that the pillared hall of 

the first sequence is linked to a further set of chamber, antechamber, and pillared hall by a 

shaft, stairway, or slide.48 

In the corridor before the final pillared hall there is normally a shaft, originally 

thought to prevent water or tomb robbers from entering the tomb. We now know that this 

shaft is actually a representation of the 'tomb' of Osiris and represents the lowest point of 

the underworld into which the dead king would descend in his journey to be reborn. 49 In 

the extant plans of the Ramesside tombs this point is noted as the place where the God 

halts on his journey, and it has been suggested that the burial party halted briefly there to 

let the dead king represent Osiris before he became revived. 50 

The tomb ofRamesses IV, KV 2, differs from this scheme in that it has only the 

first set of three chambers connected by corridors. s 1 The second set is entirely missing, and 

the pil1ared hall that normally connects the two sets of room is, in KV 2, the burial 

chamber ofRamesses IV and has no pillars. The side rooms are only small depressions, 

indicating that the work had started but was not carried forward, while the shaft before the 

sarcophagus room is also entirely missing. 

The large mummiform sarcophagus in it's room sits in a small depression in the 

floor and thus is permanently at the lowest point of the tomb. Small additional chambers, 

1889. Bibliographical references to the tomb are covered up to 1964 in PM1 I, 2, pp.497-500, Hornung, 
'ibid.'. and most recently until 1994 by Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. pp.43-48, and associated 
footnotes. 
48 As sketched by Hornung, Zwei Ramessidsche .... pp.35-37. 
49 F. Abitz. Die religiose Bedeutung der sogenannten Grabrt.iuberschachte in den Agyptischen 
Ktinigsgrtibern der 18. bis 20. Dynastie. Wiesbaden, 1974, pp.118-119. Arguments against the shaft being 
a protection against tomb robbing or water are summarised in Abitz, 'ibid.'. pp.115-16. 
50 J. Romer, Valley of the Kings. London, 1981 , p.230, where the old explanation ofa device for 
hindering robbers is accepted. 
51 There is a useful plan in PM1 I. 2, p.498, with convenient comparisons to some other tombs. 
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described as 'treasuries' in the Turin Papyrus plan (see below) at a slightly higher level lead 

out from the back of the sarcophagus hall, the final room being decorated with a burial 

bier and the symbolic lions of yesterday and tomorrow. 52 

We also possess an ancient plan of this tomb, the Turin Papyrus plan, showing 

some of the elements of the burial in position and giving far larger dimensions for this final 

room than exist in the actual tomb. 53 Since we know that the majority of excavation and 

decoration of the tomb was completed by year 5 of Ramesses IV then this change in 

dimensions was not due to economic reasons or time constraints. 

There are several other additional architectural differences from previous royal 

tombs; the sarcophagus chamber is decreased in size from the dimensions used by 

Ramesses III and earlier kings, the sarcophagus ramp in the tomb reaches along the whole 

length of the ante-room into the sarcophagus chamber unlike any previous tomb, the roof 

over the third corridor is vaulted and especially high although similar vaulting has been 

noted in one of the tombs ascribed to a son of Ramesses ID, the sarcophagus chamber has 

a complete absence of pillars, and the arrangement of the rooms behind the sarcophagus 

chamber has no precedent. 54 

The religious material and representations within the tomb also differ from other 

royal tombs. The 'Sun Litany' appears in the entrance corridor as in previous tombs, but 

the younger 'Book of Caves' appears in the third corridor in place of the 'Amduat', and 

prayer no.123 of the 'Book of the Dead', where the suppliant is identified with Thoth, has 

the person of the suppliant changed from first person to third. 55 The effect of all these 

52 Depression in which sarcophagus sits, Hornung, Zwei Ramessidsche . . . . p.46. Back chambers of 
tomb, Hornung, 'ibid.'. pp.48-52. 'Treasuries' mentioned in Turin Papyrus, see Carter and Gardiner, 'The 
Tomb ofRamesses IV and the Turin Plan ofa Royal Tomb', JFA 4, 1917, pp.142-4. 
53 Carter and Gardiner, 'ibid.' .. p.155. Room Z, e. end room where the length from the Turin Papyrus is 
said to be IO cubits and it is actually 5 cubits, 3 palms and 2 digits. Hornung notes that the decoration of 
the room behind the sarcophagus chamber was completed speedily and in a simplified style, in contrast to 
the Turin plan which envisaged three stages of decoration for it, Hornung, Zwei Ramessidsche .... p.26. 
54 E. Hornung. 'Zurn Tu.riner Grabplan', Pyramid Studies and Other Essays Presented to I. E. S. Edwards, 
ed. J. Baines el al., London, 1988, pp.138-40. 
55 Detailed comparison of texts with previous tombs is found in Hornung, Zwei Ramessidsche . ... p.33, 
where it will be seen the texts of the Osiris shrine and opening of the mouth are missing, as are the divine 
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changes, coupled with the missing 'second set' of chambers, is to distance Ramesses IV 

from the Osiride aspect of his burial .56 Certainly the king is acknowledged as Osiris, but 

the emphasis is upon the Gods Amun and Re, with the 'Book of the Solar Cow' and the 

dekan decoration of the sarcophagus hall showing that the king favoured the solar deities 

rather than any identification with Osiris. 

The missing second set of chambers, normally leading off the first pillared hall, and 

lack of a 'tomb robber' shaft mean that Ramesses IV was the first New Kingdom Pharaoh 

to reduce substantial parts of the Osiride aspect of his burial into the minor depression in 

which his sarcophagus rested and, I suggest, this cannot have pleased the Theban 

priesthood who were identified with Osiride ritual which had been carried out since 

Horemheb's time. 

The Burial Equipment 

The Surviving Burial Equipment of Ramesses IV 

Several items from the royal burial have been recovered amongst which are three 

complete shabti which may confidently be ascribed to his actual tomb. 57 Further complete 

scenes of the shaft concerning Osiris. Only the Book of the Dead of the Osiride liturgy is retained in the 
antechamber before the sarcophagus chamber. Change of person in prayer 123 of the antechamber from 
first to third, Hornung, 'ibid.'. p.80, but note that prayer 124 to the tribunal of Osiris keeps the same first 
person, on p.81 , though the omission of'through the Osiride king' in the title of prayer 127 is significant. 
56 For an assignation of various parts of the tomb to deities, K. J. Seyfried, 'Entwick.lung in der 
Grabarchitektur des neuen Reiches als eine weitere Quelle fur Theologische Konzeptionen der 
Ramessidenzeit', Problems and Priorities in Egyptian Archaeology, ed. J. Assmann, G. Burkard and V. 
Davies. London, 1987, p.248. 
57 The shabti mentioned by G. Daressy, Fouilles de /a Vallee des Rois /898-1899. Cairo, 1902, 
p.299. The polychrome shabti in the Louvre, Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.47, n.3, to which should 
be added the photographs in G. Posener. A Dictionary of Egyptian Civilisation. London, 1962, p.292, C. 
Ziegler, The Louvre: Egyptian Antiquities. Paris, 1990, p.53 , and description in C. Boreux, Les antiquites 
egyptiennes du Musee de Louvre. v.II, Paris, 1932, p.323. The shabti in the MacGregor collection, see H. 
Wallis, Egyptian Ceramic Art: The MacGregor Collection. London, 1898, pl. XIV, fig.53 . 
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and incomplete examples of shabtis have been found by different excavators at various 

sites within the Valley of the Kings up to the present day and could either be from the 

originaJ buriaJ or from the twenty specimens mentioned by Carter (quoting Ayrton) in his 

excavation notes. ss 

The tomb's Foundation Deposits were recovered by Carter in severaJ positions; 

two on the North East side, two on the South West side, and a centraJ one directly in front 

of the tomb's entrance. 59 

58 Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. p.47. n.4 . Reeves, Valley of the Kings, The decline of a royal 
necropolis. p.121, n . 85. Twenty-one shabti of Ramesses IV noted in unpublished Carter MSS I.A.75. A 
calcite shabti of Ramesses N was found during John Romer's clearance of KV 4 (Ramesses Xl), see N. 
Reeves and R.H. Wilkinson.. The Complete Valley of the Kings. London, 1996, p.173. 
59 Carter MSS I.A.75-94, access to this. and other unpublished Carter MSS kindly supplied by Dr. D . 
Magee of the Griffith Institute, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Map of position of deposits in relation to 
tomb entrance shown on unpublished Carter MSS I.A.88. List of deposits given in Weinstein, Foundation 
Deposits in Ancient Egypt. University of Pennsylvania., Ph.D., 1973, pp.281-4. The items found in the 
Primary North East Deposit included two blue faience plaques in cartouche form, two rectangular blue 
faience plaques bearing cartouches of Ramesses N , a model of an axe blade, a peculiar pig(?) of alabaster, 
a model adze in sheet copper, an ebony dowel, a piece of graphite, some red pottery cups, and some blue 
faience beads. See unpublished Carter MSS I.A.77-79. 

In the Primary South West Deposit there were pieces of garlic, garlands, pieces of mud, lengths 
of linen, three blue faience plaques in cartouche form, six blue glass plaques of cartouche form with 
prenomcn and nomen of Ramesses on them, six violet glass plaques of cartouche form with the names 'r'
ms-ss upon them, some samples of red jasper and green quartz, a blue faience plaque in the form of the 
hind leg of an ox, and a blue faience plaque in the shape of a human hand. See unpublished Carter MSS 
I.A.82-83. 

The Secondary North East Deposit held many blue faience plaques in the shapes of ox' heads 
calves beads, fore-leg of a calf, hind-leg of a calf, calves liver, falling ibex, small and large crouching 
ibexes, sticks and boomerangs, double loaves of bread, lotus blooms, human hands, scarabs, cartouches, a 
silver plaque with the cartouche 'r'-ms-ss , samples of red jasper and green quartz, a few red pottery 
(biscuit) cups, and a small quantity of beads. See unpublished Carter MSS I.A 80-81. 

The Secondary South West Deposit held faience and copper plaques, cartoucbe form plaques, a 
model alabaster 'nb' sign with a chequer pattern on it, a small faience plaque representing a trussed-up 
ox, six faience rings, some small faience beads, several roughly made small pottery cups containing dates 
and small seeds, several shallow dishes one of whose rims is painted red, and a fragment of a hard 
conglomerate stone com-rubber. Unpublished Carter MSS I.A.83-84. 

The Primary Central Deposit held Nile mud in which onions had been planted. See unpublished 
Carter MSS I.A.85. Some parts of a wooden box and fragments of faience vases and bowls, together with 
some polychrome glass objects, were found by Carter in his clearance of the tomb entrance. Peden, The 
Reign of Ramesses JV. p.48. Carter himself records the location where a large quantity of polychrome 
glass fragments were' ... found in the rubbish before the tomb .. . .', unpublished Carter MSS I.A.90, as 
well as a large number of fragments of blue faience vases and bowls, see unpublished Carter MSS I.A.89, 
and fragment of a wooden (?) box. unpublished Carter MSS I.A. 93 . 
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Items from Documents 

The graffito in the tomb itself, noted above, mentions the arrival of 'cloth' in the 

'Great Field' . As the term 'cloth' is somewhat dubious, this could range from the shroud to 

cover the shrines ofRamesses IV to personal or funerary feast items. The early arrival of 

this material in I smw, before the sarcophagus etc. listed in P. Turin 2002 as arriving in II 

smw, indicates that they are personal items of the king or linen for the funerary feast . 

From the Turin Plan of Ramesses IVs tomb we have a depiction of six rectangles 

within which the outline of the king's sarcophagus rests. 60 Earlier suggestions have been 

made that these rectangles represent steps but, in the light of the Tutankhamun 

discoveries, they will be representations of shrines erected over the sarcophagus. The 

shrine inside the outermost one is drawn differently from the others with only comer posts 

shown and extremely thin walls. I suggest that this shrine is simply a framework for the 

linen pall which would normally cover the inner shrines. 61 The Turin Plan also shows four 

sets of double doors, each secured by two bolts. 

The hieratic inscriptions of the Turin Plan refer to a 'shabti-place' in corridor z, and 

'resting places of the Gods' in the same corridor which were possibly the places where the 

shrines mentioned below were placed, a left hand treasury placed in a lateral chamber off 

corridor z, and a 'Treasury of the Innermost' being the end room of the plan. 62 Evidently a 

large number of goods were to be placed in the treasuries while several shrines and a large 

number of shabtis were also expected. 

6° Carter and Gardiner, 'The Tomb ofRamesses rv and the Turin Plan ofa Royal Tomb', JEA 4, 1917, 
p.13 3 for the mention of Lepsius' ideas of 'steps', pl.XXIX for the restored plan. 
61 Mention ofTutankhamun's linen pall with it's attendant wooden frame is made in H. Carter, The Tomb 
ofTutankhamun. Sphere Books. London, 1972, p.106. 
62 The 'shabti-place' in corridor Z described in Carter and Gardiner, 'The Tomb ofRamesses IV and the 
Turin Plan of a Royal Tomb', JEA 4, 1917, p.140, Z, b. The 'resting places of the Gods' in the same 
corridor described in Carter and Gardiner, 'ibid.', p.142, Z, c. The 'left hand treasury' placed in a lateral 
chamber off corridor z described in Carter and Gardiner, 'ibid.', p.143, Z, d. A 'Treasury of the Innermost' 
described in Carter and Gardiner, 'ibid.', p.143, Z, e. 
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In P . Turin 2044 we read that something, probably a Canopic chest, of alabaster 

was provided as well as a funeral bier, seventy-eight 'Gods of the Ennead of the divine 

ground', twenty-one Gods' shrines in expensive stone, four house shrines in gold, one 

house shrine in faience with gold, and four similar gold and faience shrines. 63 These items 

must have been of a considerable size given that a large number of persons ( 450) were 

required to transport them to the tomb and that it took five days for them to do so.64 

P.Turin 2002 records the placing of various items in the tomb including a granite 

sarcophagus, the inner coffin of cedar wood and it's lid, and a further lid of conifer wood 

on top of these. 65 I would suggest that the lid of conifer wood is a temporary lid designed 

to prevent theft of gold from the inner coffins, since the present sarcophagus in the tomb 

has a granite lid, although these items of conifer wood may be the shrines themselves. 

Next the alabaster box(?) was brought in so that it could be placed in position in the cedar 

wood box and this description sounds very similar to the box and Canopic chest known 

from the Tutankhamun burial.66 It was to have 'silver on it's inside and this 'silver', also on 

analogy with Tutankhamun's Canopic chest, could have been the Canopic jars. 67 This box 

was not completed when placed in position but finished off 'inside and out' by two 

workmen who were shut up for the purpose in the tomb overnight. 68 

63 Heick, 'Begrabnis Pharaos'. The Jntel/ectual Heritage of Egypt, ed. U. Luft, Budapest, 1992, p.273 . For 
the 'funeral bier' and the 'seventy-eight Gods of the ennead of the divine ground' see Cerny Notebook 16.6, 
lines 3, 4. and 5. The cross section of this sarcophagus shows that the conifer wood temporary lid could 
rest in the upper recess, see Ikran, S. and A. Dodson, The Mummy in Ancient Egypt Equipping the Dead 
for Eternity. London, 1998, p.264 and figs 373-4. 
64 Heick. 'ibid.'. p.272. 
65 Heick, 'ibid.'. pp.273-4. 
66 Heick, 'ibid.'. p .274. Canopic chest from Tutankhamun burial see P. Fox, Tutankhamun's Treasure. 
Oxford, 1951, pl.44, pl.42 for the Canopic shrine as the possible equivalent to the cedarwood 'box' 
mentioned. There is mention of remains of an alabaster coffin associated with the sarcophagus of 
Ramesses IV but I think that the mention of silver associated with the item noted in P. Turin 2002 
indicates the latter is a Canopic chest rather than a coffin. Ilcran and Dodson, The Mummy in Ancient 
Egypt Equipping the Dead for Eternity. p.264. 
67 Heick, 'Begrabnis Pharaos', The Intellectual Heritage of Egypt, ed. U. Luft, Budapest, 1992, p.274. I 
have not located any silver Canopic jars that can be definitely linked to a specific royal burial to date, but 
there are the gold miniature coffins for the viscera found inside the Canopic chest in the tomb of 
Tutankhamun, see Fox, Tutankhamun's Treasure. p.27, and pl.46. 
68 Heick, 'ibid.'. p.274. 
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In the same papyri we learn of a further list of items that are shown under the 

records of two days and are also referred to as being connected with the 'sole justified one' 

as well as with the 'Pharaoh L.P.H. when he was a Crown Prince'.69 While the fragmentary 

nature of this earlier portion of the papyrus makes it impossible to be certain, the 

probability is very high that these items were being placed in the tomb ofRamesses IV. In 

view of the linear nature of the tomb, once the sarcophagus was in place and the shrines 

erected it would have then been difficult to obtain entrance to the treasury rooms behind 

the sarcophagus chamber. Therefore, the listed items are the contents of the treasury 

placed before the sarcophagus was dragged into position. 

The first group of objects are of bronze but, apart from a mention of baskets/sacks, 

vessels of bronze 'under the seal', and four changes of festal attire, the papyrus is too 

damaged to give us any details beyond a total weight, presumably of bronze, consisting of 

119 deben. 70 

Then the doors (?) of the tomb are installed on the next day and mention is also 

made of twenty jars and 'great cloths'. 71 The latter could be either personal clothing or the 

linen pall to cover the inner shrines over the sarcophagus. Since the context is that of the 

tomb's fittings (doors), I suggest that these cloths would also be 'fittings' and that they 

were being placed in readiness behind the position where the sarcophagus would be placed 

69 Gardiner Notebook 149.30-34. The individual days mentioned are derived from the formula 'this day' 
on p.31 , line 1, and p.33. line 2. The individual formula of 'work in the .. .. 'on p.30, line 13, followed 
by what may be a list of boxes of candles indicates the earlier material in P.Turin 2002 also belongs to the 
tomb. Con.finnation of this is given by the phrase 'sole justified one charged (r-iwd ?) to them' on p.30, 
line 16. The statement about a bronze wash band basin decorated 'for Pharaoh L.P.H. when be was Crown 
Prince' is made on p.31, line 9. 
70 Possible 'mJwg'-carrying poles'? listed in Gardiner Notebook 149.30, line 1, see Janssen, Commodity 
Prices from the Ramessid Period. pp.385-7. Bronze '/;mt' items listed in Gardiner Notebook 149.30, lines 
2, 5. 9, 10 and 11. Baskets mentioned in Gardiner Notebook 149.30, line 4. Vessels of Bronze under 
Gardiner, 'ibid.'. p.30, line 6. Four items of festal attire in Gardiner 'ibid'. p.30, line 8. The total weight of 
the bronze(?) items is given in Gardiner, 'ibid.'. p.30, line 12. 
71 Wood as 'doors/prows'?. another suggestion given to me by Dr Spalinger is 'double headdress', Gardiner 
Notebook 149.30, line 15. A possible representation of the bolted entrance doorway on an ostracon from 
Ayrton's excavations of 1905/6 is shown in C. N. Reeves, 'Excavations in the Valley of the Kings, 1905/6: 
a Photographic Record', MDAIK 40, 1984, p.228, and pl.24.b. Mention of twenty jars, Gardiner Notebook 
149.30, line 19. 'Great cloth', Gardiner Notebook 149.30, line 20. 



and the shrines erected. I would also caution against placing too great a reliance on this 

reading due to the severe destruction of this part of the papyrus. 
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The next day ten necklaces are placed into position, two items listed as 'wood as 

material for God's shrines', two fighting staffs sheathed in gold, writing equipment with the 

phrase appended 'which is in it' suggesting a box packed with some of these items, five 

bronze spittoons, five bronze combs (?), seven large jugs for inundation (?) water, two 

bronze wash basins in the form of a lotus, two bronze vessels in the form of a lotus, and a 

bronze wash basin decorated for Pharaoh when he was Crown Prince. 72 A sub-total of 21 

deben is then given. 73 

The list then continues with mainly ritual containers, a bronze wash basin 'as a 

flagon'(?), a great bronze wash basin ornamented with a lion's cavern (?), two bronze 

cauldrons carrying ornaments, two bronze libation jars, four bronze items (text missing), 

bronze jars (?).74 This list is followed by traces of another sub total 'making 27 (deben)' .75 

Next the papyrus continues with the mention of a cedar box with two sides and 

five legs, twenty funerary servants for the tomb, two containers of wood tar(?) for temple 

72 Ten necklaces. Gardiner Notebook 149.31, line 1. 'Wood as material for God's shrines', x 2, Gardiner 
Notebook 149.31 , line 2. Two fighting staffs sheathed in gold, Gardiner Notebook 149.31, line 3. Writing 
equipment with the phrase 'which is in it' appended, suggesting a box packed with some of these items, 
Gardiner Notebook 149.31. line 4. Five bronze spittoons, see Janssen, Commodity Prices.from the 
Ramessid Period. p.429 and Gardiner Notebook 149.3 1, line 6. Five bronze combs(?), see Janssen, 
Commodity Prices.from the Ramessid Period. p.218 and Gardiner Notebook 149.31, line 5. Seven large 
jugs for inundation(?) water, Gardiner Notebook 149.31, line described as 'should be opposite page 5'. 
Two bronze wash basins in the form of a lotus, Gardiner Notebook 149.31, line 7. Two bronze vessels in 
the form of a lotus and a bronze wash basin decorated for Pharaoh when he was Crown Prince, Gardiner 
Notebook 149.31 , lines 8 and 9. 
73 Sub total of21 deben , Gardiner Notebook 149.31, line 9. 
74 Bronze wash basin 'as a flagon - m rlJlJ. Gardiner Notebook 149.32, line 10. A great bronze wash basin 
ornamented with a lion's cavern(?). Gardiner Notebook 149.32, line 1 I. Two bronze cauldrons carrying 
ornaments. see Janssen, Commodity Prices.from the Ramessid Period. pp.425-6 and Gardiner Notebook 
149.32, line 12. Two bronze libation jars, Gardiner Notebook 149.32, line 13. Four bronze items (some 
text missing at this point in the papyrus), Gardiner Notebook 149.32, line 14. Bronze jars(?) Gardiner 
Notebook 149.32, line 15, but text is so doubtful as to leave only the suggestion of a container from the jar 
determinative and context. 
75 Gardiner Notebook 149.32, line 15. Sub-total restored by comparison with Gardiner Notebook 149.30, 
line 12, and 149.31 , line 9. 



furniture, and two containers of wood tar(?).76 This is also ritual furniture for one of the 

inner treasuries of the tomb. 
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The last section, prior to the assembly of the notables for the dragging in of the 

sarcophagus, notes events on the next day and details the 'household possessions as 

individual pieces'. I suggest this refers to an itemised account rather than each piece being 

placed separately as I cannot see any reason as to why these items should not be packaged 

in boxes prior to being placed in the tomb. The list starts with four fine collars inlaid with 

black granite, four large fine collars of the coffin, fine collars inlaid with stone pieces of a 

Uraeus, total eight, a fine collar of the hall and a fine collar of the hall with netting(?), a 

container of wood tar of the ritual of amulets with it's four foundations(?), and the fourth 

comb in bronze (?).77 Rather than merely 'household possessions' these items are personal 

ornaments and badges of office. The section is rounded off with a date of year I, II smw, 

7, 'working in the place(?) of the pavilion'.(?)78 

O.Turin N.57366 then, I suggest, supplies a note of the final work on the tomb and 

the erection of monuments in the mouth of the tombs ofRamesses II, ill and IV.79 1 would 

expect these 'monuments' to be tomb-chapels as we have some slight evidence of these 

normally being present. On the verso of the ostracon a cursory inspection of the tombs is 

reported; giving five coffins treated with varnish, their bands bedecked with gold in each 

76 Cedar box with two sides and five legs. see Janssen Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. 
pp.234, 386, n.107, for the term 'pds ', and Gardiner Notebook 149.32, lines 16, 17, 18, and 19. Twenty 
funerary servants for the tomb, Gardiner Notebook 149.33, line 20. Two containers of wood tar(?) for 
temple furniture, Gardiner Notebook 149.33, line 21 , although I am not happy with this translation of'!Jt 
nlr:(11 and think that it should refer instead to a type of wood for temple furniture, however the Wb. and 
other references consulted offer no support for this interpretation. Two containers of wood tar(?), Gardiner 
Notebook 149.33, line 22. and my misgivings over the previous translation mentioned apply to this item 
as well . 
77 Four fine collars inlaid with black granite. Gardiner Notebook 149.33, line 3. Four large fine collars of 
the coffin(?), Gardiner Notebook 149.34, line 4. Fine collars inlaid with stone pieces of a Uraeus, total 
eight, Gardiner Notebook 149.34, line 5. A fine collar of the hall and a fine collar of the hall with netting 
(?) Gardiner Notebook 149.34, lines 6, 7. A container of wood tar of the ritual of amulets, with it's four 
foundations and the fourth comb in bronze, Gardiner Notebook 149.34, lines 8, 9, although this item 
appears to be so unclear as to be meaningless. 
78 Gardiner Notebook 149.34, line 10. 
79 Text and translation ofO.Turin N.57366 in Janssen, 'Gear for the Tombs (O.Turin 57366 and 0. BM. 
50733+0. Petrie 30)'. RdE 43, 1992, pp. I 10-16. 
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tomb, an unknown item 'fpy-i;J.lJ ' loaded with oil x 2, a shabti box 'loaded with shabtis 

(and) treated (with) varnish'. Where only one of these items is mentioned it is reasonable 

to assume that it will have come from the most recent burial, that ofRamesses IV. With 

this work the burial ofRamesses IV was complete. 



Chapter Seven 

Introduction 

The Internal Administration of E!!Vpt 

under Ramesses IV 

290 

Ramesses III, in his funerary papyrus, states that he had divided or trained Egypt up 

into~ Butlers of the Palace, Magistrates, numerous Infantry and Charioteers by the hundred 

thousand, Sherden and Kehek without number, servants by the ten thousand, and what 

Breasted translates as 'serf-labourers' of Egypt but Grandet calls '(en un mot) la collectivite des 

serfs de To-Mery.'1 I will include other, and what we would call secular, officials in the 

grouping of 'Magistrates' . 

To these service classes we can also add, at the apex, the Vizier and, forming a similar 

pyramid of classes under the Vizier, the priesthood. The latter may on occasion cross into the 

area of a caste, rather than a service division, since the boundaries between the two states are 

a little fluid . 2 

In looking at these divisions, I am more interested in the overall changes and trends 

that can be established for the reign of Ramesses IV rather than a strict prosopography, 

1 Breasted, ARE IV, p.200, §402. Grandel, Le Papyrus Ha"is I. v.1, p.357, section 76, 5, v.ll, pp.237-9, n.917. 
Janssen views this matter in the same way as Grandet and talces this section to be part of a 'discourse to men' 
and that the use of '{!Jm1v is more akin to 'young people', see Jae. J. Janssen, 'Review of A. Peden, Egyptian 
Historical inscriptions of the Twentieth Dynasty. Jonsered, 1994'. JEA 82, 1996, p.230. I differ in that it seems 
to me that the 'classes' of Breasted appears accurate in the context of the section and the grammar is strained to 
obtain the meaning of 'filling up' the ranks of society with young people as advocated by both Grandet and 
Janssen. 
2 The distinction, to my mind. between caste and service essentially rests on one being designated in a caste by 
birth ( or act of war) and unable in the normal course of events to leave that caste, whereas one is appointed by 
the Pharaoh (or his agents) to a service and can be dismissed from the service even in the case of virtual 
hereditary assumption of that right. Even where the office is virtually hereditary, one can still move 
horizontally and vertically between services, unlike castes. 
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although some details will be given of the more senior persons.3 I have also divided the areas 

into secular and religious reflecting the two 'arms' of the Egyptian state subordinate to the 

Vizier. 

The Vizier 

In the reign of Ramesses IV the Vizierate was changed from that of a separate Vizier 

of Upper Egypt and another of Lower Egypt. The last Ramesside Vizier that we have 

evidence of holding both Vizierates as separate offices, although combined in a single person, 

was To (tJ) under Ramesses III, possibly due to the death or incapacity of his colleague.4 

Heick demonstrates the continuation of the separate titles into the reign ofRamesses IV by 

noting that 0 . Cairo CGC 25, 123 ., undated, shows two officials bowing behind the chariot of 

Ramesses IV while a Tanis papyrus preserves the actual titles of'Vizier of Upper Egypt' and 

'Vizier ofLower Egypt' but no names. 5 

The location where 0. Cairo CGC 25, 123., was found is tomb KV 9 (Ramesses V and 

VI) in the Valley of the Kings, and the sketch of the king on a chariot with a Syrian captive 

may indicate a record of a razzia by Ramesses IV into Asia in his third year as postulated in 

chapter eight below.6 Therefore the dual Vizierate could have survived into this year 3, but 

the absence of any other attested Vizier than nfr-mpt from year 1 onwards of the reign of 

Ramesses IV provides a degree of support for the change in year I since I would expect some 

mention of another, or subordinate, Vizier to survive from the later part of the reign should 

there still have remained two separate offices. 

3 For an excellent prosopography of these administrative classes see Peden, The Reign o/Ramesses IV pp.55-
77. 
4 0 . Berlin P.10633, states' ... one promoted the Vizier tJto be Vizier tJofUpper and Lower Egypt .... ', 
Helck, Verwaltung . ... p.25. 
5 Heick, 'ibid.'. p.22. 
6 Daressy, Ostraca. p.24, no.25123, note the mention of a 'kneeling Syrian captive'. The plate XXIII ofthis 
ostracon in Daressy shows only partially preserved cartouches which I cannot read, although Daressy obviously 
felt able to read Ramesses IV's names in them. 
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The two Viziers originally had separate official seats, one being in the 'Southern 

Capital', probably meaning Thebes, irrespective of whether the king was resident there or not. 7 

In the late Dynasty 20 we are informed by P.BM. 10383 that the dwelling of the Theban 

Vizier was in the temple Precinct of Medinet Habu. 8 The seat of the Northern Vizier is 

uncertain, but Heick suggests that in the 18th Dynasty it was Memphis and it returned there 

after the reign of Merenptah. 9 

The many and varied duties of any Vizier under Ramesses ID, and later kings, ensured 

that he would be moving frequently between his two seats and the city of Pi-Ramesses.10 The 

last known Vizier ofRamesses III, To (B), has a final date detailing his promotion in year 29, 

II 3bt, 23 , of Ramesses III to Vizier of Upper and Lower Egypt.11 It is possible, as Peden 

notes, that To ( /J ) may have continued to serve into the last year ofRamesses III and even 

until the end of year 1 of Ramesses IV. 12 

The one certain Vizier ofRamesses IV is nfr-mptwho may be attested in year I on 0 . 

Cairo/Mond 348, although no other information is preserved. 13 In that same year he 'started a 

canal' along with the Mayor of Thebes and the Royal Butler n/Jt-imn and had set up a red 

granite naophorus statue of himself. 14 

He exercised part of his office in year 2, II 3gt, 17-18, when, in concert with the Royal 

Butlers, he sought a suitable place for the royal tomb in the Valley of the Kings.15 In the 

7 Heick Verwaltung . ... pp.25-6. 
8 P.BM.10383 , 1, 6. translated as ' ... the house of the Vizier which is in the Temple .... ', in Cerny, "The 
Temple', ... , as an Abbreviated Name for the Temple ofMedinet Habu', JEA 26, 1940, p.129. Helclc., 'ibid.' . 
p.26. 
9 House of the Vizier attested at Memphis under Sethos I , Heick, 'ibid.'. p.27. In years 16 and 18 ofRamesses 
I1 the Mes inscription indicates Northern Viz ier officiated in Heliopolis while under Merenptah he was at Pi
Ramesses, Heick, 'ibid.' . p.27. 
10 Duties of the Vizier, see Heick. 'ibid.'. pp.45-49. 
11 KRl V, p.530. Edgerton, 'The strikes in Ramses lll's Twenty-ninth Year', JNES 10, 1951, p.137. 
12 Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.55, especially n.4. For doubts on the dating of the Turin Papyrus see K. 
A. Kitchen and B. Ockinga, 'A Memphite Monument of the Vizier TJ in Sydney', MDAIK 48, 1992, p .103. 
Note the suggestion, on p. l 02, that the elevation of tJ happened because the misdeeds of the Northern Vizier at 
Arthribis. 
13 0 . Cairo/Mond 348, KR1 Vil, p.330, no.129, A.181. 
14 Starting a canal, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,580., KRJ VI, p .150. Red granite statue, KR/ VI, p.78, earlier use of 
statue noted in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.56, and also noted under Leiden no. D41 in Heick 
Verwaltung . ... p.452. See also P. Boeser, Beschreibung der Aegyptischen Sammlung des Nierderltinscher 
Reichmuseums der A /terttimer in Leiden. Vlv., Haag, 1913, Leiden, v.V, p.13, no.48, pl.VII. no.IS. See also 
for the statue, Christophe, 'Quatre enquetes Ramessides' , BIE 37, 1956, p.24, § 6. The statue was dated in 
Chapter Five to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
15 0 . DM 45, recto, lines 14-17. see KRJ VI, p.120 lines 10-13. 
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capacity of their supervisor he returned in-a month's time to announce the decree of the king 

doubling the valley workforce to 120 men.16 

In year 3, IV 3gt, 10, he was one of several high officials who considered the appeal of 

the Deir el Medina workforce for the payment of their wages. 17 Possibly during this year the 

scribe pn-B-wrthonours the Vizier on 0. Cairo CGC 25,033. 18 

A visit was paid to Deir el Medina in year 4 on IV 3gt, l 0, in company with the High 

Priest of Amun r '-ms-ss-n!Jtw, to inspect the royal tomb and perhaps hand out rations, or 

bonuses, as recorded on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,271. 19 

In the following year 5, on IV 3gt, 7, nfr-mpt was occupied with drawing up a plan of 

the royal tomb according to 0 . Cairo CGC 25,565., and in the same year, on IV prt, 26, he is 

reported on 0 . Cairo JdE 50744 as having come 'in order to make libations' while inspecting 

the work.20 

His visits to the village became more frequent in year 6. On ill smw, 6, he inspected 

the work, poured libations, and laid a wreath to 'wJ{/yt (?) Lady of Thebes' according to 0. 

Cairo CGC 25,290., then went down-stream (i.e. North) to where the Pharaoh was, as 

reported on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,291 .21 He returns in company with the Royal Butler st/J-/;Jr

wnm. f to the gatehouse of the tomb on days 9 and 10 of I 31}t in order to protect or guard 

something, unfortunately now missing from the graffito.22 Two days later on I Jgt, 12, 0 . Cairo 

CGC 25,274., states he and the same Royal Butler return once more to inspect the royal 

tomb.23 The final dated known act of n.fr-mptin the reign ofRamesses IV is his sending or 

16 P.Turin 1891, recto. line 3, see KRI Vl, p.76, line 16. 
17 P.DM 24. line 3, see KRl Vl, p.134, line 10. Discussion in Eyre, 'Papyrus Deir el-Medina XXIV: an appeal 
for wages?', GM98, 1987, pp.11-21. 
18 0 . Cairo CGC 25,033. , see KRl Vl, p.150. Dated, but with some doubt (see Chapter Four), to years 3-5 
(dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV. 
19 0. Cairo CGC 25,271., see KR1 VI, p.151 , no.A.93 , andKRJ VII, p.455, lines 4-8. Unfortunately the section 
dealing with rations or bonuses is almost completely destroyed but' ... men 60 each ... .' remains 
recognisable. 
20 Drawing of plan by Vizier in 0 . Cairo CGC 25,565., lines 3-4 see KRJ VI, pp.142-3. Cerny, Valley of the 
Kings. Cairn, 1970, p.22, note Cerny's view was that the plan was made at, or near, the tomb's completion. 
Making of libations in 0 . Cairo Jd'E 50744, recto, line 2, see KRJ VII, p.336, line 13. 
21 Visit recorded by both 0. Cairo CGC 25,290., see KRI VI, p.143, line 8, and KRI VII, p.452, and 0. Cairo 
CGC 25.291. , see K.RJ VI, p.143, line 12. Translation and paraphrase is my own. 
22 West Theban graffito no.790, see KRJ Vl, p.145, no.A. 70. 
23 0. Cairo CGC 25,274., see KRJ VI, p.145, no.A. 72, and KRJ VII, p.452. 



writing to the community at Deir el Medina as well as sending vegetables(?) by someone 

called imn . . . on I prt, 19, stated in 0 . Cairo CGC 25,287.24 

nfr-mpt participated in the funeral of Ramesses IV and continued to hold the same 

position as Vizier until as late as the reign of Rarnesses VI. 25 

No evidence I have found shows this Vizier, under Ramesses IV, leading military or 

mining expeditions outside of Egypt, or even helping in their administration as we will see 

Royal Butlers, Chief Priests, and other high officials doing. In addition, as far as Deir el 

Medina is concerned, the Vizier acts mainly with a group of Royal Butlers and is concerned 

with the administration of the region, the question of supplies, and the duty of furnishing 

Ramesses with a suitable tomb. 
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I think that this administrative outlook is a new royal policy based on the experiences 

of the last years ofRamesses ill. The Vizierate came to combine both Upper and Lower 

Egypt under To (ll) possibly due to the misbehaviour of a Vizier at Arthribis. The court which 

tried the Harem conspiracy in the last year ofRamesses III or first year ofRamesses IV also 

omitted the Vizier from its members, indicating that there was a royal preference to use the 

Royal Butlers. As many other persons who were associates of the Vizier were found to be 

involved in the plot, I suggest Ramesses IV deliberately removed the military, expeditionary, 

and some judicial powers from the Vizier and bestowed them upon, in his view, more 

dependable subordinates. The Vizier was left with secular administration, including some local 

judiciary functions, and supervision of the royal religious monuments. The red granite statue, 

Leiden D.44, of year I fits in with this view as being a part of nfr-mpls decoration of a 

temple. 

24 0. Cairo CGC 25,287., see KRl VI, p.147, no.A.79, and KRJ VII, p.453 , lines 14-16. 
25 See biographical notes in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV pp.55-57. 
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Secular Organisation 

The Royal Butlers 

According to Helck we know little of the situation of the Royal Butlers under 

Ramesses Ill, but in the reign ofRamesses IV the same names appear as appeared under 

Ramesses 11.26 Helck suggests that this is due to Ramesses IV imitating his predecessor to the 

extent of naming his Butlers similarly. 27 These Butlers were used as 'roving controllers' when 

some important work had to be carried out or supervised. 28 Examples of this are the 

supervision of the king's tomb by slfl-J;r-wnm.t; frequently together with the Vizier nfr-mp~ 

or the service on the Wadi Hammamat expedition by wsr-mJc1-rc-s!Jpr. 

Malek states that the source of these powers was the Butlers' access to, and personal 

relationship with, the king which meant they could be charged with duties and temporary tasks 

in almost any sphere. 29 Heick points out that this use of Butlers places them at the peak of the 

list of officials and concludes, from a Wadi Hammamat inscription, that the ranking in the 

royal mind from the top down has the sequence 'Butlers and Officials'. 30 Similarly P.Harris I 

shows the sequence 'Butlers, Officials and Soldiers' and may be thought to owe this sequence 

to the influence ofRamesses IV on its composition, while Ramesses III actually once gave the 

ranking as 'Princes, Officials, Butlers, and Charioteers' .31 

In time this influence was to grow even greater and, by the end of the Ramesside 

period, Royal Butlers had taken over the provisioning, royal household, and city official 

positions within the kingdom. Thus the Butler nsi-imn is described as Royal Secretary in years 

8 and 10 of Ramesses IX. 32 

26 For evolution of Royal Butlers before the Ramesside period see 'Truchseff in W. Heick and E. Otto, Lexikon 
der Agyptologie. v.Vl, Wiesbaden 1984, p.771. 
27 Heick, Verwaltung . . . . p.274 . 
28 Heick, 'ibid.'. p.274, giving lists of work carried out under Ramesses IV. 
29 Malek, 'The Royal Butler Hori at Northern Saqqara', JEA 74, 1988, p.134. Malek also points out that 
similar trends are known from medieval as well as modem societies. 
30 Heick, Verwaltung . .. . p.274. 
31 Heick, 'ibid.'. p.274. 
32 Helclc, 'ibid.' . p .274. 
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Malek has identified at least nine Royal Butlers that served Ramesses IV and gives the 

names as l;Jii, imn-!Jcw, itm-n!Jt, wsr-mFt-rc-s!Jpr, pJ-rc-n/Jt, n/Jt-imn, r'-ms-s st!J-!,.r-wnm.f 

probably the same person as st!J-br-wnm.f, /JtJ-mJCt-r'-nM, and sbk-/Jtp.33 There is also the 

possibility that several further Royal Butlers may have served under Ramesses IV.34 

Of the above nine named Butlers, for one, wsr-mJct-rc-sgpr, no more is known than his 

name and title and that he was a member of the Wadi Hammamat Great Year 3 Expedition. 

The others are; 

Attested in office from year 24 of Ramesses III until year 2 ofRamesses IV. He was 

the son of another Royal Butler, pt/;1-m-wiJ, under Ramesses ill and a mother, /Jt-}Jr, who, 

Peden indicates, came from Thebes. 35 He had a tomb-chapel constructed at the Saqqara 

necropolis and is attested on two stela from Deir el Medina which I date to year 1 of 

Ramesses !V's reign, the first BM. 588 with the Foreman in-J;u-!Jcw, and the other naming his 

father. 36 

In year 2, II 3gt, 17, he arrived at Deir el Medina along with the Vizier nfr-mpt and the 

other Royal Butler, imn-!J cw, in order to seek a place for the royal tomb, according to O. DM 

45 .37 In the same year, he returned a month later on III Jgt, 28, along with the other Royal 

Butlers, imn-!Jcw and stll-br-wnm.f, to announce the increase in the work crew size to 120 

members as reported in P.Turin 1891.38 

33 Malek. 'The Royal Buller Hori at Northern Saqqara', JEA 74, 1988, pp.134-5, and their footnotes. For a 
preliminary list of Royal Butlers known from the Ramesside period see A. R. Schulman, 'The Royal Butler 
Ramessessami'on', CdE 61 , 1986, pp.199-202. 
34 Malek. 'ibid.'. p.134, n.38. 
35 Father known from stela, NME 57, Stockholm, Sweden, text in KRJ V, p.392, also in Malek, 'ibid.'. p.128. 
Mother known from stela BM. 588 text in KRJ VI, p.84, Line 4, also Jae. J. Janssen, 'An Unusual Donation 
Stela of the Twentieth Dynasty', JEA 49, 1963, p.66, here his mother is said to have come from Thebes. There 
is also one further stela from Deir el Medina, see text in KRJ VI, p.85, line 3, and also Peden, The Reign of 
Ramesses IV. p.61 . 
36 Chapel see Malek, 'ibid.'. pp.127-34. BM. 588 stela, see KRJ VI, pp.83-84, dated to year 1-2 (dated by 
cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. Other stela see KR1 VI, p.85, dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV. 
37 0 . DM 45, recto, line 16, see KR1 VI, p.120, line 12. 
38 P.Turin 1891 , seeKRJ VI, p.77, lines 1-2. 



He is also named in an undated sketch ofRamesses IV on 0 . DM 2551 from Deir el 

Medina, and his name should probably be restored on the appeal for wages of 0 . Sydney R. 

97_39 
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In so far as we have any record, this Royal Butler is primarily concerned with the 

administration of the royal workforce at Deir el Medina and ensuring that supplies reached the 

village and storeroom. The granting of a tomb-chapel at Saqqara to him, or his 'Overseer of 

Servants', shows that he kept the confidence of Ramesses IV, had a substantial establishment, 

and may even have had estates in Asia. 40 

imn-!J'"w 

He appears in a year 2 tumus list of Ramesses IV on a visit of inspection to the royal 

tomb recorded on 0 . DM 45, the later expansion of the work force in year 2, III Jgt, 28, noted 

in P.Turin 1891 , and in West Tbeban graffito no.2576 possibly ofRamesses IV's year 6 

through its association with no.2577, although the year grouping of the latter is unusual. 41 

Peden suggests that he accompanied the High Priest of Amun-Re on an unspecified 

commission at some point in the same reign, and he is the Royal Butler noted on O. Sydney R. 

97 inquiring about supplies among the royal workrnen.42 

39 0 . DM 2551 , text in KRl VI, p.85 . Restoration of name on 0 . Sydney R 97 shown in KRl VI, p.151, but 
Eyre shows no such name, Eyre, 'A 'Strike' text from the Theban Necropolis', Glimpses of Ancient Egypt: 
Studies in Honour of H. W. Fainnan. ed. J. Ruffle, G. A. Gaballa and K. A. Kitchen, Warminster, 1979, p. 82, 
n.g. 
40 Nakhtamun has unclear dealings with' ... the land and foreign country(?) as a follower of Horus .... ', 
which sounds like he was a personal retainer of Hori. As we have no record of Hori fighting anywhere and, in 
the context of a funerary chapel involved with offerings, it seems best to assume that this phrase represents 
Hori's estates in Asia. Translation quoted in Malek. 'The Royal Butler Hori at Northern Saqqara', JEA 74, 
I 988, p.129, b. 
41 Year 2 turnus list ofRamesses IV, 0. DM 45, recto in KRJ VI, p.120, lines 11-13, note line 12 gives his 
father as t!Jy. P.Turin 1891, in KRl VI, p .77, lines 1-2. West Theban graffiti nos 2576 and 2577 in KRl VI, 
p.148, no.A.84. 
42 lnspection visit(?) of High Priest of A.mun and irnn-!Jrwto royal tomb in 0 . Cairo CGC 25,311., see KRl 
VI, p.151 , line 11 , and KR! VII, p.455, line 15. 
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His final appearance, in connection with Ramesses IV, is noted in P.Turin 2002 where 

he supervised the final decorative work carried on inside Ramesses IV's tomb in year 1 of 

Ramesses V. 43 

Overall the evidence remaining shows that this Butler was concerned with the 

administration of the royal workmen and the royal tomb's decoration. His appearance in year 1 

of Ramesses V shows that he managed to keep the royal favour despite the lack of dated 

inscriptions mentioning him from the later years ofRamesses IV. 

itm-n!Jt 

He was included among the officials who brought the royal order ofP. Turin 1891 

made by Ramesses IV to increase the tomb workforce to 120 men in year 2, ill 3gt, 28.44 He is 

also mentioned in P.Turin 2002 as one of the officials who came to place the royal 

sarcophagus, Canopic chest, and other items in the tomb ofRamesses IV in year 1 of 

Rarnesses V. 45 

He may also be recorded on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,311 ., on a visit (?) to the royal tomb.46 

The evidence for this Butler, although scanty, would indicate he was only involved in major 

events at Deir el Medina and spent most of his time elsewhere. He also remained in office until 

the end of Rarnesses IVs reign. 

pJ-r<"-n!Jt 

Like Peden, I have been unable to find any certain reference to this Butler dated to the 

reign ofRamesses IV. 47 Nevertheless he was mentioned in P.Turin 2002 as one of the officials 

who came to place the royal sarcophagus, Canopic chest, and other items in the tomb of 

43 P.Turin 2002 in KRI VI, p.245, lines 8-9. Gardiner Notebook 149.36, line 25. Pleyte-Rossi. pl.105, 25 . 
Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV p.59, n.2. 
44 P.Turin 1891 in.KRI VI, p.77, lines 1-2. 
45 P.Turin 2002 in KRJ VI. p.244, line 15. 
46 0 . Cairo CGC 25,311., in KRJ VI, p.151, line 11. Suggested by Malek, 'The Royal Butler Hori at Northern 
Saqqara', JEA 74, 1988, p.135, n.40.3. 
47 Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV p.59. 
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Ramesses IV in year 1 ofRamesses V.48 Peden also suggests that he is the untitled individual 

recorded with imn-g'Wand itm-n!Jt on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,311.49 

Like these possible associates on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,311., the existing evidence limits 

this Butler to administration of village workmen and certain participation in the burial of 

Ramesses IV. 

n!Jt-imn 

The earliest mention of this Butler is when he is concerned with 'endowments' at Deir 

el Medina along with the Vizier on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,580., dated by me, at the earliest, to year 

1 of Ramesses IV. 50 These could be 'roughed out' cult statues from the earlier Wadi 

Hammamat expeditions or private endowments. 

He is one of the Royal Butlers on the Great Expedition to Wadi Hammamat in year 3 

of Ramesses IV which was made in order to continue to cut and bring back stone for the 

decoration of the royal monuments and temples started in year l ofRamesses IV.51 Schulman 

ascribes an unpublished stela at Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum, 910.35.5, to this Butler but 

the museum entry has the name '(Ramesses?) nakht' and the photograph shows that only the 

'n!Jt' is clearly preserved while the remaining traces before, and after, this word do not seem to 

fit either reconstruction. 52 

This Butler had clearly a more roving brief in that he administered and was concerned 

with the actual securing of items to be delivered to the temple and tomb workforces. 

48 P.Turin 2002 in KR1 VI, p.244, lines 14-15. 
49 Peden 'ibid.'. p.58. n.12, and p.59. 
50 0 . Cairo CGC 25,580., in KR1 VI p.150. Dated to year 1-3 (dated by overlapping attested names) of 
Ramesses IV in Chapter Five. 
51 KR1 VI, p.14, line 2. 
52 Malek, The Royal Butler Hori at Northern Saqqara', JEA 74, 1988, p.135, n.43.3 . Copy of Royal Ontario 
Museum catalogue card and photograph of unpublished stela 910.35.5, kindly supplied by Dr. Roberta L. 
Shaw, Assistant Curator, Egyptian Section, Dept. of Near Eastern and Asian Civilisation, Royal Ontario 
Museum. Ontario. 
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r'-ms-s st!J-l)I-wnm. f/st!J-l)I-wnm.f 

Following Malek and Peden, I assume both of the above names refer to one and the 

same person. 53 This Butler was a senior official concerned with direct supervision of the royal 

workmen. He delivered, along with others, the order to increase the work crew size to 120 

men in year 2 ofRamesses IV.54 In that same year he had a stela set up at Deir el Medina.55 

In year 3 of Ramesses IV he sets up a further stela at Deir el Medina showing Ptah 

receiving offerings from a cup-bearer and this was probably intended to represent himself. 56 

He visits and inspects the work on the royal tomb once in year 5, and on five separate 

occasions in year 6 either visits or communicates with the workmen. 57 His final act for 

Ramesses IV is to help the other officials place the royal funerary equipment in the tomb in 

year 1 of Ramesses V. 58 

In addition, there is another small undated votive stela of his from Deir el Medina 

showing him worshipping Amun and he appears on the undated 0 . Cairo CGC 25,251 ., 

inquiring into a strike. 59 I suggest that given the frequency of his visits to, and the setting up of 

votive stela in, Deir el Medina he had a special connection to that village and was the senior 

resident official, either on site or across the river at Thebes. 

53 Malek, 'ibid.' . p.135. Peden.. The Reign of Ramesses IV. p.60, n.3. 
54 Increase of work crew to 120, P.Turin Cat. 1891, recto, line 3, in KRJ VI, p.76 line 16. 
55 Small stela of r'-ms-ss st/J-i)r-wnm.f, KR/ VI, p.419, no.145, IX. 2. 3, and KR/ Vll, p.419 dated to year 2-7 
(dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV in Chapter Five. Stela recovered by Ayrton, Valley of the Kings, see 
Reeves. 'Excavations in the Valley of the Kings, 1905/6: a Photographic Record', MDAIK 40, 1984, p.234 and 
pl.34a. 
56 Stela of r'-ms-ss st/J-i)r-wnm.f in Allard Pierson Museum under B. 9114 see KRI VI, p 85, no. 63. Dated to 
year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Rarnesses IV in Chapter Five. Also Malek 'The Royal Butler Hori at 
Northern Saqqara', JE4 74, 1988, p.135, n.44.1 , for further references. 
57 Visit in year 5. 0 . Cairo CGC 25,565., in KR/ VI, p.142, line 15. Visits in year 6, a) West Theban graffito 
no.790, in KR/ VI, p.145, no.A.70, b) 0 . Cairo CGC 25,274., in KRJ VI, p.145, line 12, c) West Theban 
graffito no.2056, in KR/ VI, p.146, no.A.74, d) missive requesting two wooden boxes 0 . Cairo CGC 25,277., 
in KR/ VII, p.337, no.A.192, e) visit, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,283., in KRI VII, p.453, line 4, f) visit, 0. Cairo CGC 
25,309., in KRJ VI, p.148, no.A.83 , and KR/ VU, p.454, lines 8, 9. 
58 P.Turin 2002 in KR/ VI, p.244, line 14. 
59 Undated votive stela copied by Herny Salt, text in KR/ VU, pp.326-7. Also see, Malek and Smith. 'Henry 
Salt's Egyptian copies and drawings', GM 64, 1983, pp.42-43. For an alternative origin of stela at Tell Basta 
rather than Thebes see Van Siclen, 'Rifaud, Tell Basta, and a stela ofRamesses-set-hir-wenemef, GM 95, 
1987, pp.73-78, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,251. , inKRJ VI, p.152, and KR! VIL p.456. 
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The only known monument of this Butler is his partially excavated tomb-chapel at 

northern Saqqara. Malek notes the basic plan of this chapel, at least as far as the western end 

went, '. . . corresponds in all respects to that of the large chapels of the reign of Ramesses II, 

and does not contain any modifications which could be regarded as chronologically 

indicative. '60 Blocks from earlier excavations give him further titles of, 'First . . . of the 

Pharaoh, First . .. of his Majesty' and 'Chamberlain of the Lord of the Two Lands' which 

Malek sees as indicating his close proximity to the king and from whom he obtained his 

evident wealth shown in the tomb-chapel and inscriptions.61 

Further blocks from the same site describe a 'Lady of the House, Songstress of Amun, 

( st!J)-m-mst ~ and ' ... his son, the Stable Master, pn-s!Jmt ', who are probably the wife and 

son of l;il;<J-mFt-rr: -ni;Jl;i. 62 There is no surviving evidence to determine what administrative 

activities this Butler undertook. 

sbk-/ltp 

Mentioned on stela no.2853 from Serabit el Khadim, this Butler is attested in year 3, 

ID smw, ofRamesses IV and proudly records his instructions upon that stela.63 He was 

ordered to ' ... bring all that his heart desired ( of) turquoise, at his fourth expedition. '64 We 

also learn from the same stela that he was an 'Overseer of the Treasury of Silver and Gold', 

and '(Overseer) over the Secrets of the August Palace'.65 

60 J. Malek. 'The Tomb-Chapel ofHekamaetre-neheh at Northern Saqqara', SAK 12, 1985, p.52. 
61 Malek, 'ibid.', p.50. Text in KRI VII, pp.327-9. 
62 The note of caution 'probably' here is due to the intrusive blocks from other tomb-chapels mixed in with 
material known to be from this Butler's tomb, see Malek, 'ibid.', p.50. 
63 Stela 2853 text in KRI VI, pp.85-86, and KRI VII, p.452. Gardiner, A. et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai. v. l , 
London, 1952, pl.75, no.302. 
64 Translation of stela 2853 quoted from Gardiner, A. et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai, v .2, London, 1955, 
p.194, no.302. 
65 KRI VI, p.86, lines l-2. 
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I would also suggest that he is the most likely candidate for the year 5, II smw, stela at 

Serabit el Khadi.m and his name is preserved in the traces' ... /;ltp' left on that stela.66 He is 

also one of the Royal Butlers who helps, along with other officials, place the royal funerary 

equipment ofRamesses IV within his tomb in year 1 ofRamesses V. 67 

This information tells us that sbk-l;itp was used to execute specific mining projects, had 

already done the same sort of duty three times previously, and was able to approach the king 

closely. The continuous royal need for turquoise is explained by both jewellery and temple 

decoration. I think the other titles, noting his being in charge of the treasury and secrets of the 

palace, were exercised in the intervals between mining commissions and probably shared with 

another Butler since they cannot have been personally exercised while he was absent at Serabit 

el Khadim. 

Magistrates and Other Officials 

The Viceroy of Nubia 

Habachi has described the duties of this official in the New Kingdom and stated that he 

normally resided in Aswan.68 This position was held in the reign ofRamesses IV by one 1;iri 

who had inherited the post from his father l;iri, son of kJm c-. 69 This earlier 1;iri had held the post 

of Viceroy since year 6 of Siptah, at the latest, while his son's precise length of tenure is 

uncertain but probably stretched from mid Ramesses III until Ramesses VI. The younger 1;iri 

was buried at Bubastis indicating that his family originated from, or had strong links with, that 

place. 

66 KRl Vl, pp.26-27. no.17. My reasons for suggesting this are the traces of a name that fit him and the title of 
'Royal////// Treasury in the place////' preserved (KRI VI p.26, line 14) which also seems to fit his other title of 
'Overseer of the Treasurer of Silver and Gold' (see above) and the note that he went on at least four 
ex-peditions. 
67 P.Turin 2002, in KRJ VI, p.245, line 1. 
68 L. Habachi, The Graffiti and Work of the Viceroys of Kush in the Region of Aswan', Kush V, 1957, pp.13-
14. 
69 Filiation given by graffito at Buhen. see KRJ Vl, p.80, lines 8-9. 
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His monuments include a large stela, no.1748 (BM. 66668), from the Viceroy's 

administrative centre ofBuhen which gives no information directly about the Viceroy but does 

portray Ramesses IV as '. . . seeking ( . . . ) the banks and the lands and the foreign countries 

which are under his charge, a Seth (?) ( .. . ), the terror of whom is foremost because his 

valour against the rebels of the land was (so) splendid, .. .. '70 The language is reminiscent of 

the battle ofKadesh report ofRamesses Il and I have dated this stela to the 'razzia' seemingly 

undertaken by Ramesses IV in his third year. 71 This 'razzia' will be discussed further in the next 

Chapter. There are also several graffiti inscriptions from Buhen's South temple which can be 

dated to year 3 of Ramesses IV and which offer praise to the titles of Ramesses IV as a 

victorious king, and request a long life for J;uifrom Horus ofBuhen.72 

More graffiti come from the rocks at Nag'-Abidis but have no more than /;1.ri 's Viceroy 

title, filiation, and dedication to the Goddess Bast ofBubastis.73 The surrounding inscriptions 

at Nag'-Abidis mention a wailing woman, two priests, scribes, and musicians which indicates a 

religious, and probably the funeral, procession for the elder J;ui which Kitchen has placed 

within the reign of Ramesses III. 74 

There are some further graffiti from a J;ui at Aswan which show the cartouches of 

Ramesses III proving that this individual was Viceroy under that king, but they contain no 

more than his name and titles and Habachi thinks that these titles may point to their owner 

being the son of the elder /;1.ri 75 

The evidence from Nubia shows a Viceroy carrying out the duties detailed by Habachi 

and no change to those duties during the reign of Ramesses IV. 

70 Text inKRI VI, pp.80-81 , and KRI VIl, p.452, translation quoted from Smith, The Fortress of Buhen. v.ll, 
London, 1976, p.151. 
71 The language used recalls the description ofRamesses ll during the battle ofK.adesh as' . . . like Sutekh in 
his moment.' , Gardiner, Kadesh Inscriptions of Ramesses Ill. Oxford, 1960, p.10, line P.130. 
72 Buben South temple graffito, text in KR1 VI, p.80, no.2, translation and discussion in Caminos, The New
Kingdom Temples of Buhen. v. l , London, 1974, pp.23-24. Dated to year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses IV in Chapter Five. Also the cartouches on the columns of the South temple at Buben, see KRI VI, 
p.63 no.SO, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV in Chapter Five. 
73 Z. Zaba, The Rock Inscriptions of Lower Nubia. Prague, 1974, p.140-1. KRI VU, p.274, no.259. 
74 KRJ VIl, pp.274-6, no.260. 
75 KRI V pp.381-2, also Habachi, 'The Graffiti and Work of the Viceroys of Kush in the Region of Aswan', 
Kush V, 1957, pp.35-36, fig.15. J. De Morgan, Catalogue des Monuments et Inscriptions de l'Egypte Antique. 
v.l , Vienna, 1984, p.41, no.183 . 
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The Overseers of the Treasury 

rc-ms-ss wsr-J;u-!Jps 

Described by his title as 'Chief Treasurer of the North and South', he may have been 

born to foreign parents.76 He is known from one faience plaque, dated to year 3 ofRamesses 

IV, which also gives his additional titles of 'Fan Bearer on the Right Hand Side of the King' 

and 'Royal Scribe of the Lord of the Two Lands'. 77 

One rc-ms-ss wsr-br-!Jpswith the title 'Royal Scribe' and 'Great Steward' is known 

from a limestone lintel at Beth Shan, in association with cartouches ofRamesses ill, and from 

a limestone door-jamb where he is charged with provisioning every granary and given the titles 

'Overseer of Troops, Commander of Troops of the Lord of the Two Lands, Great Steward' 

and the significant filiation 'son of the Fan Bearer on the Right of the King, Captain of 

Tr[oops, Overseer of Foreign Countries, g'wty-ms]'. 78 There also exists a further lintel from 

Beth Shan with this person's name that has been dated to the time of Ramesses ill and a 

fragment of an inscription from Saqqara. 79 

The title of 'Fan Bearer' has it's origin in titles given to close personal military retainers 

of the king under the Thutmosids but later became restricted to close personal royal associates 

or the royal family.80 Nevertheless, Pomorska also points out that the title was held in the 20th 

Dynasty by a considerable number of lower ranked officials, but not normally the Chief of the 

Treasury and so for rc-ms-ss wsr-br-!Jpsto hold such a title is quite unusual. 81 Therefore, I 

76 For titles see KR1 VI, p.87. Dated to years 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV in Chapter Five 
above. For general discussion of the office of treasury in the New Kingdom see Heick, Verwaltung . .. . 
pp.183-91 . 
77 For titles see KRJ VI, p. 87. Dated to years 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV in Chapter Five 
above. See also W. M . F. Petrie. Scarabs and Cylinders with Names. London, 1917, pl .43 , no.152. 
78 F. James, The Iron Age at Beth Shan. Philadelphia, 1966, p.167, C-1. 30- 12-130, and pp.172-3, E-1. 25-10-
448. 
79 Lintel from Beth Shan in Jerusalem Archaeological Museum, no. I 9695, see PM2 VII, p.380. Inscription 
from Saqqara in Pomorska, Les Flabelliferes a la droite du Roi en Egypte ancienne. p.205, no.115, n.e. 
80 Pomorska, 'ibid.'. pp.21, 46. 
81 Pomorska, 'ibid.'. p.46, 'Au temps de la X:Xe dynastie, les chefs du tresor ne sont plus detenteurs du titre de 
fl.abellifere. I 
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suggest the holding of this title by this offieial indicates close, personal service to the king by 

him and, if the evidence from Beth Shan is admitted, an ideal time to earn and receive such a 

title may have been an Asian expedition in year 3 ofRamesses IV. As Chief Treasurer he will 

have had the following two Treasurers under his control. 

mntw-m-tJwy 

Attested at the end ofRamesses Ill ' s reign as a judge in the Harem conspiracy, he 

appears in year 2 of Ramesses IV as one of the officers delivering the royal order to increase 

the Deir el Medina crew size to 120.82 In that same year ofRamesses IV he has a small votive 

stela showing himself adoring Mertseger set up at the col. between Deir el Medina and the 

Valley of the Kings. 83 

He appears again in year 3 ofRarnesses IV, on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,267., although the 

reasons are not preserved, and in P.DM 24, line 3, in connection with the distribution of 

rations to the royal workmen at Deir el Medina and hearing their complaints. 84 

Given his previous appearance with the Vizier and High Priest of Amun, he may also 

be the Overseer of the Treasury whose name is lost on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,271., but who makes 

an inspection with those persons in year 4, IV 3gt, 10. 85 

The next appearance of mnJW-m-tJwy is during the burial of Ramesses IV, in year 1 of 

Ramesses V, where he comes in order to help drag the burial equipment into position on 11 

smw, 7. 86 He also appears in records of year 4 of Ramesses V and year 3 of Ramesses VI. 87 

82 Harem conspiracy. Turin Judicial Papyrus 2: l (KRI V, p.350, line 11) and 4:1 (KRI V, p.351, line 13). 
Official delivering royal order, P.Turin Cat. 189 l , recto, lines 3-4, in KRI VI, p.76, line 16 to p.77 line 1. 
83 KRI VI, p.82, no.60 . Bruyere, Rapport sur /esfouilles de Deir el-Medineh (1934-35), lll, le Village. pp.359-
60, and fig.209. Dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV in Chapter Five above. 
84 0. Cairo CGC 25,267., in KRI VI, p.133, no.A.44, and name of treasurer now certain inKRI VIL p.452. 
P.DM 24, in KRI VI, p.134, line 10. Eyre, 'Papyrus Deir el-Medina XXIV: an appeal for wages?', GM 98, 
1987, p.14, n.h. 
85 0 . Cairo CGC 25,271.. in KRI VI, p.151, and KRI VII, p.455, line 6. 
86 P.Turin 2044 in KRI VI, p.244, line 15. 
87 Year 4 ofRamesses Vin P.Wilbour, see Heick, Verwaltung .. . . p.518. Year 3 ofRamesses VI in 
P.Bibliotheque Nationale no.237, Carton I, 17, in KRI VI, p.340, lines 3-4. 
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!J,.w-m-Jr 

First attested in year 26, ID 3gt, 19, ofRamesses ID on a tumus list in connection with 

a report.88 He next appears in year 2 ofRamesses IV on 0 . DM 44, recto, line 21, when he 

comes with the Mayor of Thebes and the Mayor of the Riverbank to listen to the crew, and 

then in year 3 as a part of the Great Wadi Harnmarnat Expedition to bring back stone for the 

decoration of royal buildings. 89 

He then appears once more in year 4 where he is mentioned in P.Mallet V, line 5.90 1n 

the latter he is in the district of Kheriu and requisitions a large amount of wood and charcoal 

from a Superintendent of the Cattle of the Estate of Amun-Re. The item appears to be official 

as the statement is made, 'I have no wood in storage except for my annual levy . . . . ', and 

obviously the Treasurer was directly involved with the collection of consumables.91 

He is known to have remained in office until at least year 4, II prt, 1, ofRamesses V 

but, unlike his colleague mnJw-m-tJwy, he is not noted at Ramesses IVs burial, nor does he 

use the title 'Royal Scribe' besides that of 'Overseer of the Treasury'. 92 

In retrospect, this evidence indicates that this official was concerned with supplies and 

affairs outside the workmens' village of Deir el Medina and had a roving brief demonstrated by 

his being sent by Pharaoh to examine the treasury of the temple of Khnum at Elephantine for 

evidence of theft, while his colleague, mntw-m-tJwy, has the supplies and affairs of Deir el 

Medina as one of his responsibilities.93 

88 0 . DM 148, recto, lines 12-13, in KR1 V, p.505, lines 13-14. 
89 0 . DM 44, recto, line 21 , in KR1 VI, p.117, line 9. Wadi Ham.mamat Great Stela (Montet 12), line 13, in 
KRI VI, p.14, line 2. 
90 P.Mallet V (Louvre 1050), 5, in KRJ VI. p.67. line 7. 
91 Translation of P. Mallet V. in Peden. The Reign of Ramesses JV. pp.118-19. 
92 Mentioned in P.Turin 1887, recto, 2, line 1, see Gardiner, RAD. p.75, line 16. 0. Edgerton 14, dated to year 
4 ofRamesses V, see KR! VI, p.253 , no.A.22. P.Wilbour, see Heick, Verwaltung . . . . p.519, no.33, n.4. 
93 Pharaoh's sending of /J'-m-jrto investigate the treasury of the temple ofKhnum, P.Turin 1887, in Gardiner 
RAD. p.75, line 16 to p.76, line 1. Translation in Peden, 'ibid.'. p.111. 
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Cb ief Taxing-Masters 

Two of these officers are known. One imn-ms from the year 3 Wadi Hammamat 

expedition ofRamesses IV; he was also Mayor of Thebes and further details are given about 

him under that title below. The other official, bJk-n-gnsw, was a relative of imn-m-ipt, and 

also Superintendent of Cattle of the Estate ofUsimare Meriamun.94 P.Mallet V dates the latter 

to year 4 ofRamesses IV, assuming the letters included are contemporary with the preceding 

list. 

The two letters in this papyrus from bJk-n-gnsw give instructions for underlings to 

carry out corvee labour for him and pass on an order from the Overseer of the Treasury to 

collect wood and charcoal. 95 Thus the duties of Chief Taxing Master include working at a 

village and expedition level to directly procure levies. 

The Mayor of Thebes 

This office was held from at least year 3 ofRamesses IV by one imn-ms, noted above, 

and Bell has asserted he was still active in year 8 ofRamesses VI .96 Bierbrier has estimated 

that imn-ms was at least 72 years old in year 3 of Ramesses IV, which makes his appearance 

some 16 years later in Ramesses VI's reign virtually impossible.97 

94 imn-mssee KRI VI, p.14, and Bierbrier, LNK. p.120, n.83 . For bJk-n-gnswsee P.Mallet V. (P.Louvre 1050), 
in KRl VI, pp.66-68. 
95 Peden. The Reign oJRamesses JV pp.118-19. 
96 imn-ms attested in office in year 3 of Ramesses IV. see Great Stele, Wadi Hammamat Expedition, text in 
KRl VI, p.14, line 6. Year 8 ofRamesses VI on basis of graffiti 1860 as dated by M. L. Bierbrier, 'A Second 
High Priest Ramessesnakht?', JEA 58, 1972, pp.195-6. Bell asserts imn-msstill active in L. Bell, 'Only One 
High Priest Ramessesnak.ht and the Second Prophet Nesamun His Younger Son', Serapis 6, 1980, p.15 and 
n.98. 
97 Bierbrier 'ibid.', p.197, 'Thus the Mayor Arnenmose of year 8 must be distinguished from the Mayor 
Amenmose of year 3 ofRamesses IV and his presence cannot be used for dating this graffito more exactly.' See 
also Bierbrier, LNK. p.6. 
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A predecessor pJ-sr is dated securely to years 2, 3, and 18 of Ramesses ill but no later, 

while Peden suggests that imn-ms took over from him shortly after year 18 and was also his 

brother.98 

imn-ms is also known to have been the maternal brother of the Third Prophet of 

Amun, imn-m-ipt, in whose tomb, TT 148, he is represented. 0 . Cairo CGC 25,580., dated 

between years 1 and 3 of Ramesses IV by Gutgesell, mentions inm-ms along with the Vizier 

and a Royal Butler as sending supplies to the crew, which may be stone from the Wadi 

Hammamat Expedition of year 3 or earlier. 99 My convention is to treat such items as coming 

from the earliest available year, i.e.in this case year 1 ofRamesses IV.100 

There is a mention of an unnamed Mayor in the Turin Strike Papyrus, dating from year 

29 of Ramesses III, whom the Med jay Chief goes to fetch to help resolve the workmens' 

dispute and to whom the workmen later call out to as he walks by their gathering at the valley 

temple ofMerenptah.101 0 . DM 44, recto, line 21, dates the arrival ofan unnamed Mayor of 

Thebes in order to listen to the speech of the crew to year 2, m smw, 29. 102 

P.DM 24, line 4, from year 3 ofRamesses IV has a lacuna with what appears to be the 

beginning of imn-mss name and titles, although he cannot be identified for certain. 103 Two 

undated statues of imn-ms were recovered from Karnak, one of which, no.42176, was 

dedicated by Jmn-mss son, the God's Father of Amun, pJ-sr. 104 

Obviously the Mayor of Thebes had a variety of duties during the reign of Ramesses 

IV including making sure local provisions were available and delivered, adjudicating local 

matters, hearing complaints, and receiving local petitions which differ little from the duties of 

98 pJ-srdated to years 2, 3 and 18 ofRamesses lll by fragments from his Medinet Habu tomb-chapel, see KRI 
V, p.386. lines 5, 10, and 6 respectively. Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV p.63, based in part on Heick 
Verwaltung . ... p.529, and Bierbrier, LNK. p.5. 
99 0 . Cairo CGC 25,580., in KRI VI, p.150. lines 13-14. Dated by Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . .. p.350, and 
myself in Chapter Five, to years 1-3 (dated by overlapping attested names) ofRamesses IV. 
100 See introduction to Chapter Six above. 
101 Turin Strike Papyrus. recto lines 1, 9, and recto, lines 3, 15, see Gardiner, RAD. p.53, line 9 and p.57 line 
3. In both places the Mayor is unnamed. 
102 0 . DM 44, recto, line 21. in KRI VI, p.117, lines 7-10. 
103 P.DM 24, in Cerny, Papyrus Hieratiques de Deir el Medineh . v.2, p.3, and pls 9, 9a. Also in KRI VI, 
p.134, line 11. Discussion in Eyre, 'Papyrus Deir el-Medina XXIV: an appeal for wages?', GM 98, 1987, p.13 
andp.21 n. ll. 
104 PM1 IT, p.147, giving the numbers of two statues as nos 42175 and 42176, both discussed in G. Legrain, 
Statues et statuettes de rois et de particuliers. v.II, Cairo, 1909, pp.41-42 and pls 39-40. Text in KRJ VI, pp 
82-83 . 



earlier Mayors. 105 Ramesses IV does not, on the evidence available, make any significant 

changes to the office of Mayor of Thebes. 

The Mayor of the River Bank 

Mentioned, along with the Mayor of Thebes, as going to listen to the speech of the 

crew in 0 . DM 44, recto, line 22 dated to year 2, ill smw, 29, and named as one 'mry-
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rcms .106 Apart from this information I have been unable to find any further discussion of his 

duties, although he may be one of the 'Children of the Vizier' referred to in the Turin Strike 

Papyrus to whom the Deir el Medina workers are advised to go and 'cry out' to. The little 

evidence available suggests that this Mayor heard complaints, but only for those workers who 

lived outside the village of Deir el Medina and supplied services to that village. 

Infantry and Charioteers 

The military titles used in this section are those derived by Schulman, although the 

later criticism of Y oyotte and Lopez should be borne in mind.107 

In P .Harris I, Ramesses III at the end of his reign talks of the army as 'resting in 

idleness' in his reign and obviously meaning at peace on it's allotments after that king' s not 

inconsiderable use of them. 108 We know that in year 3, and possibly 5, of his son there was 

some minor military activity in Asia and Nubia while an encomium, which may describe the 

105 For a list of the Mayors of Thebes see Heick, Verwaltung . . .. pp.418-32, and specifically concerning this 
Mayor, pp.427-8. There is also a sketch of the office of Mayor of Thebes and its duties in Heick 'ibid.'. pp.236-
8, which differ little from the known duties under Ramesses IV. 
106 0 . DM 45, recto, line 22. in KR! VI, p.117, lines 9-10. 
107 A. R Schulman., Military Rank, Title and Organisation in the Egyptian New Kingdom. Berlin, 1964. 
Criticism of this study by J. Yoyotte and J. L6pez, 'L'organisation de l'armee et les titulatures de soldats au 
nouvel empire Egyptien', BiOr 26, No. l/2, Januari-Mei 1969, pp.3-19. This review, on pp.5, 6, 9, and 10, 
effectively casts doubt on whether some titles identified by Schulman are ranks, the differing nature of the 
sources he has used, and his lack of documentation/dating of his sources. Nevertheless, in lieu of any later 
study, I have kept the titles identified by Schulman for terms such as mr ms' and idnw. 
108 P.Harris I, 78, 10, translation in Grandet, Le Papyrus Harris I. v.I, p.339. 
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outset of his reign, speaks of his causing' ... them to be known in their dishonesty, and I have 

caused them to be give testimony . . .. ', and the delay until his second year in starting his tomb 

would support the view that there was some more pressing activity happening. 109 

The General of the Army 

The position of General of the Army was held by one wsr-mFl-rc-snb from at least 

year 3 of Ramesses IV onwards, as noted in stela no.238 from Wadi Hammamat by his son the 

Stolist of Min, although he does not appear to have been a member of the Great Year 3 

Expedition to the greywacke quarries of that location. 110 Nor does he appear in charge of any 

of the Serabit el Khadim expeditions, as might have been expected from the evidence they 

supply of military action. 

The only other extant monument that mentions him is a broken statue base from the 

former Sabatier collection which supplies the additional title of 'Royal Scribe'. 111 

Schulman points out that the holder of the title 'General' was frequently, though not 

always, the Crown Prince, and this was seen in Chapter Three where the history of Rarnesses 

IV when a Crown Prince was traced.112 His clear function, as Schulman notes, was to 

command the military forces present and Rarnesses IV did not change this function which had 

been used earlier at Wadi Hammamat. 113 

109 Encomium, P.Turin Cat.1882, recto, in KRJ VI, pp.70-76. Translation in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses 
IV. pp.104-9, and especially p.108. 
110 Stela no.238. in KRl VI, pp.15-16. Also J. Couyat and P. MonteL Les inscriptions hieroglyphiques et 
hieratiques du Ouiidi Hammdmdt. Cairo, 1912, no.238, pp.110-111 , pl.45 . Note in P. Montet, 'Etudes sur 
quelques pretres et fonctionnaires du dieu Min', JNES 9, 1950, p.26, fig.4 . 
111 Statue base in KRl VI, p.87. G. Legrain, 'Textes recueillis dans quelques collections particuliers', RecTrav 
14, 1893, p .57, § 36. 
112 Schulman. Military Rank, Title and Organisation in the Egyptian New Kingdom. pp.44-45, and pp.142-5. 
113 Schulman, 'ibid.'. p.144, no.364 a. 
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The Deputy of the Army 

In year 3 ofRamesses IV, during the Great Expedition to Wadi Hammamat this post 

was held by one gc-w-m-f_r. 114 He was assisted by a 'Scribe of the Deputy of the Army' by name 

rc--ms-sw-n!Jtw. 115 Under him were 'Overseers of the Quartermasters of the Army' who 

commanded each division numbering 5000 men and under these 'Overseers' were the 

'Quartermasters' commanding companies of 250 men. 116 Within these companies were sections 

of 50 men commanded by a 'Great One of the fifty' similar to the primipile among the Roman 

Centurions.117 

In year 5 ofRamesses IV, stela 276 at Serabit el Khadim gives a 'Scribe and Deputy of 

the Army', pJ-nfr, and further down the same stela he is called 'Scribe of the Commands of the 

Army', while his father's name pJ-iryis given. 118 

Schulman points out this is a rank and he translates it as 'Adjutant' which is mostly 

connected with the provisioning of the Army, delivery of those provisions, and the transport of 

statues and stela, for which the incumbent would normally have a combat soldier's 

background.119 The evidence from Wadi Hammamat does not indicate any change to these 

duties during the reign ofRamesses IV. 

114 L.A. Christophe, 'La stele de l'an III de Ramses IV au Ouadi Harnmfu:nat (No 12)', BIFAO 48, 1949, 
pp.32-34. Text in KR! Vl, pp.12-14. 
115 Christophe, 'ibid.', p.32. For discussion of Army Scribes see Schulman, Military Rank. Title and 
Organisation in the Egyptian New Kingdom . pp.64-66. 
11 6 Christophe. 'ibid.'. p.33. 
117 Christophe, 'ibid.', pp.33-34, also Schulman, Military Rank, Title and Organisation in the Egyptian New 
Kingdom . p.38. 
118 Gardiner, A. et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai. v. l , pl.LXXI, v.2, pp.188-9, no.276. 
119 Schulman, Military Rank, Title and Organisation in the Egyptian New Kingdom . p.35. 
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The Troop-Commander 

In year 5 of Ramesses IV, stela 294 of Serabit el Khadim mentions one wsr-.kJ-!J ,.was 

'Troop-Commander, Overseer of the Foreign Lands' and his being sent' . .. on his very great 

expedition (?) to all lands .... 'l2o 

The position of Troop-Commander was one of the highest ranking military officers, 

only subordinate to a 'General', and involved the duties of commanding a 'host' on a campaign 

or various strategic fortresses and garrisons of areas both within and outside of Egypt .121 His 

duties seem to have included the disposition of patrols and sentries plus the minutiae of 

executive control of the troops under his command.122 So his use by Ramesses IV in the 

possible year 5 expedition, and for control of the mining area of Serabit el Khadim, is entirely 

in accordance with the historical use of the position as detailed by Schulman. 123 

Garrison Commander of Nubia 

This position of'Overseer of the Garrison Troops' was held by a r,.-ms-ss-n!Jtnamed in 

a graffito from Kawa which can be dated to years 3-5 ofRamesses IV. 124 

There is also a fragmentary graffito of the same individual from the Great temple of 

Ramesses II at Abu Simbel which can be dated to year 1 of Ramesses rv. 125 Though 

fragmentary, the graffito seems to include the line 'Sending/////// the plans of the Jmm////which 

120 Gardiner, A. et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai. v. l , pl.LXXII, v.2, p.193, no.294. Stela is dated to the reign of 
Ramesses TV by palaeography and linguistic style used. Text also in KRI Vl, p.28. 
121 Schulman, Military Rank, Title and Organisation in the Egyptian New Kingdom. pp.54, 128. 
122 Schulman, 'ibid.'. pp.55, 131. 
123 Schulman, 'ibid.'. pp.150-3. 
124 Graffito, temple A, Kawa, see F. L. Macadam, The Temples of Kawa. v.I, Oxford, 1949, p.82 and pl.39. 
Text in KR1 VI, p.880. Dated to years 3-5 ofRamesses IV on basis of cartouche types E 31, T 38, in Chapter 
Four above. 
125 Graffito, Abu Simbel, text in KRI VI, p.326, no.125, ill. 1.2. Dated to years 1-2 (dated by cartoucbe codes) 
of Ramesses IV in Chapter Four above. 
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the Scribe of the Garrison and the Garrison Commander ofKush//////.'1 26 This could be 

restored to read 'Sending one to inform of the plans .. . etc.', indicating the first stages of 

local trouble in year 1 of Ramesses IV since the Jmm are, presumably, the local tribesmen. 127 

Schulman points out that these individuals record very little about themselves, their 

rank, or their duties, and suggests that their level would be about the level of 'Commander of a 

Host' noting that during the battle of Kadesh such 'Commanders' stood besides the 'Princes of 

the Lands of Pharaoh' and thus indicated high rank:. 128 One clue to the duties of this officer, 

indicating collection of intelligence, is shown in the 'Border Journal' where a dispatch was 

noted as received. The other duties of this title were to command the military garrison in the 

area assigned, sharing that rule on occasion with indigenous native rulers.129 In the evidence 

from Kawa and Abu Simbel there is no evidence of any change to the duties of Garrison

Commander made by Ramesses IV. 

Other Ranks 

In the Great Year 3 Expedition ofRamesses IV to Wadi Hammamat there are a 

number of other infantry officers oflower levels and at least twenty military 'Scribes of the 

Army' present. 130 Since most of these are little more than a title, and there is no indication of 

any change by Ramesses IV, I will omit discussion of them and simply refer the reader to 

Schulman, Christophe, and Y oyotte. 131 

126 Graffito, Abu Simbel, te>.1 in KR1 VI. p.326, no.125, III. 1.2, lines 2-4. 
127 One thinks of the fonnula, 'One came in order to cause P . to know . .. .', documented by Spalinger, A spects 
of the Military Documents of the Ancient Egyptians. pp.1-34. 
128 Schulman, Military Rank, Title and Organisation in the Egyptian New Kingdom . pp.39-40. For previous 
history see Schulman, 'ibid.' . p .139, no.341 onwards. 
129 Schulman, 'ibid.' . pp.40, 92 . 
13° Christophe, 'La stele de l 'an Ill de Ramses lV au Ouadi Hammamat (No 12)', BIFAO 48, 1949, p.20. See 
also Schulman, 'ibid.' . p.26, for a discussion of the ranks on this expedition, and p .27 for a review of 
Faulkner' s view of' . .. under Rarnesses IV the principal unit consisted of two hundred and fifty men led by a 
w'rtw . . . . ', see R. Faulkner, 'Egyptian Military Organisation', JEA 39, 1953, p.45, notes 3, 4, and 12. 
131 Christophe, 'ibid.', pp.36-38. Schulman, 'ibid.'. pp.62~5. Criticism ofSchulamn's views see Yoyotte and 
Lopez, 'L'organisation de l'armee et les titulatures de soldats au nouvel empire Egyptien', pp.3-19. 
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Charioteers 

A separate division of the army by the Ramesside Period, Schulman notes the requests 

made in the Amama Letters for chariots in groups of ten. 132 Of course the reason for their 

existence was their light striking mobility, which Ramesses II learned ofto his cost in the 

battle of Kadesh. The Pharaohs frequently used the iconography of the chariot and themselves 

upon it from the Hyksos Period at least and Ramesses IV, like his father Ramesses Ill, planned 

to have himself sculpted in such a typical pose. 133 

The Officer of Chariotry 

In the Great Year 3 Expedition ofRamesses IV to Wadi Hammamat we have a section 

of chariotry accompanying the army, under the command of the Officer of Chariotry of the 

Residence n/Jt-imn, and numbering fifty Charioteers. 134 The close connection between the king 

and this branch of the Army is emphasised in the title 'of the Residence' and from the fact that 

several of the sons ofRamesses III had borne the title of'Charioteer of the Residence'. From 

the evidence available, no change to this royal association occurred in the reign ofRamesses 

IV. 

Other Ranks 

In the Great Year 3 Expedition of Ramesses IV to Wadi Hammamat, amongst other 

ranks there were twenty 'Overseers of the Stables of the Palace' present who would care for 

132 Schulman, Military Rank, Title and Organisation in the Egyptian New Kingdom. p.15. 
133 Ramesses ill as an archer upon a chariot before a town, see M. H. IL pl. 70. Ramesses IV stepping down 
from a chariot to seize Asiatics shown in 0 . Cairo CGC 25, 124., reproduced in W. Peck, Drawings from 
Ancient Egypt. London, 1978, p.155, where it is suggested the ostracon is a study for a major wall relief. 
134 Christophe, 'ibid.', p.20 and pp.34-35. For the grades of charioteers see Schulman, 'ibid.'. p .68. 
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the horses of the chariotry. 135 These 'Overseers' are shown above the rank of 'Charioteer' in the 

Hammamat 12 list and Schulman suggests that they controlled the charioteer or the chariot 

itself 136 The earlier evidence for this position shows that they were a normal part of an army 

on expedition and that this was also a title borne by royal princes.137 

The ~dn, !{.his, and other Foreign Groups in Egypt 

The position of these groups at the end of the reign ofRamesses III is clearly laid out 

in P .Harris I, 78, 10-13, where it is stated that the srdn and ff hff rest in their villages, stretched 

out along the length of their backs, since they have no battle against Kush and no slaughter 

against Kharu. 138 Instead their bows and arms are deposited in their magazines while they 

themselves are sated and surfeited with joy, their wives with them, and their children at their 

side. The description then points out that this group did not have to keep a careful look out 

since their hearts were confident while Ramesses ill was there as their 'defence and protector 

of their limbs'. The description continues with Ramesses m saying that he kept alive the whole 

country whether foreigners, common folk, citizens or people, male and female, and details his 

giving them succour, literally 'air', making them secure in their villages and funerary 

offerings. 139 

It is clear, allowing for royal exaggeration, the norm for these groups of people was to 

serve as auxiliaries to the Egyptian army and that they were separated into specific villages 

where they would tend their allotments in peace time. The suspicion may be that they were 

settled in somewhat troubled areas and hence had to keep a wary eye out, although given the 

rapacious nature of some Ramesside officials it may not have been for only external threats. 

135 Christophe, 'ibid.', p.20 and p.35. Also Schulman, 'ibid.'. p.52. 
136 Schulman, 'ibid.'. p.53 and p.124, no.240, Hamma.mat 12, now KRJ VI, pp.12-14. 
137 Thus a Syrian expedition and the later Medinet Habu list, see Schulman, 'ibid.'. p.51 under P.Koller, p.52, 
and p. 120, no.207. 
138 P. Harris I, 78, 10-13 translation in Grandel, Le Papyrus Harris J. v.I, p.339. 
139 I have kept to the Breasted translation of 'foreigners, common folk, citizens or people', Breasted, ARE. IV, 
p.205, since Grandet's note, Le Papyrus Harris J. v.Il, p.266, n.956, ignores the possibility of 'kmyu,' being in 
anticipatory emphasis meaning, 'even the foreigners', while his suggestion of the sequence of highest to lowest 
ranking is neatly overturned by the precedence of'.rt,yt'before '(mmmt'. 
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A study by Kadry, based on the work of Helde, looks at these foreigners and their 

capture and settlement under the earlier Ramessides, notes that the Asiatic religious outlook of 

the Ramesside Pharaohs encouraged many other groups of foreigners to settle in Egypt, and 

regards their entry into the army and Egyptian community as' ... one of the decisive factors 

which resulted into the gradual decadence of the empire and society.'140 

I have been unable to find any records from the reign of Ramesses IV that deal solely 

with these people or their settlements, however there is mention of the apint and Medjay 

being used in the Great Year 3 Expedition under r<'-mss-sw-n/Jt 141 In addition. Ward has 

carried out a study of the foreign names at Deir el Medina showing that a whole, mobile, 

middle class of foreigners flourished during the Ramesside Period and could be shown to be 

usually in the lower levels of officialdom.142 His analysis presents a list of foreign names at 

Deir el Medina and is able to show a person by the name of pJ-mhm (Ward no.26), a 

workman by the name of fT (Ward no.27), a policeman called knr/kl (0. OM 433, line 3), and 

a workman called knrlkl (0. Michaelides 7, verso, line 2) are present in the village during the 

reign ofRamesses rv_ 143 

There is a quasi-cadastral survey from the reign of his successor, Ramesses V, which 

allows us to gain some idea of these settlements of foreigners. The P .Wilbour, dated to year 4 

ofRamesses V, surveys land holdings and cultivation in various categories from North to 

South and in a similar manner to P.Harris I when dealing with royal foundations.144 

Unfortunately the document is not complete and covers only the region of middle Egypt, from 

Crocodilopolis to Tihna. Furthermore the texts are divided into two types, which Gardiner has 

labelled A and B, and which deal with 'posh' entries and 'khato' lands respectively. Although 

the precise meaning of these words is still being debated, the accounts in text A cover land 

140 Kadry's study is A. Kadry, Officers and Officials in the New Kingdom. Budapest, 1982, pp.173-81. For a 
discussion of the tenn 'Broad Hall' as used in Kadry see Schulman, Military Rank, Title and Organisation in 
the Egyptian New Kingdom. p.81 . 
141 Kadi)•. 'ibid.'. p.175 . Schulman. 'ibid.'. p.124, no.240. 
142 W. Ward, 'Foreigners Living in the Village', Pharaoh's Workers, ed. L. H. Lesko, Cornell. 1994, pp.61-62. 
143 Ward, 'ibid.', pp.69-79 for a list of foreign names, p. 72 for Ward no.26, p. 73 for Ward no.27, and p.81 for 
policeman .knr/kl and workman .knr/kl under Ramesses IV. 
144 A. Gardiner, The Wilbour Papyrus. v.Il , Oxford, 1948, pp.9, 11. I say quasi-cadastral, as the treatment of 
the royal institutions from the most recent until the earlier makes this papyrus not a strictly cadastral survey. 
For date of year 4 ofRamesses V see Gardiner, 'ibid.'. p.151 and v.IIL p.79, §207. 
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owning institutions with various royal tax-obligations, the so called 'apportioning' and 'non

apportioning' entries, while the accounts in text B are much more of the tax assessment type 

giving area of land cultivated and by whom. 145 

Sherden are scattered throughout the two texts as real land owners in their own right 

and cultivators for other persons. 146 There is mention of individuals, family groups, and what 

appear to be large numbers, possibly villages. 147 There are 'standard bearers' noted, presumably 

their leaders, and the holdings vary between 10 and 40 arouras although the village of Waro 

mentions 340. Gardiner is of the opinion that the very word 'Sherden' became a by-word for 

foreigners in the Delta, but other 'thr' foreigners are mentioned besides two of their Chiefs. 148 

These, it has been suggested, are Hittite or Syrian warriors. 149 

The interesting point about the Sherden names is that they are, for the most part, 

perfectly good Egyptian names favouring the Ramessides and their deities such as 'Siptah', 

'Setkha', 'Bes', or 'Ra'mose' .150 Others refer to events such as 'Ra'messennakhte-Ramesses is 

victorious', or 'Nakht'o-great victory'. 151 A few original Sherden names may be Khory, Kaia, 

or E'howte'o. 152 While one should be cautious about this material, the geographic spread 

coupled with the variety of names indicates that, not only were Sherden co-opted into the 

army and settled into villages, but that there was a fair admixture of later arrivals who were 

not forced to change their names during the period ofRamesses IV and his successor 

Ramesses V. Thus the little evidence which we have indicates that foreigners, and the 

Sherden, were reasonably secure and integrated into the general population in the reign of 

Ramesses IV. 

145 Gardiner, 'ibid.' . p.9 for the posh type. text A entries' ... provided by the headings of sections and 
paragraphs and by occasional single lines devoted to what I shall call posh entries.' and' ... , and Text A 
resembles more a ledger more than a cadastral survey.' For Type B, khato, lands see Gardiner, 'ibid.' . p.161. 
146 Gardiner, 'ibid.'. p.76. Further discussion and explanation of the posh type entries in Jae. J. Janssen, 
'Prolegomena to the Study of Egypt's Economic History During the New Kingdom', SAK 3, 1975 pp.144-7. 
147 Gardiner, The Wilbour Papyrus. v.III, pp.44, 46, 51 for individuals, pp. l 14, 124 with his brethren, p.115 
for the possible Sherden village 'Waro'. 
148 Gardiner, The Wilbour Papyrus. v.Il, p.80 for Gardiner's opinion, two chiefs of the 'thr' mentioned in 
Gardiner, The Wilbour Papyrus. v.m , pp.50, 90. 
149 Gardiner, The Wilbour Papyrus. v.ll, p.86. 
150 'Siptah' sec Gardiner. The Wi/bour Papyrus. v.II, p.76, v.m, p.51. 'Setkha' see Gardiner, 'ibid.'. v.Il, p.76, 
v.m, p.46 . 'Bes' see Gardiner, 'ibid.'. v.Il, p.186, v.m, p.113. 'Ra'mose' see Gardiner, 'ibid.'. v.IIl, p.110. 
151 Ra'messennakhte, Gardiner, 'ibid.'. v .lll, p.116. Nakht'o, Gardiner, 'ibid.'. v.11, p.76, v.III, p.44. 
152 Khory, Gardiner, 'ibid.'. v.lll, p.114. Kaia, Gardiner, 'ibid.'. v.lll, p.115 . E'howte'o, Gardiner, 'ibid.'. v.III, 
p.124. 
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Servants (smsw) by the Ten Thousand 

Despite the epithet, intended to remind one of servants given to the temples of Amun 

by Ramesses II and III, these people will have been government employees of one sort or 

another involved in what we would nowadays call the state's civil engineering works. P.Harris 

I in its 'historical' section clearly shows what is expected from these 'servants' and the 

following class of 'serf-labourers', and that is unrelenting physical effort as a 'single man' to 

raise monuments and dig canals for him (meaning Ramesses IV), and in return they will be 

looked after and fed on both the physical and spiritual plane. 153 

The most well known group of'servants' are those of the village of Deir el Medina 

who built the royal tombs. There is an extensive literature on this group of people and their 

organisation may have been atypical due to the sensitive nature of the work they were 

employed upon. Nevertheless the following structure would also be expected elsewhere when 

a specific group was employed. 154 

The Deir el Medina village of 'servants' was organised as a group using the 

terminology of shipboard organisation. A 'crew' of approximately forty members was 

organised into a right hand side and a left hand side (port and starboard???) and consisted of 

stone masons, painters, draughtsmen, sculptors, woodworkers, and other artisans with each 

side being under the control of a Foreman and his Deputy.155 The Foreman of the right hand 

side had precedence and was the overall Chief 

153 P.Harris L 79, 10-12, Grandet, Le Papyrus Harris I. v.l, p.340. Janssen does not see the 'historical' section 
of P.Harris I as actuaJly being historical basing his view on Grandel which I am at a loss to explain, see 
Janssen 'Review of A. Peden, Egyptian Historical Inscriptions of the Twentieth Dynasty. Jonsered, 1994', JEA 
82, 1996, p.230. 
154 Eyre discusses briefly the other well known New Kingdom workmen's village at El Amarna and points out 
many similarities between the two. Similarities in organisational structure elsewhere are also noted, Eyre, 
'Work and the Organisation of Work in the New Kingdom', Labor in the Ancient Near East, ed. M. A. Powell, 
New Haven, 1987, p.171, organisational structure similarities pp.183~. note the use of 'crews' from the army 
on the roads p. 187. 
155 Eyre, 'ibid.', pp.173-4. 
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The records of work done, food distribution and deliveries, payment of wages, and 

even personal letters were handled by a 'Scribe of the Tomb' in the 18th Dynasty and generally 

two 'Scribes of the Tomb' in the 20th Dynasty. These scribes were responsible to the Vizier 

and may have had a Royal Butler overseeing them directly from time to time. In Deir el 

Medina there were also several draughtsmen who prepared inscriptions for the tomb and at 

least two of these appear to have used the title 'Scribe of the Tomb'. 

These Foremen and scribes constituted the 'Captains of the Village' and below them 

ranked the 'Guardians of the Tomb' who were charged with the control of the royal 

storehouses in which the tools necessary for the construction were kept. There were also 

'Doorkeepers of the Tomb' whose function was to guard the entrance to the royal tomb and 

also act as bailiffs and debt collectors for the Deir el Medina community court. 

For protection, the community had a contingent ofMedjay police stationed nearby and 

two Chiefs ofthis force sat upon the community court . The Medjay force as a whole was 

directly under the authority of the Mayor of Thebes-West. It has been argued by some that the 

Medjay were also present to control entrance to and movement within the village of Deir el 

Medina and within the royal burial valleys. This idea is supported by both the division made 

between the villagers and those outside mentioned in the order to decrease the numbers of the 

royal workers in the village given by Ramesses V and the effective 'shutting up' of the royal 

village under Ramesses XI during the tomb-robbery investigation.156 In contrast to this view, 

the villagers contact with the outside world has been recently studied by Andrea McDowell 

and she shows the workmen as being free to come and go as they pleased since they still 

maintained some agricultural activities down by the Nile. 157 I suggest the actual degree of 

supervision varied with the reign and work being undertaken, although the tomb-robbery 

papyri appear to show either widespread collusion with the guards or their inattention to the 

job on hand. 

156 This view has been held most notably by Ventura, Living in a City of the Dead. pp.54, 175-9. Cerny, 
Community. p.261, regards the Medjay as being present for the safety and good order of the village and tombs. 
Tomb robbery investigation see Ventura, 'ibid.'. pp.19-21. 
157 McDowell, 'Contact with the Outside World', Pharaoh's workers, The Villagers of Deir el Medina, ed. L. 
H. Lesko, Ithaca, 1994, pp.41-59, and especially p.57. For discussion of their agricultural activities and the 
evidence for them see A. McDowell, 'Agricultural Activity by the Workmen of Deir el Medina', JEA. 78, 1992, 
pp.195-206. 



The village of Deir el Medina was also unusual in that it was served by a group of 

'outsiders' who were not allowed to live in that village but who were employed in procuring 

and bringing the necessities of life, such as water, firewood, fish, and vegetables, up to the 

village. 
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Under Ramesses IV, the most significant change to this village was the doubling ofits 

workforce in year 2 from the already high number of 60 workmen to 120. As the workmen 

were to be later reduced in number to 60 again under Ramesses V, and the surplus workmen 

became members of those 'living' outside the village, it is tempting to speculate that the extra 

workmen came from these 'outsiders' and the sons of the villagers themselves.158 The question 

of what happened to the excess children of the villagers is also interesting, given that the high 

wages paid and reasonable abundance of food must have increased village numbers to well 

above the numbers of vacant positions available in the royal workforce. 

Minor changes that possibly occurred under Ramesses IV are the use of a Royal Butler 

to supervise the village, although the Vizier could and did involve himself from time to time, 

as well as the continuation at a low level of the 'strikes' started under Ramesses III. As I have 

stated in Chapter Three, I do not see the strikes as symptomatic of a general breakdown of 

administrative order but rather a result of the local administration's corruption, somewhat 

similar to the 'Elephantine Scandal' in which a ship's Captain was able to steal 100 sacks of 

grain per year during the reign ofRamesses IV while a priest of Elephantine was able to steal 

royal cattle, seduce women, and interfere with, presumably, local politics.159 

That there were other, similar, groups of state employees is indicated by various stela 

and P.Turin 2044 where lists of such groups, along with marines and soldiers, noted those 

drafted to shift the monuments for the tomb ofRamesses IV. 160 

158 Reduction of workforce under Ramesses V noted by Janssen, who states he was convinced by Valbelle, see 
Jae. J. Janssen, Village Varia: Ten Studies on the History and Administration of Deir el Medina. Leiden, 1997, 
p.136. I am somewhat sceptical if only because of the previous 'partial' distributions to sections of the crew 
recorded elsewhere. 
159 See P.Turin 1887, in Gardiner, RAD. pp.73-82. Peden also notes the reign ofRamesses II, prosperous and 
stable by all accounts, contains the record of an inquiry into the case of an official who looted the very temple 
storerooms under his protection and concludes that such spectacular abuses of privilege may have been readily 
indulged in, Peden, The Reign ofRamesses W. p.72, n. l , based on 0 . Ashmolean 1945,37+1945,33, and 0. 
Michaelides 90, text in KRl II, pp.380-3 . 
160 Under Ramesses II the Vizier J»sris called' 'J n ist m . ... = Chief of the crew in . .. .', see Dows 
Dunham, 'Four New Kingdom Monuments in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston', JEA 21, 1935, pp.147-8. See 
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'Serf-labourers of Egypt/la collectivite des serfs de To-Mery' (smdt n o-mr:n 

The only extensive record we currently have of village organisation under Ramesses 

IV is that of Deir el Medina. This leaves us with the question of how far the known village 

administration of Deir el Medina can be extended to the other villages of Egypt, given an 

almost complete lack of evidence about those other villages. There is the brief information of 

P.Mallet dated to years 3 and 4 ofRamesses IV giving a list of prices for various 

commodities.161 The same papyrus shows that directions sent by Bakenkhons, the 

Superintendent of Cattle of the Estate of Amun-Re, to two Medjay, an Administrator of the 

Portable Shrine of King Sethnakht, two cultivators, and a herdsman of the altar of the Estate 

of Amun in the district ofKheriu could result in these people carrying out corvee labour. 

There is also the survey known as the P .Wtlbour, dated to year 4 ofRamesses V, which shows 

the essential village and agrarian grouping of the country interspersed with temple holdings 

and royal estates. 

I would suggest, on the above evidence, that the 'normal' Egyptian village under 

Ramesses IV would consist of a variety of agricultural cultivators and support persons such as 

woodworkers, potters, fishermen, herdsmen, etc. There would be at least one village scribe 

and one Foreman, and his Deputy, responsible to either the religious foundation that owned 

the village or the Pharaoh's administration, and usually a Royal Butler or city Mayor. There 

would also be a series of minor functionaries such as temple doormen and guardians and some 

local troops or police farming royal allotments. I also think the division into a 'crew' of right 

and left hand sides would be made of all the able bodied workers in the village for the 

purposes of corvee labour. I am less certain of a local court, although it would make sense for 

also P.Turin 2044, line 5, where 40 men of the 'place of truth' are mentioned while, further down the same list 
on line 11, there are also 'persons of the crew of the tomb, men 120', obviously two separate sets of state 
employees in this region alone without mentioning 'those of the outside' at Deir el Medina, Cerny Notebook 
16.5. 
161 P.Mallet V. , see KRJ VI, pp.65-68. 
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disputes to be resolved at a local level in the first instance. The other method of solving local 

disputes, by oracle, is likely to have been an alternative resort . 

Unlike Deir el Medina, freedom of movement is likely to have been very restricted with 

clear requirements of a representative, orders from one's superiors, or possibly a written 

permit, necessary for one to pass the local guards, although P.Harris I does state that women 

under Ramesses Ill's rule could travel freely. 162 The latter freedom may only have applied to 

upper class women., or to strictly local travel such as to the nearest market. 

Apart from statements in P. Harris I placed in the mouth ofRamesses ID about 

ordering Egypt into classes and providing for these people, there is no evidence of any 

changes made by Ramesses IV. 

Religious Organisation 

Since Ramesses ID gives no overall paradigm in P.Harris I for what he intended the 

religious organisation of Egypt to be, but instead concentrated on his benefactions to the four 

major Gods, I have chosen to describe the religious area from the top of the society structure 

downwards.163 

Ramesses III had left, in P . Harris I, detailed descriptions of his bequests to temples 

along the length and breadth of Egypt and it has been seen by many scholars that the lion's 

share of the bequests goes to Amun as almost the 'state' God. 164 Indeed Uphill has seen the 

162 For the use of a permit to get into a place see Goedicke. 'Was Magic Used in the Harem Conspiracy against 
Ramesses ill?', JEA 49, 1963, p .87 . For freedom of movement by women see P.Harris I, 78. 9, and Grandet, 
Le Papyrus Ha"is I. v. l , p.339. 
163 The most detailed recent discussion of the priesthood of the Ramesside period in the context of an overall 
history that I am aware of is H. Kees, Das Priestertum im Agyptischen Stoat vom Neuen Reich bis zur Spatzeit. 
Brill, Leiden, 1953. although many studies of periods and specific temples have been made since. For 
Ramesses III and traditional Theology, especially the Opet Festival, see Spalinger, 'Sovereignty and Theology 
in New Kingdom Egypt: Some Cases of Tradition', Saeculum 47, 1996, pp.226, 231-4, and L. Bell, 'Luxor 
Temple and the Cult of the Royal Ka', JNES 44, 1985, pp.254, 289. 
164 See P.Harris I for details, most recently translated, studied and commented on in Grandet, Le Papyrus 
Harris I. 2v., Cairo, 1994. For convenient overview of allocations see Breasted, ARE IV, pp.87-110. From the 
viewpoint of the High Priests of Ainun, there is the discussion of the God's resources on pp.167-9 of Lefebvre, 
Histoire des Grands Pretres d'Amon de Karnak. Jusqu'a Ia XXJe Dynastie. Paris, 1929. For the view that the 
purpose of P.Harris I was to affirm the continuation ofRamesses Ill's endowments, see Eyre, Development and 



sole purpose of P . Harris I as recording R:amesses ID's funerary bequest .165 One might 

therefore expect much the same to be done by his successor, but this view has some 

unexpected complications. 
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It should also be recalled that the Ramessides originated in the Delta and the Gods they 

supported included Seth and Re whose cult centres were in that area. The Wilbour Papyrus 

shows us an interesting effect of this apparent duality in that the land holdings of Amun 

increase markedly the further one moves from the religious capital, Thebes, while the land 

holdings of Re increase the nearer one gets to Thebes.166 It is unlikely this organisation of land 

could have happened solely in the reign ofRamesses V, so it will have been an earlier means 

of balancing the influence of the Amun clergy at court with the less extensive, but nearer, 

holdings of Re. 

Nevertheless, this policy cannot necessarily be ascribed to Ramesses IV as the increase 

in land holdings of Re the nearer one comes to Thebes must reflect the time when the court 

was based at Thebes, while we know that from the time ofRamesses II1 onwards royalty 

preferred to remain at Pi-Ramesses in the Delta region. 

Ramesses IV has been noted in Chapter Six as a religious ruler who made changes to 

his tomb and its structure emphasising the solar aspect of his divinity. This change is also 

reflected in P.Wilbour in that the funerary estate entries ofRamesses IV recorded in that 

papyrus have the lowest frequency numbering only 3 (0.1 %). 167 It may be argued that these 

represent the 'leavings' after Ramesses V had taken his pick, but there is a far higher survival 

ofRamesses Ill funerary estates entries (266 = 12.9%) and Thutmose, or Amenophis II, with 

12 entries (0.6%). When it is remembered that all Ramesside funerary foundations were 

essentially temples dedicated to Amun, then the lack of such funerary estates is, I suggest, 

deliberate religious policy on the part of the king. 

Labour Relations in the Theban Necropolis in the Ramesside Period Oxford University, Ph.D. , 1980, pp.97-
98, 103 . 
165 E. Uphill, 'Papyrus Harris: A Funerary Endowment?', Journal of the Ancient Chronology Forum 4, 
1990/91, pp.41-48. 
166 S. Katery, land Tenure in the Ramesside Period London, 1989, pp.95-97, especially p .96, which notes 
that Heliopolitan land holdings are most strongly associated with the southernmost land holdings of text A. 
167 Katery, 'ibid.'. p.67 for the suggestion Ramesses V acquired Ramesses IV's funerary estates, p.69 for 
statistics and Amun's hold on funerary estates. 
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Ramesses IV also showed some original religious preferences in his temples, and his 

stela indicate his concern with archaic formula and investigation of ancient records.168 In part 

this is imitation of his ancestors, such as Ramesses 11 who consulted the 'g,rwf and other 

records at crucial times and when founding a temple, but he also adds his own dimension to 

this act as in the matter of his claims over Osiris. 

Ramesses IV's relationship with the Goddess Maat also shows some novel aspects with 

Janssen commenting that on a given stela the Goddess is shown as enfolding her wings about 

him and he continues; 

Although several representations are known from the Theban necropolis of Ma'at with 

her wings around the statue of King Amenophis I, and also the god Ptah, I do not 

remember having seen this combination ofMa'at with the living King. 169 

In his year 3 stela at Wadi Hammamat Rarnesses IV makes two different uses of the 

word Maat, one of which personifies Maat as justice or truth, while the other treats Maat as 

the personification of material offerings. 170 Such a use ofMaat in the Horus name of his 

protocol is unique to my knowledge amongst the kings of Egypt. Christophe considers that 

Ramesses IV has attributed to Re the surname of 'He of the Goddess Maat' and thinks that this 

Pharaoh has created a cult of Maat and that Re serves as her intermediary in his different 

aspects. 171 

Certainly there is some additional evidence to support this view of Christophe. 

Offering scenes ofMedinet Habu show a great fondness by Ramesses II1 for the presentation 

ofMaat to various Gods. 172 One of these scenes, belonging to Ramesses ID, has been changed 

168 Redford, Pharaonic King-Lists, Annals and Day-Books. p.84, no.107, pp.91-92, p.192, n.203, p.197. Note 
that Ramesses II also does the same, Redford, 'ibid.'. p .270, no.11 , although this seems at odds with what 
Ramesses IV did in his tomb by removing the Osiride elements of the burial, see Chapter Six. Helclc, 
'Ramessidische lnschriften aus Karnak. I. Eine lnschrift Ramses' IV, ZAS 82, 1958, pp.117-25 for the history 
of writing the royal name on the I shed tree. 
169 Janssen, 'An Unusual Donation Stela of the Twentieth Dynasty', JEA 49, 1963, pp.65~. 
17° Christophe, 'La stele de l'an III de Ramses IV au Ouadi Hamm.am.at (No 12)', BIFA O 48, 1949, p.5. 
171 Christophe, 'ibid. ', p.7. 
172 Ramesses III offers Maat to Amun-Re. M.H. VIII, pl.618, A and E, pl. 623, E. Ramesses III offers Maat to 
Ptah, M.H. IV, pl.246. Ramesses III offers Maat to Amun-Re and Mut, M.H. IV, pl.244. 
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to show the presentation of wine to Amun-Re and Khonsu rather than the original Maat. 173 In 

contrast I have found onJy one scene of Ramesses IV making such an offering of Maat and 

then only to Amun-Re. 174 This new reverence ofMaat is also reinforced by the lines in the 

stela mentioned above 'he enters into the sanctuary of the great house in order to praise Maat 

every day.' and 'he is a creator ofMaat, a destroyer of injustice.' Again, the term 'creator of 

Maat' is one that Christophe notes had only previously been used as an attribute by the Gods 

and in particular Re. 115 

Ramesses IV also shows a further association with Re in the variant of his cartouche 

found at Serabit el Khadim where the second part of his prenomen is changed to 'chosen of Re' 

rather than the 'chosen of Amun' normally written. 176 

Recent work by Assman has investigated the concept ofMaat in extensive detail. 177 

The suggestion he has made is that Maat was a mechanism whereby 'vertical solidarity', 

meaning solidarity across the classes of society from the highest to the lowest, was created in 

Egyptian society to help facilitate the rulers power. 178 Her prominence had come about as an 

'axial change', or fundamental change, in Egyptian society of the Middle Kingdom and helped 

create the New Kingdom society and integration. 179 According to Assman, by the Ramesside 

period the appeal of Maat had been weakened and the rise of personal piety was leading to 

another 'axial change' in Egyptian society that was to allow Egypt to split up into minor 

173 Ramesses Ill offering wine to Amun-Re and Khonsu, scene altered from original offering of Maat to one of 
offering wine, M.H. VI, pl.442. 
174 Ramesses IV offering Maat to Amun-Re, M.H VIII, pl.596. There may also be other scenes with the same 
content but they are not as common as those of Ramesses Ill cited above. 
175 Christophe, 'La stele de l'an Ill de Ramses IV au Qua.di Hammamat (No 12)', BIFAO 48, 1949, pp.9-13 . 
176 Von Beckerath, Handbuch der agyptischen Konigsnamen. p.94, no.3 , T 9, also p.247. Gardiner, A. et al. 
The Inschptions of Sinai. v. l , pl. 75, no.277. An alternative view could be that Ramesses IV wished to 
capitalise on the warlike reputation of his ancestor Ramesses Il, whose prenomen was the very similar 'wsr
mJrt- r' stp-n-r: in the Asian region but this seems unlikely to me as any activity by the latter would have 
occurred a least a generation earlier. In any case, the more recent activities of Ramesses Ill would be 
prominent in the local mindset. 
177 J. Assman, Ma'at:Gerechtigkeit und Unsterblichkeit im A/ten Agypten. Munich, 1995. Extensive critiques 
of this work are made by S. Quirke, 'Translating Ma'at' , JEA 80, l 994, pp.219-31, and F. Junge, 'Rez. zu J. 
Assman: Ma'at. Gerechtigkeit und Unsterblichkeit im Alten Agypten', GGA 245, 1993, pp.145-60. For earlier 
analysis of this Goddess see also W. Westendorf, 'Ursprung und Wesen der Maat, der altagyptischen Gottin des 
Rechts, der Gerechtigkeit und der Weltordnung', Festgabefilr Dr. Walter Will, ed. S. Lauffer, Munich, 1966, 
pp.208-18. 
178 Assman, 'ibid.'. pp.277-8. 
179 Assman, 'ibid.'. pp.201-33. 
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states.18° Following this thesis, and remembering that Maat was the assistant to the ruling solar 

deity Re in creating hannony amongst the Gods, we have the suggestion that the king, as Re's 

earthly representative, facilitated the availability of Maat to the divine Re with offerings and 

made Maat available in the personification of Justice' on earth to the people. 

Keller has also analysed the extensive use Ramesses IV made of the Goddess Maat, his 

projected Large valley temple at Assasif near Thebes, and his cultic associations, and suggests 

that he was attempting to ensure religious prominence for himself in relation to Amun-Re and 

Maat as well as perhaps claiming primacy for his ka amongst the royal kas. 181 

The conclusion, I suggest, from the above material is that Ramesses IV wished to 

identify himself more intensively with the two divinities Re and Maat and possibly form a new 

triad in which he as the earthly king served Maat but also through the help of Re, and with his 

attributes, served and brought 'her', meaning Maat, into being. The strategic land allocation 

given to Re by the earlier Ramesside Pharaohs may have given Ramesses IV the idea of setting 

up a lower Egyptian style triad to compete against the Horus, Isis, Ruler triad of Thebes and 

the influence of Amun or Osiris. 

Distribution of Ramesses IV's Religious Works 

Large numbers of religious inscriptions and buildings created by Ramesses IV can be 

dated to his regnal years by the methodology followed in Chapter Five. A full list of the dated 

religious material, divided by years, is presented in Appendix H, although I have not included 

items where the provenance is uncertain and some small items such as wine jar dockets may, 

regardless of find location, still be from secular rather than religious organisations. 

An overall summary of these results and some interpretation is presented here starting 

from the first year ofRamesses IV. 

ISO Assman, 'ibid.'. pp.267, 280. 
181 C. A. Keller, 'Speculations Concerning Interconnections between the Royal Policy and Reputation of 
Ramesses IV', For His Ka. Essays Offered in Memory of Klaus Baer, ed. David P. Silverman, Chicago, 1994, 
pp.149-51. 
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The first year's work by Ramesses IV includes the major cult centres of 

Abydos, Memphis, Heliopolis in the Delta, Karnak, Luxor, Tod, and Medinet Habu in 

Upper Egypt. This work consisted of alterations and additions to existing temples of 

Sethos, Ramesses II, and Ramesses ill although some evidence of temple or cult 

foundations occurs in column (ii) of the Festal Wall Stela of Ramesses IV. I suggest, 

therefore, these activities are to place Ramesses !V's name on existing processional 

ways and to emphasise his relationship with the preceding Ramessides. A statue of a 

deity protecting Ramesses IV was provided at Tell Far'un and a menat was supplied at 

Timna in the Sinai peninsula showing, I think, the king supplying minor centres with his 

'named' religious equipment. 

In the second year there is a greatly expanded programme of inscription cutting 

at work in the main centres of Karnak and Medin et Habu, with a lesser level of activity 

in the Ramesseum and at Luxor. The Upper Egyptian centre ofEdfu receives an 

inscription, as does Kinan-Fares in the Fayum. In this year the first temple Foundation 

Deposits appear at Abydos and for a small temple at Assasif in Western Thebes. In 

Nubia, at Aniba, a stela is erected, while at Timna in the Sinai more religious 

equipment of wands, menat, bracelets, and a bowl are supplied. Overall the work in 

this year is concentrated in the environs of Thebes and represents Ramesses !V's full 

expression of his religious programme. 

The third year brings a far more geographically diverse creation of inscriptions 

with activities at Karnak and Medinet Habu reduced and minor sites, such as Deir el 

Medina, receiving more attention. There are inscriptions cut at Abydos, Esna, Koptos 

in Upper Egypt, Heliopolis and Hermopolis in Lower Egypt, and the Delta. Foundation 

Deposits are laid at Assasif in Western Thebes for Ramesses !V's Large valley temple 

while the Great Rock Stela is inscribed in the Wadi Hammamat. In Nubia there is the 

Hieratic Stela at Arnarah West, the temple graffito and cartouches at Buhen, as well as 

the large stela in the Fortress ofBuhen. In noting that the future year brings little 

activity, I suggest this year represents the completion of most of the inscription cutting 

in the minor and secondary centres, including Nubia, plus the securing of material from 

the Wadi Harnmamat in order to decorate the altered temples and the two foundations 

at Abydos and Assasif in Western Thebes. Therefore the activity of 
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building and creating inscriptions for most central areas is complete, with the exception of the 

Large valley temple at Assasif. 

Year four supplies evidence of inscribing the 'Great Stela for Osiris' at Abydos which, I 

suggest, would have been more a part of established royal ritual than royal religious policy 

given the omissions Ramesses IV was already making to what should have been the Osiride 

section of his tomb by this date. Perhaps it should be viewed as a necessary precursor or minor 

event leading to the hoped-for Heb-Sed Festival later in the king's reign. 

In year five, I have only been able to find evidence of activity at Serabit el K.hadim in 

the Sinai which relate to an order ofRamesses IV to rebuild the temple used by the mining 

expeditions. Of course activity must have continued on some other sites such as Assasif, as 

well as the royal tomb, but the physical evidence for this is lacking to date. 

In year six, and the fraction of seven that Ramesses IV survived, I have been unable to 

find any evidence of decoration or inscriptions being placed in temples although one may 

assume the Assasif foundation continued and that plans were drawn up for its decoration. I 

think the ostraca found in KV 9 are relevant to this decoration and they are discussed further 

in Chapter Eight. 

The Clergy 

sJ-Jst High Priest of Onuris at Thinis 

It is not known precisely when sJ-Jst began his career, but it may well have been under 

Ramesses ID.182 He is also attested under Ramesses V being shown in a scene dating from this 

reign in the tomb of the Third Prophet of Amun. From the same scene we know the name of 

his wife and daughter. 

182 Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. p.64, for these and following details. 
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His other remaining monuments are an undated block statue in Cairo, which shows his 

father's name was identical with his, and an inscribed, undated, flint from Abydos. 183 No 

evidence survives of any activities he may have undertaken during the reign ofRarnesses IV. 

gpwty-ms High Priest (?) of Osiris at Abydos 

The dating of the appointment of this person, and even his name, are uncertain but 

Peden points to the closing years ofRamesses III and the accession ofRamesses IV as likely 

possibilities.184 Like his father, l;m, he was also to hold the office of High Steward of Khonsu 

but, beyond the possible names of his children, nothing is known of this person. 185 No 

evidence survives of this person's activities during the reign of Ramesses IV. 

rc--ms-sw-n!Jtw High Priest of Amun-Re 

Son of the Chief Taxation Master and High Steward ofMedinet Habu, mri-bJsl, he 

succeeded wsr-mJ,:t-r'-n/Jt sometime during the period after year 26 of Rarnesses III and 

before I smw, 14, of year 1 in the reign ofRarnesses IV.186 He still holds the same office in 

year 10 ofRamesses rx_ 187 

183 Block statue of sJ-Jst, Cairo Jd'E 45392, in.KRJ VI, p.428, XXIV, l , b. I. Gaballa and Kitchen, 'Ramesside 
Varia III, A Behedite, A Theban and A Thinite', Serapis 6, 1980, pp.79-81 giving family tree. Inscribed flint 
from the same person, text in KRI VI, p .428, XXIV, 1, b. 2. His uncertain attribution to Ramesses III is due to 
a statue found and reburied by Mariette, see Peden, 'ibid.'. p.64, n .4. 
184 Based on Stela Louvre E. 17227, text in KRJ VI, pp.98-99. Also J. Vandier, 'La stele de Hori', RdE 13, 
1961, p .67. Peden, 'ibid.'. p.65 and ns 1-4. 
185 Possibly the priests in the middle and bottom register scenes of Louvre E. 17227, see especially KRJ VI, 
p.99, line 14 which refers to' ... his son, Waab Priest i w.fn imn . . . . ', although these could also be the sons 
of the priests previously mentioned 
186 Year 26 of Ramesses lll, post of High Priest of Amun-Re still held by wsr-mJ't-r-n!Jt. see 0 . DM 148, in 
KR1 V, p.505, line 15. I ~mw, 14, of year I ofRamesses IV and post held by r'-ms-sw-n!Jtw, see 0 . DM 161, in 
KR1 Vl, p .114, line 12. Note Valbelle suggests that the activity of 0 . DM 161 taken in conjunction with 0 . 
Berlin P.12640 and 0 . Srrasbourg H.82 indicate a vacancy in the office of Vizier in year 1 ofRamesses IV, see 
Valbelle, "Les ouvriers de la Tombe": Deir el-Medineh a /'epoque ramesside. Cairo, 1985, p. l % . 
187 P .ESP 22, in KRJ VI, p.518, line 1 1. 
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Peden notes no certain references to rc-ms-sw-n!Jtwprior to year 2 ofRamesses IV, 

but subsequent to that date he is attested in a number of capacities. I suggest the two ostraca, 

0 . Cairo CGC 25,310. , and 25,311., naming this individual belong to the first year of 

Ramesses IV due to their dealing with 'the speech of the crew' which appears to be connected 

with the tail end of the 'strikes' at the end of year 29 ofRamesses III. 188 The Sydney ostracon 

R. 97, which mentions this High Priest in connection with three Royal Butlers inquiring into 

problems with the rations of the Deir el Medina workmen, also fits rather neatly into the start 

of year 2 ofRamesses IVs reign.189 

One well documented activity of his was leadership of the Great Quarrying Expedition 

to the Wadi Hammamat in year 3 ofRamesses IV. In the same year he also appears on P.DM 

24 dealing with the distribution of wages to the workmen of Deir el Medina and some 

problems with this system. 190 He also probably appears on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,267., from the 

same year. 191 

There is also mention of this individual on the undated ostracon 0 . Cairo CGC 

25 030., found in KV 9 as a part of a deposit in that tomb. If the ostraca from KV 9 are, as I 

suggest in Chapter Eight, preparatory sketches for the Large valley temple ofRamesses IV at 

Assasif, then this item will have been sketched between years 3 and 5 of Ramesses IV. This 

High Priest also appears at the burial ofRamesses IV in year 1 ofRamesses V. 192 

188 Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.425, limits 0 . Cairo CGC 25,311., to the reign ofRamesses IV and 
Kitchen places both this and 0 . Cairo CGC 25.310., in the reign of Ramesses IV, see KRI VI, p.151 and K.RJ 
VII, p.455. Valbelle, "Les ouvriers de la Tombe": Deir el-Medineh a l'epoque ramesside. p.142 suggests that 
r-ms-sw-n!Jtwacted as a courier du.ring the first year ofRamesses IV due to a vacancy in the post of Vizier. I 
think this vacancy unlikely but the performing of the courier duties possible. 
189 0 . Sydney R. 97, in KR1 VI, pp.151-2. Eyre notes that this ostracon could not be any earlier than year 2 of 
Ramesses IV, but that it is also very similar in format and style to the Turin Strike Papyrus. Eyre, 'A 'Strike' 
text from the Theban Necropolis', Glimpses of Ancient Egypt: Studies in Honour of H. W. Fairman , ed. J. 
Ruffle, G. A. Gaballa and K. A. Kitchen, Warminster, 1979, p.84, n.z, third paragraph and p.85, third 
paragraph. Unfortunately there are no real upper limits to dating this ostracon before Ramesses V, so the 
placing must remain as a suggestion. Eyre, in contrast to Peden, states that this High Priest is attested in year l 
ofRamesses IV but I have been unable to verify his statement. Eyre, 'ibid.', p.81, n .e, fourth paragraph. 
190 Leadership of Great Wadi Hammamat Expedition, see K.RJ VI. p.14, line 1. Note also the inscription by his 
servant in K.RJ VI, p.12, lines 5-6. P.DM 24, in K.RJ VI. pp.134-5. 
191 0 . Cairo CGC 25,267., in K.RJ VI, p.133, no.81, A.44. Note only title 'High Priest of Amun-R.e' is 
preserved on the ostracon. 
192 KRl VI, p.244, line 14. 
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rc-ms-sw-n!Jtws tomb in Dru' Abu el-Naga, TT 293, is largely destroyed although 

some parts of friezes probably from the 'Book of Gates' remain. He appears in the tomb of his 

son-in-law imn-m-ipt., TT 148, and in the tomb of stJw, tomb no.4 at EI-Kab.193 

Statues of the High Priest are known from the Cachette at Karnak temple, while there 

are a number of texts referring to re -ms-sw-n!Jtw within the same temple precincts. 194 One 

particular statue shows this official as a seated scribe with a Thoth ape of his home city of 

Hennopolis as a protective deity. 195 At the East End of Pylon VIII he is represented 

petitioning the Theban triad of Amun, Mut, and Khonsu for a long and healthy life, while at 

Medinet Habu he appears on three door-jambs of a subordinate's memorial temple petitioning 

Ptah. 196 

The conventional view of this High Priest is that he was extending his personal and 

priestly influence in the acts of supervision over the Deir el Medina workforce. Peden notes 

that, as far as we know, the workmen came under the direct control of the Southern Vizier 

and were not in any way the responsibility of the First Prophet of Amun, or his senior temple 

officials, and continues; 197 

However it seems clear that following the strikes of the early Twentieth Dynasty, when 

the state payment apparatus failed, the tombworkers were forced to tum to the agency 

of the richest official in the area - the High-Priest of Amun-Re. Here Cerny (CAH 3, II, 

628) was undoubtedly correct in assuming that Ramessesnakht had acquired new 

prerogatives and duties, no doubt at the expense of the Southern Vizier, and that the 

193 Tomb of imn-m-ipL TT 148, in KRI VI. pp.90-94, with mention of r-ms-sw-n./Jtw on p.93, line 14. 
Tomb of stJw, no.4 at El-Kab, in KRJV, pp.430-1. PMV. pp.181-2. 
194 Statues, Cairo nos 42162, 42163, for the latter see KRJ VI, p.89, 2. No.42163, it will be noted, shows the 
High Priest as a simple, seated scribe with a papyrus upon his knee and with a baboon representing the God 
Thoth perched protectively above him. This is a unique portrayal of a High Priest at this time, while no.42162 
shows the High Priest presenting a shrine. No.42162 is illustrated on pl.IV, B, and the other, no.42163, as 
pl.IV, A, in Lefebvre, Histoire des Grands Pretres d'Amon de Karnak. jusqu'a la XX/e Dynastie. Kees, Das 
Priestertum im Agyptischen Staal vom Neuen Reich bis zur Sptitzeit. Brill, Leiden, 1953, p.126 points out that 
the baboon is of the High Priest's home city ofHermopolis. 
195 Kees, Das Priestertum im Agyptischen Staal vom Neuen Reich bis zur Sptitzeit. Brill, Leiden., 1953, p.126. 
196 East End of Pylon VIII, in KRI VI, pp.87-88. Medinet Habu, door-jambs of Memorial temple for st!}-ms, 
Treasury Scribe of the Estate of Amun., in KRI VI, pp.89-90. 
197 Peden., The Reign ofRamesses IV p.66, n.8, based on E. Bogoslovsky, 'Hundred Egyptian Draughtsmen', 
zAS 107, 1980, p.91. 
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former was in all probability directly funding the people of the Tomb from the finances 

of the Temple of Amun itself 198 

Further support for this view can be found in P.Turin 1879 where this same High 

Priest receives on two separate occasions in a year 6 (Ill 3Qt, 20, and IV 3gt, 7) an inventory of 

copper tools in the Great Court of the temple of Amun at Karnak given by the Scribe of the 

Tomb.199 Kitchen places this papyrus under Ramesses VI. 200 Valbelle also notes that in year 1 

of Ramesses V this High Priest ordered the Medjay of the region to come and defend the tomb 

and its workers.201 Besides these acts, there are also the scenes of rc--ms-sw-ngtwotfering 

flowers to Amun and Khons and greeting Amun and Mut which can be seen as an assumption 

of the king's role and as pointing to the ambitions of the High Priest. 202 

Nevertheless, in contrast to this viewpoint, there is the evidence that the High Priest 

was only a courier to the workers and was, on all other occasions after the first year of 

Ramesses IV, only a member of an official party visiting the tomb, that party frequently 

198 Peden, 'ibid.'. pp.66-67, n.8 . C. J. Eyre, 'A Draughtsman's Letter from Thebes' SAK 11, 1984, pp.205-6. 
199 P.Tu.rin 1879. also known as P.Tu.rin 1879 + 1899+ 1969, in KRJ VI, p.338, lines 3 and 13-14, where the 
name of the High Priest is also given. Valbelle, "Les ouvrlers de la Tombe": Deir el-Medineh a l'epoque 
ramesside. p. 71, without attribution to a reign. 
200 P.Turin 1879. in KRI VI, pp.335-9. As opposed to Valbelle. 'ibid.'. p.142, n.6, who places this incident in 
the time of Ramesses IV. 
20 1 ValbelJe. 'ibid.'. p.142, who, at p.142. n.8, would place 0 . Cairo CGC 25,271. , under Ramesses V or VI 
due to the number of workmen mentioned (62), but fails to consider the fragmentary nature of the ostracon at 
that point or the fact that the distribution noted could be for one side. Text in KRI VII, p.455. 
202 KRl VI, p.88. scenes a and b. Discussed by A. Ansford in his treatment of that family in The High Priest of 
Amun, Amunhotpe and His Fami~Y- Unpublished MA research essay, Auckland University, 1988, pp.7-10, and 
seen against a background of general Theban decay of royal and other prestige. Nevertheless even the author 
admits that the intervention by the High Priest is an' ... unusual but not a dramatic change ... .', 'ibid'. p.8, 
and the accommodation between the High Priest and the Vizier on later occasions, including the burial of 
Ramesses IV, seems, to me, to indicate a restructuring of duties due to the wealth of the temple of Amun and 
with royal consent. The only possible indication of dissent comes in P.Gardiner 4 where, in a letter of the 
draughtsman Honnin to his father. Scribe Hori of the Tomb, the statement is made on verso, lines 4-6, ' . .. 
And when I spoke of it <to> the High Priest, (5) the leaders said to me "We will bring him up. It is not the 
responsibility of the (6) Priest."' Interestingly this letter refers to a' . .. commission of Pharaoh like this, (4) the 
men are doubled for it . . . . ', indicating, to my mind, the order to double the workforce to 120 men in year 2 of 
Ramesses IV and placing this letter shortly after that date, see Eyre, 'A Draughtsman's Letter from Thebes', 
SAK 11, 1984, pp.197-8. There is also the mention of the earlier High Priest of Amun, Rome-Roy, mimicking 
the king in his description of finding a ruined building and repairing it, while another High Priest is known to 
have had control of the 'Troops of Amun'. see Lefebvre, Histoire des Grands Pretres d'Amon de Karnak. 
jusqu'a la XXIe Dynastie. pp.151-2, and p.56, respectively. There is also, in contrast, the later scene of the 
High Priest Amunhotep offering flowers to Ramesses IX and being shown as the same size as that Pharaoh 
Lefebvre, 'ibid.'. p.188, which, to my mind, seems a lesser offence than trying to dispense with the Pharaoh 
altogether and thus makes rt:-ms-sw-n/Jtw's activities as a result of ambition alone, very unlikely. 
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involving the Vizier and the Royal Butlers as well. 203 The reasons for his involvement in the 

investigation of strikes about rations by the royal workmen in the first few years of Rarnesses 

IV could be due to the grain ships given to the temple of Amun by Ramesses ill and the fact 

that his temple of Amun at Thebes was the largest local depository of grain available. 204 

Evidence that the Vizier, .nfr-mpt, remained the effective superior of the workmen 

comes from the gift of silver tools in year 2 of Rarnesses V, or VI, to that Vizier from the 

workmen and the giving of the order to reduce the crew size to 60 noted in that same 

document. 205 If the involvement of rc-ms-sw-nbtwwith the workmen was due to an overhaul 

of the delivery system of royal rations as a result of workmen's complaints, then the direct 

supply of these rations from tax payments collected, rather than from royal granaries, and with 

transport arranged by the High Priest would seem to be confinned by the records from year 2 

ofRamesses VI onwards.206 

While the scenes of offering flowers and greetings to Amun and Mut are unusual, as is 

the command of the year 3 Wadi Hammamat Expedition, it must not be forgotten that rc-ms

sw-n!Jtwwas a High Priest of Amun and in control of some of the most extensive labour and 

transport resources Ancient Egypt possessed. This leads me to the suggestion that his skills 

and abilities in this area were utilised by Ramesses IV, much as he used the Royal Butlers for 

roving commissions, and that the reward for r,.-ms-sw-nbtwwas the ability to place scenes of 

himself on Pylon VII of Amun's temple. It should be noted that these scenes are on a Pylon 

and not within the Hypostyle Hall, or on its Columns for example. 

203 The only ostracon that I am aware ofin which re-ms-sw-n/Jtwis entirely unaccompanied is 0 . Cairo CGC 
25,310., text in KR1 VI, p.151 and KRI VII, p.455 . Even on 0. Cairo CGC 25,311., there is what may be the 
remains of a Royal Butler's name in the words Jmn-!J,rw, while on 0 . Cairo CGC 25,267., in KR/VI, p.133, the 
Vizier and Overseer of the Treasury appear, as on P.DM 24, while 0 . Cairo CGC 25,030., is excluded as being 
a study for the Large valley temple at Assasif. 
204 Katery, Land Tenure in the Ramesside Period. p.192 cites P.Harris I as noting the ships belonging to the 
house of Amun., besides P.Turin 1882 and P Amiens for showing the grain transport ships belonging to Amun. 
Since Ramesses Ill also boasts of having given transport vessels to Ptah and Re in P.Harris I, it is highly likely 
that he also gave them to Amun in far higher numbers and size than either of these two lesser deities. 
205 0. Berlin P.12654, reduction in crew size on verso, lines 1-2, silver tools for Vizier on verso, lines 6-8, text 
in KRJ VI, pp.344-5. Note Valbelle. "Les ouvriers de la Tombe": Deir el-Medineh a J'epoque ramesside. 
p.200, places the document in the reign ofRamesses V, while Kitchen places it in the reign ofRamesses VI. 
Janssen recently declared himself convinced of its dating to the reign ofRamesses V by Valbelle, see Janssen, 
Village Varia: Ten Studies on the History and Administration of Deir el Medina. p.136. 
206 Valbelle, 'ibid.'. pp.150-1. 
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Thus I think Ramesses IV altered the duties of the High Priest of Amun to aid in the 

distribution and procurement of workmen's rations and to help the transport and 

administration of a quarrying expedition. The lack of regular involvement in these areas at say 

Serabit el K.hadim or Timna., and the large numbers of Vizier-led inspections at Deir el Medina 

without this High Priest, indicate that this was just a temporary alteration of duties for specific 

circumstances. 

imn-m-ipt Third Prophet of Amun and High Priest of Mut 

Son-in-law of re-ms-sw-n!Jtw, he is known from a brief dedicatory text at Karnak in 

Ramesses IV's year 3 and his tomb.207 The latter, TT 148 at Dru' Abu el-Naga., contains scenes 

of his investment as High Priest ofMut in the presence ofRarnesses IV when the latter was 

Crown Prince in year 27 ofRamesses ID, as well as two previous occasions when he had 

received royal favours, and a scene where his robe contains the cartouches ofRamesses V, 

thus showing him still to have been in office during the reign of this latter king. 208 The 

information preserved does not indicate that any changes to his office were made by Ramesses 

IV. 

twrf!ilfJ-.mrt-re-n/Jt High Priest of Montu at Thebes 

Appointed High Priest during the reign of Rarnesses ID, he served through most of 

Ramesses IV's reign and is thought to have changed his name due to loyalist motives at 

roughly the same time as the official adoption of the new royal prenomen in year 2 of 

207 Dedicatory text, year 3, KRJ VI, p. 94. PM1 II, p . 96, where the period is given as Ramesses III. tomb TI 
148, tex1s in KRJVI , pp.90-93. 
208 Gaballa and Kitchen, 'Ramesside Varia IV, The Prophet Amenemope, His Tomb and Family', MDAIK 37, 
1981, pp.161-80. Scenes of installation and mention of two previous favours during year 27 ofRamesses III 
'ibid.', p.175, two previous occasions 'ibid.', p.172, wearing robe with cartouche ofRamesses V 'ibid.', p.164. 
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Ramesses IV.209 He was succeeded by his-son, pJ-nb-mnfW, after year 3 ofRamesses IV at the 

earliest. 2 10 

He is also known from a rock inscription in the Wadi Hammamat dated to year I, ID 

smw, 5, his Theban Tomb, TT 222, whose decoration can be dated to years 3-4 ofRamesses 

IV, and an undated seated statue of himself excavated at Medamud. 211 

His behaviour, from this slender evidence, appears to have been parallel to that of rc

ms-sw-n/Jtw, High Priest of Amun-Re, in that he was at Wadi Hammamat in year 3, made 

dedicatory inscriptions, and supplied, or was given by royal favour, a statue of himself. 

Obviously his appearance at Wadi Hamrnamat would have been by royal command and 

perhaps he too was used as a transport and quarrying expert by Ramesses IV being rewarded, 

not with inscriptions but, with a statue. Accordingly, there is some slight evidence to regard 

this High Priest as having his duties altered by Ramesses IV. 

spw High Priest of Nekhbet at El-Kah 

First attested as High Priest in year 29 ofRamesses ill, having succeeded his father to 

the post, spwremained in office until at least year 4 ofRamesses IX.212 He was married to CJl

mrt(II), daughter of nb-ms the High Priest of Horus ofHierakonpolis and his wife, mwt-m

wil 213 He had at least seven sons, the eldest of which, pJ-sr, was to succeed him as High 

Priest, and three daughters.214 sf]wwas a contemporary of the High Priest of Amun, re-ms-

209 For summary of career see L. A. Christophe, 'Sur deux textes de Ramses IV, ASAE 48, 1948, pp.152-4. For 
illustrations from TT 222 see N. M. Davies, 'An Unusual Depiction ofRamesside Funerary Rites', JEA 32, 
1946, pp.69-70. 
2 10 Son pJ-nb-mnJwknown as High Priest ofMontu from twr !; tomb, see KR1 VI, p.95, line 7. 
211 TT 222, text in KRl VI. pp.95-96, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses rv in Chapter 
Five. Year l rock inscription at Wadi Hammamat, see KRJ VI, pp.2-3 . Seated statue from Medamud, KRJ VI, 
pp.94-95 . 
212 Mention in year 29 ofRamesses III, KRl V, p.430, line 10. Year 4 ofRamesses IX given by inscription in 
his tomb. KRI VI, p.558. L.D. T. rv, p.50. See also W. Spiegelberg, 'Ein Kiinstlerinschrift des Neuen Reiches', 
RecTrav 24, 1902, pp.185-7. Kees, Das Priestertum im Agyptischen Staat vom Neuen Reich bis zur Spatzeit. 
Brill, Leiden, 1953, p.156. Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. pp.68-69. 
213 KR1 VI. p.557. L.D.T. rv, p.49. 
214 KRl VI, p.557, line 12 on, Bierbrier, LNK. p.12, and chart m on p.10. 



sw-n!Jtw (I), who was depicted and named in spws tomb, and his son-in-law the Third 

Prophet of Amun, imn-m-ipt. 215 
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One of rc--ms-sw-n!Jtws sons, 111Ji-bJst (II), married one of sf]Ws daughters, probably 

tJw-ndm (II). 216 There is no evidence to indicate any changes to this' priests duties during the 

reign of Ramesses IV. 

pn-drity High Priest of Elephantine Triad 

This individual is known from a single shabti figure found at Thebes and a series of six 

brief graffiti texts found around the region of the first cataract at Sehel.217 His wife is given as 

a Chantress ofMontu, nflry, and his father as the Overseer of the Divine Servants, pn-niwt.218 

His son is given as Third(?) Prophet ofKhnum, l)Jt-imy, while his daughter is simply called IJ

smnt. 21 9 Another son, nb-wnn.f, left a further series of graffiti in the Sehel region when he 

became High Priest of the same triad. 220 

Interestingly this High Priest is the direct superior of a Waab Priest who was accused 

of a large variety of crimes under Ramesses IV and V. Among these crimes is interference 

with the retainers of the Vizier sent to fetch a 'Gods father', his detection in theft by !Jc--m-Jr 

the Overseer of the Treasury, and his interference with an election ofBekhenkhons by the 

Vizier, nfr-mpt. 221 It is difficult to believe that he was not privy to, and receiving bribes to 

ignore, these acts, but the accession of his son indicates that all remained undetected. The 

opposition to an unspecified Bekhenkhons (three well known individuals of that name are 

known from the time of Ramesses IV) would be more than a local political movement given 

that the Vizier is involved, and probably indicates a rival 'house' to the Theban priesthood 

215 L.D.T IV p.49. 
216 KRl VI, pp.557-8, gives names of daughters. For marriage see Bierbrier, LNK p.12, and chart III on p. IO. 
211 KRl VI, pp.100-1. Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. p.69. 
218 Wife nfuyin KR! VI, p.100, lines 9-lO. Father pn-niwtin KR! VI, p.101, line 3. 
219 KRl VI, p.101 , lines 6-7. 
220 KRl VI, pp.422-3 . 
221 Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.111 . 
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Ramesses IV. 

pn-imn Chief Archivist, Temple of Ramesses ID 
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Known from a graffito in the temple of Thutmose ID, which merely records his arrival 

in 'year 2, ID prt, 13 ' little more information is given by his other monument, Berlin stela 

7307, than his wife a 'Chantress of Amun's Name', tJy-siry, and a Chief Scribe, PY, who has no 

relationship expressed but is shown on the stela in the position a son would normally be.222 No 

information indicating any changes to his duties during the reign of Ramesses IV has survived. 

Sem Priests 

Two of these belonging to religious establishments ofRamesses IV are known by 

name; 

/;Jlp-mJct-rc-n!Jtwho made a tour in year 4, tpy n prt, 5, together with the Overseer of 

the Troops of the Great House and Sem Priests lJand ghwty-ms, of the establishments of 

Ramesses II and ill respectively in order to inspect a temple. 223 

psrwhose statue base, Ashmolean Museum 1888.614b, conveys little beyond his bare 

title and establishment. Its provenance was said to be 'Thebes' by the donor and photographs 

supplied of the item shows a line of wJst, cn!J, and {!d symbols repeated below the right hand 

line given by Kitchen. 224 The form of the prenomen indicates a date between years 2 and 7 of 

Ramesses IV. 

222 Graffito in the temple of Thutmose Ill, KRI VI, p. 97. Berlin stela no. 7307, KRI VI, pp. 97-98, names on 
p.98, lines 6-10. 
223 KRI VI, p.97, no.71.1. 
224 KRI VI, p. 97. Also personal letter from Christopher Kirby, Ashmolean Museum. and photograph supplied 
by Ashmolean Museum photographic services. Dated to years 2-7 ( dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV 
in Chapter Five above. 
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RamessesIV. 

Other Clergy 
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Kees notes a Usimarenacht with the title 'God's Father of Arnun-Re-Soter at Karnak 

and 'Priest ofMin-Ka-Mutef1 as well as 'First Prophet of Horus and Isis' (in Coptos) under 

Ramesses IV and on his Wadi Hammamat Expedition but I have not found any further 

evidence of this individual .22s 

Beside the material above, we have an indictment of a Waab Priest of the temple of 

Khnum at Elephantine, pne-nf.c~ also called sd, for various crimes.226 The crimes cover the 

theft of sacred cattle and their sale, taking and possibly creating false receipts, debauching 

wives, thieving amulets and property, assault, not observing the sacred rites, and interfering 

with the Vizier's decisions. Only one actual crime is dated to the time ofRamesses IV, but I 

have assumed those preceding it are at least contemporary as there seems to be no other basis 

than chronological sequence used in the papyrus to catalogue his crimes. 227 

From these records it can be seen that even a Waab Priest of a minor temple had a 

large scope of action and ability to command resources and people. He was able to bribe (?) 

someone with ' ... loin cloth of fine cloth, a folding stool, 2 pairs of sandals, 2 ivory tusks . . . 

100 bundles of palm leaves, 1000 .bY.Yfruit, (some) gutted fish, [loa]ves, and beer.'228 

Obviously the Egyptian state's delivery of goods under Ramesses IV cannot have broken down 

too severely if these items were available at the other end of the country from the Delta, and 

the inclusion of perishable items such as beer and bread show that these are not hoarded or 

temple decoration items. 

225 Kees, Das Priestertum im Agyptischen Staal vom Neuen Reich bis zur Sptitzeit. Brill, Leiden, 1953, 
pp.158-9. 
226 P.Turin 1887, Gardiner, RAD. pp.73-82. Translation in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. pp.109-113. 
227 Theft of twenty oxen in year l ofRamesses IV, Gardiner, RAD. p.77, line 9. Peden, 'ibid.'. p.112. 
228 Gardiner, RAD. p.76, lines 10-12. Peden, 'ibid.'. p.111. 
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Some small pieces of infonnation are provided by the Supervisors of the Estates of 

Khonsu and Amun-Re in P .Mallet (P. Louvre 1050).229 The Estate ofKhonsu from year 33 of 

Ramesses ID until year 3 ofRamesses IV supplied clothing, undressed hides, barley, flour, and 

even a coat of mail to the servant imn-m-wiJ, but he complains that the local contributions 

ordered are not being met' . . . and no one gave the provisions to the local temple where I am, 

and no-one would give me rations nor offerings (of any kind).'230 This appears remarkably 

similar to the situation of the Deir el Medina workers in year 29 ofRamesses ID (see Chapter 

Three) where the grain and other supplies coming from the royal coffers are actually aniving, 

but the local supplies such as fish, fuel , etc., are, I suggest, being embezzled by the local 

administrative hierarchy. 

The same P .Mallet gives us a view of the power of the Superintendent of Cattle of the 

Estate of Amun-Re, one bJk-n-!Jnsw, telling the above servant, imn-m-wiJ, to collect others 

for corvee labour.231 These labourers even include Medjay officers. bJk-n-!Jnswcontinues by 

giving detailed instructions to the Scribe of the Offering Table, iry, to arrange for supplies of 

wood and charcoal to be sent, probably by boat, from the quay side of the district ofKheriu 

and advising of the coming of one of his servants to iry. 

Thus even a minor, local official such as a Waab Priest or a local Superintendent of 

Cattle is concerned with the daily task of overseeing and running an efficient agricultural 

operation and taken with the known thefts ofP.Turin 1887, this show a picture of an 

administration where certainly some goods are diverted but the majority are delivered, even in 

the temple organisations, to their correct destinations. 

There does not appear to be any evidence that the organisation of temple lands and 

estates was altered during the reign ofRamesses IV. 

This concludes my survey of the secular and religious administration under Ramesses 

IV. 

229 Text in KRl VI, pp.65-68. Translation in Peden, 'ibid.'. pp. l 17-19. 
230 Peden, 'ibid.'. p.118. 
231 Peden, 'ibid.'. p.118. Nevertheless the Superintendent of Cattle of the Estate of Amun-Re, bJk-n-!)nsw, may 
have had a powerful relative in the form of imn-m-ipt since that individual shows in his tomb a brother with 
the office of 'overseer of cattle of the offering table of Amun' and the same name, see Gaballa and Kitchen, 
'Ramesside Varia IV, The Prophet Amenemope, His Tomb and Family', MDAIK 31, 1981, p. 170, no.IV. 



Chapter Eight 

Introduction 

Foreign Relations and Mining Expeditions 

under Ramesses IV 
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In P .Hanis I Ramesses m had outlined his relationships with external 

countries. They were treated as existing to provide supplies of natural resources such 

as timber, metals, and servants to Egypt, as well as do his bidding, in exchange for his 

divine gift of life. 1 To this end, he tells us he sent expeditions for minerals, metal, and 

woods to both Asia and Punt, while he built temples for the populations of Asia and 

provided garrisons to watch over them. 

Further information as to the state of Egypt's Asiatic foreign possessions on the 

accession ofRamesses IV can be extrapolated from the inscriptions at Medinet Habu 

concerning the Sea Peoples. It will be remembered that Ramesses III fought one major 

war against this foe, and several against the Libyans, in his early years. At that time the 

'border-/Js 'which Ramesses Ill strengthened against the onslaught is described as 

being at Djhay (dJhy) in Palestine. 2 His description of the forces thus strengthened are 

Chiefs (wrw), Garrison Commanders (imyw-rJ iw'yf), and Maryanu (mryn). 

Higginbotham comments that this passage bears witness to the dual system of 

administration as both local and pharaonic officials are marshalled to defend the border 

1 The most complete treatment I have seen to date of this subject is M. Liverani, Prestige and 
Interest: International Relations in the Near East ca. 1600-1 JOO B.C. Padova, 1990, pp.33-43, I 15-
25. Also interesting are Janssen. 'Prolegomena to the Study of Egypt's Economic History During the 
New Kingdom', SAK3, 1975, pp.155-7, 161-4, 172-3, and A. J. Spalinger, 'From Local to Global: 
The Extension of an Egyptian Bureaucratic Term to the Empire', SAK 23, 1996, pp.353-76. The 
latter. although primarily concerned with the terms 'bJkw' and 'inw : contains a very thorough 
bibliography in its notes which covers the most recent discussions about the Egyptian view of their 
foreign possessions, e.g. p.354, n.4 . 
2 KRJ V, p.40, lines 5-12. See discussion and translation by E. Edel, 'Der SeevOl.kerbericht aus dem 8. 
Jahre Ramses' ill', Melanges Gama/ Eddin Mokhtar, v. l , ed. P. Posener-Krieger, Cairo, 1985, pp.234-
7. 
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in Palestine.3 The Chiefs (wrw), who are local vassal princes, and the Garrison 

Commanders (imyw-rl iwcyf) are the same as those mentioned in the Kadesh bulletin 

as being responsible for intelligence gathering, while the third group, Maryanu (01JYI1), 

were an elite force ofHurrian derivation or inspiration. P.Harris I describes the 

captivity of the selfsame Sea Peoples after the battles and some have seen this as 

indicating that they were then settled on the southern coastal plain of Palestine, whose 

Philistine settlement dates from this period, so that they might guard the coastal route. 4 

Nevertheless, all indications are that any such captives would have been settled far 

away. 

Therefore, we have a picture of Asia at the start of the reign ofRamesses IV 

divided up into local areas under their princes and owing allegiance to Egypt, while 

garrisons placed at strategic points help maintain that allegiance. 5 The portions of Syria 

and Palestine that remained within the Egyptian sphere were subject to its revenue 

gathering. This included the founding of a temple of .Amun at PaCannan, possibly the 

3 C.R. Higginbotham. The Egyptianization of Ramesside Palestine. The John Hopkins University. 
Ph.D., 1994, pp.89-90. 
4 P.Harris I, 76, 7-9, Higginbotham, 'ibid.'. pp. 92-94. See also M. Bietek, 'Zur Landnahme PalAstinas 
durch die Seevolker und zu.m Ende der agyptischen Provinz Kana<an', MDAIK 47, 1991 , p.37. 
5 Higginbotham, 'ibid.'. pp. 497-9 suggests that there was only a clear Egyptian presence at Beth 
Shan, Deir el Balah. Gaza, Jaffa, and Tirona and also claims that insufficient evidence exists for a 
permanent Egyptian presence at Aphek, Lachish. or Meggido. Bietek, in contra.st, sees that Egypt ' . . . 
intensified its control and exercised an enormous cultural influence . . . .', in this province especially 
south of the Yarkon river and the Jordan Valley, see Bietek, 'ibid.', p.41. Nevertheless Higginbotham's 
work. pp.488-91, shows that this is unlikely and that there was not a high degree ofEgyptianization 
in Palestine except around the garrison towns noted above. On the other hand Bietek's reconstruction 
of the remnant of Syria-Palestine still under Rarnesses Ill's control still appears valid, Bielak, 'ibid.', 
p.48. Giveon also neatly summarises the evidence for Egyptian residence in Canaan and Palestine, 
Giveon, The Impact of Egypt upon Canaan. Gottingen, 1978, pp.22-23, 26, with the possible 
discovery of a temple of Isis at Aphek. There is a most fascinating study of Egyptian Governors' 
residences by Oren which includes at pp.39-49 a list of the known residences and their features on 
p.50 such as thick walls, long thin rooms for storing 'imposts', built on high ground, and being a 
square shape. Oren suggests the end of Egyptian rule in Canaan under Rarnesses VI at p.55, and 
discusses the linkage of such a system with the 'Ways of Horus' and the Egyptian military system in 
Northern Sinai, E . D. Oren, 'Governors' Residences in Canaan under the New Kingdom : A Case 
Study of Egyptian Administration', The SSEA Journal 14, 1984, pp.37-56. Bunimovitz also notes that 
the 'Governor's residence' is usually erected on the acropolis of the site and near, or on top of, fonner 
Government buildings, see S. Bunimovitz, 'An Egyptian 'Governor's Residency' at Gezer?-Another 
suggestion', Te/ Aviv 15-16, 1988-89, p.70. 
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Karnak temple. 6 
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The temple of Amun at PaCannan served as a collection point for the tribute of 

the Retenu, although the allocation of a town's taxes do not necessarily indicate that a 

temple should be presumed in the region. 7 In Lachish, and elsewhere, records inscribed 

on pottery bowls have been found of wheat and grain accounts in association with 

scarabs of Ramesses TI, and perhaps Ramesses III, indicating that they were grain and 

tribute accounts. 8 At least one large and provincial statue of Ramesses ill is known 

from Beth Shan while a fragmentary cast bronze plaque with his prenomen has been 

excavated at Lachish. 9 

6 Foundation of temple of Amun in PaCannan, P.Harris I, 9, 1-3. Discussion of what sort of temple 
this is. 'fortified house' versus 'house of religious mysteries'. based on word 'stJt' see Higginbotham, 
The Egyptianization of Ramesside Palestine. pp. 95-%. Location of temple in PaCannan, see 
Higginbotham, 'ibid.'. pp.96-99. 
7 Bringing of impost by the 'foreigners of the retenu' to the temple of Amun at PaCannan, P.Harris I, 
9. 3. Discussion of the holdings and temple ownership of that temple in C. Uhelinger 'Der Amun
Tempel Ramses' Ill in pJ-knrn, seine siidpalastinischen Tempelgiiter und der Obergang von der 
Agypter-zur Philisterherrschaft: ein Hinweis auf einige wenig beachtete Ska.rabaen', ZDPV 104, 1988, 
pp.6-25. Allocation of the taxes of nine cities in Syria-Palestine and Nubia to the temple of Amun at 
Karnak, P.Harris I, 11 , 11, although it should be noted the summary at the end, 68a, 2, has only' 9 
cities of'!JJrw". S. Wimmer 'Egyptian Temples in Canaan and Sinai', Studies in Egyptology 
Presented to Miriam Lichtheim, v.II, ed. S. Israelit-Groll, Jerusalem, 1990, p.1089, points out that 
allocation of taxes does not have to imply a local temple. 
8 Higginbotham, The Egyptianization of Ramesside Palestine. pp. I 00-4, concluding with 'The 
growing assemblage of hieratic inscriptions from southern Palestine attests to continued Pharaonic 
sovereignty over the region. Most of the inscriptions appear to be a type of accounting text related to 
the collection of taxes. The fact that many of the texts were written on complete bowls suggests that 
they were not merely administrative, but also votive in nature . . . . ' The attribution of these bowls to 
the period ofRamesses III has been questioned by Jae. J. Janssen, 'Two Variant Accounts?', VA l , 
1985, p.112. on the basis of the use ofliterary signs in Mc>ller. Nevertheless the independent analysis 
by Goldwasser of the ligatures for the bJ and b}µt ligatures is based on non literary records and 
confirms Tufnell's ideas placing the bowls around year 22 ofRamesses III, and, I suggest, year 4 and 
7 ofRamesses IV. 0 . Goldwasser, 'Hieratic inscriptions from Tel Sera' in Southern Canaan', Tel Aviv 
11, 1984, pp.81, 83. Against this view is the dating to the reign ofMerenptah given by Warburton 
who doubts that the name of Lachish is actually written on the bowl, Warburton, State and Economy 
in Ancient Egypt. (OBO No.151), Gottingen, 1997, pp.285-6. 
9 Statue of Ramesses II at Beth Shan including description and discussion of its recutting, see 
Higginbotham, The Egyptianization ofRamesside Palestine. pp.336-41. Cast bronze plaque of 
Ramesses ill Higginbotham, 'ibid.' . p.106. 
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Asia under Ramesses IV 

The surviving archaeological material indicates that some hold on the lower 

part of Syria Palestine was maintained during the reign ofRamesses IV. 10 The lack of 

burnt horizons in the southern Palestinian cities, plus the apparent nearby settlements 

of non-Egyptian peoples, indicates that the Egyptian hegemony continued until at least 

the reign ofRamesses VI. As an illustration of a typical garrison under Ramesses IV, 

there is the example of one of the latter's officials, ss nsw imy-rJ pr wr r[<-ms-ss}-wsr

!Jps, who acted as Ganison Commander during the reign of Ramesses ID at Beth Shan 

and had an elaborate house built there.11 

Scarabs ofRamesses IV have been found at Tell el-Far'a-Sud, Tell es-Safi, Tell 

Zakariya, Gezer, Deir el Balah, and Aphek while an 'inscribed stone' with his name has 

been found at Tell Delhamiya.12 

Higginbotham notes that the Lachish bowl with its impost records uses a 

ligature similar to one in P.Harris I, and I would suggest the foreign activity by 

Ramesses IV in year 3 indicates that this bowl should be tentatively ascribed to his 

reign. 13 This would then agree well with the suggested razzia in year 3 ofRamesses 

IV's reign. Having looked briefly at the broader Asian picture, we can now concentrate 

on the area of Sinai and the Western Desert. 

10 Probably of the area shown in Bietek, 'Zur Landnahme Palastinas durch die SeevOl.ker und zum 
Ende der agyptischen Provinz Kana<an', MDAIK 47. 1991 , p.48. 
11 Higginbotham, The Egyptianization of Ramesside Palestine. pp.107-8, gives father's name g/Jwty
ms, while the full title of the son and filiation are given on p. l 09 as {. .. imy-11] nmJyt fs pdt n nb tJwy 
ss nsw imy-11 pr wr r'-mss-wsr-/Jps sJ py !Jw (Jr wnm n nsw J.uy p{gt imy-r! !JJswt g/Jwty-ms .. .. J 
12 Bietek, 'ibid.' pp.40-41. 
13 Higginbotham, 'ibid.'. pp. 100-1, the & ligature is the one in question, while on p. l 04 she notes that 
Wimmer had related the texts on the bowls to the Papyrus Harris. See also Goldwasser for analysis of 
the ligatures in his article, 'Hieratic Inscriptions from Tel Sera' in Southern Canaan', Tel Aviv 11, 
1984, pp.81 , 83 , while the dating of the year 22 material (Goldwasser, 'ibid.', p.79 e) indicates the 
year 4 material noted by Tufnell is probably from Ramesses ill's successor, as Ramesses ill was 
involved with battling the Sea Peoples in that region during his early period, making farming and 
'impost' collection unlikely. 
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Serabit el Khadim 

In P .Harris I Ramesses ill claims to have mined turquoise in Sinai but, as 

Peden notes, the inscriptions of his from this area are surprisingly few in number.14 The 

area known as Serabit el Khadim is a days march inward from the bottom western 

coast of the Sinai peninsula and comprises several worked mine shafts, associated 

smelting and workshop sites, plus a temple to Hathor. 

Ramesses IV mounted expeditions to mine turquoise from this area as dated 

inscriptions indicate. The earliest, that of the Royal Butler sbk-.{Jtp who had the 

additional titles 'Overseer of the Treasury of Gold and Silver, Over the Secrets of the 

August Palace', is dated to year 3, ill smw. 15 In it sbk-.{Jtp proudly records his orders 

from the king to '. . . bring for him all that his heart desired ( of) turquoise, at his fourth 

expedition .... ' To my mind this indicates that the expeditions for turquoise are a 

yearly occurrence and started, or resumed, at the very outset ofRamesses IVs reign.16 

The use of a Royal Butler for roving commissions has been noted above in earlier 

chapters and the collection of titles indicate a very close attendance at court. 

The next dated material comes from year 5 ofRamesses IV and consists of the 

stela no.276 of pJ-nfrwhose titles were 'Scribe of the Commands of the Army, Scribe 

and Deputy of the Army' and who, in the month of II smw, recorded that 'His Majesty 

ordered the building of the "Mansion ofMillions of Years" ofRamesses Meriamun 

Ma'aty in the Estate ofHathor, Lady of Turquoise, by the Scribe of Commands of the 

Army, Panefer, son of Peroy, true of voice.' . 17 In actual fact this command was 

14 Ramesses III claims to have mined turquoise, P.Harris I, 78, 6-8, and Peden, The Reign of 
Ramesses I V. p.28, n.2. Grandet claims that P. Harris I, 78, 6-8 is a record ofRamesses III's 
expedition to Serabit el Khadim to mine turquoise, possibly in year 23 . Grandel, Le Papyrus Han-is I 
v.l, p.339, and v.II, pp.264-5, n.949. 
15 Stela of sbk-J;tp from KRI VI, pp.85-86, and KRJ VII, p.452. Translation from Gardiner, A. et al. 
The Inscriptions of Sinai. v. Il, p.194, no.302. 
16 Noted also by Peden but only as ' ... may have been at least four other expeditions before this . .. 
.', Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV p.28, and n.4, on the same page. 
17 Stela of pJ-nfr , KRI VI, p.27, translations in Gardiner, A. et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai. v.Il, 
pp.188-9, no.276, Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.29. 

J 



somewhat of an exaggeration as there already existed a temple on the site, but there 

was considerable rebuilding actually carried out. 18 
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The rebuilding took the form of a wall stela, redecoration, and ornamentation 

of mainly the 'sanctuary' area of the Hathor temple in which Ramesses IV makes an 

offering to Amun, or possibly Sopdu since the remains of the figure are fragmentary, 

and elsewhere offers the image ofMaat to Hathor. From the same area comes a door

jamb of Ramesses IV, a stone block with the carving of the king's head, some 

architraves, and a statue of a Thoth baboon with the name of Ramesses IV which can 

all be dated to year 5 ofRamesses IV. 19 The wall stela, which I have also dated to year 

5, is probably a Middle Kingdom stela usurped by Ramesses IV and records his 

founding of the royal chapel, 'He made (it) as his monument for [his] mother Hathor, 

Lady of Turquoise, that she might present life (to) the King of Upper and Lower 

Egypt, Heqmare Setepenre, given life like Re forever.'. 20 

The cartouches ofRamesses IV, similarly datable to year 5, were also placed 

on a door-jamb in the adjacent 'porch' as well as on a lintel usurped from Thutmose III 

in the preceding room Oto the west of the sanctuary.21 

It is probable that the glazed fragments of a wand, menat, and bracelets which 

were found by Petrie smashed over the whole of the temple site belong to this year 5, 

although the dating must extend from year 2 until year 7 ofRamesses JV. 22 These cult 

18 History of the temple covered in Gardiner, A. et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai. v.11, p.38. Note the 
earlier inscriptions by Ramesses II and Sethos II while the last king who left his name at the site was 
Ramesses VI. 
19 KR! VI, pp.29-30, no.22. Architectural, etc., fragments at Serabit el Khadim dated to year 5 (dated 
by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV in Chapter Four. KR! VI, pp.33-34. Fragments from Sinai, no.25 
c dated to year 5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV in Chapter Four. 
20 Wall stela ofRamesses IV, KR! VI, p.28, no.19, translation from Peden, The Reign ofRamesses JV. 
pp.30-31 , stela dated to year 5 (dated by cartoucbe codes) ofRamesses IV in Chapter Four. 
Discussion, translation, and possible attribution to Middle Kingdom before recutting, see Gardiner, A. 
et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai. v.11, p.189, no.277. 
21 Door-jamb, KR! VI, p.33, no.25, c. (iii), dated to year 5 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV 
in Chapter Four. 
22 Wand, menat and bracelet, see W. M. F. Petrie, Researches in Sinai. London, 1906, pp.143, 145, 
figs 148, 149 and 150. Text in KR! VI, p.33 , no.25, B, dated to years 2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) 
of Ramesses IV in Chapter Four. 



items form part of a sequence of such offerings made by the Ramessides and do not 

indicate a resident priesthood. 23 
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As well as no. 276 above, there are a further group of stela, nos 275, 294, and 

304 from Serabit el Khadim, probably from the 'sanctuary', that can be tied to one 

another through palaeographical similarities and which also belong to year 5 of 

Ramesses IV.24 The most important of these is stela no.275 dated to year 5, II smw, of 

Ramesses IV which has two almost identical statements of'Year 5, II smw, In victory, 

a command//// royal//ofthe treasury in the place Ill/ -/;ltp, true of voice.' unfortunately 

with large sections missing.25 From stela no.294 we recover the lines 'Year 5, II smw, 

In victory, the sending of the Commander of Bowmen, Overseer of the Foreign Lands 

wsr g'°Wby the Lord of the Two Lands on his very great expedition to all lands . . .. '.26 

Clearly a major expedition was sent in this year to Serabit el Khadim to rebuild the 

23 Note for example the inscribed objects presented by Ramesses m, see Gardiner, A. et al. The 
Inscriptions of Sinai. v.IL p.186. nos 272, 273 . 
24 The linkage between stela nos 276, 294, 275 and 304 can be tabulated as follows; 

Stela no. Year 5 date ~ sign Variant wg Variant of Variant of Variant of 
present. !~ is n ?;/ is 

~ !;wt, has dot sJ I is 
beneath it. present. present. present. 

Gardiner 
sign 0 .10 
without 
Horus 
falcon used 
in place of 
Gardiner 
siwO.6. 

276 Yes, names No. Yes, line I. Yes, lines Yes, line 5. Yes line 2. 
Ramesses 1, 3, 4 and 
IV. 5. 

294 Yes. Yes, Line 1, Yes, Lines l Yes, line 2. No. No. 
although and 3. 
sil!D erased. 

275 Yes, names Yes, sub- Yes, sub No. No. No. 
Ramesses scene at scene at 
rv. right. line right, line I 

1. and rear 
face, line 1. 

304 Yes, face b Yes, line 1. No. No. No. No. 
names one 
r'-ms-ss. 

25 Stela no.275, KRI Vl, pp.26-27, especially p.26, lines 12 and 14. 
26 Stela no. 294, KRJ Vl, p.28, translation based on Gardiner, A. et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai. v.ll, 
p.193, no.294. 
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temple, mine turquoise, and, consequent to a Victory', to push out further into Syria

Palestine probably to collect 'tribute'. 27 

Returning to stela no.275, we find the interesting fragmentary statements 

preserved on the sides detailing an expedition by the 'Hereditary Prince and Count, 

Seal-Bearer of the King of Lower Egypt, Sole Friend, watchful director in very truth, 

leader of the Horus in [his] house ....... . .. the palace ........ filling the 

storerooms with the child of the granaries(?). There is no other who has done what he 

has done among those who existed before loading the Byblite ships with the produce 

of [every] land .. . . ... the Delta, barley and emmer(?), twenty five heaps, silver, gold, 

lapis lazuli, turquoise, pure(?) ivory without limit, provisioning (?) the ... granaries(?) 

of the Lord of the Two Lands in the city ..... . .... 128 On the edge of this stela, with a 

figure of a man at the bottom, there is '. . . . . . watchful director without [ equal (?)] . . . 

. . . . . . . following his lord in his footsteps ......... . . . .... . .... of sn-dpwty (?) 

The terminology of this stela, although stereotypical in using 'following his lord 

in his footsteps', indicates we are dealing with a military expedition.29 I suggest the 

expedition, which loaded the ships of Byblos not only with com but also all forms of 

luxury goods, reminds one of the route of the later journey ofWenamun in quest of 

cedar of Lebanon for the barque of Amun. Nevertheless, gold, silver, and ivory would 

normally come from Nubia or represent plunder of another power's previously 

acquired wealth, while the word 'provisioning' makes one think of some military force. 

The next obvious question is when this expedition took place. The passage's 

27 Here J must differ from Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.28, n.3, in seeing 'm n/Jt as meaning 
an earlier military victory ofRamesses IV and not as a simple phrase meaning 'finished' . I think this 
not only fits the actual recorded facts best but also is the primary meaning of the phrase as illustrated 
in Lesko, L. H. ed. A Dictionary of Late Egyptian. v.11, p.30. See also Spalinger, Aspects of the 
Military Documents of the Ancient Egyptians. pp.228-31 for a discussion of this term. 
28 Stela no.275, KR1 VI, p.27, translation based on A. Gardiner, et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai. v.11, 
p.188, Edges, with emendations suggested by Dr. A. Spalinger. 
29 Redford, History and Chronology of the Eighteenth Dynasty of Egypt. p.60, states that the phrase 'a 
follower of his lord, in his footsteps, in the southern and northern foreign lands' is similar to an 
expression designating service on a military campaign. Although the latter part of our inscription is 
missing, I think it is reasonable to presume that this was military service that was being noted given 
the terminology, titles used on associated stelae and possibility that they are collectively 'stelae of 
victory' - See Chapter Five, n .138 above. 
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position on the stela indicates that this was at some earlier time and provided the 

reason for the year 5 expedition of' -i;Jtp.' The design material from the Large valley 

temple at Assasif discussed below, the year 3 Hieratic Stela from Amarah West, and 

the encomium in year 4 ofRamesses IV, all indicate a razzia by Ramesses IV into Syria 

and Palestine in his year 3, while the Lachish votive bowl would fit the resumption of 

Egyptian impost with its date of year 4. The expedition in year 5 to Serabit el Khadim 

and beyond will thus have served the multiple purposes of consolidating the remaining 

Syrian-Palestine area held, turquoise mining, and carrying out the remodelling of the 

Hathor temple ordered by the king to celebrate his earlier victory. Stela no.304 Jets us 

know that in this year 5 expedition there was also a Royal Butler present, but no other 

details are preserved. A possible candidate for this Butler would be sbk-i;Jtp mentioned 

in the earlier year 3 stela. 

No details of the composition of the earlier turquoise mining expeditions is 

preserved, but the text of stela no.275 indicates that in the period prior to the year 5 

expedition there were a group of infantry for the 'Commander of Bowmen' to 

command and ships' crews for the Byblite ships. As Peden notes, the most likely route 

for the land force in year 5 is to travel by ship from a port near modem Suez, landing 

near the ports of Abu Zenima or El-Mark.ha on the West coast of the Sinai peninsula.30 

Nevertheless, since the clear intent was for at least some of the force to proceed 

beyond Serabit el Khadim in year 5 (stela no.294 above with' . . . the sending of the 

Commander of Bowmen .. . on his very great expedition to all lands.'), and talcing into 

account the previous expedition, there is the possibility that an additional ship-borne 

force kept pace with this land force once it had proceeded along the coastal road in the 

manner of the earlier Thutmose ID expeditions. 

In the actual mines of Serabit el Khadim, ltzhaq Beit-Arieh has distinguished 

proto-Sinatic inscriptions, a sherd ofbichrome ware typical of the late bronze age 

ceramic repertoire in Canaan, a faience vessel decorated in a geometric pattern 

common in New Kingdom Egypt, casting moulds for a type of axe known mainly in 

30 Discussion of route of expeditions, see Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.28, and n.6, p.29. 

J 
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New Kingdom Egypt, and stone bellows for metalworking common to Theban nobles' 

tombs of the New Kingdom and bronze age contexts in Canaan.31 Beit-Arieh sees these 

remains as indicating that the Canaanites who worked at Serabit el Khadim were of 

independent status and artisans, probably metal workers, who arrived at this mining 

centre in the heart of Sinai under their own free will and initiative, rather than being 

slaves or forced labourers. 

Thus the expeditions to Serabit el Khadim will not have contained large 

numbers of labourers or metal workers under Ramesses IV but a reasonably sized 

military force, and, I would speculate, the large number of moulds at Serabit el Khadim 

indicate that the Canaanites were probably paid in copper for their services so that 

relationships with the Egyptians were not hostile during the reign ofRamesses IV.32 

In summary, the Ramesside presence at Serabit el Khadim is noted by Cerny 

and others as 'From here onwards (Amosis I) to the reign ofRarnesses VI of the 20th 

Dynasty the dedication of small offerings, the adding of fresh rooms to the temple and 

the setting up of record stela continue with little or no interruption. Of periods later 

than the 20th Dynasty there is no record whatsoever.'.33 There is also no evidence of 

any permanent priesthood based near or living at the site. 

31 I. Beit-Arieh, 'Canaanites and Egyptians at Serabit el Khadim', Egypt, Israel, Sinai: 
Archaeological and Historical Relationships in the Biblical Period, ed. Anson F . Rainey, Tel Aviv, 
1987, pp.61-66. 
32 The moulds found in and around the mines at Serabit el Khadim include not only mining tools but 
also mirrors and ingots and it would seem unlikely that the Egyptians would be casting mirrors in this 
place, Beit-Arieh, 'ibid.', p.61. I therefore conclude these luxury goods are being manufactured by, and 
for, the Canaanites and, since turquoise was the mineral mined at Serabit el Khadim, the copper will 
have been brought by the Egyptians. Uehlinger likewise raises the poSStbility of similar possible 
Egyptian and Philistine co-existence in Canaan, see Uhelinger, 'Der Amun-Tempel Ramses' ill in~ 
kn'n, seine siidpalastinischen Tempelgiiter und der Ubergang von der Agypter-zur Philisterherrschaft: 
ein Hinweis aufeinige wenig beachtete Skarabaen', WPV 104, 1988, p.19. 
33 A. Gardiner, et al. The Inscriptions of Sinai. v.II, p.38, notes the last king to leave inscriptions was 
Ramesses VI. 
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Timoa 

Copper had been mined at Timna, in the northern part of the Sinai region, from 

the end of the late Bronze Age onwards. The mines were Egyptian controlled 

enterprises during the Ramesside Dynasties, with the earliest inscriptions dating to 

Ra.messes II and the latest to Ra.messes V. Certain of the camp sites appear to be 

fortified, indicating that the Egyptians held a less than total control of the area and thus 

needed to protect themselves against attack. 34 An inscription mentioning Ra.messes ill 

records on one rock site at Timna ' . . . the coming of his Royal Butler r,.. -ms-sw-m-pr

r~ . ... ', while a faience ring stand from the small Hathor temple site under an 

overhanging rock displays his cartouches. 35 

In P .Harris I Ra.messes ill proclaims that 'I sent my emissaries to the land of 

Atika, to the great copper mines which are there. Their ships carried them (along) and 

others went overland on their donkeys . ... Their mines were found and (they) yielded 

copper which was loaded by the tens of thousands into their ships, they being sent in 

their care to Egypt and arriving safely.'.36 Assuming that Timna and Atika are one and 

the same, there was obviously extensive mineral mining and processing carried out on 

the site. 

The temple at this site dates at least from the period ofRamesses II and was 

later converted to a local shrine by the natives of the area after the Egyptians 

withdrew. At some point in time the votive offerings of this temple, which was 

dedicated to Hathor, were smashed into fragments and scattered over the temple area. 

These included a menat and wands with an early form of Ramesses IVs nomen 

34 Grandet, Le Papyrus Harris J. v.II., p.261 , n.943. 
35 Rock inscription of Royal Butler and inscription on ring stand from temple site, see KRI V, p.257. 
36 P .Harris I, 78, 1-4, translated in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.32, n.4. As Peden notes the 
equation of Ati.ka with Tirona is of long standing and the other candidate, Gebel Ati.ka on the West 
Bank of the Suez canal, would seem to be definitely ruled out by the lack of copper mines there, see A. 
R Schulman, 'The Royal Butler Ramessesemperre', JARCE 13, 1976, p.130, n.77. See also the 
exhaustive publication by Rothenberg, The Egyptian Mining Temple at Timna. p.144, and the possible 
equation of Ati.ka with Timna in B. Rothenberg Timna Valley of the Biblical Copper Mines. London, 
1972, p.201 with the mention ofRamesses Ill's cartouches marking a road. 
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inscribed upon them, which indicates a date of manufacture between years 1-2 of 

Ramesses IV. There was also a lotus bowl present, manufactured at a later date with a 

later form ofRamesses IVs prenomen inscribed upon it giving it the possible range 

from years 2-7 of Ramesses IVs reign. 

Overall the site is similar in aspect, but on a much smaller scale, to Serabit el 

Khadim with local peoples and Egyptians co-existing, although the remains of fortified 

camps indicate this was not always peacefully, and had a local cult centre supported 

and supplied with donations from Ramesses IV. Sadly we possess no further written 

records from his reign concerning this place but I suggest that the stela ofRamesses 

lli's Royal Butler, plus the religious artefacts and the description of P.Harris I, indicate 

that this site was occupied frequently, if not every year, by an expedition controlled by 

the Royal Butlers for the purpose of copper mining. 

Wadi Hammamat 

The quarries of Wadi Hammamat in the eastern desert near the modem Qi.ft 

were not in Asia like those of the expeditions noted above, but on the route towards 

the Red Sea coast. Used since the Old Kingdom for quarrying a fine, dark type of 

stone known as bekhen, there appears to have been a hiatus in expeditions to these 

quarries since the time of Sethos II. 

The record of expeditions under Ramesses IV begins with that of wsr-m1c1-rc -

n/J4 High Priest of Min and of Horus and Isis at Coptos (Goyon no.89) which, 

unusually, gives the date of arrival at the quarry as year 1, II 3gt, 12. Normally one 

would expect to read the date on which the king gave the orders for the expedition 

rather than its arrival. The expedition was a substantial one of some 408 members with 

a military and civilian component and was ordered to 'fetch great statues of Bek<en> 

stone from the hidden mountains in the district of Coptos, in year I of . . . Ramesses 

IV.'. 
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The record continues by listing the personnel. 37 The members of the clergy 

present, apart from wsr-mr1-rc-n/J1, included a Scribe of the Offering Table and a 

Deputy of the temple of Min(?). Then follows the skilled personnel from the temples, 

starting with the chief stone-sculptor of the temple of Amun, ten stone sculptors and 

finishing with twenty stone sculptors who are described as 'workmen' and are 

presumably apprentices or semi-skilled persons. Next come the twenty Medjay troops, 

whose position in the list may be due to their stationing in proximity of the temple, 

then fifty stone carriers, four Troop Commanders for the gang, one hundred personnel 

in troops of work gangs, and two hundred men for carrying (stone). 

The order of this inscription shows a sequence of rank starting from the clergy, 

through the skilled and semi-skilled workmen of the temples, associated police, skilled 

carriers (the stone-carriers), and finally the Commanders and members of the work 

gangs. Accordingly, I suggest the Deputy' at the head of the list is more likely to be a 

religious official than belong to the Medjay and I would see him as an associate of 

wsr-mFt-rc-n!Jt in the hierarchy of Amun, but unfortunately no name or exact rank 

survives. 

Besides this stela there is a graffito, Goyon no.98, which actually touches the 

above stela, is in a similar hand, and lists a 'Troop-Commander' of the temple of Amun 

imn-msw, a Waab Priest pJ-rc-m-/;Jb, and two individuals without titles named gdf-pJ

mJC/- itand pJ wJst-sJ-/Jnnw.38 The inscription has a depiction of ram-headed Amun 

and would appear to be contemporary with the stela which touches it, Goyon no.89 

discussed above, and thus indicates the name of a Troop Commander, a priest, and 

two workmen in that stela who are otherwise unknown, plus the fact that the work 

gangs were also from the temple of Amun. 

The timing of this expedition, just five months after the accession of Ramesses 

IV, and the reappearance of wsr-mJct-rc-nflt in a later three man committee to 

37 Text of stela of wsr-mJ<t-r'-n!Jt = Goyon no.89 in KRJ VI, p . l, translation mainly after Peden, The 
Reign of Ramesses JV. pp.83-84. 
38 Text in KRI VI, p.2. Also G. Goyon, Nouvelles inscriptions rupestres du Wadi Hammamat. Paris, 
1957, p.11 , no.98, and pl..XXIX. Note Goyon sees this inscription as only a 'list of names of the new 
Kingdom'. 
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investigate the reopening of the bekhen stone quarries for the Great Year 3 Expedition, 

indicates a regular series of expeditions into this area and that the use of Amun's 

temple staff to remove the stone was normal, possibly due to their experience in 

transporting food and other items.39 

The next dated inscription we have from Wadi Hammamat is Goyen no.86, 

that of twr High Priest ofMontu at Thebes, who records his arrival in year 1, m smw, 

5, some four and a half months later than inscription Goyon no.89. Unfortunately he 

does not record his purpose, or instructions, as to why he was at the Wadi but I 

suggest, following Peden, that it was unlikely to have been in connection with the 

earlier expedition, especially since it was now the height of summer.40 Instead, I would 

point to the later three man committee, including wsr-ml'"t-rc--n/Jt, scouting out good 

areas of bekhen stone and agree with the possibility that twr was doing the same for 

the forthcoming expedition in year 2. 

Dated to the same year 1 is the stela of the Deputy Chief of the Medjay, c-sJ-!Jt, 

(Goyon no.101) who proclaims that he came, ' .. . in order to fetch away monuments 

for his lord . . . . '. 41 Interestingly, he is the son of one re- who is described as being the 

'Scribe of the Fortress' and Goyen states that these 'Fortresses' were' . .. spaced out 

along the route from the Nile to the Red Sea . . . intended to protect the Nile valley 

from all incursions coming by the Red Sea.'. Thus we have a person with local 

associations and knowledge being used on the expedition and he will probably also be 

the Commander of the forces of the Medjay mentioned in Goyon no.89 above. 

In year 2, a new expedition appears, recorded in a stela (Couyet/Montet 

no.240) dated to II 3gt, 12. Unfortunately the stela records very few details, being 

mostly concerned with proclaiming the piety ofRamesses IV. In a manner similar to 

39 Three man committee sent to seek out sources of stone, KRJ VI, p.13 , lines 14-15, presumably 
immediately before year 3. 
40 Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV p.25. The objection to the earlier expedition (Goyon no.89) 
working in the summer is, I think, still valid, despite the date of the Great Year 3 Expedition being in 
months II and III of ~mw, as the latter was a special expedition mounted by the king rather than just a 
normal quarrying expedition. One might also add that no numbers of dead are recorded on the earlier 
expedition, as opposed to the 900 listed on the later one. 
41 Stela text in KRI VI, pp.2-3, text dated to year l (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV in 
Chapter Four above. 
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Ramesses II, the encomium records that Ramesses IV carried out his duties prior to 

becoming king and since becoming king in an exemplary fashion . The encomium 

described him protecting his people and following Amun's instruction, suitably 

terrifying the Asiatics and other old foes of Egypt, while supported and aided by the 

Gods. 42 Like Ramesses II, Ramesses IV then investigates the writings of the House of 

Life and discovers where he should find' ... this monument enduring forever .... '. 

After this revelation, he gives orders to his staff' ... to make this monument for the 

Place of Eternity, in this mountain of Bekhen stone, in the region of God's Land (for) 

the King of Upper and Lower Egypt .... '_43 

There are six lines of contemporary graffiti (nos 231-236) dated to year 2, II 

Jgt, day uncertain but possibly 12 (preserved in no.231), left by the members of the 

expedition.44 No.232 records the expedition's destination 'to the mountain ofBekhen', 

while no.233 records 'to the mountain of Yam'(? could also be 'the mountain therein'), 

then we are given the author by no.234, 'by the scribe imn-/;ltpw(son of?) pJ-swni. 

Next no.235 apparently gives us the dimensions of the monument of bekhen stone 

sought as being ' . .. of 5 cubits, 4 palms by 2 cubits, 3 palms, by 2 cubits, 1 palm. It 

being fetched away upon this day of departure which the scribe imn-fitpw made to 

Egypt in the evening.'. This monument would, as Peden notes, have been large but not 

in my view over five metres in length as he states.45 Following Gardiner and assigning 

523 mm to a cubit, we get the metric dimensions 2.915 metres long by 1.27 metres by 

1.12 metres which would be sufficient for a small temple statue.46 We have a further 

graffito from this group, no.236, which simply states' .. . to work therein ... .'. 

42 Ramesses II's decision to found a temple, see K. A. Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant: The Life and 
Times of Ramesses II, King of Egypt. Warminster, 1985, p.48, for his 'researches in theology' . 
43 Text in KR1 VI, p.11 , translation in Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. p.85. 
44 Text of graffiti nos 231-6, KRJ VI, p.11 . Couyet and Montet regard the graffiti as of the same 
period, 'T ous les graffiti en caracteres hieratiques 231-236 appartiennent par consequent a cette date.', 
Couyet and Montet, Les inscriptions hieroglyphiques et hieratiques du Ouddi Hammdmdt. p.110. 
45 Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV p.25. 
46 A. Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar. 3rd revised edition, Oxford, 1969, p.199, section 266, 2. 
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Rather surprisingly the graffito of Khons (Couyat/Montet no.219), nonnally 

regarded as belonging to the year I expedition on account of its location, is dated by 

me to year 2.47 Accordingly he was the 'Chief of the Work' on this year 2 expedition. 

l would like to suggest that this year 2 expedition is concerned with obtaining 

stone not for the tomb of Ramesses IV, as others have suggested, but instead for the 

planned Large valley temple at Assasif The actions of Ramesses IV in planning the 

expedition mirror those ofRamesses II when that Pharaoh chose to found a temple. 48 

Furthennore the concentration on the rightful origin, acts, and legitimacy ofRamesses 

IV in the stela indicate that the stone sought was for the purposes of placing Ramesses 

IV in a 'correct' relationship with his ancestors and the present Gods, besides 

commemorating his 'correct' behaviour as Pharaoh in both frightening the traditional 

'enemies' and protecting his subjects. The lack of any funerary furniture or large items 

made of greywacke also indicate that the rock from this expedition did not end up in 

the tomb, although it must be agreed that no complete list of specific funerary items 

exists. 

In year 3 ofRamesses IV we have several records of what was the largest 

expedition of his reign to this Wadi for bekhen stone. The longest inscription of the 

expedition is the Great Rock Stela of year 3 (Couyet/Montet no.12) which has the date 

year 3, II smw, 27. This stela may be usefully considered in the divisions assigned to it 

by Christophe. 49 

Accordingly its encomium starts with an elegy ofRamesses IV similar to that 

of his year 2 expedition but with an emphasis on Maat in the phrase the 'Lord of all 

begot him .... He installed him upon this [his] throne of the Per-[we]r shrine in order 

to exalt Maat for him throughout the day.'. Further on in the stela there is a description 

of the character ofRamesses IVs reign and what appears to be an emphasis on the 

47 Text of graffito of Khons, KRI VI, p.3, dated to year I by Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. p.25. 
Dated by me to year 2 of Ramesses IV on the basis of cartouche codes present, see Chapter Four 
above. 
48 Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant: The Life and Times of Ramesses II, King of Egypt. pp.48-49. 
49 Christophe, 'La stele de l'an III de Ramses IV au Ouadi Hamma.mat (No 12)', BIFAO 48, 1949, 
pp.3-28. There is also the study on its numbers by P . Montet, 'L 'Effectif d'une Expedition a la 
Montagne de Bekhen en l'An III de Ramses IV', Kemi 13, 1954, pp.59-62. 
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Asiatics with 'A brave sovereign who destroys the foreign lands and who rounds up the 

Asiatics in their (own) valleys.'. The significant difference is that in the normal ruler's 

titles one would normally expect a short phrase such as 'one who smites the Asiatics' 

but instead there appears some detail based on actual fact . 

The focus of the stela changes to what Christophe describes as the royal 

voyage with comment on Ramesses IV, 'He opened up the way to God's land which 

those who had existed previously had not known, a path far removed from the mind( s) 

of other people, their mind( s) being ignorant of (how) to enter it.'. This does not mean 

that Ramesses IV was the first person back in God's land, as clearly there had been 

several expeditions earlier, but indicates to me that Ramesses IV opened up a new 

route across the Eastern desert. It is this pioneering effort across the desert in the 

height of summer that may account, along with other reasons, for the 900 dead we are 

later to meet with. 

The stela then continues to describe the specific actions of the Pharaoh stating 

that ' . . . he led the way to the place wherever he wished. He searched the august 

mountain in order to make monuments, marvels for the father of fathers and all the 

Gods and Goddesses ( of) Egypt. He set up a stela on this mountain which was 

engraved .. .. '. I will admit that I am somewhat sceptical of the king of Egypt visiting 

the Eastern desert in person at the height of summer, along a new route, and then 

personally searching for stone, but the text appears to be clear at this point. 50 One 

possible explanation would be the setting to work of his prisoners from an Asiatic 

expedition earlier in that year since, as we will see, there is mention of 'Apiru of the 

troops of Anuit - 800' and it was a common procedure for the defeated to be co-opted 

into the Egyptian army. 

50 See Christophe, 'ibid.'. pp.15-16, for assertion of this point in contrast to A. Gardiner, 'The House 
of Life', JEA 24, 1938, p .162. n.2. I am unable to agree with the evidence stated by Ansford as being 
in KRJ VI, p.11 , and showing that Ramesses IV actually came to Wadi Hammamat in his year 2, 
presumably based on the phrase in KRI VI, p. 11, line 1, ' ... gm.fbw mJ't . .. . so that he might 
uncover what was right. ', the combination of' bw with an adjective such as 'n.fr' being used to describe 
an abstract quality in Egyptian, see R. Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian. Oxford, 
1986, p.82, first line of the page. A. Ansford, The High Priest of Amun, Amunhotpe and His Family. 
unpublished M.A. research essay, Auckland University, 1988, p.5, n.48. 
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There then follows a section of the stela noting the commission given by 

Ramesses IV to the Scribe of the House of Life, rc-ms-sw-csJ-fib-sd, Scribe of the 

temple, l;1li, and the priest of the temple of Min, Horus and Isis in Coptos, wsr-mJcr

rc-n!Jtw, who were' . .. to seek out the materials for the place of truth in the 

mountains of bekhen stone, when it was discovered that they were of extremely good 

quality being great monuments to marvel at.' . Christophe, and others, have taken this 

section to mean that these two scribes and a priest roamed the mountains of the Wadi 

Hammamat, at the same time as the major expedition, locating suitable quarries of rock 

for that expedition. Gardiner, in contrast, took the view that the expression used above 

'materials for the place of truth' should be correctly read 'commissions done for the 

Necropolis' and that the three man commission was to report on monuments of bekhen 

stone already in Thebes and other cities, then, guided by what they learnt from these, 

to devise new monuments to be quarried in Wadi Hammamat on behalf of Ramesses.51 

The problem with the view that these scribes and priests were occupied in 

Wadi Hammamat itself is their duplication with the main expedition and their apparent 

lack of suitable skills. One would not normally expect such persons to prospect for 

rocks but rather an 'Overseer of Works' or someone with an engineering position. 

Furthermore, there is the difficulty with the final section of the commission where the 

monuments are described as ' . . . when it was found that they were of extremely good 

quality, being great monuments to marvel at . . . . '. This would be a reasonable 

statement about finished, or nearly finished, monuments but the number of sculptors 

listed on the expedition was only four. It is true the numbers of quarrymen and stone 

masons listed on the expedition came to 130, but the sculptors would have been hard 

pressed to keep up with them and have produced even partially finished monuments on 

the actual expedition. 

Nevertheless, it would also seem to be unlikely that the commission should 

merely inspect present monuments in Thebes, as Gardiner suggests, and devise new 

51 Gardiner, 'The House of Life', JFA 24, 1938, pp.162-3. See also W. K. Simpson, 'Historical and 
Lexical Notes on the New Series ofHammamat Inscriptions', JNES 18, 1959, p.34 no.89. 
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ones since the verb involved, '}J-l]y', means to search for someone or something'. There 

are other perfectly clear verbs for describing inspection and reporting on inspections. 52 

I would note that, of the two scribes involved, one was from the 'House of Life' and I 

would put forward the idea that their task was to search the temple libraries for maps 

of Wadi Hammamat in order to locate the good bekhen stone from which the 

monuments referred to above had originally been quarried. We know that such maps of 

desert areas existed from the preserved Turin map of the gold mine areas. 53 

Having located the areas and the maps of where the stone for these beautiful 

monuments was to be found, the next section of the inscription deals with the actual 

expedition. The king specifically places commands upon the High Priest of Amun, rc

ms-sw-n!Jt, whose title 'Superintendent of the Work', in contrast to the previous 

priests, does indicate his ability to supervise work projects and to fetch them (the 

monuments) away to Egypt. 

There then follows a list of the personnel involved in the expedition, set out in 

order of rank, commanded by rc-ms-sw-n!Jt. The two Royal Butlers, wsr-mJct- rr:-s!Jpr 

and n!Jt-imn, have been noted above in Chapter Seven but their appearance here can be 

explained by their use on a 'roving commission' for the administrative tasks involved in 

the expedition. The same explanation suffices for the appearance of the army hierarchy 

besides the temple administrators and workmen, but, as others have noted, the number 

of army personnel at 5000 is rather high. The prevailing view has been that the Army 

and Chariotry were present to protect the work sites, lines of transport, and 

52 The same verb 'IJJJy' is used as part ofRamesses II's royal protocol on the 'Concord' obelisk as part 
of the phrase' . .. who seeks what is good/useful ( = J!Jf) for those who are born . . . .', B . Menu, 
L'Obelisque de la Concorde. Paris, 1986, p.108, bottom inscription, 'Face Guest', lines 2-3 . 
53 Cerny, CAH 3. II, p.609, states that this 'Mines of Gold' map is to be dated to the time of Ramesses 
JV. A full description is in G. Goyon, 'Le papyrus de Turin dit "Des Mines d'Or" et le Wadi 
Hammamat', ASAE 49, 1949, pp.337-92. Note the inscription described on pp.342-3, which Goyon 
interprets as meaning a statue in bekhen stone was transported in year 6 of Ramesses IV but was 
abandoned half finished at the fortress of the Theban Necropolis due to the death of Ramesses IV. 
Unfortunately for this view, Ramesses IV is now known to have lived for at least a part of his seventh 
regnal year and the original text merely notes a year 6 with no king's name preserved. There is also 
the possibility that the inscription does not have to be contemporary with the map, but could instead 
be a later addition. The Papyrus has recently been re-studied and reconstructed by Harrell and Brown, 
see J. A. Harrell and V. M. Brown, 'The Oldest Surviving Topographical Map from Ancient 
Egypt:(Turin papyrus 1879, 1899, and 1969)', JARCE 29, 1992, pp.81-105, note especially pp.90-91 
discussing the quarrying expeditions ofRamesses IV. 
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communication, from the marauding-bands of desert dwellers, but in my view a far 

lesser force would have been sufficient for protection against the small bands then 

roaming. Therefore I suggest the large numbers of military were present to control the 

workforce and that these 1workers1 will have been newly captured Asiatics. The listing 

of the 1Apiru of the troops of Anuit - 800 men', plus the use of the Asiatic term I c-gr1_ 

covered wagon1, shows that some Asiatics were present, while the high numbers of 

casualties 'those who are dead and omitted from this list - 9001 is totally at odds with 

what we know of a normal Egyptian workforce and the care normally expressed by the 

king for his workers. 54 

We know from other sources that being set to break stones in the 1place of 

truth1 was a criminal punishment, but were this the present situation one would expect 

some description of the captives involved and pejorative statements about them which 

are missing. The final suggestion is that the army were present because, as noted 

above, the road to the quarry was a new one pointed out by the king. Nevertheless, 

there are also a large number of 1transport specialists' from the temple of Amun present 

in the expedition who would surely have had ample experience of crossing desert areas 

without military aid and of the water requirements involved. 

The other aspect of this expedition I find puzzling is the presence of other high 

officials such as the Overseer of the Treasury, gc--m-Jr. and the Chief Taxing Master 

and Mayor of Thebes, imn-msw. Unlike the other Taxing Master, who was an 

Overseer of Cattle, this individual and the Treasurer would have had little in the way of 

useful skills for the expedition. In addition, the presence of200 men, described as 

1sailors of the units of fishermen of the Residence1, in the middle of a desert is also 

unusual since their occupations could not have been followed in such a location. 55 Of 

54 For the term' 'grt' being Asiatic, see Peden, 'An Unusual West-Semitic Loanword and a Possible 
Further Mention of the Sea Peoples in the Twentieth Dynasty', CdE 71 , 1996, pp.48-51. For examples 
of the care taken by Sethos I to provide wells for his workmen see Gardiner, Egypt of the Pharaohs. 
p.252, or for Ramesses Il's similar concern over gold workers see Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant: The 
Life and Times of Ramesses II, King of Egypt. pp.49-50. 
55 Dr. Colin Hope of Monash University has informed me that similar groups such as sailors were not 
uncommon in the oasis of Khargeh-Dakhleh although he did not describe their purpose - personal 
communication 13/08/99. 
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After the list of personnel comes a list of provisions and transport, the latter 

was supplied by ten heavy ox carts from Egypt each with six spans of oxen. Other 

victuals, such as bread, were bought by porters (?) and, in addition, religious offerings 

were brought from the southern city with some items placed on asses. Thus quite 

extensive use of animals and carts were made in provisioning this expedition. 

Then follows a brief description of a religious ceremony performed in the 

mountain which involved the slaughtering of long homed and short-homed bulls, 

incense, wine, milk, and beer offerings. This ceremony appears to me to be for the 

consecration of the stone to be removed from the mountain. The likely destination of 

this material, where it could most effectively give religious and other benefits to 

Ra.messes IV, would be his Large valley temple at Assasif The religious ceremony 

described parallels that of an earlier king. 56 

Thus the stela forms a comprehensive record of the expedition and is backed 

up by smaller graffiti and a further stela at Koptos. There is also the inscription of the 

servant of rc:-ms-ss-n/Jtdated to year 3, tpy smw, 26, (Couyet/Montet no. 223).57 This 

inscription continues '[On] this day(?) dispatch by this Charioteer Hy-rc:-ms-sw, son of 

the Steward mry-gdttrue of voice, on going for the commissions of the place of truth 

together with the overseer of the work, Chief Priest of Amun-Re, King of the Gods, 

rc:-ms-ss-n/Jt.' . 58 This evidence gives us the possible starting date of the work at Wadi 

Hammamat and would indicate its duration to be at least a couple of months. 

56 The parallel is to the earlier expedition to Wadi Hammamat of King Nebtawi where, see.king stone 
for the royal sarcophagus, an antelope was seen to give birth on a suitable slab; the antelope's young 
was promptly sacrificed on the slab which was then extracted to become the king's sarcophagus, see 
B. Mertx, Temples, Tombs and Hieroglyphs. London, 1964, pp.126-7. 
57 Text in KRJ V, p.12. 
58 While the date and the section from the servant's name onwards appears to be clear in the 
inscription, a word of explanation is necessary over the initial portion which I transcribe as 't nb wgi n 
kgn pn fiy ', literally this means 'Every bread commanded for the charioteer etc.', which I think to be 
unlikely as the verb 'itJ 'is still to come. I therefore amend, on the advice of Dr. Spalinger, the 't nb' to 
the very common 'hrw ntJ and regard the 'wgi' as a substantive. The form of'kgn-Cbarioteer', is not 
shown in the Wb but is listed in Lesko, A Dictionary of Late Egyptian. v.lV, p.49, as Wil (14) 30R46. 
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The anonymous dated 'minor record' (Couyet /Montet no.222) simply gives us 

the information 'Year 3, II smw. A command by his Majesty to fetch away the 

specified (thing?), one did not know of the place of truth.', or 'its place.'. 59 The rock 

stela of wsr-mJt-rc-n!Jt., presumably the same priest of Min, Horus and Isis at Coptos 

mentioned in the above stela, is a little more helpful since it can be dated by 

contemporary surrounding inscriptions, and lack of later inscriptions, to the same year 

3 expedition ofRamesses IV.60 In it is stated 'The royal messenger to the mountains of 

bekhen stone in order to fetch away monuments for His majesty L.P.H.' followed by a 

cryptographic writing of wsr-mJt-rc-n_!Jt's name, the whole preceded by ordinary 

writing of his titles.61 

This inscription could be taken as being one and the same with the commission 

to seek out monuments mentioned in the Year 3 stela above, but in this case wsr-mJt

rc-n!Jt has with him one wsr-mJt-rc-snb with the title 'General of the Army of the Two 

Lands' indicating he is on a different mission which needed some measure of 

protection, possibly overseeing the transport back of the stone from the expedition. 

Another small graffiti (Goyon no. l 04) gives us the probable name and title of a 

member of the year 3 expedition as imn-msw, either a 'Mining Engineer of the temple 

of Amun', or less likely a 'Chief of the Estate of the temple of Amun'.62 

The final text dealing with this expedition is the Coptos stela dated to year 3, 

ill smw. This stela contains the conventional titles of the king followed by a typical 

encomium celebrating his royal virtues such as 'skilled in counsel' or as 'one who 

illuminates the Two Lands with His beauty'. A note is then taken of his divine support 

and ancestry with 'His mother Isis endures by his head and all his protection (emanates) 

from her.' before returning to his beneficent rule with the illustration of 'terror' being in 

59 Text in KRI VI, p.15, where Kitchen notes at n. 7 b that the phrase in line 7 above may be either 'st 
mJ't' or 'st.s' depending on the transcription. 
60 wsr-mJt-r'-n/Jt, presumably the same priest of Min, Horus and Isis at Coptos mentioned in the year 
3 stela and given charge of seeking out monuments, see KRI VI, p.13, line 14. For one, rather than 
several, expedition(s) in this year see Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. p.26, ns I and 2. 
61 Cryptographic writing of wsr-mJt-r'-n/Jt name, P. Montet, 'Etudes sur quelques pretres et 
fonctionnaires du dieu Min', JNES 9, 1950, pp.26-27. 
62 Text in KRI VI, p.16, line 5. For the suggestion title is that of mining engineer see Goyon, 
Nouvelles inscriptions rupestres du Wadi Hammamat. p.114, no.104, note. 
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the bodies of the common people but also joy at seeing him. 63 The stela is then broken 

off except for the left and right margins which note ' . . . [materials] for the place of 

truth and for Egypt, in the mountain of Bekhen stone in the Eastern desert[ rest lost] 

... .', and 'Draughtsmen, 2 men; sculptors, 4 men; stonemasons, l[+x number of] 

men [rest lost]. .. . 'respectively. The numbers of draughtsmen and sculptors, 2 and 4, 

agree with those listed in the Great Rock Stela of Year 3 (Couyet/Montet no.12) 

above, while the date would indicate that it is at the end of the expedition although no 

day is given. 

Summarising the above evidence, we can see that a large expedition in the third 

year of Ramesses IV lasting at least three months was sent to the Eastern desert to 

quarry bekhen stone, possibly with the king being present for a part of that time and 

certainly with preliminary investigation of sources by scribes and priests. The 

expedition was one of the largest ( over 8000 persons in total) sent to the Wadi 

Hammamat, was led by the High Priest of Amun-Re, and contained large numbers of 

skilled workmen from that God's temple concerned with fabrication/stone cutting or 

transport . Asiatic elements, possibly co-opted prisoners of war, were present along 

with a large military contingent as guards of the prisoners and as a defensive force 

against any marauding bands. Chariotry was also present in a support role, for 

commission delivery, and to guard the supply 'wagons' which were needed to supply 

the workforce. The whole expedition was carried out in a religious context and with 

ceremonies that suggest the stone quarried was to be used in Ramesses IV's Large 

valley temple, then being constructed at Assasif. 

63 Text of stela in KR1 VI, p. 16. Translations used come from Peden, The Reign of Ramesses IV. 
pp.90-91. See also G. Daressy, 'Remarques et notes', RT 11, 1889, pp.91-92. 
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Large Valley Temple at Assasif 

One of three known planned valley temples ofRamesses IV, the Large valley 

temple at Assasif near the village of Deir el Medina was never completed although 

both Ramesses V and VI showed an interest in the site. 64 Excavated in 1913 by 

Winlock, and in 1934-35 by Lansing who uncovered seven foundation deposits whose 

cartouches dated the site to year 3 ofRamesses IV.65 Similar dating of the other two 

temples allows a slightly different construction scenario from that seen by Peden, it 

appears that both the small temples were constructed in years 2-3 ofRamesses IV and 

that the Large valley temple should be seen as their successor.66 

Although the Large temple was not completed beyond its lower courses, part 

of the scheme of decoration can be recovered from finds made at the site and possibly 

from ostraca found in the tomb ofRamesses VI. Since the Ramesseum and Medinet 

Habu, valley temples ofRamesses II and III respectively, show scenes of those 

Pharaoh's foreign conquests, then it is reasonable to expect to find such a use made by 

Ramesses IV in his valley temples in imitation of his ancestors. 

64 Three valley temple sites known from l) A small site known from Carter's excavation of Lord 
Camarvon's concession at the valley end of the Hatshepsut causeway, see Camarvon and Carter, Five 
Years' Explorations al Thebes. pp.8-9, 88, and pl.40. 2) A modest site close to Medinet Habu, C. 
Robichon and A. Varille, 'Fouilles des temples funeraires thebains (1937}', RdE 3, 1938, pp.99-100. 
3) The large site at the end of the Hatshepsut causeway, see Winlock, 'Excavations at Thebes in 1912-
13, by the Museum's Egyptian Expedition', BMMA 9, part I, January 1914, pp.11-23. H. E. Winlock, 
Excavations at Deir el-Bahri 1911-1931. New York, 1942, pp.9-13. Lansing, 'The Museum's 
Excavations at Thebes', BMMA 30, part II, November 1935, pp.4-16. Discussion of sites in Peden, 
The Reign ofRamesses IV pp.48-51, and fig.4 at end of work entitled 'The Possible Sites ofRamesses 
IV's Memorial Temple at Western Thebes' giving a map of sites 1-3 above. 
65 Site dated to year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses Nin Chapter Four above. 
66 Both smaller temples dated by foundation deposits to years 2-3 (dated by cartouche codes) of 
Ramesses N , see Chapter Four above. Peden, The Reign of Ramesses JV. p.51 , in contrast, sees the 
small temple near Medinet Habu as belonging to the last two years ofRamesses N. 
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Excavated Decorative Elements 

Amongst the blocks found at the temple's site from the 1934-35 excavation are 

.MMA photograph, no.8. A. 72 Ramesses II stela, photograph no. I 0. A.168 sandstone 

relief with Asiatic captives above cartouches, possibly Ramesses ill, and photograph 

no.10. A.281 limestone relief showing captives above cartouches, undated. 

The Ramesses II stela, photograph no.8. A. 72, is a temple foundation stela and 

was found buried face up in the centre of the larger hall of the planned Ramesses IV 

temple at Assasif There were no earlier Ramesside buildings on the excavation site 

and the excavators concluded that the stela had been brought there from elsewhere. 

The sandstone relief of Asiatic captives above cartouches, photograph no.10. 

A 168, uses an iconography known from other Ramesside temples and represents the 

towns and peoples captured by the king on an expedition. 67 This relief is finely cut with 

the Asiatic figures modelled quite artistically and in a similar fashion to those shown on 

temples ofRamesses ID. 68 It was found among the foundation stones of the excavation 

site, as photograph no.8. A. 72 together with no.8. A.263 show, and the notch cut out 

of the upper surface points to its adaptation as a foundation block. 

The limestone relief, photograph no.10. A.281, shows a series of Asiatic 

captives surmounting cartouches with two horizontal lines of writing beneath. The 

artistic standard is poor with the figures' heads, bodies, and arms being of varying 

proportions. The surface of the limestone is pitted as though subject to rain and the 

appearance of the cartouches suggests that they were not fully cut but remained in a 

roughed out form. At the bottom of the relief I read the words '[Year x, month y of] 

prt, day/// under the Majesty of Horus the strong bull, f*J(?-very damaged)////rc heh-

67 As shown on the south-eastern comer of the Great temple at Medinet Habu, see N. K. Sandars, The 
Sea Peoples; Warriors of the Ancient Mediterranean J 250-1 J 50 B. C. revised edition, London, 1985, 
p.175. 
68 Winlock states that this block, in combination with some others, reconstructs a monument of 
Ramesses III, Winlock, 'Excavations at Thebes in 1912-13, by the Museum's Egyptian Expedition', 
BM.MA 9, part l , January 1914, p.22. 
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sed //////Ptah////.1
•69 Of the next line I ean only discern 1 

•• • Gods, Thoth(?) . . . . ' while 

I can read no more than the odd hieroglyph in the series of cartouches above. 

Since other elements of this temple's decoration were also found during the 

excavation, including items with the cartouches of Ramesses V, and the typical 

position of such a 'captive town/persons' representation is after the first three courses 

of the temple wall, then it would appear that this block was being readied for building 

into the external wall of the temple but was never completed or put into place, being 

instead left exposed until covered up by rubbish. 70 Thus we can be reasonably certain 

that in at least one location the walls of this temple were never higher than three 

courses. 

This 'decoration' also offers an explanation of the Ramesses II stela and 'captive 

town/person' sandstone relief in that they were brought to the site from elsewhere to 

serve as a paradigm for the decorative elements which were to be put in place as the 

temple was built. Once the new blocks, stela, and other decorative elements had been 

69 From photograph .MMA 10 A. 281 , reading from right to left of the upper bottom line I transcribe 
'Ill prt sw Ill /Jr 1;m n .IJr kJ n/Jt /J.¥J (?) r'l/ll;b-sdlllllptl;III/'. The next line (same direction) gives only 
'llllnpw gwty (?). '. It has been suggested to me that the section 'r'llll;b-sd/111' may be part of a 
cartouche containing a king's prenomen but I am unable to find any king immediately after Ramesses 
IV whose name would fit those traces. For the reconstruction of the year formula at the beginning of 
the inscription I am indebted to Dr. Spalinger. Photographs kindly made available by Dr. Dorothea 
Arnold of the MMA, New York. 
70 Other decorative items found during the excavation include a fragment of a painted limestone 
relief, 20th Dynasty, MMA photograph 8 A.16. A fragment of a sandstone relief, head of a king(?), 
20th Dynasty, .MMA photograph 8 A.23 . Fragment ofa sandstone relief, cartouches ofRamesses VI, 
MMA photograph 8 A.24, and sandstone block with portion of male human figure from tunic to 
above calves beside the title 'Lord of Appearances' and upper half of a cartouche which cannot be 
identified as belonging to a specific Ramesside king, MMA photograph 8 A.370. Their disassociation 
with any given part of the site, and the block with portions of the lower body, show, to my mind, that 
some decoration was prepared in advance of being built into position, and also that it was never 
actually put into place as the 'captive town/person' block shows. 

Similar 'captive town/person' blocks are shown on the south-eastern comer of the Great 
temple at Medinet Habu being masonry courses four and five underneath the representation of 
Ramesses III smiting the Chiefs of all countries before Amun, see Sandars, The Sea Peoples; 
Warriors of the Ancient Medite"anean 1250-1150 B.C. p.175. 

Lansing mentions fragments of stones bearing the names of Ramesses V and VI, some being 
unfinished pieces in which the hieroglyphics were cut but not painted, and these are also presumably 
decorative elements, see Lansing, 'The Museum's Excavations at Thebes', BMMA 30, part II, 
November 1935, p.6. He also states that except for some rubbish on top and around the stela of 
Ramesses II he would have assumed that it had been bought there by Ramesses IV, Lansing, 'ibid.', 
p.22. 



roughly carved, the original pattern, being then redundant and having no religious 

associations with the new foundation, was used for fill or building material. 

Ostraca from KV 9 and the Excavation of the Temple Site 

Besides the decorative blocks mentioned above, there are several hieratic 

inscriptions both in the form of ostraca found in the temple site excavations, MMA 

photographs 124-16 D, nos 11 and 12, and inscriptions on the excavated rock 

foundations shown in MMA photographs 124-16 B. 
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The two ostraca shown in MMA photographs 124-16 D, nos 11 and 22, are 

the most interesting finds since they show the same handwriting and subject concerns 

as the hieratic work ostraca such as 0 . Cairo CGC 25,251., 25,234., and 25,240., 

found in one of several deposits found dumped in the tomb ofRamesses VI, KV 9, and 

published by Daressy. 71 Others have suggested that this collection found in KV 9 was a 

votive offering by the workmen of Deir el Medina in the tomb of the son ofR.amesses 

IV. R.amesses IV was revered during his reign, and in later times, as one who had 

looked after the workmen. This reverence was probably based on his increasing the 

tomb workforce from 60 to 120 men in his year 2. Nevertheless, it is also known that 

the workforce was later reduced in size, probably in the reign ofRamesses V, and this 

71 Similarities between the MMA photograph 124-16 D no.11 , and 0 . Cairo CGC 25,251. , are 
l) Similar sign for seated man, see G. Moller, Hieratische Pa/tiographie. 4v., reprint of 

second improved edition of 1927, v.2, Osnabriick, 1965, p.3 , sign no.33B, compare MMA 0 . line 3, 
and Daressy, Ostraca. pl.Lil, no.25,251 ., line 2. 

2) Likewise for MMA 0 . sign for sun. Moller, 'ibid.'. v.2, p.27, sign no.303, in lines I and 2 
compared to Daressy, 'ibid.'. pl.Lil, no.25,251. , line 1. 

3) Also the MMA O sign for 'i', Moller, 'ibid.'. v.2, p.25, sign no.282, in line 2 compared to 
Daressy, 'ibid.'. pl.Lil, no.25,251. , line 5. 

The MMA ostracon appears to be two columns and mentions the 'Foreman of the crew - 'J n 
1st' in line I , a chamber's width at two month's(?) work in line 2, and possibly the words 'finishing it' 
in line 3. All phrases seem to be connected with an actual work 'crew' at Assasif and it is very likely 
they were drafted from nearby Deir el Medina. The ostracon remains unpublished and I owe thanks to 
Drs Arnold and Allen of the MM.A, New York, for the photographic copy and transcription they have 
made available. Emendations of my original transcription were also suggested by my supervisor Dr. 
A. Spalinger. 
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act, in my view, would hardly be grounds for subsequent affection for Rarnesses V, or 

VI who usurped Rarnesses V's tomb, in the workmen's eyes. 

The Other Ostraca of KV 9 

In March-April of 1889 the tomb ofRarnesses VI (KV 9) was excavated and a 

description of the excavations has been given by Daressy, although some considerable 

time later in 1918 and without any precise locations or maps. 72 Amongst the finds in 

the trenches that were dug were at least 144 ostraca, executed with a 'surety of touch' 

and sometimes sketched in red and gone over in black ink. Daressy also notes that the 

sketches do not relate to the decoration of KV 9 and describes them as simple 

exercises to train the hands of the scribes showing heads of kings, scenes of Pharaonic 

triumphs, offerings to divinities, fantastic and realistic animals. 73 

Daressy later published these ostraca as part of the CGAE series and an 

analysis of this material will, I suggest, provide further information on the foreign 

policy ofRarnesses IV. 74 It must be noted at the outset that there is some doubt from 

which tomb, KV 6 or 9, several of the ostraca may have originally come.75 Separating 

72 G. Daressy, 'Rapport SUI le Deblaiement des Tombes 6 et 9 de Biban el Molouk', ASAE 18, 1918, 
pp.270-4. 
73 Daressy, 'ibid.', pp.272-3 . 
74 Published as G. Daressy. Ostraca. Cairo, I 901. 
75 Most notably 0 . Cairo CGC 25,184., which Daressy, 'ibid.'. p.35, states was found in tomb no.9 but 
his article, 'Rapport SUI le Deblaiernent des Tombes 6 et 9 de Biban el Molouk', ASAE 18, 19 I 8, 
p.273, indicates it was found in KV 18, while another of his articles, 'Un plan egyptien d'une tombe 
royale' , RAr, 3rd series, 32, 1898, p.239, states KV 6. I originally thought that these differing origins 
were due to an accident during transport since Daressy notes in his, Ostraca. index IV, on their 
provenance that those ostraca found in KV 9, which he interestingly notes as excavated in 1890, were 
mixed with those from KV 6 during the transport to Cairo' . . . in consequence of which I am yet not 
able to indicate the precise origins of each of them.' Nevertheless Daressy obviously felt able to 
identify the origins of most of the ostraca since he notes beside its description in his Ostraca the tomb 
(KV 6 or 9) each originated from. Thus I now think his statement above refers only to material shown 
in his catalogue as being from Biban el-Molouk but without a tomb attribution e.g. 25,011. , 25,015.' 
etc. Accordingly, I have accepted his attribution in most cases unless there appears to me to be 
contrary evidence. Daressy identifies the names of Ramesses X and XI as coming from inside KV 6 in 
his 'Rapport sur le Deblaiement des Tombes 6 et 9 de Biban el Molouk',ASAE 18, 1918, pp.272-3, so 
I suggest the single ostracon, 25,210., ascribed to KV 9 but with Ramesses XI's cartouche upon it, 
may have come, in reality, from KV 6 . 



out the material Daressy notes as found in KV 9 from the other material listed gives 

two main categories of material; sketches including hieroglyphic texts, and hieratic 

texts. 
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If one compares the numbers of these ostraca from KV 9 with those found in 

KV 6, KV 11, KV 37 and those listed as from Biban el-Molouk but without any 

specific tomb being given, by far the largest number come from KV 9.76 This difference 

is even more marked when the numbers of KV 9 ostraca are compared to those of 

other tombs when broken down into the categories A-Pas used by Daressy. The 

largest number of ostraca from KV 9 are in the 'drawing' categories A-G and 

outnumber even the 'no tomb attributed' ostraca in most of these categories by three to 

one. 77 In contrast, the number of ostraca found in KV 9 containing hieratic inscriptions 

was about the same as in other tombs for the categories J-L and zero for categories N

P. This clearly agrees with Daressy's statement that the contents of KV 9 were mainly 

carefully executed drawings while those of KV 6 were hieratic work reports, figures 

etc. 78 Interestingly the material from Biban el-Molouk with no tomb attribution has a 

more even distribution amongst all ofDaressy's categories A-K with numbers from 

zero to four but with higher numbers, seven to fifty-seven, being found in categories L

P. 

76 The figures for the ostraca in Daressy's catalogue are KV 9 = 144; KV 6 = 59; KV 11 = 2; KV 37 
= 33; Biban el-Molouk but no tomb given = 129. 
77 Categories as used by Daressy are A = King; B = Men; C = Women; D = Divinities; E = Animals; 
G= Body parts; H = Various; I = Cartoucbes and royal Titles; J = Compositions in honour of the king; 
J = Hymns to Divinities; K = Various Literary Texts; L = Work Texts· N = Marks, calculations etc.; 0 
= Titles/Persons/Names; P = Various. 
Ostraca number finds in Categories A-G are compared among different tombs and Valley of Kings 
material in the table below; 
Cate_gory A B C D E G 
KV6 1 2 l 6 8 12 
KV9 13 16 2 24 50 15 
KV 11 2 0 0 0 0 0 
KV37 4 0 0 3 5 0 
KV 2 2 2 0 5 0 
unknown 

78 Daressy, 'Rapport sur le Deblaiement des Tombes 6 et 9 de Biban el Molouk', p.272. 
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The hieratic texts of KY 9 fall into two main categories, 'work' and 'religious'. 

The former include 0 . Cairo CGC 25,251 ., which mentions both the Royal Butler st!J

-!zr-wnm.f and the scribe pn-tJ-wrl, dated by Kitchen to the reign ofRamesses IV.79 Of 

the other ostraca in KV 9 with solely hieratic 'work' inscriptions O. Cairo CGC 

25,232., has been dated to the reign ofRamesses XI, 0. Cairo CGC 25,233 ., to the 

reign ofRamesses X, and 0. Cairo CGC 25,234., to the reign ofRamesses VI.80 As far 

as I know 0 . Cairo CGC 25,240. , remains undated. 

The 'religious' ostraca, 0. Cairo CGC 25,206. , to 25,209., remain undated and 

are concerned with, according to Daressy, hymns to the Sun who is likened to a 

sparrowhawk, and to Osiris as the bringer of life.81 These verses appear to be copies 

made for, or by, the workmen, probably from a master papyrus, and for use in 

decorating a religious locale. 

The ostraca bearing sketches and hieroglyphics can be divided up into several 

categories as shown by Daressy and I will follow his scheme with two exceptions. I 

have noted above the category of 'personal dedication' found in the KV 9 ostraca. 

Most of these twelve or so drawings appear to have been done by the scribe 

Amenhotep (imn-/Jtp) . 82 The other additional category contains four quick and 

multiple sketches, often overlaid. These two categories of sketches I think were made 

for the religious 'benefit' of the workman or practise of his art without any other 

purpose. The remaining sketches consist mainly of careful individual drawings and 

scenes, frequently first sketched in red ink then corrected and gone over in black with 

79 Dated to time of Ramesses rv by Kitchen, see KRJ VI, p.152. 
80 Dating taken from Kitchen, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,232 . KRJ VII, p.403 , 0 . Cairo CGC 25 233 ., KRJ 
VII, p.385, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,234., KRJ VI, p.370. 
81 Daressy, Ostraca. p.41. 
82 By 'personal dedications' I mean the ostraca with an identified workman, or clearly recognisable 
workman, before a God. or with a hieroglyphic inscription to a God. Among this category I have 
included sketches of Gods that do not figure prominently in the state hierarchy, such as Bes or Mert
Seger. In this category fall 0 . Cairo CGC 25,037., 25,051. , 25,071. , 25,114., 25,115., 25,116., 
25,129. (although note the cartouches ofRamesses IV), 25,131., 25,136., 25, 137., 25,0%. The 
category of 'quick and multiple sketches' includes careless multiple overlaid drawings on the same 
ostraca as well as what appear to be quick sketches with little precision. In this category fall 0 . Cairo 
CGC 25,088., 25,173 ., 25,183., 25,195. 



erasures and some use of other colours. 83 The following categories are by no means 

exhaustive. 

Pharaoh 
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A large number of these sketches deal with the Pharaoh and he is shown in 

various 'religious' poses while wearing the 'blue crown', pouring libations and censing 

(0. Cairo CGC 25,001 .), throwing incense grains into a burner (0. Cairo CGC 

25,002.), and turned to the right and presenting vases of wine (0. Cairo CGC 

25,003.) . Wearing the Nemes headdress, he is shown holding a sceptre of command 

(0. Cairo CGC 25,004.), turned to the right pouring a libation (0. Cairo CGC 

25,006.), holding a censer (0. Cairo CGC 25,007.), and holding whip and crosier (0. 

Cairo CGC 25,010., 25,014.) . Two specific kings are named. Firstly Ramesses IV 

presenting two vases of wine, Nemes style headdress (0. Cairo CGC 25,012.), 

kneeling presenting two vases of wine (0. Cairo CGC 25,016.), and possibly in 0 . 

Cairo CGC 25,010., drawn by one Mand dated to a year 6. Secondly, Amenophis I is 

shown turned to the right holding an cn/J cross while the rams horns of Amun over his 

head show that he is a God (0. Cairo CGC 25,005 .) . 

There are also several scenes of Pharaoh interacting with a God such as a 

Pharaoh making offerings to standing Amun and Maat (0. Cairo CGC 25,113.), 

kneeling presenting oil (in a flask?) on a basket (0. Cairo CGC 25, 128.-no illustration 

in Daressy), and the Pharaoh being led away by the hand by a God (0. Cairo CGC 

25,108.). Ramesses IV is shown being embraced by Harachete (0. Cairo CGC 

25, 107.), offering incense and water to Amun who is seated (0. Cairo CGC 25, 109.) 

and presenting fire to Amun, Prince of Thebes, seated upon his throne (0. Cairo CGC 

25,110.). 

83 Interestingly Eyre states that 'figured' ostraca bearing royal cart.ouches only seem to begin with the 
reign of Ramesses ill, and are most common from the reign of Ranlesses IV. Eyre, Development and 
Labour Relations in the Theban Necropolis in the Ramesside Period. Oxford University, Ph.D., 1980, 
p.95. 
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Another frequent sketch is that of the head of Pharaoh, thus he is shown with a 

blue crown (0. Cairo CGC 25, 144., 25, 145., 25,148. stated by Daressy to contain the 

date of year 16, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,149., 25, 150., 25151.? incomplete, 25,152. not 

illustrated but 'klajf noted by Daressy), and with a wig, headband, and Uraeus (0. 

Cairo CGC 25,154., 25, 155.). The only king identified by name is Ramesses IV shown 

with a blue crown (0. Cairo CGC 25,146.), the form of the prenomen with 'IJJ.(J 

indicates that this must have been written after year 2. 

There is an important group of representations of the Pharaoh at war showing 

him wearing the blue crown, holding a battle axe in his right hand and the hair of 

Nubian and Syrian captives in his left hand (0. Cairo CGC 25,119.). There is also a 

crude sketch of a king and queen mounted upon chariots, advancing on one another 

and letting arrows fly (0. Cairo CGC 25,125 .) . Ramesses IV is identified presenting 

flowers to Amun with a Nubian and Syrian captive under his feet (0. Cairo CGC 

25,210.), and driving his chariot with a lion running by his side (0. Cairo CGC 

25, 122.). He is also shown upon his chariot which is yoked to two horses, with a 

Syrian captive under the feet of the horses and which a lion is starting to devour, while 

two officials bow behind the chariot (0. Cairo CGC 25,123.). There is also a scene of 

him upon his chariot but stepping down while grasping the hair of both a Syrian and a 

Negro captive (0. Cairo CGC 25,124.).84 

Queens 

Relatively few such sketches were made; a standing queen, wrongly described 

as a priestess by Daressy as her Uraeus is just visible in plate IX, presents vases and 

garlands of lotus (0. Cairo CGC 25,043.), a queen in a short wig and transparent dress 

appears to be making some sort of ritual gesture (0. Cairo CGC 25,044.), and a queen 

84 These two ostraca would appear to be the ones described under their exhibition nos 4780 and 4784, 
see Cairo Museum, A Brief Description of the Principal Monuments. revised enlarged edition, Cairo, 
1988, pl63 . 



holds two sistra to the left of a kneeling divinity accompanied by the cartouches of 

Ramesses IV (0. Cairo CGC 25, 126.). 

Gods-Amun 
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A large number of sketches of this deity were made, such as Amun seated 

holding the wast sceptre and the ankh cross (0. Cairo CGC 25,047.), Amun seated, 

accompanied by inscription of invocation to Thoth and start of protocol of Ramesses 

IV (0. Cairo CGC 25,049.), Amun standing (0. Cairo CGC 25,048.), Head of Amun 

with plumes and protocol ofRamesses IV (0. Cairo CGC 25,050.), A.mun with Maat 

and Khonsu standing one behind another turned towards the cartouche ofRamesses IV 

(0. Cairo CGC 25,058.), Amun and Mut seated, adored by a person (0. Cairo CGC 

25,059.), Amun in the guise of a ram (0. Cairo CGC 25,015.), Amun seated being 

offered various things by Ramesses IV and a king (0. Cairo CGC 25, 109., 25, 110., 

25, 113 .). 

Gods - Other 

A huge variety of Gods are sketched in the ostraca, both in their 

anthropomorphic and animal forms . A sample consists of; Ptah in image (0. Cairo 

CGC 25,028bis.), Ptah mummified before an offering table (0. Cairo CGC 25,052.), 

Ptah standing turned towards the left (0. Cairo CGC 25,053 .), Ptah in his shrine (0. 

Cairo CGC 25,054.), Khonsu with protocol ofRamesses IV (0. Cairo CGC 25,041.), 

Horus is shown as a sparrowhawk (0. Cairo CGC 25, 174.), Horus as a sparrowhawk 

crowned with the double crown and a Uraeus hanging down from a solar disk (0. 

Cairo CGC 25, 1 O 1., unfortunately not illustrated by Daressy. ), and possibly Horus as a 

sparrowhawk turned to the right (0. Cairo CGC 25,102.). 

Osiris is shown mummified with the Atef crown (0. Cairo CGC 25,056.), 

Osiris seated, holding crosier and whip, with a devourer of Chapter 125 of the Book of 
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the Dead beside him (0. Cairo CGC 25,057.), and Osiris with Anubis on the other side 

of the ostraca. 

A non-Egyptian God, Reshep the Syrian war God, was shown with a quiver on 

his shoulder, lance in his left hand, and brandishing a battle axe(?) above his head (0. 

Cairo CGC 25,063 .). 

The lesser Gods sketched include Gods of the Cataracts (0. Cairo CGC 

25,060.), the two Nile Gods (0. Cairo CGC 25,062.), and a God with the sign for 

millions (0. Cairo CGC 25,061.). 

Goddesses 

Isis and Nepthys were sketched more than a few times with Isis kneeling and 

praying (0. Cairo CGC 25,056.), possibly her or Nepthys kneeling, arms raised in the 

pose of adoration (0. Cairo CGC 25,066., 25,067.), both together kneeling with a 

shen ring (O. Cairo CGC 25,068.), and Isis or Nepthys kneeling and turned towards 

the left (0. Cairo CGC 25,070.). 

The Goddess Hathor is represented in the form of a cow having a menat 

around her neck (0. Cairo CGC 25,092., 25,093 . with kneeling Isis(?) on the back). 

The Goddess Iptt is shown on one example as a hippopotamus (0. Cairo CGC 

25,064.). 

An unnamed Goddess is very finely sketched and holding a lotus form sceptre 

(0. Cairo CGC 25,072.). 

Buman Beings 

These are mostly scenes comprising male individuals and officials standing, 

adoring, in war scenes, or other activities. 

Standing officials include, a person turned to the right with a baton in a fringed 

and transparent robe (0. Cairo CGC 25,024., similar in 25,026.), holding a baton and a 
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lotus bud (0. Cairo CGC 25,025 .), in-silhouette outline (0. Cairo CGC 25,027.), and 

similar but with arms raised (0. Cairo CGC 25,028.). A person turned towards the left 

clothed in a large pleated robe with the arms hanging down (0. Cairo CGC 25,034., 

not illustrated). Sketches of men's heads (0. Cairo CGC 25,159., 25,160., 25,163 ., 

25, 168., and 25,169.) and a sketch of an arm holding a small vase between thumb and 

index finger (0. Cairo CGC 25, 172.). 

Postures of adoration include; kneeling with arms raised in adoration (0. Cairo 

CGC 25,029.), First Prophet of Amun, rr:-ms-ss-n!J~ with his arms raised in the pose 

of adoration (0. Cairo CGC 25,030.), a person turned to the left, arms raised in pose 

of adoration with one hand closed (0. Cairo CGC 25,031 ., vertical text holds 

invocation to king compared to Khnum), an official represented adoring and presenting 

an item (0. Cairo CGC 25,033 ., with names of Vizier n.fr-mpt and scribe pn-tJ-wrt 

present), a person clothed like a high official, kneeling, adoring and holding a baton 

(0. Cairo CGC 25,036., name of VJ.Zier n.fr-mptis present), a man praying arms 

extended upwards (0. Cairo CGC 25,039.), a Syrian prostrated before Amun and Ptah 

(0. Cairo CGC 25, 117.), an official with the titles 'Royal Scribe, Butler . . . .', adores 

Amun-Re (0. Cairo CGC 25, l l 7bis. ), and a scribe kneeling and adoring the king 

personified as a ram (0. Cairo CGC 25, 118.). 

Military and war scenes comprise; scenes of wrestling between two soldiers (0. 

Cairo CGC 25, 132.), groups of two Negroes holding weapons and with their legs 

raised from the ground as if seized by Pharaoh, a lion or panther seizes one of the 

individuals by the elbow (0. Cairo CGC 25,133 ., similar 25,134.), and a lion devours a 

Syrian prisoner (0. Cairo CGC 25, 135.). 

Other activities sketched include; drawing of a harpist with only the fingers and 

harp remaining (0. Cairo CGC 25,038.), and an ape carried upon a man's shoulder 

possibly as impost (0. Cairo CGC 25, 138.). 
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Animals 

Horses are sketched side by side, accompanied by a lion (0. Cairo CGC 

25,143 .). Bulls are frequently shown, probably representing aspects of the king (0. 

Cairo CGC 25,075 .), turned towards the left (0. Cairo CGC 25,076., 25,077.), turned 

to the right (0. Cairo CGC 25,080.) . 

Crocodiles are shown (0. Cairo CGC 25,091.), possibly representing Sobek, 

while the Apis bull appears with its distinctive disk and two plumes on several ostraca 

(0. Cairo CGC 25,094., 25,095., 25,095bis.). The dog-headed baboon likewise 

appears on several ostraca, possibly as a representative or servant of the God Thoth 

(0. Cairo CGC 25,097., 25,098., 25,099.). 

A fantasy animal is also shown that appears very similar to the Greek sphinx, 

with a lioness's body and human pendent breasts, wings, and a female head sunnounted 

by a crown with plumes (0. Cairo CGC 25,090.). It is drawn quite carefully, as 

opposed to other scribbles (such as 0. Cairo CGC 25,088.), and appears to be a design 

study for a wall decoration. There is also a sketch of a human-headed Ba bird, again 

quite carefully drawn and alone, indicating it is a study for a wall decoration (0. Cairo 

CGC 25,106.). 

Texts 

These hieroglyphic texts, as opposed to the hieratic noted above, fall into two 

categories; cartouches including royal titles, and literary compositions in honour of the 

king. 

The cartouches are all ofRamesses IV, with one exception 0 . Cairo CGC 

25,210., and appear on twenty-five ostraca (e.g. 0. Cairo CGC 25,187., 25,188., and 

25, 189.), while the title 'protocol' are likewise nearly all identifiable as belonging to 

Ramesses IV (0. Cairo CGC 25, 194., and 25, 196.). The two exceptions are the 



ostracon with a winged disk above the signs 'nsw .-n/J nsw' and with a serpent below 

(0. Cairo CGC 25,197. ), which I suggest is a personal votive for the Goddess Mert 

Seger, and the ostracon with the legend 'King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Montu, 

Lord of strong arms(?)' (0. Cairo CGC 25,198.). The latter recalls the war 

inscriptions ofRamesses ID where he is described as a being 'like Montu.'85 
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The literary compositions in honour of the king consist of lines of hieroglyphs 

written out neatly as though a study for a full scale wall decoration. One (0. Cairo 

CGC 25,202.) consists of four columns of simple hieroglyphs comprising a text in 

honour of Ramesses IV who is described as the emanation of Amun, while on the back 

there is a sketch of the head of Amun. The other, similar, ostracon (0. Cairo CGC 

25,203 .) has five columns of hieroglyphs drawn in black between vertical black lines of 

separation and with lines in red for the alignment of the signs. In the last group of signs 

a group 'mn' has been erased and replaced with a 'tJ' showing that corrections were 

obviously being made. The text appears to be one giving praises to some deity 

although no names are preserved on this side. On the back of the ostracon there is a 

cartouche ofRamesses IV mentioned as' . .. established King in the Temple of Amu.n, 

the voice of Amun (?) upon the two lands .... ' The conclusion, I suggest, is that the 

ostraca represents another hymn to Amun on behalf of Ramesses IV. 

Summary 

The ostraca deposited in KV 9 consists of a large number of sketches, some 

being outlined in red with corrections and final outlines made in black. The scribal 

'hands' in so far as my eye and Daressy's can discern could be separated into a limited 

number, at most five or six separate ones. 86 A large number of scenes show the 

Pharaoh in the 'blue crown' and focus on the Pharaoh making offerings mainly to 

Amun, and to a lesser extent other Gods. Deities are also sketched receiving offerings 

85 Gardiner, Kadesh Inscriptions of Ramesses Ill. p.10, Pl25, 'I was like Mont'. 
86 Daressy, 'Rapport sur le Deblaiement des Tombes 6 et 9 de Biban el Molouk', pp. 273-4. 
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and adoration from officials and others with Amun again predominating. Hieroglyphic 

'hymns' praising the Pharaoh as the emanation of Amun and praising Amun generally 

are also present. 

The other two large groups of scenes consist of military and war scenes in 

which Pharaoh attacks Asiatics and Negroes in various standard and non-standard 

poses, and scenes with various sketches of animals, both Asiatic and serving as 

representatives of the Egyptian Gods such as the Apis bull or the Thoth baboon. 

The only Pharaoh's name associated with these sketches, excluding that of 

Ramesses XI which is beside a hieratic inscription, is Ra.messes IV who appears 

repeatedly. The occurrence of Amenophis I is clearly as a God, rather than as a living 

Pharaoh. 

Missing from these KV 9 ostraca are scenes commonly shown in those ostraca 

found at Deir el Medina. 87 There are no scenes of male daily life and work outside of 

official, religious or military contexts, female child bearing and nursing, caricatures, 

fables, and minor or domestic animals such as rodents and donkeys. There are also 

very few hieratic non-dedication records, either personal or work related, and the 

focus is almost entirely upon very carefully executed drawings of which some twenty 

seven contain a recognisable title ofRamesses IV. 

The personal dedications, the large number of religious and military scenes, the 

high number of cart ouches of Ra.messes IV on those scenes, and the high number of 

careful drawings make me think that the collection of KV 9 would have been regarded 

as a whole by the officials in charge and dumped in a suitable religious 'deposit' when 

the drawings were no longer needed. The purposes for which such drawings were 

made has been described by Brunner-Traut and amongst these purposes are copies of 

tomb and temple decorations. 88 William Peck has suggested that at least one of the 

87 As reported in Brunner-Traut, E. Die A ltagyptischen Scherbenbi/der. Wiesbaden, 1956, for 
childbirth pp.65-72, for tales see pp.91-101 , for domestic animals p.133, for minor wild animals, 
pp. 127-32. 
88 Brunner-Traut, 'ibid.'. p.7. where the note is ofa series of sketches used as preliminary sketches for 
the tomb of Semennut, and p. 76, no. 76 Berlin 21442 a 20th Dynasty copy of the queen of Punt taken 
from Hatshepsut's temple. Note also Brunner-Traut states, on p.8, the scribal schools were 1) in the 
vicinity of the Rarnesseum, 2) in the north colonnade of the 11th Dynasty temple of Deir el Bahri, 3) 



ostraca, 0 . Cairo CGC 25124., from KV 9 with the cartouches ofRamesses IV and 

showing that king in a chariot seizing Asiatics, could be the study for a major wall 

relief 89 
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Accordingly, I suggest the deposit in KV 9 may be the discarded preliminary 

sketches for some religious construction ofRamesses IV in which the odd personal 

dedication has been mixed to gain a benefit from the religious 'power' of the king and 

his construction. I would exclude the material from the period ofRamesses X and XI 

as having come originally from KV 6 and being accidentally confused with the KV 9 

material either during the transport to Cairo, as noted above, or at some other time. 90 

The obvious next question is what religious edifice was intended? I will exclude 

the tombs of Ramesses IV and Ramesses VI since neither remaining tomb includes 

scenes of foreign wars, beasts such as jackals, Apis bulls, or kings and queens on 

chariots firing arrows at one another. The iconography of the offering scenes of the 

sketches matches almost that of the valley temples ofRamesses II and III.91 The 

military, war scenes and offerings to other deities are also extremely similar to those of 

the Ramesseum and Medinet Habu temples. It would appear probable that the ostraca 

dump in KV 9 represents the decorative sketches for a valley temple establishment 

since they are dedicated to Amun, have offerings to other 'state' Gods, and have scenes 

of foreign wars and conquest. 

All of the cartouches ofRamesses IV on the KV 9 ostraca are of the later type 

with the prenomen beginning with 'flkJ' rather than 'wsr' indicating a date no earlier 

in Deir el Medina village. In these locations, especially Deir el Medina, dumps of ostraca with a wide 
range of scenes, including those of daily life, and obvious practise pieces have been found which differ 
significantly from the restricted range found in KV 9. 
89 Peck, W. Drawings from Ancient Egypt. London, 1978, p. 155, no.86. 
90 Daressy, Ostraca. p.112, index IV. Another possibility is that Daressy made an error with whatever 
notation he used on the ostracon 25,210.(RXI from KV 9) and 25, 186 (the only one ofR IV from KV 
6) confusing one with the other. Ostracon CGC 25, 186 is not illustrated in Daressy's Ostraca and the 
cartouche shown on p.36 although implied to be that ofRamesses IV, is actually that ofRarnesses X. 
91 In the case of Ramesses ill's reliefs at Medinet Habu, some have seen the Nubian war scenes and 
Asiatic references as 'fictive' and based on the world view or outlook of the Egyptian ruler. 
Nevertheless more recently K. A. Kitchen, 'Historical Observations on Rarnesside Nubia', A.gypten 
und Kusch. eds E . Endesfelder et al., Berlin, 1977, p.224, has stated there may have been such a 
campaign while Grandet, Ramses lll:Histoire d'un regne. pp.133, 202-7, has been willing to consider 
an Asiatic and Nubian campaign. 
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than Ramesses IV's second year. Many of the ostraca with these cartouches can be 

dated by their fonns to the period years 3-5 ofRamesses IV and I did not find any that 

could be dated to the last years of that king. 92 The only large scale valley temple 

construction that we know of from that period ofRamesses IVs reign is the Large 

valley temple at Assasif. There is a possibility that the designs could relate to the other 

two known smaller valley temples nearby, but as these are very small and have not 

provided evidence of similar decoration they should in my view be excluded. 

Further indication can be gained that the Large temple at Assasif may be the 

source of such ostraca when it is remembered that inscribed blocks showing Asiatic 

conquest and decoration 'plaques' similar to the offering scenes are preserved at the 

actual site. In addition, an ostracon excavated during the Metropolitan Museum of 

Art's investigation of the site of Assasif has an identical scribal 'hand' with, and similar 

contents to, the other hieratic texts found in the KV 9 deposit. 

In my view, then, it is probable that at the official cessation of work on the 

temple ofRamesses IV at Assasif during the reign ofRamesses VI the ostraca with the 

designs plus a few administrative and personal document were gathered up from the 

site at Assasif and deposited in the only open tomb that had a religious connection with 

Ramesses IV, the then open tomb ofRamesses V and VI (KV 6). 

When exactly the hieratic documents from the time of Ramesses IX and XI 

joined this cache is open to speculation. The tomb, KV 9, is known to have been 

robbed at some point in time and Aldred suggests this was before year 9 of Ramesses 

IX.93 It is possible that the later material could have found it's way into KV 9 during a 

restoration of the burial, having been picked up from the location of KV 6 almost 

directly opposite while that tomb was itself being prepared or restored. It is also 

possible that Daressy accidentally mixed up some ostraca during their excavation or 

handling. 

92 See Chapter Four above. 
93 Reeves, N. and RH. Wilkinson, The Complete Va/leyofthe Kings. London, 19%, p.165. 
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If an alternative view is taken,--that these ostraca in KV 9 represent a selection 

prepared with no particular purpose in mind or are an accidental conglomeration, there 

seems to me to be the problems of the limited range of scenes, the large number 

belonging to Ramesses IV and datable to year 3-5 of his reign, the lack of an even 

distribution of numbers in specific categories, the limited numbers of hieratic records 

found, and the specific location of the find . One would expect scribal school or 

momentary practise pieces to be discarded on site or at the school locations - not taken 

all the way to a specific tomb in the Valley of Kings which has very little evident 

connection with the scenes portrayed. In any case the drawings, because of the high 

number containing the cartouche of Ramesses IV even if viewed as an accidental 

collection, will support all of the reconstruction that follows, apart from a few minor 

details. The reconstruction that follows is, however, based on treating the ostraca in 

KV 9 as a unity. 

Sadly the KV 9 ostraca tell us little more about the actual campaign of 

Ramesses IV in Asia but they do indicate that there was some military activity in Nubia 

at the same time. The scenes of the Pharaoh capturing Asiatics and Nubians are not 

absolutely identical with those of the Ramesseum and Medinet Habu so the charge that 

they are a meaningless copy can be discounted, especially when the other inscriptional 

evidence is taken into account.94 

Obviously Ramesses IV intended to decorate his temple with scenes of a 

victorious Pharaoh making various offerings to the Gods, accompanied by suitable 

hymns praising him and Amun. The remaining state pantheon of Egypt were to be 

present on the walls, including the Goddesses Isis and Nepthys, as well as the animal 

representatives such as the Thoth baboon and the royal Apis bull. The appearance of 

the Apis bull is a little unusual, but understandable in tenns of the ruler cult. 

The royal military campaign was to be illustrated with Negro soldiers 

exercising, chariots being drawn by horses, Asiatics and Nubian being attacked and 

94 Stela at Amarah West in Year 3, victory stela at Serabit-el-Khadim in Year 5 - see Chapter Four 
above. 
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taken captive by the king in his chariot accompanied by the royal lion (which was also 

a prominent feature in Medinet Habu ), and with suitable praises likening the king to 

Montu in the manner of the Kadesh poem ofRamesses 11.95 The foreign Gods such as 

Reshep are brought in to help the Pharaoh and are shown in fuU panoply (0. Cairo 

CGC 25,063 .), while the Syrians were to be shown as prostrated before the Gods of 

Egypt, Amun and Ptah (0. Cairo CGC 25, 117.), and their 'tribute' is brought away to 

Egypt (0. Cairo CGC 25, 138.). 

There was also to be a representation of the ruler cult with the two Nile Gods 

(0. Cairo CGC 25,062.) and those of other areas (0. Cairo CGC 25,060.) to 

emphasise the stability ofRamesses IVs rule at home. One wonders, therefore, if the 

portrayal of the queen versus king argument on 0 . Cairo CGC 25, 125 ., refers 

somewhat cynically back to the Harem conspiracy of only a few years earlier and 

represents the covert reaction by an artist to the iconography that surrounded him. 96 

Unfortunately details that we would very much like to know such as precise 

routes, dates, and locations attacked have either not survived or were never 

contemplated. Nevertheless these pictures do serve to confirm the other written 

evidence of foreign adventures by Ramesses IV. 

95 Gardiner, Kadesh Inscriptions of Ramesses III. p.10, Pl 25, 'I was like Mont'. 
96 Such a reaction by an Egyptian artist is not unknown. One thinks of the pornographic sketch, 
probably representing Hatshepsut and Senemmut, in the caves used by the workmen at Deir el Bahri, 
see Romer, Romer's Egypt. p.159, and the juxtaposition of the animal figures and the rampant 
eroticism of the Turin Erotic Papyrus. 
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Chapter Nine 

Conclusions on the Life and Reign of Ra messes IV 

Absolute Dates 

Calculating the accession date ofRamesses IV involves determining the absolute date 

of the accession ofRamesses II from various sources and then calculating from that absolute 

date to the date of the accession ofRamesses IV using highest known year dates from the 

intervening kings. 

The evidence from the area of dated monuments implies an accession date for 

Ramesses II of 1279 B.C., while evidence from the biographical statements about Officials and 

Sacred Animals does not determine an exact date for Ramesses II but does prevent the reigns 

from Ramesses VI-Ramesses IX being expanded by any more than a couple of years each. 

Astronomical dates offer us a favoured date of 1279 B.C. and a later date of 1290 B.C. 

New Moon dates, Valley Feast dates, and 'd]i'dates will fit into a known lunar pattern if an 

accession date of 1279 B.C. is assumed for Ramesses II. 

Generation counting indicates a date of 1279 B.C. or 1290 B.C. for Ramesses II's 

accession date. Nevertheless the preference should be for the lower date, as the genealogical 

calculations carried out by Bierbrier used 25 years for a generation which appears very high. 

The genealogical count and minimum attestations also indicate that the Dynasty 19 and 20 

minimum reigns derived by Kitchen are very close to the correct figures because of the 

interlocking data involved. 

Synchronisms of Egyptian and Near Eastern history give a range of dates from 1293 

B.C. down to 1283 B.C. for Rarnesses Il's date of accession, with the possibility of a slightly 

further downward shift due to variations in the Assyrian record. 



Age determination according to radiocarbon dating gives a date associated with the 

wood used in the Ramesseum of 1230 B.C. ± 96 years. 
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The preponderance of the above evidence is for the date of 1279 B.C. as the accession 

date of Ramesses II. 

For the period between the accession ofRamesses II and that ofRamesses N , using 

the minimum dates from the area of dated monuments, King Lists, and Annals, we have a total 

of 127 years and 4 months. Talcing the accession date from Helck of ill smw, 27, for 

Ramesses II and the absolute year date as 1279 B.C., then subtracting the former total gives 

115 1 B. C. as the absolute date of the year of Ramesses IVs accession. 

Nevertheless due to the imprecision of the attested dates for Sethnakht, the additional 

parts of a month not used in the calculations, and the slight possibility of a brief interregnum 

after Siptah/Tewosret, an estimate of two years should be added to this minimum date 

bringing it to 1149 B.C. Hence I express the final absolute year date ofRamesses IVs 

accession as 1150 B.C. ± 1 year. 

The Family and Early Years of Crown Prince Ramesses 

Ramesses will have been born while his father Ramesses III was still a prince, some 

twelve years before the latter ascended the throne. He would have been present at Ramesses 

III's campaigns against the Sea Peoples commemorated at Medinet Habu in inscriptions of 

years 5, 8 and 11, although the indications from the Deir el Medina relief is that a brother, 

Amunherhepshef, was Crown Prince at the time and would have been the individual referred 

to in the inscriptions of years 8 to 12. 

In year 12 of his reign Ramesses ill completed (?) the 'Procession of Princes' at 

Medinet Habu but, although some thirteen princes are shown, it cannot be known when, or by 

whom, the names of those princes were inscribed or when the subsequent alterations to this 

'Procession' were made. 
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Analysis of tombs and ostraca found in the Valley of Kings and the Valley of Queens 

show we have a group of four tombs prepared for royal princes during the first decade of 

Ramesses ill's reign with a high probability of the actual date being around year 8. Two of the 

princes, including the Crown Prince Amunherhepeshef, died and were buried while two 

survived at least into the reign ofRamesses IV. Around years 20 and 24 ofRamesses Ill's 

reign two more princes were granted tombs and were probably adolescents at the time but one 

appears to have survived, the evidence for the other's survival is missing. The current Crown 

Prince, the second Amunherhepeshef, was expected to die and was granted a tomb in the 

Valley of the Kings by year 25 ofRamesses ill's reign, and must have been interred by year 27 

ofRamesses m given Prince Ramesses's titles in the tomb of Amenemope. 

I suggest that plague, introduced by the wars of year 5 or 8 ofRamesses ill's era, was 

the most likely cause for the preparation of the tombs since there were large numbers of Sea 

Peoples taken captive from Asia during these wars who could easily have served as a vector 

for plague on the march back to the Egyptian capital. It does not appear to me that an 

alternative of execution serves as a reasonable explanation for these tombs since it is very 

likely that some tombs were never used and that they belong to the start rather than the end of 

Ramesses Ill's reign. 

The Later Years of Crown Prince Ramesses and the Final Years of Ramesses m 

Ramesses IV was the third son of his parents, Ramesses III and Isis, and became 

Crown Prince after a 'normal' career and aided by the death of his two elder brothers who 

were both Crown Princes in tum. His career can be reconstructed as a minor post of 'Royal 

Scribe', military administration and experience leading to 'Generalissimo', selection as Crown 

Prince on the death of his sibling, and further administrative work and public association with 

the king, Ramesses ID. He also had estates and probably worked in the Delta region as a 

middle to upper level administrator. 
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The condition of the Egypt he inherited is described in P .Harris I, which I see as a 

genuine, honest document that does not appear to be deliberately spurious. It should also be 

kept in mind that it is aimed not at the human audience but at the Gods and deliberate 

falsehoods would thus endanger the deceased Ramesses ill. 

Doubts have been expressed over the state and extent of the Egyptian empire in Asia 

and Nubia as portrayed in P .Harris L but the list of materials supplied to the temples in other 

inscriptions backs up Ramesses ill's claims. One reads in those lists and in P.Harris I of ivory 

tusks and frankincense which are African products, while the cedars, oils, lapis-lazuli, and 

copper ingots are the products of the Sinai Peninsula and Asia. Certainly there are some 

indications of changes such as the construction of defensive walls for Medinet Habu but, given 

the huge force of invaders attacked Egypt a generation previously, one could not expect the 

situation to have stabilised if the same external pressures were there. The Egypt that Ramesses 

IV inherited, from this document at any rate, is not showing any signs of decay but had been 

'set to rights', was prosperous, peaceful, and placed firmly into his hands. 

I think that the economy of the state of Egypt was in reasonable condition with no 

extensive evidence of poverty or decay when Ramesses IV ascended the throne. His ascent 

was to an ordered, relatively prosperous, society which, while under some pressures from 

Asia, could still expect to expand its empire under a new vigorous Pharaoh who received the 

mantle of power directly from Ramesses ill. Certainly there were also internal pressures, 

perhaps due to the very idleness of peace praised by Ramesses ID and restiveness of the 

military, but, beyond a surprisingly deeply-laid plot involving the upper echelons of Egyptian 

society, there appeared no serious signs of disruption with construction and life proceeding as 

normal. 

In the few years between year 27 ofRamesses ID and his death we can only surmise, 

given the present lack of evidence, that Prince Ramesses played an increasing role in the royal 

administration acting as a 'duplicate' or 'image' of the king in religious and some temporal 

areas. Just how well he had learned his lessons is shown by his survival of the plot which did 

eventuate and, while the conspirators were numerous, an even greater number of officials and 

army personnel must have remained loyal to Ramesses ID's choice of heir. The image of 



impending decay and a weak king ascending the throne has little foundation in the material 

preserved from the last years of Ramesses ill. 

The Accession Date, Titles Used in, and Dating of, Ramesses IV's Monuments and 

Inscriptions 
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The precise date of the accession ofRamesses IV can be established from several 

sources, the most important being P.Turin Cat.1949+ 1946, verso, as Ill smw, 16. Although 

many have taken the view Ramesses ill died on ill smw, 15, I think an alternative date for the 

death of Ramesses III on ill smw, 6, seems preferable. 

Ramesses IV closely modelled his titles on those of Ramesses II, as did his father 

Ramesses III. Ramesses IV took as his Horus name 'kJ-n!Jt rnJJ-m-mJrt ', often expanded to 

include 'nb }.Jbw(-sd) mi it.fpti;J-JJ..tnn'. His Nebty and Golden Horus names were 'mk kmt wrf 

pgt' and 'wsr mpwt wr n/Jtw respectively, with the latter often being extended by 'ity ms np-w 

s!Jprllwy '. 

Similarly his royal nomen and prenomen closely mimicked those of Ramesses II with 

'wsr-mJCt-rc stp-n-imn' in place of 'wsr-m1c1-rc stp-n-rc' and 'rc-ms-sw mry-imn /Jl.(J-mJrt' for 

Ramesses II's smaller 'rr-ms-sw mry-imn'. 

From year 2 onwards, Ramesses IV altered his prenomen to '}.JlfJ-mJct-rc stp-n-imn' 

and changed his nomen epithet to 'mJrty'. 

By analysing, coding, and tabulating the variants of the cartouches used by Ramesses 

IV on monuments which have dates preserved, I have been able to develop a table which I 

have used to date monuments and inscriptions that had only cartouches or very partial dates 

preserved . Using the methodology of Gutgesell based on the 'overlap' of attested persons, 

inscribed sources enabled me to date other inscribed material without cartouches. Where 

possible both of these methods were supplemented with other techniques. 

Using this newly dated material in combination with existing dated material allowed 

the reconstruction of the history of Ramesses IVs reign in some detail, with the limitation that 
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often material could have come from a range of years rather than a specific date. I placed such 

material in the earliest possible year unless evidence indicated another year and also did not 

use a large body of inscribed material probably belonging to Ramesses IV but which I could 

not date. 

T awards the end of my work in this area the palaeographical material of Wimmer 

appeared suggesting that the various scribal 'hands' could be used to date material . 

Nevertheless lack of access to photographic or facsimile copies of the individual ostraca, lack 

of familiarity with the script involved, and the criticism of Janssen that this approach would 

not allow the material to be dated to a narrower period than twenty five years precluded my 

using this new methodology. 

Janssen and Sweeny have also suggested alternative methods of dating inscriptions on 

the basis of palaeography or idiolects which sound very profitable but were not used for the 

same reasons as stated above for Wimrner's methodology. 

A Chronological Reconstruction of the Reign of Ramesses IV 

Year 1 

Ramesses ascended to a stable, well ordered country with its citizens and armies 

enjoying peace, yet still in control of the foreign territories of Syria and Nubia. Expeditions 

were still being made to Sinai and to Palestine for minerals and wood, while foreign towns in 

both Syria and Nubia worshipped the Egyptian Gods and the Pharaoh. 

Encomiums produced in his reign indicate that there were domestic and foreign 

squabbles dealt with successfully by the new king who also buried his father and quarried 

stone in Wadi Harnmamat for temples and statues. 

Ramesses IVs inscriptions were started at several locations within temples at Abydos, 

Luxor, Heliopolis, Karnak, and at Medinet Habu in order to provide temporary, quick 

'ownership' inscriptions for the new king. Thus Ramesses, as a new king, consolidated his 



power, dealt with the necessary religious inscriptions, and attended to marking his temporal 

possessions. 

Year2 
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In this year expeditions were made to Wadi Hammamat for obtaining bekhen stone for 

the royal monuments. 

The inscribing of temples continued with a bandeaux text within Karnak's Main temple 

of Amun. In the nearby subsidiary temple of Amun a major series of works was started in this 

year to further 'convert' the temple for the use ofRamesses IV. In the temple ofLuxor a 

dedication text with extended titles appears focusing on the king's martial prowess. At 

Western Thebes, lower end of Hatshepsut's Causeway, foundation deposits were placed for a 

small valley temple of Ramesses IV and work was completed to the stage where marks of 

columns are to be seen on the paving. 

In the nearby Ramesseum Ramesses IVs titles were inscribed to make Ramesses's 

name prominent rather than to remodel the temple, although Ramesses ID's temple ofMedinet 

Habu underwent considerable re-decoration in this year. 

At Edfu, Ramesses IV had his name engraved on a Ramesside Pylon as a row of 

cartouches. 

0. Gardiner 301 contains a hymn, possibly to Ramesses IV, which gives it's subject the 

attributes of one who had an overseas empire including Islands in the Mediterranean. 

In Deir el Medina, on days 17 and 18 of II 3gt, the Vizier Neferrenpet (nfr-mpf) and 

the Royal Butlers arrive to locate a place for the tomb ofRamesses IV. On ID Jgt, 28, a 

written command in Ramesses IV's name was supplied by the Vizier Neferrenpet (nfr-mpl) 

and others to increase the numbers of the crew to 120. 
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Year3 

The major activities of this year are expeditions into Asia and Nubia, both peaceful and 

warlike. One of the earliest texts on this subject is the stela at Amarah West, Nubia, dated to 

ill smw, 28, which clearly deals with a minor rebellion and possibly a larger invasion involving 

the Sea Peoples. 

In the Wadi Hammamat two dated notices ofI smw, 26, and II smw, 27, record, based 

on my reconstruction, the Great Expedition of Year 3 to obtain stone for the decoration of the 

temples of the king. The presence of the large number of military in the expedition should now 

be regarded either as a protective guard for the expedition in an area where rebels, or invaders, 

will still have been active or as controllers for a large number of prisoners drafted for labour. 

It is from this year, in ill smw, that the stela of Sobekhotep (sbk-!Jtp) at Serabit el 

Khadim in the Sinai dates, recording the command ofRarnesses IV to his Butler to bring him 

turquoise and implying there had been three such previous expeditions. 

This year there are fewer building activities and founding of temples, but the 

decoration and inscribing of specific temples continues, as does the supply of statues, cult 

ornaments, and other temple fittings. The most extensive reworking of this year occurred in 

the temple ofRarnesses III at Medinet Habu with the adding of bandeaux texts and 

inscriptions in several places. The Procession of Princes in that temple may also have 

undergone some alterations to its figures . 

Outside of Thebes at Esna the royal cart ouches were inscribed in a minor tomb-shrine 

ofHathor. At Abydos a Great Stela to Osiris and all the Gods was inscribed, dated IV smw, 1, 

which places the inscription at the beginning of this third year and after the victory recorded at 

Amarah West. 

This year was also notable for the amount of decoration of temples in the form of 

statues, obelisks, and other cult items. Statues were supplied at Abydos, Karnak and 

Hermopolis, while another kneeling schist statuette (BM. 1816) has no provenance but may be 

from the Theban region. At Abydos a shabti figure of the king was produced with a possible 



view to founding a temple there. Ramesses IV also usurped the obelisks of Thutmose I at 

Karnak, ofRamesses I, and of an unknown king at Heliopolis. 
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In Deir el Medina a record of work is also preserved for month x, probably IV, prt, 5, 

and II 3gt, 5, mentioning work on the royal tomb and a possible mention of the Large valley 

temple Ramesses IV planned for himself at Assasif There is also the wine jar docket from the 

' . . . vineyard of the temple of Millions of Years of King of Upper and Lower Egypt /;JlfJ-mJ'"t

rc- stp-n-imn . ... ', showing that the funerary cult of the king was already in operation by this 

year. 

Year4 

Unlike previous years there is very little information surviving from this year outside of 

what occurs in the village of Deir el Medina. What activity there is consists of inscriptions 

such as the Great Stela in honour of Osiris at Abydos dated to ill 3gt, l 0, and a hymn in 

honour ofRamesses IV which celebrates the re-ordering of the land with a catalogue of 

wrongs righted. The importance of this hymn, I suggest, is that it may be used to help date a 

whole series of ostraca found in tomb KV 9 in the Valley of the Kings. 

These ostraca consist of a whole series of religious, warfare, and other scenes together 

with a few inscriptions. Dating these ostraca by the form of their cartouches gives a range 

from year 3-4 ofRamesses IV in most cases, while the hymn indicates a further limitation to 

year 4. 

Near to Deir el Medina, at Assasif, foundation deposits manufactured at the earliest in 

Rarnesses IV's year 3 had been laid in seven pits for an enormous valley temple of this king. I 

think the cache in KV 9 represents the sketches and trial pieces for the decoration of this 

temple, which was never completed beyond two or three courses in height. 

At Deir el Medina records show supplies were provided during the months IT-IV smw, 

to the Royal Secretary including large amounts oflapis-lazuli. This material was, I suggest, for 

the decoration of the tomb or temple ofRamesses IV. It is during this year that the cartouches 



within Rarnesses IVs tomb were painted and this indicates that the excavation had been 

completed up to corridor 'B' by this time and was probably already finished. 

Years 

In this year there was a resumption of mining at Serabit el Khadim in the Sinai and a 

major remodelling of the temple there. Other minor works were carried out and, at Deir el 

Medina, a lot of activity was centred on the royal tomb and its final decoration. 
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In the month of II smw, several stela were erected at Serabit el Khadim by Panufer 

(pJ-nfr) and Userkha' (wsr-!J'), a Royal Butler, of which the most important is stela no.294. 

These remarkable records, possibly stelae of victory, point to a razzia into Asia under 

Rarnesses IV towards the end of year 5. The mention ofByblite ships in stela no 275 shows 

that the coast, up to that point in time, was still under Egyptian control, while the plunder of 

cereals and precious materials recalls the later expeditions of Thutmose ill and his similar 

plundering of the countryside. Since the attack appears to be bound up with the turquoise 

mining at Serabit el Khadirn, the simplest explanation is that this mining had become more 

hazardous and the razzia was to quiet the natives down for a period. Its success was 

celebrated in the remodelling of the temple at Serabit el Khadim. 

Not all activity in this year was centred outside of Egypt as the usurpation of a 

Rarnesses H's colossus shows, and the choice of such an ancestor's statue is significant both 

for its military and other overtones. 

In the village of Deir el Medina a special delivery is noted on 0. Cairo CGC 25,660., 

without preserving any dates, from which every person of the village receives a ration, either 

for a feast or to celebrate a stage in the completion of the king's tomb. 

Visits were made to that tomb by officials on ill 3gt, 21, and IV 3gt, 7, the former being 

a visit by the Royal Butler to make a 'distribution' to celebrate the construction of the tomb, 

and the latter a visit by the Vizier Neferrenpet (nfr-mp{) to draw a plan of the tomb. A further 

visit is recorded on IV prt, 26, by the Vizier Neferrenpet to make a libation, inspect the work 

and supply carrying poles. 
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By good fortune we possess a plan-of the king's tomb in P.Turin Cat 1885, recto, and 

this agrees with all the dimensions of the extant tomb with the exception of the last room 

which is approximately half the size of the plan. The difference in the sizes between the plan 

and the tomb indicate that the plan was made before the tomb was fully excavated and is 

therefore likely to have been from this year and may be the very plan mentioned above. 

Year6 

From this last full year, apart from the Deir el Medina workforce, I have only been able 

to find the minor record of Graffito no. 9 in the temple of Thutmose ill at Deir el Bahri, and 

the Elephantine scandal. I conclude the founding and remodelling of temples will therefore 

have ceased, although one would expect a continuation of the building of what has been 

started and especially the valley temple started at Assasif 

No external threats are present and there are no dated records of mining. Nevertheless, 

it must be emphasised that there are a large number of undated records remaining from this 

reign which may cover mining. From the evidence I have found, though, the focus was on the 

completion of the royal tomb. 

The records from Deir el Medina show that on III prt, 12/13, the anival of a 'King's 

son of Kush' from Kush in Nubia is recorded while the number of official visits made to the 

village this year is surprising given the small amount of material preserved. Not only is the 

Royal Butler stg-J;u-H--71111.fmentioned in the work journal above but on II Jgt, 7, he is also 

recorded as arriving but without preserving the purpose for which he came. The same 

individual sends a message on day 19 of the same month, and the Vizier Neferrenpet (nfr-mpf) 

visits on ill smw, 16, to inspect the work on the tomb, to makes a libation, and then sail north 

to where the Pharaoh is. On I Jgt, 9, the Vizier nfr-mpttogether with the Royal Butler st!J-J;u

H--71111.farrive at the city (Thebes) and on the next day they arrive at the 'Fortress of the tomb' 

for some unclear purpose. On I Jgt, 12, the Royal Butler stl!-l;u-wnm.fand the Vizier nfr-mpt 

pay another visit to inspect the work on the royal tomb. In this year, but with no month or day 
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preserved, is also recorded the visit of the Royal Butler st/J-/;lr-wnm.fto order the drawings, 

the scribe imn-n/JI going along with two draughtsmen to the 'holy place'. 

The above evidence shows that some degree of preparation was going on at the royal 

tomb and one inference would be that Ramesses IV in this year showed signs of dying soon. 

The express visit of a Nubian administrator and the use of draughtsmen indicate that the tomb 

was being quickly finished and partially furnished against the imminent death of the king. 

Year7 

In this year, apart from the Elephantine scandal and the burial records ofRamesses IV, 

all information comes from the village of Deir el Medina. 

In that place on Ill Jgt, 23 , a large number of wicks had been supplied to the crew, 

including some by the Foreman of the crew Nekhemmut (nbw-m-mwt) in person. In the 

absence of other known projects these wicks will be for the final decoration and equipping of 

the tomb ofRamesses IV. The exotic woods delivered on day 30 of this month, and the 

inclusion of personal contributions from the Foremen, also point to the equipping of the tomb. 

Other Evidence 

Beside the dated and datable material above, we have a reference in the indictment of a 

priest of Elephantine, for the theft of between 514 and 700 sacks of grain each year for years 

1-6 ofR.amesses IV and into the reign ofRamesses V, by a ship's Captain called bnm-n/Jt 

These thefts, along with the other indictments of P.Turin 1887, indicate, at the very least, a 

large scale abuse of state funds during the reign of Ramesses IV. 

There exists as well a large amount of inscribed material from Deir el Medina which I 

have not been able to date. Since Kitchen and other workers have felt able to place this 

material firmly in the reign of R.amesses IV, it is necessary to caution against simply accepting 

the seeming lack of evidence of administrative matters from that village. One suspects a high 

degree of filching supplies, for example, and irregular wage deliveries based on a certain lack 



of records, but the undated material we possess may turn out to cover any 'spaces' when 

further methods of dating are developed. 

The Death and Burial of Ramesses IV 
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After Ramesses IV died, at some point in the period of ill prt, 19-29, in his seventh 

year, final preparations would have started in his tomb, and at Thebes, for his burial and to 

supply the needed tomb equipment. The tomb had already been prepared as a long, rectangular 

series of rooms with several treasuries placed behind the sarcophagus chamber and without the 

lower portion normally devoted to the Osiride aspect of the dead king even the traditional 

texts being altered and replaced with those mainly concerned with the solar aspect of the 

deceased ruler. 

Following Heick, we are able to reconstruct the preparation and sequence of the burial. 

After the arrival of the cloth(s?) noted on day 4, on I smw, 24, a large workforce of 450 

persons starts dragging and carrying first the offering tables, then the tomb's equipment, to the 

Valley of the Kings. This 'dragging' of this equipment went on for the rest of the month and 

included a large number of religious items. On day 27 there is mention of taking an item of 

alabaster 'to its place' which, I suggest, is the Canopic chest which was not yet completed at 

this date and workmen were shut up in the tomb overnight, with a Royal Butler as supervisor, 

in order to complete it. Allowing the following day for the sarcophagus and other minor items 

to be put in place, means that the king will have been buried on II smw, 9. 

A list of the treasures destined to accompany the dead ruler is given in the earlier 

portions of P.Turin 2002 and we can see that the emphasis is on two types of equipment, ritual 

and personal. The list notes mainly bronze items with very little listed in the way of gold or 

silver, as is known to be usual from other tombs. Clothing and personal jewellery is present 

together with pots of unguent and some furniture in cedar, seemingly in modest quantities. 

Statuettes of 'Gods' and their shrines will have been placed in the treasuries, as will have been 

the shabti, polychrome glass, cups, and bowls. 
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The entrance to the tomb will then have been closed and the solar chapel erected in 

front of that entrance with the note in O.Turin N .57366 recording the finishing off of the work 

on II smw, 24. 

The tomb itself shows signs of incomplete decoration and every sign of being finished 

off in considerable haste in order to accommodate the impending royal burial. Nevertheless the 

foundation deposits are as equally extensive as those of other tombs and sites implying no 

fiscal or labour constraints at the outset, while the distribution of paint to the workmen in year 

4 indicates that the excavation was completed at least to its intended stage. 

Redford has suggested an intellectual aspect to this king, and some religious changes 

can be seen in his tomb while a large amount of the tomb furnishings are bronze ritual objects, 

shrines, and temple furniture. It is possible, therefore, that Ramesses IV not only altered part 

of the royal tomb and its inscriptions on religious grounds but also removed the emphasis on 

personal possessions and substituted ritual vessels in the tomb together with greater 

expenditure on religious monuments instead. 

Secular and Religious Policy and Administration under Ramesses IV 

The examination of the secular administration under Ramesses IV does not disclose 

any major changes to the structure proclaimed by Ramesses ill in P.Harris I. Some diminution 

of the Vizier's area of control and action is evident, along with the widespread use of Royal 

Butlers in a supervisory role on special projects and, I think, at Deir el Medina. Some changes, 

such as the increase in royal workmen at Deir el Medina, were temporary and Ramesses IV 

was quite happy to keep to the classes and divisions laid out by his father. In the secular area I 

suspect that Ramesses IV was a pragmatist who made only the changes necessary when the 

problems started to show or his position was threatened. 

In the religious arena there is evidence of a more substantial change and the 

commencement of a re-alignment of the state religion with that of the Delta evidenced in the 

land allocation to temples, the royal tomb changes, and the emphasis on the Gods Mut, Maat 

and Re. I suggest there was not much original thought behind this change, but rather a use of 
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such deities to restore the 'religious power' of the king and to restore some greater measure of 

'vertical solidarity' in the growing face of an oncoming axial societal change caused by 

personal piety. 

I also think that Ramesses IV sensibly recognised the growing economic and political 

power of Amun and was able to negotiate a 'modus vivendi' with its High Priest by giving him 

some more temporal and religious power, as in the case of the supervision of the workmen's 

rations and the ability to place his likeness on his temple's Pylons. In return Ramesses IV was 

able to use that priest's and another's ability to move men and resources about in order to carry 

out his re-decoration of the majority of the Egyptian temples with his name and so seek the 

Gods' favours. 

Clearly though, in comparison with Ramesses ID, Ramesses IV had less time to 

achieve his objectives. The size of his Large valley temple at Assasif shows that he was no less 

ambitious, although the quality of what work he did achieve has been questioned. 

The Expeditions and Foreign Relations of Ramesses IV 

The picture of Ramesses IV's foreign relations and exploitation of external resources is 

not significantly different from those of his predecessors, Ramesses II and ID. Ramesses IV 

inherited an Asiatic area corresponding at least to the lower half of present Palestine and 

Jordan, with Egyptian garrisons in key cities and a wide tribute system collected via a 

bureaucratic local temple system. The survival of these cities, unburnt, until at least the reign 

ofRamesses VI shows that changes in the surrounding regions changes presented no 

significant threat to the Egyptian hegemony over the area at that time. Nevertheless localised 

disturbances required Ramesses to campaign perhaps as far away as Byblos in his year 3, 

probably to simply reassert his overlordship and restore the flow of 'impost' rather than deal 

with any serious opposition. At the same time there may have been some disturbance in Nubia, 

but the independent evidence for this is very slim and really only points to Syria. 
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The royal quest for, and exploitation of, external resources, such as mining copper at 

Timna and minerals at Serabit el Khadim, were kept up with yearly expeditions working in 

concert with at least some of the local people and under the control of the religious 

organisations of Egypt. In this Ramesses IV showed no recognition of any change in the 

regions of Asia or Nubia. The last king to leave his cartouches at Serabit el Khadim was 

Ramesses VI, and thus it is presumed that mining expeditions continued until his reign. 

In line with his building programme, again reflecting that of his ancestors Ramesses II 

and ill, Ramesses exploited the bekhen quarries of the Wadi Hammamat with small yearly 

expeditions until at least his year 3 when a large contingent of military accompanied a huge 

force of workers, possibly comprised of prisoners from the earlier punitive raids into Asia. The 

full use of the temple of Amun's personnel was made in order to arrange transport and 'roving' 

Royal Butlers appear to have been used on individual commissions. The expeditions' records 

cease after year 4 and it has been suggested the bekhen stone stockpiled by then was 

considered sufficient for the rest of the reign. 

Nubia supplies us with very little evidence for the reign ofRamesses IV, but all ofit 

shows a settled and quiescent Nubia firmly in the administrative grip of Egypt with perhaps 

minor localised outbreaks during the final year ofRamesses ill and during Ramesses IVs year 

3 which were quickly dealt with. 

Overall, Ramesses sought to preserve his boundaries and extend his power with 

military force as well as utilising external natural resources to magnify his reign. His control 

over Palestine and Nubia was re-established and maintained securely enough to levy 'impost' 

and support an upper layer of Egyptian overlords. The factor that mitigated most against this 

programme being more successful was the shortness of his reign and there is no evidence that 

I can find of a weak, dissolute king surrendering Egypt's foreign possessions and resources to 

pressing foreigners. It was, in contrast, an Egypt secure within its boundaries, receiving 

'impost' from Asia and in control of Nubia that Ramesses IV expected and sought to hand on 

to his son and successor. 



Appendix A 

The Calculation of 'Minimum' Regnal Years from Contemporary 
Records and Manetho Toe:ether with Associated Problems 

Dynasty 19 from the Reign of Ramesses II 

Ramesses II 
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Accession date given by Helck as ill miw, 27.1 An alternative date was given by Larson on 

the basis of the dates on 0 . BM. 5634 of between l 3bt, 16, and II13bt, 11.2 Wente and Van Siclen 

agreed with this alternative of III 3bt, 5-11 . 3 Krauss raised two objections to Larson on the basis of 

Ramesses II leaving Thebes in year 1, II1 3gt to return to the Delta having taken part in the Opet 

Festival. The Opet festival was regularly held from the middle of II 3bt. Since Ramesses II broke off 

his journey below Memphis to take part in a festival , he must have started this journey at the end of I 

3bt at the latest. 4 Janssen has made a special study of 0 . BM 5634 and agrees with Krauss's criticism 

of Larson. 5 R.amesses II died in his year 67, between I 3bt, 19, and II 3gt, 13; probably I 3ht, 19, was 

the actual date.6 His reign was 66 years, ten months. 

1 W. Helck, 'Bemerkungen zu den Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen Reich', Studio Biblico et 
Orientalia III: Oriens A ntiquus. Rome, 1959, pp.118-29. 
2 J. Larson, 'The Date of the Regnal Year Change in the Reign ofRamesses II', Seropis 3, 1975-76, 
p.20. Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.127. 
3 Wente and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. Hughes, 
ed. J. H. Johnson and E. F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.234 . 
4 R. Krauss, 'Untersuchungen zu Konig Amenmesse (2.Teil)', SAK 5, 1977, pp.147-8. R Krauss, Das 
Ende der Amamazeit. Hildesheim, 1981, pp.267-70. 
5 Janssen, 'Absence from Work by the Necropolis Workmen of Thebes', SAK 8, 1980, p.133, n.22. 
6 Helck, 'Bemerkungen zu den Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen Reich', Studio Bib/ico et Orienta/ia 
lll: Oriens Antiquus, Rome, 1959, pp.120-1. 
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Merenptah 

Manetho attnbuted 19 years to this Pharaoh which Heick originally attempted to support 

with the text of hieratic dockets from the Ramesseum. 7 Heick based his argument on documents that, 

in the absence of a specific Pharaoh's name, could belong to either Ra.messes II or ill. Bierbrier has 

also objected to the idea of a long reign for Merenptah on the basis of genealogies of the period. 8 The 

highest attested regnal year for Merenptah is year 10, IV 3l}t, 7.9 Wente and van Siclen allow a reign 

of 9 years and l O months. 10 This disagreement over the number of months depends on the 

assumption that the reign of Amenmesse follows. If Sethos II follows Merenptah directly, then there is 

only a maximum possible reign of 9 years and 6 months for Merenptah. 11 I see Amenmesse as having 

a separate reign and therefore follow the idea of Merenptah having 9 years and 10 months. Heick has 

sought to show that the accession date of Merenptah follows the middle of I 3bt, but is before 11 3bt, 

13.12 Peden, in a recent paper, is able to narrow this accession date to 113bt, 3-13 .13 

Amenmesse 

The accession date of Amenmesse was determined by Heick as III ~mw, 18.14 The highest 

regnal date for Amenmesse is year 4, Ill ~mw, 29.15 If year 4 was his highest year, his reign lasted 

7 Heick, Materialien. IV, pp.733-4, see also Hornung. Untersuchungen. pp.95-96. 
8 Bierbrier, LNK. Chapters 1-2. 
9 In Papyrus Saltier I. 3, 4:, see R. A. Caminos, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies. Oxford, 1954, p.303 . 
10 Wente and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. 
Hughes, ed. J. H . Johnson and E. F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.236. 
11 R. Krauss, 'Untersuchungen zu Konig Amenmesse (l.Teil)', SAK 4, 1976, pp.187-91. Krauss, 
Sothis und Monddaten . p.128. 
12 Heick, 'Bemerkungen zu den Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen Reich', Studio Biblica et Orienta/ia 
IJJ: Oriens Antiquus, Rome, 1959, pp.120-1. 
13 A. Peden, 'A Note on the Accession Date of Merenptah.' Unpublished draft sent to me by the 
author. His basis for the limiting of the accession date is graffiti published by Spiegleberg as nos 854 
(b)+855, giving a date of year 1, ll 3bt, 2, ofMerenptah. Peden's reference is W. Spiegelberg, 
Agyptische und andere Graffiti (lnschriften und Zeichnungen) aus der thebanischen Nekropo/is. 
(1921), nos. 854(b) + 855. 
14 W. Heick, 'Zur Geschichte der 19 und 20 Dynastie', ZDMG 105, 1955, p.43. Also Heick, 
'Bemerkungen zu den Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen Reich', Studio Biblica et Orientalia Ill: 
Oriens A ntiquus, Rome, 1959, pp.121-3. 
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three years and eight months as Sethos IT came to the throne between the end of I prt and the 

beginning of III prt. 16 An old controversy of whether Amenmesse was a separate king or a usurper 

has been revived by V andier, and pursued by Krauss, and a brief discussion of this area is appropriate 

here.17 

1) Amenmesse-Usurper 

In this scenario Amenrnesse revolts in year 1 of Sethos II. In support of this theory, 

Amenmesse would be first attested only in Nubia and then later, after the invasion of upper Egypt, in 

Thebes. Amenmesse would have then have to be fitted in a 'gap' in the upper Egyptian record of 

Sethos II. Against this view are the Theban records of year l and, with reservations, year 2. These 

attestations of Amenmesse are 0. Cairo CGC 25,779., and 0. DM 209. 

In the case of 0 . Cairo CGC 25,779., Cerny points out in the publication that the reading of 

year I is not absolutely certain and the ostracon could belong to another regnal year.18 The dating of 

this ostracon in the time of Arnenrnesse is supported by it's find context which was in a position east 

of the tomb ofSiptah in the Valley of the Kings. Together with other items, nos 397-405 amongst 

which were five other ostraca, it was found on 'the lower stratum on bedrock' and 'this group on small 

shelf in rock over hut ( see foto) wrapped in mat.' 19 

Ostraca with find numbers 400-403 from this find are from year 3 and 4 of Amenmesse and 

accordingly, in the context of discovery, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,779., and 25,785. , must belong to 

Amenmesse. 

0 . Cairo CGC 25,780., 25,782.-784., record the time from year 3, III prt, 2, until year 4, III 

~mw, 29, of Arnenrnesse. Taking Amenmesse as a usurper in the period of Sethos II, these dates fit 

conveniently into the 'gaps' of Sethos IJ's attestations in years I to 4 of his reign. 20 Dates between ill 

15 Hornung, Untersuchungen. p.96. 
16 Wente and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. 
Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E. F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.236. 
17 Bierbrier, LNK. p.43. 
18 R Krauss, 'Korrekturen und Erganzungen zur Chronologie des MR und NR-ein Zwischenbericht', 
GM70, 1984, pp.39-43 . 
19 Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. pp.128-30. 
20 See diagram in Krauss, 'ibid.'. p.130. 
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smw, 18, and II prt. 3, would provide accession dates for both Amenmesse and Sethos II in the latter's 

first regnal year. 

2) Ameomesse-Separate Reign 

Manetho preserves the name of Amenmesse, apparently as 'Ammenemnes', in the extracts 

made by African us and Eusebius as a king. 21 In the Africanus extract, the number of years five, is 

close to the correct number, four, which includes the 'rounding up' of fractions of a year. 22 While 

Manetho, as preserved, may be incorrect as to sequence and regnal lengths of individual Pharaohs, it 

seems unlikely to me that he would nominate a usurper as an independent king, particularly as Sethos 

TI apparently outlived the usurper and would have removed all traces of him if possible. 

In addition the evidence from the ostraca quoted above is less than compelling. Certainly the 

'gaps' of years 3 and 4 of the reign of Sethos II coincide with the ostraca of Amenmesse but. equally, 

the 'filled' portion of Sethos II's years l and 2 do not coincide with Amenmesse's ostraca. Krauss has 

tried to explain this on the basis of Amenmesse's early rise in Nubia but the argument can be made 

that this is solely coincidence. Helck also points out an absence list ostracon dated to year 2 of 

Amenmesse which overlaps a lamp distribution ostracon of Sethos II, but these ostraca do not agree 

on 'work' days and 'free' days thus indicating completely different reigns.23 The 'fighting' referred to 

by Krauss is explicable on other grounds such as Asiatics or Bedouin. 24 On balance, following 

Manetho, I would see Amenmesse as the king prior to Sethos II with a total reign length of four years 

at maximum. 

21 Manetho and Ptolemy, Manetho Ptolemy tetrabiblos. transl. W. G. Waddell & F.E .Robbins, 
London, 1971, pp.149-53. 
22 Manetho and Ptolemy, 'ibid.'. p.149. 
23 Heick, 'Bemerkungen zu den Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen Reich', Studia Bib/ica et Orientalia 
III: Oriens Antiquus, Rome, 1959, pp.122-3. 
24 Krauss, 'Untersuchungen zu Konig Amenmesse (l .Teil)', SAK 4, 1976, pp.184-7. 
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Sethos II 

Sethos II came to the throne between the end of I prt and the beginning of ill prt. 25 As the 

transition from Sethos II to Siptah occurred on IV 3bt, 28, in year 6, the length of Sethos Irs reign was 

no more than five years, eleven months. 26 Wente and Van Siclen present a detailed case for 0 . Cairo 

CGC 25,516., as marking the transition from the reign of Sethos II to Siptah, agreeing with Heick and 

despite Cemy's remarks.27 The date given for the death ofSethos II is I prt, 19, on 0 . Cairo CGC 

25,515 ., verso, cols ii-iii. Interestingly, this ostracon mentions the succession of'another', perhaps 

indicating how the much discussed idea of a later interregnum came about. 28 

Siptah/Tewosret 

Siptah probably ascended the throne on IV 3bt, 28, and his regnal years were all later 

appropriated by Tewosret whose highest attested date is year 8, III prt, 5.29 Wente and Van Siclen 

feel , on the basis of the stele from Elephantine, there are grounds for a short interregnum of one year 

before Sethnakht. 30 Kitchen allots eight years for the combined reigns of Siptah and Tewosret without 

an interregnum between Tewosret and Sethnakht.31 More recently Drenkhahn has also argued against 

an interregnum between Tewosret and Sethnakht.32 Krauss produces a list of attestations for Siptah 

25 Heick, 'ibid.'. p.123. 
26 Heick, 'ibid.'. pp.123-4. Wente and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in 
Honor of George R. Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E . F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.235. 
27 Wente and van Siclen.. 'ibid.'. p.236. Heick, 'Zur Geschichte der 19 und 20 Dynastie', ZDMG 105, 
1955, p.41, n.l. Heick, 'Bemerkungen zu den Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen Reich', Studia 
Biblica et Orienta/ia Ill: Oriens Anliquus, Rome, 1959, p.123 . J. Cerny, The Valley of the Kings. 
Cairo 1973, p.47, with n.5. 
28 Heick, 'ibid.'. p.123 . 
29 Heick, 'ibid.'. pp.123-4. Hornung, Untersuchungen. p.97, n.17. 
30 Wente and van Siclen.. 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. 
Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E . F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.236. 
31 Kitchen, 'The Basics of Egyptian Chronology in Relation to the Bronze Age.', High, Middle or 
Low?. ed. Paul Astrorn.. Part 1, Gothenburg, 1967, p.52, table 5. 
32 Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.13 I. 
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giving year 6, I prt, x, as his highest date and a list of attestations for Tewosret from year 6, II 3bt, 18, 

until year 8, x smw, y. 33 

Helck has a long discussion on the 'Syrian' usurper mentioned in P.Harris I and identifies 

him as the chancellor 'Bay' of this period.34 His article on the dating of P.Greg gives a date of year 7, 

II 3!}t, 12. which I accept for the date of death of Siptah. 35 

Sethnakht 

The accession date of this Pharaoh is theoretical and based on his Elephantine Stela which 

gives a date of year 2, IT smw, IO. 36 His reign is a minimum of one year, eleven months, and sixteen 

days taking into account the accession date ofRarnesses Ill ofl smw, 26. 

Altenmiiller has expressed a view of a temporal parallel between the reigns of Tewosret and 

Sethnakht that Krauss finds 'scarcely possible. 137 Krauss advocates a reign length of more than two, 

but less than three years, based on the known attestations for year 2 of Sethnak.ht. 38 

Dynasty 20 

Ramessesm 

Rarnesses II acceded to the throne on I smw, 26, and died in year 32, III smw, 15, after a 

reign of thirty-one years, one month, and nineteen days. 39 

33 Krauss, 'Untersuchungen zu Konig Amenrnesse (2.Teil)', SAK 5, 1977, pp.147-50, 152. 
34 Helck, 'Zur Geschichte der 19 und 20 Dynastie', ZDMG 105, 1955, pp.44-52. 
35 W. Heick, 'Die Datierung des Papyrus Greg', Gedenkschrifl far Wini.fried Barta, eds Dieter Kessler 
and Regine Schulz, Frankfurt am Main, 199 I. p.205. 
36 Wente, and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R . 
Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E . F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.237. 
37 H. Altenmilller, 'Tausret und Sethnacht', JEA 68, 1982, pp. 107-15. Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. 
p.131. 
38 Krauss, 'Untersuchungen zu Konig Amenmesse (2.Teil)', SAK 5, 1977, pp.131-74, especially p.153. 
39 Hornung, Untersuchungen. p.97. Wente and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', 
Studies in Honor of George R. Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E . F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.235. 
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Ramesses IV 

Ascended to the throne on m srnw, 15. According to Bierbrier the highest attested date is 0 . 

DM 207 from year 7, and this date has been widely accepted.40 Homung's work had previously 

pointed to the possibility that the statements in the Turin Revenue Papyrus did not preclude the 

possibility of his reign exceeding six complete years. 41 

RamessesV 

There is little e\>i dence for the date of accession of this Pharaoh. The sequence of dates in 

P.Wiltxmr, columns 21 , 44, and 75, from Ramesses V's year 4, II 3ht, 15, to ill 3ht, I, rule out this 

time span for his accession as do the dates on document 1 of the Will of Naunak.hte, which are ill 3bt, 

17, to IV 3bt, 5.42 This leaves the dates ofill 3ht, 1-17, as inferred by Pestman from the dates of the 

Naunakhte Will for the time of accession of Ramesses V. 43 This interval overlaps with the date of 0 

DM 207 from year 7 of Ramesses rv but is not contradictory if the news of the death of Ramesses IV 

had not yet arrived in Thebes by the time of writing of 0 . DM 207. 

Janssen's attnbution of 0 . Cairo CGC 25,247., to the reign ofRamesses V allows a partial 

year 5 for that king, since the ostracon gives the dates from year 4, IT smw, 25, to year 4, m smw, 

17. 44 Since Ramesses VI came to the throne between I prt., 18, and II prt., 11 , this is aft.er the change 

of regnal year of Ramesses V's fourth year and thus the latter will have ruled part of a fifth year. 

40 Bierbrier, LNK. p.33, n.111 . Wente and van Siclen, ibid.'. p.237. Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... 
p.232, n.2. Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.131 . 
41 Hornung, Untersuchungen. p.98. 
42 Gardiner, The Wi/bour Papyrus. v.I, Oxford, 1941, pis 9, 20, and 36. Wente and van Siclen, 'A 
Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E. F. 
Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.238. 
43 Pestman, 'The Last Will ofNaunakhte and the Accession Date ofRamesses V', in Demaree and 
Janssen, Gleanings. pp.173-81. 
44 Noted in Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.131 . 
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Cemy's attribution of a year 6 and 9 to this Pharaoh is dealt with by Wente and Van Siclen and sho\\n 

to be most unlikely.45 

Gutgesell proposed IIl prl 29, as the accession day, without considering Pestman's estimate. 

on the basis of a reconstruction of the watchmen lists of Deir el Medina which gave the dates of duty 

of the watchmen. 46 On the basis of their reconstruction, eight years should lie between certain dates 

from year 2 of Ramesses VI and year 3 of Ramesses VII when using Cemy's reading of HO XL V. 

Cerny qualified his reading with four question marks and when Krauss re-examined the ostracon in 

1984 he could determine nothing more.47 Thus there is insufficient evidence to support Gutgesell's 

suggestion. In Chapter Five my own analysis of the data points to Pestman's inferences being invalid 

and the date of accession being between IIl prt, 19-29. 

Ramesses VI 

Janssen has reported year 8, 11 prl 11 , as the highest date for this king and that the accession 

day, from the same document occurred between I prt, 18, and II prt, 11.48 This interval can be 

reduced to between I prt, 28, and ll prt, 11 . 49 

With the dating of graffito Cemy-Sadek 1860a to year 8 ofRamesses VI by Bell, a partial 

year 9 must be attributed to Ramesses VI, but only of a couple of months given the distance between I 

prt, 18, and the accession of Ramesses VII after ll prl 20. 50 

45 Wente and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. 
Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E. F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, pp.238-40. 
46 Gutgesell. Die Datierung . ... pp.79-80. 
47 Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.132. 
48 Jansen, Two Ancient Egyptian Ship's Logs. (supplement to OMRO 42, 1961.) Leiden, 1961 , p.55. 
Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.133. Also Jae. J. Janssen, 'Year 8 ofRamesses VI Attested', GM 29, 
1978, pp.45-6. 
49 J. von Beckerath, 'Drei Thronbesteigungsdaten der XX. Dynastie', GM79, 1984, p.7. 
50 Bell, 'Only One High Priest Ramessesnakht and the Second Prophet Nesamun His Younger Son', 
Serapis 6, 1980 pp.7-27. Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.133. 
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Ramesses VII-Itamun 

According to Janssen, the accession day of Ramesses VIl falls between II prt, 20, and I/II 

smw, 5. 51 Krauss, by investigating the Ptah festival in P.Turin 1907-1908 narrows the interval tom 

prt, 21-1/II smw, 5. 52 Wente and Van Siclen on the basis of a complex argument indicate IV prt. 53 

Eyre gives the highest dated record for Ramesses VII as year 8, IV srnw, 25.54 

Ramesses VIlI-Setherkhepshef 

In the inscription in the tomb ofKynebu, year l ofRamesses VIlI extends from I 3bt, 13, to 

II prt. 2.55 The accession date lies between the boundaries I prt, 3, and I 3bt, 13 . This creates an 

overlap with the accession interval ofRamesses VII which affects the JX>SSibilities of P.Amiens. The 

reign of Ramesses VIII ended, at the earliest, a complete year after I 3bt, 20, following the above 

named interval if! 3bt, 21 , was the accession day ofRamesses IX. Wente and Van Siclen leave the 

question of reign length open as from seven months and twenty days to one year and seven months, 

but l regard one year as the minimum. 56 

5 t Janssen, 'Year 8 ofRamesses VI Attested', GM 29, 1978, p.45. Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. 
p.133 . 
52 Krauss, 'ibid.'. p.163. 
53 Wente and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. 
Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E. F . Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.245 . 
54 C. J. Eyre, 'The reign-length ofRamesses VII', JEA 66, 1980, pp.168-70. 
55 Amin A. Amer, 'A Unique Theban Tomb Inscription under Ramesses VIII', GM 49, 1981, p.9. 
Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.134. 
56 Wente and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. 
Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E. F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.245 . 
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RamessesIX 

Heick gives the accession date of this king as being between I 3gt, 18. and I 3gt, 23.57 Von 

Beckerath limits this period to I 3!Jt, 21. 58 He died in year 19. I prt, 17-27.59 A length of nineteen 

years for this king and a connection with year 1 of Ramesses X is supported by most writers but 

Wente and Van Siclen give only eighteen years and four months.60 

Ramesses X 
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Botti gives the accession date ofRamesses X as being in the period I prt, 18-27.61 The known 

attested dates for this king support his reign probably extending into year 4.62 In contrast, Parker has 

evaluated Epiphi dates for the reign ofRamesses X and XI and derived a full nine year reign for 

Ramesses X. 63 However. if a different accession date for Ramesses XI is taken into account, then this 

data leads only to a full eight year reign. According to the date given by Gardiner, the Epiphi date of 

Ramesses XI lies at the beginning of his twenty-fifth year, however the correction by Heick moves that 

date to the end of year 25 of Ramesses XI. 64 In Parker's thesis, the interval between the Epiphi date in 

57 Heick, 'Bemerkungen zu den Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen Reich', Studia Biblica et Orienta/ia 
III: Oriens Antiquus, Rome, 1959, p.128. 
58 Von Beckerath, 'Drei Thronbesteigungsdaten der XX. Dynastie', GM 79, 1984, pp.7-9. 
59 G. Botti 'Who Succeeded Rarnesses IX-Neferkere?', JEA 14, 1928, p.48, n .3. 
60 Botti, 'ibid.', 48-49. J. von Beckerath. Tanis und Theben. Hamburg. 1951, p.89. Hornung, 
Untersuchungen. p.99. Wente and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor 
of George R. Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E. F. Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.235. Von Beckerath, 'Drei 
Thronbesteigungsdaten der XX. Dynastie', GM 19, 1984, pp. 7-9. Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. 
p.135. 
61 Botti, 'Who Succeeded Rarnesses IX-Neferkere?', JEA 14, 1928, p.48, n.3. See Von Beckerath, 
'Drei Thronbesteigungsdaten der XX. Dynastie', GM79, 1984, p.8, for a reduction to I prt, 25-27. 
Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.135. 
62 See W. Heick, 'Chronologische Schwachstellen ill', GM70, 1984, p.31. Krauss, 'Korrekturen und 
Erganzungen zur Chronologie des MR und NR-ein Zwischenbericht', GM70, 1984, p.42. 
63 R. Parker, The Length of the Reign of Ramses X', RdE 11, 1957, pp.163-4. 
64 A. Gardiner, 'Adoption Extraordinary', JEA 26, 1940, p.23, n.3. See also Wente and van Siclen, 'A 
Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E. F. 
Wente, Chicago, 1976, p.235, n.113. Heick, 'Bemerkungen zu den Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen 
Reich', Studia Biblica et Orientalia Ill: Oriens Antiquus, Rome, 1959, pp.128-9. 
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year 3 ofRarnesses X and year 25 of Ramesses XI varies by one year. Bierbrier's assignment ofG. 

1860a to year 8 ofRamesses X can support Parker's view.65 However an assignment of this item to 

year 8 ofRarnesses XI is possible, according to Bierbrier, while Bell suggests to year 8 ofRarnesses 

VI.66 However Krauss's work shows that an astronomical basis for Ramesses X having a nine year 

reign is lacking and so I have accepted only the foUI years given by his attested dates. 67 

RamessesXJ 

From year 18 ofRamesses XI, the era 'wl;m mswt-repeating of births' runs parallel with the 

regnal years. The last specific date ofRamesses XI is N ~mw, 8(?), ofyear 27= 9 'w}Jm mswt'. The 

highest date is 10 'w}Jm mswt' corresponding to year 28 of Ramesses XI. 68 

Dynasty 21 and the Problems in Manetho's Extracts 

The three extracts preserved from Manetho for Dynasty 21, present an unusual degree of 

coherence amongst themselves but vary considerably in the number of years assigned to the same 

kings and their totals, as noted in Chapter One. 69 

Kitchen has used Manetho and other SOUices to derive a chronology of this Dynasty. He 

accepts the number of kings listed by Manetho but points out that a genealogy of a Memphite priest 

65 Bierbrier, LNK. p.126. n.119. 
66 Bierbrier, 'A Second High Priest Ramessesnakhtr, JEA 58, 1972, pp.195-9. See Krauss, 
'Korrekturen und Erganzungen zur Chronologie des MR und NR-ein Zwischenbericht', GM 70, 1984, 
p.42-43. 
67 Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. pp 151-4. Supported by Hornung, '"Lang oder ku.rz?" - das Mittlere 
und Neue Reich Agyptens als Priifstein', High, Middle or Low?. ed. Paul Ast.rom, part l , GothenbUig, 
1967, p.28. 
68 Wente and van Siclen, 'A Chronology of the New Kingdom', Studies in Honor of George R. 
Hughes, ed. J. H. Johnson and E . F . Wente, Chicago, 1976, pp.245-61. 
69 Manetho, 'Aegyptiaca (Epitome)', see Manetho and Ptolemy, Manetho Ptolemy tetrabib/os, transl. 
W. G. Waddell & F. E. Robbins, London, 1971, pp.155-7. 



reverses the order ofManetho's Psusennes (no.2) and Nephercheres (no.3), plus he notes a date of 

'year 17' of Pharaoh Sia.mun (=Manetho's no.6 Psinacbes).70 
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This then leaves two problems associated with Dynasty 21. How this Dynasty related to the 

previous Dynasty 20 and the problem of the Daressy Mummy Bandage that apparently gives forty

nine years to Manetho's Amenophthis. 

The relationship of Dynasty 21 to Dynasty 20 is expressed through the fact that the High 

Priest of A.mun, Herihor, was a contemporary ofRamesses XI after year 17 of that king.71 In his year 

5. Herihor's underling, Wenamun, travelled to Phonecia after first calling on Smendes at Tanis who 

was then a provincial Governor as his lack of titles show. Kitchen states that this year 5 clearly 

belongs to the Renaissance Era of Ramesses XI. 72 Thus we have the connection that Smendes was 

Governor of Tanis in year 23 ofRamesses XI. Since Herihor did not become king after the death of 

Ramesses XI, then the accession of Smendes is the only possibility left. 73 It should also be noted that 

Hornung see the possibility of Ramesses XI having thirty years, rather than twenty-seven. 74 

A piece of mummy bandage found by Daressy would appear to have an inscription giving a 

year 49 of Amenophthis. Th.is reading, if correct, would amend Manetho's date upward by forty years. 

This change would also result in a considerable reworking of the whole Dynasty, as pointed out by 

Kitchen. and severe emendations to Manetho.75 An alternative is to see this bandage as a double date 

being year x of king Amenemope (=Manetho's Amen6phthis) and year 49 of king Psusennes 

(=Manetho's no 2). This results in amending Manetho dates by two years or assuming, as does 

Hornung, that Psusennes had a co-regent from year 4 7. 76 

Using the option mentioned by Hornung for Psusennes, we can accept Manetho's regnal 

figures for Dynasty 21 with the simple emendation of Psinaches reign to year 19, retaining the higher 

figure of Africanus of forty-six years for Psusennes and the lower figure of those in Manetho for king 

70 Kitchen, TJP1
. pp.6-9. 

71 Kitchen, TJP1
. p.16. 

72 Kitchen, TJP1. p.17. 
73 Kitchen, TJP1

• p.21. 
74 Kitchen, TIP1

. p.23 and n.99. 
75 Kitchen, TJP1. p.35. 
76 Kitchen, TIP1

. p.28. 
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no.7, Psusennes fIJ] of fourteen years in agreement with the Karnak Priestly Annals fragment 3B.77 

Accordingly, for the period of Dynasty 21 we have the total sum of 124 yea.rs. 

77 Hornung, Untersuchungen. pp.103-4. Kitchen, TIP1. p.13. 
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Appendix B 

Problems Associated with Sothic Dates and Helical Risings 

The known Sot.hie dates from Ramesses II and earlier are; 1 

Illahun Administrative Text IV prt, 16(?). 

Ebers Calendar Ill smw. 9. 

Karnak Offering List missing. 

Elephantine - Offering List ID smw, 28. 

Buto Festival Calendar ill smw, 5-29 

Medinet Habu Offering List I 31::!t, X. 

Of these notations, the only one that may come from the reign of Ramesses II is the possible 

copy made by Ramesses ill at Medinet Habu. Unfortunately the copy lacks a month date which means 

the Sot.hie rising could, in theory. have happened on any day in the month of I 31::!t.2 It cannot 

therefore be used for exact dating. 

The Elephantine offering list and the Buto Festival Calendar are of the reign ofThutmose ill 

but. as the year dates are unspecified and as that king had a particularly long reign, these dates cannot 

be used for exact dating. 3 

The Karnak offering list is of the reign of Amenophis I but does not have any civil date 

remaining. It cannot be used for exact dating. 

The Ebers calendar does give a specific month date and regnal year tied to a rising of Sothis. 

The king specified is Amenophis I of Dynasty 18 and therefore, in conjunction with the known dates 

1 Listed in Krauss, Sothis und Monddaten. p.13, with the exception of the Karnak Offering list for 
which see Spalinger, Three Studies on Egyptian Feasts and their Chronological Implications. 
Baltimore, 1992, pp.15-17, and pl.II. 
2 Parker, The Calendars of Ancient Egypt. Chicago, 1950, p.40, §204-6. 
3 Gardiner. Egypt of the Pharaohs. Oxford, 1961, p.65. Spalinger, 'Sot.his and Official Calendar 
Texts', VA 10/2-3, 1995, p.176. 



of succeeding kings, could in theory be used to give an exact date for the accession of Ramesses II. 

However such is the controversy over the meaning of this calendar, I have opted not to use it. 4 
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The Illahun Administrative text is dated to Senwosre ill in the Middle Kingdom. 5 Because of 

the difficulties of the Second Intermediate Period, and the numbers of Pharaohs with uncertain reign 

lengths, it cannot be used for exact dating. 

One other text remains which is the 'mm M&Voq>p&(t)~' Era discussed by Hornung. 6 Since this 

text does not give the civil date of a stated clear astronomical event such as a Sothic rising I have 

ignored it for dating purposes. 

4 A. J. Spalinger, 'A Return to Papyrus Ebers', Bulletin of the Egyptologica/ Seminar 10, 1989/90, 
pp.137-40 and associated notes give a thorough summary of the problems and interpretations 
associated with this item. My own view is that it is connected with the content of P.Ebers itself and is 
medical, rather than astronomical, in content. 
5 Gardiner, Egypt of the Pharaohs. Oxford, 1961, p.65. 
6 Hornung, Untersuchungen. pp.61-62. 
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Ostraca Concerning the Tombs of the Children of Ramesses III 
Translation and Comment 

0. DM469 
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This ostracon, being a portion of a work journal contains the inscription 'mpt 18, Jbd 4 prt 

sw 3 hrw n snn ir n 'J n ist !Jnsw pJ m'/;'t n pr-'J-Year 18, IV prt, 3, Day of planning the Tomb of 

Pharaoh which the Foreman of the Crew Khonsu did.'1 

0. Strasbourg H.112 

This ostracon appear to be the summary of the inspection of work on tomb(s?) by the Vizier 

To (ti) in years 20-22 ofRamesses Ill. The text reads recto '//ll//iryt m mpt 20 Jbd 3 //Ill in Qty Pr 

mpt 22 Jbd JIii/ np- sg nty br wJt ml''t//ll//l//l/Jwt.f ml; 14 ws!Jt ml; 3 Jbd III h3wt 6 nty r ml; 2 Jwt.f 

ml; 15 ws!;t /Ill/ !Jy ml; 4 Jbd IV //l//pr-J;g 2 nbm.l; 10 ws!;t 6!Jym.l;, 3 /1///nty r ml; 3 Jwt.fm.l; 28 Jbd 

III l///llws!Jt ml; 5 !Jy ml; 4 Jbd V l///////ll///l/sm ptfi/lll/ll/ ~verso' 1////tJ st l;tp /////// Jwt.st ml; 9 [w]s!Jt 

ml; 8 /l/llll/lly ml; 4 [space] 288 [space] //1/lsnn.fm mpt 20 [space] 1867 [space] //1/Jbd I prt sw 27 

l////llgrl; im.f m mpt 22 Jbd fl prt sw 4 ir n mpt I, Jbd VIII sw I 4 . . . . ' 

My translation is, recto, '/////Made in year 20 /Ill by the Vizier To until year 22 month [I?] 

//////God (divine?) constructing it upon the true way, it's length 14 cubits, width 3 cubits, IIlrd month, 

six (or sixth) ceilings which are 2 cubits (high) it's length 15 cubits, width///// height 4 cubits, IVth 

month, ////each of the two treasuries, 10 cubits, width 6, height 3 cubits////// which (come) to 3 cubits, 

it's length 28 cubits, month ill (?) ////width 5 cubits, height 4 cubits, month V///////// Sem of 

1 Text in KRI V, pp.468-9. Although Kitchen mentions 'foundation laid' it would seem to me that the 
later Tomb of Ramesses IV, see Hornung_, Zwei Ramessidsiche Konigsgraber. Ramses JV und Ramses 
VII. Mainz, 1990 p.23, quoting 0. DM 45, indicates that the word 's{ii4o bore' would nonnally be 
used for the foundations of a Royal Tomb while the later O.Turin N.57036 (see text below) uses 'snn' 
to mean make a plan as it appears to be the final stage before the Tomb is called ·~finished'. 
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Pt;ili////1///, 'verso' ////the resting place////length of it 9 cubits, width 8 cubits /////height 4 cubits [space] 

288[space]////planning it in year 20 (space]l867[space] ////month I(?) ofprt, day 27//////finished in it 

in year 22, Ilnd month ofprt, day 4 (which) makes 1 year, 8 months and 14 days .. . . 2 The phrase 

'sf.I nty .IJr wJt mJ't plus the other phraseology indicate that this is a single tomb, but it should be noted 

that this is not explicitly stated in the text. 

0. Turin N.57036 

This ostracon, found in the Valley of the Queens, would also appear to be a section of a work 

report and has the following inscription, 'iryt m mpt ///Ill pJ .IJr n sJ nsw spsy np- s{J nty l;r wJt mJ't 

Jwt.f ml; 19 ws/Jt ml; 3 Jbd IV dbJ (?) /Ill/ ws/Jt nty l;r-sJ.f Jw.f ml; Ill/I nty im st ./Jr ry(t)?/1/ /Jyt snn.f m 

mpt .. .I/Ill grlJ im.fmpt 24/////.' 

I translate this as, 'Made in year//// the tomb of the royal noble, Son of the God constructing 

(?) it upon the true way, it's length being 19 cubits, width being 3 cubits, month N (painting??)/////the 

hall which is after it, width//// cubits/////who are in it painting(?)////// height, planning it in year //Ill 

.finishing in it in year 24/ ////. •3 

0. Turin N.57031 

Another Journal ostraca, found in the Valley of the Queens, dated to year 25 ofRamesses m 

and containing the inscription, 'Jbd II prt . .. h.rw 7 grlJ m pr-!Jg ilbty n pJ kgn n (wsr-mJ't-r' mri

imn)///1 r 8 bJkw m pJ .IJr pJ kgn///1/ . .. .' 

I translate this as 'Month IT of prt . . . day 7, finished in the left hand treasury of the 

Charioteer ofRamesses IlU///day 8 working in the tomb of the Charioteer///J/.'4 

2 Text in KRI VII, pp.288-9. 
3 Text in KRI V, p.496. Publication and notes in Lopez, Ostraca leratici N. 57001-57092. Milan, 
1978, v. l , p.28, pis 23 and 23a. A partial translation is given in Cerny. Community. pp. IO, 24. 
4 Text in KRI V, p.503 . Publication in Lopez, Ostracaleratici N. 57001-57092. Milan, 1978, v.l, 
p.26, pls 20 and 20a. A mention of the Charioteer is made by Cerny, Community. pp.IO, 90. 
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Cerny suggests on the basis of the title and dating that it is tempting to identify this subject 

with the Prince Paraherwenemef, son of Ramesses IR who had the same title. However the ostracon 

continues with'//// drwl/1/',verso 'mpt 25 Jbd II prt [hnv] 12 Js r J/Jt <Jt r irt tJ mi wJt gr/; m r 8 ir n 

hrwl .. . .' 

My translation is '///limits?//f,verso' Year 25, month Il of prt day 12, going up to the Great 

Field to do the same thing. Finished in day 8 which makes 7 days .... ' This would suggest the tomb 

is in the Valley of the Kings since the verb'# is normally used to mean 'go up' and the term of the 

'Great Field' is well known as a synonym for the Valley of the Kings.5 

0. Gardiner 221 

Mentioned by Cerny this ostracon is dated to a year 25 and has the inscription, 'iw.tw m Jbt 

9t l;r gb< m pJ f.<bf.<b r-sJ r-J;ry.' I understand this to mean 'One was in the Great Field sealing with the 

rubble(?) to the top(?).' possibly indicating a burial. 6 

0. Turin N.57007, recto 

This year Journal for part of year 28 ofRamesses ill's reign contains the information,' ... 

wn. w l;r pJ 4 !Jnw n pJ msw nsw II . . . .' My translation is, ' . .. (ropes) which were in the four 

(fourth?) chapel of the two royal chlldren .... ' The 'chapels' were attached to the tombs in the Valley 

of the Queens. 7 

5 Cerny, Community. p.90. 
6 Cerny, Community. pp.90-91. A full copy of the text of this ostraca from Cerny Notebook 31.24 was 
made available to me by the kindness of Dr. D . Magee of the Griffith Institute, Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford. 
7 KRI V, p .526. Publication in Lopez, Ostraca Jeratici N 57001-57092. Milan, 1978, v.l , p.19, pis 8 
and 8a. I must record my thanks to Ms Susan Johnstone of Auckland University for access to her 
unpublished paper on this area, but differ with her over the translation of '/Jnw by following Janssen's 
remarks in Jae. J. Janssen and P . W. Pestman, 'Burial and Inheritance in the Community of the 
Necropolis Workmen at Thebes (Pap. Bulaq X and 0. Petrie 16)', JESHO 11, 1968, pp.161-2, on 
'!Jnw. The possibility of the meaning 'fourthr indicated by a question mark comes from Frandsen, An 
outline of the Late Egyptian verbal system. Copenhagen, 1974, p.72, example I, where the '41;u:nt is 
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0. Berlin P.10663 

This ostracon appears to be mainly concerned with the requisition of tomb builders by the 

Vizier but does contain the interesting initial lines, 'mpt 28 Jbd I J/Jt sw 17 hrw pn !Sin tJ ist r tJ st CJl r 

snn </Jrw> msw nsw n J;m.f . .. .' 

My translation is, 'Year 28, month l of3bt. day 17, on this day a going up by the Crew to the 

Great Place in order to plan the <tomb> of a royal child of his majesty ... . '8 This indicates the tomb 

is situated in the Valley of the Kings. 

Oriental Institute 0. no.16991 

This ostracon has been discussed at length by Wente and comprises an undated letter of 

complaint to the Vizier To (ti; from the scribe Neferhotep (nfr-J;tp) . The letter points out that the 

treasury, granary, and storehouse supplies are exhausted and the people are exceedingly 

impoverished.9 In addition, the scribe states, according to Wente's translation, 'I am working on the 

Princes' Tombs which my lord has commissioned to be made.110 With respect to Wente, I would 

translate the phrase 'nJ !Jrw n nsw msw as 'the tombs of the royal children', since it could also 

theoretically include the tombs of some of the princesses shown at Medinet Habu. 11 

described as the fourth wife, although in the same sentence 'tJ snwt stands for 'two' and not 'the 
second' . 
8 Tex't in KRI V, pp.558-9. Discussion and publication in Endesfelder, 'Drei newtgyptische hieratische 
Ostraka', FuB 8, 1967, pp 65-66, pl.21 , and Wente, 'A Prince's Tomb in the Valley of the Kings', 
JNES 32,1973, pp.223--4. I have differed from Wente's translation on p.224, substituting a 
construction to match the agental 'in' with the substantivised verb; 'royal child' for 'Prince', and 'plan' 
for 'found', since the exact words used are 'msw nsw-royal child' and 'snn' seems more likely to be 
'plan'. seen. l above. 
9 Text in KRI V, p.559. Discussion, transcription, and translation in Wente, 'A Letter of Complaint to 
the Vizier To', JNES 20, 1961 , pp.252-7 with transcription on p.252, and translation on p.255. 
10 Wente, 'A Letter of Complaint to the Vizier To', JNES 20, 1961, p.255. 
11 As Kitchen points out in 'The Twentieth Dynasty Revisited', JEA 68, 1982, p.118, n.18, there is no 
necessary connection with the tomb mentioned in 0 .166991 and the princes' tombs in the Valley of 
the Queens. The actual phrase used in the letter is 'msw nsw-royal children'. 
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Wente identifies the date of the ostracon as being somewhere close to the time of the Turin 

Strike Papyrus, i.e. year 29 of Ramesses III, on the basis of the scarcity of provisions.12 I agree with 

this dating but with perhaps a larger latitude of saying anytime after year 26 of Ramesses III, given 

the incursions that start from that date and the fact that the only other dating criteria being that of the 

Vizierate of To allows a date from year 16 onwards. Since Vizier To disappears in the very early 

period ofRamesses IV and only one child of that king is attested, it is almost certain this ostracon 

belongs to the reign of Ramesses III. 

0. Turin N.57432 

This ostracon, published by Lopez, appears to be a tumus list for the left hand crew at Deir el 

Medina giving a series of dates with a crew member's name after each date, presumably to indicate on 

which particular date the individual had some official post such as watchman. 13 Regrettably the year 

dates have not been preserved. only the months involved. However on the verso side. line 9, there is 

the inscription 'hrw 13 br ]frs/ll/l/' of which the month is supplied by the previous line as 'Jbd Ill (n) 

prt.' 

Thus we have, 'illrd month ofprt, day 13, upon (the) buriaJ////f The large amount of damage 

to the rest of the line robs us of certainty as to whether this is a royal burial, private burial or even just 

some individual with the name beginning 'br 1:crs. To my mind the probability is weighted in favour of 

it being a royal burial as I do not recall seeing a private burial placed in this sort of record where the 

whole gang would attend in lieu of official duties. The alternative of it being a personal name is also 

unlikely as there appears to be no worker with this name known from the known turnus and other 

lists.14 Lopez dates the ostracon between years IO and 20 ofRamesses m.15 

12 Wente, 'A Letter of Complaint to the Vizier To', JNES 20, 1961, p.252. 
13 Published in Lopez, Ostraca Jeratici N. 57001-57092. Milan, 1978, v.III, p. 41-42 for discussion, 
pl.140a for text. 
14 I can not even find a listing of anyone with this name in H. Ranke, Die Agyptischen 
Personennamen. 3v., Gliickstadt, 1935, v .ITI, pp.95-98. 
15 Lopez, Ostraca Jeratici N. 57001-57092. Milan, 1978, v.m, p.42, pl.8. 
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Appendix D 

The Procession of Princes at Medinet Habu 

In the valley temple of Rarnesses ill at Medinet Habu. the royal princes are repeatedly shown 

in several processions. 1 Only a few representations of the princes are furnished with inscriptions. In 

the chiselling out of the texts sufficient free room was usually left in order to be able to enter the 

names of the prince after his title. The prince's name, however, was not entered in any of the scenes at 

that time. Only in the scene of 'sporting reliefs' can we be certain the name 'Ramesses true of voice' 

and the Uraeus was added to the brow of a prince at a later date as is shown by the differing scripts. It 

is notable that neither the princesses' nor queens' names were written in these scenes; where a queen's 

cartouche appears it is left empty.2 

The Princes' Procession under the colonnades of the Second Court ofMedinet Habu has a 

been thought to have a crucial meaning for their ranking and chronology.3 On both sides of the main 

processional way a bomogenous Procession of Princes is represented which differ from one another 

only in that, at the end of the left hand side, some princes are replaced by princesses. 

The first ten of the princes of both sides are furnished with names and titles which were 

clearly engraved after the reign of Rarnesses ill. The first four figures are also respectively altered by 

the addition of the Uraeus at the brow and the reworking of their clothing; thereby being made 

prominent in contrast to the representations of the other princes. It is at this point previous scholars 

have diverged on their views and a brief survey of their previous studies can be found below. 

In the final analysis, all the above scholars come unanimously to the interpretation that the 

figures of the Princes' Procession, and the large cartouches standing before them, stem from the 

period of the temple completion and should be dated, at the latest, in the 12th regnal year of Ramesses 

IIJ.4 

1 The fust paragraph follows Abitz, Ramses III. in den Grabem seiner StJhne. pp.111-2. 
2 Abitz, Ramses III. in den Grabern seiner StJhne' . p.112. Kitchen, 'The Twentieth Dynasty Revisited', 
JEA 68, 1982, p.119, n.22, sees the omission of the names as a consequence of taking the text and 
pictures from the Ramesseum and omitting the names of the family of Ramesses II. 
3 This and the following paragraph follow Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.112. 
4 Abitz, 'ibid.' .. p.117. Seele. 'Some Remarks on the Family ofRamesses lll' , .Agyptologische Studien 
Hermann Grapow zum 70. Geburtstag gewidmet, ed. 0 . Firchow, Berlin, 1955, p.308. 
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Likewise the scholars all agree that a change to the fourth prince followed at the end in a 

separate work step and that with il the last change to the Procession occurred. 5 Different 

interpretations exist, though. as to whether intermediate changes were undertaken in one or two steps. 

The judgement depends, amongst other things, on the differing carving of the register lines and U raei 

and leads to different interpretations. 

Following Abitz's views, the following ideas are critical in the arguments to date. 

The Inscriptions 

In order to judge the differences between the register lines the entire processional scenes of 

both sides must be considered. The figures of the princes were represented under Ramesses III 

differently on both sides. On the left hand side they carry a fan before them and the right hand wrist 

lies at the height of the shoulder, while the princes on the right lean the fan over the left hand 

shoulder and stretch the right hand at length before them. Because of this pose, the princes of the 

right hand side take up a larger amount of space than the princes on the left hand side. Measurement 

shows that even the distance between the figures of one side may differ considerably. Since the 

distance between the large cartouche of Ramesses Ill and the standing figures is almost always the 

same, there remains a differing amount of room for the register line. The width of the text lines before 

the princes are, therefore. dependent on the available space which was divided up in the time of 

Ramesses m, rather than due to a raising in rank of the first prince in the period ofRamesses IV or 

Ramesses VI. 

The princes of the North wall were, by contrast, accommodated in such a narrow room that 

the provision of a vertical text space for title and name was not possible. 

The execution of --11 in the text for the first prince of both sides is different from all other 

textual examples in the register columns. The variation does not depend upon the varying width of the 

5 The remainder of this section and that on the Uraei follow Abitz, Ramses Ill. in den Grtibem seiner 
S6hne'. p.117 . 
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space available, but rather points to the fact that, at any given time, the inscriptions for the first prince 

were made by a different worker than the inscriptions for the remaining princes. 

The Uraei 

The observation of Monnet that the Uraeus on the fourth prince differs from the three 

previous ones supports the idea that this should be viewed as the last stage of work. 6 With regard to 

the Uraei 1-3. Johnson and Logan came to the following result with a new examination' . . . but were 

unable to detect any significant differences among those three. '7 Without stronger arguments, it is not 

possible to base a separate dating on the still doubtful differences of the Uraei. 

The Time Period 

To deal with the information from Medinet Habu, it is helpful to consider the probable ages 

of the princes at the time the monument was built. I accept that the decoration of the relevant section 

of the temple ofMedinet Habu was completed in the 12th, and that of the small temple of Karnak in 

the 22nd, regnal year ofRamesses rn.8 

Since we have several mummies of the Pharaohs represented in the Princes' Procession, it is 

theoretically possible to calculate their age at the time these decorations were made. Nevertheless, it 

must be stressed that the ages of various royal mummies at death as obtained by Harris and Wente 

have been questioned and even the royal identification of those mummies is regarded as uncertain by 

some. If one accepts the identification and age of mummies as determined by Harris and Wente, then 

from the age of the mummy and the known regnal periods of the kings Ramesses ill-VI, one can 

calculate the following dates. 

6 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.118. 
7 Abitz, Ramses III. in den Grtibem seiner StJhne. pp.118-9. Murnane, 'The "King Ramesses" of the 
Medinet Habu Procession of 
Princes', JARCE 9, 1971-2, p.122, n.11. 

8 Abitz, Ramses III. in den Grtibern seiner StJhne. p.136. 
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King Age at Death Length of Age at death Age at Age at 

reign ofRamesses completion of completion of 

m Medinet Karnak 

Babu 

Ramesses III. 67 32 67 47 57 

Ramesses IV. 50 6-7 44 24 34 

Ramesses V. 40-45 4 30-35 10-15 20-25 

Ramesses VI. 45 7 28 8 18 

For Ramesses Va higher date of death is assumed nowadays.9 

The insertion of the inscriptions into the Princes' Procession at Medinet Habu therefore 

occurred, at the earliest approximately twenty years after the completion of the temples, so Ramesses 

rv was responsible for the first change or, alternatively, after thirty years the inscriptions were 

changed in the reign of Ramesses VI. 10 There are two specific references for work on the princes' 

tombs the letter of the Vizier To (ti) and 0 . Berlin P.10663. from the 28th and 29th regnal years of 

Ramesses Ill. In addition, the inscription of Ramesses IV on the sarcophagus which was found in the 

tomb of Prince Chaemwese hints of his death during the latter's reign. 

Summary of Discussion over the Procession of Princes 

The technical and epigraphic report concerning what stage of the work the inscriptions were 

made for the first and subsequent princes remains ambiguous and gives no certain evidence for 

whether the inscriptions for the first prince were executed before the reign of Ramesses VI. 11 

9 Abitz, Ramses Ill. in den Grabem seiner Sohne. p.137, n. l. See also Wente, 'A Prince's Tomb in the 
Valley of the Kings', JNES 32, 1973, p.232. 
10 Abitz 'ibid.'. p.137. 
11 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.118. 
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The Princes' Procession at Medinet Habu is extremely similar to that of the Ramesseum and. 

both in the layout of the temple and in the details, may be seen to be a somewhat smaller copy of the 

Ramessewn's. 12 

Nevertheless, even if Ramesses Il's Procession bad served as a prototype for Ramesses ill. the 

similarity of the temple layout probably bad another basis. temple construction is one of the essential 

cul tic exercises of the king which he must carry out in his reign and the iconography of the royal 

representations tends to remain similar from generation to generation. Hornung has recently pointed 

to the necessity of these cultic exercises and provided some examples. 13 Thus, for example, the role of 

the king as triumphator over his enemies striking them down is shown similarly in the Narmer Palette 

and on temple Pylons from the Roman period. 

A comparison of royal tombs from the period of Thutmose ill until Ramesses ill shows a 

continuity in architecture and decoration and that same sort of continuity shows itself between 

Medinet Habu and the Ramesseum. 

The so-called 'usurpations' in these temples are not to be understood, in many cases, as 

'legally retrospective adoptions' of the construction of a royal forbearer but rather the completion of a 

cultic exercise in which the king introduces himself as 'author' into an existing temple. 

One such fulfilment of his cultic role was undertaken by Ramesses IV in that, directly under 

the Princes' Procession at Medinet Habu., he has allowed a long inscription to be inserted which, 

besides providing a rendering of his extensive titles and royal names, refers also to his 

'construction' .14 

Therefore, the Procession of Princes could easily be a cultic expression ofRamesses ill based 

on the model of his ancestor Ramesses Il. As such, it may represent a conglomeration of views and list 

princes at differing times rather than being a ' historical snapshot' at any given time. Later kings then 

introduce their authorship by 'customising' the figures and inscriptions. Therefore the Procession 

cannot be used as primary evidence in the reconstruction of Ramesses career while a prince. 

12 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.132. 
13 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.132. 
14 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p .133. 
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A Survey of Differing Views on the Medinet Habu Procession of 
Princes 

The views of several scholars have diverged so much on the Medinet Habu Procession of 

Princes that I thought it useful to survey the differing interpretation of evidence available and the 

conclusions previously drawn from it. 15 The following is my overview greatly dependent on Abitz's 

survey of previous scholars' work and discussion of their findings, with some details which do not 

appear essential to me omitted. 

Peet 

Peet has pointed to slight textual differences between the left and right band side princes' 

inscriptions on the Medinet Habu Procession of Princes. 16 He requested Gardiner to recheck the 

representation given by Lepsius and Sethe against the original sculpture and reports upon the results 

of that check as; 

l) The figures are almost certainly from the time of Ramesses III . 

2) The names and titles of the princes are added later. 

3) The cartouches of princes one to three show no difference which allow them to be dated 

differently from the others and as a unit in contrast to the names and titles of the remaining 

princes. 

4) The cartouches of the fourth prince are incised later than the others. 

15 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.112. 
16 Abitz, 'ibid.' . p. 112. T. E. Peet, 'The Chronological Problems of the Twentieth Dynasty', JEA. 14, 
1928, p.54. 
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5) The Uraei on the brows of the first four princes appear to be no different to the figure they 

belong to, although they must be so as a consequence of points 2 and 3 above. In my opinion. 

though, this may be a misprint as Gardiner had certainly meant points 2 and 4. 17 

Seele-Early View 

Seele follows the statements of Peet but sees a few anomalies in how, in each case. the 

register lines in the scenes which accompany the inscriptions of the princes laterally were drawn. 18 In 

a few cases they differ in thickness and in distance, others are quite lacking. They could therefore, 

according to his interpretation, be secondary. He refers, moreover, to the long horizontal inscription 

directly underneath the Princes' Procession in which the name of Ramesses IV is not usurped by 

Ramesses VI. 

Cerny 

Cerny highlights the following difference strongly. 19 The figures of the princes were, under 

his interpretation. worked under Ramesses Ill. Then later followed the engraving of the inscriptions 

for princes one to three and. in an even later execution, the text was added to the further seven 

figures. i.e princes four to ten. He also indicates about these scenes that no further name than 

'Ramesses' in a cartouche could be fitted in beside the first figure as there is no room. 

Nims was responsible for the drawing of the princes' groups at Medinet Habu since he was 

part of the Oriental Institute of Chicago's epigraphic project at that temple. 20 He put the view firmly 

17 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p .113. 
18 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p . 113. Seele, 'Some Remarks on the Family ofRamesses ill',Agyptologische Studien 
Hermann Grapow zum 70. Geburtstag gewidmet, ed. 0. Firchow, Berlin, 1955, p .302. 
19 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p .113. Cerny, 'Queen Ese of the Twentieth Dynasty and her Mother',JEA 44, 1958, 
p.33. 
20 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.113. Nims, 'Review ofK.C. Seele in 0 . Firchow (ed.), Agyptologische Studien 
Hermann. Grapow zum 70. Geburtstag gewidmet, Berlin, 1955', BiOr 14 No. 3/4, Mei-Juli 1957, 
p.137. 
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that the register lines of the first prince's figure were wider and more vertical with respect to the base 

line under the figure. All other lines, which enclosed the names and titles of the princes, have an 

inclination of one to two degrees. On the North side the columns are noticeably narrower than the 

column before the first figure . He concludes from this that the name of the first figure could have been 

chiselled earlier than the names of the following nine figures. It is correct, according to his 

interpretation, that the inscriptions for princes one to nine were carried out in the same period, 

excluding the addition of the cartouches to the fourth prince. Nims also directs attention to the 

meaning of the inscription of Ra.messes IV under the Princes' Procession.21 

Seele-Later View 

In a second article Seele considers the Princes' Procession once more. 22 The titles and names 

of the princes, as well as the signs. seem to him absolutely homogenous in style and depth with a 

single exception being the cartouches made as the second addition to the fourth prince. Furthermore, 

he thinks that these inscriptions differ so strongly from the hieroglyphs worked in the period of 

Ra.messes Ill that they supply extensive evidence that the inscriptions of the Princes' Procession 

should be dated later than Ra.messes III. These later additions comprise, besides the inscriptions, the 

Uraei and the change to the clothing of the first three princes. In a further step the fourth prince had 

the Uraeus added, the royal title and cartouches inserted, and also the clothing changed. 

After quoting a number of examples of the differing work methods of the craftsmen on the 

register lines, Seele comes to the conclusion that the differences held significant by Nims were normal 

and therefore all register lines in the Princes' Procession come from the time of Ra.messes ill. 

According to his interpretation, the comparison of the title 'fan bearer on the right band of the king', 

which appears twenty times, with the abnormally arranged signs and the identical hieroglyph forms in 

the smallest of detail prove that these signs were made at one point in time. 23 

21 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.116. 
22 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.116. Seele, 'Ra.messes VI and the Medinet Habu Procession of the Princes', JNES 
19, 1960, pp.184-204. 
23 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.116. 
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Monnet 

Monnet follows again the interpretation of Nims and points especially to the differing 

execution of the Uraeus which are to be seen on the brows of all the first four figures. 24 According to 

this view; the first Uraeus is blue, uniform, and worked without detail. Uraei two and three show no 

traces of colour, while the fourth Uraeus carries traces of the colours red and blue. From this 

information one can reconstruct in which colours the details of the Uraei were painted. 

Monnet concludes from this: the figures and cartouches of Ramesses ill were worked in the 

period of that king and the first prince in the Procession was the first to be reworked by being given a 

title, cartouche, and Uraeus. In a further stage, princes two to ten were reworked by being given a 

title, and name while cartouches and Uraei were supplied for princes two and three. ln a third step, 

the cartouches of the fourth prince were inscribed, his clothing altered, and his Uraeus added. Monnet 

leaves open the question of whether the register lines were worked during the time of Ramesses ill or 

one of his successors. 

Murnane 

Murnane dealt also with the problem of the register lines and the Uraei.25 According to his 

interpretation, the considerable differences between the register lines, and the fact that more figures 

and register lines were present than inscriptions were entered, show clearly that only Ramesses III had 

worked on the scenes. The differences in the execution are, in his view, of doubtful value for dating 

purposes. From his viewpoint there were only two changes made; the first change is the insertion of 

24 Abitz, 'ibid.' . p.116. Monnet, 'Remarques sur la fam.ille et les successeurs de Ramses ill', BIFAO 
63, 1965, pp.209-236. 
25 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.117. Murnane, 'The "King Ramesses" of the Medinet HabuProcession of 
Princes' , JARCE 9, 1971-2, pp.121-3I. 
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all texts in the present register lines of princes one to ten the second change is the creation of a second 

column and te>..1 being undertaken for the fourth prince. 

Kitchen 

Kitchen states that the differences of the Uraei for princes one to four are not suitable for 

dating purposes. 26 

Von Beckeratb 

Von Beckerath believes that the inscriptions for the princes were undertaken by Rarnesses VI 

in order to make conspicuous his legitimate descent from the constructor of the valley temple, 

Rarnesses III.27 A fundamental objection against the thesis that all inscriptions refer to the sons of 

Ramesses III arises from his opinion that both Rarnesses VI and the eighth prince bore the same name 

of Amunherhepeshef. Furthermore. von Beckerath excludes the idea that Ramesses IV merely allowed 

the insertion of the inscription for the first prince. He bases this view not only upon epigraphic 

objections to Rarnesses IV carrying out the work, but also on his view that sufficient space remained 

in order to inscribe without any an compression the full royal name ofRarnesses IV. In addition, Von 

Beckerath was at the time of his article convinced that the princes in the princes' tombs in the Valley 

of the Queens were already dead by the end of the reign of Rarnesses ill and could not therefore be the 

named kings in the Princes Procession of Medinet Habu. 

26 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.117. Kitchen., 'Ramesses VII and the Twentieth Dynasty', JEA 58, 1972, 
pp.182-194. 
27 Abitz, 'ibid.'. p.117. J. von Beckerath, 'Ein Denkmal zur Genealogie der XX. Dynastie', z.As 97, 
1971 , pp.7-12. 
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Appendix E 

Notes from Janssen's Survey of the Prices of Common Commodities 
in the Villaee of Deir el Medina 

We have a large range of data concerning food and it's value for the last years of Ramesses 

III, but sadly almost exclusively for the Village of Deir el Medina. This village of the royal workmen 

will have been exceptional in both the income of it's inhabitants and the type of economy that was 

operating within it due to the extreme degree of royal control over almost every area of the workmen 

and their families' lives, but the data from the village will provide some measure of how secure the 

country around Thebes was at that time. 
1 

Janssen has analysed the prices known for various commcxlities on the basis of the ostraca 

found at Deir el Medina both for basic foodstuffs and for luxury and domestic utility items. Since it is 

in the area of foodstuffs that any severe civil disturbance would produce anomalies and distortions, 

only the following food items are considered; 

I) 'n.tin.ti - Sesame oil'. A very important item in the workmens' diet. From the 19th Dynasty 

(0. BM. 29555) through to year 1 of the mid 20th Dynasty the price remains at 1 deben per hin. The 

first increase known is from 0. Berlin P .10665 where the price increases to 1.5 deben per hin.
2 

2) 'mrl;t - oil?' . Possibly used for anointing or purging. Price appears constant from 0 . DM 

399 (Ra messes Ill?) until year 4 of the mid 20th Dynasty at 2 hin per deben. 3 

3) ''ff- fat' . A high volume item used daily. Price fluctuates from year 29 ofRamesses III 

(P.Turin 1880) with prices of 1/2 deben per hin, rising to I deben per hin (O.Cairo CGC 25,602., and 

0 . Gardiner 296), then falling to 1/2 deben per hin in year 4 ofRamesses IV. The variation may be 

1 Exactly how isolated/controlled the villagers of Deir el Medina were, and hence their economy, 
is highly debatable. For the view of extensive state control see Ventura, Living in a City of the 
Dead. Freiburg, 1986, pp.54. 174-9. For a more open view there is McDowell, 'Contact with the 
Outside World', Pharaoh 's workers, The Villagers of Deir el Medina, ed. L. H. Lesko, Ithaca, 
1994, pp.41-59 and especially p.59 where the workers are seen as interacting freely with the 
outside world. 
2 Janssen, Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. Leiden, 1975, pp.330-1 and table LIII. 
3 Janssen, 'ibid.'. pp.333-6 with table LIV on p.335. 
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due to the short life of the type of animal fat used and the situation of the royal supplies since fat was 

included in the items made available for feast days.
4 

4) 'wJg - vegetables'. Always measured in mrw bundles and remaining reasonably stable at 

l/2 deben per bundle from early Ramesses III until Ramesses VII (P.Turin 1907/8) with the exception 

of 0. Cairo CGC 25,655 .. where the price appears to be I deben per bundle. 
5 

5) 'bdt - emmer'. The price for this commodity appears to rise from I deben per khar in year 

28 of Ramesses III to I and 1/3 deben per khar in year 29 of Ramesses ill. In the period from 

Ramesses IV to Ramesses VII em.mer cost between I and 1/4 deben to 2 deben per khar (0. Cairo 

CGC 25.606.). 
6 

However Janssen notes the price ofthis item would vary by season and that the lower 

price of 1 deben appears to be normal during the reign of Ramesses III, rising in the time of his 

successor to between 1-2 deben .
7 

Gutgesell provides dating for the following texts by his methodology 

and these support Janssen's emmer values during this period, 0 . Cairo CGC 25,588. , (4 deben), 0. 

DM 195 (I 2/3 deben). HO 50/1(1 2/3 deben) , HO 86/2 (with Gugesell's note correcting Janssen's 

value for emmer to I 1/3 deben), 0 . Cairo CGC 25,606., (2 deben) P.DM. 14 (4 deben) , 0 Berlin "C" 

(2 deben), 0 . DM 223 (1 1/3 deben) , HO 18/3 (2 deben) .8 The later variations of up to 8 and 12 

deben would seem to belong to the year of famine (year of the Hyenas?) mentioned in the Tomb 

4 Janssen, 'ibid.' . pp.337-42 with table LV on p.339. 
5 Janssen, 'ibid.'. pp.359-64 and table LVID on p.361. 
6 Janssen, 'ibid.'. pp.112-117 especially pp.113-114. 
7 Janssen, 'ibid.'. p.116. 
8 Gutgesell's method was to note the names and chronological 'overlap' of attested persons on the 
ostraca with the aim of limiting the date of the ostraca. Using this attestations, he obtained the 
following dates for ostraca; 

0 . Cairo CGC 25,588., -year 2 ofRamesses IV, Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.499. 
0. DM 195 - year 22 of Ramesses ill to year l Ra.messes V. Gutgesell, 

Die Datierung . ... p.500. 
HO 50/1 - time ofRamesses VI? and 
HO 86/2 with Gugesell's note correcting Janssen's value for emrner to l 1/3 deben -

year 30 ofRamesses III to year l ofRamesses V, Gutgesell, 
Die Datierung .... p.50 l. 

0. Cairo CGC 25,606., - year 31 of Ra.messes III to year 7 ofRarnesses IV/year I of 
Ra.messes V and 

P.DM 14 - about year 4 ofRarnesses V, Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.502. 
0 Berlin "C" - year l of Rarnesses IV to year 1 of Ra.messes V, and 
0 . DM 223 -year I ofRamesses IV to year 8 ofRamesses IX, and 
HO 18/3 - probably the period of Ra.messes V. 



Robbery Papyri and provide a useful contrast of a period where there were known to be severe 

difficulties due to famine.
9 
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6) 'it - barley'. Janssen notes that one recognises a steady price of 2 deben under Ramesses 

III, a rise afterwards, a period of inflation in the reign of Ramesses VII and that immediately 

following. then a return to lower prices at the end of the Dynasty. 
10 

Gutgesell provides dates for the 

following tex1S by his methodology which support Janssen's barley values, 0. Gardiner Fragment 123 

(2 deben) 0 . DM 195 (2 deben) HO 50/1 (2 deben) 0 . Cairo CGC 25,606., (2 deben) 0 . Gardiner 296 

(2.5 deben) 0 Berlin" C" (2 2/5 deben) HO 19/3 (2 deben) .11 
Until 0 . Cairo CGC 25,606., the price 

remains at 2 deben per khar then, during the period represented by 0. Gardiner 296 and 0 . Berlin 

"C", the price rises to 2 1/2 deben per khar. 12 

Due to the special nature of the grains barley and em.mer, both as commodities in themselves 

and as seasonal products grown and bought to the village by the royal administration, Janssen 

investigated the relations between the value of the two grains and their seasonal prices. From this he 

was able to produce a compound table of values for both items which confirms the above values.
13 

This stability had been earlier demonstrated by the work of Cerny in the l 930's who chose to 

graphically represent the then known values for grain during the period of the l 9th-2 l st Dynasties. 

9 Mention of 8 to 12 khar per deben see Janssen, Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. 
Leiden, 1975, p.116. Year of Hyenas, see P.BM 10052 11, 7-8 published in Peet, The Great Tomb 
Robberies of the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty. 2v., Oxford, 1930. 
10 Janssen, 'ibid.' . p.122. 
11 Gutgesell obtained dates for the following ostraca; 

0 . Gardiner Fragment 123 -year 26 ofRamesses III to year 5 ofRamesses IV, 
Gutgesell, Die Datierung .... p.498. 

0. DM 195 - year 22 ofRamesses III to year 1 ofRamesses V, Gutgesell, 
Die Datierung .. . . p.499. 

HO 50/1 - period of Ramesses VI?, Gutgesell, Die Datierung . . . . p.500. 
0 . Cairo CGC 25,606. -year 31 ofRamesses III-year 7 ofRamesses IV/year l of 

Ramesses V, and 
0 . Gardiner 296 - year 2 ofRamesses IV to year 7 ofRamesses IV/year 1 ofRamesses 

V, Gutgesell, Die Datierung . ... p.501. 
0 Berlin "C" - year l of Ramesses IV to year 1 of Ramesses V, Gutgesell, 

Die Datierung .. .. p.502 . 
HO 19/3 -year 14 ofRamesses III to year 14 ofRamesses IX, Gutgesell, 

Die Datierung . ... p.503 . 

12 Janssen, Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. Leiden, 1975, pp.119-122 especially 
pp.120-1. 
13 Janssen, 'ibid.'. pp.125-132 especially p.130-2. 
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The additional data in the later works of Janssen and Gutgesell does not significantly alter that earlier 

14 
graph of Cerny. 

On the basis of this information. the commodity prices of Ramesses Ill's last years remain 

stable in all consumables with a small rise in the price of grain and seasonal variations in that of 

vegetables. 
15 

However the infonnation must be taken with an appropriate degree of caution and as a 

indicator of the local Theban conditions only.
16 

On the basis of this information, it would appear that 

the reasons of hunger and suffering for the action given in the Strike Papyrus are somewhat spurious. 

14 Cerny, 'Fluctuations in Grain Prices during the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty', ArOr 6, 1933, 
p.176. Despite the clear, level nature of this graph until Ramesses VNI, Cerny states on that 
same page 'It reflects, without any doubt, the decay ... at the end of the reign of Ramesses III and 
under his immediate successors, ... into which fall the repeated strikes of the Royal Necropolis 
workmen .... ' I would point to the peak on that same graph for the period of Ramesses VII and 
VIII as to what would happen under severe 'decay' such as a doubling or quadrupling of values at 
the minimum and would therefore respectfully disagree with Cerny, especially since the increase 
during Ramesses IV and Vis only 33%. In my view the graph shows how clearly stable the prices 
were. 
15 Same conclusion reached by Janssen on the basis of all prices considered, see Janssen, 
Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period. Leiden, 197 5, pp. 551-3 . Interestingly the earlier 
work of Cerny also supports the view of a high degree of stability during the Ramesside period 
see Cerny, 'Prices and Wages in Egypt in the Ramesside Period', Journal of World History I , 
1954 p.920. Cerny also has interesting things to say in the same article, pp.904-8, on the relative 
values of copper, silver, and gold. 
16 Besides these questions, there are some questions over the actual units of measurement see 
Janssen, Commodity Prices.from the Ramessid Period. Leiden, 1975, pp.108-111, and for the 
various units of value such as deben and sniw pp. IO 1-7, while the actual role of the economy in 
the village is discussed in pp.556-62. Gutgesell has also analysed the mechanism and economics 
of the village, see Gutgesell, Die Datierung .... pp.533-76. 
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Appendix F 

Translations of P.Rifaud A-E 

RifaudA 

Koenig has published some new readings of this Papyrus based on his experience of Rifaud D 

and these new readings are incorporated in this translation of the text in the articles of Sauneron and 

Yoyotte. 
I 

The tex1 is very unclear in line l but probably starts off with 'be [did x or y].', then 'Lord of 

the Two Lands (wsr-.mJ't-r'-mry-imn) the great God. And he provided everything good and great of 

the land [for] him and be caused//// the land, he being king (wsr-mJ't-r-mry-imn) the great God 

Line 2 is likewise unclear but contains '////and he caused//////very many, and he provided a 

tomb-chapel for him//// for him the command and he did not breach(?) ////1////his//////the many good 

things which the King ( wsr-mJ't-r'-mry-imn), the great God, did for him.'
2 

Line 3 '/Ill he (and) the other evildoers of her(?) city/////elder////, and he caused ///a going to 

the royal bark and one to overturn it (or it's overturning) and he neglected the many good things 

which (wsr-mJ't-r'-mry-imn) did for him' 

The first part of line 4 is unclear but contains, '///him/// which (verb)// before// Sekhmet Ill/' 

then, 'the evildoers, the abominations to the great Gods ( of?) the land as (one) making conspiracy 

against his Lord who raised him up.' 

Line 5 ' .. . that other criminal like him, and he went to attack the defences with them///// 

him together with the other great criminals like him, would that Pre had never allowed his becoming 

Chief of the Chamber!' 

Line 6 'pJy-bJk-kJmn Ill/II beloved(?) of the temple(?)//// of Sekhmet(?). They contended 

together with 1///wJit, this other great criminal like him, and he went to overturn the defences/////.' 

1 See Koenig, 'Notes de transcription II', CRJPEL 12, 1980, pp.67-68. 
2 The negative aorist 'bw tkn . .f-and he did not breach (it)', see Frandsen, An outline of the Late 
Egyptian verbal system. Copenhagen, 1974, pp.31, 36. 
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Line 7 'of the good things for him//////and he provided food (for) him, father(?) the injured 

by the hand of////his (Lord?)/////the great God ryt(?) for his son, King (wsr-mJ't-r-mry-imn) L.P.R 

and he being a scribe, lowly and poor.' 

Line 8 '////to his Lord L.P.H. who raised him up and who provides his food////and he neglects 

the many good things which ( wsr-mJ't-r'-mry-imn) L.P.H. , the great God . his Lord. did for him.' 

Line 9 '/////Would that Pre had never allowed his becoming Chief of the Chamber and would 

that Pre had never allowed the land to make conspiracy///.' 

Rifaud B 

This reading and translation is based on the text transcription of Sauneron and Yoyotte, 
3 

Line I '////the child of One////Would that Pre had never allowed//////.' 

Line 2 '/////and he gave him his daughter for a wife, and he fell (?)///////and he provided food 

and he made for him "beautiful of names"(?).' 

Line 3 ' . . . and he joined together with////Lord L.P.H. and he caused for him some similar 

(persons) .' 

Line 4 'He would make him Overseer of the Waab Priests of Sekhmet/////. They contended 

with////.' 

Line 5 '////and he commanded (for) him that he be made Overseer of the Waab Priests of 

Sekhmet///they went.' 

Line 6' ... the other great criminals like him, the evil (ones), the abominations to the great 

(Gods?)///////.' 

Line 7 '///the other criminals (and) that other great criminal like (him?).' 

3 S. Sauneron and J. Yoyotte, 'Le Texte hieratique Rifaud', BIFAO 50, 1952, pp.116-117. 
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Rifaud C 

This reading is based on the tex't transcription of Sauneron and Yoyotte, 
4 

Line 1 is very illegible but reads '/////many good things for him in it///warrior///and he made 

the Elders of the Recess.' 

Line 2 ' ... from the Great (Ones) of the Land. Bebold////the God////by(?)/1/.' 

Line 3 ' .. . for/of Pre to the place and did not know the name of it, and be built (wsr-mJ<t-r'-

StJrn-r<-m.ry-imn) L.P.H. the good God. the father of the king.' 

Line 4 '/////treasury/I/and be went into bis presence, the God////the father, the/////////.' 

Line 5 '///// rewards, and he saw his Lord L.P.H., and be/////and be made for himself some of 

like mind.' 

Line 6 'Would that Pre have never allowed him becoming Overseer of the Waab Priests.' 

Rifaud E 

This new document. transcribed and translated by Koenig, gives us a description of one more 

individual's crimes. 
5 

It starts with the 'Great Criminal, deprived of his name, the Butler nmU (?) 

would that P(re had never allowed him to becomes a scribe in) the House of Life, small and poor 

[probably describes the omitted (scribe) but is in a very strange position if so] , and be provided for 

him (bis food did) (wsr-ml't-r,.-m.ry-imn) L.P.H. the great God, his Lord L.P.H. , be being a scribe in 

the House of Life, small and poor and he provided his food and he provided for him everything good 

of the whole land and one promoted him to Butler and one made him bis following (?) protector.' 

Then at Line 4 there starts a list of the crimes 'but he plotted against him in his palace, 

L.P.H. He had gained his experience which was (greater) than any persons who plotted which ( wsr-

4 Sauneron and Yoyotte, 'ibid.', p. l 15. 
5 Text, transcription, and translation in Y. Koenig, 'Nouveaux textes Rifaud II (document E)', 
CRJPEL 11 , 1989, pp.53-58, pis 6-7. 
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mJ<t-r'-mry-imn) had made for him. the great (God?), his Lord L.P.H., and he had heaped up for him 

as bread rations every day, (Would that) Pre (had not) allowed him to become a Butler, (that) the king 

had gone to fetch (him) but no one knew his name! , and he raised him up and he heaped up(?) for 

him all the good things of the land in his efficiency, and he neglected the many good things (which 

the king had done for him). the criminals. the great abominations to the Land, ... . ' 

Despite Koenig's suggestions. I find the next couple of groups unintelligible, then continuing 

in line 8, 'and he went and he carved(?) (in) the presence of the investigators (of) the place of 

investigation his testimony (with limits?) among them. nor would he make it to it's end (complete).' 

As Koenig notes, the last lines are very suspect, and my version differs considerably from his. 6 

6 Koenig, 'ibid.', p.57 n .(s). To me the last line appears to make sense without interpolation and 
reading the negative verb 'm' plus the prospective form 'iry' - perhaps a thrnwback to Middle 
Egyptian??. 
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Appendix G 

Cartouche Coding 

Codes-Introduction 

The codes created for the variant cartouches include those in, and follow on from. those 

shown in von Beckerath.1 His codes of 'E no.' and 'T no.' were used, with the modification of a zero 

placed before the nos 1 to 9. This modification was to permit the computer sorting of rows containing 

these codes by the codes themselves without the problem of the computer regarding El as El0 (which 

it did on the first trial). 

The monuments and inscriptions that supplied the cartouches for the von Beckerath codes are 

listed in von Beckerath's work.2 

The additional codes, which follow on numerically from von Beckerath's ones, used the same 

format as his and started at 'T 20' and 'E 20' leaving spare numbers between von Beckerath's codes 

and the new ones so that his could easily be recognised as having the nos 12 or less. 

The additional codes were created on the following basis; 

1) The von Beckerath codes were examined to see if the item could use their code, if not any 

previously created codes were examined to see if the item could fit under them, 

2) Absence or presence of a cartouche ring was ignored. All relative sign positions within the 

cartouche were ignored. 

3) Notice was taken of all differing signs and equivalences. For example, a 'bolts' was sufficient to 

create a different code if it replaced a 'folded cloth s' in a cartouche. Figures of Gods replacing their 

common symbols or standards were sufficient to create a different code, as were differing sceptres held 

by the same figure . Thus Maat with a wsr sceptre was regarded as a different figure from Maat with a 

1 J.von Beckerath., Handbuch der agyptischen Konigsnamen. Berlin, 1984, pp.246-7. 
2 Von Beckerath, 'ibid.'. 1984, p 94, no.3. 
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iJlp sceptre. Some dubious differences were simply noted when the evidence did not seem to indicate 

clearly that there were different signs involved. 

4) The first occurrence in the source material of the code was noted when a new code was created, and 

these notations are set out besides the codes below. 

Codes-Forms 

A) Von Beckeratb codes for year 1 as used in Chpater 4 with a zero inserted before nos 1-9. 

T1 ( o1~~~J Tl (o1~~~=J 
TJ Cw-r~~J T4- ci,\!i~~=J 
E1 (o Uf m. ~] El (1~rVJ mr+ J 
E.3 @ ~\V m = 1~] E 4- CJrrr~!) 



B) Von Beckeratb's codes for year 2 and following as used io chapter 4 with a zero inserted 
before nos 1-9. 

TS (o1nJt=) 
T7(0 1\1/~] 
T3 (o1\li0] 

T+1 GlJ 
Es 0-1 ~-r \lt-m-r t J 
E 7 (4: (tr~ iJJ 

! EJ (oft>=] 
I 

Tb C~11JJJ!~ 
T8 (of~::~=~] 
T10 (o1~~] 
T12 ( 0 1sJJ 
E6 @~r~~~~ J 
E 8 Cf~ ffi{&n£ i) 
E10C0 rTir+J 

C) Additional new codes starting from T 20 and E 20 

T 20 
(

0 1lll~I 
T 21 (~£Jl~R l 
T22 ( o~~N l 

KRl VI. p.l . 

J.:.RJ VI, p.3, 
no.5. 

J.:.RJ VI, p.80, 
line 13. 

KRJ VI, p.33, 
no.25 A 
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rn(~o~N 1 
rn \5JlJN 

T26 [ 0 IJL[~ t 
T27 \o~? ~/{l 
T

28 

(~ I~ R l 
T29 ~?~~ 

no [o\\5J\( ~~1 

KRJ VI, p.34, 
no.26. 

KRJ VI, p.3-l , 
no.26. 

KRJ VI. p.7, 
line 1. 

KRJ VI, p.46, 
line 13. 

KRJ VI, p.38, 
line 7. 

KRJ VI, p.39, 
line 9. 

KRJ VI, p.38, 
line 3. 

K.RJ VI, p.64, 
line 14. 
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rn [o\~j\~~71 

T35 [
0 I ~U~ ~7} 

T36 [o 7cJ7~~Q~ll 

rn [
0 ?~J\!I 

T39 (
0 1 ~Al 

T40 [o l~~~r 

/JU VI, p.64, 
line 15 . 

/JU VI, p.6-t, 
line 16. 

/JU VI. p. 76, 
line 13 . 

/JU VI, p .. 102, 
line 6. 

/JU VI, p. 104, 
line 13 . 

/JU VI, p.120, 
line 13. 

/JU VI, p.880, 
line 10. 

KR] Vil, 
p.33-t, line 4. 

KRl VI, p.12, 
line 3. 
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T42 ?J~ 

rn ~o\~~~~ 

rn [o \ ~ ~~? 1 
T45 [

0 1~~~ r 

E20 lom I ~iwl 
E2I o~ 1~~rn rt 
E22 [~~ ~J::r~~~ l 

J.:Rl VI. p. J 7, 
line J~. 

KRJ VI. p . 182. 
line 9. 

J.:Rl VI, p.15, 
line J~. 

J.:RJ VI. p.3. 

KRI VI, p.3, 
no.6. line 13 . 

J.:Rl VI, p.2, 
noA. 

KRl VI. p.3, 
no.5. 

KR/ VI, p.15, 
line 14. 
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J 1 -

E26 t~ m~ '~ 
E27 fill m r1 ?~l 
E28 (o~?~ffirrl 

E29 ~~ \~~ 

E30 [or ~~m ~~r 

KRl VI, p.34, 
no.26. line 8 . 

J.:RJVI , p.3~, 
no.26. line 10. 

KRl VI, p.35, 
no.27 B. 

KRl VI, p.35. 
no.27 D. 

KRl VI, p.35, 
no.28 A. 

KRl VI, p.36, 
no 28 B. 

KRl VI, p.36. 
no.28 C. 

KRl VI, p.39, 
line 10. 
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E31 ( Q 1h =l 

E32 (A IT! \1I m r rl 
E33 r~ \~ ~ 1 
E 34 

0 tttJJ m 
2 [ =::= 

E 35 (\ bl! rm ~r 
E 36 

E37 (~ tit?~ Ml 
E38 C) l ~ r ~ r + ~ 

1 c 

E 39 

KRI VI, p.15, 
line 4. 

KRJ VI. p.40, 
line I. 

KR1 VI, p.40, 
line 3. 

KRJ VI, p.44, 
line IO. 

KRJ VI, p.49, 
line 16. 

KRJ VI, p.50, 
line 1. 

KRl VI, p.50, 
line 2. 

KRI VI, p.50, 
line 13. 

KR/ VI, p.51 , 
line 8. 
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E40 t r ~ t-JJ~ 
2- C 

E41 [~ Th::= l 

E42 ~ ~ ~ m .. r_t 

E 

43 

( ra ~ ffi 1 =:= r 

rn [\~\~~~rr 
E45 tftfil rn \ ~ 

L ( - 11 

E47 ~O> ! 7 R'i 
-- I P JJ 

KRJ VI. p.56, 
line 1~. 

KRl VI. p.57, 
lines 8-9. 

KRJ VI p.62 
line l. 

KRl VI p.62, 
line 2. 

KRl VI, p.40, 
lines 5-6. 

KRl VI, p.63 , 
line 2. 

KRl VI, p.64, 
line 8. 

KRI VI, p.64, 
line 16. 



E48 [ o ~ r + 9 4 ~~I 

E 49 ( 0 ffi n 1 ? ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ l 
Eso (o ~ffi~~l 

E5l (o ~ ffi ~ n l 
E 52 [ttf q ill frrt 

E53 ~m ?~ 

rn [
0 mrr,~,9e~r 

£55 (0 m n ~~,~ ~ ,-1 

KR1 VI, p.69, 
line lO. 

KR.I VI. p. 76, 
line l~ . 

KR.I VI. p.80, 
line 7. 

KR.I VI, p.81 , 
line 9. 

J.:RJ VI, p.7, 
line 1~. 

J.:RJ VI, p.85, 
line 2. 

J.:RJ VI, p.130, 
line 3. 

KRJ VI, p. I39, 
lines 5-6. 
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E56 ( o~ rt;)\ ~~5t-[ 

E57 ° tQ'ill mr+ 
J r 

E58 [tlffi~~~'j 

E 59 [ ~ ?~ ~ffill 

E60 ()~ rr 

E61 ( r111tt~ m r+ r 
E 62 4~rn~ i~i 

E63 [f ~ffi ~~ \~~ 

rn (~~~~"I 

I.JU VIL 
p .325 line 9. 

I.JU VII , 
p.326. line -4 . 

I.JU VI, p.10, 
line 6. 

I.JU VI, p.40, 
line 12. 

KR1 VI, p.16, 
line 1 I. 

K.RJ VI, p.35, 
line 5. 

KRI VI. p.36, 
line 12. 

K.RJ VI, p.35, 
lines 13, 15. 

KRl VI, p.40 
lines 5-6. 



E6; [
0 ~ r ~ t 

E66 ° V4 l ~ ~ 
E67 w ~m~ 

2 ( -

lJU VI. p.4~, 
lines 8. l l. 

lJU VI, p.4~, 
line 7. 

lJU VI, p.38, 
line 9. 

KRI VI. p.50, 
line 2. 
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Appendix H 

Dated Religious Monuments and Inscriptions of Ra messes IV 

Year 1 

Abydos, temple of Sethos I, Pylon II main doorway.1 

Abydos, temple ofRamesses 11 Pylon I and Forecourt.2 

Heliopolis. Te:-..is in temple ofRamesses II. North western side of Tell el Hsin 

/Mataria, (i) Cartouches on Papyrifonn Colwnn below Texts of Ramesses II 

(ii) Cartouches, North Facade, Pylon Gateway (iii) Titulary, Western 

Thickness, East Face, Pylon Gateway.3 

Karnak. Ramesses m temple. Forecourt of Amon, North/South sides, Bandeaux 

tex'1S.4 

Karnak, Main temple of Amun, text around base of Ramesses II Colossus, North Wing, Pylon II. s 

Karnak, Statuary. Pylon VII (North Face), Usurped Osiride statue before West Wing.6 

Korn el Qalaah (Memphis), Titles on door-jamb ofMerenptah's Palace.7 

Luxor, Forecourt of Ramesses II. Minor Dedications, Pylon/chapel of Khonsu. 8 

Medinet Habu, temple Precinct of Ramesses III, North Porter's Lodge, Gate Passage. 9 

Medinet Habu, temple Precinct of Ramesses IIL Gate Tower and Pavillion, Base of Southern 

Tower.10 

Medinet Habu. temple of Ramesses III, Pylon II, Front Facade, North and South sides. 11 

Tell Far'un (Nebesh), Statue of Deity protecting king. 12 

1 K.RI VI, p.35, no.28. A only. dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses JV. 
2 KRI VI, p.36. no.28, B, Conly, dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses JV. 
3 KRI VI, p.220, no.117. Addendum, dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses JV. 
4 KRI VI, p.37, no.30, dated to year l (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
5 KRI VI, p.38, no.3 1, A only, dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
6 KR1 VI p.44, no.33. Conly, dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
7 K.RJ VI p.35, no.27, Conly, dated to year l (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses JV. 
8 K.R1 VI, p.47, no.36. 
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9 KR1 VI, p.51. no.41 , B only. dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses JV. 
lO KR1 VI, p.52, no.41, D only, dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
11 KRl VI, pp.55-56, no.42, I & J only, dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
12 KRI VI, p.34, no.26, dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses JV. 



Timna, Glazed Fragments of Menat from Timna.13 

Tod, Minor Restoration Texts. 14 

Year2 

Abydos, Foundation Plaques ofRamesses IV from Abydos Foundation Deposits.15 

Aniba, Stela Fragment. 16 

Edfu, Titles on Ramesside Pylon. 17 

Fayum. Kinan-Fares, Inscription on Middle Kingdom Column. 18 

Karnak. Festal Wall Stela, Cour de la Cachette. 19 

Karnak. Southern Approach, Court of Pylons IX-x.20 

Karnak. temple of Mon tu. rear of Forecourt Dado of cartouches. 21 

Karnak, Main temple of Amun. Pylon IV, Bandeaux texts.22 

Karnak, Main temple of Amun. Solar Roof Shrine Dedications. 23 

Karnak, Southern Approach. Cour de la Cachette, West and East interior walls.24 

Karnak. Main temple of Amwi, Southern Approach, Court of Pylons VIII-IX.25 

Karnak, Statuary, Pylon VII, Usurped Osiride statue before East Wing.26 

Karnak, Usurped statues and additions to Tuthmosis II's statue near to Pylon VII and 

usurped Osiride statue before East Wing.27 

Karnak. temple of Mut, Minor Fragments. 28 

13 KRl VI, p.33. no.25. A onJy dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
14 KRJ VI, p.62, no.46, dated to year 1-2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
15 KRl VI, p.36, no.28, Di, onJy, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
16 KRl VI, p.63, no.49, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses IV. 
17 KRl VI. p.63, no.48, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ra.messes TV. 
18 KRI VI, p.35, no.27, D only, dated to year 2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
l9 KR1 VI, pp.3-9, no.6, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
20 KRJ VI, pp.41-42, no.3 2, E F onJy. 
21 KRl VI, p.37, no.29, B onJy, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
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22 KRJ VI, pp.39-40, no.31. C onJy, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
23 KRI VI, p.40, no.31 , D onJy. dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
24 KRI VI, p.40-41, no.32, A, B, C onJy, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
25 KRI VI, p.41 , no.32, D onJy, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
26 KRI VI, p.44, no.33 , D only, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
27 KRI VI, p.44, no.33 , E only, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 



Luxor. Dedications in Long Colonnade. 29 

Medinet Habu, Korn el-Hetan/Medinet Habu Northern temple. Foundation Deposits.30 

Medinet Habu, temple Precinct of Ramesses III, South Porter's Lodge. 31 

Medinet Habu, temple ofRamesses III. Pylon I, East Facade and North Tower.32 

Medinet Habu, temple of Ramesses ID, Pylon I, North Wing. 33 

Medinet Habu. temple of Ramesses Ill, Pylon I, South Wing. 34 

Rarnesseum, Second Court, A. North Colonnade on bases.35 
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Ramesseum, Second Court, B. South Colonnade on bases, C. West side. Pillar 20 Base, Pillar 23 (D) 

and Pillar 51 (E).36 

Sinai. Glazed fragments from Sinai, B only, Wand, Menat & Bracelet.37 

Tirona. Glazed Fragments from Tirona , Lotus bowl.38 

Western Thebes, Foundations at Assasif , 'Colonnaded temple', Lower end of Hatshepsut's 

causeway.39 

Year3 

Abydos, Kneeling Statue of Ramesses IV.40 

Abydos Great Stela to Osiris and all the Gods. year lost.41 

Amarah West, Hieratic Stela.42 

Buhen, South temple Graffiti, Cartoucbes adored by Viceroy.43 

28 KRl VI, p.46, no.35, dated to year 2 (dated by canoucbe codes) ofRamesses IV. 
29 KR1 VI, pp.47-48, no.37, dated to year 2-3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
30 KRl VI, pp.50-51 , no.40, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
31 KRI VI p.51 , no.41, A only, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses IV. 
32 KRI VI p.53, no.42, A. B only, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses rv. 
33 KRI VI, pp.53-54, no.42, Conly, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses IV. 
34 KRl VI, p.54, no.42, D only, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
35 KR1 VI, p.49-50, no.39, A only, dated to year 2-3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
36 KR1 VI, p.50, no.39, B, C, D, E only, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
37 KRI VI, p.33, no.25, B only, dated to year 2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
38 KR1 VI, p.33 no.25, A only dated to year 2-7 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
39 KRI VI, p.48, no.38, A only, dated to year 2 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
40 K.RIVI, p.36, no.28, D ii only, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
41 KRI VI, pp.20-25, no.16, dated to year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
42 KRI VI, pp.63-64, no.SI. 



Buben, Fortress, Large Stela no.17 48. 44 

Buhen, Cartouches on Columns. South temple. 45 

Deir el Medina. Stela (Cairo JdE 43568) showing Amenophis 1.46 

Deir el Medina, Stela (upper part). Hathor Sanctuary.47 

Deir el Medina, Northern Encl stone fragments, (possibly Stela).48 

Deir el Medina. Wine Jar Docket no.6318.49 

Esna. tomb-shrine of Hathor. 50 

Heliopolis, Obelisk from. found in Cairo. 51 

Hermopolis, Minor Monuments. Demonic figure. 52 

Karnak, Great Hypostyle Hall. Inscriptions on Column bases. 53 
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Karnak. Great Hypostyle Hall, Horus name in large cartouches on Great Columns, later all usurped by 

Ramesses VI.54 

Karnak.. Texts of Ramesses IV on South Obelisk of Thutmosis I. 55 

Karnak, temple of Montu, Green Slate Statue of Ramesses IV. 56 

Karnak, temple of Amun, Names of king, etc. on great Hypostyle Hall. 57 

Karnak. Statuary, Faience statuette, cache, Cour de la Cachette .58 

Karnak, temple of Khons, Dedications. 59 

Koptos. Stela. after Wadi Hammamat Expedition of Year 3.60 

Medinet Habu., temple Precinct ofRamesses III, Gate Tower and Pavillion.61 

43 KR.I VI, p.80, no.59, 2 only, dated to year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
44 KRJVI, pp.80-81 , no.59, 3 only, dated to year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
45 KRI VI, p .63 , no.SO, dated to year 3-4? (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
46 KRI VI, pp.60-6 l , no.45, A only, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
47 KRI VI, p.6 l , no.45, B only. dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
48 KRI VI, p.61, no.45, Conly. dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
49 KRI VII, p.325, no.123, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
SO KRI VI, p.62, no.47, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
51 KRI VI, pp.30-31 , no.23, dated to year 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
52 KRI VI, p.64. no.52, B only, dated to year 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
53 KRI VI, p.880, no. I I 8, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
54 KRI VII, p.325, no.122, dated to year 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
55 KRI VI, pp.31-32, no.24, dated to year 3-5 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
56 KRI VI, p.37, no.29, A only, dated to year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
57 KRI VI, p.38-39, no.31 , B only, dated to year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
58 KRI VI, p.43, no.33 , A only, dated to year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
59 KRI VI, pp.44-46, no.34, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses JV 
60 KRI VI, p.16, no.14. 
61 KRI VI, p.52, no.41 , Conly, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 



Medinet Habu, temple Precinct of Ramesses-III, Gate Tower and Pavillion. Passage on North side. 

Lower Bandeau te:'l.i.. 62 

Medinet Habu., temple ofRamesses ill, First Court, South wall at Base.63 

Medinet Habu. temple ofRamesses ill, First Court, Interior, South wall at base.64 

Medinet Habu. temple ofRamesses Ill, Second Court, Western Wall, Bandeau below princes.65 

Medinet Habu, temple ofRarnesses III, Second Court, Western Wall, Procession of Princes (North 

and South sides).66 

Wadi Harnmamat Great Rock Stela of Year 3 expedition.67 

Western Thebes, Foundations at Assasif, Hieratic Wine Jar Docket.68 
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Western Thebes, Foundations at Assasif, Foundation Deposits of Large Funerary temple, Lower end 

of Mentuhotep Causeway. 69 

Western Thebes, Foundations at Assasif, Foundation Deposits, Faience Plaques from Austrian 

excavation. 70 

Year4 

Abydos. Great Stela for Osiris for length of reign, year 4. 71 

62 KRI VI, p.52, no.41, E only, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
63 KRI VI, p.54. no.42. E only, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) of Rarnesses IV. 
64 KRI VI. p.55, no.42, F, G only, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
65 KRI VI, p.56-57, no.42, L, M only. dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
66 KRI VI, p.57, no.42, N only, dated to year 3-4 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses IV. 
67 KRJVI, pp.12-14, no.IO. 
68 KRJ VI, p.49, no.38, B b, only. 
69 KRI VI, pp.48-49, no.38, Bi, only, dated to year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) of Ramesses IV. 
70 KRI VI, p.49, no.38, B ii, only, dated to year 3 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
71 KRJVI, pp.17-20 no.15 . 



Years 

Serabit el Khadim, Wall Stela ofRamesses IV.72 

Serabit el Khadim, Architectural Fragments, Architrave. Lintel. Fragment of Slab, Statue of a 

Baboon.73 

Serabit el Khadim, Scenes, Building Fragments, temple of Hathor. 74 

Year6 

None extant. 

Year 7 

None eA1:ant. 

72 KR1 VI p.28, no.19, dated to year 5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRarnesses IV. 
73 KR1 VI, pp.29-30, no.22, dated to year 5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
74 KR1 VI, pp.33-34, no.25, Conly, dated to year 5 (dated by cartouche codes) ofRamesses IV. 
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